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^^iETHODIST EEVIEW.

JULY, 1890.

Art. I.—the TITLES OF THE PSALMS.*

The Book of Psalms Las been cberislied as a manual of devo-

tion by tbe pious in all ages. True, it stands upon tlie plane of

the Old Testament, and never transcends tbe preparatory dis-

pen.sation to wbicb it belongs, Tbe Gospel of Cbrist bas slied

a clearer ligbt upon tbe scbeme of redemption, tbe afflictions of

God's cbildren, and tbe future glory, tban tbe psalmists ever

possessed. Xevertbeless, tbeir devout meditations upon divine

tilings, tbeir fervent breatbings after communion witb God, tboir

contidence in bim alike in trouble and in joy, tbeir penitent con-

fessions and earnest supplications, accord so entirely witb tbe

inmost experiences of tbe Cbristian beart as to sbow tbat true

roligion, in its essence, is tbe same in botb dispensations.

Tbe devotional value of tbe Psalter is not materially aft'ected

by critical questions respecting tbe age and autborship of tbess

'':»c'red lyrics. Tbe religious profit wbicb tbey yield grows

out of tbe trutb wbicb tbey contain and tbe spirit wbicb tbey

Ijixatbe, irrespective of tbeir origin or of tbe special circum-

stances by wbicb tbey were suggested. Yet these are by no

uiv.xns a matter of idle curiosity. As tbe psalm must, in a

ificasure, reflect tbe person of its autbor and the situation in

^vhicb it bad its birth, an acquaintance witb tlie latter must con-

'bioe to tbe better understanding of tbe psalm, and tbe study

*'f the i)salni help to a better appreciation of botb tbe writer

^h1 bis times. Accordingly, if tlic date and authors of any of

* Wo welcome so emineul a scholar as Professor Green to the pages of the
A't (.;».. jiig j^ ^j^^ fourth article Lii our series on Old Testament books.

—

Editok.
^1—FIFTH SKRIES, VOL. VI.
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the psalms can be certainly fixed, valuable light will be thn.v, :.

upon tlie religious ideas and the religious life of the period t .

which they belong, and thus upon tlie history of the rehgioii <,;'

the Old Testament in general.

The reputed authors of one hundred psalms are named in

their titles, and some of these state the particular occasion on

which they were composed. It liencc becomes a question i.f

no small importance, preliminary to the study of the book, An-

these titles reliable ?

The external evidence in their favor is as strong as couM
possibly be expected. They have been an integral part of the

text as far back as that can be traced. Tiiey are prior to the

Septuagint, the most ancient of the versions of the Old Testa-

ment, to the constitution of the Psalter as a whole, to the for-

mation of the separate books of which it is composed, to tlial

collection whicli antedates the oldest of these books, and is the

most ancient of which we have any knowledge, the so-callo'l

"Prayers of David,'' Psa. Ixxii, 20, the hymn-book of Solomon'.-

temple. So far as the external evidence goes or the analogy C'f

other Old Testament titles, every thing points to the conchision

that the titles were coeval with the individual psalms to wliieh

they are prefixed, or at least with their litnrgical use. The

evidence derived from this quarter is sufticient to create a stronir

presumption in favor of their truth and accuracy ; so strong.

at all events, tliat their testimony must not be wantonly disre-

garded, or discredited without valid reasons.

The only further test to which they can be subjected is that

of the internal evidence afforded by the psalms themselve>.

Are the titles consistent with the contents of the psalms to

which they are severally prefixed ? Do these agree with wh:it

is known of their reputed autliors, and can they be reasonahlv

supposed to have originated under tlie circumstances there iJi-

dicated ? If so, the titles are vindicated, and they have a ju^-

claim to be believed. It is not necessary, nor is it to be ex-

pected, that a positive demonstration of the truth of the tith-

should be yielded by the psalms. A reasonable measure of cor

despondence between them and the absence of any contrariety

is all that can be demanded, since the liturgical use, for \vhie;i

they were either originally prepared or subsequently adapted,

naturally led to the sinkiner of the individual in wliat w.'^
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CMinmon to all devout worshipers, or to some particular class

of thein.

Tfca. xc is entitled a prayer of Moses, the man of God. De-

litzsch says :
" There is scarcely any literary monument of au-

lifjuitv which justifies the testimony of tradition as to its origin

i.0 splendidly as this." And Bleek :
" There is no sufficient

reason to deny that this song is from the great lawgiver; and

in any case it bears a very decided stamp of antiquity." It is

^enerally admitted, even by those who are most skeptical in re-

gard to the titles, that the psalm is eminently worthy of Moses,

and that the situation herein depicted matches precisely that of

It^rael perishing in the desert, in which they had been con-

demned to wander for their sin until the entire adult genera-

tion was consumed. And that this is really what was before

the raind of the writer is confessed even by Dr. Robertson

Smith, when he says :
* "It can hardly be doubted that this

is an example of the habit so common in later Jewish litera-

ture of writing in the name of ancient worthies."

"The days wherein thou hast aiHicted us, and the years

wherein we have seen evil" (ver. 15), implies a long term of af-

fliction and distress. The mortality common to men is in this

case intensified by devastating judgments :
" Thou hast swept

them away as with a flood " (ver. 5) ; and is emphasized in a

manner unusual in the psalms as the fruit of sin, and the couse-

<]uence of God's displeasure. " We have been consumed in

tliiue anger. . . . Thou hast set our iniquities before thee,"

The earnest prayer for the speedy return of God's mercy

(vers. 13, 14), and that from the lesson of their frailty they

might get a heart of wisdom (ver. 12), is as appropriate as

j>uS6ible, and just what might be expected from Moses. And
^^it]l equal appropriateness the psalm closes with a hopeful look-

ing forward to new manifestations of God's power, and his bless-

ing on those activities upon which they were about to enter when
tlie fatal term should be over. Ko other time can be pointed

out to which the expressions of this psalm seem so well adapted

Jk^ tiiat to which it is referred in the title.

And, what is very remarkable, there isa surjtrising number of

t:«>!iicidences between the language of this psalm and the books

^f Moses, particularly the song which he taught the people

* Eiicyclopadia Britannica, vol. xx, p. 32.
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before his death (Deut. xxxii) and the blessing -^hich he ]>n)-

nounced upon the several tribes (Deut. xxxiii). The Lord is

CLillcd our dwelling-place (pyjo) (ver. 1), as Deut. xxxiii, 27, r\y;o

(Comp. Deut. xxvi, 15 W^\ where it is associated with his etc-r-

nitj, as verse 2. This word is applied to God but twice besides

in the Old Testament, Psa. lxxi» 3 ; xci, 9. '• In all generatioTi>

"

(ver. 1) is literally generation and generation j so Deut. xxxii, 7.

Yerse 2, "Or ever thou hadst formed the earth," literally,

gavest hirth to the earth / the expression is used of God but

once besides in the Old Testament. Dent, xxxii, IS. "Thou
turnest man to destruction" (ver. 3), literally, cav.sest inan to

return to dust, is precisely parallel with Gen. iii, 19, only the

noun is not the same, but its poetical equivalent. Yerse 4, " A
watch in the night ;

" the same term is used Exod. xiv, 24, im-

plying familiarity with this mode of dividing time. Anger (~iS)

and wrath (n^n) are combined (ver. 7) as Gen. xxvii, 44, 45;

Deut. ix, 19; xxix, 23, 2S ; so ^n* and may (ver. 11), as Gen.

xlix, 7, representing the same English equivalents.

Yerse 7, "We are consumed in thine anger." The same

verb, n!?^, is similarly used (Exod. xxxii, 10, xxxiii, 3, Xuim.

xvi, 21, 45) of God's consuming Israel in his anger in tlie wil-

derness. " Troubled," ^nnj, as Exod. xv, 15. " The light of thy

countenance" (ver. 8) is a phrase from the sacerdotal blessing

(Num. vi, 25). " The days of our years" (ver. 10) is a Peiita-

teuchal phrase (Gen. xxv, 7, xlvii, 8, 9, 28), and occurs l)ut

twice besides in the Old Testament (2 Sam. xix, 35, Eccl.

vi, 3). The peculiar plural nw% days (ver. 15), is found no-

where else except Deut. xxxii, 7 ; and a like form, nirj', y'"/w,

is common to this psalm (ver. 10) and to Deut. xxxii, 7. TliO

word n (ver. 10), rendered " cut oS " in the Authorized Yersion,

and " gone " Revised Yersion, is only found besides in Num. x:,

31. "Return . . . repent thee concerning thy servants" (v<-i-

13) ;
just so Moses pleaded (Exod. xxxii, 12-14) ; and his assure!

hope is expressed in the same identical phrase, Deut. xxxii, .'>'.

" Satisfy us with thy loving kindness" (ver. 14) ; the same figur'.-,

Deut. xxxiii, 23, " satisfied with favor." " The days wherein

thou hast afflicted us" (ver. 15) ; this same verb, n:>', is u.~ed of

God's leading Israel in the Vv-ildcrness, Deut. viii, 2, 3. '* !''>

work," ^ys (ver. 1('>), used of the divine agency, as Deut. xxxii, -1

;

" thy glory," -nn, as Deut. xxxiii, 17. "The work of our
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hands" (ver. 17, hh) is a favorite phrase of Deuteronomy (ii, 7,

,\iv, 29, xvi, 15, etc.) There are four names of God in this

pealin : 'Jns, Zord (ver. 1) ; ^jx, God (ver. 2) ; nin^ Jehovah

(ver. 13), and M'rhi^ nvT, Jehovah our God (ver. 17)—all of

wliich are familiar in the books of Moses. The reference to

the creation (ver. 2) recalls the beginning of Genesis.

Tlicse numerous coincidences, some of which are very strik-

i}ig, supply accumulative argument of great force. They can-

not have been accidental. Some explain it as intentional imita-

tion. Ewald boldly claims that Deut. xxxii was modeled after

tlie psalm. But the points of contact are too widely scattered

through the Pentateuch, and in many instances too subtle, to

be the work of an imitator. A more natural and obvious ex-

]«lanation is that they are nnpremeditated, and betray the

operations of the same mind. Of course, they to whom the

Pentateuch is post-Mosaic see in these coincidences no proof

tliat this psalm is from Moses. AYellhausen qualities Bleek's

allegation above cited, that there is no sufficient reason for de-

nying the Mosaic origin of Psa. xc, by adding " for him who
regards Moses as the author of Leviticus." But the curious

fact remains, that what is traditionally ascribed to the same au-

thor lias such multiplied indications of community of origin.

The objections urged against the Mosaic anthorship of this

psalm are of the most trivial description. The only one of

seeming plausibility is, that human life is estimated at seventy

or eighty years (ver. 10) ; whereas Moses attained the age of

oTie hundred and twenty (Deut. xxxiv, 7), Aaron one hundred

and twenty-three (Num. xxxiii, 39), and Joshua one hundred

and ten (Josh, xxiv, 29). But these are plainly exceptional

cases. Caleb remarks upon it as extraordinary that he was as

etrong at eighty-live as he had been at forty. Josh, xiv, 10, 11.

And as all who left Egypt over twenty years of age were con-

demned to perish in the wilderness, the great majority of that

generation must have died within the limits here given. Ewald
argues that so profound a sense of human frailty could not have

arisen at so early a period ; but we may well ask, what circum-

stances can be imagined more adapted to produce it ? It has

been urged that " O Lord, how long ! " (ver. 13) is borrowed
from Psa. vi, 4, and "the beauty of Jehovah" (ver. 17) from
Psa. xxvii, 4; but the borrowing is the other way. Hitzig ob-
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jects that verse 1 calls the Lord our dwelling-place in past gen-

erations, whereas the Israelitish nation had just come into heirit:

in Moses's days ; but the retrospect extends to the time of tl:-'

patriarchs,

Psa. xviii, according to its title, was spoken bv David \\\

grateful memory of the Lord's having delivered him from the

liand of all his enemies and from the hand of Saul. This U

corroborated by the independent testimony of the Books of

Samuel (2 Sam. xxii), which contain other productions of

David of acknowledged genuineness, as his lament over Saul

(2 Sam. i, 19, ff.) and Abner (iii, 33, /.), and his last wonl>

(xxiii, l,y.)- -^"<^ *^^^ internal evidence confirms the title in the

most conclusive manner. The author was a warrior (ver. 34), a

leader (ver. 37), and a king (ver. 43). Yerses 1-19 describe in

vivid figures his deliverance from the greatest extremity of

peril, or, in literal terms (ver. IT), from his strong enemy and

from them that hated him. This deliverance is ascribed wholly

to God, and his own agency is not once referred to, correspoinl-

ing to David's language (2 Sam. iv, 9), "Jehovah, who liath

redeemed my soul out of all advei-sity." In all this he claims

that the Lord rewarded him according to his rigliteousness

(vers. 20-28), saving the afilictcd, but bringing down haughty

eyes; which implies that he had been the object of unjn-t

persecution by a powerful and haughty foe. The terms

employed are almost identical with David's words to Saul

(1 Sam. xxvi, 23, 24) : "The Lord shall render to every man hi.s

righteousness." Comp. 1 Sam. xxiv, 11, 12. Verses 20-4.";'

describe his victories over foes both domestic (vers. 39, 43) and

foreign, resulting in a wide-spread dominion and in the submis-

sion even of remote nations. Comp. 2 Sam. viii, 9, 10.

All this corresponds exactly with the history of David as of n<.>

one else, and, verse 51, the Psalmist explicitly identifies himselt

with him. This last verse is not a later addition to the psalm, nor

a proof that it has been put by some later poet into the mouth

of David, perhaps enlarged, as Hupfeld imagined, from a

Davidic original. But the introduction of David's own nam-*

in words uttered by himself has its parallels in 2 Sam. viu

20, 2G ; xxiii, 1 ; comp. 1 Kings ii, 45. " The Lord's anoiutcl,

applied to himself as king of Israel, not only recalls the a-'t

of Samuel (1 Sam. xvi, 13), but David's repeated language
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rv'-'^pocting King Saul (1 Sam. xxiv, 6, 10; xx\'i, 9; 2 Sam.

i, 14). God's loving kindness to his seed for evermore (ver. 50)

ib not an insertion bj some loyal adherent to this royal house

in some later age, but is based on the promise of God by

Xathan (2 Sam. vii, 12, 15, 16), for which David uttered his

:rrateful thanks at the time. " Who is God save Jehovah ?"

(ver. 31) is closely akin to the words of David, 2 Sam. vii, 22.

Jehovah my rock, ray strong rock, my stronghold, my high

tower, (ver. 2) are figures suggestive of David's situation in the

wilderness when fleeing from Saul. Moreover, the psalm is

evidently not spoken on some particular occasion of danger

and distress, as is the case with so many others, but is a grate-

ful review of the perils and conflicts of a long period, now
liappily surmounted.

It does not follow from verse 21, " I have kept the ways

of Jehovah, and have not wickedly departed from my God,"

tliat it was written before his great sin with Bath-sheba

;

for verses 39, 43, plainly refer to the subsequent rebellions of

Absalom and Sheba. The assertion of his uprightness stands

in special connection with the Lord saving him from Saul,

by whom he was unjustly treated. And his crime, though ag-

gravated, was a fall before a sudden temptation, which was

repented of and forgiven, and not a permanent alienation in

iieart and life from the ways of God.

The title is justified in every point. Even critics like Ewald
•»nd llitzig, who are commonly skeptical on the subject, admit

its truth, and Yon Lengerke, who at one time interpreted the

]>.sahn of the whole peoj>lc, afterward receded from this posi-

tion, and confessed that it could apply only to David. The
Jiiention of the temple (^3'n) (ver. 6), is no objection, as the

lieavenly sanctuary is meant.

Psalm li could only have been written by David. The
prayer (ver. 14), " Deliver me from blood guiltiness," joined

^nth the broken-hearted penitence and earnest piety which the

p-^ihn breathes throughout, points directly to his crime in the

Jiiatter of Uriah, to which the title refers it. D'oi, Uood, can
"lean nothing but the guilt of murder. It cannot, with Hup-
Jt-'ld, be explained of sin in general, nor with Ilitzig be made to

mean that the Psalmist's own life is threatened. The prayer
f'-T Zion (ver. 18), attached to this supplication for personal
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forgiveness, implies that the welfare of the people at large wa.<

intimately connected with the fortunes of the petitioiivr,

which again suits King David.

It has, however, been alleged that verses 18, 19 must li;iv<>

been written in the exile ; that " build thou the walls of Jerusa-

lem " implies their ruined condition, and " tlien shall they oILt

bullocks upon tliine altar" suggests a future resumption of s;ic: i-

licial services at present suspended. This might be answers i.

as some have proposed, by saying tliat these closing verses aie a

Bubsequent addition to the psalm. But if they be omitted it

would have no fitting termination, and the addition, if it were

one, would not be at variance with the doctrine of the ps;dm.

Verse 16 implies the existence of the sanctuary and the ritual

:

else how could sacrifice be given, if God did delight in it \

God's not delighting in sacrifice, nor having pleasure in burnt-

offering cannot be interpreted to mean, as Dr. Robertson Smith

insists,^ " the fall of Jerusalem has temporarily suspended tlic

sacrificial ordinances," whether we regard the expressions

themselves or the parallels in Psa. 1 and in the prophets, Xor

do these words depreciate sacrifice as in itself not pleasing t-)

God, which would be in direct contradiction to verse 19. Tlicy

are evidently intended to exalt the broken and contrite heart

• above the outward formal offering: while nevertheless "sacri-

fices of righteousness " do meet acceptance, and shall be freely

offered upon God's altar. There is a distinct verbal allusion in

"good pleasure" (ver. IS), and "delight" (ver. 19), to the corre-

sponding terms in verse 16, showing how intimately these verff>

are related together, and "building the walls" is not neces-

sarily rebuilding them. If taken literally, to build a city'.'^

walls is to strengthen, enlarge, and fortify them \\ Kings xi,

27, xii, 25, xv, 17, 22), as was done both by David (2 Sam.

V, 9) and Solomon (1 Kings iii, 1) ; or it may be used figuratively

of giving prosperity (Psa. xxviii, 5, Ixxxix, 4), which wouM
correspond exactly with the parallel clause, Do good in thy

good pleasure unto Zion.

Verse 4, "Against thee, thee only, have I sinned " does n«'t

imply tliat no injury had been done to his fellow-man, wliich i'-

expressly contradicted by verse 14, but that he was most of :''

impressed by the enormity of liis criminality against God. An"

* 37ie Old Ttdtairurnt in the Jtwish Church, p. 416.
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this is precisely what David said to jSTathan (2 Sam. xxii, 13), "I

liave sinned against the Lord." Tiiere is no inconsistency in

his imploring a thorough inward assurance of that forgiveness

which Nathan told hira was already granted. And it is alto-

getlier natural that, conscience-stricken for his great crime, he

i^liould be reminded of his native depravity, and should ask

to liave all his iniquities blotted out. ISTothing can be imagined

more congruous to the situation than this entire psalm from

first to last. Hitzig suggests that it must have been written by a

prophet, inasmuch as he proposes (ver. 13) to teach transgress-

ors God's ways; and that he is probably identical with the author

of Isa. xl-xvi, since tliere are several remarkable coincidences

in the language of the psalm and of those chapters. But several

other psalms of David express the same characteristic resolve

to impart to othei-s the lesson which he himself has learned.

And the coincidences with Isaiah, which are not restricted to

a single portion of his prophecies, simply show that he was

familiar with the psalm and adopted its language.

Besides the psalms of David already considered there are

twelve others, which are in their titles connected witli particular

incidents in his life, and thus enable us to follow him through

the most eventful portion of his career.

These titles cannot possibly be mere conjectural adaptations

of certain psalms to the history of David as this is given in

the books of the Old Testameiit. It is obvious from a sim-

ple inspection of them that their titles are not dra^m from the

Books of Sanmel, but are based on independent sources of

information.

Thus Psalm vii is said to be one "which David sang unto the

I>ord concerning the words of Gush, a Benjamite." We look

in vain in the sacred history for answei*s to the questions : Wha
"wa^ Gush? and AVhat were the words which are here meant?
Jewisli imagination found here a symbolic name of Saul. Lu-
ther applied it to Shimei. These are baseless fancies. But the

etatement, brief as it is, explains itself, and the situation is ob-

^nous. The Psalmist is pursued by numerous foes (ver. 1); and
liis life is in peril, particularly from one whom in his might aiid

ferocity he compares to a lion rending his soul in pieces, while

there is none to deliver. Yer. 2. This formidable adversary
>va.s stirred up to increased violence by base and unfounded mis-
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representations—charges wliicli tlie Psalmist indignantly re{)i'I-;.

appealing to God as the witness of his integrity, and professini^

his readiness to suffer the last extreme of hostility and degrada-

tion if the foal accusation were true.

O Jehovah my God, if I have done this
;

If there be iniquity in ray liauds
;

If I have rewarded evil unto hira that was at peace with mo
;

(Yea, I have delivered him that without cause was mine
adversary:)

Let the enemy pursue ray soul, and overtake it;

Yea, let liim tread my life down to the earth,

And lay my glory in the dust.

It is impossible not to recognize David, the object of Saul's

deadly malignity and Imnted by him relentlessly, and yet mag-

nanimously sparing his pursuer's life when he had him in liis

power, while he committed himself for protection and for vin-

dication to the Lord alone. In his remonstrance with Saul lie

says (1 Sam. xxiv, 9, 11): "Wherefore hearkenest thou to men's

words, saying, Behold, David seeketh thy hurt ? . . . Know thou

and see that there is neither evil nor transgression in mine hand,

and I have not sinned against thee, though thou huntest after my
soul to take it." He here, precisely as in the psalm, traces Saur>

pursuit of him to the words of men like Gush, who filled the

king's ear with slanders against David, as though he were plot-

ting to injure Saul. In both he asserts his innocence, and in al-

most identical terms, and while refraining from avenging him-

self he pleads with God, the supreme Judge of the world, to sec

that justice is done. The psalm is throughout in exact corre-

spondence with the history; but the title gives the name of one

of these detractors, which could not have been learned from

the historical books which we possess. And in so doing it sim-

ply refers to him and to his words briefly and without explana-

tion, as it would have been natural to do at the time when tlie

affair was notorious, but as no later writer would have done if

he had wished to be understood.

It is equally apparent that other titles are drawn from sources

of information distinct from the Books of Samuel. Thus Psa.

xxxiv is by David '•' when he feigned madness before Abime-

lech, who drove liim away, and lie departed." A single phrase.

"feigned madness" or "changed his behavior," occurs alike

in this title and in the narrative (1 Sam. xxi, li); but as that is
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tito proper Hebrew mode of expressing tlie idea to be conveyed

it would naturally be used by distinct writers. But the difter-

cnt names ^iven to the king show plainly that one has not been

<ionved from the other. This has, in fact, been urged as

tli^crediting the title. Thus Dr. Kobertson Smith {EncyG.

Ilrlt. XX, p. 33) says: "Even the bare names of the old history

were no longer correctly known, when Abimelech (the Philistine

kini,' in the stories of Al'raham and Isaac) could be substituted

in the title of Psa. xxxiv for Acliish, king of Gath." This

imputation of so gross a blunder is altogether gratuitous. The

common title of the Philistine kings was Abimelech, as that of

the kings of Egypt was Pharaoh, and of the emperors of Rome
was CtEsar, The individual name of this particular king of

Gath was Achish. Either one or the other was equally correct.

The accuracy of the title cannot therefore be impugned, while

at the same time its independence of the Books of Samuel is

established.

A like independence of, and at the same time substantial

consistency with, the Books of Samuel is particularly evident

in the title to Psa. Ix, composed by David, '' when he strove

with Aram-naharaim and Aram-zobah, and Joab returned, and

emote of Edom in the valley of Salt twelve thousand." The

conflict with and victory over the king of Zobah is recorded

L' Sam. viii,3,/*., who is said to have been aided by the Syrians

of Damascus ; but nothing is said in that connection of Aram-

iKiharaim, or Mesopotamia. The title is not in error, however,

in joining them together, since we learn from 2 Sam. x, 16 that

Mesopotamia was subject to Iladarezer, king of Zobah, and

must, therefore, have sent its contingent to his army. A further

f «-'«-'niing discrepancy concerns the person of the victor in the

valley of salt. 2 Sam. viii, 13 names David, the title of the

psalm Joab, and 1 Chron. xviii, 12 Abisliai, Joab's brother
;
the

simple explanation of which is that Abishai was in immediate

<^onnnand during the engagement (comp. 2 Sam. x, 10), but the

s^Jiccosses of the subordinate may with equal propriety be cred-

•^'-'d to his superiors in rank ; to Joab, the commander-in-chief,

^:'d to David the king, who was the supreme head over all the

The victory was over Edom according to Chronicles and the

title of the psalm, but over Aram according to Samuel, which
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may be simply a textual error involving the change of a sin;:"..'

letter, or may indicate a combination between the Edoinit..i

and Syrians. The number of the slain is reckoned eiglitct:i

thousand in Samuel and Chronicles, but in the title before i;>

twelve thousand, the larger being perhape also a more compr.'-

hensive estimate. These various supei-ficial differences betwi-cn

the account in Samuel and the statement in the title, whilr

capable of ready reconciliation and not impairing the credihilitv

of either, nevertheless indicate their derivation from distinct

sources.

And the psahn clearly evidences itself as belonging to X\w

time to which the title assigns it. It gives us a fuller insii^lii

into the course of events during the momentous conllicts whicli

are so summarily recounted in Samuel, and only their succe.-s-

ful issue indicated. The psalm introduces us to a crisis whiii

liumiliating and discouraging reverses had been expcrieTice<i.

though the strong faith of the Psalmist in the covenant God of

Israel did not permit him to doubt of the ultimate result. N'-t

disaster is recorded in Samuel, it is true, which does not enter

into the particulars of the several campaigns. But these w;ir-

of David were waged against formidable foes, and it is n"t

surprising if in the course of them he experienced temporarv

defeats. It is also easy to be supposed that while he wa.-:

engaged with his armies in the north Edom may have eageriv

seized the opportunity of invading the territory of Israel in Ir.^

absence, and have threatened, not only the peace and security,

but even the stability of his kingdom. This would account f-r

the hasty return of Joab, the battle in the valley of salt, an !

the terrible retaliation inflicted upon Edom in the exterminat-

ing campaign which followed (1 Kings xi, 15, 16). The sitiM-

tion depicted in the psalm is thus satisfactorily explaino'l:

the calamities deplored in the opening verses (vers. 1-3), th''

advance into Edom foreshadowed (ver. 9), and the ground "•

confidence upon which alone the Psalmist rests (vers. 6-Si—

God's sure word that the entire land of Israel was his, and th •*

only abject humiliation awaited those insolent foes who wou.'i

wrest its possession from him.

Ewald arbitrarily divides the psalm into two separate odei "

diilcrent periods, but feels constrained to refer one of tht-in t
•

the time of David. It is a curious indication of how little val'.H'
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j. !;ometimes to be attached to critical criteria that the words

which Hitzig points out as evidences of late date fall within

^vhat Ewald considers the oldest portion of the psalm. The

ooiijcctures which refer this impassioned lyric to the reign of

Jrlioshaphat, or to the period of the Maccabees or after it, are

al! wrecked by the impossibility of adapting them to the language

iiore used. ITupfeld says :
" It is against the reference to the

Maccaboean or the Persian period that nothing in the psalm re-

quires so late a time, and that the vigorous and highly poetic

character of the complaint, prayer, and promise points to the

time of the existence of the kingdom." He is himself disposed

to place it in the reign of some one of the later Jewish kings,

for the reason that in his opinion "the promise is the idea

current among the prophets, of a restoration of the unity of the

kingdom, which presupposes the schism and the experience of

its doleful consequences." The real fact, however, is that the

p^alm presents the unbroken unity of the whole land of Israel,

not as an ideal to be hereafter attained, but as an already exist-

ing condition, and thus fixes beyond reasonable contradiction

its date prior to the schism of Jeroboam.

The titles thus far reviewed are evidently indejjendent of the

Books of Samuel, and based upon some other source of informa-

tion. They even seem to point most naturally to a contempo-

rary, who was personally cognizant of the situation ;
and there

is no reason why this should not be the author himself. So

that it is quite reasonable to assume that the same thing holds

likewise in the case of a title like that of Psa. liv, where the

language is identical with 1 Sam. xxiii, 19, or xxvi, 1. The title

re})eats the very words of the Ziphites, and hence, of course,

agrees with the passage in Samuel, where their words are also

rej)orted, but is not necessarily borrowed from it.

But apart from the question of the date or the source of the

titles now under consideration, it is alleged that they do not

accord with the contents of the psalms to which they are pre-

fixed, and which cannot, therefore, be reasonably supposed to

bi'long to the occasion thus indicated. Dr. Robertson Smith

v.Mives them aside in the following magisterial manner :

'' To
i-ffer Psa. lii to Doeg, Psa. liv to the Ziphites, Psa. lix to

i>avid wlien watched in his house by Saul, implies an abso-

bite lack of the very elements of historical judgment." But
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this over positive and contemptuous assertion rests on a ii:'-

taken conception of the origin of the titles, and of tlieir cLi::..

to be regarded as trustworthy. As they are not inferet;.-.

deduced from the psalms themselves, they are not discrt-il::.
,

when the internal evidence does not of itself demount m-

their truth or limit the composition of the psalms to !;.

particular occasion therein stated. As traditional stateuiL-!:!-

embodied in the text itself, there is presumptive evidence <->:'

their truth, unless there is good reason for setting them a.-i.).-.

JSTo one would dream of discarding positive information respect-

ing the authorship of modern hymns or the circumstances in

wliich they were produced, because it could not be proved t..

be certainly true from the contents of the hymns.

In Psa. lix the Psalmist prays for deliverance from foes wli..

lie in wait for his life, going about the city night after night

to execute their treacherous purpose. David was then livi'.:^-

in Gibeah, the residence of Saul. This is the city referred t'-,

and we learn from the psalm that Saul not only sent hia-i

assassins on one occasion to take his life, but that David w.i^.

aware of their having been watching for an opportunity ro-

peatedly before to execute tlieir treacherous purpose uii'h-r

cover of tlie darkness. The mention of "heathen" (vers.

5, 8) has led some to suppose that foreign enemies are here ii:-

tended, who were besieging an Israelitish city. But the im:-

versality of the language, " all the heathen," shows that the

particular foes of the Psalmist are not intended. It is an ap-

peal to God, who shall judge the whole world of mankiml. t.>

inflict merited punishment on those who, without any fault '-I

his, are thirsting for his blood (vers. 2-4), and use deceit and

lies to accomplish their nefarious purpose (ver. 12). The tit.e

matches the psalm precisely. And the same is true of V^-^- hi

and Psa. liv likewise.

In regard to all these titles which are now under considera-

tion, it is conmionly confessed, even by those who are most

skeptical respecting their truth, that the psalms to wlno.i

they are prefixed correspond to the situation indicated i'-

them, and that no real variance can be pointed out by wlnC'

their correctness can be positively disproved. Only it is -'"

leged that the psalms are not so exclusively adapted to tin

situation stated in the titles, that they cannot equally well i^e
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f-upposed to have originated under any otlier similar circum-

^taIlces. This, however, is no serious objection. The tradi-

tional testimony respecting the occasion of particular psalms is,

in some instances, as we liave seen, very explicitly corroborated

1a' the internal evidence which points directly to it and to no

other. It is sufficient if in other cases the contents of the

psalm are consistent with the declaration of the title without in

any very positive mamier confirming it. The presumption in

favor of the correctness of the title abides in full force so long

as it is uncontradicted. And it is not to be expected that the

contents of the psalms will in the majority of cases identify

the precise occasion on which they were conceived or written.

For the Psalmist prefers to dwell on the general features of

Jiis situation, which associate him with those who, in the ex-

perience of similar treatment, share his pious trust in God,

rather than on those minor details which are peculiar to his in-

dividual case and distinguish it from all others. This was both

more congenial to his own pious meditations and fitted them

subsequently for liturgical use. It is this feature of the psalms

which led to their admission into the temple-worship, to assist

and direct the devotion of the assembled people, while purely

])crsonal and local compositions, such as David's lament over

Saul, Deborah's triumjjhant song, or the song of Moses at the

passage of the Red Sea, were necessarily excluded.

Psa. XXX is ascribed to David, and there is no reason to dis-

I'Ute his authorship of it. It is not quite clear how the words
'' the dedication of the house " should be understood. On the

one hand it has been contended that this simply indicates its

later liturgical use. Thus Psa. xcii is entitled "A Song for the

fabbath day," and, according to Jewish tradition, it was' sung

at the time of the Sabbath morning sacrifice in the services of

tlic second temple. In the Syriac psalter there are man^ lit-

urgical titles of this description, introduced from the usages of

the old Syrian Church. According to Jewish authorities, Psa.

>:xx was appointed to be sung at the feast of the dedication of

tJiC temple instituted by Judas ]\raccaboeus on the occasion of its

bt'iiig re-opened and cleansed after its desecratioii byAntiochus

Hpijthanes. If this is what is indicated in the title, it does not

ini}»ly that it was originally composed for that occasion, which
tbere is nothing in the psalm itself to suggest. But an old
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psalm of David was selected to be used, wliich was so far a|;

propriate as that it celebrates a change through God's inerv\

from distress to joy.

It is not improbable, however, that the title indicates, n..:

this later liturgical use, but, as in the case of the other psalm-

of David, the occasion on which it was prepared. This cuuM

not then mean that it was composed by David either at th.-

time of erecting his sacred tent in Zion for the reception vi

tlie ark, or with a view to its subsequent use at the dedicatiuti

of Solomon's temple- Nor is it probable that the house hero

meant is David's palace, and the occasion some religious servi(.<j

consequent upon its erection, or David's return to it after the

fall of Absalom, There is another occasion in David's life tu

which the language of the title corresponds, and with which

the contents of the psalm agree in a very remarkable manner.

AYhen the plague sent in consequence of David's vainglorionsiy

numbering the people was stayed by his sacrifice offered at the

threshing-floor of Oman the Jebusitc, and the Lord answerer]

him by fire from heaven upon the altar, David said (1 Cliron.

xxii, 1),
" This is the house of the Lord God," recognizinu

this immediate divine interposition as an indication of the site

of the future temple. The consecration of this spot may l>c re-

garded as the dedication referred to in the title. The pri^le

which led him to number the people and the fearfid jml.::-

ment inflicted in consequence are referred to in verses G, T.

His earnest prayer for the removal of the plague fol!u^v^,

verses 8-10. God's returning favor after the brief but terri-

ble manifestations of his displeasure is celebrated, verses 5, 11 :

comp. 1 Chron. xxi, 16. And that this psalm was designed

to be Sling on a public occasion of thanksgiving appears fruiu

vei*se tt.

The various titles that are suggestive of the occasion on whieh

the psalms were prepared find thus their adequate justificati":'

in the language of the psalms themselves. The great majority

of David's psalms, however, simply bear his name in their

titles with no suggestion of the particular time at which thev

were composed. In regard to some of them this can be reasuu-

ably conjectured; for exainple, Psa. iv is so closely related J-

its cliaracter and its expressions to Psa. iii that it must bel'n-'

to the same general time, the rebellion of Absalom. Psa. xxx--
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which recites the blessedness of liini whose transgression is for-

-'ivcn, whose sin is covered, is, in all probability, to be referred

to the same general period as Psa. li, only the pardon for which

the Psalmist so penitently entreats in the latter has been assured

t.» him. Others as clearly belong to the period of the persecu-

I iun by Saul. And tliere seems good reason to refer Psa. xv and

W\, xxiv to the time when the ark was transported to Zion. It;

is not to be expected, however, that the particular occasion can

he pointed out in every case, or even in a considerable propor-

tion of cases. It is enough to know that they are from the pen

uf the royal Psalmist himself. Even this has been disputed,

hat on grounds which are clearly insufficient.

Tims Dr. Eobertson Smith objects :
" Psa. xx and xxi are

nut spoken by a king, but addressed to a king by his people."

I'nt some one must have voiced these loyal utterances of the

people, and given shape to their supplications on his behalf,

and their expressions of confidence that the blessing of the

Lord would attend him and grant him the desired success in

Ills undertakings. And who could more appropriately do this

than the sweet Psalmist of Israel, whose words they were

accustomed to chant in their devotions?

He further says, " There is a whole series of hymns in which

the writer identifies himself with the poor and needy, tlie right-

cons people of God suffering in silence at the hands of the

^vieked, without other hope than patiently to wait for the in-

terposition of Jehovah. Psa. xii, xxv, xxxvii, xxxviii, etc.

Nothing can be further removed than this from any possible

Htuation in the life of the David of the Books of Samuel."

But this overlooks entirely the moral and religious aspect of

Saul's hostility to David. Saul knew (1 Sam. xv, 28) and the

people knew (xxv, 28-30) that the Lord had rejected him and

had chosen David. This enhanced his jealousy of David and

liis bitterness against him, Samuel had no further dealings with

^>'iul. Saul massacred the priests because he suspected that

they were partisans of David. Abiathar fled for his life and

took refuge with David. David might fairly regard himself as

r<^'presenting the cause of God, while Saul and tliose who took

J-art with him in his malignity and cruelty were its enemies, and

\vere ever ready to vent tlieir hostility upon any true servants of

^'od who were friendly to him. And this is just the situation

•^- FIFTH SERIES, VOL. VI.
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depicted in such psalms as are above excepted to. Psa. xx.w :•

was written wlien tlie Psalmist was old, and so cannot l»e in-

ferred to the time of Saul. But in all that is said in it of il .•

prosperity of the wicked and their hostility to the righteous, it i-

observable that there is no intimation that the Psalmist was liiiii-

self in a suffering condition. The seeming inequalities of divi:..

Providence belong to all times, and the temporary success of i-\ i:

machinations can be rectified by no human administrations.

It is further objected that Psa. cviii is made up of cxtra't^

from Psa. Ivii and Psa. Ix. But, as both these are psalms of 1 >.i-

yid, portions of each when put together are properly attribnt<.-.l

to him. It is also said that Psa. cxxxix cannot be David's en

account of the Aramean character of the language. Perljui'^

however, even this is not decisive. As it is confessed to be .i

psalm worthy of David in every other respect, and particulariv

in its elevation of thought, vigor of expression, and poetic

fervor, it is supposable, to say the least, that in successive re-

productions some of its words and forms may have been niu<h-

fied into conformity with the usage of a later period.

On the whole the result of our inquiry is this : The Iul'^

antiquity of the titles and the external evidence in their fav. r

create a strong presumption of their truth. This is corrobor-

ated in numerous instances by the internal evidence. Tluy

should, therefore, be accepted as true, except in individual ca.-es,

if any such exist, where there is clear proof to the contniry.

We are warranted, accordingly, to take these psalms into tl"J

account in forming an estimate of the character of David, or '-!

the rehgion of Israel in his day, and to pronounce that cntic.i.

hypothesis certainly false which iiolds a view of Israel's re!.„'-

ion which is inconsistent with the truth of even a single one <{

these titles. If David wrote any of the psalms attributed t«

him, however few, the entire hypothesis of the history of 1"

rael's religion framed by the Kuenen and Wellhauscn schc'l "•

critics vanishes into smoke. For they all breathe an elevat-. •:

and spiritual religion, which according to the scheme propuun':-

ed by these critics could not possibly have existed in Davi-: ^

days.
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^P^T. II.— PROFESSOR THEODORE CIIRISTLIEB, D.D.*

I. BlOGllAl'HlCAL AND LiTEKAKY XoTICES.

A PRLN-CE in Israel has fallen. On the loth of August, 1SS9,

the Rev. Tlieodore Christlieb, Ph.D;, D.D., Professor of Prac-

tical Theology and University Preacher in the University of

lioiin, on tlie Rhine, died in the full assurance of eternal life.

Being well kr^own, both in Europe and America, as a champion

of " the faitli which was once delivered unto the saints," as

well as of the cause of domestic and foreign missions, a sketch

of his life, character, and work may not he wholly uninteresting

to the numerous readers of the Methodist Tiemeio.

Theodore Christlieb was born at Birkenfeld, kingdom of

Wiirtemberg, on tlie Yth of ^March, 1833, where his father was

tiie clergyman of the town. His parents having destined him

for the ministry, they sent him first to tlie Latin grammar school

at Tubingen (1843-lSlT), and then to the cloistral school at

Maulbronn (1847-1851) ; while during the years 1851-1855 he

studied theology at the Univei-sity of Tiibingeu. Tiiough as a

«tudent he was not brilliant, he was, nevertheless, modest, hard-

working, and thorough.

Soon after his graduation he became tutor in a private family

in France. While there he received and accepted a call to the

pastorate of the newly established German Evangelical Church
at Islington, London, England. During his stay in London he

married Miss Emily Weitbrecht, daughter of a well-to-do Ger-

nian-English family (1861). In 1865 he accepted a call to the

vacant pulpit of the leading church in Friedrichshafen, an im-

portant commercial town of his native country situated on

Lake Constance, where he distinguished himself as an earnest

and eloquent preacher.

II is first literary production was, The Life and Doctrine of
dohn Scotus Erigeva, in consideration of which hi&alma mater

C(;nferred upon him the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

h\ 1868 the University of Bonn called him to the vacant pro-

It- ssorship of practical theology, with which was connected the

f'lHce of university preacher. In 1869 he received a similar call

^roMi the University of Leipsic, which, however, he declined.

•VitieFabri: Zum Gedaechtniss Thtodor Chriftli'ibs. Bonn: J. Schergeus.
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In 1868 he published his leading work, entitled, Modems
Ziocifcl am Christlichen Glcnihen (Modern Doubts as to tl.i-

Christian Faith), which in 1870 appeared in a second edition.

It appeared in English in an enlarged and improved form

under the title, Modern Doubt and Christian Belief; and be-

came at once so popular that in a comparatively short tiniu i:

passed through several editions, both in England and Americui.

In it he carefully analyzes and refutes the current scientitic.

philosophical, and negative-critical objections to the Christian

faith, points out their illogicalness and untenableness, and con-

vincingly demonstrates the truth, the grandeur, and the diviiu.-

power of Christianity. Whatever gross perversions and abuses

have been made of it, both by enemies and professed Christian

men and Churches, Christianity, our author shows, has never-

theless justified its claims by its fruits. He presents this in-

ductive argument in an elaborate but intelligible form. IK-

appeals to the indisputable records of history, to the deveL'i>-

meuts of nations, and to the contrasts of individual charactur

which are patent to all men. His statement of t\\Q proUem of'

miracles is at once sufficiently complete and strictly rational ars']

dispassionate. Its spirit is admirable and its position uncom-

promising. All such polemics must, if at all complete, be a

re-arrangement and a restatement of familiar arguments. Jh'

makes no pretensions to novelty ; he simply adduces evidence-

and arguments in the light of modern thought, and with siu-'i

modifieations as progressive theological thought supplies itself

:

for it cannot be too often reiterated that one of the services «•:

adverse criticism is to discredit untenable arguments and t<»

elicit new apologetics. I know of no recent work in defen.-'-'

of miracles that surpasses this in grasp and cogency, in dcf}>

thought, in caution, in clear logic, and in the power of perceiv-

ing where an old argument is susceptible of new applicati"ii-.

no less than in the power of inventing new ones. While lie

shows that God works no superfluous miracles, he also sliows

that we gain nothing by imposing limits upon exercises of Go<i --

power in order to conciliate objectors to miracles; for he rightly

says that " by a denial of the miraculous we do not in the l':*-^

escape miracles, but only have to believe in greater prod igie-~.

* Vk(e Christlieb's .V-.d^-m Duuli and Christian Bdief. T. & T. Chirk, VAm-

burgh, 1S74, p. 337.
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His vindication of the genuineness of the Xew Testament Script-

ures, as against the negative critics of the Tubingen school of

iliL'ologians, is equally strong and thorough, at least so far as the

limits of his work admitted it ; while the spirit of candor, fair-

ness, and Christian courtesy pervades the whole book. It was

written not so much for scholars as for an intelligent public.

In grateful recognition of his service in the defense of Chris-

tian truth the theological faculty of the University of Berlin con-

ferred upon him, in 1S70, the degree of Doctor of Theology.

In the autunm of 1873 Professor Christlieb attended, as a

<k'legate, the sixth General Conference of the Evangelical Al-

liance, held in the city of New York, where he delivered an

address on " The Best Methods of Counteracting Modern In-

lidelity," which made a profound impression on all who heard

it. From whatever point of view it is considered it is one of

the ablest and most elaborate defenses of Christianity in the

English language. It was also translated into the German,

Dutch, French, Danish, Swedish, and modern Greek lan-

guages, and found extensive sales. One of its distinguishing

features is his declaration that the most irresistible method of

defense against infidelity as a social power is *' the actual })roof

of a Christian life." This proof is to be furnished, (1) by the

individual Christian in a pure and holy life, in an outward

iiiisclfish conduct outshining that of the opponents, in faithful

<levotion to alleviating the sufferings of humanity, and'in spread-

ing the Gospel
; (2) by individual congregations in openly and

joyfully witnessing, in word and deed, for Christ, in developing

a vigorous Christian associational life, and in exercising a

Christian influence upon the press and popular literature
;

^"') by ilie Church, in the removal of all unjiccessary quarrels

•"••••d jealousies at home and abroad, and in cherishing a wide-

•ifartcd brotherly love and union among all evangelical denom-
i^iations. These are true and noble thoughts expressed on a

-ivat international occasion ; but the difficulty of carrying them
'"ff» practice none illustrated more than Professor Christlieb

'"'ucelf during the succeeding years of his life, as we shall

^"ierty show later on.

In 1ST5 Christlieb published a biography of his friend, Pro-
le.-v-or K. B. llundeshagcn, together with two volumes of the

letter's writings. In the same year lie was ai)poiuted a mem-
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ber of the " extraordinary " General Synod of the Evangelical

Chnrch of Prussia, which met at Berlin for the purpose .^f

adopting a new constitution for that Church. He was ni-

pointed a member of the "ordinary" General Synods of I'^T.'

and 18S5, while the theological faculty of his university :t;-

pointed him delegate to the Provincial Synod of AYcstplial;,!.

In these church assemblies his advice and addresses had miiri.

weight and influence.

Professor Christlieb was also a strong advocate of dome.-t'i-

and foreign missions. In 1876 he published a w-ork in (itr-

man relative to that cause, entitled, Der Missionsheruf <h <

Evangelischen DcidHcJilands nach Idee und Geschichte (The M;-

sionary Calling of Evangelical Germany, according to its Llc.-\

and History), in which he explained and enforced the duty uf

the evangelical Churches of the Fatherland in regard to Chri^'/

>

great commission to his apostles and his Church, and the clairr.n

of the heathen world upon them for the Gospel. Pemembi.-r-

ing the fact (1) that the Evangelical Protestant Churchc' <>:'

the different kingdoms and dukedoms and principalities tli.'.t

compose the German Empire are separate and distinct fr-':::

and independent of each other ; and (2) that some of tlu -<•

State Clnirches are Lutheran, some Peformed, and other.- ;'.

«nion of the two ; and (3) that jealousies exist between them ••;:

account of doctrinal and governmental or constitutional ditli-r-

ences, it was a bold venture on the part of Professor ChristHi''-

to tell all these Churches what tlieir duty is in relation to tl.o

cause of missions. It required a good deal of moral couraL'f' '"

face, as it were, the large number of professors and oflici <

-

and preachers, and the laity in and of these Churches tlirou:'

out tlie empire (who were supposed to know tlieir whole i\\V--:^ •

and impliedly charge them both W'ith ignorance and neglect '

Christ's great command to evangelize the whole world. A:

yet, without assuming superior knowledge and greater coui;i_'-

.

lie acquitted himself in a manner and in a spirit that could g;"*'

no oftense to i-ight-thinking ])eople.

In 1878 he published a broclinre, in German, on The J"

British Opium-Trade and its defects (which also ai>pcan«i

an Knglisli and French translation, each passing through ^'-'V' " •

editions), by wliich he endeavored to create a public seiiti'ii' '

in Europe against this nefarious business. Wliether the Un '•;-•'
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irovcrnment accepted this well-merited rebuke, and is endeavor-

hi<' to break up tliis trade, remains to beseen.

At the General Conference of the Evangelical Alliance held

in Basle, Switzerland, in 1879, he delivered an address in Ger-

man on " The Present State of Missions among the Heathen

—A General Review," which appeared also in an English,

French, Swedish, and Danish translation—the English transla-

tion being published simultaneously in Boston, London, and

Calcutta. With German thoroughness he treated this all-

absorbing subject, and told "The Christian Church" what she

has been and is doing in regard to the great work the divine

Head of the Church had commanded her to do—to proclaim

" that repentance and remission of sins should be preached in

Ills name among all nations, beginning at Jerusalem
;

" that her

members "shall be witnesses unto me both in Jerusalem, and

in all Judea, and in Samaria, and unto the uttermost part of

the earth;" and that they shall go "and teach all nations, bap-

tizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of

the Holy Ghost : teaching them to observe all things whatso-

ever I have commanded you." Luke xxiv, 47; Acts i, 8;.

Matt, xxviii, 19, 20.

Professor Christlieb published in rapid succession other bro-

chures on various subjects relating to the Church, theology, and

religion. Thus, in 1882, there appeared from his pen a publi-

cation entitled, Ziir Methodistischen Frags in Deutschland

(Concerning the Methodist Question in Germany, 12mo, pp.

02), which passed through several editions. Its contents will be

noticed later on. Another one contained several sermons on

The Blessings of Aaron ; still another on Eeligious Indiffer-

ence, and the Best Means to Combat It ; while in the second

oilition of Herzog's Enoyclopcpdla for Protestant Theology and

Church there aj^peared articles from his pen on "Apologetics,"

" Ilomiletics," and " History of Christian Preaching." In the

latter, unlike other German histories on the same subject,

he looked beyond the Fatherland, and reviewed the history of

preaching in other countries, especially in those in which the

Ktiglish fanguage was spoken. His residence in London during

the early years of his ministry enabled him to learn, not nierely

from books, but from contact with leading preachers of differ-

ent denominations, and by hearing them preach, the method and
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style of preaching as practiced in their pulpits. "While aiiniii;/

to be just and impartial, the one-sided German professor i^,

nevertheless, noticeable in his treatment of this subject.

Another very interesting little work from his pen appcan->l

in German, some months before his death, on the subject of

Medical Missions (12mo, pp. lOS), in which he descrih(.->

(1) their origin, aim, and spread
; (2) their great need and iiu-

portance; and (3) tlieir methods and results. It is the bc.-t

work on this subject that has appeared thus far in any language,

and deserves to be 'carefully studied by all missionary societies.

II. Christlieb as a Max, a Chkistian, and a Pkeachpjk.

In personal appearance Christlieb was handsome, well-jiru-

portioned, and possessed of a commanding, if not imposing, Hl:-

lire. He was thoroughly human, in the best sense of thewoni.

His character was transparent; he lived a life, if uneventful in

external incident, yet fortunate and happy beyond what falls t-.

the common lot. While there seemed to be a melancholy tinge

in his mental constitution, he M'as, nevertheless, pleasant and

lively in the social circle. "When, in JSS4, the writer of tin-

biographical sketch was residing in Berne, Switzerland, in an

official capacity. Professor Christlieb was, during that sunnnrr,

his guest. He endeared himself to all by the suavity of iiis

manners, the cheerfulness of his disposition, the instructive-

ness of his conversation, the care he manifested for the feelings

of all, and the kind words he had for them. Without monop-

olizing tlie conversation, he had the faculty of drawing out

from each his or her share for the entertainment of the rest.

Even the children did not escape his kind attentions. Durin_'

our long residence abroad in three different countries we seldom

had, among our numerous guests of almost every nationality,

one who was- more genial, charming, and instructive than Pro-

fessor Cliristlieb. It was no wonder that \vherever he went Ik'

made many friends. But while he had numerous admirers ani

friends he was intimate with but few, and reserved toward thf

outside world, lie gladly co-operated with all who asked hi^

services for the amelioration of the condition of the great

masses. He had no weakness for external honors or for "deco-

rations " from royalty ; and this means much in view of the

fact that in Germany many prominent men often manit^'-^
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a ijreat anxiety for such trifles. Christlieb was a straiglifor-

wiird, thorough-going Christian ; his experience as such was

rich, and his knowledge of "the things of God" deep.

Like Luther, he was a man of prayer; and from this source

]ie ever drew spiritual nourishment and strength for the per-

fiirtnance of his multifarious duties. "Whatever honors he

<.>btained or success he achieved he always remained the same

luiassuming, sincere, and strong man and Christian, uninflated

l>v his popularity, as he M'ould have been undaunted, it is said,

if it had pleased God to try him with failure. But no one ever

f.iw in him the disguised self-satisfaction, the arrogant mock

luiinility, or the ostentatious condescension which arc so com-

mon in smaller natures and weaker minds, whom accident or

wire-pulling have elevated to some honorable position. Would

to God that there were more such unassuming, whole-souled

men and ministers in the Churches

!

As a ])reache)\ Christlieb was prominent. In London and

Fricdrichshafen, while still young, he attracted large and

intelligent audiences by the eloquence, fervor, and spirituality

of his discources, and still more so during the twenty years

of activity as University Preacher. He always " stuck to his

text ;" his sermons were the logical sequence of or outgrowth

from the texts, and, whenever they admitted of it, he empha-

f-ized the saving truths of Christianity. While indulging in no

rhetorical tricks, he was endowed by nature with those gifts of

person and voice and grace of manner which stood him in

good stead. His delivery was neither monotonous nor on a

liigh key, but natural, earnest, and fervent. As a speaker he

frequently attained to what is called effective oratory. As a

]>rcacher Jie achieved a distinction which will be long remem-

bered by those who had the pleasure of hearing him. In

I'reparing his discources he was careful and painstaking, fre-

quently writing them out in full, and often attaining to a

uiitssive splendor and majesty of style truly wonderful. He
'•\'as one of those preachers who pay more attention to the

uiatter than to the manner of thier sermons. They were con-

'•»-ived as much with reference to weightiness of thought as in

liie finest spirit of rhetoric, using this term in its best sense.

ile occasionally illustrated the truths he presented by a reter-

<-'i>ce to his own experiences or those of others, or by facts
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relating to special answers to prayers. Among his literarv

remains was found a blank-book in which he had notv.;

down, "special experiences of faith " and "special answers t..

prayers." In another blank-book he had made entries of tli--

texts and subjects of all the sermons he had ever preaclied. :i-

also the place where, and the date when, he had preached tlieiii.

In short, to liini inay be applied that fine picture which the lat.-

Bishop Lightfoot had sketched of a self-dedicated life, at tlir

consecration of the Archbishop of Canterbury to the Bishop!-i<-

of Truro, on St. Mark's day, 18S7 : the picture of one who " lav-

down at the footstool of God his successes and his failures, hi-

hopes and his fears, his knowledge and his ignorance, his weak-

ness and his strength, his misgivings and his confidences— a'.!

that he is, and all that he might be—content to take up thuncv

just that which God shall give him." *

III. ChRISTLIEB as a PeOFESSOK and ClIURCHilAN.

Christlieb's chair at the University of Bonn was that of prai-ti-

cal theology, including homiletics, catechetics, liturgies, poiniu!:-

ics, or pastoral theology, and history and theory of Christian mi—

sions. From the beginning of his career as professor he ainicl

at a thorough knowledge of the branches he had to teach or

lecture on. With tireless energy and conscientious fidelity lu-

pursued liis professorial calling and performed his multifariuu-

duties. During the forty-two \ semesters, of about four au'l

a half months each, during which he lectured at the nniversitv,

he was never obliged by sickness, or other things, to postpone

liis lectures even for a short time. In his preparations he wa-

extremely careful and conscientious. Year after year he S"

improved his lectures in the different branches of his depart-

ment, and brought them to such a degree of perfection as re-

gards both their form and subject-matter, that at the time of In-

death tliey were read}^ for publication. Ilis theological views

were what in Germany are QX\\\Qii positive^ or what in this cuu:i-

try are called oriJiodcyx., without being bigoted. The Bible ^\•:'-

to him ths loord of God, and as such the only rule of f:iit-^

and practice. His work, Modern Doubt and Chridian BJ'-J

-

shows that he was well acquainted both with the " hig'i"-'-"

* Cwiltmporary Rrvieiu, February, 1890, Article, " The Late Bishop Lightt'oot,

by Archdeacon Farnir, D.D., p. 176.
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biblical criticism " and the scientific and philosophical problems

of the day ; but lie made concessions to tbem only in so far as

tliej were in harmony with his positiv^e convictions respecting

the IIolj Scriptures being the word of God. It was his con-

fUmt aim not only to communicate to his students the science-

of the theological branches he taught, but also to kindle in

their hearts and minds a spark of divine light and life. AYliile

he paid careful attention to the subject-matter of liis lectui-es

lie also aimed to awaken in them a burning desire for the unc-

tion and power of the Holy Spirit. He loved to draw them
into personal association with himself ; hence he invited them
either to join him in his "daily walks," or to spend Sunday
evenings in his family circle. In these free and unrestrained

social gatherings he would weave into his conversations such

valuable suggestions as to their (future) pastoral duties as he

could not incorporate iji his lectures, and kindle in them a

love for soul-saving. He had the faculty of drawing the stu-

dents to hijnself like a father draws his children to his heart.

There was something electric in his quick sympathy with the

young, in his masculine independence, in his strong practical

good sense, and in the lucidity and force of his expositions ; and
these gifts caused his lecture-room to be an attractive place fer-

tile students of his department. Hundreds among the younger
clergy of the Fatherland, who had formerly been his students,

-gave grateful testimony, during his last illness, of their having

received from him their first real insight into practical Chris-

tianity. There can be no doubt that during the twenty-two

years of his professorial and church activity he^contribnted

nuich toward re-awaking spiritual life and kindling missionary

zeal in the Protestant Churches of Germany.
And this leads me to say a few words about Professor

Christlieb as a churchman and as a promoter of missiojis.

During his residence in London he learned three things :

(1.) To look upon other Christian denominations not merely
'^s sects (as German Lutheran pastors are wont to do) but as

branches of the true Church of Christ. (2.) To em]>loy lay-

'uen in domestic church-work or domestic missions. (3.) To
co-operate with other denominations, if deemed necessary, in

reaching the non-church-going masses in large cities, or in
attempts to ameliorate their physical or external conditions
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a comparatively nevr idea among the strict Lutlieran cicriry

of tlie Fatherland. When Christlieb went to England ho jxjs,

sessed a broad and vigorous mind and a heart full of catholic

sympathies. These brought him soon into contact witli Chri>.

tian circles outside of the Church of England, especially with

Presbyterians. The more he learned of tlie pretensions and

Eomanizing tendency of the High-Church party, the greater

became his aversion thereto. But at the same time his sym-

pathetic heart led him to look with favor upon the harmonious

co-operation of the different Christian denoininations in the

matter of devising plans to reach the masses with the Gosptl

without, liowever, surrendering their own church or denomi-

national peculiarities. Hence, after his return to Germany,

and all through his professoi'ial career, he became an advocate

•of, and an active participant in, the work of the Evangelical

Alliance. He was, as has already been stated, not only a dele-

gate to the General Conferences of the Evangelical Alliance

held in Kew York, Basle, and Copenhagen, but he took a

prominent part in their proceedings. He also organized and

personally conducted the West-German branch of it. Hence

it was natural that he should assume a somewhat liberal atti-

tude toward the creeds and confessions of the different de-

nominations, and emphasize those doctrinal points common to

• all, rather than dwell on their differences. Indeed, he made no

secret of his appreciation of the religious peculiarities and the

mode of evangelistic work of the different Churches in England.

It was, perhaps, his desire to occupy a " mediating" position

between English and German Protestantism, and to introduce

into German Protestantism such elements of English Protestant-

ism as he thought would strengthen it and make it more useful.

But the extreme orthodox, or High Lutheran, party in Germany

misunderstood or misinterpreted his motives and actions. That

party has ever been bigoted, pretentious, and intolerant toward

those M'ho dared to differ from them. In their eyes all other

Christian denominations are '* sects," if not heretical. Thfy

believe that they alone possess the true faith and true sacra-

ments, and that, consequently, they alone constitute the true

Church. Tliey deny to all others the riglit and privilege I'i

•communing with them. They boast of a uniformity in doc-

trine and discipline, or, like the Papal Churcli, of being ^^sejnp^'i'
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cadem,^'' though their recent history contradicts this assumption.

The High Lutheran party of Germany, Hke their brethren of the

lligh-Cliurch party in England and xVmerica, are on the high-

\vay to Koine. They are liierarchical in the strict sense of the

word. They believe that the Church exists for their sake, and

not they for the Church's sake. Hence their secret opposition

not only to all other denominations, but also to such organiza-

tions as tlie Evangelical Alliance and. the work contemplated by

tlicm. Is it a wonder, therefore, that Christlieb should have

incurred, if not their open, yet their secret, opposition? Is it a

wonder, too, that some of them should have charged him with

a lack of patriotism because he dared to declare that tliere is

something good in foreign countries and foreign Churches?

It would be well for such extremists to visit other countries

and other Churches, and to impartially examine what is good

in them, and thus to broaden their views, enlarge their horizon,

and increase and deepen their sympathies for the Church uni-

versal as well as for humanity at large.

But Christlieb was also a " a man of missions." He saw in

England how the cause of missions was lying at the heart of

Ciiristians of all denominations. He saw tiiat they had appre-

hended the true meaning of Christ's great command " to go

into all the world and to preach the Gospel to every creature."

He recognized the ecumenical character of missions, and was

gi'eatly surprised when he saw how the missionary spirit per-

vaded all Churches, and how wealth was poured out in sup-

]>ort of domestic and foreign missions. He himself became

inspired with missionary zeal, and during his professorial activ-

ity he raised his voice and set his pen in motion advocating

the cause of missions at home and in pagan countiies. He, in

ciinnection with Dr. Warneck, established a monthly 2Iisswn-

ci'f/ Magazine ; organized and conducted "missionary socie-

ties." The works on missions mentioned above contributed

'lot a little toward reviving the missionary zeal and activity

:u the Protestant Churches of the continent of Europe. He iii-

f-pired his students with a love for missions, and endeavorerl by

the living and the printed word to influence the educated and
tlio wealthy classes of Germany in favor of the missionary

f'ause. He advocated "systematic giving;" that is, the giving

•jf ten to twenty per cent. <>f one's income toward benevolent
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-objects. Ke took a special interest in domestic missions; that

is, evangelizing the great non-clmrcli-going masses in large citio,-.

For tliis purpose lie established an institution near Bonn— tiio

Johanneum—in which young men are prepared for niissiuu

work in the large cities of the German empire. For years lio

saw that the nnmber of pastors in these cities was too small tu

cope with the tens and hundreds of thousands of human beinL'.-^

who are never reached by the ordinary church-activities, and tlio

thought occurred to him that lay missionaries, as is the case iu

London, might be employed to evangelize these masses of

Leathen in Christian cities. But he saw, also, that such lay

missionaries needed a previous training in order to learn to du

good work " systematically," and to be able, if necessary, to

answer objections raised against Christianity by socialists and

-others among these infidel masses. Having first organized tlio

"•German Evangelization Association," he purchased, in 18S3,

:an eligible house near Bonn, which, after the necessary altera-

tions had been made, was opened as a training-school for

^evangelists late in the summer of 1886, bearing the name of

•' Johanneum." In the true sense of the M-ord it was and is a

"work of faith ;
" it shows what Christian faith, enterprise, and

•energy can accomplish when at the beginning no tangihle or

visible means are at one's command. The course of study is

arranged for three years. Quite a number of young men have

already been sent from this school to different large cities to la-

bor as city missionaries, not independent of the State Church,

but within it and in connection with it. By faith it was estab-

lished and by faith it is carried on. It has also won many and

influential friends, among whom are the emperor and em-

press of Germany. After hearing of the death of Chri.-t-

lieb their majesties sen.t expression of sympathy as well as of

their hope that the institution " would be carried on in the

spirit and intention of its founder, and that it may continue

to prosper and be a blessing to the Evangelical Church.

In it Christlieb preached his last sermon and uttered his hi-^t

public prayer. On Sunday, July 14, 1889, two young uifM

were ordained evangelists by him, on which occasion Ik'

preached from 2 Cor. iv, 5-7. Those who heard him rccci^'"'

the impression that it was his last public utterance. Iu hi.>

•closing prayer he said :
" From all earthly things we will sooner
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or later have to take our leave, only not from thee, O Lord

Jesus.-' This is as true as it is touching ; to him it was doubly

50, because it Avas his "farewell" to this, his "child of faith."

lY. Chkistlieb's Kelaiiox to Methodism.

We have seen that Christlieb was a " man of missions."

Few, if any, of his colleagues in the evangelical Churches of

Germany have done as much as he to awaken in them an in-

terest in the cause of missions, domestic and foreign. It is

therefore all the more surprising, if not painful, to learn that

lie assumed (to use a mild term) an unfriendly attitude not only

toward Methodism* in Germany, but also the role of a censor

or judge of the Methodist Episcopal Church of the United

States. He alleges that Methodist missionaries, in violation

of their promises, attempted to " proselyte believing members "

of the State Churches to join the Methodist Church. lie says

that during the meeting of the Evangelical Alliance at Basle

the attention of the " authorities of the Methodist Episcopal

Church in America and of the Weslcyans in England " had

been drawn to these "enlistments," and that they had been

requested "to limit their church-organizing activity in Ger-

many." f He was assured by these authorities, as well as by

the Christian Apologist and The Evangelist, that the " enlist-

ing" or "enticing" of believers was not countenanced by

them ; that if it had l)een done at all it was done by a few on

their own responsibility. And yet he says he doubted whether

these " requests had any appreciable effect." Because nominal

members of the State Church became converted under the

preaching of our missionaries and voluntarily joined our

Church, Christlieb and his colleagues still believed them to un-

duly practice " enlistments." They seem to be cither unable

or unwilling to distinguish between such "enlistments" and

"voluntary" withdrawals from the State Church.

* Under the term " Methodism " Professor Christlieb included tho missions iu

'ierraany of the Metliodist Episcopal Church of the United States, those of tLe

Wcslcyans of England, and those of the Evangfliccl Association.

tHis brochure, entitled, Zur Mtthodistischm Frage in Deuischlojid {Concerning

tho Methodist Question iu Germany, 12mo, pp. 60, 1882) is pervaded with an un-

iriPtully and censorious spirit, especially ai^'aiiist the Methodist Episcopal Church
i>f t'le United States

;
probably because we have been the most successful in tlie

falherland.
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Cliristlieb says further (p. 15), tliat "in consequence of the

complaints made at Basle the rights of the Methodists tc* Lu

admitted to the Evangelical Alliance had been called in que>-

tion," "because their work in Germany was incompatible with

sec. 4. of the statutes of the "West German Evangelical Allianrt,'."

We respectfully submit, (1) whether those Lutheran and lie-

formed pastors, as well as the State Churches to which they he-

long, wlio "work" among our citizens in this country are for

that reason disqualified for membei'ship in the Evangelical Al-

liance (if they are not, then the Methodist Episcopal Church is

not) : and (2) whether those professors and pastors in Germany,

who hurl at Metliodist preachers invectives such as " wolves in

sheepskins," "protestant Jesuits," "sectaries," etc., and who
cause them to be persecuted, fined, and imprisoned for holding

religious meetings, are better qualified for such membershi|>

than the Methodists whom they thus abuse and persecute in

plain violation of the teaching and spirit of Christ ? It is a big-

oted, narrow-minded, and preposterous assumption for a feu-

German professors and pastors to call in question the eligibility

and right of the Methodist Episcopal Church to membership in

the Evangelical Alliance for simply doing in the Fatherland what

some of their own preachers are doing in this country, but which

shows a far more tolerant and Christ-like spirit than these self-

constituted, intolerant censors. They had better study the his-

tory of the origin, aim, spread, and power of Methodism, and

what it has accomplished for England, the United States, and

Germany, before they call in question the right of a Church like

ours to membership in the Evangelical Alliance;—of Meth-

odism, that has a population larger than the Protestant populii-

tion of Germany. If Dr. Christlieb had studied more carefully.

(1) our foreign mission field and the amount annually contrib-

uted toward its support; and (2) the publications of the "SVes-

leyan Conference oftice, and of our Book Concerns, he wouM

not have charged us, (1) with " comparatively retiring our hea-

then missions," and (2) that Methodism had not "enriched and

advanced the science of theology." These " charges," as well

as some of his other censures, only indicate his ignorance, which

lie had in common with most, if not all, German professors and

pastors, of the real history and extent of the work and strengtn

and power of our Cluirch, and of the richness of her theological
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literature. That oiirChurcli lias accomplished a great and good

vork in Gennanj, and has aroused the German State Churches

from their lethargy and deadncss, is acknowledged by such

fcholars as Dr. Philip Scliaff, and many others ; and yet, in the

face of these facts, Dr. Christlieh, in the brochure mentioned

above, had tlie ungrateful audacity to say: "According to my
<.)j>inion, the only itradical question to-day for the Church (the

(rcrman State Church), is : How can we render snperfluons the

work of evangelization by ]\Iethodism in Germany ? " It ap-

pears that his zeal for the State Church, right or wrong, has

bHnded his judgment and closed his eyes against the great and

good work accomplished by Methodism in the Fatherland, as

was the case with the leaders of the Chnrch of England in AVes-

ley's time. In the meantime, God prospers Methodism hero

and in Germany, thus testifying to its divine origin and mission,

notwithstanding the impotent protests and petty persecutions

and abuses raised against its missionaries in the Fatherland.

Christlieb's Death.

The sun has spots, and so have the best of men. There arc

few, if any, perfect characters. AVillful ignorance and blind

prejudice often prevent the perfection of character. Still, we
arc not to ignore the excellent qualities of a man like Christ-

lieh, "While he was neither a great scholar nor a great leader,

yet he left his impress upon the Protestant Church of the

Fatherland. According to human appearances, he was too

poon removed. But Providence knows best. There is a ten-

dency in humanity to hero-worship. The Clmrch is not exempt

from it. Hence, God sometimes removes his instruments just

•at a time when they might develop into heroes
;
yet he carries

on the work with weaker ones. In the midst of efficient work
Christlieb was called to his eternal reward. He was not

greatly surprised. AVhen his physicians had informed him of

the dangerous nature of his disease—cancer in the mesente-

rium—he said to an intimate friend :
" If the Lord will soon

^•ike me home, I will thank him ; if he permits me to work
I'^ugcr in his kingdom, I will thank liim.'' A few Sundays
bclore iiis death, while suffering agonizing pain, he prayed to

^^od thus: " O, Father in Heaven, to-day men rest from their

lal>.»r; let me also rest from the labor of my pain." Thereupon
33 FIKTU SEKIKS, VOL. VI, —"
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he fell into a painless and refreshing sleep. On the foUoMin^j;

Monday, a near friend came from a distance to see him, wli..

believing in faith-cure, offered to pray for his restoration.

Cbristlieb replied that he was prepared to go home to heaven,

but that even if he (his friend) would pray for his restoration,

"it must always he done with the proviso : 'Thy will, O Lord,

be done ! '

" In the presence of his two grown-up sons and a fiw

friends, prayer was offered to God in his behalf, under the im-

position of liands. To the astonishment of all, the pain ccasi'ii,

and for a few days he appeared to gain strength. But it was
only for a brief time ; but during this time he learned, as never

before, the Christian virtue of patience, for during his well dav.«,

he was often quick and impatient. During these painless inter-

vals his soul was fully prepared for the final catastrophe ; for he

was not to survive that terrible disease. One night, a few day?

before his death, was spent by him in alternate prayers aii<l

thanksgiving. The day of the 15th of August he spent com-

paratively free from pain, walked a little in his room, and chattel

cheerfully with his family, when in the evening, at nine o'clock,

he died, from the immediate effects of a stroke of paralysis of

the brain, leaving a widow and six children ; of whom a son is

already a pastor, and a daughter is married to an Enghsh mis-

sionary physician in Bagdad. Among the many who sent tele-

grams of condolence to the family were the German emperor

and empress. The funeral was large, and many wreaths (.-f

flowers were sent from far and near. Christlieb was highly re-

spected in life and truly mourned in death by the whole Chris-

tian world. liequiescat injMce.

- xBra4M£V "^—

^
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Art. III.—UXCONSTITUTIONAL LEGISLATION IX THE
METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCPL

The General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Churcli

is " a constitutional legislative body," and is not, like the Brit-

ish Parliament, a supreme legislative body. The British Par-

liament has no constitution to limit its acts ; what it does is

final. It is not supposed to derive its power from the will of

the governed, but has " unlimited legislative, executive, and ju-

dicial powers," and " may act as it pleases." Xot so with the

Methodist General Conference. It has a constitution with ex-

plicit limitations. It derives its autliority to legislate from the

ministers and members of the Church, and can act only within

its constitutional limitations. These constitutional limitations

grow out of necessities as developed by human experience

;

that is, " human foresight being fallible, men do not foresee

what influences may be brought to bear upon them to do things

upon the spur of the moment which after cool deliberation they

would not have done, and greatly desire undone. Limitations

to legislation prevent hasty doing, thus averting disaster and

securing the happiest results. Every well-ordered government,

whether civil or ecclesiastical, has these limitations." -

The power of the General Conference of the Methodist

Episcopal Church is circumscribed by six restrictive rules, or

limitations, but is otherwise " unlimited over all matters perti-

nent to church government." Bishop Hamline, in his great

speech before the General Conference of 184-i, rather unguard-

edly aiSrmed the absolute supremacy of the General Confer-

ence in such sentences as these :
" Its supremacy is universal. It

has legislativje, judicial, and executive supremacy." But when

pushed upon this point by Dr. Smith, he arose and conceded

that "this 'body is responsible to the constitution," f a conces-

sion \vhicb, indeed, he could not avoid making in the face of

the authorizing clause of the constitution, which reads: "The
Gcaieral Conference shall have full powers to make rules and

regulations for our Church, under the following limitations

and restrictions." But constitutional safeguards do not always

Curliss: Constitution of the Mtthodist Episcopal Churchy p. 51.

fPerrino: Friiicipks of Church Government, pp. 204, 209.
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serve the purpose of preventing injudicious legislation. There
are found in almost every legislative body ambitious, impulsive,

-or thoughtless men, who, in their collective capacity, seem dl.«,-

posed to ignore restrictions, override barriers, and act in all

things in accordance with their own notions of propriety

and wisdom. This fact has been cited as a good reason why
the General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church,

like most other legislative bodies, should be divided into two
distinct, separate, and concurrent houses.

Chancellor Kent affirms, that the one great object of two

houses in legislation is "to destroy the effects of sudden and

strong excitements, and of precipitate measures springing from
passion, caprice, prejudice, personal influence, and party intrigue,

which have been found by sad experience to exercise a potent

and dangerous sway in single assemblies." - The late Dr. W. 11.

Perrine contended for this idea M'ith all the sturdy vehemence

and ability of his nature, and did much to convince the Church

that the division of the General Conference into two branches

is demanded for the more effectual protection of our free con-

stitution from the encroachments of the legislative body.f

Under an elective system of government one of the greatest

drawbacks to wise, safe, and constitutional legislation is the in-

disjiosition of representatives chosen by the people to acquaint

themselves with the limitations of the constitution under which

they are to act. In the Methodist Episcopal Church the legis-

lative body meets only once in four years, and at every session

it is found that large numbers of the delegates are new men,

unused to legislative methods, and without that practical expe-

rience in the consideration of questions having constitutional

bearings which would enable them to proceed always with in-

telligence and safety. Indeed, it is often found tljat the great-

est experience possible to any delegate in a quadrennial assem-

bly of only twenty-five or thirty days' duration does not pre-

clude liability to err or a strong tendency to overleap constitu-

tional barriers.

I now propose to cite from the history of our General Con-

ference legislation two or three instances wherein the constitu-

tional limitations of the body have been severely strained, if

*Kent: Commentaries^ vol. i, p. 224.

f Perrine: Prmdj^les of Church Government Hunt k Eaton, New York.
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not grossly violated. To go no farther back than ISl-i, we find

that the " supremacy speech " by Dr. Ilaniline produced an im-

pression the practical result of which was to imperil the consti-

tution of the General Conference. Under the sixth restrictive

rule, the General Conference has no power to appropriate the

prodace of the Book Concern nor of the Chartered Fund to any

purpose other than for the benefit of the traveling, supernu-

merary, superannuated and worn-out preachers, their wives,

widows, and children. Yet the General Conference of IS-t-t

actually did something else with the produce of the Book Con-

cern. What was that ? Let one who studiously traversed the

whole question, and graphically describes the result, answer this

question

:

The record tells us that at the conclusion of Dr. Haraline's

speech, in which he maintained the supremacy of tlie General Con-

ference, "nearly every body was ready to shout."
_
Ay, sir, that

formula fell on " eager ears." It touched responsive chords in

human nature. In short, it was in perfect consonance with what
Chief-Justice Story calls so justly "the strong proi»ensity of all

public bodies to accumulate all power, patronage, and intluence in

tlieir own hands." Sir, with the General Conference it was a

very popular speech. Who wonders that they were "ready to

sliout "—were ready to smile on the autlior and utterer of so many
most agreeable scntinients, so many exquisite and most acceptable

compliinents—were ready to do a handsome tiling in return ?

The orator gave the Conference all he would—" legislative, ju-

dicial, and executive supremacy," "universal supremacy ! "_ And
the General Conference gave the orator all they could—their suf-

frages made lum a bishop! And what wonder, sir, that_while the

exliilarating effect of that intoxicating draught of "universal su-

]»remacy" was still tingling the blood, vibrating along all the

nerves, bracing the will with a feeling of puissance akin to con-

scious omnipotence, this body, within twenty-four hours after it

liad shaken out its honors on'tlie head of the' very complimentary

orator, proceeded to such a stretch of General Conference prerog-

ative in the enactment of the so-called "plan of separation," as

has covered not only its enactors, the General Conference of 1844,

but the entire Church, with confusion, humiliation, and shame.

Alfred GritUth and a few otliers lifted up the voice of warnuig,

but under the whip of the previous question this well-nigh omnip-

otent body drove on. It was the work of a few liours, but it has

;.'iven us abundant leisure for rei>entance, and the end is not yet.

We would, sir, infinitely prefer to go backward and throw the

veil of oblivion over that saddest of 'all the cha]>ters of our legis-

lative history ; but fidelity to the interests of the Church, yet imper-

iled by this " universal supremacy" dogma, impels us to speak. The
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keen-ered South saw its n.lvantage. With that so-called " plan of
separation" as a deep-laid keel, they proceeded to key and bolt in

the mighty ribs of "legislative, judicial, and executive suprem-
acy," and, roofed with the identical " universal supremacy " rails

of "the great speech," and beaked with the "General Conference
supremacy " decisions of Judge Xolson in the United States Court,
they sent their Confederate ram with flying colors crashiu"
through the broadsides of our constitution, severing not only "a
few slender restrictions," but cleaving the Churcirin twain,' ami
carrying away with this General Conference supremacy craft the
accumulated spoils of the Book Concern.*

As anotlier illustration of the tendency of the General Confer-

ence (constituted as it is of a single house, and, for the most part,

of delegates inexperienced in legislation) to err on constitutional

grounds, let its action on a question of boundaries in ISSO be

cited. Judge Cooley, on Constitutional JJniitations, says that

"one of the settled maxims in constitutional law is, that the

power conferred on the legislature to make laws cannot be dele-

gated by that department to another body or authority." f
Dr. Ciirtiss says, that

When a legislative body is considering any question in the Com-
mittee of the Whole, it cannot enact any rule or law, but its conclu-

sions must be reported to the legislative body in regular session,

and then and there be acted upon, or it is without force and void.

It follows, logically, that the General Conference has no authority
to confide to any committee a supposed power to enact laws with-

out subsequently reviewing said acts, and passing upon them.

Yet the General Conference of 1880 proceeded to legislate

contrary to this analogical limitation. The law enacted was

the following

:

The General Conference shall appoint a comniittec on bounda-
ries consisting of one member from each Annual Conference, to bo

nominated by the delegations severally, over which one of the bish-

ops shall preside, and of which one of the General Conference sec-

retaries shall be the secretary, and of which committee twenty-tive

shall be a quorum. All matters pertaining to Conference lines

shall be referred to this committee, and its decision shall be tinal.

Dr. Curtiss, in his Study of our Church Constitution, states

the result

:

The boundary committee on the 28th of May, 1880, presented

their report, which was not acted upon, but was printi-d in

* For an extended statement of the whole case, sec Principles of Church 0'A<-

ernrnent, hy Dr. Perrino, pp. 211-215. f Page 116, third ed.
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the Minutes and in the Discipline. By that report a whole dis-

trict in the Troy Conference was put in the Vermont Confer-
on'ce. This was resisted on the ground of its illegality; for the
tieneral Conference had delegated its power to make laws to a
body of its own creation, sitting during its sessions, which was
evidently contrary to constitutional law under analogical limita-

tion. So well convinced was the General Conference" that it had
blundered, that at its session of 1884 it carefully changed the law
to read, after stating the duties of the committee, *'and when
the committee shall have fixed the boundaries of all the Confer-
ences it shall submit its report to the General Conference, which
shall immediately act upon the same as a whole, without amend-
ment and without debate.*

"We now proceed to show tliat the General Conference of

1880 not only legislated at variance with constitutional law

under analogical limitations, but that it enacted a law directly

in conflict with one of its own constitutional limitations. It

never rains but it pours.* A body capable of one blunder is

liable to another.

The fifth restrictive rule reads as follows :

The General Conference shall not do away the privileges of
our ministers or preachers of trial by a committee, and of an
aj^peal ; neither shall they do away the privileges of our members
of trial before the society or by a committee, and of an appeal.

The design of this limitation is to preserve inviolate the

right of our ministers and members to trial and appeal. It

proceeds upon the principle tiiat a man is innocent until proven

guilty. It aims to protect him in his most sacred rights until

tlie facts in the case are lawfully developed.

Under the constitution of the Methodist Episcopal Church
every minister and member acquires rights wliich he never

had before, and of which he cannot be deprived without due

process of disciplinary law. Church membership, says Bishop

^lorris, secures " an interest in all church property, which in

houses of worship, parsonages, cemeteries, and institutions of

learning, with their ground plats, amounts to at least sixty mill-

ions of dollars." It provides, also, for a full share in all relig-

ious privileges. " This includes an interest in her sympathy,
ber prayers, and her ample means of religious instruction and

encouragement." Annual Conference membership likewise

secures to a Methodist preacher constitutional rights from
*Curtis3: Stud^ of the Constitution of Vie Methodist Episcopal Church, p. 11.
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which he cannot lawfully be sundered without proper pruccd-

lire. He is a stockholder in whatever material values the Cun-

ference may become possessed of by bequest or otherwise. Jle

is a sharer in the benefits of the itinerancy, which is supposed

to provide for every effective preacher a charge to serve.

Yet the General Conference of ISSO, by some strange freak of

" conscious omnipotence," enacted a measure squarely intendeil

^to deprive certain ministers of their rights under the constitu-

tion. Turn to the Discipline and read paragraph 183 :

When a traveling preacher is so unacceptable, inefficient, or

secular as to be no longer useful in lii.s work, tlie Conference may
request him to ask for a location, and if be shall refuse to com-
ply with the request, the Conference sball bear with him till the

session next ensuing, at wliich time, if he persist in his refusal,

the Conference may, withoitt formal trial, locate him, without

his consent, by a vote of two thirds of the members present and

voting.

Of the utility of this unique scheme for ousting preachers

from their Conference relations I do not now propose to

speak. If such an arrangement for handling the '' poor sticks"

is really necessary, there is a way to make it lawful ; bat the

conditions have not yet been complied with by the General

Conference.
'

The history of this strange piece of legislation may not be

without interest. The General Conference of 1ST2 adopted a

resolution which read as follows :

Hesolvedy That the bishops be, and are'hereby requested, to ap-

point a commission of six persons, three ministers and tlu'cc lay-

men, whose duty it shall be to prepare gratuitously a succinct

code of ecclesiastical jurisprudence and procedure, embracing the

general principles applicable to church trials, which code shall !'•-'

reported to the next General Conference.*

At the General Conference of 1876 this committee pre-

sented a majority and a minority report, both of which, on the

sixth day of the session, were referred to a special committee cf

nine. For nearly three weeks this special connnittee wrestled

with the difficult questions involved, then made its report to

the General Conference, which proceeded during its last h-'urs

to discuss its several items, until finally, weary of the consiih-r-

ation, it indefinitely postponed the whole matter, requesting

* Journal of the General Conftrence, 18V2, p. 294.
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the bisliops to appoint a new commission of five, " to whom the

report which had been submitted, and the whole subject of an

ecclesiastical code, might be referred."

At the General Conference of 1880 the report of this new
committee was presented on the second day of the session, and
on motion of Dr. Buckley was made the order of the day for

the next Friday, the sixth day of the session. Meantime a

ejx^cial committee of eleven was ordered to prepare a report on
the code, submit it to the Conference, and that it be discussed

on Tuesday, the tenth day of the session. This committee
rei)orted, and the report was recommitted, and further time
granted. On the nineteenth day, on inotion of Dr. Buckley, it

was ordered that the consideration of the report of the Com-
mittee on Ecclesiastical Code be made the order of the day for

Tuesday, the twenty-first day, and it was taken up three days
before adjournment and received consideration.

As first presented by the committee appointed in 1876 the

item relating to the location of unacceptable ministers read as

follows

:

1. If a traveling minister is accused of being so unacceptable,
inefficient, or secular as to be no longer useful in his ministerial
work, the Conference may refer the case to a select number of
nine judicious members, who shall investigate the case during
tiie session of tlie Conference, and if they, upon the evidence
which shall be duly recorded, judge the complaint to be well
founded, the select number may, if the accused will not volun-
tarily retire, locate him without his consent.

2. JJut in all such cases the accused shall have the right to ap-
peal to the. Conference court of appeals, and tlie case shall be
determined by tli6 recorded evidence taken by the select number.*

For some reason or other the above formula did not suit the
ppccial committee, and in the final report the paragraph ap-

peared in the form in which it entered the Discipline, and was
•idoptcd without any recorded debate.

No sooner had the law taken effect than some of the Con-
ferences began to avail themselves of its provisions. Among
tiiose was the Xew York East. At its session in ISSl that
body requested Seneca Ilowland to ask for a location. lie
*'ided to comply with the request. Consequently, at the session
t'f 1882 a resolution was introduced to locate him without his

* Journal of the General Conference, 18S0, pp. SO, 81.
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consent. Some one interposed an objection that the Confrr-

enee could not legally take such action, because the fact, iv-

quired in paragrapli 1S3 of the Discipline, that "he is so iii;-

acceptable, inefficient, or secular as to be no longer useful i:;

his work," has not been ascertained by this Conference by w\\\

proper or judicial investigation, and therefore the proceeding'-

now proposed are not in order.

"Whereupon Bishop Simpson ruled, that " the case has a

right to proceed now without any form of trial, the Conference

having, at its last session, requested him to locate on account of

secularity, so answering the requirements of paragraph 1S3 oi

the Discipline."

At the General Conference of 1S84 this case came up on aj>-

peal. The journal shows that on the fourth day of the session

John A. Roche and thirty-seven others called attention to th--

facts by a memorial, which was referred to the Judiciary Com-

mittee. On the twentieth day of the session the Judiciary

Committee brought in its report, saying :
" We find that tli'.-

rulings of the bishop and tlie action of the jSTew York Ea.-t

Conference in the location of Seneca Ilowland v.'ithout his con-

sent are in accordance with the law of the Church, and recom-

mend that they be confirmed." Tlie report was adopted.

It will be observed that neither Bishop Simpson in his rw'-

ing, nor the Judiciary Committee in its finding, passed u}>":'.

the constitutionahty of the law, as the objection in the Ar.

nual Conference contemplated, but only upon the lawfulncr--

of the Conference action as related to paragraph 1S3 of tliv

Discipline. It would seem as if both parties set out to nii--

the mark and succeeded, while Seneca Ilowland went dow:;

before their shots.

That the General Conference of 1SS4: was in no temper t'*

modify or rescind the unconstitutional paragrapli is eviJeiit

from the fact that it buried the following very important rc-o-

lution, introduced by T. B. Keely on the twenty-second day

:

Resolved, That paragraph 1S3 of the Discipline be stricken oi:t.

and the following inserted in its place :

•[ 183. "Whenever a traveling preacher is accused of being ;•'

unacceptable, inefficient, or secular as to be no longer ust-tul :'i

his work, through his own fault, it shall be the duty of the j''"^

siding elder to inquire into the case, and, if there be found sui-

cieut cause he shall admonish him ; and if, in a reasonable i>en">
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J.,- show no improvement, it sliall be the duty of tlie presiding

f!.lfr to take -svitli him two or three members of the Conference

ar.(i remonstrate with him concerning his conduct ; and if he shall

ix.t improve, lie shall be brought to trial before his Conference,

aM>l, if found guilty, he may be located, but he shall have the

right of appeal, as in other trials.*

Tlic provisions of tlie above paragraph, had they become

!nw, would have been in liarmony witli the limitations of the

lifth restrictive rule, but they did not become law.

At the General Conference of 1888 the present writer sub-

liilttcd a memorial calling attention to tbe unconstitutionality

t'f paragraph 183, and asking that it be referred to the Com-

mittee on the Judiciary. This was done for several reasons :

1. To get a report on the merits of the case, independent of

any personal complications, which are always connected with

trials and appeals.

2. To obtain a decision from a competent authority, in order,

if possible, to settle tlie point forever that any legislation de-

fi:4ned to deprive Methodist ministers of their Conference rights

without form of trial is unconstitutional.

The Judiciary Committee of the General Conference bears

c:<'?c analogy to the judicial department of our general gov-

ernment, which lias authority to adjudicate upon the question

whether acts of legislative or executive power are in conformity

\vlth tlie requirements of the fundamental law. Curtis, in his

Constitutional History of the United States, says :

Oil the one hand, the judicial department is to see that the

1' :ji<lative authority of the union does not exact of individuals

•i'iiios which are not within its prescribed powers, and that no

«h-j.arlmeiit of the general government encroaches upon the rights
"!" any other, or upon the rights of the States ; and, on the other

'-nid,' it has to see that the legislative authority of the States

'5"es not cnci-oach upon the powers conferred upon the general

P 'vcniment, or violate the rights which the Constitution secures

\" the citizen. All this may be, and constantly is, involved in

j'i'lieial inquiries into the rights, powers, functions, and duties of

!'riv;Ue citizens or public otlicers ; and, therefore, in order that
'•'<-• judicial power should be able effectually to discharge its

'"x'tions, it must possess authority, for the purposes of the ad-

.'Kdit-aiion, to declare even an act of legislation to be void, which
^"iiilirts with any provision of the Constitution,

f

* General Conference Journal, 1S34, p. 2GS.

fVol. i, p. 502.
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"With the same idea in ruind respecting the competencv

the Committee on the Judiciary to render an authoritativr .;

cision concerning the famous paragraph under considerai: •

we submitted to the hist General Conference, early in it.- .-

sion, the following memorial

:

Whereas^ The fifth restrictive rule provides that the Goner...

Conference shall not do away the privileges of our mini^tors .
•

preachers of trial by a committee, and of an appeal ; and
'Wliereas, Paragraph 188 provides for the location of ctTt.i''.

preachers " without formal trial," therefore,

Resolved, That the Committee on the Judiciary be request*, !

to consider and report to this body whether paragraph 188 i.s ii-;

an infringement upon the rights of our traveling preachers un.l.

'

the constitution of the Church.

At the twelfth session (see Daily Christian Advocate, ^lay

15, ISSS), the committee, through its cliairman, Dr. S. 1".

Upham, presented the following report:

REPORT OF COMMITTEE OX THE JUIUCIAKY. NO. IV.

We have carefully considered a paper signed by Janu- 11.

Potts, of the Michigan Conference, asking us to consider wlittii- r

paragraph 188 of the Discipline, wliicli provides for the locaiin.:

of unacceptable, ineflicient, or secular preachers without fom.i.

trial, "is not an infringement upon the rights of our travel:! ,:

preachers under the constitution of the Church," and report tli.i!,

in our opinion, the said paragraph is unconstitutional.

S. F. Upiiam, Chairvian,

C. AV. Smith, Secretary.

Dr. Upham moved the adoption of the report.

Dr. Buckley held that the linding of the committee was er-

roneous, and contrary to the judgment of a number of Gener.i:

Conferences, and asked that the report be referred back to ::.•

committee for more explicit statement.

Dr. Queal, as a member of the Judiciary Committee, sta;- -

that the question had been fully discussed in the comuiUt> •••

and that the opinion was practically unanimous that the si-*

paragraph was an infringement upon the rights of prc:ich'.t.-

under the constitution of the Church. He said

:

AVe considered this paragraph 188, enacted by the Geii'[^'^

Conference in 1880, in connection with the organic hxw "";"

which the Church from 183G to 1880 hckl and administeivd ti.i-

no one should be deprived of his rights as a member of the i^''.

erant ministry witliout trial aiul apj)eal ; and because we l<'i"'*
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;h;it before 183G there were several eases of location and appeal

uki'U to the General Conference, and the General Conference in

ra.-ii instance directed the return of the brother to his Conference;

ill the presence of these facts, and in connection with -u'hat seemed
So us a plain infraction of the law of the right of trial and appeal,

wo decided that this was an unconstitutional paragraph.

After some further discussion Dr. Buckley's motion was car-

rioil, and the report was referred back. Within a day or two

I'.fierward the committee was relieved of the consideration of

all abstract questions of law, and therefore did not again report

t)})on this question. As a consequence, it was not brought

}K.'forc the General Conference for final action. But the case

i.- clear, and practically settled. The General Conference of

ISSO violated the constitution in enacting the law of location

without form of trial. The ablest committee of the General

Conference of 18S8 went carefully through the whole question

(=top by step, and reached this practically unanimous conclu-

fion
;
yet because of the disposition of some delegates (who had

jTi'viously been very solicitous for the inriolacy of the consti-

tution) to question every thing, it was again covered up in the

<-unnnittee. The result is, our present Discipline still contains

the unconstitutional .paragraph (193), and under it, for aught
we know, some of our traveling ministers who submitted them-
K'lves to two years' probation, passed all the required examina-
tions, and tlien upon the vote of their Conferences were incor-

{x^rated into the itinerancy, and thereby acquired rights wliich

^o mere show of hands can lawfully deprive them of, are being
thrust out of their constitutionally guarded relations M'ithout a

chance to defend themselves in formal trial. It is too bad. If

^iiy man in JMethodism can prove the paragraph aforesaid (how-
ever convenient and useful it may be regarded) not to be a gross

fncroachment upon the rights provided for in the fifth re-

strictive rule, we should be glad to have him do so.
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Art. IV.—ROBERT BROWNING.
In the latter part of 1SS3 Richard Watson Gilder wrote :

,
" Look at Browning ! how lie keeps

In the seventies still a heart

That never sleeps

—

Still an art

Full of youth's own grit and power,

Thoughts we deem to boys belonging,

—

Tho Spring-time's flower,

Love and longing."

Men marked in fond regret that, with Tennyson and Whittier

and Holmes, Browning had passed the golden line of tliree-s(.'<>r..'

years and ten ; and yet they rejoiced that, with eye undiinRK-i

and mental force unabated, he was still singing " from nnd..-.'-

the thatch of his gray hair;" tender-hearted, wise, alert, aiiJ

persistently bent on testing to the full the possibilities of each

added year of grace.

But even to such rare souls God's good time must eoino,

when the silver cord shall be loosed, and the golden bowl In-

broken. We were, therefore, not surprised when, on tin*

twelfth of September, 1SS9, the mournful words were flashi-i

from beautiful Yenice to the ends of the earth : "Browning i=

dead !
" and our rare poet again took up his pen and wrote :

" On this day Browning died ?

Say, rather : On the tide

That throbs against those glorious palace walls
;

That rises—pauses—falls,

"With melody, and myriad-timed gleams;

On that enchanted tide.

Half real, aiid half poured from lovely dreams,

A soul of beauty—a white rhythmic flame

—

Passed singing forth into the eternal beauty whence it came."

Browning remarked one day to James Russell Lowell that \\^

regarded foreign opinion upon literary works as the opinion v\

posterity. " You get proof of your theory from America,

said Mr. Lowell. "O no," exclaimed Browning, "I don't c<'J:-

sider American opinion foreign opinion."

That is a sentiment common enough with Englishmen "<-'•*.

and many of them utter it with a sneer ; but when it fell fi"'^'''

Bro"ttTiing's lips, it undoubtedly M-as pronounced with a gencr-
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0119 meaning which will make glad the heart of every Ameri-

can man of letters.

The poet did not forget that the English language is one the

wurld over, and while, with him, our historic Declaration of

Independence covered our literature as well as our government,

he rejoiced in America's distinctive realm of letters as a mother

rt'joices in the stature, vigor, and beauty of her daughter.

Hut he had a persoiial reason for this opinion, for, as Mr.

Curtis has recently reminded us, Margaret Fuller's review of

jiis early dramas, and the " Bells and Pomegranates," written

more than forty years ago, was the first important tribute

to his genius, in which this country welcomed him sooner and

more warmly than his native land. And, by the way, a French

critic, Larousse, has recently expressed the opinion that Brown-

ing was himself more an American than an Enghshman in

temperament. From that day until now his influence among

U6 has strengthened and widened. Here are his most loving

difciples, his most appreciative critics, his most numerous, as

well as most attentive, audience.

The purely biographical facts of Browning's life are soon set

'lown. He was born at Camberwell, a suburb of London, on

the 7th of May, 1S12. His father was a scholarly man of reiined

tiLstes, by occupation a clerk in the Bank of England. He en-

joyed a reputation for some skill as a poet, especially in the use

<.'f the heroic couplet, and his famous son frequently declared that

his father had more true poetic genius than himself.

Of a loving and sympathetic nature, the father took great

jtlcasure in tlie development of liis son, and at the proper time

a^ked the lad what he intended to be. Robert knew that on

coming to manliood he would have enough to keep him in com-

f'-rt, and he did not care to be rich, so he frankly expressed his

choice of a literary career ; and as he bad already written some
very respectable verses, and his only sister—he had no brother

—

w;is enthusiastically on his side, the conclusion was at last

readied in the family councils that he should be trained to be

^ poet. From that time all his studies were in that direction.

His education proceeded at the school in Dulwich, then with

'V tutor at home, and finally, his family being dissenters, was

C'oiiipleted at the London University. He wrote verses at a
vvry early age, and also manifested an aptitude for painting.
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His earliest poems show the influence of Bjron, and an iii;;-

tative reaching after mere melody and gorgeousness of laiigiuii^.-

at the expense of thought; but through the kind advice (:

literary friends, which the boy had sense enough to heed, !,•

gradually corrected that tendency. "When about thirteen year<

old, by a happy accident, and the good taste of his mother, h.-

came into the possession of the works of Shelley and Ive;a-,

neither of whom was much known in literary circles, althouu'::

Shelley had been dead three years, and the result wasacomi)li-t.-

revolution in his conceptions of poetic art. "The dust of t'lic

dead Keats and Shelley turned to flower-seed in the brain of tlio

young poet, aiid very soon wrought a change in the whole of \\\>

ambition." In his maturity Browning was unlike either of tht-M-

great poets ; but, at the right moment, he was aroused and turnotj

in the right direction by their combined healthful influence.

Like a fledgeling he now began to try his power of wing in

song by short flights of lyrical composition ; after which, grow-

ing more confident, he planned a series of monodramatic epics

audacious, to be sure, and fore-ordained to failure, but cleiirly

revealing the germs of power which were beginning to quicken

in the heart and brain of the future master.

Only one of these, " Pauline," survives. It was greatly aii-

mired by the family and friends, and was published anony-

mously at the expense of an indulgent aunt ; but it attnictdl

no public attention, and went unacknowledged by its author

until as late as 1867, when, to save it from the ravages of liter-^

ary pirates, he reluctantly gave it its right place, as the fir?t oi

liis literary children, in an edition of his collected works. S"in''

of his friends were, however, quite enthusiastic over it, au'l,

curiously enough, with a knowledge of the authors name, it fci.

into the hands of Jolni Stuart Mill—who was only six years the

senior of Browning—who was highly delighted with it, readme

it over and over again, and covering the blank leaves and mar-

gins of his copy with annotations and remarks. At the dt.;tr:i

of Mill this identical copy came into Browning's possession, w-'''

prized it highly. We are told that the late John Forster t.-'k

such an interest in this volume that he borrowed it, and wiioti

he died it passed, with his library, into the possession of t!"'

South Kensington Museum, where the curious relic of the youta

of two eminent men has at last found a resting place.
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As a poem " Panline " has little real merit, and is quite in-

ferior to the first crude booklets of Keats, Tennyson, and Poe
;

while it is immeasurably behind " The Embargo " and '• Than-

alopsis," both written before Bryant was nineteen years of age.

The publication of " Pauline '' was followed by a year or

more of travel in Russia and other European countries, includ-

ing a somewhat protracted stay in Italy.

" Paracelsus," his second poem of any importance, M'as pub-

lished in the summer of 1S35. It attracted no general atten-

tion, but it made some friends for its author among men of

culture and literary influence. Its many defects were con-

temptuously pointed out by the two or three reviews which

deigned to notice it; the Athencenm particularly warning

the author that it was useless to reproduce the obscurity of

Shelley minus his poetic beauty. But a few choice minds

recognized in it the strong utterance of a fresh voice, and spoke

well of the young poet, and sought his acquaintance. Among
these were John Forster, who praised " Paracelsus " in the Ex-

anmic?'; alsoTalfourd and Walter Savage Landor, the latter of

wliom soon became his intimate friend. WiUiam Wordsworth
likewise spoke flatteringly of Browning in his presence, and said

he was proud to drink liis health. The noted actor, Macready,

declared that here was a tragic poet to his mind. Macready
meeting Browning on the stairs one day laid his hand on his

arm and said, " Write a play. Browning, and keep me from
going to America." Browning at once replied, " Shall it be

historical and English ? What do you say to a drama on Straf-

ford?" The actor expressed himself satisfied, and Browning
innnediately set to work reading up the historical part of the

subject and laying out his plan. He wrought with such dili-

gence and enthusiasm that in a few months the tragedy of
'* Strafford " was finished and brought to Macready, who was
delighted with it, and put it in rehearsal early in 1837, and
brought it out on the boards of the Covent Garden Theater.

Ednmnd M. Gosse, who is the chief authority on Browning's
early life, repels with indignation the statement, so often made
by tliose who assume from insuflicient and unreliable data to

^^fitc Browning either up or down, that his plays have been
*^>J"ry failures on the stage. Mr. Gosse declares that the tiiree

principal plays Browning designed for the stage were all suc-
34 KIFTH SERIES, VOL. VI.
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cessful at the first, and " owed it to fortuitous circumPtuiir. -

that their tenure on tlie boards was comparatively sliort."

The epic of " Sordelhi," one of tlie most cliaracteristic of Li-

works, was printed in 1840. Every body knows tliat it was ;i

failure from a money point of view. Stedman calls it tl.c

"renowned nondescript," "a fault throughout in concept i-.:.

and execution," " a chaotic mass of word-building," whicii

cliaracterization is not far from just.

About this time Edward Moxon, the publisher, proposed t'>

print some of Browning's poems as pamphlets, using chea]>

type, and selling them at a very small price. Accordingly in

this manner was brought out the celebrated series entitled

" Bells and Pomegranates," which was a gratifying success, an^i

effectually introduced the young poet to the general public-.

Pippa Passes made the first number, and the delightful

pastoral sprang at once into the popularity which it has ever

since enjoyed. In this series The Pied Pij)er of llamelin wa-

introduced to '' pad out " a number, the author regarding it ;i.-

a simple jeu d^esprit of little worth. The printing of it w;i--.

however, a happy accident; for, as a bright and tuneful heral'l.

it soon made its author known and loved in thousands of hoinc^

where otherwise he never would have penetrated. In 1^^4".

A Blot on tlie ^Scutcheon was produced, at ^facready's request,

and proved a brilliant success, drawing crowded houses.

On the 12th of September, ISIG, Browning was married t"

Miss Elizabeth Barrett, who was then an invalid of thirty-seven.

She had already been before the literary world for twenty years

and had written more and better poetiy than any otlier Engli.-'"

woman. The story of their love is one of the dearest and

sweetest ever told. It was a union of heart, of intellect, an«i

imagination. For fifteen years and more they were a poeti'"

inspiration to each other. They harmonized perfectly in their

theories. So far as Browning was concerned those were ti:o

years of his most important growth, though not of his greatest

activity with the pen. Their wedded life was spent in Ih'^"

euce, Italy, where, in a pretty cemetery, the rentains of tn^"

poetess now lie. Several of our countrymen, notably Stor^

the sculptor, and Hawthorne, in his Italian Xote Bool', I'^i''**

given lis delightful glimpses of the home-life of the Brow::-

ings in their hospitable Casa Guidi palace, and pictured for n>
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l!ic two poets when their intellectmil and social powers were at

their best.

During the fifteen years of tlieir married life Mrs. Browning

])roduced her best work, winning for herself the title of the

English Sappho, and realizing her fondest dreams of literary

success. She died in ISGl, and immediately after the sad be-

reavement Browning returned with his son, then twelve years

of age, to England, and established his home in London, over

which his nnmarried sister presided, and where he lived to old

age. lie never revisited Florence after the death and burial of

h?s wife. But he never lost his fondness for Italy ;
spending a

}»art of each year in that sunny land, sometimes in Venice, and

Fometiines in Asalo, a village not far distant, the name of which

he immortalized in the title and dedication of his last little

volume of poems.

Browning's poetry addressed to his wife is of the very high-

est order. Nowhere can be found a sweeter tribute than the

dedicatory poem in which he presents her the volume he has

written, and wishes he might see the sonnets Eaphael wrote to

his wife, or the angel Dante drew, with inexperienced pencil,

for his Beatrice. In another poem he watches her

"Reading by firelight, that great brow

And the spirit-small hand propping it

Mutely—my heart knows how

—

When if I think but deep enough,

You are wont to answer, prompt as rhyroe."

Again he addresses her in these lines :

"God be thanked, the meanest of his creatures

Boasts two soul-sides, one to face the world with.

One to show a woman when he loves lier.

This to you—yourself my moon of poets!

Ah, but that 's the world's side—there 's the wonder

—

Thus they see you, praise you, think they know you."

Browning's long residence in Italy conld not fail to have a

rKjwerful influence in forming the fabric of his mind. Few

•nen not native to the soil have acquired such an exact knowledge

of the Italian life and language. He mingled with all classes of

the people, and made himself familiar with their modes of

thought. He studied ancient as well as modern Italy. He
loved to explore the old monasteries and libraries and the
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archives of ancient families
;
prying into all forms of mediiWal

lore. His mind became saturated with Italian legend, history,

and literature. lie was especially familiar with the peasantry,

and life in the dreamy old towns in out-of-the-way corners of

the country, where he gathered vast stores of curious folk-lore.

He was loaded down with the accumulated treasures of hi-;

wanderings and studies. His natural fondness for painting aiul

music led him to an enthusiastic study of Italian art, in all it-;

forms, until he became a most discerning critic and an

acknowledged authority in this department.

The effect of his Italian, life and researches is clearly seen in

his poetry, not only in his choice of subjects, but in his peculiar

treatment of them. His mode of thought, his imagery, hi-;

allusions, his illustrations, liis very art, are largely Italian. Hid

philosophical insight, his poetical imagination, and his dramatic

power were all stimulated by the peculiar mental and moral

atmosphere of his Italian days. In tlieir love of Italy the two

Brownings were well agreed. They aided not a little the heroic

struggles of that tyrant-and-priest-ridden country for hberty and

unity. They were cordially hated bj the misrulers of the land,

but tlieir English citizenship was au abundant protection.

If Robert Browning's work was to enshrine the past history

and literature of this country in verse and drama, and to proscul

pictures of its modern life and thought, his wife's was the no liy<

poetic mission of singing its wrongs, its hopes, and as much of it'*

final victory as she was destined to behold.

We are thankful that Mrs. Browning was permitted to live

until the heaviest chains were broken from Italia's limbs, au'l

to write, when Victor Emmanuel made his triumphal entry int"

Florence, " This is our beautiful Italy's birthday." Scarcely

had the patriot statesman, Cavour, passed aw-ay, with the word.-,

" A free Church in a free State 1 " upon his dying lips, wlioi'.

the " poet for Italy" came to her translation, exclaiming," It :-

beautiful ! It is beautiful ! " Free and grateful Florence Ik'-

inscribed upon the walls of her Casa Guidihome anobletriVuit'"

to the poetess whose " chahi of golden verse linked Italy to Kn-

gland," while the cultured and li berty-lo ving of all nations ni^i'^'-'

devout pilgrimage to her simple tomb beneath tlie sunny si<''"

she loved and sung so well, Robert Browning lived to s<-'»* '^

united Italy shake off the bonds of her religious as well a-
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j)olitical tliralldom, and take her rightful place in the great

family of independent, progressive nations. With the shouts

of the happy populace in his ears, and the memory of past joys

in his heart, the poet sang this love-song to the land which

rivaled his native England in his affections :

"Italy, my Italy!

Queen Mary's sajing serves for me
(When fortune's malice

Lost her Calais),

Open my heart and you will see

Graved inside of it, ' Italy.'

Such lovers old are I and she:

So it always was, so shall ever be !

"

Browning must be read and studied as a great poetic force,

wliose literary genesis it is difficult to trace. He has founded

no school of poetry, but he is likely to wield a powerful influence

in the art of poetry for all time to come.

The iirst phase of his genius which calls for recognition and

careful examination is his peculiar dramatic gift. I say peculiar,

because, as Stoddard has so well said, " Browning cannot be

accounted for, or no moi-e accounted for than Shakespeare, who

no more belonged to the family of dramati.^ts over whom he was

dominant than Browning belonged to any family of dramatists

whatsoever." The quality of Browning's genius is essentially

dramatic. He is entirely unconventional. He has not formed

himself upon the established dramatic models. As a dramatist,

he is Bubjective rather than objective. His look is inward

rather than outward. He is given to representing his o\\ti nature

rather than grouping together and skilfully placing in dramatic

situations events and characters from real life
;

still he is by no

means devoid of dramatic insight, the gift of reading other men's

licarts. The dramatic spirit and purpose, ''^ the sacred rage and

fire," are always there, and not infrequently high dramatic art

as well. He adopted the form of the play beci^nse it opens such

a field for the display of emotional power, and makes more real

and impressive those motives and passions which are there

pei-sonified. Browning is called the poet of psychology. He
explores the secret recesses of the soul, and follows so persistent-

b' the subtlest workings of the mind that it is impossible to set

the results before the world with entire success in depicted acts

and situations. Hence, as a playwright, he is not always success-
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fill; but in the ultimate mission of the dramatist he nevi-r

fails. He fastens the attention ; he moves the soul ; he impres,M->

his message upon the mind with such vividness that it cannot

be effaced. His thought is henceforth a mental and moral foroi-

with the reader. In short, he thoroughly accomplishes hi>

purpose.

For the reasons above given his plays are chiefly closet

dramas, and not compositions for the stage; indeed, from a

poetic stand-point, liis best dramatic verse is found in the plays

which could not be successfully enacted. In some of tliese his

art is of the highest order ; and in lucidity, smoothness, senti-

ment, grace, passion, and poetic handling they are superior to

his longer and more pretentious poems. The best of his dramas

are characterized by an admirable unity of spirit. The action,

too, is logical, unfolding step by step in harmony with the most

approved principles of dramatic art. Therefore, each play must

always be considered and judged as a whole. Very few of his

scenes can be detached from their connections and satisfactorily

presented or studied by themselves.

His dramas, however, must }aeld precedence to his dramatic

lyrics and romances, in which his genius is at its best, and his

success complete. Here his originality does not suffer from the

just restraints of art, and his genius conforms more gracefully

to the laws of fine construction and expression. Their variety

and excellence are great, and they easily take rank with the very

best English verse. They furnish opportunity for the portrayal

of single characters and specific moods in which he is so skill-

ful and pleasing.

Ko poet since Shakespeare has possessed such a keen eye for

the inner Ufe as Browning, or portrayed human life and char-

acter with such vividness and variety of treatment. He revels

in the inner drama of the soul. At this point, however, he

suffers in popularity from his tendency to deal with the indi-

vidual rather than the general. He is not given to the study

of those feelings which are common to all men, and therefore

form the basis of that poetical expression which is most popu-

lar. He loves, rather, to take an individual soul and its pecul-

iarities in tlieir growth or decadence. Hence we must get wcl

acquainted with his characters before we can either understand

or be very much interested in them. At first the head only \^
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exercised, and that is chilling business. But if we persist, the

licart will soon be enlisted and set to work ; then the sympathy

becomes deep and true. As a true seer, he seeks to fathom the

deepest depths of the human heart ; for he knows that there

life's greatest secrets must be sought. Discarding the con-

ventional drama, his genius " takes for a worthier stage the

FOul itself, its shifting fancies and celestial lights, with all its

grand orchestral silences to keep the pauses of the rhythmic

sounds." And no poet has thought more nobly of the soul, or

dropped his plummet into its profoundest depths to better pur-

pose than he ; for his comprehensive philosophy has led him to

treat it as, in its essence, supernatural. " Mind is not matter,

nor from matter, but above." Even when the supernatural

soul is restrained or enslaved by the natural, Browning shows

U3 clearly that in its awakening its tendency is toward free-

dom ; it becomes more and more " responsive to higher souls,

and to the divine." Truth is the great awakener. God's word
of power and promise to the soul is :

" Ye shall know the truth,

and the truth shall make you free." Browning's philosophy

led him to magnify the soul's " inlierent possessions " at this

point ; for he makes Paracelsus to say :
" Truth is within our-

selves; there is an ilimost center in us all, where truth abides

in fullness, and around, wall upon wall, the gross flesh hems it

in, this perfect, clear perception—which is truth. And to

know rather consists in opening out a way whence the im-

prisoned splendor may escape, than in effecting entry for a light

supposed to be without." This " imprisoned splendor" cannot
l>e brought out by what is born and resides in the brain. " It

is the mission of all great personalities—of all the concrete cre-

ations of genius—to bring this out into distinctness and vital

glow;" and among these Browning gives first place to the ulti-

mate, absolute Personality, which is Christ, the God-man.
Scattered as gems through his poetry are passages which give

beautiful expression to the idea that earthly life is a tent-life,

liiid as such it must be lived and studied ; as such, alone, can it

be made to harmonize with the soul's higher aspirations and
desires. In the tragedy of " Luria " Domizia is made to say

:

" IIow inexhaustibly tlic spirit grows I

One object slie seemed erewhile born to reach

With her whole eueri<ies, and die coruetit

—
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So like a wall at the world's edge it stood,

With naught beyond to live for—is that reached ?

—

Already are new, undreamed energies

Outgrowing under, and extending farther

To a new object ; there's another world 1

"

Bro%Yning frequently reminds lis that tlie sonl's onljsalvativii

from decay and torpor is in constant striving for that which i^

higher and better. " The soul must rest in nothing this sido vi

the infinite." But he would have this life kept from heiiiu'

over-spiritual by a wise and loving recognition of the claims of

present conditions. His spirituality is, therefore, of a he;t]!}i-

ful sort. "Let us cry, 'All good things are ours, nor soul lielj'S

flesh more, now, than flesh lielps soul
!

'
" In the right seuso

Browning is a believer in, and a lover of, this life. A robust,

healthful, happy man himself, even down to old age, the jxkI

could hardly help giving us many pictures of the fullest pby-

ical life; but his rare spiritual insight and his fidelity to tin-

gift of prophecy made his ultimate teaching safe and inspiring.'.

Ilis loftiest thoughts and aspirations were ever toward "abettor

country, that is, a heavenly." He loved nature, else he h;i'l

been no poet ; and he sang of nature, clearly and. sweetly, but

ever "as the background and accompaniment of human life."

His familiarity with the living souls of men, and the r;ir<'

strength of his imagination, enabled him to set forth more, an<l

more different, types of men and women than any modern jiuct,

while the distinctiveness and variety of his characters have ne\ <. r

been surpassed, if ever equaled, in either poetry or romance.

Browning's three dramatic masterpieces are Pippa P^r^- ^

A Blot on the \Scutcheon, and Colovihc's Birthday. The In-t

named is a vigorous and attractive little drama. It is too int*-

•

lectual for the average audience. Its thought is su])tle, '.;-

dialogue elaborate, and its entire movement eccentric; !»••

with cultivated readers it has always been a favorite for t!;-'

charm of its poetry and its keen analysis of character. A J'
'

on the ^ScutcJieon is a strange commingling of tragic strengM

with weakness, improbabilities with skillfully contrived situ-

ations, stilted language, in which youth and yeomen talk li»^''

sages, with passages of the purest poetry and pathos. De.-={>"<'

its defects, we instinctively realize that it is the work of a groat

poet. Xo poet ever delineated the hopes and the fears, tl"*
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sweetness and t]ie sadness, tlie joyfnlncss and the tragedy of first

love so truthfully, tenderly, and triumphantly as Browning

in this drama.

The scene of Pippa Passes is at Asalo, in Italy. Its spirit

and form are Italian. Its characters are all the product of that

land of poetry and passion. Its range is limited, but its con-

ceptions are strong and harmonious, and are worked out with

surpassing skill. The action is sometimes almost painfully in-

tense, while the sweetness and pathos are unsurpassed in litera-

ture. Browning reaches his high-water mark in Pippa Passes.

There are grave faults, as, for example, when some of the char-

acters are too wise and learned for their station, and simple

peasants speak the language of scholars ; but we have become

accustomed to this in Browning, and, in this case at least, we
are amply recompensed by the strength and delicacy of the con-

ception as a whole, and the indescribable grace of many parts.

The play is original, romantic, subtle in many passages, but

clear, rich in warmth and color, and successfully appeals to the

heart as well as to the head. It gratifies the most refined po-

etic taste, while at the same time its moral influence is pure and

elevating. Even the passages that treat of gross passions are

far from debasing, and righteousness is divinely triumphant in

the end.

The public was first won to Browning by Pippa Passes. In

no other of his productions is the origiiuility of his manner more
apparent than in this : the poet sings his own song in his own
way. His music is not the music of the critics, and cannot be

described by their vague phrases, or classified by tlieir inflexible

standards ; but it has the genuine ring. Beauty is multiform in

its expressions. There is the quiet beauty of the stream and

meadow, the romantic beauty of Lake George or Lake Como,
and the rugged beauty of the Sierras or the Yosemite. Brown-
ing's beauty is often of the latter sort, but it is none the less

true because undeveloped natures, that recognize only the metes

and bounds of a certain school, cannot compass it. Standards

of style must vary, and it is the mission of strong souls to strike

out beyond prescribed limits and teach the world fresh lessons

of the possibilities of a true art.

Browning's favorite and most successful form of presentation

IS the " monologue," which he has brought to a higher degree
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of perfection than any of his predecessors. In the iiio!!..-

logue the depicting of character and psychological phenouicii.;

is the chief purpose. The narrative is subordinate, and u.-.-.i

only to throw light upon the personages. The interest of thr

poem is centered in the inner life. To be perceptible to thi-

outsider a train of thought must be revealed by the person ii;

whose brain it is evolved. Soliloquy is more or less unnatural

and stiff, but the monologue lends itself readily to this })U!-

pose. It is addressed to a second person. It is therefore ac-

counted for, is natural, and does not startle or weary us. TIil'

little action required gives sufficient pause and rest, while there

is the further advantage of a definite object in view. "While

we listen, the speaker naturally, of necessity and without re-

serve, utters his full thought, revealing his soul's innermost life.

Most of Browning's poetry is in this art form. Thus speakers

not only reveal their own characters, but, directly or refiexivcly,

the characters of others. This gives abundant opportunity to

set forth the entire range of " soul-mood," or experience, move-

ment, and motive of life. Subtle reasonings on close or curious

questions of pliilosophy, morals, or art may be easily introduced,

theological nuts may be cracked, and social riddles solved with-

out infringing upon the rights of any body or ignoring any pre-

scribed limitations. Browning has thus drawn to himself many

thoughtful and earnest people by his wise and skillful treatment

of some of the highest questions which have ever engaged the

human mind. His philosophical thought repels some wh'>

:seek for other things in poetry, but it attracts others with irre-

sistible force. They delight in his study. . To them he is an

inspired teacher.

One of the most characteristic illustrations of tiie mono-

logue is the short poem entitled "My Last Duchess," which

seems perfect in artistic treatment. In it^a certain duke is niaile

to reveal to a second person, who comes to negotiate a marriair*-

between the duke and a count's daughter, a cruel tragedy, i"

which, with cold and relentless villainy, he had broken the

heart of his first duchess, and proved the utter blackness of h-^

own soul. Jealous of her kindness to others, and of her virtuou-

pleasure in society, by his commands he succeeds in shutting'

off all her life-currents, blighting her fresli and sparkling spirir.

until she sinks slowly and uncomplainingly away. This he re-
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lates with pride, and in sentences terse but full of meaning, and

terrible in tlieir snggcstiveness, while displaying the portrait of

liis dead wife, and commenting on it and other works of art in

liis gallery with all the pride and skill of a virtuoso. It is a

masterly sketch, introducing a method of soul-analysis and reve-

lation more subtle and effective than any before known to

literature. Striking examples of this art-form are found else-

where in Browning's works. Among them are " Paracelsus,"

'•Bishop Blougram," "By the Fireside," and "Andrea del

Sarto."

The monologue, as an habitual method, has its serious draw-

liacks. It often must begin with an abruptness which is start-

ling and unpleasant, as well as difficult to understand. It also

encourages a compactness of expression and closeness of texture

which wearies the general reader, and is only agreeable to the

initiated, who alone learn to prefer it to a more transparent and

copious diction.

Just at this point the question of Browning's eccentricities

and alleged obscurity presents itself. It has long been the fash-

h)\\ with those who do not fancy Browning—and, perhaps, have

never read him—to dismiss him with the supercilious charge

that he is obscure ; as though that were his regular habit, and

tlierefore fatal to his claims as a great poet. It is true there are

juany poetic and verbal riddles scattered tlii'ough his pages, and

mnie "poetry that neither gods nor men can endure or under-

stand;" but that fact by no means represents the general char-

acter of his work, a large proportion of which is unsurpassed for

clearness, exquisite exactness of expression, and charm of man-
ner. Browning is the most intellectual of modern poets, with a

constant tendency toward philosophical discussion, and a deep-

rooted fondness for psychological investigation. His knowledge
is vast, and his material almost limitless. As Emerson said,

" he is always a teacher." He has so much to say, and his sense

^f its importance is so great, that he has no use for rhetorical

^"isel, and no space for unnecessary amplification of ideas. He
^^«'uld leave something to be understood by the intelligent

reader. Starting the reader in the right direction, he is fond of

h'Hving him abruptly to arrive at a full comprehension by his

"\vn mental force and acuteness. To trained and active minds
this is very agreeable, permitting them to taste some of the de-
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lights of discovery. But to the uncultivated or indolent it i.

tiresome business; the page is meaningless, and their annn..--

ity is sometimes aroused, for they more than suspect that Viv.

poet is trifling with them, and laughing in his sleeve at their d;--

comfiture. It is quite true that much of Browning's verse :-,

not easy reading. It is too thoughtful for that. He puts tlio

thing in a nutshell when he says in a letter to a friend, " I ncvt-r

pretended to offer such literature as should be the substitute for

a cigar or a game at dominoes to an idle man."

Usually the difficulties all vanish when we are willing to ]>.-

stow a little labor upon Browning, and the result is ample com-

pensation for the effort. His own mind was seldom or never

obscure. No man ever surpassed him in vigor and keen-sig!it-

edness. It is his short-hand style that plays the mischief witli

ns. "Whether he was wise or otherwise in adopting such .\

Btyle is a matter about which there will always be two opinioti;,

even among the most intelligent men. He deliberately sacrifices

much to strength, and has a mortal antipathy to the common-

place and smooth. His habitual fear of over-refinement li:t.-i

often betrayed him into a ruggedness which is not always agree-

able. But that is his way, and, to say the least, his jolting ver.-o

is forcible, and acts as a sort of mental tonic when the softer,

sweeter lines of inferior singers pall upon our taste. Variety is

essential to our thorough instruction and enjoyment. Every

true poet has his place, and Browning is just as necessary to ii>

as Tennyson with his " faultily faultless " verse, or Whittier witli

his wild-wood notes. Each in his appointed place is as great

and good as the other.

With few exceptions the great poets sing sweetest when they

sing of love ; and as a poet of love Browning is second to noi:-.'.

In his contributions to that branch of the divine art there i-- h

charming combination of vigor, enthusiasm, variety', and volume.

Every mood of the passion is faultlessly voiced. " Tlie La-^t

Ride Together," " In a Gondola," " Love Among the Buin?.*'

" Love's Immortalities," and many others, in all essential quali-

ties come as near j)erfection as any verses ever written on th:-

subject. Their charm consists partly, however, in tlie skilllu'

admixture of other attractive things with the love-verses. Th'-^

gives variety and strength, and forestalls insipidity. Even her''

the head claims full equality with the heart; while wisdom and
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emotion, sentiment and logic, are happily blended. For the

most part he has, in his emotional poems, given us that true

passion which ennobles art; although it is easy to see that,

under other conditions, he might have become a mere poet

of passion : a ready prey to the doctrine of " elective affin-

ities," and the prurient heresy that, " Love is the only good in

the world."

Of Browning's philosophy it may be said that the scientific

and metaphysical bent of his mind always led him beyond the

mere external beauty and emotional interest of human life to

the great and general truths which they illuminate. To him

even the ordinary events of life are rich in abstract teaching

;

and while he faithfully depicts scenes and characters, he is con-

stantly seeking after the underlying, far-reaching, universal

truth, the discovery and teaching of which can alone make his

effort successful. One of his disciples has said :
" The philoso-

phy of Browning, if it may be so called, consists in the sense of

a discord in life, and in faith in an ideal hi which this discord

shall be solved." Kowhcre has the poet been more faithful to

this philosophy, more clear in his vision, or more inspiring in

his teaching, than in what may be called his religious poetry.

I hazard nothing in saying that he is one of the most Christian

of recent poets, in the sense of having apprehended and taught

the true spirit of Christianity. He is not dogmatic; he is not

sectarian ; he is Christian. Pie preaches with great effect the

fundamental truth of Christianity in the form that appeals most

directly and forcibly to common needs—as the light '' which

lighteth every man that cometh into the world"—as the king-

dom of heaven which is within men. His Christianity is of the

healthful sort. He would have men religiously active and brave.

To distrust God's goodness, wisdom, and love is almost the

worst sin. God is all in all to him. His belief is strong, his

trust child-like. The Father is always near and always helpful.

The world of matter is a means through which God's power

and wisdom and love are revealed to men.

Browning finds great delight and comfort in the person-

ality of Christ, as the living soul of Christianity. AVitness

the poem entitled *' Christmas Eve." As a practical illustra-

tion of file power of Ciiristian faith when strongly tested, and

its triumph in God as Father, nothing can be more inspiring
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than his " Unanswered Prayer," tlie last lines of which arc iuv

follows

:

" Unanswered yet ! Faitli cannot be unanswered

;

Her feet are firmly planted on the rock

;

Amidst the wildest storms she stands undaunted,

Nor quails before the loudest thunder shock;

She knows Omnipotence has heard the prayer,

And cries: 'It shall be donel'—some time—somewhere."

Browning is with the dead. Italy and England join hands to

mourn his departure, and all the world honors his meinorv.

His body rests in "Westminster Abbey, with the great poets ami

great men of the past, but he lives in the heart of all lovers (jf

truth and genuine manhood in all lands. He sleeps, but the

truths he uttered, the beautiful life he led, the inspired soiiirs

he sung, will ever remain a sv/eet influence, an active force, ;i

sacred impulse among men. He was granted a long and peace-

ful life, and he made the most of his gifts. Like all royal souls

he felt the'restraints and limitations of the earthly life. Soiiio

of his work " seems that of a grand intellect painfully striving'

for adequate use and expression, and never quite attainiii::

either." But in much of his song there is sustained strengtli, a

penetrating syjnpathy which reaches and satisfies every triK-

heart; a jubilant and triumphant sentiment which makes him

close of kin to all noble souls. Like a rich mine, his work wil!

be judged by the ore, not by the dross. In the higher reahn ui

human thought and feeling, Browning's fame will never fuJc.

He loved this world, and sweetly did he sing of it; but he Ix-

lieved in another and better world, and toward it were h'.-

loftiest aspirations and purest desires. He too might say, ni

the characteristic words of Tennyson

:

"Twilight and evening bell,

And after that the darkl

And may there be no sadness of farewell,

"Wlien I embark

;

" For tho' from out our bourne of Time and Place

The flood may bear me far,

I hope to see my Pilot face to face

When I liave crossed the bar."

^-r/^U^ To'tni^'At^^
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Art. v.—the PHILOSOPHY OF IDEALISM.

We use the term idealism as the antithesis of realism, and both

as representative of antagonistic interpretations of the universe.

Practically the philosophers which compose these schools of

thought live and move and have their being in the same world,

act upon the same principles, have the same experience, and
yet the one class holds that the universe—the ground, the

oceans, and the stars—are real, composed of different substances,

aggregated into masses, or "lumps," or afloat as gases, but
none the less real ; whereas the other class denies all these

tilings, and claims that, external to the mind and apart from it,

there is no known created existence. If the every-day and
every-hour consciousness of the idealist corresponded with hi&

philosophy, he would be to himself either a part of the world
or a disembodied spirit, and exist independently of time and
fpace, needing neither shelter nor home. His own body, the
earth, the sun, and all masses of matter are lield up to ridicule

a.s crass " lumps," and their existence as realities independent of
mind is denied. Such things are real only as they are "forms
of thought," and they " exist only for, and in relation to, mind
and consciousness."

Idealism involves a psychological problem of the first im-
portance, and its chief interest is derived from this source.
How the human mind can reason itself into a consciousness of
being ^er se as nearly as possible a non-intelligence, is the men-
tal process now to be explored. What is mind ? Xot mind
in general—for there is no sucli thing any more than there was
tbe univei-sal goose of the ancient schoo]-men—the individ-
ual mind is what we are in quest of. What is it % It is the
man—the spirit-intelligence dwelling in a "house of clay."
^"ch is the conception of man held by Socrates, Plato, St.
I'aul, Bishop Butler, and the Christian Ciiurch in general,
i lie real question before us then is this : Is man such an inteUi-
rt^-iice that he can know that a Nvorld exists, and that it exists
'•eternal to and independent of himself ?

To render impossible a knowledge of tlie external world the
J'-ioalist limits the action of perception as follows : " To have
perceptions, all that is needed is the appropriate stimulus ; and
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tliere is no waj of necessarily connecting this stimulus with tlit-

independent existence of the object." This statement is bosL-.i

upon a conception of the mind which is thoroughly material-

istic. Mind is thought of as passive, and as remaining passive,

until it is stirred to action by some external stimulant, and tiien

it is not permitted to know even of the existence of that M-liioh

acted upon it ; its knowledge is limited to the ideas and im-

pressions produced, for " there is," it is alleged, " no logical

or metaphysical way of deducing the object, as an independent

existence, from the psychological experience." We do not want

to " deduce " it ; the idea of such deduction is a gross absurd-

ity ; we recognize it directly, or immediately, as a something

which has an existence of its own distinct from mind.

This airy nothingness which idealism gives us as the whoU
realm qfhwivledge thus comes from a false and vicious psychul-

ogj- ^^e have seen that man is a mind, a spirit-entity, occupy-

ing a house of clay. If this conception of man be correct, tlion

the mind is no part of the " house " or " tabernacle " it inhabits.

The mind, the ego, knows its body, a substance not itself, as it

knows the food that nourishes it, and the clothes that cover it.

As the entity recognized by consciousness as myself is a unit

and indivisible, it is indestructible. Mind cannot be cousciou.-

of a plurality of selves—hence the ego is one, and all extern.il

to it is no part of the self. All sensations arise in the physico-

vital organism, and none in the mind, and mind cognizes them

as objects external to itself. I put my pen on a piece of ice.

there is the sensation of resistance, I then put my finger on the

ice, there is in it now the sensations of resistance and coldness,

but mind sustains no relation to either, except that of kno\vl-

edge—knowledge of objects reporting themselves in sensation-

external to itself. To perceive this topic clearly we must dis-

tniguish sharply between feelings which arise in the mind and

sensations which arise in the body.

Feelings of different kinds make up the emotional part cr

powers of the mind. We may mention love and hate, joy ari'i

grief, hope and despair, desire and aversion, self-approval and

remorse, forgiveness and revenge, trust and fear or terror, aii'i

all these feelings, with their endless modifications, have their

seat in the mind—they are aifections of the spirit-man. 'i'ht--

sensations are taste, smell, touch, hearing, heat, cold, bodily
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j.ains, as the toothache, tlie headache, rlieumatism, gout, iieu-

rtlgia, etc., and these sensations, with all their degrees of in-

tensity, are vit<il, and have their scat in the life of the body.

We say the sensations are vital, for the matter of the body can-

not possibly be any thing but matter, and matter is incapable

uf sensation. The difference between a living human body
weighing one huTidred and fifty pounds and so much "dust"
or dirt is caused by the presence of life and mind in the one

and not in the other. The psychology which confounds feelings

and sensations ought to be relegated back to the times when
earth, air, fire, and water were regarded as the four elements.

Our consciousness of sensations as vital is as clear and as in-

disputable as our consciousness of feelings as mental; and we
never mistake the one class of phenomena for the other : and
mind, in passing from a thought or a feeling to a sensation,

l)asse3 from the self to the not-self, that is, to the external

world ; and its knowledge of its internal self is no more pos-

itive than its knowledge of the external not-self. Mind can-

not regard the toothache as a mental affection, nor remorse
as a physical sensation. Our position can be shaken only by
proof that the mind, the body, and its life, form a unit of

substance.

In regard to many things mind may be passive, but there is

reason to believe that in one way it is ceaselessly active, and on
occasion, in obedience to the will, it puts forth a most aggress-

ive and persistent effort. It pushes things, overcomes obsta-

cles, conquers problem after problem, and presses hard against

the realm of the unknown infinite. The notion that mind can
rec'ognize no positive existence external to itself is a legitimate

inference from the conception of its materialistic structure, but,

^vith that theory shattered, the vicious inference should go with
it. When thought aiid sensation are together made parts of
tlic mental structure, mind, as an entity of the spirit-order, dis-

'>Pl)ear3, and as a consequence nothing remains to it as knowl-
« dge but sensation as a stimulant. The knowing power of the
'iiind idealism first largely takes away, and then it is affirmed
f'i:it the existence of an external world cannot be known to

'^hat is left. Or, to give a materialistic cast to the idea, mind
'^ tied into a knot, or worked into a twist, and then theaffirn:a-
tion gravely made that the orderly world does not harmonize
35~FIKTH SEUIE-S VOL. VI.
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with it, and it must be "reasoned'' into shape. In other -won!-,

mind and matter can be known only as metaphysics.

As the wliole structure of idealism is built upon a vicious

conception of the mind, as differ the schools of psycholoirv >•

differ the schools of idealism. A half-dozen of its protean funi;>

may be shattered by the Titanic blows of fact, logic, and cuin-

mon sense, and yet apostles of other theories will rise up an.]

affirm that their citadel has not been touched. Idealism i.

really the chameleon among reptiles ; with every breath it cat;

impel a new color to the surface.

Egoistical idealism—the theory that all knowledge is sul)]**.;-

ive, that all the mind knows is itself and of itself, that wh:it-

ever is apparently external to the self is but a modification -:"

self and exists only for the mind, and separate from it has !!•

significance—vanishes like a lamp blaze when away from th--

wick. This form of idealism amounts to nothing, though \\

has played a great part in speculative philosophy. Xon-cgoi.-:-

ical idealism supposes that God, an "infinite," or at least ^u

pernatural being infuses ideas into the mind at the moment i-f

consciousness, or that ideas are connate with the mind and o--

existent with consciousness. Whenever the former suppositi"-;

is held, then it is supposed that the mind exists in the '' intinit*-.""

and its consciousness of ideas is in that infinite something, wh..--

ever it may be.

Sir William Hamilton gives the following account of cost'-~

thetic idealism. " The cosmothetio idealists fall primarily i:-

two classes, inasmuch as some view the ideal or representativ-

object to be a tertiavi quid, as different from the percipi*.''''

mind as from the represented object ; while others regard it ;t-

only a modification of the mind itself—as only the percipic;.'

act considered as representative of or relative to the supp(-'^'. :

external reality. The former of these classes is again variou- ;•

divided according as theories may differ in regard to the uatn:--

and origin of the vicarious object ; as, whether it be material •

"

immaterial—whether it come from without or rise from wit!;';

—whether it emanate from the external reality or from •

higher source—whether it be iufu.sed by God or other liy]"
•'

physical intelligences, or whether it be a representation in :

Deity himself—whether it be innate or whether it be j

""

'

duced by the mind, on occasion of the presence of the niati i
•
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object within the sphere of sense," etc. The same liigh anthor-

itv sets forth as follows the peculiarities of ahsolute ideal-

iitiri : " Of ahsolute idealism only two species are possible ; at

least, only two have been actually manifested in the history of

]-)Iiilosophy—the theistic and the egoistic. The former sup-

poses that the Deity presents to the mind the appearances

which we are determined to mistake for an external world ; the

latter supposes that these appearances: are manifested to con-

eeionsness in conformity to certain imknown laws by the mind

itself. The theistic idealism is again subdivided into three,

according as God is supposed to 'exhibit the phenomena in

question in his own sxdjstance—to infuse into the percipient

mind representative entities different from its own modifica-

tion, or to determine the ego itself to an illusive representation

of the non-ego^

But all these multitudinous forms of idealism stand related

to one another as parts of an all-embracing system of philoso-

phy, and the blow that disturbs any one of them shakes the

entire fabric; they are, in fact, but the various outcroppings

of a false and vicious psychology.

The central idea of the whole system is held by the theistic

absolute idealist ; and his position overthrown there is notliing

left worth opposing or contending for. There is either a God
and a universe or there is not, and there is either a man and a

Inown universe or there is not. These are the fundamental

points which makeup tlie issue between the philosophers on tlie

one hand and common sense on the other. Cosmothetic ideal-

ism is deserving of no credit whatever. It recognizes the

validity of a phenomenon ; affirms that the mind is irresistibly

determined to recognize it; whereas, ex hypothcsl, it holds

tliat knowledge in the case is impossible. It affirms the reality

of an appearance when nothing appears and appears to nothing.

It is a shadowy form which may be pierced with a thousand

lances, and its advocates, unconscious of the attack, will look

'n with " indifference.'' Dismissing all other forms of this

philosophy, we propose now to take in hand absolute idealism

<jf the theistic type, examine the ground on which it stands,

and then look at the construction it puts upon the universe in

the absence of individuals, masses, " lumps " and '' things."

The work of exterminatina: or annihilatincr an external world
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of matter is commenced with an attack on the atoms of tlie

chemist. The reality or being, as substance, of such atoms i-

denied, and in their place are postulated unextended mathr-

niatical points—each point in space regarded as an atom, or a

center of force or energy. But the existence of space i.«

denied. Hence, to start with, we are asked to conceive aii<i

accept as a corner-stone in this all-embracing philosophy the

liypothesis that at its base there is nothing of this universe but

one nonentity located in another nonentity. "We must conceive

that there can be energy with nothing to exert it, motion where

nothing moves, and extension where nothing is extended. Tin".-;

notion in regard to the atom implies the creation and the annihi-

lation of all we can recognize as matter. I hold in my hand a

" lump" of cane sugar. The chemist tells me that it is com-

posed of molecules, tlie smallest particle of sugar that can exist,

and that each molecule contains 12 atoms of oxygen, 11 of car-

bon, and 22 of hydrogen—in all 45 atoms. Isow either the

lump of sugar before me came out of nonentity and is a now

creation of substance, or it is now nothing, and what I persist-

ently take to be sugar, weighing say an ounce, occupying eo

much room in space, is simply a delusive idea in my mind. I

drop the lump of sugar into a pail of water, it crumbles iiilo

pieces and disappears—apparently it is annihilated ; but I ta^te

the water in the pail, and by the sense of taste mind detects

what no microscope could discover. My lump of sugar is all

there in the form of molecules. The sensation of taste is to

the mind more powerful than any instrument yet inventcnl.

These molecules may again be massed in a lump, or subjected

to analysis, and the oxygen, carbon, and hydrogen recovcre<l

and used in a thousand different ways. If, at the start, my
lump of sugar weighed an ounce, by no possible manipulation

of its' elements can I make it weigh more or less. But accord-

ing to idealism, all this time I have been dealing with nothing'

more real than imaginary unextended mathematical points.

But the idealist may say. Place on exhibition the atom, t'nat

we may see it, handle it, weigh it, and then we will accept it

as a reality. But why trust perception in regard to the atont

when you refuse to do so in reference to the lump ? Our scii>c

organs have their limits, but we are not to suppose that th-^i'

limits are the boundaries of cither the mind's cn])acity ur of the
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universe. Above, below, and beyond their reach, even wlien

aided by the most powerful instruments, it is probable that the

o-reater part of the universe exists. "We stand on the borders

of the infinite, and the constant outcrojpmgs or pmjections

from that infinite into tliis world of vision and sensation dem-

onstrate that it is pletlioric in rich realities. The atoms con-

stitute a part of the " unseen universe," and while " the things

that are seen are temporal, the things that are unseen are eter-

nal." Such is the constitution of nature that substance, ^^tf/* se,

or being of every order, is shrouded in the mystery of mysteries.

Facts, realities, and phenomena we may know ; but tlie essence

of all things belongs to the infinite, a..d is to us a matter of

intellectual discernment, "We have no more authority for deny-

ing the reality of the atomic elements because they and their

essence elude our observation, than we have for denying the

reality of the existence ot the mind or of God, because unseen.

If the idealist will bring together his unextended mathemat-

ical points in sufficient quantity to make an ounce of sugar ;
then

work tliem into a lump, and permit us to see and taste the

lump
; then take the lump and work it back into molecules, then

into atoms, and finally into the miextended points whence he

started, he will by that process produce the only proof which

can give respectability to his theory. By that feat he will also

not only get rid of the obnoxious " lump," but he will demon-

strate tliat all lumps, masses, and orbs of matter which exist in

space are unreal, and nr>thing but mere appearances. AYe insist

upon a recognition of the facts of nature in this discussion,

because the idealist cannot get along at all only by ignoring

them, and reducing man's kno\nng capacity almost to zero.

Idealism levies another heavy tax upon us in demanding that

we al.)andon our ideas of space considered as a sui ge7ieris ex-

ternal reality. We nuiv see in this requirement that he is mak-

ing a laudable effort to preserve his logic ; of course, if there are

no lumps nor masses of matter there can be no demand for

si)ace. "What is space? Ontologically it is, pe?' se, nothing, but

it aSords room for something, and something extended. Kant

gave the world two ditTerent but harmonious expositions of

space—the mctapliysical and the empirical. Mind and space are

related to each other in the respect that one may know the

other. "What is the mind's capacity is a question of psychology,
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what its conceptions of space are is a question of inetapliv.-i.-..

As a quev^tion of metapliysics, Kant teaches that in ordet- r..

"represent something without me, not merely as without un-l

near to each other, but also in separate places, the representation

of space must already exist in the mind as a foundation ;

" ju>t

as the photograph's plate nmst exist before it can receive your

image. Tliis idea of space is consequently a pure intuition, and

does not include the relation of things in space. Kant repre-

sents space as an infinite given quantity, though it may be divid-

ed into a multitude of sections. This conception of space seems

to be clear and faultless as far as it goes^ but it is purely subject-

ive, and the idealist has seized upon it and app'opriated it a,s if

it were his entire representation. In this way the great name

of Kant has been unjustly pressed into the service of idealism;

but he puts us on our guard against the abuse of his psycholog-

ical representation of space in the following language

:

We never can imagine or make a representation to ourselvos

of tlie non-existence of space, though we may easily enough think

that no objects are found in it. It must, therefore, "be cousid-

ered as the condition of the possibility of phenomenon, and
by no means as a determination dependent upon tliem, and is a

representation, a- priori, which necessarily supplies the basis for

external phenomena.

In other words, we cannot imagine that space never was, tliat

it will ever cease to be, that in extent it is less than inlinite, tliat

it is dependent upon any substance existing in it, or is in any

way affected or "determined" by such things ; but it is that

" which necessarily supplies the basis," affords room, " for phys-

ical phenomena."

The idealist tmnblcs this whole subject into chaos as follows

:

And first we need to know what is the relation of space as ex-

isting to that fundamental reality God (l) considered as a factor

in metaphysics, Avhieh is the source of all things. If the two be

independent, we collide (2) with the demand of reason for unity

in the fundamental reality. AVe should be equally at a loss t<»

express the ontological relation of these two independent exist-

ences. The space which is declared to be real would at the saiiu-

time be so like the negation of existence that the only possible

relation between the two would be that space contains the realitv,

or the reality is in space. But here, again, we' should be unabic

to tell what difference such a relation would make to either,

and hence to tell what we mean by it. If the space does notlnniJ
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t.) the beiiif^ and the being does nothing to space, the two seem

to bo out ofleLation. Moreover, if we allow the fundamental real-

iiv [God] to be in space, we collide also with its unity; for Mdiat-

.•v'or is in space must be subject to the laws of space, must be

.xtonded, therefore, and hence has parts, and is no proper unit.

Tiie aflirmation, then, of the mutual independence of space and

b.'in<T makes it absurd to predicate any relation (3) between them.

Oil ttie other hand, it is impossible to view space as the source of

l.oiiii?, or being as the creator of space, viewed as something real

.%id the °ssential afhrmation [of idealism] is, that space is

v'uhi (4) a form of experience, or the form of phenomena,_and

Ihmicc is absurd and impossible when abstracted from conscious-

IU.SS as its fundamental condition. ... It has no extra-mental ex-

istence, and in this sense is subjective.

On the above we remark as follows

:

1. God is unknown and incomprehensible, and when we make

him an element of metaphysics, or ''a factor" in argument,

we introduce into it an uncertain and unmanageable quantity.

If the elements of an equation are indefinable, their significance

cannot be ascertained, and any conclusion we may reach in its

reduction will be of no value. In conception, as well as in lan-

f^nage, the idealist undeifies God, and makes him the factor

needed to lit in with other factors of his argument so as to

reach the desir^ed conclusion. Against tliis whole proceeding

we protest as irreverent if not impious, and as the extreme of

j^ophistical reasoning.

2. This is the finest specimen we have ever met of what TTar-

burtoM characterizes as "the learned obscurity arising from the

collision of contrary false principles." The idea is, that God

!».< an entity cannot connote with space as an entity ; that reason

<iemands that God and space, whatever it may be, must be

it'garded as a unit. In this business the trouble arises from two

sources: (1) God is not only undoiiied, but in thought lie is

<-!(nhed with the attributes of matter
; (2) to space is given an

<'!itological character, then it is conceived as a lump, and then,

<'f course, there are two infinite substances or lumps in the lield,

wliereas there should be l)ut one. There is not only a collision

>^'ith reason, but two such infinite and independent existences

of the Bame order must necessarily be in a state of constant

<:"»lh*sion vrith each other ; or rather, as such they cannot exist.

But let us look at the facts in the case. God is God, ar.d in

110 sense can he be classified as an element of science. As an
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Infinite Spirit he is distinguished and eternally separated fr^h:

the universe he made by the fact tliat in nature or essence lie i-

divine^ and the only divine Being there can be. The realm «.:'

the divine can be occupied only by divinity. Thus in an in;-

portant sense—by liis divine nature—is God isolated from, aih!

yet closely associated with, the universe. He exists in spa. .•

because the non-existence of space is inconceivable. It is ui;.'

of the unchangeable eternities. Space allects nothing and n«. th-

ing affects space. It is independent, and neither 171 nor out .f

relation ^vith any thing. Because of space things may be, aii'l

be related to each other. The divine, the self-existent, iinl-.'-

pendent Spirit, alone in his divinity, is " the fundamental reality

demanded by reason." An ontological character cannot beluii::

to space, for if it did then it must pertain to every part of it

;

and if that were so, then the universe would be one solid " lump
:"

but space being devoid of all substantive qualities it is possilM-

for any kind, or order, or form of being to exist in it. "NN'v

know but little of the constitution of the universe, and notliiriL'

of the nature of any kind of substance. The old notion tint

there are but two kinds of substance, matter and spirit. owAiX

to be abandoned forever. There are at least sixty-five kinds ';

substance called matter; God is a substance ; we beheve th<P'

are myriads of angelic substances; the supposed ether and elc--

tricity nu\v yet be proved to be substances ; and we are justiti' i

in holding that creation is rich in realities. Space may be n^'

inconceivable l:ind of substance, but apparently it is an infini'-'

void, in which is inclosed all things else, and which makes a')

infinite universe possible.

3. Between things and space there can be no relation whatevtr,

that is, they have no effect upon each other. "Were the univcr-i-

annihilated, space would not bo affected by its absence, and th-

destruction of space is inconceivable. Space is infinite iiie.v.-;-

ence, except as an absolute void. As space, it is real, positivf.

and eternal. Space is the same whether occupied or empty.

4. AVe concede with Kant that the idea of space has a s})c'c- ..;

subjective signification, that is, it is ''\formIess " as regards itftli

"experience"' and "phenomena." Things have form in >j';i''''-

but it is supreme nonsense to affirm that space can be wruni'!'''

into different shapes. Things in space may divide it intu ^<
''•

tions large and small, and of an infinite varietv of forms. U\'-
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these things produce not the sliglitest effect upon space itself.

All tlie differences of form are in tlie things and the space they

occupy. According to idealism I must school myself to think

of the supposed space my inkstand occupies as nothing but the

" form " my *' experience " takes on in regard to a phenomenon

which.has been" developed in my mind. But the fact is, our in-

tuition of space, j)^r ^^, 15 of a formless void, and our experience

is, that things have form in space.

To assure ourselves that vre have not mistaken the meaning^

of this philosophy let the following from an apostle of idealism

be considered

:

The more we study 2^(^^^'^2^^^(^'^ ^s an ejfeci the plainer it becomes
that the ontological and independent existence of the apparent

object is no necessary factor of it. All that is needed is an orderly

excitation of sensation, and if our present set of sensations were
continued, no matter how, the assumed world of things might fall

away without our ever missing thera, or witliout in any way mod-
ifying the apparent world.

Here we have another materialistic, mechanical, and very

gross conception of the mind and of operations upon it. The
paper before me passively secures as ^'ejf'ects^' the characters

ti-aced by the pen, and in a similar manner the mind is subject

" to an orderly excitation of sensations," and all that it really

knows are these " excited sensations." Should these continue,

and " the world of tilings fall away, we would not miss it."

Hume never wrote any thing more obnoxious to Christianity

than these sentiments. On another page we have shown that

sensations are vital ; that they originate in the life of the organ-

ism, and are cognized hy the mind as things external to it. It

is a wretched philosophy which would limit the sweep of the

niind's powers and activities to bodily sensations. Idealism

does the utmost that can be done to make man a non-intelligence
;

in many particulars it reduces him below the brutes, as his

sensations are far less acute. To shatter this philosophy it is

oidy necessary to glance at the mind as it exists in its own con-

sciousness
; an intelligence of the spirit-order, ever active, self-

directing, and aggressive. The idea that perception is an effect,

the result of a stimulus, or a sensation, may be true in regard

to swine and a low order of beasts, but it is a slander when
applied to human kind. But this is onlv one of manv devices
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invented to exclude from man a knowledge of an " extra-nien-

tal " or external world.

In view of the shuffling methods idealism is compelled to

adopt to get along one would suppose that its friends might in

time become ashamed of it and abandon it. It is claimed, for

instance, that should one hold that this common world C9nsi>t.s

of nothing more than a similarity of impressions, in finite

minds, and that apart from these impressions the world would

be nothing, this view could not be disproved ; and yet it is

afKrmed that to hold such views " is impossible." Why impos-

sible to hold a specilled view if it cannot be disproved ? Does
idealism also annihilate the force of facts and logic?

It would seem from this concession that idealism is inherently

so absurd that, tliough supported by the strongest arguments

its advocates can command, it drops to ]uece3 without being

touched when fully stated. Take the following as another ex-

ample of its absurdity :
" Is, then, the world of things a contin-

uous existence of some kind independent of finite thought and

consciousness ? This claim cannot be demonstrated, but it is

the only view which does not involve insuperable difficulties."

Surely a new era of logic has dawned upon the world, or at

least upon Boston. Idealism has discovered that the onhj view

of the world that does not "involve insuperable difficulties " is

the view^ which cannot be demonstrated to be true ; that is, the

necessary and the practical have become the impossible.

If, then, " spontaneous thought " and " unreasoned observa-

tion " must abandon the idea of the existence of material things

and of a universe in space, what is the conception that is to

take their place? The same high authority above quoted, on

which we implicitly rely, replies as follows

:

The subjectivity of space carries with it, of course, complete
idealism as to all that appears in space, or tliat is spacially detor-

mined. Hence not only tlie world of sense quahties, the world
of sounds, and colors and odors and temperature, but also tlie

world of form and extension—tlie world of apparent things, in

short—are to be viewed as having oali/ subjective existence, that

is, as existing only for and in consciousness. By this time not a

shred of every-day realism remains. The entire' world of object-;

has become i)]ienomenal. Their laws and inter-relations remain
as important subjects of study, and they may express a universal

•order; but neither the phenomena nor their laws have a)uj signiti-
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(wnce except with reference to intelligence. And if it be absurd

t,i suppose that these phenomena exist only for our intelligence,

;iii'l equally absurd to suppose that they exist apart from all intel-

liicence, it only remains to infer that an all-en\bracing intelligence

j-'the cosmic being, not only its original cause, but its constitutive

i'.)n<lition, apart from -svhich it would not even have meaning, to

.«>av nothing of existence.

Before examining the above, that we may be sure of our foot-

i!i<r, and that we understand tlie idealist, a few brief quotations

further will not be out of place

:

Jietween the phenomena and the fundamental spiritual reality

tliere is no 7;>^«c'C for any dependent im])ersonal existence. We
should find all such being vanishing into la ft" and process, without

any proper substantiality beyond continuity, uniformity, and uni-

versality. . . . The cause [of phenomena] cannot be thought of

ns spacial or mechanical, but juust be of an essentially spiritual

or rational nature. . . . For just as surely as the world of things

in space is phenomenal, just so surely can it have its existence

oidy in intelligence; and just so surely as it don't depend upon
our' intelligence, just so surely must we afiirm a cosmic intelli-

gi-nce as to its abridgment and condition. . . . The world ex-

ists only in and for a supreme mind. . . . The fundamental reality

is not merely mind or understanding, it is also Mnll or agent.

We may say,'^then, that the world is not merely an idea; it is also

an act. It exists not only as a conception in the divine under-

standing, but also as a form of activity in the divine will. It is

this fact which constitutes its real existence in distinction from
a purely concept ional one. . . . The outcome of this activity is

llie phenomenal world.

AVe are now prepared to reconstruct our conceptions of the

world, of God, of man, and government, and place the universe

upon a new basis. The world in which we were bom, and

^vhieh was manifest to "unreasoned observation" and "spon-

taneous thought," has disappeared—been annihilated by the

Jnagic wand of the metaphysician. " All that appears in space "

i> unreal, simply to us a fictitious appearance, and, further than

tliat, a deception and a fraud. "Xot a shred of every-day real-

ism remains." ''^Reality and intellujcnce are, opposed heyond any

2>fmihility ofreconciliation^'' Once we supposed we stood on the

•-olid ground—this " lumpish" globe—but now we find ourselves

— ^vlultevcr tliere may be of us—afloat in airy nothingness.

^0!ne pages back we called attention to the lamentable fact

jliat the idealist undeifies God by reducing him to a metaphys-
ical element, and then using liiui, or fitting him in, as a factor
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to other factors in an argument, as needed. The terniiti(>l..-v

adopted is also metaphysical, and not theological. The nuiii- .

and titles of the God revealed in the Scriptures are mostly .];.

carded, and we are introduced to such expressions as the "fu:.-

damental reality," an ''all-embracing intelligence," "a cu?iu: •

intelligence," "will or agent," "cosmic being,"—and thus t!:v

designations of him or it vary so as to tit and strengthen t:...'

web of metaphysics. In close connection with this concept iuu

of God as a factor in the argument we should place the ido;;'.-

ist's conception of the world. This "cosmic intclligent'o"*

" is the condition of cosmic being ;" " its constitutive condition."

"its abiding seat and conditionf "the world is not merely an

idca^ it is an ^cz!," "a form of activity in the divine will." " I:

is this fact wliich constitutes its real existence ;" and "bot\ve<.:i

the phenomena and the fundamental spiritual reality there is /- »

jplace for any dependent impersonal existence ;" that is, betu',--i

"the fundamental reality" and tliis "phenomenal" ap])ari.ht

but unreal world there is nothing—no real "existence." A
snake, crawling on the ground, for example, is a direct and iniiH'-

diateyb7vw of the " activity " of " the fundamental reality." A

cyclone sweeping over the earth and M-hirling villages throui::!

the air is merely an appearance— "' a phenomenon," and the O/.
'

j

'^recdity" in the case is this "activity" of the "divine wi!;."'

If the earth trembles, opens its jaws and swallows up a city, i:

is this "fundamental reality" whose "activity" creates or ^^'^'^^

up such a "phenomenon," or appearance. As "the world ex-

ists ojdy in and for a supreme mind," if two armies meet, r.A

a line miles in length is strewn with dead or dying men, ar: !

human blood is found in puddles here and there shoe deep, i-

is because "an all-embracing intelligence is the condition '•-

cosmic being; not o)dy its original cause, but its constitut'

condition, apart from which it would not even have mcaniii-'-

to say nothing of existence." "The fundamental reality'

must be ceaselessly active, and "tlie outcome of this activity :-

the continuous phenomenal world." There is but one reality—
the idea of plurality "collides" with reason, and "the wh". •

world" is phenomena, one cause—all else are effects or api>'-i^-

ances. Before taking linal leave of the world in which v.'>

have lived for some years, we will note two things that, wit-

reluctance, we nmst leave behind.
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1, AYe have always held that the creation of the material

universe was, in an important sense, a complete work ;
that it

icas something, per se, and that it was no part of its Maker.

AVc have looked upon the universe as having received from its

Creator a constitution composed of physical, mental, and moral

laws ; that these were an expression of infinite wisdom, and

that all departments of the world were governed accordingly..

We had reo-arded the crimes and sufferings of the world not

us the outcome of its constitution, not as being in harmony with

it, but as needless violations of it, for which the creature was

responsible. There is no positive affirmative evil, but every

good may be perverted, and then it becomes an evil. If I per-

vert the use of my hand by thrusting it into the stove and

burning it to a crisp, I must suffer the consequences. This

has seemed to me just, and this conception of the universe has

given me satisfaction ; but idealism sweeps it all away. I must

accept the idea of " a fundamental reality," with or without a

title, as the immediate, and from moment to moment the direct,

cause of a world which is 7ral only as an appearance.

2. The atheist is able to point out some things—floods, cy-

clones, etc.—in this universe which he can urge w^ith force as

reasons why its existence is not proof of infinite wisdom, power,

and beneficence in its Creator ; but we liave been able to meet

liini on the ground that it is governed by law, and contains

tlie moral element, involving human responsibility, and that we

could see no way of governing it and establishing virtue but by

the way adopted. Our footing here must be given up
;
for if

the one "fundamental reality" is the cause of all things, then

every thought and purpose and act of this universe is in the

iron grip of fate, and there can be no place for a moral act.

Some things may be good and others bad, but the moral quality

pertains to neither class. From my new world virtue and vice

take their departure. AYill conscience stay behind, and be an

unjust reprover here ? How will one feel schooling himself

to look upon the vile and the good with the same complacency,

if not with equal admiration ? Idealism may be, in name, an

improvement upon the pantheism of Spinoza, or the fatalism

of Hume, but not in practical results.

A/yZ/^^^TT^^.
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Art. YI.—CHRIST'S DESCENT TO HADES.

A BIBLICAL AXD HISTORICAL STUDY.

EscHATOLOGY is tlie dark continent of theology. It is largi-lv

the unexplored—" the land of darkness . . . wliere the light is :>>

darkness;" and in terms may be described as the ancient p.xt-,

pictured gloomy Avernus, That this will remain so from :i

scientific stand-point just so long as the eschatological data uf

the New Testament are inadequately dealt witb or ignorc<l, i<

a conclusion which has in it, at least, the virtue of logic.

The doctrine of Christ's visit to the s^^irit-world, or as it i>;

stated in the Symbolic Books, Descensus Christi ad L\feru>-\

is certainly destined to be, more than ever before, a conclusive

factor in all discussions relating to the life beyond. Judgin:;

from the manner in which the doctrine has been treated by the

orthodox, who generally regard it as if in mortal dread of some

conclusion damaging to the analogy of faith, a critic of tht;

latitudinarian school might be led to regard it as one of tin-

most important, but undeveloped, doctrines of the evangelical

system. For, like some unhappy prince who would seek hi-

own, but is supported in his claims by the abettors of rev(tln-

tion rather than by the conservators of national traditions an.i

law, this doctrine has foimd more defenders in those schools <j1

religious thought whose views of sin, atonement, and retribu-

tion are on the low plane of ultra-rationalism than among ilioic

who glory in their scriptural orthodoxy, and think themselvc-

believers of every thing contained in the word of God.

The Greek Church, maintaining her c<Mincction with tin'

ancient faith of the Churches of Asia Minor, holds strenuously

to the article expunged by us, as does also the later Luthcrav.

theology; while the Reformed Churches and the Heidelbt-'f-

Catechism, following the lead of John Calvin, have rcduc->-"i

the doctrine to a mere figure of speech. In English theology

it has, considering its importance, scarcely had a hearing; and

in American Methodist literature a full iTU][uiry into its bibli*-'-

proofs has not been made. One thing we have done of a con-p!'-

nous nature, and that is, to expunge the passage from the A pi-

ties' Creed, The reason for this, considering the fact that tii''

"Apostles' Creed" is not the ajjosiles' creed, but an inadcquato
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puininary of primitive belief of unknown origin, is not apparent.

The English articles of 1553 taught the doctrine plainly in the

third article, but the statement of it occasioned such violent

controversy, owing to the influence of Calviu on English theol-

ogy,* that ten years later the Convocation of Canterbury agreed

to a revision which Archbishop Parker and his colleagues

had made of the Latin articles of 1552 ; and while the article

was not excluded it was greatly modified. Archdeacon Hard-

wick, on the authority of Strype,-f- attributes the omission of the

final clause of the article of 1553, by the Convocation of Can-

tebury, to the agitations of the time. But Bishop Horsley in a

sermon on 1 Pet. iii, 18-20, assumes that the change was due to

the excessive reverence which the Reformers had for Augustine,

who had, it seems, some misgivings as to the significance of that

Scripture, as in his answer to Euodius, Ep. 99 or 164, where he

reports the various difliculties attending the interpretation of

the passage. Yet in this very same epistle he says no one can

contradict the prophetic word or the words of Peter, and then

asks, "Who but an infidel will deny that Christ was in

hades ?
":{: In the twenty-five articles which the sainted Wesley

extracted from the thirty-nine of the Church of England the

iJescensus has been altogether omitted. The article has been

rejected in the main on historical grounds, and then these rea-

sons have been used against it as a dogma of Christian belief.

It was not, we are told, when reasons for its omission are asked,

originally in that ancient so-called Apostles' Creed ; nor in any

creed or rule of faith prior to the Creed of Aquileia ; it is not

mentioned by Polycarp, Clemens Romanus, Justin Martyr,

Irenanis, Origen, nor Tertullian ; it is not in the Creeds of

Nicaia, Constantinople, Eplicsus, or Chalcedon ; nor In the Con-

fessions of Sardica, Antioch, Seleucia, or Sirmium, nor in the

confessions of faith made by eminent men prior to Ruifinus, who,

in the fourth century, mentions it in his Exposition of the Creed,

but says that it was not in the Roman or Eastern creeds :
" in

eeclesias Romanaj symbolo non habetur additum, descendit uA
inferna: sed neque in Orientis ccclesiis habetur hie sermo."

* Strype's Annals, i, 3-43, cd. 1725 ; Srrype's Whitji'/t, cd. 17 IS, and a letter hy
Hooker in tho preface to hi3 Ecdfisiaslkal PoUty, cxi, sec. S, Keblo's euitiuii.

f Annali of Reform, i. 348, ed. 1725.

X Quis ergo nisi injiddis negater it faisse apud inferos Otri'itum?
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The ominous silence of antiquity seems decisive against the

article having been a matter of belief in the Church for. four

hundred years after Christ. But the force of this evidence is

utterly broken by the indisputable fact that many other doc-

trines ^vhich were never questioned, all scriptural, and now most

heartily believed, were omitted from many or from all of the

ancient creeds. The ISTicseno-Constantinopolitan Creed omits

the phrase the " communion of saints," and is silent on the

procession of the Holy Ghost from the Son, which doctrine is

also omitted in the lirst copies of this creed recited by the

Councils of Ephesus and Chalcedon,* The Xicene Creed, the

first ecumenical creed published, omits the expressions the

" Church," the '*' communion of saints," the " resurrection of

the body," and the " life everlasting." The Council of Chalce-

don, xV. D. 451, omitted nearly every thing in the final formula

of faith adopted at the fifth session, except what pertained to

the Eutychian heresy. And thus we might go through the list

of the creeds published during those stormy periods when the

Church was battling against the manifold lieresies which threat-

•ened to destroy her, but the only result attainable is this : that

the omission of any article of faith in any conciliar creed is

per se no evidence that such an article was not held as a matter

•of faith by the Church universal.

The Church has, for the most part, afiirmed only those points

of belief which were the subject of attack ; and in opposition to

the Apollinarian hercjsy, that the divine nature was the substitute

for the rational soul in Christ and that he had no other, this ar-

ticle of the descensus was in all probability formulated and inf'<ir-

porated in this ancient creed. This last statement I am well awai-e

is opposed by jS^eander.f " In astronomy I would not ditfer

from Xewton," but the reasons on which the great historian

bases his statement that '' the opinion ... is assuredly without

any foundation, that the opposition to Apollinarianism led to the

adoption into the Apostles' Creed of the article respecting the

design of Christ's descensus ad inferos,^'' are to me wholly unsat-

isfactory. Apollinaris, says Xeander, did not deny the de-so"-

sus; but the simple fact is that he did deny it, in conformity

*The term FiUoque was first added in the Latin form by the first Council c/

Brescia, A. D. 411, and llien by the third Council of Toledo A. D. 5S9.

f Church History, vol. ii, 433, Torrey's trauslutiou.
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witli his tlieory that Christ liad no real soul, when, as Xean-

(lorsays, "he considered this descensus as constituting a part of

t!ie ])ain and anguish of Christ's death." Christ, having no

rational soul, could not at death go anywhere, for there was

nothing to go, nothing to descend; hence the popular faith of the

Cluirch must be understood as signifying the agony of death.

In this theory Apollinaris antedated John Calvin.* Further,

the peculiar collocation of events is of some value in this

case. It is said that this article was first brought to light by
lliiffinus, in his Exposition of the Aquileian Creed; but it was
during this period—the middle of the fourth century—that the

A]>ollinarian heresy met the stern resistance of the Church.

Tiiis doctrine was condemned by several provincial councils of

the period ; at Alexandria in 362, at Home in 375, and again in

37S, when Apollinaris was deposed from the see of Laodicea.

But, it is argued, the article under consideration is not men-
tioned by Polycarp, Clemens Eomanus, or Justin Martyr ; to

wliich it may be replied, that many other articles are also omitted

by these writers, for none of the apostolic fathers have handed
down a complete rule of faith. Bishop Pearson,f however, says,

and many refer to him, " But that which is material in this

cause is, it is not to be found in the Rules of Faith delivered

by IrcuEeus, Book i, chap, ii; by Origen, nepia pytov, in proem •

"r by Tertullian, Adv. Prax. c. ii ; De Virg. Velaud, c. i; De
J^ra'sorljH. Adv. JIce?'et., c. xiii." To this I would reply : Xor
dues Irenfeus mention the procession of the Holy Ghost either

from the Father or the Son, and he also omits the communion
of saints. Origen says nothing of the forgiveness of sins, the

Church, or the communion of saints, and inserts other articles

not contained in other creeds or confessions. And as to Ter-
tullian, although in the creed referred to by Bishop Pearson he
t.iys, " This rule of faith has come down to us from the begin-
ning of the Gospel," yet he has omitted the conception by the
Holy Ghost—of the Apostles' Creed—the Church, the commun-
»«^'n of saints, the forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of the
iffih'^ the life everlasting, and other articles. The fragment of
tiio creed in De Yirginlhus Telandh, c. i, is not as full as the
previous reference; nor is tiie sumnuiry of the creed or rule of
f:i'-th in De Pntincrijji. Adv. Ili.eret, c. xiii, any more to the

" IiLstitutts, Book ii. chap, xvi, sec. 10. \ Exposition, art. v.

3G—FIFTH SERIES, VOL. VI.
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point than those cited, because of its omissions, and 1 am at a

loss to nnderstand \vhy the learned bishop should have thouiri.t

these fragmentary creeds of evidential value against the an-

tiquity of the descensus Chrlsti, seeing that they are jiist a^

valuable against other articles which are older than the-'

fathers themselves. It can be shown, as- it will be, that tli.-

doctrine was among the contents of the primitive faith of th-.'

Church * by the testimony of Ignatius, Hermas, Polycar[i,

Justin Martyr, Irenseus, Tertullian, Eusebius, and others.

But we desire first to present in briefest form the biblical

grounds for the belief in the doctrine of Christ's descent ta

hades, beginning at the Old Testament and tracing the dor-

trine throngh the books of tlie Xew Testament in their usual

order, and then to hear the witness of the early Church.

I. PbALM XVI, 10.

Because thou wilt not forsake my soul to sheol, ?i^^w7, iiur

give thy Holy One to see corruption. (Lit. trans. Septuagint.)

Because thou wilt not leave my soul in hades, elgaSTjv, nor give

thy Holy One to see corruption.

Notwithstanding the philological criticisms of Rosenmiiller

on nn::', this psalm is wholly Messianic, and in no sense relate.'

to David, as is demonstrated by Peter's sermon on the day of

Pentecost xVcts ii, 29-31. The words were quoted by the

apostle as proof in prophecy that the Christ should rise again.

But in proving that fact from this psalm this other underlyin;^

fact, that the soul of the Messiah entered sheol, hades, orcus, :'^

just as clearly proved, for it rests precisely upon the same evi-

dence. What proves one proves the other ; and such is tl'.e

nature of this testimony that if both statements are not true

neither of them is. But some interpreters, in order to avoid

the plain meaning of the passage, take nephesh in the f^eii.-e

of 'body^ cojyse, carcass, and render sIkjoI by the grav<\ "'

sepulcher. The only question that need detain us here, tlicn.

is the eignitication of Hn'u', sheol, and adr]^, hades.

1. Sheol. "While this word, used as a common noun, l'^'

quently denotes the grave, yet, as a proper noun, it invana.'-;

Sometimes the Gennaii Hornera uod: " Die Hollenfahrt einc spur de--^*"'
••

findet sich znerst bei Marcion, welter in den symbolen der seini-Arianer, lu '^^

Kirche ineinem symbol des Cyrill von Jerusalem."—Carl Beck, Christliche Dog"^'-^

gcschichte, s. 186.
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signifies the collective place of the departed spirits, "isj^ qebher,

aiul not ?i'^'^*'j being the appropriate term for grave. Xot one

of all the ancient versions render sheol by " grave." The Seventy

and all Greek translators translate ^ixc' by adr^c^ and the Pesh-

ito-Syriac,* in every instance, renders it by the equivalent

sheol. Thus, Parkhurst :f
" "iDp denotes the grave or sepulcher,

properly so called, ^ixu* signifies tliat which is common to all,

tlie common receptacle of the dead." Leigh : \ " That which is

common to all, and so it ditl'ereth from "i3p, which is a grave,

artificial and proper." Dr. George Campbell : § "Again, let it

be observed that heher, the Hebrew word for grave or sepulcJier,

is never rendered in the ancient translations odT/f, but rcupog, ^vrjiia,

or some equivalent term. Sheol, on the contrary, is never ren-

dered racpog or ftvrjna, but always adrj^ ; nor is it ever construed

with iSaTTTO), or any verb which signifies to bury, a thing almost

inevitable in words so frequently occurring, if it had ever prop-

erly signified a grave." Joa. Simonis :
j|

" pixt;; et ?x*j^ com. locus

Eubterraneus in quo mortuorum umbrae (manes Cl^'<?7) congre-

gantur . . , ad-qg orchis, iartarics.^^ Castelli :*[ "
^i^^'f, locus Tnor-

iH07'u?n turn piorum . . . quam impiorum." Suicer,f summing
up the statements of C. Schottineus, who seems to have denied

that either sheol or hades signified the place of the damned, j?;'6>

carcere dainnatorxnn^ says, " On the contrary, both Jews and

Greeks affirm slieol and hades to be a place : contra Judeos et

Graecos consule uno respondebunt omnes ore ?ixt:' et aJ?;^ esse

locumT'^"

2. Hades. By this word adT/^, the Seventy have translated the

word I'S'^^* sheol in our text, and throughout the Old Testament.

It is the exact equivalent of sheol. It is never used for the

grave^ but always of the place after death. Thus, Dr. Knapp

:

" PiX'^' and a&T]^^ are the names given to the kingdom of the dead,

wliere the righteous and the wicked both abide after death."

* Comp. Murdock's and P^theridge's Tran-s. of the K T. f Lexicon.

\ Critica Sacra, in the margin. § Dissertations, Dis. vi, p. 2.

[lexicon, Edidit, Dr. G. B. Winer, Leipsic-u. 1828. •[ Thesaurus Eccks.

** See also Gcseniu?, Thesaurm Lex. I'entaglotton Heb. Chal. Syr. Talmudic, etc.

'vi'likovitsch, Le Schtol d&s Flebreux et Scst dcs E(jyp. Brnston, IJisc"urs stir I'idee de

f'lirnortah'te . . . chiz Us Uebreiix, Montaiibun, 1S78. Sc-ide, Utbtr die AKe.^tament-

iirhen Vorstell. xom Zustnndt n. d. Tode, Lcipz., 1877. Spicss, Eniwirktlungs-

gcschichte V. Zustande, n. d. Tode. McClinlock and Strong's Bib. Theol. EnajclffpcB.

rfi'a, art. "Hell."
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i)r. Whedon, Comtn. on Lulco xvi, 23 : "In hell, or Aa^A.s-, or

the great unseen, that is, the invisible place or region of dis-

embodied spirits."

That sheol and hades in this psalm indicate place is now too

clear to need further argument. The preposition h /t?, imply-

ing motion to a place ^ is used, and not 3, le^ signifying rent in a

plaee^ or conditio'ii. The antithesis is also to be observed. The
soul of the Messiah is in sheol^ but the lody is locally in the

grave^ where all bodies become corrupt. In the Seventy the same
antithesis is marked :

" The -^vxri (t^M) will not be abandoned,

£tf a6ov \i\'^'&7) to hades, nor 7) trapl, the flesh, to Siacpdopav (nni",

schachath) cor?'U2?tio7i. It will be also noted that eig = lleb.

prep p, is employed, and not ev = Heb. prep. 3.

2. Psalm lxviii, IS.

" Thou hast gone up to the height ; thou hast led captive cap
tivity." This is recognized as a Messianic pajan of victory

:

the Christ-song of triumph. It alludes to the Messianic con-

quest of hades ('^'j' n^yc', duxisti captivarn captivitatein, n^DL", from

nn^', he tooh in \oar\ M-hich, as the apostle Peter says (Acts ii,

27), was not able to hold him. That this psalm, then, teaches

a descensus Christi ad inferos is very evident,* for in order to

overcome Hades, or the king of death, the Messiah nmst enter

the kiTigdom of death and prevail there, the proof of which is

made manifest to all worlds by his descending there and rising

again, and dragging hades in his train, not literally but figura-

tively, after the manner of conquering kings.

3. Matthew xvi, IS.

" The gates of hell shall not prevail against it." When tho

Redeemer said that the gates of liades (rrvAaf adov) should not

prevail against his Churcli, he certainly meant more than tlie

bare words would signify. At first glance it might seem that

there was nothing in this passage pertinent to our subject.

But a close study of all the ideas involved—the inability of

hades to destroy the Church («) by attacking it, as tlie result

of deliberations and councils (gates l)eing in Oriental cities the

places of judgment and council), or {1}) by retaining its menil)t-TS

within its awful power without hope of resurrection—will show

* Sec, also, Eph. iv, 8.
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Tliat tlie doctrine of Christ's descent is not foreign to the

tlioiight of our Lord as liere expressed, but is a natural deduc-

tion from it. Tlie victory of the Church lies in these two par-

ticulai-s, but, as ]\reyer says, "This victory presupposes faith on

the part of i\xe KaraxdovL(j)v (Phil, ii, 10), and consequently the

previous descensus Clcristi ad infcrosP

4. Matthew xii, 40.

For as Jonas m'es in the belly of the whale three days and
three nights, so shall the Son of man be three days and three

niglits iv T^ Kap6ia Tiic, yfjg, in the heart of the earth.

The question here is, What did Jesus mean by ''• heart of

the earth?" That the heart of the earth does not mean a

grave dug out of the earth, but the abysmal depths—hades

—

seems to be the natural meaning. The words conformed to

tlie prayer of Jonah, "I cried in my affliction to the Lord my
God, and he hearkened to me ; to my cry out of belly of hades,

U KOiXiaq a(5oi;-==neb., ^^X^' ,^30, fro7n the Mly of sheol?' This
the prophet calls '* tlie depths of the heart of the sea,'' 0ddq Kop-

6iac ddXaaor,(;, Ileb., D^^i nnSs
; and this again is called the

abyss, a^vooog, Ileb., Dinn.* See Meyer, Olshausen, and Al-
ford, which last distinctly affirms that not the tomb of Joseph
Arimathea could be meant, but eheol, for the >Sb;i of man could
Jiot be said to have been in the grave. Irenseus, Adv. liar.,

Bk. V, c. xxxi, devotes an entire cliapter to the same thought.

5. LiTKE XXIII, 43.

And Jesus said to him, Amen, I say unto thee, To-day shalt

thou be with me in paradise.

Li these words of our holy Eedeemer is contained the fact

that the descensics Christl is not only a doctrine of apostles and
evangelists and ancient prophecy, but is also the clear teaching
of Jesus himself. According to Hebraic views Jesus uses the
word paradise, which among the Jews of his time signilied the

place of holy delight and peace in sheol, and was synonymous
with the phrase, '* Abraham's bosom," the home of felicity.f

So Bloomtield, Wesley,:|: Meyer, Ilosenmiiller, which last re-

marks :§ " Das Paradies, Gan Eden heiszt spiiter bei den Juden
* Comp. Gcii. i, 2. | Conip. Luke xvi, 22.

X Coil. p. Xoles oil Luke xvi, 22. g Scholia in X. T., torn. ii.
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der lieblichc Ort, welcher die Seelen der verstorbenen Frommeu
aufniint, weiche daselbst bleiben, bis sie wieder mit Ivorpern

vereingt werden, -vvelcher Ort bei den Gricben unter den Kameu

der Elysiscben Gefikle Yorkunt* welches des Josepbus und der

Pliarisaer Meinung war." Parkhnrstf says :
" ^apdduooq is in

the Is'cw Testament applied to the state of faithful souls be-

tween death and the resurrection." So Schottgen, Lightfoot,

Adam Clarke, Campbell,^ S nicer, § the scholiasts in Critica

Sacra and Synoj?, Criticorum, and the majority of exegetes of

all schools.

Paradise, then, is a locality in sheol or hades, and, according

to our Lord's own word, he went to that place. De AVette

raises a question
;J

on this passage, the answer to which nmst

be suggestive as regards Christ's activity in liades between

liis death and resurrection. He says :
" It is clear that Jesus,

according to Hebraic views, expected at death to descend

to sheol ; but it is questionable whether 1 Pet. iii, IS, agrees

with this passage. For according to Peter, Jesus went to the

place of the unsaved in order to preach ; according to Luke, he

went to the place of the holy ones." Tlie learned exegeto

makes a difficulty where none exists. -Those whom Peter men-

tions may not tlien have been in the hell of hades ;
they were

^'formerly disobedient," that is, before death overtook them in

the flood, but repented when the awful convulsions of nature

proved too well the truth of Xoah's preaching. But this is not

the only answer. "What was there to prevent Christ from vis-

iting every recess of hades, both the flowery meads of paradi>c

and the dismal vestibules of Gehenna, beyond the gulf impass-

able to all but him, the Conqueror of hades !

C. Acts ii, 27-31.

" Because thou wilt not leave my soul to hades, nor wilt thou

give thy Holy One to see corruption."

The apostle Peter, in both these verses—one of which i^

quoted—mentions two distinct facts, the rising of Christ's s"i'l

from hades and the rising of his body from the grave. AVord-^

cannot be plainer. Xo pliilological nor exegetical manipulatious

• Josepbus de, B'Mk of the Jew-;, iii, 85. -j- Lexicon.

J Disseriations. g Thesauras Bkclesice.

\ Ku.rz'i Eklarung den Em. dcs Lukas und Jfarbws. Leipzig, 183G.
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c.-m explain away this evident truth.* The Syriac-Peshito reads :

•• Thou wilt not leave my soul in shiul, nor give thy Saint to see

corruption.f Dr. Murdock:}: gives a slightly variant rendering.

Instead of "5A^uZ," he writes "(/r«y<'," but gives the original in

the margin. Bernstein § defines the word thus : ^^shiul=J:>S^''^j

orcus^ inferi^ locus inferiorum augustus et tenebricosus in ter-

ral inferioribus." { Omitting Acts xiii, 3G, 37, we come to

7. Romans x, 6, 7-

" Thou mayest not say in thy lieart, "Who shall go up ? that

is, Christ to bring down, or, Who shall go down to the abyss ?

that is, to bring Christ out of the dead." "With the full inter-

pretation of this passage our subject has little to do. The one

fact to which attention is called is, that the apostle recognizes

the descensus ad inferos. That '' ahyss^'' dfivooog, here signi-

fies hades cannot be doubted. See Luke viii, 3 ; comp. Eev.

ix, 1 ; ii, 11 ; xi, 7 ; xviii, S ; xx, 1, 3. The Syriac reads, " Or,

who descended to the abyss of ^i^-Ojiift,, shhd f " And this

version stands as witness to the descensus Christi; the value of

its testimony will be appreciated by those familiar with the

early history of the Eastern Church.

8. ItOMAXS XIV, 9.

'* For because of this, Christ both died and rose again, and
lived again, that both of the dead and of the living he may be

the Lord."

Let us suppose that Christ did not enter sheol. In what
sense, then, could the apostle speak of liim as Lord of the dead ?

The apostle says Christ both died and rose again, and lived

again—Zm, so that, to the end that, he might be Lord of both

worlds, having purehased the one and conquered the other,

^leyer takes " Iva " in its usual signification oipurj>ose (Professor

Stuart of result), and remarks thereon that the purpose in the

divine councils, in the death and resurrection of Christ was

• See Meyer, Amer. ed., and Olshausen. TLe criticism of Professor Kendrick
has been already met. See defense of sheol.

t The Apostolic Acts and Epistl>:s. From the Feshito, or ancient Syriac. J. "W.

Etheridge, M.A., London, 1S49.

\ The Xew Teshiiii-:;d, ira7i,^lakd from the Syriac-Peshito version. By James ifur-

<lock, New York, 1855.

§ Lexicon Syriacurn.
\ Comp. Castelli, Lex. curavit J. D. Michaelis.
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"the establishment of his munus rcgium, and that over the

dead (in sheol, Phil, ii, 10) and livingj."

9. Ephesians iv, S-10.

" Having gone np on high, he led captive captivity and gave

gifts to men. And that he went np, what is it but that he al^.^

went down first to the lower parts of the earth ? He who went

down is the same also who went np far above all heavens, that

he may fill all things."

The interpretations of this passage are very numerous an-l

very interesting. A nose of wax could not be more plastic

than some have endeavored to make this Scripture. It will be

allowed to mean any thing except the descensus Christi. It is

stoutly affirmed by some, in the teeth of the Septuagint form

of the same idea, that ra /carwrepa iiipt] rjjg y?]^ signifies nothing

more than the grave. Others, as Bloomfield, Grotius, Storr,

Meyer, Harless, Ilofman, Baumgarten, Crusius, Beyschlag, take

the phrase as signifying tlie incarnation and humiliation of the

Christ in suftering, a view which falls far below the high reach

of apostolic thought, and which for other reasons has, as 01-

shausen remarks, slight recommendation. The apostle savs

more, and means more, than these excgetes will allow. He says

that Clirist went down to the lowest—lower than which none

ever went—and ascended to the highest—a fitting contrast to

the lowest, and higher than which none ever went, it being the

throne of the Eternal. In this setting and rising of the Sun of

Eighteousness, this Umschwuiuj of the eternal brightness of

the Father, he touched all realms of being in the universe of

God, " that he may fill all things," not j^fersons, as BloomtieM

reads, but places and worlds with the power of his presence.

But the apostle could not have said this had Christ not been

in hades, nor could he have said " that in the name of Jesu.s

every knee shall bow, of heavenlies, and earthlies, and those un-

der the earth {Karax&ovio)v)y Phil, ii, 10. Tiie phrase KaTiijrepn

fiepTj r7jgyT]g, lower parts of the earth^"^ is the equivalent of tjie

Hebrew formula px ni'nnn, terrte inferiora orciis, infer t

-

gheol—hades. And when it is said that Christ descended t.j

the lower parts of the earth, we should understand it us mean-

* The best editors omit ^porov, first, and iitorj. part. See the subject fullr trenl^'i

in Meyer, Com. in loco, and Dc Welte, Exegtt. Iland-Uok.
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ill" liis descent to liades, and in this sense it is nnderstood by

TertulHan, Jerome, Erasinns, Estius, Olslianscii, Leciiler, Bleek,

]>aur, Delitzsch, Kiickert, Ewald, Meyer, and AVhedon, who ex-

cels them all, the perspicuity of his style reflecting the clear-

ness of his thought.
**

The final text now nsed is

10. 1 Peter m, 10, 20.

No one can look upon this passage without feelings similar to

tliose which one experiences in looking over some historic bat-

tle ground. Generations of the best scholars in Christendom

have been arrayed against each other on this text of conten-

tion. It recalls Kaulbacirs " Battle of the Iluns before the

Gates of Eome " in the Berlin gallery ; and, indeed, were it not

so heathenish, we might sing the praises of the departed exe-

getes as Ossian did those of his Celtic heroes, who, from the

land of clouds witnessing the deeds of their clansmen, reach for

their swords, which, like tleeting mist, forever elude their grasp.

That this Scripture teaches a literal descent of Christ to hades

is almost as plain as that he ever did any thing recorded of him

in the gos]>els. A comparison of passages in which his acts are

recorded with this' text will strengthen the statement. Hore-

over, the Greek language was tlie mother-tongue of the early

fathers ; and the remarkable fact is, that the writings of the

first century are unanimous, and in succeeding centuries even

to Augustine practically so, in the belief that our Lord did, be-

tween Jiis death and resurrection, visit the realms of the dead.

This certainly was the belief expressed by Hennas, Irenajus,

Clemens Alexandrinus, Origen, Athanasius, Epiphanius, and

many others ; and it is a rational supposition that, if there was

any real difficulty in Peter's Greek, which gives modern inter-

preters 60 much trouble, those early teachers of the Church,

wliose mother-tongue was Greek, would have some knowledge
<^'f it. The Syriac-Peshito sustains our view. It reads, "And he

preached to those souls which were detained in ^iai_i.«_, skiul,

(hades), which were formerly disobedient," etc. (Dr. Mur-
dock's translation.) So also Etheridge's :

" lie preached unto

those souls who were held in shiul.'''' By this same word the

Syriac renders hades, or hell, in Luke xvi, 23 : "And in shiul

lie lifted up liis eyes;" also in Matt, xi, 23. liev. xx, 13:
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"Deatli and shiul gave up tlicir dead." Illnstrions namoa
are arrayed against this interpretation of 1 Peter, but trutli h
not decided bj majorities. However, many just as learne.l

and just as loyal to evangelical religion, sucli as Delitzseh,

Van Oosterzee, Weisinger, Bloomfield, Alford, Fronniiillcr.

Iluther, Shott, Bishop Ilorsley, AVordsworth, and Canon Cook,

affirm, as does Van Oosterzee,* that this text admits of no other

interpretation.

The principal texts bearing upon the subject have now been

cited, but in the nature of the case not all lias been said that

can be said. This much is settled : the voices of Scripture,

both of the Old Testament and of the New, are one in the doc-

trine that Christ went at death to hades, the kingdom of the

dead. From this rash inferences must not be drawn. Eccen-

tricity of belief is not always synonymous with soundness of

learning. "Eternal hope" is eternal disappointment.

Second, the witness of the Church. The early Christian

writers called "fathers" are not quoted as interpreters but a.^

-witnesses of the belief of their times,f and because, as Wesley

said,+ they "direct us to the strongest evidence of the Chris-

tian doctrine." Passing over the matter of Abgarus,§ we men-

tion first Ignatius, bisliop of Antioch (d. 116 A. D.). In liN

epistle to the Trallians, sec. 9, he says Christ " descended alone

into hades but he arose accompanied by a multitude." The

critic will object to this testimony taken from the Longer Ke-

ceusion, but the same idea is in tlie Shorter Kecension, where

he speaks of the crucifixion of Jesus.

PoLYCARP, Bishop of Smyrna (d. 107 A. D.). In his epistle to

the Piiilippians he exhorts them to bring forth fruit "unto our

Lord Jesus Christ, who for our eins suffered even unto death,

but 'whom God raised from the dead, having loosed the puin>

of hades.' " Tlie words of Ignatius and Polycarp are impor-

tant from the relation of these mcTi to the apostle John.

Hekmas (IGO A. D.). The Pastor of this \vriter may l>o

quoted | because of the popularity it had not only ainonjr

Athenian Christians, as Bunsen said, but also among tlie

* Dogmatics, ii, 560.

f But seo extract from D. D. Whcdon, in my Outlines of the Dodrrie.<! of t-.e

Hes'urrection," Note F, p. 40G. J TT'orfo, N.Y.ed., vol. v, pp. "05, 700.

§ See E'Msth. Ecd. Hist., book i, cliap. xiii. \ See Sluim. ix, C.
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rimrclies everv-wlicre in tlie first part of tlio second centuiy.

llore also might be introduced the testimony in full of the

Svriac Peshito version of the Xew Testament, but we pass to

.IrsTiN Martyr (110-165 A. D.). In cliap. Ixvii, Dial. c. Trj-

plio., Justin charges the Jews with having cut out some pas-

^.llres relating to Christ from the books of Jeremiah, among
wliich M'as this :

" The Lord God remembered his dead people

Israel, who lay in the graves; and he descended to preach to

tliein liis own salvation." See also the statement of Christ

being as another man in hades.

Iren^eus (120-202 A. D). Bishop of Lyons. " It was for this

reason, too, that the Lord descended into the regions beneath

earth, preaching his advent there also and the remission of sins

received by those who believe in him." Adv. Hceret. See

also c. xxxi, 1, 2.

Tertullia:^ (145-220 A. D.). "But what is that which is

removed to hades {ad infenia) after the separation of the body

;

which is there detained ; which is reserved until the day of

judgment, to which Christ also on dying descended ? " De
Anhna, vii, 55.

Cleme^js Alexaxdri^tus (153-217 A. D.). '"Wherefore the

hold preached the Gospel to those in hades. . . . But how?
Do not the Scriptures say that the Lord preached the Gospel
to those that perished in the flood, or rather had been chained,

and to those kept in M'ard and guard ? 1 Pet. iii, 19, 20. See

tlie entire chapter. /St/wnata, c. vi.

Orioex (185-254 A. D.). " They do not read Mdiat is written

respecting the hope of those who were destroyed in the deluge,

of which hope Peter himself thus speaks in his first epistle."

He then quotes 1 Pet. iii, lS-2i. I)e Principiis, c. v. This

view is more explicitly stated Contra- Celsus, c. xliii, 1. See
also his Homilies on 1 Kings xxviii ; Horn, xv, on Gen. ; Horn,
vi, on Exod., Num. Select, in Psalms.

HirroLYTUs (170-236 A. D.). In his treatise on Christ and
the Antichrist, Ilippolytus says that Christ " was also reckoned
among the dead, preaching the Gc>spel to the souls of the saints,

and by death overcoming death. (Also chap, xlvi.) Ilippo-

lytus was a disciple of Iremvus, Irciutus of Polycarp, Polycarp
of the apostle John.

Gregory Tiiaoiaturgus (205-265 A. D.). In his fourth
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homily Gregory represents Christ as saying " It becomcth \w
to descend into the very depths of the grave {jov pdot-, lad.^j

on behalf of the dead who are detained there."

Lactaktius (2G0-330 A. D.). This father, the teacher ..j

Crispus, son of Constantino, recognized in liis Divint In^i.,

book iv, chap, xii, the descensus as of faith. " Christ," lie ?a\ -,

"also suffered deatli that he might overcome and lay op. u

the other world {inferos resignaret) also, and thus at lenirtli.

rising again, he might proceed to his Father borne aloft on a

cloud." See, also, clia]">. xviii.

I have now come to the Nicene period, an epoch when

Christianity at last became triumphant, when the servants ^^\

Jesns are no longer the despised and hated of the earth, aii.l

when it could no longer be said, ''Xot many mighty, not many

noble, are called." The religion of Jesus, surviving ten llcry

persecutions, has spread from the Orontes to the Nile, and from

the Thames to the Ganges. A Christian emperor sits npoii the

throne of the world, and the Council of jSfice, the first rej-rt--

sentative body in history, is convened. Among all the ]i:::i-

cipal writers of this period from the days of the holy Ju!:;i

the apostle there is a consensus of belief in the descent of Cln"-*

to hades. To the number already quoted might be ad<K'l

Pamphilius, Julius Firmicus, Ililarius, bishop of Poioticr-

:

Athanasiiis, bishop of Alexandria; Gaudentius, bishop of I'':'—

cia ; Theophilus, bishop of Alexandria, A. D. 385 ;
Gregorii:^

Xazianzenus; Basil the Great; Cyril, bishop of Jerusalcui;

Gregory of Xyssa ;
Fhilastrius, bishop of Brescia, 387 ;

Anihr-—'

of Milan ; Amphilochios, bishop of Iconium ; John Chry^io.-toin.

Epiphanius, Jerome, and Augustine—all severally represent-

ing the original Churches of Palestine, Arabia, Egypt, A.« -i

Minor, Italy, Xorth Afiica, and Gaul. It is to be hoped th.'.".

the expunged article will be restored to its rightful place in t..--

Apostles' Creed as taught by our own Church, the mirror <•!

the Ante-Cypriauic Church of the Pre-Xicene period.

A.Q /^>^^r^^?
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EDITORIAL ]^OTES AND DISCUSSIONS.

OPINION.

W\.s Adam Clarke, the eminent commentator, rationalistic in his inter-

jintation of the Scriptures ? Were he living now would he adopt the

canons of higher criticism, and espouse the destructive theories of Kuenen

raid Wellhausen ? "We raise these questions because it has been hinted

that the works of this "VV'esleyan scholar indicate a propensity to inde-

I'f-ndent and heterodox thinking, and that he was on the highway to the

final conclusions of those who propose the reconstruction of the Bible

and the emasculation of its doctrines. If there were any foundation for

this suspicion the negative critics would make the most of it; but after

II careful examination of his writings we cannot concede any tendency to

riitionalistic aberration in Dr. Clarke, or any ground for alleging that he

was the forerunner of destructive criticism in biblical investigation. On
the contrary, he is so specific in his statement concerning the problems at

i^sue in the discussions of to-day, and antagonizes so many positions of the

rationalists, that it is difficult to imderstand how any one acquainted with

liis teachings could attribute to him an unorthodox spirit, except on tlie

^•i/iieral principal that errorists usually are extravagant in their claims as to

the number and character of their adherents, and the widening extent of

the work-they are doing. On no question is Dr. Clarke more explicit than

when he considers the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch, He says:
'* Every believer in divine revelation finds himself amply justified in tak-

ing for granted that the Pentateuch is the work of Closes," Of those

opposed to this view he says, "They are worthy of little regard, as argu-

i^K'iit is lost on their unprincipled prejudices, and demonstration on their

niinds, because ever willfully closed against the light.'' Frequently, in his

introduction and prefaces to the five books, he speaks of Moses as the

writer of the Pentateuch. lu his preface to Joshua, referring to events

in the wilderness, he says : "In that ^vilderness he (Closes) wrote the book
^f Genesis, as well as the others that bear his name." He is equally

<-uiphatic as to the authorship of' the book of Joshua, for he says it " is as

truly his (Joshua''s) work as the Commentaries of Ca?sar are his." From
''ch utterances we conclude, that, accepting the Pentateuch as of ^Mosaic

i»'Uhorship, lie unconsciously rejected the theory of the Hexateuch, and
»uruished facts and arguments confirmatory of the former and destructive

tf the latter.

Passing to the projjhetical books, Dr. Clarke occupies an unequivocal po-

t^itiou on the questions they suggest, as well as on the subject of piophery
i^-'Clf. He writes, that "the ]>rophet was by office not only a declarer of

tveuts still future, but the general preacher of the day," his preaching
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being based upon the constituent elements of his prophecy. Some critir*

hold that prediction was the result of preaching, and occupied an itifrri. •

place in the prophet's mind, whereas preaching was the natural re>ii!t < f

prediction. In this respect the critics find notliing in the coinnieiitnt.r

to comfort them. He also accepts the theory of a "double sense" :t

prophecy, and insists that the New Testament writers interpreted Ww dii

Testament prophecies from the double view-point, and thus found a liti-i ;!

and a spiritual or allegorical meaning in them. If the New Testaiin ;;•.

writers really held to a double sense, the theologians of the present dur.

also, may justly interpret the prophecies in accordance with that rule. 'I' >

the theory of a double sense, however, the critics are firady opposed; l.';*.

Adam Clarke does not sympathize with them. As to Isaiah, he says tii.ii

the "return from Babylon is the first, though not the principal, thing i.n

the prophet's view," which, as it enlarges, anticipates the Messiah lui I

culminates in the triumph of his kingdom. The two views are given l>_v

the prophet, the one being natural and literal, the other spiritual and M-'s-

sianic. Most orthodox critics accept the double sense of the prophc-ticnl

writings. As some contemporaneous writers held that Isaiah was exclu-

sively indebted to natural gifts or influences, the commentator wrote :
" I

had rather look to his inspiration for the correctness of his langufii,'T>

and the dignity of his sentiments than to those very inferior helps," sug-

gesting his belief in verbal inspiration. As to a double authorship -f

Isaiah's prophecies, he is ignorant of such a theory, and sees no dilTu-u!; ;>

in assigning the whole to one writer. The want of chronological order i:i

Jeremiah he explains in a very natural way, but does not find the book !
•

be composite or unreliable. The book of Daniel, he says, was " undovi!'!-

edly written by himself." He does not remand it among the hogiorimjA \

nor does he attempt to degrade it or in any way criticise it; but he d'- <

pay the ])rophet a tribute for "his great and conscientious accuracy," an. 1

declares that his predictions were literally fulfilled. Thus, whenever i'--

speaks, it is as if with set purpose to express his opposition to the vim*

of the destructionists. The only exception to this statement is lii'^ !*•"•

mission that writing was unknown prior to Moses, which some critics w;.!

indorse; but as inscriptions carrying us back of the times of Moses Irjv-"

been found in Phanicia and Babylon, and, therefore, establish the h:»i'!'

of writing anterior to his day, the critics are not warranted in jubilatir;;:

over this discovery. We submit that when a shining example of rati":' •••

istic faith, or of disturbed mental equipoise, is wanted to cheer tin.' ••i--

consolate leaders of errant criticism, it will be well to pa.ss by the futiuf*

of Methodism and look elsewhere.

Theory has played a conspicuous part in science, philosophy, and r--

ligion. It has stimulated to research, discovery, and re-adjustment <
>

established conclusions; and when not urged as a substitute for f;u-t<
"'

final truths it has guided the thinker to results, either negative or p'-
'

tive, that were of value in the settlement of controversial questions -.i'-

obscure teachings. The theorist should always remember his limitati<j!-'.
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ami avoid assumption and the rashness of a conjectural affirmation. The

fttomic theory of the universe, as well as the undulatory theory of

Ij.'ht, can claim recognition, not as solutions or truths, which would

destroy tlicm as theories, but as tentative statements of facts difficult of

explanation. Science hitherto has been the playground of the theorist.

Within a century geology has proposed eighty theories that arc now ex-

tinct; chemistry, too, has moditied its laws of affinity and proportion as

new facts have been successfully discovered; physiology is also undergo-

in"' a radical transformation ; and all other sciences are emerging from

theoretic conditions into positive realities. The scientist is getting weary

with working hypotheses : he wants facts. Philosophy likewise has passed

through a variety of theoretic changes, and is still speculating on the

problems of matter, life, and mind, with some expectation that it will

llnally reach a conclusion. Idealism is as much a theory as materialism;

one is the natural reaction from the other; both are doomed to a deserved

oblivion.

>Miile the theorist is at home in science and philosophy he is equally

a familiar figure in the sphere of religion. He stalks abroad with notions,

explanations, and announcements concerning every truth and doctrine

propounded in theology or the Holy Scriptures, and is never at a loss to

account for every thing in antiquity or to explain the darkest problem of

human history. He is useful because there are some things that can have

only a theoretic explanation, as the mode of creation, the nature of atone-

ment, and the physical aspect of the resurrection. Nevertheless theology

has lost caste because it has employed speculative arts on biblical truths.

The critical mind is now disposed to reject some of the truths of reve-

lation because they are proposed as theories, or are explained only in a

hypothetical way. The intelligent man demands truth, not speculation

;

he seeks facts, not sentiments. The Bible should satisfy him, for it is not

a hook of theories. Its writers were not speculators in the field of inquiry

;

and, singularly, there is not one theory in the Book offered in elucidation

of a problem. The theoretic spirit is strong in Eliphaz, Bildud, and

Zophar, who, in contending with Job, hold that calamity is a proof of

sin ; but the Book does not teach that doctrine. There is no theory of

creation in the Bible; no theory of evil; no theory of inspiration; no

theory of prophecy; no theory of incarnation; no theory of atonement;

no theory of resurrection ; no theory of the future life. The biblical

teaching on these subjects is in the form of a revelation of truth, and in

no instance in the fonu of a thcor}-. The Bible writers were truth-tellers,

HDd the truths they taught should be re-taught as truths. Exegetes, theo-

logians, and critics analyze, theorize, modify, and agree or disagree; but

the Book is a book of truth, aud the Spirit that inspired it will guide the

disciple into truth.

Is man in a state of probation in this life? Arminian theologians usually

answer this question in the affirmative; but Professor C. A. Briggs, in his

ir/./?^c/-.? repudiates it as unscriptural and un-Calvinistic. On page 217
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he says: "The doctrine that tliis life is a probation -was not known ut

the Reformers or the Westminster divines. It is a doctrine that is iiu-i.n-

sistent with Calvinistic principles." On page 218, acknowledgini,' thi'.

the doctrine has some standing in Calvinistic bodies, he says: "It i<

really a provincial and temporary freak in theology, which lias alreiiiiv

been abandoned by thoughtful British divines, and which will soon disap-

pear from American theology.'" He also denounces it as "contra-confis-

sional," and, besides being opposed to fact, is pregnant with errors that

the Church cannot afford to encourage. With its alleged irreconcilabil-

ity with original Calvinism we have nothing to do, except to say that it

furnishes another argument, if one were needed, for the revision of the

incoherent system, and its adaptation to the true position of man under

the Gospel. The reasons assigned for the elimination of the doctrine

from theology in general induce us to give them the formal consideration

to which they are entitled, for it is neither a Calvinistic nor a Methodistic

question in itself, but one large enough to concern the whole race. It

seems that in the view of this teacher the race "had a probation once for

all in Adam;" but as Adam failed to honor his opportunity, so he and

his descendants forfeited the right to another probation, and are now under

condemnation, to be redeemed, if at all, according to the sovereign pleasure

of God the Father. He holds, therefore, that the race is a lost race; it \i

under a curse, and without probationary privilege either under the law or

the Gos^jel. Then follows divine sovereignty, and the unpalatable doc-

trine of election and reprobation. The mere statement of the Professor's

historical and doctrinal view of man carries its own condemnation. If a

denial of the doctrine of probation is necessary to the vindication of the

doctrine of election, it is easy to discover on what an insufficient founda-

tion the latter is resting. Probation and election, according to Professor

Briggs, are incompatible. Instead of rejecting election as the solution of

the difficulty he rejects probation and has saved his Calvinism. In thi.^

he has made it a Calvinistic question, which robs it of general intonnt.

Wlien, however, he aflirms (page 217) that " the doctrine of a proI>atiou

after death depends upon the doctrine of a probation in this life," he aim*

to connect a general truth with a particular error, which cannot jkiss un-

noticed. He more than once, though not in any logical way, associates

the doctrine of probation, as held by certain evangelical bodies, Avith the

Andover heresy, as if in this way the Calvinism he represents can be

saved from extinction. On page 218 he says: "If this life be a proba-

tion, then there is no ground in the Scriptures or in the Westminster sym-

bols, or in sound reason, why this probation should not be extended into

the middle state for those who have had no probation here." On page '-'-'"•

he says: "The doctrine that this life is a probation leads inevitably to

the position that tiie middle state is a still larger field for probation, f"r

the vast majority of our race who have had no probation here." A-^ f''^"

those who take a different view, "they cannot hold probation here with-

out following the Andovcr theory, and lioldiug probation there." 11^**

bit of assumed logic is overthrown by the fact, that, of all the autagoni-'t*
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of the "Andover theory," Methodist divines, who hold rigidly to the

(loctriue of probation, are the severest in their denunciations, and most in-

vhicible in their arguments, against it. In our view one probation cannot

imply another probation without losing its identity or character as pro-

bation. The doctrine acquires validity in the limitation it prescribes for

its operation, and loses force by repetition or attenuation. Tliere is as

much reason for asserting a third probation, if the second should fail,

as to assert a second because the first failed; and this logic opens the

door to successive probations until the whole race shall be saved, which
is Universalism. "When Professor Briggs attempts to ground heretical

dogma in the evangelical doctrine of probation, which is allied with the

doctrine of human responsibility, he mistakes the connection between
tlicm, and injures the cause he seems anxious to defend. The doctrine

of one probation is neither unscriptural nor unscientific, and it is likely

to abide in the theology of the Church.

The long-established belief that the family was the original social unit

is now seriously controverted by antiquarians, some of them holding that

the tribe was the first organized human institution, from which society,

with its domestic and civil laws and customs, has descended. Mr. Lewis
Jlorgan, tracing the progress of the early races from barbarism to civili-

zation, is emj>hatic in the assertion that the tribe preceded the faniily;

and Dr, Emil Reich is equally certain that the "polygamous and poly-

androus family preceded the monogamous family," and that the "mon-
ogamous family is of very recent origin." These assertions revive the

theories of historians, theologians, and scholars generally who have main-
tained that, as taught in Genesis, marriage was the primal institution,

the family was the first social organization ordained of God, and society,

whatever its developments or disintegrations since its establishraentj

originated in a divine order, and is typing itself after it. The cases cited

by these authors of tribes without families prove that the family institu-

tion had disappeared, and that the tribal condition was a lapse from a

former better condition. They certainly did not establish the precedence
of the tribe any more than the doctrine of papal infallibility establishes

the precedence of the papal hierarchy in the history of Christianity. Nor
because polygamy or polyandrous conditions have been discovered among
degraded and ignorant peoples are they proof of the precedence of polyg-
amy as the type of the marriage relation. In our study of these social

questions we must grasp the facts from the beginning, and recognize the

Jegeueracy of mankind in intellect, religion, and social life. The preva-

lence of polygamy, and the authority of the tribe, are rather signal proofs
of social disintegration than evidences of original institutions. The fam-
ily was first, and made the tribe possible; monogamy was the primary
"I'^titution and suggested polygamy. The skillful reversal of history on
tliesc points will excite inquiry, and in the end vindicate the scriptural

t'^aching of the origin of the human family, and that monogamy as a di-

vine^idca was introduced into the world in the pristine days of paradise.
37 FliTU SERIES, VOL. VI.
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OtJRRENT DISCUSSIONS.

THE HmLiN QUANTITY IN THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.

As a general proposition, the Bible may be considered a supernatural

book, or a book whose chief reference is to supernatural agencies, meth-
ods, and results, and whose origin must be attributed, in whole or ia

part, to supernatural impulse and direction. The assumption of its sup. r-

natural character warrants the conclusion that in one respect the book
is unlike others, so that it is not subject to the common laws and tests

of literature. Whatever its association with the natural, whether in the

realm of the physical universe, or human history, or biblical truth, tlic

supernatural evidently does not lose its identity nor forfeit its authority;

is in no sense amenable to lower law or order, and never appears as tlic

slave of natural influence. So far forth, then, as the Bible is a supernat-

ural book, it is not a human book, nor is it bound by canons of law, or

open to the ordinary a priori tests and processes of human intelligence.

"We are confronted with the fact, however, that the alleged supernatura!

book appears in the form of a human book •, it makes use in these days of

type, paper, ink, language, punctuation, chapters, binding, title, 12mo or

quarto sizes, as, in ancient times, it made use of parchment and the sim-

ple apparatus of writing; in this particular it is not distinguishable from

other books. The outward dress of revelation compels its assignment to

the level of other books, and justifies its examination in the same way as

other books are examined, without any regard to its supernatural contc-nt

or origin. Keeping before the mind the distinction between the super-

natural character and the literary form of the book, it may be studied.

tested, and compared with other books from both view-points, and witli-

out danger to either. It is only when the literary form is pushed to th-

front, and the supernatural element is held in abeyance, that critici-^m

may be damaging, and the order of study be subversive of establi^lu'l

results. We should always remember that a one-sided view of the Bible.

however devout or intelligent, is detrimental to an appreciation of i;-^

highest excellence, and the discovery of its riclu'st significance. To ignore

the literary aspect of the Bible is as narrow in spirit and as prolific of

error as it is to forget that the Book is supernatural; and the reverse i-

equally true.

In discussing the question before us we do afTirm the existence of •"»

human quantity in the Scriptures, and pro[)ose to interrogate it as to it-

importance and relation to revelation. We must apprise our reader-,

liowcver, that the discovery of human elements in the Bible is not at all

recent, nor due to the genius of critics, nor that it is the result of the lu^v'-^-

ration of some teacher in Israel. Any attempt to show that the discovery

of the human side of revelation is modern, and that the Church owes much

to the discoverer, is enough to make the sacre<l writers arise from tlu'sr

graves and dispute with the fabricators. It is not new that the writers
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of The Book were men; it is not new that they wrote in their native or

adopted language, employed figures of speech, and varied in style one

from another; it is not n^i^ that some of them were unsurpassed histori-

SU9, others unexcelled poets, others keen-eyed prophets, others competent

biographers, and still others profound and superior theologians, and that

they wrote according to temperament, environments, and necessity. The
human clement is as old as the book itself, and it is folly to pretend that

only recently has it received proper recognition, or that its virtue is just

now being appropriately defined. Dogmatism in the past may have been

too much absorbed with its investigation of the supernatural foundations

;

but it could never doubt, nor did it ever formally deny, the association of

the human and the divine in the mechanism of revelation. It is true that

at the present time many critics, infatuated with the human quantity, extol

it as the chief fact, teach that it is the key to the forms of revealed truth,

and is explanatory of the origin of the biblical books. To this extreme

view we object, and propose such a valuation of the quantity as will to no

degree compromise the supernatural standing of the Bible.

As a distinct postulate of discussion, we affirm that the Bible is the

word of God; we also affirm that it is the word of man. It cannot be

said that it is in part the word of God and in part the word of man, for

in that event we should be at liberty to put into exercise all our powers
for the discovery of the divine and the human ; we should seek for the

line of division between them; and tlus would lead to an acceptance of

that which to one's thinking is inspired and to the rejection of that wliich

is supposed to be uninspired. The human and the divine are so necessary

to a divinely communicated truth, and so interwoven with each other in

expression, that we cannot say where the divine ends and the human be-

gins, or where the human ends and the divine begins. We hold to both
factors, but cannot distinguish one so completely from the other as to be
able to separate the book into divine chapters and human chapters. The
human pervades the divine, and the divine overshadows the human, and
both indissolubly combine in the one revelation.

Our first impression is, that the Bible is a record of an historical reve-

lation, and it tlierefore has an liistorical character. However incora]>lete

the revelation, it is not continuous or prophetic of supplemental revelations,

hut in -its historical limitations it is sufficient for its purpose and open to

the fullest investigation. As a revelation it is supernatural; in historical

form it is human; and many of the usual historical tests may be applied to

Its constructive forms and tcacliiugs. In general, revelation is a history;

in particular, it is a specific history of divine agency in human affairs, and
therefore involves both. The specific history, as well as the historical form
•5f revelation, is subject to analysis, proof, and criticism. If, according to

K6nan, Old Testament history is mj'thical, and, according to Strauss, New
Testament history is mythical, it is difficult to apply historical tests to

tither Testament. The mistake of such critics is in not applying mythic-
al tests to mytlis, and historical tests to history. They invert the order
ft-hcn they apply mythical rules to historical phenomena, and historical
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proofs to acknowledged myths, and obtain results entirely incongruous

with the methods employed and with the sul)ject-matter of investigation.

Not all of the historical element in the Scriptures is human and to bo suh-

mitted to historical analysis, for many of tlie principal events in patri-

archal history and in the subsequent development of the Hebrew people

were supernatural in origin and character, and can neither be aftirmcd nor

rejected by the usual historical method. In such cases the supernatural

factor must have recognition; but some critics reject it, and either roilur.-

the event to human proportions or pronounce it a myth. Neither metho.i

is justifiable, for the result is either the elimination of the so-called su-

pernatiu-al factor or its transformation into a legendary influence. TIu*

human element in biblical history, therefore, must not be elevated into

too great prominence, nor be allowed to usurp the functions of the super-

natural, for in such case it plays havoc with the contents of revelation.

The literary form of biblical history, however, is human, and may bo

studied as one studies the annals of Babylon and Nineveh. Whatever

goes to make up the record, such as authorship, dates, names of persons,

description of particular events, figures, the results of battles, the plans

and motives of leaders, or any thing of material significance, must be sub-

ject to the surveillance of the historical critic, and answer the tests ho

applies to them. If biblical history cannot endure this investigation and

establish its credibility, we must eschew the human element entirely, or

reject the historical books as a collection of myths. In such an emcrir-

ency the most conservative critic would be compelled to join Renan ainl

Strauss in their conclusions.

We again trace the human factor in the mechanism of revelation in the

language in which it is embodied . It is not a supernatural language, though

Professor Mead {Supern-otural Revelation, pp.67, 68) inclines to the theory

of the supernatural origin of language ; but admitting such origin, the lan-

guage itself is not supernatural—it is the language of men constructed

on such grammatical principles as inhere in a natural speech, and may ho

investigated as may any other language not used in making supernutuni'

communications. It were vain to claim for the Hebrew and Greek tongu--^

any divine significance as instruments of revelation, or to clothe tln-m with

a supernatural hue, or endow them with a supernatural function. Not a fi-w

chapters in the Old Testament, especially in Daniel, are written in Ghaldce.

and fall not behind the chapters in Hebrew for excellence and majL•:^ty of

expression. We have learned to revere the two languages because th' y

were used as vehicles of the divine purpose, but we should be careful i;i

granting to them any interior supernaturalism. The Hebrew language :•

realistic as opposed to the speculative, and objective as opposed to tin

subjective. It is not, therefore, the language of theory, philosophy. • r

fiction, but rather the language of fact in its simplicity, of truth in i"--

majesty, and of divine movements in their magnificence. It is ''

language of the sublime, the terrific, the great, the holy, the divin.

Even so are the Arabic and tlie Chaldee, but not so extensively. T-'

prophets of old spoke and wrote in Hebrew because it was adequate t«>
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the expression of the divinest thought that possessed them. Equally use-

ful was the Greek tongue when the New Testament writers were ready to

give to tlie world the revelations of the Master, with accompanying an-

notations. The characteristic of the Greek language is its elegance of

phrase, or a positive beauty of expression that found a rivalry only in the

jMjrfect forms of Greek sculpture. It is the language of illumination,

ecstasy, perfection; it is the language of theology, speculation, philoso-

phy; it is the language of Plato, Aristotle, and Pericles; it is the lan-

guage of combat and repose, of polished terror and self-centered equipoise.

In these respects it was the language for Peter, Jolm, and Paul. There

was fire enough in it for Peter, rhetoric enough for John, logic enough

for Paul. We speak of the two languages as human because similar in

stnicture to cognate languages, and in no sense supernatural merely

because they served a supernatural purpose. We are able to trace the

human development of both tongues, showing that whatever their origin,

they became what they were when used by the sacred writers by ordi-

nary natural methods of philological development, and are to be studied

to-day as natural languages. We have reason to believe that Ezra in-

troduced the square Hebrew character, and that the Massoretes intro-

duced the vowel points of existing Hebrew; but that each letter of the

alphabet or every word in the Old Testament has a secret meaning, and

contains a divine sense, we do not believe. As respects the Greek, there

is no trouble in tracing it through its different stages of growth and

decline, or to determine the character of the Greek used by Christ and

the apostles. Hence, the verbal structure of revelation is as much the

subject of analytic and synthetic research and exposition as revelation

itself. Questions of orthography, etymology, syntax, and prosody be-

long to this department; and indeed they are so important that it is

doubtful if the philological aspect of revelation does not precede nearly

all other questions involved in biblical literature. If it is a secondary

question it is only so because revelation itself is primary.

The close examiner of the Bible will readily discover in it not only the

traces of human workmanship in its historical form, and in the language

by which it is expressed, but he will also discern in it human systems of

chronology, genealogy, science, philosophy, government, and religion.

So manifest is the human content that, unless he is in search of the divine

plan of teaching, he may at times forget the latter in his concentrated con-

templation of the former. In a similar way it often happens that the mind,

engrossed -with the supernatural, forgets the presence of the natural, and
tnay for the moment deny its existence. What is human in the Scriptures

in the sense now intended is conspicuous!}' human, but without overlap-

ping, obscuring, or displacing the supernatural. The chronological sys-

tem of the Bible is no more supernatural than the chronological systems
of Babylon and Egypt. It is the system of men, with all the imperfections

of a man-made system, and as subject to revision and correction as the

iHolfuiaic system of astronomy or the Hindu system of cosmogony. The
Hebrew system of chronological computations, of a hebdomadal division
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of time, and of the beginning and ending of a day, is not a supciuatuml

system, though the patriarchs may have had some divine instruction on

the subject. ^Ye do not stand in awe before it or regard it us perfect in

its details, for the Copernican system has modified it, and in great meas-

ure civilization has passed beyond it. Both in its wholeness and minutiae

the ancient system, so prominent in the life of the Hebrew people, is

properly the subject of study and criticism. With that system before in,

it is difficult to ascertain when the Exodus occurred, and all dates pri'ir

to that phenomenal event are the merest conjectures, because of insuffi-

cient data and an insufficient system of. chronology. Jeremiah is uu-

chronological in his prophecies, and Matthew equally so in his gospel;

but in these we have a proof that spiritual truth is not dependent for it.-<

communication on perfect systems of chronology. The genealogical sys-

tem of the Jews, as recorded in the Scriptures, is also a source of perplex-

ity to the annalist and ethnographer. The breaks in family lines are so

numerous that it is almost impossible to trace the pedigree of a siiiLjlo

familj-, or outline the history of a king or prophet; and in the case of the

Messiah, while the lineage is apparently preserved, many Jews from insuf-

ficient reasons regard it as uncertain and unsatisfying. No one will assert

that such a system is supernatural, or claim for it any thing more than

that it is a human system, with errors and confused data, and yet that it

occupies a place and serves a purpose in the scheme of revelation. In like

manner the science of the Bible may be shown to be immature and pro-

vincial, its errors all the more glaring and confusing because found in .'\

supernatural book. However, in some respects it contains the germs of

true science, and is prophetic of laws, facts, and discoveries that give t"

it the dignity, if not the quality, of a supernatural affirmation. Neverthe-

less, no one holds that the Bible is a teacher of scientific truth, or that it

furnishes the outline of a single science. Neither astronomy, geology.

chemistry, physiology, psychology, biology, nor botany is tauglit in it^

scientific import in the sacred book. On the contrary, it is believed that

its writers knew little of science, and incorporated in the body of thc;r

teachings the general and erroneous notions that prevailed on these sub-

jects in their day in the countries of the East. Hence, many of the scieutitic

statements or allusions in the Bible are said to be contradicted by the re-

sults of modern research. We have shown that revelation did not re<)uir«\

and did not employ, a perfect language for its expression; we now t^'-'

that a perfect science was not, but spiritual truth was, the sole purpose cf

revelation. The Bible, therefore, must be judged from its own stand-

point. As an instructer in spiritual truth, it meets the case; as a teache.''

of science, it fails. If the ]->urpose of revelation were wholly or in part

scientific it would be manifested in correct scientific teaching, just as, pr'>-

fessing to set fi^rth spiritual truth, we find it in great variety and aljii:'-

dance. The divine Master miglit have corrected and impruved all '>'''

ancient systems of chronology, astronomy, and geology, and revised t.sc

01<1 Testament hints on general science, but he did not, as this was not l.i''

object. He saw that Newton, Kepler, Copernicus, Galileo, and others would
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appear in due time, and waived his privilege to make a scientific revelation,

preferring to confine his teaching to spiritual phenomena. Thus human

systems, with their errors, were admitted into the Scriptures, but in no such

sense or degree as to invalidate them. Philosophy, also, had recognition

by some of the sacred writers, but they originated no system, developed

no theory, but on the contrary appear to have adopted some of the gross

fallacies of pagan -nriters. Christ did not correct the Platonic system, nor

did Paul overthrow Epicurus. Pagan religions, too, with their enfeebled

idolatries and superstitious sacrifices are mentioned, not as divine but as

human institutions, and more than any thing else, except sin, are antag-

onized by the writers, because contrary to the true idea of religion.

Certainly it is not difiicult to account for human systems of thought in

a-ssociation with supernatural teaching, or to see that the former, with all

their prominence, in no way affect the validity of the latter or compro-

mise tlie integrity of the alleged supernatural communication. In our

examination of the Bible, therefore, we frequently come in contact with

human ideas, human systems and institutions, without a jar to our faith

or the least disturbance of the foundations of revelation.

Perhaps there is no feature of biblical literature more prominent or im-

posing, and therefore more appropriate as a subject of inquiry, than the

personality of its writers. The Bible is in no sense an impersonal book,

nor was it the divine intention to send forth a revelation without human

attestation. While the authorship of some books is unknown, or is a

matter of conjecture, the authorship of the principal books in both the

Old and New Testament has been accepted as practically settled. We
approach these books,-therefore, with the expectation of finding in them

the personal impressions, convictions, and «idisguised characteristics of

their authors. We also expect, because there are many authors, to dis-

cover differences in their style, in the breadth of their intellectual life, in

the purpose for which they write, and in the general value of what they

have written. We also shall not be surprised if we strike eccentricities,

ambigtiities, literary infelicities, and all the proofs of human infirmity in

the books they wrote. We are prepared to view them as altogether

human, and to find that as mere litterateurs the authors were as defective

and as improvable as their contemporaries or later authors.

The biographical element is conspicuous in the Scriptures. Is it a

human or a supernatund element ? Professor Rawlinson asserts that " in

the four later books of tlie Pentateuch we have an actual, though not an

intentional, autobiography" of Moses. It was impossible to write the

Exodus and leave Closes out. Thus revelation sends through an auto-

biographical channel certain truths to all the ages. The books of Samuel

are the biographies of Samuel, Saul, and David; and the idyl of Ruth

is a biographical gem admired by all students of literature. The four

gospels are biographies, and the book called the Acts is after the same

pattern. Shalllt be said that the biographical element is supernatural,

indejH-udcnt in its structure of human skill, and without the insignia

of tlie human spirit ? Nay ; it is so thoroughly human that Xenophoa
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might have written one portion, Homer another, Josephus another, an,!

Herodotus another. It is human in fonn, spirit, substance, and rank-;

with other literature of the same class, and is subject, therefore, tr» it,

tests and applications. We do not obscure or underrate the supcrnat.;-

ralism in Scriptural biography by admitting the concrete humanism thui

underlies it. i

It may be assumed that every biblical book was written to subserve a

distinct purpose, closely related to the general purpose of the whole
"What the special purpose of a particular book was, however, we may r.r

may not be able to state; it may have been purposely withheld, or il

may be transparent in the contents; or the author may have obsourt>lr

affirmed his design, leaving to the study and inference of his readers a

clearer interpretation. What we wish to consider is, whether the occult,

disguised, or open design of a book is human or divine. Did every

author write from a supernatural design, or were the motives that guv-

erned him perfectly and intelligibly human ? The question illustrates

its force when applied to such a book as Ecclesiastes. What was the

governing purpose in its preparation ? Ewald says it was written to

teach that enjoyment of temporal good has divine sanction; Davidson

holds that it was intended to restrain sensual skepticism ; the common
theologian views it as an inquiry concerning the uses of life. Whoso
inquiry was it ? Was it a human or a supernatural inquiry ? The book

of Job, also, precipitates a profound study of evil, and is suggestive of

the limitations of a theodicy, but it is important to know whether tie-

speculation is human or of supernatural origin. The Acts of the Apovtk-*

is not vrithout a. specific purport, though Heinrichs thinks Luke wrot..-

in a miscellaneous way, without any plan or purpose. Iliilein, however,

discovers in the book the purpose to show that Gentiles as well as Jews

are heirs of salvation; and the Tiilnngen school of critics, with Baur as

leader, undertook to prove from the book a great conflict between Paul

and Peter, or the tvro so-called types of Christianity. It is not so much

whether the design is patent or not as whether it is that of the writer, or

originated entirely in supernatural superintendence. Was it itatthcw's

original idea to write a gospel for use among Hebrew Christians, or wat

he prompted to do it by the Holy Spirit ? Did John deem it necessary

to refute the Gnostics, and so on his own account prepare tlie polemical

gosj^el that bears his name, or was he a divinely appointed instrunienr
•

Why did James write his epistle ? Hug says he wrote it in oppositi' :>

to Paul; but, incorrect as this supposition is, we are led to ask if the

governing motive was personal, human, natural ? Luke states positively

that he wrote his gospel to establish the "certainty" of facts of \ih\<\\

he had heard, showing that h^. had an object in writing the thir^i

gospel. Every book of tlie Bible raises its own questions, some of whi'h

conduct us into the human sphere, and others lead far away into tii''

supernatural. Sometimes it is most difficult to pronounce the motives < .

the writer; sometimes they are as clear as sunlight, and do not dilT^'f

from motives that have governed uninspired men, such as Cicero.
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?(Mioc-a, Epictetus, and Marcus Aurelius on similar themes; some-

tinx's the de.>igu is evidently of providential cast and suggests a divine

orijji". Whatever may be the conclusion as to the design of a single

Ifook, we must allow the play of human motives, sanctified by the

Spirit, in the preparation of the books, for in this way we may account

for results and apparent forms of teaching that we would not credit to

tupeniatural agency. Just as the Holy Spirit employed an imperfect

language and an imperfect science for the communication of certain

trutlis, so he employed human purposes, motives, and prejudices in the

fame way, and secured the permanent commitment of truth to a recog-

nizable human form, with his own sanction engraved on its surface.

In no single particular is the human spirit more impressively manifest

in biblical literature than in the style of the individual authors of the

books of the canon. Whatever of divine luster has been added to the

rich and fervid utterances of prophet and evangelist ; whatever of divine

iiuijesty is apparent in the stately accounts of historian and apostle ; what-

ever of unattainable dignity and ideal beauty there may be in the

parallelism of the sacred poets and the enigmatical visions of the

apocalyptic writers', it must be allowed that in their work the literary

individualism of the writers had fullest expression and a license of

thought and form that betrays itself even in the most exalted of the

revelations of the Great Book. Hence the variety of style in the bibli-

cal books, and the imperfection of many of their writers. TTie style in-

human, hut it iras employed, assisted, and ini-ensifi-cd h/ th-e Holy Spirit /or

the accomplishment of the ends of revelation. In the most general sense

we may say that David's style is poetic, Moses's style is historic,

Isaiah's style is prophetic, and Paul's style theologic; but human or nat-

ural as the style certainly is, it was touched and unfolded by the quick-

ening power of the divine Spirit, so that the human and the divine blend

in the literary result. Perhaps in not a few instances the human factor

iiKiy be isolated, or at the least separated from the higher or supernatural

JncorjK)ration that gives both dignity and authority to the biblical books.

Whs it not an eccentricity, or a grammatical whim, in Daniel to speak of

himself in the first six chapters of his book in the third person and in the

other six chapters in the first person ? Ezra plays the same grammatical

JTeference, Xeuophon, too, sometimes wrote in the same way, as have

fume modern writers. We are not inclined to attribute the tenses, modes,

JK-rson and number in the sacred writings to supernatural suggestion, but

rather to individual scholarship, taste, and reqiiirement. Nor are other

ptculiririties of writers the result of supernatural sanction and origina-

tion, though they bear the marks of divine intensification and employ-

ment. The peculiarity of Isaiah as a writer conspicuously appears in the

ncond division of his prophecy. Riickert, more than fifty years ago,

*li.-covered that it consists of three sections of nine chapters each, sug-

;:<.!^ting a systematic arrangement in composition. Ewald also confirms

the general chissification. It is equally observable that each section is

<3ivi9ible into three trilogies of three chapters each. Was this literary
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arrangement divinely suggested, or was it the product of Isaiah's litori^rr

taste ? We attribute it to the latter. The triadic feature also chaructrr-

izes the book of Job, showing that it was native to Oriental literutiirr,

and that in these cases it was not tlie result of divine inspiration. Tl:-'

self-evident egotism of Xehemiah as well as the lofty tone of Joel; th.-

ecclesiastical spirit in Chronicles as well as the classic finish in Luke\
gospel ; the unique terminology of Paul as well as the incisive rhetoric of

James; the dialogistic logic of Micah as well as the antithetical mctliiKl

in Proverbs—are in all probability the outcome of human resoiin-. <

under the holy discipline of the Spirit. It is true the critics are not

unanimous in their conclusions, based upon a study of the styles of thr

biblical writers ; but the general position of this article is not affcct'-'l

by the dissimilarity of their estimates, Stiihelin declared Deuterouoiny

to be Jehovistic in style and material, while Gesenius alleged otherwise.

Bishop Kennicott discovered Chaldaisms in the Song of Solomon, l>ut

Gesenius assigned it to the golden age of Hebrew. "Whatever difTcrciicts

of style the writers exhibit, and misleading as are some of the interpreta-

tions of the critics respecting the relation of style to inspiration, ccrUiiu

it is that the Bible contains the best models of general literature, a-< it

also represents the closest association of divine influence with human

"thought and expression.

So intimately related are the foregoing observations to the subject of

the authorsliip of the books that it cannot be altogether omitted in this

discussion. Some of the books have reached us in an anonymous form

;

others are attributed to the authors whose names they bear; still otlurs

are in dispute as lo their genuineness and authenticity. For our prc-cnt

purpose we may say that it is immaterial who wrote them, only that thi y

-svere written by men, and have, therefore, a human as well as a divin'-

origin. The human does not compromise the divine; the divine docs ni't

extinguish the human. We shall not now discuss individual authorsliip,

as our purpose is merely to quadrate the fact of human authorship with

divine inspiration. It is of great value in understanding the ]5ible to

-accept the fact of human influence and human culture in its preparation.

On no other hypothesis, indeed, can it be explained as literature, and u'

a supernatural revelation it was as dependent on the human form of ex-

pression as on the divine agency behind it. The literary imperfections of

the Bible, such as arise from incomplete languages, limited and incurric".

scientific data, abbreviated historical phenomena, and the personality -'r

individualism of the writers, as manifest in eccentricities and the ii>'!'-

scribable peculiarities of style and thought, have no solution excc'i)t •
-

the theory of human instrumentality in the recorded deliverances of ! ''

ancient men of God. It required inspiration to reveal the doctrine of j'i^

tification by faith, but it was an intense humanism in Paul that led h:!i>

to request Timothy to bring to him the cloak that he left at Troas. Dans' i

reaches supernatural heights when he visions the resurrection of the nic--,

but it must have been a natural impulse that prompted him to record U''"

-scanty fare of jnilse and water for himself and comrades in the pulacf *'•
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tlif kiiiLj. Peter was in a divine spell Vrhen he outlined the conflagration

«,f the world, but if he committed plagiarism, as Reuss says he or some

other writer did ^s'hen the second epistle, so-called, of Peter was written,

>vc must view the act as human, and estimate it accordingly. Whatever

tlio authorship of the books, the human element is conspicuously signifi-

cant, and is essential to a correct appreciation of divine revelation.

What are the conclusions ? The first conclusion is, that in the commu-

liiciitiou of a supernatural revelation human instrumentality was necessa-

rily employed. The second conclusion is, that notwithstanding the im-
"

]K-rfection and limitation of the human instrument, revelation is ade-

<]uately expressed. The third conclusion is, that whatever of imperfection

attaches to the Bible, as a whole, it belongs to the human form of revela-

tion rather than to the revelation itself. The fourth conclusion is, that

the human quantity is not incompatible with the supernatural origin and

character of the Holy Scriptures. This is the only critical point in the

discussion. Negative or rationalistic critics employ the human element

against the doctrine of divine inspiration, and refuse to believe in their

co-ordination in the biblical result. Tliey magnify the one at the expense

of the other-, they sacrifice supernaturalism on the altar of the human

intellect; they assert that inspiration is impossible in a human production.

They first reject the supernatural, and then reject the Bible because it is

as supernatural as it is human, and can have no explanation without both

factors. Others, restrained by an inherited faith, so elevate the human

influence as to degrade the supernatural, and yet wish apologetically to

acknowledge its existence and presence in revelation. They hold that the

r/ible is in some sort a revelatiou of truth, but its inspiration is an unim-

portant condition of faith, and no longer necessary to the integrity of the

biblical structure. With neither class of critics are we in sympathy,

since the Bible is not merely a revelation. To the student Algebra is a

revelation of mathematical principles, but it is not an inspired revelation.

It is not truth merely that is wanted but divine truth, and this the Bible

adequately furnishes. It is not furnished, however, after the manner of

Pcientific or profane truth, from which iu that event it could not be dis-

tinguished in its special character; but it is made known in a particular

Way and with such authentication as common truth never obtained.

Divine trutli is not on a level with natural truth. The distinction between

them is as obvious as the fact of two kinds of trutli. We recognize the

)iuman quantity, but it is not the only quantity in the books. We recog-

nize hydrogen iu water, but hydrogen alone is not water. Oxygen is

more important than hydrogen in water or nitrogen iu air, but it is asso-

<iated with the otlier elements, and such association is necessary to

water, air, life. So in a supernatural revelatiou the human is an ever-

present factor, but it derives its highest value froui co-ordinate associa-

tion with the divine force that quickens human thought, gives vivid-

ness to truth, and compresses divine plans and concopti<ms into the forms

'>f human intelligeuce and for the purposes of final human elevation and

ftJemption,
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JAMES ARMIXIUS.

It is too late to write the obituary of the Dutch theologian %vho cli>,lurl>.-,!

the Calvinistic bodies of Europe nearly three centuries ago by his initial

break ^-ith them on the doctrine of sublapsarianism. We are iti tii:i".

however, to record the resurrection of the Arniinian interpretation of t!.-

Scriptures in those American Churches that, under the leadership of J..;;.

athan Edwards, have held to dogmas which a Christian civilization will

no longer tolerate, and that an enlightened Christian judgment is in i>roc-

ess of repudiating. It must not be forgotten that Arminius himself \v:ii

originally a Calvinist, and accepted all the teachings of the Genevan school

until, employed to refute an assault upon them, he was providentially 1. \

to vindicate the side he had hitherto opjtosed. This change in attitmk- to-

ward his ancestral faith was as intellectual as it was spiritual, and provi-<l

to be a turning-point in the development of theological thought in tho

Church. To be sure, he was antedated by a superficial sentiment rcsjxct-

ing liuman freedom and moral agency, which so-called heretics now a:i 1

then avowed; but it was committed to him to organize a definite exp:-

-

sion against the iron-cast system of the Genevan doctors of sacred theoluu'v.

He assumed his position with manly courage, and defended his views wit!.

a winning sincerity and a manifest ability that were recognized by the fac-

ulty of the University of Leyden, as well as by the scholars of the day in

all countries. He lived long enough to produce an agitation that survival

the persecutions of his times, shaped the dogmatic conflicts of the Churcl.vi

for three centuries, and is to-day reaping its just result in a tacit triumph

in all the schools' of Christian dogmatics.

Tiie specific points which the great leader urged as fundamental to .

true theology are few in number and easily defined. In exchange for t!.-

hard and cruel doctrine of unconditional election and reprobation, \v.

brought forward the logical and exegetical doctrine of conditional pr---

destination, which relieved God of infinite arbitrariness and made man t'r,'

decider of his own future destiny. It is needless to say that this interpreta-

tion has passed to the front rank in the thought of the world, and that tls'?

reaction from the oppressive ultraism of the old school has been well-nii,':»

complete. Until the doctrine of predestination was so modified as to har-

monize with justice in God and common sense in man, there could be n^i

progress in thought, especially in the territory of religious ti-uth. So S'X^iJ

as Arminius conquered the difficulty, he was ready to announce motliiu-a-

tion along all lines, and to represent the basal idea of hermeneutic^ \^

different and more congenial aspects. After his repudiation of the ari,"!-

meuts of the ministers of Delft, in su])port of the old school, a new t!i<-.>-

logical system seems to have dawned upon his illuminated intellect, aiii

scriptural truth came forth tinged with the rich individualism of a ii-''''

conception, and emitting a divine glow as though it was born of <-<"'•

His study of Jesus Clirist as the Saviour resulted in the announcement t.n'-

though atonement was made for all, only those will be permitted to sh:tf"

the glories of the eternal life who accept its benefits and follow t!ie M:^-'-''''
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to llie end. Conditional election involves conditional salvation. Armia-
iiis, in taking the first step, was compelled to take the second; and he
took it. In insisting that divine grace vras offered to One as it was offered

to all, and to all as to one, but in any case it may be resisted and over-

come, he took the third step of departure from the Genevan circle, and he
could not do otherwise and be consistent with his first principles. He was
nn experimental believer in the doctrine of regeneration by the Holy Ghost,
tlie line of division being less distinct between himself and his early teach-

ers respecting this doctrine than that which separated him from theraon
other teachings. Holding to this doctrine, he apparently yielded to the
Calvinistic view of the perseverance of the saints; or rather, taught that it

was in the plan of God to assist believers to continue without apostasy to

the close of life. K viewed by itself, it may be said that he did not aban-
don Ills inherited ground at this point; if viewed in its relation to the
system he was building, he could not be quoted as a teacher of the Calvin-
istic doctrine. However, it would be strange if, abandoning the faith of
home, country, school, and professorship, he would not carry with him
as heirlooms some ideas of his affiliations with the old system. Luther
did not entirely eschew Roman Catholicism in his reformation of religion,

nor did John "Wesley ever formally renounce certain perverted teachino-s

dominant in the Church of England when he proceeded in the work of
^establishing a new Christian society. Even less than these was Arminius
affected by the old system from which he separated himself.

While the foregoing constitute the main points of divergence on the
iwt of the Leyden Professor from the Gomarists who were the exponents
of the current faith, they by no means exhaust the catalogue of doctrine,
or represent the data of the body of divinity known as Arminianism. Ar-
minianism, in its inceptive stage, was chiefly distinguished from established
Calvinism by its interpretation of predestination as taught in the Script-
ures; but in the course of its development it broadened in its propor-
tions, employed the working apparatus of a system, and attained the
dignity and authority of a conquering theology. In its final form, as it

prevails in the Churches at the present time, it is justly viewed not as a
more defection from Calvinism, but as a system of truth inherently in
liarmony with the Scriptures, and as affording the better solution of the
niost ditlicult problems in cxegetical literature. Whatever final estimate
^ve may j)lace upon Arminianism, we must first study it in its relations to
the Scriptures as well as an opposing system to Calvinism. If it have no
father justification than that it defied the old faith and modified it, the ques-
tion of its harmony with truth remains to be settled. It does not prove itself
true by being able to show that some other faith is false; it must demon-
•^trate its own exact consonance to divine revelation before it may expect
'^n acknowledgment of its supremacy. Here, as we understand it, its

apologists liave rested the case. Tlie point which constitutes its chief
"I'wailc of defense is not whetlier Arminianism is more logical in its ar-
pinient, or broader in its conception of divine sovereignty, or acknowl-
edges with greater readiness and acuteness the moral cai)abilite3, resources,
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and responsibilities of man, than Calvinism, but wlictlicr, from the tea- h-

ings of the Scriptures, it can be maintained as true against all oth. r

theories as false or fallacious. Calvinism presumed to rest itself ui...;i

divine revelation, but Arminianism undertook to rescue the Scrinfar. >

from the perverted interpretations of the scholars of that creed. I;) its

early stage the question between the two systems was a question of .'^cli.)!-

arship, of exegetical acquaintance with the Scriptures, and of a devout
purpose to place the truth upon logical, and, therefore, safe fouiidatio:i<.

It "^ must not be supposed that the controversies suggested by the n<-\v

system of Arminius were feeble or deficient in logic, rhetoric, and all th<»

appliances of great conflicts; rather, they involved all the scholarly re-

sources, rhetorical skill, and intellectual acumen of the giants of the peri-

od. Arminius was a match in the arena for those who differed with him

;

Bamevelt added sagacity to courage and gave a martyr's blood to th.*

truth; Episcopius drafted a Confession that embodied particular doctrin..s

of the anti-Calvinists, and Grotius relieved the system of the prevalci,t

charge of Sociuianism. The separation of Arminius from the old schoul

•was grounded in a most scholarly apology for the new faith he \\.v\

espoused, and furnished the key for the future defense of the system.

In odr attempt to value the Arminian system in its concreteness aii<l

•wholeness, we have been struck with the consideration that Arminius liim-

self did not present a new problem to theology, nor demand attention t>

some truth outside of the Scriptures. The problem was an old one; oM'-r

than Calvinism; as old as Plato; as old as the race. From the beginiiin,'

thoughtful men have inquired concerning the Supreme Being, his naturi.

prerogatives, relations to the universe, and whether he in anyway comim:-

nicates with the creatures who for a time live, move, and then pass away.

They have also inquired into man's capacity, his relation to the iutinit'-,

and whether there is a future life. They have reasoned of fate' chance.

law, mechanism, nature, the supernatural, and the termination of co.-mi-

cal history. Socrates and Cicero were as much interested in these i)rub-

lems as were Methuselah or Abraham, and all men have looked up with ir--

quiring eyes for the outcome of the natural system. These problems wiT'-

not new to Calvin; they were not new to Arminius. Xeither prccipitat-'

I

a new question in theology. Each presented a new solution of some >•'-

these problems; Augustine conceived the doctrine of election but not th •.

of reprobation, Calvin logically affirmed both, if either, and was mor'-

consistent than the ancient father. Arminius rejected both dogma- ;>>

inherently untrue and scripturally unfounded, and heralded a conditioi!;^'.

salvation, without the horrible decrees. "We amplify not this solutio:;;

we merely say it was new to the age to which it was proposed.

As to the merits of the Arminian resolution of predestination there i- "^

difference of opinion, even among those who in a general way adopt a: !

proclaim it. As between the two solutions, it does not take long to <1< -

cide; but, while one may reject Calvinism, it may not bo clear tiiat 5-

should immediately gravitate to Arminianism; in other words, if Calvin-

ism be false, it is not certain that Arminianism is true. Rejecting ti^^"
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oi»c, wc may accept the other, because there is nothing else temporarily

• •• <lo, and not because it is susceptible of the clearest demonstration.

rinTC arc those among us -u-ho hold that Arminianism, as a solution of the

{,'Mat question of the relations of God and man, is as unthinkable as Cal-

vmisiii, and must in time be succeeded by a more definite exposition of

tiioso relations. There is certainly room for a great theologian at this time

who shall improve the Arminian conception, or originate a system that

flKill master all difficulties. "Without affirming that Arminianism is the

fln.il theology, we may affirm that of those proposed or established it is

the best, because it solves more difficulties than any other, and prepares

tl-.o way for still broader achievements in the realm of mystery.

Viewed in its structural character the Arminian system appears thor-

oughly, intuitively, and scripturally logical, and, therefore, able to stand

:»rid resist all eucroaclunents of adverse thought. In like manner Calvin-

ism also presents itself to its supporters as a system distinguished for log-

iinl completeness and perfection, and able to cope with opposing inquiry.

Y<t thi; logic of the one is undermining the logic of the other. The start-

ing-point of the Calvinistic thinker is an error, or a misconception of script-

ural facts and relations; but the course of his tliought is, except where
it breaks over its limits, consistently logical. He reasons from point to

point, passes from dogma to dogma, in a most philosophical manner, ad-

justs the most obscure as well as the most transparent paragraphs of

Scripture to his theoretic prepossessions, and at last enjoys the conscious-

ijfss of a complete intellectual achievement in the verbal theology he has

ostablished. To outsiders the system appears unique, strong, valid, but
'ut of })roportion in its provisional features, and resting upon sand rather

than upon rock. The Arminian discovers antinomies in the fundamental
propositions of the Calvinist, and wonders that intelligent men can em-
brace them. When the Calvinist insists that divine foreknowledge implies

divine fore-ordination, the Arminian laughs at such logic, and smites
»t with the trip-hammer of a mammoth major premise. When the Cal-

vinist reasons in favor of infant damnation, the Arminian forges a vulcan
bolt of intellectual wrath against the inhuman syllogism, and summons
the New Testament to help him. When the Calvinist declares that

C'od, having fore-ordained sin, is nevertheless not the author of siu, the

Arminian declares that such nonseuse is unworthy of the human mind,
'•ud proceeds by unanswerable arguments to demolish the whole system.
' ;>lvinism is a good specimen of logic, but it is also tlie most notable ex-
'"iiple of illogical weakness in human thought. It would be presumptu-
••Js for the Arminian, who believes he can laugh the antinomies of Calvin
"Ut of court, to claim tliat his system is logically sound in all its parts,
M'd free of all intellectual aberration. As to its fundamental propositions,
•'' maycluim that they are scriptural; as to the argument for the system,
•'<' niuy claim that it is solid and unim])eachable; as to its su})eriority as

•' ftilcriun for the moral elevation of society, he can justify it l)y the facts

' ' liistory; but he should hesitate to proclaim that it is unimprovable, or
*"al it is equally strong in all its conclusions.
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In respect to its relation to other theological systems, Armlnianisn..

though perhaps not the tiual result of theological evolution, must b',' n

garded as the consummation of all antecedent religious expression, a:, i

as the recovered force of primitive Christianity. Nevertheless, t!ie ui.i

systems which have been supplanted should not be underruteU, li-r

treated with any other than the profoundest respect. Differing as il.,-

Arminian does with the Calvinist, the latter has not held to an unmo;in

ing or a feeble theology, and deserves not the persecution he intlicti^l

upon the former when he first announced his espousal of the new faitli.

Under Maurice, the Prince of Orange, Arminian divines were condeuiiu .i

as heretics; but the followers of Arminius are not disposed to condonin

the followers of Calvin as heretics. Neither are heretics; and James Ar-

minius has his revenge in the process of repudiation of Calvinism goint,'

on at the present time in the Calvinistic Churches of this country. "With

its contradictions, intellectual tyrannies, and oppressive theological tentl-

encies the Avorld owes much to Calvinism, and parts with it now wit!;

sympathy yet loud hallelujahs. It has stimulated learning, produce.! ii

vast literature, resisted Koman Catholicism, and, systematizing scriptu-

ral doctrines, made them accessible to devout scholars, and gave authority

to the Protestant idea of the Christian Church. It magnified God, but C\\A

not make him honorable; it degraded man, and blamed him for his dt _'

radation; it recognized a relation between God and man, Avith all the ad-

vantages on the side of God; and it compelled by its tyrannies a revision

of the scriptural teaching uf the great factors in redemption, and especially

of the position and rights of man under the Gospel of Jesus Christ. C:i!-

vinism was a system adapted to the people who first received it, and ac-

complished a work germane to the great purposes of the Gospeh If it w.-l.

not so valuable for the teachings it enforced, it proved its worth in mc-

gesting the necessity of a modified predestination and of a liberalism in

soteriology unknown since the third century. It is not renounced a^ a h':r-

esy, but as a broken stafl! upon which man can no limgcr lean; it is alKir'.-

doned as a sinking vessel, once useful, but no longer available.

In this treatment of Arminianism we have not mentioned its modifica-

tion and development under Wesleyan or Methodist leadership in Engl-.i:. 1

and America, because in essential doctrine the difl"erences between i*'

earlier and later forms are not conspicuous enough to require separate d'--

cussion. The origin of Arminianism in England, its incorporation wi'.'i

the Wesleyan movement, and its introduction into American Methodi^ni.

are subjects of imposing interest in our ecclesiastical history; but there '.'

no single point more valuable than the Arminianizing of John WesI'V

"VVTiere did he get his theology? Who taught him the specialties of ti-

Holland divine? In what sense was Wesley an Arminian? Evidi'iu:.-

there was no bond of sympathy I>etween the Arminians of Holland and t..

Wesleyans of England, though they held primarily to the same cat<-'u"'ri'
•

of faith, and resisted Calvinism by the same course of argument. Ki-!' >' •

Watson was undoubtedly a student of IloUaudic literature; but il i-i 'J"*

so certain that John Weslev, in his earlv life, Avas molded bv the Duti.*
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tiifology. Even before Arminius thundered his philippics against some of

tiio tfucliings of Calvin, English thought, by its own ferment, was bring-

ing forth the germs of a new theology, and was preparing the ancestral

Wesleyau line for its reception. Latimer and Hooker were liberals in the

C'lmrch of England, and later, Cudworth, Jeremy Taylor, Cliilliugworth,

Stillingflcct, and Whitby entertained Arminian conceptions, and gave

currency to a seemingly indigenous theological liberalism that the Wesley

family embraced and advertised to the world. Is it too much to say, that

in this floating Arminian but unorganized Christian sentiment in England

were the seeds of truth that finally lodged in the Wesley family, and ger-

minated in the sunshine of a rich Christian experience, producing the real

tiicology that has governed the Methodism of the world? It is susceptible

of proof that John Wesley imbibed the doctrine of justification by faith

from his mother, neither Luther nor Arminius directly influencing his

judgment or enlightening his understanding in this doctrine; but where

did Susanna Wesley get tlie doctrine? Not from the Thirty-nine Articles,

but rather from the latent Arminianism in public thought, or from the

testimony of her spiritualized consciousness, which was far better. Doubt-

less John Wesley was indebted to Zinzendorf for some notions, for, hav-

ing conversed with him at Herrnhut, he records the salient points of the

Moravian teacher, with his dissentient opinions. For his ideas of the

doctrine of Christian perfection he w^as indebted, according to some of

his reviewers, to Fenelon and Macarius. While his indebtedness can be

made out to his mother, to the Church of England, to a growing liberal-

ism in the English mind, to the Moravians, and to distinguished wTiters

of different sects, it is difiicult to trace an early connection with the Hol-

land teacher, though the pregnant ideas of the controversy between Ar-
minians and Calviuists were known to him.

It is quite certain that, in the progress of his theological development,
he came in contact with the HoUandic spirit, and was influenced to a

courageous declaration of Arminian principles by the discovery that

Arminius had announced the fundamental ideas of a new theology.* What
we doubt is the influence of Arminius upon him in the early or formative

period of his religious life. Wesleyanism was properh', therefore, the

beginning 6f a new theology in P^ngland, as Arminianism was the begin-
ning of a new theology on the Continent, and the former proved to be the

counterpart of the latter. We often speak of Wesleyan Arminianism,
meaning by it a development of the Arminian principle by John Wesley
and bis followers. Arminius was the original fountain-head of true

Christian thought to Europe ; Wesley was the exponent of a broader
though not difterent system, and has won the direct leadership of Meth-
fxiism. Arminius checked, but did not overcome, Calvinism; Wesley
shouted the truth, so that the isles of the seas have heard it and the hills

«kip like lambs for joy on account of it, and the ultraism of Geneva tears
Jts robes and asks for the simple garments of the sous of God.

* Vide Wesley's Worki, vol. vi, pp. 133-iai.
38 FIFTH SERIES, VOL. VI.
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THE ARENA.

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC POPULATIOX—STUDIES IN SADLlEliS
CATHOLIC DIRECTORY FOR 1890.

Tnts is the fifty-eightb annual publication. It is a small octavo, in pupi r,

containing, with advertisements, nine hundred and twenty-five pages.

This issue has full official reports of all dioceses, vicariates, prefectun«,

etc., in the United States, Canada, British West Indies, Ireland, Englancl,

and Scotland, Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Australia.

However valuable and interesting the statistics of the Catholic Churcli

of Rome may be as to other countries, this article will confine itself to

the facts concerning the Catholic Church in the United States. They ar.-

as follows: Population 8,277,089. [This is presumably an estimate by

Sadlier, and of this sum 1,470,375 are given by him as "conjectural."

Concerning these " conjectural " cases, the editor appends the following,'

foot-note: "The figures with asterisk (*) are conjectural, and certainly

low. The Catholic population must exceed ten millions,"] Priests, 8,33'2

;

7, 523 churches and 3, 303 chapels—of both 10, 825. Thirty-five theologit;ii

seminaries, with 2,183 students; 102 colleges, 635 academies, 553 cliar-

itable institutions, 3,194 parochial schools, with 633,288 pupils; 13 ardi-

bishops, 73 bishops, 13 archdioceses, 60 dioceses, 5 vicariates apostolic.

and one prefecture apostolic.

Crane's Universal Atlas, 1889, says: "The Roman Catholics claim i<»

have 6,370,588 aclherents of that faith in the United States (Romau Cath-

olic Directory of 1883), but church membership is not reported." Thi-

statement is an admission of inexactness in his own figures as to the Catli-

olic population, and if not so of all of them certainly of those which un*

marked "conjectural." If he had had the exact figures as to populatioii.

and had given them, then the Catholic population in his directory mu-t

have " exceeded ten millions." Not having these he estimated thtin.

and of the.se estimated figures he indicates nearly 1,500,000 adduced br

him as "conjectural."

All the foregoing figures from Sadlier, except those giving the Cathnli'-

jioj/ulatioii (not members, observe), seem to be counts of statistical figiiri -

taken from authentic sources, as church records, or school registers, <'r

from reliable minutes of charitable or other institutions. Taking all i'-'-''

figures as exact, except those as to Catholic population, the estimate i"

the Catholic, population seems large and quite out of proportion to t.;-'

other facts cited. Take a few detailed cxaniplfs as furnished by Sadli'

:

The archdiocese of Cincinnati has a quoted Catholic population •
•

180,500, The churches and chapels are given as 231 ;
priests, 230 ;

aventu-'

audiences for each church, 820; average parishioners for each priest, >«:''"

Diocese of Cleveland, O.: Catholic population (" conjectural "_), 20'.'.'»- ' •

churches and chapels, 333; priests, 208; average congregations for ea* li

church, 048; average parishioners for each priest 1,000.
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Diocese of Detroit: Catholic population, 125,000-, churches and chap-

K-\<, 209; priests, 145; average congregations to each church, 598; aver-

fttro of parishioners to each priest, 869.

Diocese of Syracuse, N. Y. : Average of audiences to each church, 704

;

Mverage of parishioners to each priest, 1,333.

Archdiocese of New York city: Catholic population, 800,000; priests,

:i(tO; churches and chapels, 408. Average of audiences to each church,

1.000; average of parishioners to each priest, 2,000.

In these five examples, the average audience to each church is 874, and

of parishioners to each priest is 1,409.

Taking the aggregate Catholic statistics, estimated and exact, each

fliurch would have an average seating capacity of 764, and each priest

would liave on an average the care of 993 parishioners.

Assigning to the 16,000 Methodist Episcopal ministers as many parish-

ioners, relatively, as the Catholics assign to their priests^ the Methodist

Kpiscopal parishioners would number 15,888,000.

Assigning to the 22,106 Methodist Episcopal churches an average seat-

ing capacity equal to that of the Catliolic churches, the congregations of

the Methodist Episcopal Church would aggregate 10,890,000.

Let us take another form of comparison. The ministers of the Method-

ist Episcopal Church number 16.300. The Catholic priests number 8,332,

or only about half as many of the latter as of the former. Yet the Meth-

o<list Episcopal Church, with almost twice as many ministers as tlie Cath-

olics have, lias by count 2,205,201 members, less than one third the number
of members the Roman Catholic Church has; and an actual average of

150 parishioners to each minister, as compared with the 993 parishioners

to each priest of the Roman Catholic Church.

The Methodist Episcopal Church has 22.106 churches, almost twice as

many as those of the Roman Catholic Church. Yet an average seating

capacity of 103 in each Methodist church -would seat all her 2,250,000 of

members.

Two things -would modify this comparison

:

1. The congregations of Protestant and Catholic Churches, alike, con-

t:iin many who arc not members of any Church.

2. The Roman Catholics, it is alleged, count all their children as mem-
bers. Tlie Methodists count as members only those who are enrolled as such

upon their personal application and upon the profession of their faith.

Deducting, therefore, from the 8,277,039 of the estimated Catholic

jx^pulation three fifths for the children, the adult membership of that

ihurch would be 3.310,824. Deducting one tenth of this alleged esti-

>»iatc for attenders who are not members, tlie actual adult membership of

tlwt Church would be 2,979,742; add three fifths for Catholic children,

J'lid you have as the probable and proximate adult and infant membership
«'f the Catholic Church in the United States, 4,760,386.

From all this it is concluded that Sadlier's estimate of the Catholic

population is excessive. T. 11. Pearke.
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OUR IKDIA THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY.
There is only one Methodist Theological Seminary araou'r \\,.

250,000,000 of souls in India. It was founded in 1873 by the "\v.
from Rev. D. W. Thomas, of the North India Conference, of |20,()().t.

It has so far turned out 165 native missionaries, and 44 Christiun
teachers. The importance of this seminary to mission-work in In.lii

cannot be overestimated. Bishop Foster, on looking over the work, jir-*-

nounced it the most important enterprise in the Indian field. Bibh..],

Thoburn said, in his address to the Central Conference: "Our thecWu--
ical seminary at Bareilly has become more than ever a necessity to our
work, especially in North India. The present demand for nn.r.-

anointed preachers of the word in India is more imperative than it h:.,

ever been before. TVe need a hundred men at once to enter the doors
now open before us." Such is the demand. Ultimate victory depend

4

on native evangelists and pastors. This seminary should be made a rra!

West Point for the missionary war in India. Foreign missionaries t:i!i

initiate the campaign, but a native ministry must carry it to coinpk-tion.

Too much importance cannot be attached to the training of the men. If

ministers in America, notwithstanding the aid derived from Christian

civilization, from the Church, and the Christian home, need the trainin-

of the theological seminary, much more by far do our candidates brought
in from jjaganism and Islam. The call for native pastors and evangelist.*

is great. Converts are numbered by the thousands annually. They ar.-

scattered in at least a thousand towns and villages. They must be or-

ganized into circuits under pastors. Tlus work is rapidly spreading, an 1

pastors and evangelists must be multiplied. Calls constantly come to the

school for preachers. The demand is already far beyond the capacity of

the school. The present year 60 are enrolled in the theological soniimirv,

and 24 as normal students. Some 45 women, the wives of the stuiknt-.

are also pursuing a course of training for mission-work, thus making ;i:»

attendance of 129. For this im2)ortant institution and its pressing U'ri

a paltry endowment of only some $50,000 has been got together, wi'.h

buildings valued at about ^12,500. All this is much below the dcniai).!.

of the case, and is not worthy of the great Methodist Episcopal Church

and its missionary enterprise. We have been pressing this subject on lii-

attention of Secretaries and Board and Church, with patient persisting f

—faint, at times, over the delay iu raising this institution to a pUiiK' "•

efficiency and usefulness equal to the opening. Not ignorant of the f:i'
'

that Methodism has many men of wealth, who could with small I'l^ '•

and but little of self-denial lift us at once to a place of far greater jx"*- r

as a missionary institution, we sometimes sigh out the query, O L-t i.

how long? For want of money our disabilities are great. The st.'iif •

'•

teachers is not what it should be. Here we have all tlie demands "f -i

theological seminary in any land. The princii)al is able to give h--

entire time to the work, but only half the time of another foreign w--
siouary can be secured, with the partial time of two native teachers !'
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the pominary. The institution should now have money enough to com-

mand the full service of at least two foreign missionaries, with the

required native assistants, in the course of theology. We should have

ample funds to supply liberally teachers of the classic languages of the

East—Persian, Arabic, and Sanskrit. These are so connected with Ori-

ental learning that it becomes very desirable that some of our men, who

show aptitude in this direction, take these up. We are not able to give

the attention to Greek and IlebreAV demanded, simply for want of a larger

faculty : still something is done in these languages, with encouraging re-

sults. The theory of religious instruction requires that religious teachers

leach from the original text of their sacred books. It is the taunt of the

Moslem, flung in the face of our native preachers, that they know only

translations. The Moslem, indeed, generally imagines that the original is

lost. AVe must have more teachers to supply this want. Besides all this,

an ample endowment would help us to many appliances now wanting, as

maps, charts, books, furniture, etc. Precious time and strength, that are

more than gold in teaching, are spent in correspondence, calculations,

planning, economizing, begging, etc., trying to build up a deficient en-

dowment, and fit it to a demand far beyond the fund in hand. We have

faith to believe that if the ear of Methodism can be gained this state of

things will not last. T. J. Scott.

Bareilly, India.

THE SOUTH—SOME SUGGESTIONS.

From a study of these questions for years I am convinced that two

steps toward pacification could be taken which would involve no sacrifice

of principle and might do much good.

1. All of the denominations involved might make one concession. The

names of Conferences are often a source of needless irritation. For in-

stance, in the State of Arkansas the Methodist Episcopal Church, South,

has three Conferences—the Arkansas, the Little Rock, and the White

Itiver. When we re-entered the field, we called our work the Arkansas;

and when, by separation, that became a white Conference, the colored

brethren took the name of Little Kock. With the great increase of col-

ored population in that State, our Little Rock Conference may become as

large a body as is the white Conference of the Jlethodist Episcopal, South,

which took the name long before our own Church used it; and the con-

fusion, now irritating, will become worse. These two Churches could

at leiust agree so to change the nomenclature of their Annual Conferences

as to avoid such irritation, and no one be hurt an atom.

2. The second suggestion is entirely difTerent, and has to do with the

two great Methodist Episcopal Churches in the South. In each Church

arc ministers who are broad and true. Often these men are, by reason of

Jiealth or environment, liurdly at ease in their present section of country.

Suppose that twenty good men were practically transferred from each

Church to the other. What would result? An amelioration of environ-
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mcnt, possibly, for the change should not be made without a probability
of this outcome. Each man would make a center of influence. If lio

were true, that influence would be salutary, modifying. We predict thai
within five years the score would become a round hundred, and a better
sentiment prevail. There are many Southern preachers who would Ix-

most welcome in our pulpits, and possibly the reverse is true.

Anita, Iowa. Alfred Noon.

RACIAL SUPREMACY.
The fact has abundant historical proof that a spirit of pride, vanity,

and self-exaltation has characterized all the leading families or nations
of the earth. It is now claimed that the Anglo-Saxons are the impe-
rial race, destined to overshadow and subdue, witli their language and
civilization, the world of mankind. And we of the States of America
boast our free government, our enlightened institutions, our broad do-
main, and our brilliant future as a great commonwealth. Without any
adequate preparation for the supreme crisis, we even dare to claim that

our country shall be Christianity's decisive battle-ground, and the hottest

fight in the Mississippi valley!

May it not be possible that we have underrated the virtues and the

ability of other races ? If the quality of a people is in some manner at-

tested by its age, Avhat shall we say of the Methuselah among the nations

who to-day occupies that ancient seat of empire on the eastern slopes of

Asia ? The mental power of the Japanese, according to intelligent Eu-
ropean observers, is simply marvelous, "especially in the deeper problcuia

of .philosophy and metaphysics." In the great unperial University of

Tokio, eight thousand students are daily plodding their way into the

wider realms of knowledge. No class of mind has evinced a keener per-

ception of many of the fundamental principles of learning than the sages

of India and China. Western enterprise is devclopiuji: the physical forces

of nature, and in military prowess has given the Occident ascendency
over the Orient; but, if "knowledge is power," and if the keen, subtk,

unwearied intellect of the East should develop unlooked-for and unlimitci

capacity of acquiring what we know, and of pushing investigation into

other fields of research, who can foretell the result ?

And what if the Asiatics should take into their political, social, and

commercial life a genuine faith in Christianity, with a spirit of sincere

obedience to divine law and practical conformity to all the conditions of

true national greatness! Might not the star of empire hasten on its

western course, until it shall once more shine, but with new and addoi

luster, over the cradle of the liuman race ? L. K Wheelkr.
Ihrt Athinwn, WU.
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THE ITINERANTS' CLUB.

THE WORK OF PREPARATIOX.

Thk young minister is continually engaged in a work of preparation,

Kvi'ii though he has finished a "college course," and after that a "theo-

loi,'ical course," and after that a "post-graduate course," and then a

"course of special study abroad," he must begin his ministry ^Yith the

pressure of a perpetual "preparation" upon him. He must organize his

cliurch. He must begin to find and to find out his people. He must

begin to prepare sermons. He must prepare lessons for the younger mem-
bers of his flock—Sunday lessons and week-day class lessons. There are

no "old sermons" on hand. The few that have grown during his years

of general study are soon given to his eager flock, and he must "work up "

new sermons. Ah, if they could only grow! Favored youth! Mind dis-

rij)lined by years of careful study, under skillful and learned professors, in

a>'sociation with ambitious chiss-mates, in the stimulating atmosphere of

college and seminary, with the broadening and quickening effects of cross-

ing the ocean and traveling the Continent; and there is the inspiration of

foreign university, of professors, and of fellow-students from all parts of

tlie world! Favored young pastor! But all this preparation is to be fol-

lowed by—more preparation. The very largeness of the world the accom-

plished student has entered, and the very loftiness of his ideals, makes his

work the more difficult, as he sits down in his study during the early weeks

of his pastoral term. But he has his hands full—what with calls to be

made and callers who come at the wrong time, and who tarry too long at

a time; what with social acknowledgements and returns on which his

voung wife insists ; and what with the papers and magazines and the corre-

spondence, and the plans for some co-operative church work, in which all

the pastors of the place are interested, and—the two sermons for next

Sunday ! Poor fellow

!

Here is another young minister who never finished and, sotto voce, who
iH.vor began a college course, who never saw a theological seminary in

hi'' life, and to whom "post-graduate" courses are an impossibility, and
^"•lio thinks he will never see the ocean, and who is in another and a

lu ighboring church of the same town where the college and seminary and

p.st-graduate and educated-abroad brother is located. He is a pastor

t'>». And he has a flock. And the flock want a success iu pulpit and
pastoral service. And the fellow married early, and there are children to

be fed and educated, and the salary is not large, not so large as that of

the gifted, cultured brother in the granite church yonder. Then our un-

««luc-uted minister is rcrtned and sensitive and ambitious, lie wonders,
both before and after jireaching, how on earth he ever assumed such an
oflice—so high, so holy, so full of responsibility. One answer always

romes: " God calls you !" He had tried to get out of it a hundred times,

"is face burned and his heart palpitntcLl as he realized the greatness of'
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his -work and his own unfitness for it. But that voice, "God calls

you!" he could not stifle. And he said: "By God's help I will nKik'-

what preparation I can."

He had some preparation, of course: a good high school trainlii;.', -i

delight in books, power to fix attention, ability to think, and to Ihi.l

thoughts—some of which he afterward recognized in other men's books,

and some which he never found anywhere; an unflinching faith in (Icil

and in the Bible as God's word, and in Jesus Christ as a persoflal Saviour,

and in the Holy Spirit as an iudwelliug Comforter and giver of strength;

a real interest in people; in all kinds of people; an interest in them us

immortal beings, and as present neighbors, as citizens of a great rcpulv

lic, and as parents of little children. Thus it will be seen he had somr

preparation. He was very much such a man as Dwight L. Moody, in liis

spirit of consecration and in his personal power, with more education at tic

beginning. "While he looked on with a sort of envy (not a thread of self-

ishness in it), as he listened to the well-educated pastor of the other church,

this same brother, favored by the schools, looked on with very much the

same feeling as he listened to the fervor and force and divine unction ami

common sense of his uneducated brother in the ministry of Jesus Christ.

Both men had to engage in the work of preparation.

Perhaps the untrained man ought to leave the ministry for a time uvA

enter at least a theological school. Or he ought to begin at the beginnin:;

and go through college. Many men who prematurely enter the ministry

ought to do that. But once in a while a man, although he tries, cannot

do it. His brethren discourage it. His conscience forbids. The voice

says at midnight: "God calls you!" Somehow he dares not disobey it.

But he must make preparation. And he does. The odds are against him.

but he has purposed, and, with a will like a sword, he hews a straiglit

way through every difliculty. He tries and wins. And how does he ^'o

to work? It is to toll this that we take pen in hand.

First of all, he takes a sort of an inventory of his intellectual and liti-r-

ary life. "What has he done in the way of study? "What books did he take

in the beginning? And who were liis teachers? How much time hit.'^

he given to study in his life? So many years at school; so many teacher-;

so much work finished. Here are the books he has diligently read. Tiii.c

all the books that have helped to make liim and put them over here on

this shelf and on that. How little he has done! How little he know-'

But away with that ! To-morrow, not yesterday! A little retrospection

is wholesome, but one can thrive better on a very little of it.

To do his best he must be at his best, physically. He must slc< p

soundly, eat wisely and regularly, exercise much, breathe the fresh nir.

and keep cheerful. The brain is a part of the body, and a sound stonm* u

is a great help to the brain. He must be systematic. And he so ji'ir-

poses in his heart.

But what work has he to do? The "pastoral visiting'." That he f'"'

down on his list of "demands upon my time." " Sermons for the ii'>

Sunday." Alas!^ what time they will takel "Conference studies.
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Aliis! what time is left for tliem? The fellow deliberately writes down

as the fourth item—" Help and good cheer for Mary and the children.'^

He has the idea that a minister is still a man ; that the professional respon-

sibilities do not release him from the duties of husband and father; and

that, although the "visits" must be made and the "sermons" prepared,

mid the "studies " pursued, the wife of his youth and the children of his

love must receive from husband and father " help " and " cheer."

Onr unprepared young minister has struck the true key-note of Christian

life to begin with. To preach he must study, but to preach well and to

visit he must be. " Life " is the secret of ministerial power. "Use " is

the end of life. He who resolves to be and to help is on the highway

which leads to largest success.

The next wise thought that came to the young candidate was this:

Somehow I must unify the diverse services of pulpit, study, pastorate, and

fireside so as to get help from all for each. I must make home life with

my wife and children help me in pastoral work and in the preaching of the

Gospel. I must make pastoral work help me in the pulpit. I must con-

nect my work of preparation on the Conference course with my pastoral,

pulpit, and domestic life, so that every service I render ^vill contribute

to success in the examination I must pass. How he did this we shall see

later on.

One fixed resolve he formed: I will be in my study every morning

from 8 o'clock to 12:30. Stewards, class-leaders, visiting brethren, shall

not disturb me. I must .serve my people in the pulpit. I must, therefore,

cultivate my mind, explore fields of truth, prepare wise words for Sunday,

and master the studies prescribed by the Church as conditions for my full

adnussion into the ministry. What I must do I wiLi^ do

!

There is a sequel.

LAW parlia:mext.

This series of questions and answers on Church letters, from 1 to 7, are

by Rev. S. G. Blan'cuard, of California; from 8 to 10 by Bishop MerrilL

1. Qucistion. Who have a right to church letters?

Answer. Acceptable members who actually intend removing their

membership from one charge to another.

2. Qties. Is a vote of the church required in giving a church letter ?

Am. No; the pastor is authorized to give letters to members in good

standing.

3. Ques. May a pastor refuse to grant a letter to a member intending

rtinoval ?

Alls. He may for reasons in his judgment sufficient, provided he pro-

ceed at once in the trial of such member, if said member is willing to be
tried.

4. Qties. What is a pastor's duty on giving a church letter ?

Am. To notify the pastor within the bounds of whose charge the per-

son holding the letter has removed, if practicable.
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5. C^ues. What is the duty of a pastor on receiving a churcli letter ?

• Ans. To inform the pastor of the charge granting the letter tlint ho

may know that the responsibility of said member to that chiirge b.is

ceased.

6. Ques. How long is a church letter valid?

Am. Only one year from its date, unless renewed by the pastor of the

church which granted it.

7. Q,u(s. Is a person who holds a church letter still a member of tho

church?

Am. Yes; a letter does not make him any less a member of the church

while it remains valid.

8. (^ues. When a person retains a letter a year without depositing it

elsewhere, can he have it renewed after the year expires, or must all ap-

plications for renewal be made before the expiration of tlie year?

Am. The letter may be renewed on application made after the year

expires, provided satisfactory reason be given for not depositing it sooner.

9. Qucs. If it is not deposited at all and no application made for re-

newal, does the person holding it still retain membership in the church

that gave the letter ?

An9. He does; for it is not the receiving the letter that removes his

membership, but the act of depositing it in another church. One c.iunot

get out of the Church except by expulsion or withdrawal, the latter in

writing.

10. Qua. When may a pastor report a member removed without

letter ?

Am. After an absence of twelve months, and when his residence is

not known.

HOW TO PREPARE FOR EXAMIXATIOX.

Rev. R. H. PooLEY, Appietou, Wis. On preparation of Harman on

Old Testament, chapters xxi-lii. I would advise: (1.) Turn to the excel-

lent page of cohtenU for each chapter, and ponder well, almost conuait-

ting. (2.) Turn to the chapter, and before commencing to read master

in a similar way the (tuh-hca<h of content's headings. This will make the

reader eager to reach the discussion and fix the author's answer. (3.) Tako

pencil and blank tablet, and after reading and digesting each snh-hed-l

write down in your own language, in the tersest possible form, tlie s\ib-

stance of each discussion. After handling each chapter thus compare yrir

tablet answers with contents again, and »uh-7iea<h of authors.

Dr. James H. Potts, Editor Michigan Advocate, on Harman on N'o^v

Testament, chapters i-xviii: Assuming that the design of the examintr

ahcays is to ascertain what the probationer knows nlxiut arguments of th-'

book, I would advise the student, (1.) To thoroughly tix in miml th-'

scope and plan of Dr. llarman's argument. (2.) To write out in the fc\^-

est possible words a statement of the errors which the author refutes, mi'i

a full synopsis of the arguments by which he refutes them. (3.) To al.>o
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j.;it in shape for memorizing tlie positive proofs advanced by the author in

>;ipi»ort of the genuineness and authenticity of the four gospels. (4.) To

lcc«'p in memory any salient points and important facts bearing upon any

iinostion of interest most likely to catch the examiner's eye in preparing

f..r the examination.

Du. J. B. Va:n' Metek of Baltimore, on Pope, vol ii: (1.) Let the stu-

tltnt ponder the three topics of the volume, till their relation to each other

i-i completely established in his mind and ideas begin to crystalize around

them. lie may test himself by undertaking to write an essay with these

thrt'e topics as its outline. (2.) Follow a similar plan with the leading

sulnlivisions of each topic— those in small capitals. (3.) Keeping this

o'.itline in mind read the whole volume in the fewest possible sittings,

making no effort to retain details, but aiming at a comprehensive view of

tlio discussion. Pause, however, on definitions of terms, which should

hhvays be mastered. (4.) Let him now study each section in the light of

this comprehensive view, and in as much detail as time and abilities will

sdmit. Jlade a careful analysis as he reads and note particularly where

and why his own judgment refuses to range with the conclusions of the

author. (5.) Review from this analysis and these notes. Re-examine dif-

ftTences. (6.) Forget all about Pope and his book as soon as possible,

and look at the subjects studied simply as subjects, and weigh the proofs

brought into argument independently of the force given them by the mind
of the author, through which they were sifted.

Dr. D. C. Kidgwat of Kearney, Kan., on Pope, vol. iii: Taking the ta.

ble of contents as an analysis, read by this each topic separately three times

)>efore touching any other. For example, take first, Regeneration: read

through carefully, comparing as you read the text of the book with the

author's analysis in the table of contents, and make notes of your own.
Ou the second reading, disregard the author's analysis, and in this read-

ing make an analysis of your own, which in the third reading you should
compare with the author's and verify by the text of the volume. Then
take up Topic II, Christian Sanctification, and treat it similarly, and so

on adjinem.

PROGRESS.

-^. notable Itinerants' Club was held ;May 1-15, at Atlanta, under the

management of the Faculty of Gammon Theological Seminary. The pro-

CTamme consisted of lectures on Practical Theology, Doctrinal Theology,
Lloc'ution, Conversations on Biblical Studies and the Conference Course
^f Mudy, and Lectures on General Topics, all interesting and instructive.

^

Several of the Spring Conferences appointed committees to report on
tne advisability of the organization of clubs, and in a majority of the

<'"!)furences clubs were established.

« lie movement is spreading, not because it is new, but because it is

ut-ccssary to self-culture and a broader view of the ministerial life.
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EDITORIAL EEYIEWS.

FOREIGN RESUME.

THE GENERAL SITUATION.

There is a universal cry throughout Europe for some means to protect

youth from the evil influence of the vile sheets that are yearly leadir.:^'

them more and more deeply into an unfathomable slough of basouc--.

This cry has become more shrill than ever just now in France, from tl;.'

fact that lately two young bandits were sent to the guillotine. A Fri.'iu!!

jury would, almost certainly, recommend such to mercy on account ef

their youth; but, in the case of these, the cynicism of their attitude hA^^x<-

the court was such, and the gravity of their crime so great, that the heuru-i

of the jury were closed to pity.

The indulgence of courts and juries has at last wearied at the constant

progression of crime among the young, almost reaching the merest infants.

No daily sheet can ha opened in any capital of the continent without tlie

chance, j'ea, almost the certainty, of meeting the recital of some sini-stcr

crime committed by young villains, and most often in gangs. Not sel-

dom, indeed, this is a mixed school, where young girls lend a formiduh!''

support to the precocious depravity.

The great community asks the grave question as to whence comes thi'^

fearful moral degradation. And people of preconceived ideas are quite

ready to answer that the fault lies in the schools, with godless teachers

and teachings, which now in some sections abound, while others dcciarr

the trouble to be the liberty, or rather license, of the press. It is beyon'l

doubt that instruction void of the religious element, if it does not con-

stitute a preparation for vice, is by no means a preservative against it.

The danger of vile literature is so evident that it must share a large p;irt

of the responsibility for the fearful corruption of youth.

But unwholesome publications and immoral plays are often the auxi!:-

aries and accomplices—the dissolving agencies—of an irresistible powt r.

Here, alas! it is also the bad example of j)arents, their disordered lif'',
"'"

their indifference; there it is tlie absence of a home, or of all family lif'-.

Sometimes it is the conditions of their industrial life, which keeps fri>!ii

the home all day the father and the mother also, who are both oblii.'' 'i

to earn their bread at the expense of neglecting the care and education of

their children ; elsewhere it is the vagabondage resulting from poverty. T' •

these exterior causes one may often add hereditary predisposition to ev...

especially that which proceeds from excessive use of alcoholic drink-^, t •

say nothing of other vile instincts that are simply dormant.

But, whatever may be the real cause of the evil, its gravity is incorito-v

able, and all minds and nations are searching for a remedy. It will ''-

perceived that, as a branch of all discussions in the great labor confiTeiice*
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<.f the hour, the degradation of childhood, in its various phases, is

dtaianding attention, to the honor of our age and generation, and we are

^,'I;id to perceive that, at last, in measure as the disease is growing is also

jlic Folicitude for its almost helpless victims; and the present emulation

among nations in this good work is a gratifying spectacle.

I. RELIGIOUS.
AS THE GERMAN LUTHERANS SEE US!
The German Lutherans are now paying us their compliments in regard

to their language in our schools.. We quote from the leading Lutheran
organ published in Leipsic:

"Our readers are already aware that native Americans in North
.\jiierica have declared war against the German schools. Their allies are

the irreligious Germans, who blow the same trumpet because the war
against the German language is considered as an attack on the schools of
the German churches. . . .

'*It is no longer to be concealed that these [American] laws aim at the
suppression of the German tongue. Of the English papers, the Sentinel in

Milwaukee and the Tribune of Chicago came out with this confession in

the fiercest wrath. They dread the increasing power of the Germans, and
are determined to meet them with repressive laws. Those two journals
refer to the policy of the Imperial German Government in excludino- the
French language from the schools of Alsace-Lorraine. But we may add
that the government schools, stand so low that they are far surpassed by
the work of the parochial schools, which are constructed on the German
models and thoroughly taught by well-trained teachers. One can have
!io conception of the superficial character of the peculiar Yankee culture.
The people build great school palaces, and spend immense sums for their
schools, and that is the whole of it. . . .

"But this nativistic fanaticism goes far beyond school legislation.
That arch-enemy of the Germans, Senator Blair, goes at the Germans
roughly. He demands that the candidate for naturalizauon shall be able
to speak, read, and write English with ease, and must be able to carry
on business in this tongue, and must be familiar with the principles of-
Jhc Constitution of the United States, and the republican form of govern-
•iieut. This is the direction in which the wind is blowing in school
egislation, and it is no wonder that all German societies are entering
tlieir protest."

I'ROM RUSSIA.

Heligious persecution in Pwussia is as rife as ever. The so-called "De-
I'-Tttuont for Foreign Confessions" has just made a rejjort on the special
^'ihjfct^ of the Lutheran faith—that is, the Protestant faith in Russia.
The chief result of this report is the asserted unavoidable necessity of a
change iu the theological faculty of the University of Dorpat into a
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theological school, with its seat at St. Petersburg, The aninuis of th!^

movement is the fact that tlic University is, or was, a German school, uii-i

the only one in Russia. The aim now is to stamp it out as such by cIkui--

ing its character entirely, and placing it right under the shadow of t!i-

chief authority.

It is quite certain that this measure will be carried out, because it i- i;;

harmony with the drift of matters in this field. With this affair acn'ia-

plished, the University of Dorpat will be the only one in a Prot(.'-t:i:it

country in Europe in which theology finds no place. The ulterior motive

is to destroy the entire institution, so that the Protestant learning of tl.--

most of the students will entirely disappear. And this is in the face of, . r

perhaps because of, the fact that the number of Protestant students in th.

institution is on the increase, while the jurists and philologists are declin-

ing. The general report also recommends that the Protestant cougreu' i-

tious all be placed under a strict control of the government. The r-

spcctive churches still have the right to nominate pastors for vacant pul-

pits, but the ratification depends entirely on the decision of tlie Minisi' r

of the Interior. And, again, all synods are to be under a mucli strict' r

control than in the past, and for all foreigners in Russia the followii-..'

orders are to be regarded : Churches and chapels must be built near :i.l

the gold mines, and the attendance on Sundays on the part of the work-

men is compulsory. Schools must also be established in the regions of !!:•

sects; and in the Amoor lands no orthodox Christians shall bo emplnv .1.

and in these schools the Russian language is compulsory. And of tl.
•

toleration of which the proclamation speaks, the foUoMing decree is a sp'< :-

men: In the district of Riga a pair in mixed marriage were impri-nri' i

for three months for having their child baptized in the Protestant faith.

SABBATH OBSKEVAJSrCE IN HTTRrGARY.

It is quite a sign of progress that the Minister of Commerce has sent i-

all corporations interested an address that contains six paragraphs in f 1
'

tion to the matter of Sabbath observance, that said bodies may expr'--

their judgment as to their character and feasibility: 1. On Sabbath all >•

dinary labor must cease, except that of clear necessity. 2. Sabbath r>-'

is to begin at G o'clock in the morning and last twenty-four hours. Sti>.;.;

manufacturers may work till 12 o'clock on repair of machinery. All stiT' -

in the city must close at noon, and in the rural districts at 5 o'cl"* •"

3. The Jlinistcr of Commerce will co-operate with the ^Minister of t!.

Interior and of Worship to denote the occupations for which except i"!--

may be made on account of the impossibility of the interruption of I:u'
'•

or the necessity of the public, or for the purpose of public intercour- •

Such exceptions are to be made for brewing and alcoholic distillation, :»:- '

for certain processes in bleaching, dyeing, printing, and machine f.i» t'"

ries, etc.
' But even with these there must be a relay of workers, s<:> 0--

•'

each squad may have monthly one whole or two lialf Sabbaths «r"

5. Violators of these prescriptions will be fined from ten to three huii'l.''^'^
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(!..rins. 6. The law will go into operation two months after its publica-

tion. The onlinance is a supplement to imperial Austrian law. The

<:'K-nition of printing is forbidden on the Sabbath, so that the Hungarian

journals will not appear on Monday morning.

The Hungarian Parliament is also now occupied with the matter of

asylums for the protection of small children, in which there will be a

total change in the administration. These protectories will be in some

raves turned into summer asylums for children from four to six years of

ujro, where they will be cared for and their bodily and mental develop-

ment fuarded. The minutiae of all this reform is almost amusing.

THE WAIiliOONS IU'EOI.T..AND.

In the Protestant Church in Holland the parties are quite numerous.

The Church of the Walloons resembles the Reformed Church in France

—

tlu-y have also the Orthodox and the Modern Cliurches. Why these names

is not very clear, nor why the " Liberals" should assume the name of " Mod-

erns" is not easily determined. But the doctrines and the differences are

quite in the line of the French Churches, which is natural, as most of their

pastors come from France. Though the Orthodox spring from different

.•chools, they preserve among themselves quite a unity of doctrine. The

Moderns are less easily classified, as they go from moderate liberalism to

advanced radicalism.

These tendencies exist legally in the Walloon Church, since the syn-

odal regulations have been from time to time modified in a manner to

pfrmit all doctrines to co-exist with the same claim. Besides the cele-

hratcd formula, "A free Church in a free State," they willingly also place

"A neutral Church in a neutral State." They forget that absolute liberty

exists nowhere in any society.

In a numerical point of view the strength of the two parties is about

equally balanced. But in the meanwhile the control of the Church is ia

the hands of the Moderns; they control the elections, and at their will

fonn the Walloon Commission, which governs the Churches in the inter-

vals of the sessions and serves as an intermediaiy between them and the

Hcformcd Synod. This situation is not in harmony with the actual state

of affairs, because the Orthodox pastors have been for several years in the

ni;ijority. Why the Orthodox party has not been able to conquer the

place that belongs to it results from various reasons. To specify two of

these: The first is the weakness of the Orthodox party as an ecclesiastical

l-'xly ; for as such it is weak. The second is the fact that the members of

th'- Walloon Commission form a part of the Re-Union, with a deliberative

voice, without being delegated by the Churches. This anomaly, which

«-xists in no other ecclesiastical assembly, falsifies the majority, and has

iQore than once been sufficient to secure the preponderance of the Modern

I'-irty. The truth is, that each party deceives itself on its own merits.

Tilt- Moderns like to boast of their liberalism, and they form a part with

ihc Orthodox in the Walloon Commission, and they always understand
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how to regulate their generosity so as best to subserve their own int. r.

•ests. A confederation was recently established of the Churches, with t!.--

following declaration of principles: ''We, the pastors and laity of tho
Walloon Churches, confessing our belief in the word of God as contained
in the two Scriptures as the only foundation of salvation, decide to met
annually in fraternal conference. Heartily attached to our Churches and
their institutions, we believe that it is proper for us to meet in the same
faith."

THE OliD CATHOLICS LNT BAVARIA.

Since the death of Dr. DoUinger the Bavarian authorities seem in-

clined to take more decisive action toward the Old Catholics, who, of
course, are not regarded with pleasant eyes. The government has jnst

issued an order to the Committee of the Old Catholics of Bavaria, in-

forming it that all Old Catholics from now ou are no longer on the

part of the government to be considered and treated as members of Ww.

Catholic Church. They will, as other sects, not be molested in their

private domestic worship, but they may not as Catholics unite for the

practice of their religion.

From the various newspaper reports of the last few months it is learned

how this ministerial decree came into existence. Orthodox Catholics con-

sidered it a grievance that the Old Catholics were regarded by the gov-

ernment as members of the Roman Catholic Church, and that Bishop Boiii-

kens should be permitted to perform the service of a Catholic bishop of

the country. For, notwithstanding the small number of Old Catholics,

and the fact that no absolute injury would entail to the Catholic Church
because of their existence, their presence is nevertheless considered a

violence to Christian honor. The Orthodox party in the Parliament

endeavored to crowd out the Minister of Public Worship for favoringj them
to a certain extent, and thus the affair has caused considerable feeling.

The principal side of this matter, and also some peculiar occurrences in

regard to it, are of such special interest that it may deserve a closer ex-

amination. When the Old Catholic opposition to the decrees of the

Vatican Council took form, this action was favored by many of the gov-

ernments. But when one bishop after another gave up his original po-
test against the infallibility dogma, and the universal episcopacy of tl;'-

Pope, the hopes of Old Catholicism were considered as destroyed. Hut

nevertheless the Bavarian Minister of Worship protected the two or thr--.-

Catholic priests who refused submission to the decrees, and were, th<r< -

fore, excommunicated, because the voyvA placet had never been grant. -d to

the decrees, which therefore did not exist for Bavaria, and so not for th>—
Catholics who had not submitted to them, and who were afterward, :!•«

before, members of the Church acknowledged and indorsed by the St:it''.

This logic was received with great favor by the liberal element, an-i

thus matters remained, even after the Old Catholics had elected a lu-h"!'

and in many respects reformed the doctrine and worship. But, after ;i!l

the bishops and the great mass of the people had submitted to the action
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of the Coimcil, it -would have been unreasotirtblb to violate the concordat

with the Vatican. All opposition and hesitation were futile—they were

forced to accept the actuality as it was. The Minister of Worship has

since tried to ride two horses—he has favored the Old Catholics from his

treiisury, while he has indorsed catechisms which teach the dogma. The

government now seems to think it is time to be consistent.

II. LITERARY.
"niE JEWS IN PEUSSIA.

llie increase of Jewish pupils in the higher schools of Prussia is becom-

ing quite alarming and embarrassing to the authorities. No less a per-

sonage than the Minister of Public Instruction is calling the attention of

the Chambers to the unpleasant fact.

In the lower schools they are able to make certain subdivisons so as to

accommodate the scholars in certain demands, but in the higher ones this

becomes troublesome, or almost impossible, and the Jews are crowding

intotlicse. In Berlin, for instance, it has been found necessary to stop the

classes because of the celebration of their ISlcw Year festivals ; it was not

jx)ssible to retain pupils enough in the classes to make it worth while to

go on with them. And, to add to this discomfort, it was necessary to see

that Jewish pupils should not remain behind in their studies, for they

liad, according to their religion, the perfect right to remain away from

tht-ni during their high holidays.

The trouble was still greater in Silesia and West Prussia. There it is

not possible to keep up the schools on Saturdays with the stern ritual of

the Jewish people. The educational authorities have been furcibly con-

travened by the Jewish rabbins, who have absolutely forbidden their

children to attend any exercises on Saturdays, which are full days in the

Prussian schools, their free period being the afternoon of Wednesdays;

and because the Jews there are so numerous it has been necessary to

completely change the order of studies.

In regard to this trouble the ]VIinister expresses himself thus: "I am
neither Semitic nor anti-Semitic, nor is the government, so far as I know;
but in regard to a matter that so closely concerns educational administra-

tion, I am forced to explain my situation, as it is the duly of the authori-

ties to have their eyes open and not shut. The gymnasia proper have no

confessional division of the students; but in Frankfort-on-the-Main a

division has been granted to the Jewish element because of its numbers.

There is also, there, a scientific or 'real' school for the Jews ulouc. But
'•ven this is not satisfactory, for the Jews are divided into two camps
b-ruuse of dill'ercnces in their religious opinions. Now if in Frankfort
tiie Jews cannot be united among themselves, is it to be wondered at that

thi-y uuist be separated from the Christians ?

"

"In (>ne gymnasium in that city, out of 402 pupils, 107 of them are

Jt'ws; and in a classical gymnasium of 834 pupils, 140 are Jews. Xow
39—FIPTU SEIilES, VOL. VI.
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to this add the fact that other religions are penetrating into the sch.„,l

relations. The church festivals of the Catholics fall on ditl'crcnt il:i\.i

from those of the Jews, so that they are obliged to use a number of il:i\»

in a manner quite hostile to the ri^-gular programme. On account of tl.:i

fact, we are forced to- use some days for repetitions or reviews, that the jiii-

pils may not suffer at the advance of those who have been regular in th. Ir

attendance. Thus we lose at least two weeks in the course of the year.

PBIMARY EDUCATION IN FBANCE.

An instructive statistical report of primary education in France liu;

just made its appearance. At the present time there are about 87,000 of

these schools in France and Algeria; about 16,000 of these are privaN'

schools. In these are employed 1-47,874 teachers of both se.xes; tl)e num-

ber of pupils amounts to over 6,000,000, of which 5,000,000 are in th..-

public schools, and the remainder in the private schools; the expense T^r

all these schools amounts to 173,000,000 francs, the share of this com-

ing from the congregations amounts to 30,000,000. Besides these rcgti-

lar expenses, there have been expended in the last ten years about oi?,-

000,000, and this mainly for erection of new buildings and the rei):ur "f

the old. Since 1S82 the increase in the public schools has been six p- r

cent., and in the private schools seven.

As a result of the new school law in 1882 the decrease in the school'

controlled by the Christian Brothers and the Sisters of Charity is abo'i:

22,005, but the public schools have increased to the same extent. Thi-

transfer in favor of the lay schools has affected only the public sch""!^-

In the private schools the relation has been totally different; tlic numlur

of private schools kept by members or orders has increased by I.jdO.

The efforts of the statesmen of the third Republic to exclude the religicui

element from the common schools has, according to this, not be^n very

successful: the majority of the republican journals conceal this fact; b':t

the inexorable figures disclose the real state of the case.

It has turned out that whenever a secular teacher has taken the i^lace «'.

a religious teacher of the Christian Brothers a private school led by a c"i!-

greganist has been opened. It has thus only been possible to the St:it',-

in the years 18S2-SS to gain from the orders through the public schixl

the number of 85,000 pupils, while, on the contrary, the increase in t''"

clerical private schools has been almost 100,000. The French frccthinK

ers have therefore in this respect but little inducement to boast ot thi r

victory; for the peasants, now as formerly, as well as the woclcing-"i< '•

generally, send their children to establishments of the Christian Broth' J'

and Sisters.

A STUDY OP VINET.

A book of deep interest at present, bearing the above title, h:''^ J""'

come from the press of the French Protestants. The author di-i)l;')^-»

fine talent for analysis, and brings out into full light the comph tr m:''.*
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nf Yinet's religious conception. This book is peculiarly opportune at

tho prescut time, when a decided reaction is appearing against his lofty

nii<I fruitful tendency. One miglit understand this reaction if Vinet

were the object of some indefinable fetichism which would make him
ait indisputable authority. But he himself has taught us to use toward

the most esteemed teachers that liberty of thought which endeavors not

."•imply to repeat a lesson learned, but to draw from it the consequences

of the principles laid down.

"We may not hesitate to say that every tendency hostile to the spirit

of Vinet, which is that of the great innovators in the evangelical theology

ill our epoch in every country, will only end in the most lamentable

return toward ecclesiastical authority, if it were impelled to its ultimate

.si'ijuel—which is not yet the case in French Protestantism. It would

.succeed in making only scribes or skeptics, perha2:)s both, for external

authority is the natural bond of these two classes of mind, which form in

fi'ality only one. It is very certain that this accusation of skepticism is

to-day aimed at Vinet, and his defense is the duty of his admirers.

MADAME DE STAEL.

A distinguished German lady, known as Countess Leyden, has published

a beautiful work on ^Madame de Stael, in which she dwells largely on her

sojourn at Weimar, the home of Goethe and Schiller. Nothing can be

more interesting and piquant than the anecdotes relative to this period,

and the impressions produced by that celebrated woman.
Schiller says of her: " The volubility of her speech is astonishing; one

must be all ears to follow her. She will explain, penetrate, measure every

thing." She admits nothing obscure or inaccessible; and in the regions

which she cannot illumine with her torch there exists nothing for her."

Charlotte Schiller says of her: "We are in a perpetual strain of mind
when she is with us; it is one continuous movement; she wishes to know
every thing, see every thing, understand every tiling. ^Vliether at table or

in the drawing-room she attacks the most insoluble problems, and even
the greatest mysteries of the soul, which should, in truth, only pass be-

tween God and man. Sciiiller used to lose patience with her, saying on
li'-r withdrawal, 'I feel as if I were rising from a bed of sickness.' "

The impression produced on Goethe was not less vivid. One day
Madame de Stael informed him of tho arrest of General Moreau ; then

I'lissing almost immediately to other subjects, she is astonished that her

iiilerlocutor cannot follow her in this mental race. Goethe playfully re-

I'lics: ''You cannot seriously interest j'ourself in any thing; you attack

'»e witliout mercy, you strike me with a blow so rude and then expect that
I must pipe to your little song, and skip from one thing to another I

"

.\ud yet it was this same frivolous de Stael Avho made the most i)ene-

Iratinjr observations and gathered the materials for her immortal book on
* Germany! "
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PROGRESS OF CIVILIZATION.

The -word "millennium" expresses not merely the aspiration of hunnn
society for a peaceful state, but the fiual outcome of all the forces ih.it

constitute what is called civilization. It is a word "with more tluin

a religious meaning, for it embodies the expectation, crude or well-

formed, spoken or merely latent, of the entire race. Fortunately, t'-»,

every great movement of nations, every social or civil revolution, evi-rv

government reconstruction, seems, however obscurely at first, to be in iu

last analysis iu harmony with the project of transforming the world, aii'i

adding to man's moral resources and his capability of exact and ind. -

pendent enjoyment. The great struggles of mankind usually end in

human elevation; the great wars have been productive of great epochs of

advancement ; the birth of kingdoms has marked the beginning of jht-

manent progress ; and altogether, with all the drawbacks and shiftiii;.:*,

the outcome of histoiy thus far made has been in the direction of t:.c

millennium. Divided into periods of five hundred years each, it is n-t

difficult to see that from the time of Abraham the race has mardii'i

toward the goal, switching o2 at times into wildernesses, but cventuaily

recovering the path, and going on, sometimes slowly, but often rapi<l!j«,

toward the end. Especially since Herodotus has history recorded \Vx

variations in the struggle for development and redcmptiou. Kiiigdoni'*

rise and fall ; heroes are born and perish; persecution and freedom fi.:.'i-'.

their battles in hand-to-hand conllicts; truth and error smite each oth'r

with thunder-resounding blows; but what of it all ? Onward marches tl-.--

race, and onward it will march until the tramp of the nations will mer;.-

into the music of the millennium. It is interesting to note that atheiN>

and materialists attribute this inevitability of historic developmen!, '

the fact of progress, to the principle of evolution, ignoring the ]>ers"n.ii

or providential agency behind it that authorizes the progress that ap]>:ir-

ently issues from the operation of the principle. To this so-called !:»«

all the advances iu social life and improvement iu forms of goverumcn?. t .if

development of the various etliical systems of religion, and the broaden-

ing of religion itself, and its culmination iu Christianity, are assigned wit.!

indifTerence to outside facts, and without discrimination as to the agcuci''*

involved in progress. The history of social statics, ethics, phiiosn]>ir.< -.

and religions, unmistakably exhibits a growth of refinement and i)nri!i> ••

tion, and a tendency to completeness and a self-invested authority; >•

it also exhibits great lapses, apostasies, overthrows, which are cntriiry .

•

the spirit of evolution, which docs not provide for freaks or a sinirle hi.i^ »

in its course of systematic development. Yet evolution is a fad. l"it J-'

an atheistic or materiali-^tic fact: it is a stupendous providential faet, >;i;

nifying the development of a divine purpose iu human history, and t..->

its true fulfillment will be manifest only in the inauguration of the ni'.»-

lenuial order of life among men. Nevertheless we do not object to yf!'
«
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tilic or materialistic evolution, teaching, houever blindly or mischiev-

ously or unwittingly, the doctrine of the millennium—which is as old

M the Bible, and older than evolution itself.

Manitoba has spoken wisely on the subject of education. In her new-

school law she keeps step in the resistless march of tlie world's reform.

This law, whose enforcement began on May 1, proposes such radical

changes as the separate school system, and the gathering together of

scholars of different races and religions under a single form of instruc-

tion. The enactment, in other words, is the refusal of the State longer to

recognize and support denominational schools; and the requirement that

all schools receiving public aid or recognition of any sort must be subject

to the control of public-school boards, and, in general, to the Advisory

Board of the Province. But this great step forward, as would be sup-

posed, has not been taken without the protest and persistent hinderance

of French Catholicism. The bitter opposition of this branch of the Rom-
ish Churcli, and its vigorous, though unsuccessful, appeal to the Ottawa
Government for ultimate decision on the constitutionality of the law,

have been in consonance with the malignant and changeless hatred of

Rome every-where to the public-school system. In ^lanitoba, however,

ns elsewhere, the constitutionality of the law is in harmony with its wis-

doni and its beneficial application. Education is not a religious question.

Protestantism, no more than Romanism, has the right to make the public

school the medium for its theological teachings. Denominations, as

such, must not put their hands upon the public-school funds and control

fuch expenditures for personal ends; nor accord the great privileges of

education only to those who accept their peculiar shades of faith. Edu-
cation, moreover, is not a race question. The school-door should swing
open freely for every shade of color and nationality. The Republic is

Under no greater obligation to furnish schools for its native-born children

than for the Indian upon the frontiers, the children of European immi-
grants settled over our wide domain, or the blacks of the South. The
10,000 schools for colored children in this section of the land, supported
by dilTerent State Governments at an annual cost of ^5,000,000, are but a

recognition of the black man's right to education. Aptitude and desire

uionc should bound the possibilities of acquirement, under our American
system of common-school instruction. Nor is education a political ques-

tion. The recent agitation in ^Manitoba assumed this phase; and evoked
the empliatic threat, from the Protestant party, of secession from the

Dominion unless the majority were granted the right of legislation. Edu-
cation must be sacredly kept from the sphere of politics. Let the pseudo
and short-lived statesmen of the day, in their selfish appropriation of the

noblest moans to their own low purposes, and in their prostitution of the

lughest interests of the commonwealth to party ends, touch not the

American common-school system. Education is the right of all human-
ity to drink at the fountain of satisfying knowledge.
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The disposal of the dead has long engaged the attention of scientists

and humanitarians. Nor has the ultimate conclusion yet been reached.

Not only the familiar custom of earth-burial, approved alike by ancient

and modern nations, has its advocates, but also the yet exporiinentnl

process of incineration, and the novel theory of desiccation, most latclv

proposed. The healthfulness of interment -would seem a fact too well

established for disproval. It is important to notice that a paper read Ix--

fore the Association of American Cemetery Superintendents at its hist

session, in Detroit, defended the existence of cemeteries nitliin the

incorporated limits of cities, and, in general, the healthfulness of earth-

burial. The citation in this document of opinions from many eminent

chemists, that the terrible eflfects of cemeteries on the public healtli arc

only imaginary, would seem strong argument for the present practice. But

equally vigorous testimony as to the hygienic evils of ordiuary'interment

is available. It is much that such high medical and scieutitic authorities

as Sir Henry Thompson, Darwin, and Pasteur have spoken in antagoni-ii\

to the prevalent practice of burial. Their words are vigorous and alariu-

ing. Similar also is the following statement of a prominent physiciim

before the American Public Health Association, at St. Louis, in 1S>^4:

" We believe that the horrid practice of earth-burial does more to pn)|)ag;it(>

the germs of disease and death, and to spread desolation and pestilence

over the human race, than all man's ingenuity and ignorance in every

other custom." If such investigators be no idle alarmists, their verdict

should have the force of doomsday words, and some more desiniblo

substitute should be found for the custom now so ancient and universal.

Such a substitute must, first of all, present sanitary reasons for it>

adoption. The drift of scientific study is toward the hygienic improve-

ment of the race. The church-yard must be banished from municij):!)

and village life if it is proven a menace to the public health. Hygiene i-.

of more importance to the living than head-stones and burial plots ! Such

a new method for the disposal of the dead must also be economically

within the reach of the middle and lower classes. The dead of the jioor

are as dear to them as the dead of millionaires and j^rinces. The ••paupers'

field" is a spot of sepulture established in necessity, against which the

instincts and love of humanity have made their mighty protest throii'jh

the ages.- Such an ideal substitute foreartb-burial must, moreover, acfoi'!

with the tender and even hallowed sentiments of the bereaved. N"

method that is grewsome and shocking to the sensibilities is tleservinu'

of ajiproval, or may hope for universality of adoption. Whether tl"'

process of desiccation, of late proposed as a substitute alike for earth-

burial, cremation, and ordinary entoini)ment, shall meet these tests d- -

pends upon future investigations and experiments. This theory claim-,

besides other excellences, all the advantages of healthfulness, economy,

and attraction, that have been instanced. It contemplates, in a wonl. ih-'

passing of a current of air, from which the moisture has been sutlicientiy

abstracte<l, over the person of the dead, the withdrawal by this means of

all morbific matter au'i disease germs, and the arrest of decomposition lU
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the residuum remaining. That desiccation is the process of nature is

urgued from instances sometimes found in the catacombs of Palermo, in

Kyypt, in Peru, and in western mountain caves. Advocates of the new
theory also urge that such a process will be found a suljstitute free from

many of the objections obtaining against our piesent customs
; and will

prove the ideal method for tlie disposition of the dead for which science

and affection have long waited. The process is deserving the test of in-

telligent and impartial trial. Nor should any mawkish and unreasonable

sentimentality hinder such a wise investigation. Meanwhile the theory

has not yet passed its experimental stage.

The Emperor William stands as the exponent of important reforms in

the affairs of the empire. On the fundamental c^uestions that have long

agitated Germany, and sometimes foretokened her disaster, he has assumed

a judicial as well as a popular attitude. His transfer of the coal mines of

Germany, hitherto managed by army engineers, to the control of the

Minister of Commerce, representing his socialistic -views, promises the

increase of wages, the restriction of hours, and, in general, a liberal policy

on the part of tte governmental management. The monopoly of

commissions in the Geraian army, hitherto enjoyed by the nobility, has

also been revoked by the emperor. The army is thus open to those of

middle, as well as noble, birth ; while the reduction to $150 yearly of the

income, additional to his pay, required of each German officer will

inevitably tend to the democratism of the German army. The speech of

the emperor from the throne at the recent opening of the Reichstag was
equally promissory of improvement in the conduct of German affairs.

His pronunciations on Sunday rest, the general interests of the working-

nian, the restriction of women's and children's labor, the maintenance of

peace with foreign governments, and the jjrudent administration of colo-

nial affairs seem both paternal and pacific. ILis Germany found tlie man
for the times ? Castelar, the Si)anish republican and orator, significantly

says that the emperor "William is mad; mad as was Peter the Great; as

Frederick of Prussia, and as otlicr European kings have been insane. In

other words, the estimate of the Spanish critic is that the Kaiser is self-

absorbed, and resolutely bent, at whatever cost, upon the execution of his

personal projects. Xor are those lacking who sec a prophecy of turbu-

lent days for the Fatherland in such steps as the king's dismissal of Bis-

marck, his Labor Conference, and his proposal to strengthen the German
army. Such increase, in view of the fact that the field artillery of France

exceeds the German by some eight hundred guns, and the French army
surpasses the Geraian by forty thousand men, is significant of "William's

niilitary purposes. Notwithstanding his assurances to Europe of a desire

f'T jicace, his preparations seem for war. It remains to be proven whether
tli'- mau for the times lias appeared in German}'. By his deeds must the

fiew emperor show his claiuis to the kingship. The divine right to rtigu
Is an exploded theory. The great opportunities of the Kaiser measure
hib responsibilities; liis successes shall mark the degree of his royalty.
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SPIRIT OF THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

The humanizing spirit of Christianity is very impressively exemplified in

the very general sympathy of the prosperous classes of society with tli!>

sons and daughters of toil. These working classes arc not now, as form-

erly, looked upon as parts of the machinery with which the wealth at

nature is developed, nor as an unimprovable proletariat, but as huiii:iii

beings having just claims to fair treatment and to the fraternal regard of

the so-called upper classes. This sympathy, easily traceable to the g* ii-

eral diffusion of the Gospel, characterizes the discussions of the "Social

Question" in the higher literary and religious periodicals of the time?.

Thus in the April reviews one finds four excellent papers, conceived and

expressed in this kindly spirit. The North Americnn lievieio discusses

Socialism in Germany; the Contemjwrary Review treats the question of

"Industrial Co-operation;" the Andover Review coxis\Aexs "The Hate of

Social Progress," and in the Qunrterhj Review of the United Brethren in

Christ the duty of "The Money Power " to the working classes is strongly

set forth.

The first of these papers, Avhile treating of German socialism in thi^s

humane temper, justly condemns those "social quack doctors" who pro-

pose to "remodel the present social order" and those unprincipled dema-

gogues who seek popular favor and pul^lic offices by feeding the discon-

tent of working-men. It shows that the present greatly imi)roved condi-

tion of modern society, especially that of tlie w-orking classes, is a result

of the evolution of civilization during many centuries, and that tlic

further development of social well-being cannot be achieved by violence.

by sudden leaps, or by experimental legislation, but step by step throu'^h

the operation of the beneficent principles now silently working out the

elevation of the nations. The ])aper on "Industrial Co-operation "
i-<

written in the same spirit of kindly conciliation. It is a study of th-

facts which constitute tlie liistory of the co-operative movement, in wliit h.

its historian says, " the purchasers and servants take all the profits of tho

store, and in which the workmen and the customers take :dl the profits if

the manufactory." There are in Great Britain fifteen luuidred co-operativ.-

societies, which contain upward of one million workingnien and {)0s-.--

a capital of $10.-), 000,000. An apparently fair analysis of the working'

and results of these associations shows that not much more tlian "li.^ty

per cent, of the distributive, or than twenty-five per cent, of the i)rodui -

tive, associations have attained success," though they have contributt-d t"

increased thrift, intelligence, and cheaper living in the case of many w(.!k-

ing-men. Tlie conclusion of the paper is, that the co-operative principl ,

when more fully conformed to economic laws, may be measurably bci--

ficial to many working-men. but that it is not the grand catholicon which

its most enthusiastic advocates })roclaim it to be. It is not tlie factor

which is to solve the portentous labor problem. The writer of "Th')

Rate of Social Progress" claims that there is "a -^rowing agreement .•f»
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to the changes needed in the interest of social progress;" that "the en-

ergy of reform is passing over from politics to sociology; that our want

is not better systems of government so much as better conditions of in-

dustry, education, morals, and religion, and that "the various stages of

social progress are comprehensively included in the kingdom of God on

earth." Very similar views are taught in the paper on "The Money
Power," which insists that the great need of both society and the Church

is the Christianization of the money power, which is now " in the employ

of Satan." To set that great power free from the control of selfishness

and to bring it into subjection to the law of Christian benevolence is to

liold the key of the labor problem; provided, we may add, that the pro-

letariat is also set free from that same selfism.

The Quarterly Reviein of the !Methodist Episcopal Church, South, for

April contains: 1. "Reminiscences of the Olden Time;" 3. "The
Abyss of Darkness;" 3. "Two Anonymous Poems;" 4. ""Walks in

London;" 5. "Theism;" G. " A Representative American; " 7. "What
Books Shall I BuV?" 8. "The Land of the Montezumas;" 9. "The
Witness of the Spirit;" 10. " John Wyclillc; " 11. "The Origin of the

Mytlis;" 12. "Historical ^Memoranda, Methodist Ei)iscopaI Church,

South;" 13. "Editor's Table." The first of these papers contains

a spirited sketch of the Rev. Dr. Few, of whom its author, Dr. Samford,

says: "Xo grander native Georgian was ever born within her limits."

"The Abyss of Darkness" is a curiously speculative article, which is

more able than orthodox. Its "abyss" is the doctrine of "total deprav-

ity," or the' fact of original sin, which it finds, not in the offense of

Adam, but in that decay or corruption of natural objects which existed

in the pre-Adamite earth 1 This decay, it says, was evil, was "imper-
sonal sin," was, indeed, " the original sin wliich passed, hj the command-
ment of God, into the rational and moral world," where it is "but the

revchition or visible exposure, through the law, of previously existing

I>hysical or natural evils . . . for the purpose of its eradication from that

creation." This fanciful theory, stripped of its ambiguous verbiage, im-

l)]ies that God is the Author of sin, which he forced into the life of hu-
manity as an instrument of holiness; or, in plain language, that sin is

goodness behind an ugly mask! In the fifth paper Dr. Tigert forcibly

dissects Anselm's ontological argument, that because God exists in human
thought he must exist in fact. Having shown the fallacy of this much-
contested argument, he examines the Cartesian argument, that "God is

the only sufficient source or cause of the idea of God," and accepts it as

Jin a posteriori argument from effect to cause, and one of the weightiest
of its class, lie next briefly presents the historical arg-umcnt from the

'universality of religious worship " and "men's instinct for worship."
This is a very able and discriminating paper. "A Representative Amer-
'f-ui '' is biographical. It portrays the Virginian rector. Rev. Devereux
Jarratt, who for a season was a warm friend of earlv Methodism, but
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•whose friendship for it waned after its organization into a Church. Tho
"Editor's Table" contains a fine historical paper on the Paulicians, <^r

Albigenses; an exegetical examination of "Agrippa's Reply to St. Paul,"

which defends its translation in the Authorized Version as being umri-

correct than in the Revised Version ; also an essay on the causes of th<*

Civil "War, which chiefly illustrates the failure of its writer to comprelicnii

the spirit of our Northern people. Much of it belongs to the category of

" words better left unsaid."

The U'niTersaUst Quarterly for April contains: 1. " The Abyss, orCh:ui-i.

of the Ancient Cosmogonie»^ " 2. "Vitality of the Tariff Issue
;

'' o. " Th'«

Resurrection of Christ;" 4. " Giordano Bruno; " 5. "The Scientific Study

of Miracles;" 6. "Five Theories Concerning Morals." The first of tluM"

papers is archteological. It claims that heathen cosmogonies located

chaos, or the abyss, in the sky, regarded as a celestial sea, centering i:i

the region of the celestial pole. The second article is a lucid historif-il

survey of our tariff legislation. It reasons forcibly against higher tarilT^

than are required for revenue. In the third paper we find a fine analy>is

of the evaiTgelist's account of Christ's resurrection, bringing into hii.'!i

relief their evidence of the reality of that most wonderful of the mirack-*

of Jesus. The fourtli article outlines the career and opinions of Giordan..

Bruno with skill and historic impartiality. The sixth paper is an excellent

exhibition of Scripture miracles as facts worthy of scientific investigati"n.

and susceptible of a scientific defense on the ground that they illu-^tnitc

the working of ''spiritnnl law in the natural world." It shows that it i^

unscientific to deny the action of God in the government of nature. Tin-

paper on "Five Theories Concerning florals," after discussing tli<-

political, selfish, utilitsirian, evolution, and intuition theories of mora!-,

commend the last as grounded "on aprirnitice instinct in the constitu;!'?;

of human nature—in the ought which goes with the expedient, but wliii h

is not it."

TYiQ Praibyteriau and Jicfarmed Eeciew for April discusses: 1. " Chr>-

tian Art and Theology ;
" 2. "Church Discipline; " 3. "The Fatlierh". -1

of God;" 4. "The Church and Doctrine;" o. " College Comity ;" 0. ••Ti.--

Date of Genesis xii;" 7. " Historical and Critical Xotes;" 8. "Editori:d

Notes." The first of these papers is an archaeological study, tracing ti.--

development of theological ideas and of art, as "twin sisters in the serv-

ice of religion," the former being addressed to the intellect, the latter to

sentiment. The second paper vehemently denies the precious doctrine "f

the all-fatherhood of God, claiming that, because man docs not po--***

the same nature as God, he cannot be his son, excci)t l>y adopiii'::

through faith in Christ, his o»hj Ingottcii Son. The prophet .^I;i!;:'-hi

destroys the ground of this fallacious argument by asking: " Have we H''

all one Father I Ilath not one God created us ?"—a question whi' •»

predicates fatherhood of the creative act which originated human :!.'••

The sixth paper shows, by a scholarly array of archaeological and cvtr*-
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l)il)linil f:icts, that the genealogical tables in the tenth chapter of Genesis

m:iy have been composed as early as the time of Menephtah I. and Moses.

Kiitioualisfic critics, who try to bring their theories of the Pentateuch

into harmony with these facts, will find themselves "gnawing a file." In

fin editorial note, by Professor Morris, the question of the salvation of

infants is frankly discussed. It concedes that the dogma of infant

damnation was more or less positively held and taught by mauy Calvinistic

tlieologians "from the age of Calvin down nearly to the close of the

eighteenth century." Since then that horrible concept has been so modi-

fied that to-day most Calvinistic teachers hold that "all who die in

infancy are saved through the mediation of Christ." This concession so

touches the fundamental principles of Calvinistic theology as to affect

tlie "system" at many other points, as is evidenced by the wide-spread

tk'iiKvnd for a revision of the Westminster Creed. Thus Arminian the-

ology is leavening the Calvinistic lump.

The Quarterly Review of the Evangelical Lutheran Church for April has:

1. " The Reflex Influence of Foreign Missions;" 2. "Waldenstrom and

II is Teachings; "3. " The Sabbath-School as a Factor in Religious Train-

in-;'' 4. "Jesus the Son of God;" 5. " Family Worship ;
" 6. "The

Wonders of Providence in the Light of the Scriptures; " 7. " Child -Saving

Institutions;" 8. "An Answer to the Liturgical Question; " 9. " A Practi-

cal Answer to the Liturgical Question;" 10. " A Liturgical Riddle." Of

these papers, "Jesus the Son of God," and "The Wonders of Provi-

dence" are the most thoxightful. The three articles on "Liturgical

Questions " show that our Lutheran brethren are not a unit in opinion on

liturgical forms.

The BiUiotheca Sacra for April discusses: 1. "The Resuixection of

Christ a Part of Christianity;" 2. "Is Soul a Baseless Hypothesis?"

o. "Notes on Riddle's edition of Wobmion.' % Harmoiiy of the Gospels;'''

•1." St. John Chrysostom;" 5. "Divine Limitaticm;" 6. "The Country

(hurch;" 7. "Primeval Chronology;" 8. "The American Board and

Recent Discussions;" 9. " Have the Quakers Prevailed?" 10. "Critical

Notes." The first of these papers claims that the doctrines and practical

» llects of Christianity j/re.mme the resurrection of its Author, and there-

fiTe commends that great miracle to the respectful attention of the

!*'.,'nostic mind. The second article is a philosophical demonstration that

tlie phenomena of consciousness cannot be harmonized with the material-

i^-tie theory of the physical nature of mind. In " St. John Chrysostom
"

^ve find an admirable bit of condensed biography, which emphasizes tli.'

f'<et that Chrysostom's theology was substantially at one with that of

-^I'thodism. "Divine Limitation" is a specimen of strong and bold

tuiiiking. It is thijroughly anti-Calvinistic in its view of divine sov-

•^^riigtity, in that it claims that God is limited by his own moral law. IK-

!< under obligation to observe it. Its assumption that miracles were not

^vruught by divine volition only, but by the operation of natural laws,
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seems to reduce them to mechanical processes. Nevertheless, as a \s\vA>^

this is a grand article. "Primeval Clironology," by Professor W. \\

Green, furnishes good evidence from the Scriptures themselves that "tin-

Mosaic records do not fix, and were not intended to fix, the precise d;u..-

either of the flood or of the creation." If critics of the Bishop Colons^

type cannot disprove Professor Green's theory their chronological objec-

tions to the Bible are left groundless. The eighth paper defends tlir

position taken by the American Board respecting missionary caudidatr-,

on the ground that the great body of its constituent Churches arc not its

sympathy with the "new theology." In the ninth paper, Dr. Brigi>

credits the Latitudinarians of the Church of England and the Quaker*
with "opening up the doctrine of the universal salvation of children, and
the partial salvation of the heathen." In 1689, the Quakers, in the pcrvori

of George Keith, contended for this doctrine against the Calvinistic min-

isters in Boston, wlio then denied it with emphasis. But the doctriii--,

having found entrance, lived on, gradually displaced the opposite dognnu,

and, says Dr. Briggs, is now the common doctrine in Presbyterian ainl

Confrref:'atioual Churches.

TYiQ Keic Englnnder and Yah Eevieic iov April has: 1. "The United

States as a Land Purchaser;" 2. "The Heroes of the Iliad and tlw

Odyssey Cova^-:irQ(\ with the Living Heroes of Fiji;" 3. "Some Criti-

cisms on French Landscape Painting;" 4. "Is it True that Farming i-?

Declining in New England?" 5. "Combinations and Trusts ;•'

6, ""\Vhat Did the Apostle Paul 3Iean ? " Of these papers, whicli arc-

all valuable, we note as of special interest the fifth, which treats of tlioa«

unlawful combinations known as Trusts. The occasion, the principle, tl:<:

methods, the probable results, and the illegality of those fungoid eco-

nomical growths are therein stated clearly, intelligently, and broadly. It

merits wide circulation. The sixth article discusses the question rai-'J

by Paul in the ninth chapter of Ilomaus. It is noteworthy becaux' it

explains the sovereignty of God, not as John Calvin did, but in substan-

tial harmony with the view of James Arminius.

The African Methodist Episcopal Church Hevieic for April has ov( r

twenty articles, which discuss a variety of topics—practical, theologic-i..

and literary. One of its writers discusses " Negro Problems " with dis-

criminative ability, manliness, and Christian temper. He feels, but d<" -^

not exaggerate, the disabilities, political and social, which handicap ti--

colored man. But he is confident that his future is full of pronii-- •

" We are now," he says, "on the upward trend of a newer and hi,i:h'

'

civilization . . . Proscription has done its work . . . The sunlight of fnit.

;

nity is breaking through in many unexpected places." To the pessimi-''

of his race he commends the words of Marshal Bliicher: "Patience, l""-

tlemen, and forward!" Under such leaders the Negro will surely see K'*

rights recofrnized.
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The Catholic World for April treats various topics, of which we note as

of special interest to Protestants: "The Anti-Catholic Laws in New
Iluiupshire; " 2. " The English Language in Catholic Public "Worship ;

"

a. "The ^Mexican Hierarchy; " 4. "The Josephites and Their AVork for

Xegroes." The first of these papers justly condemns the laws which

many years since punished Quakers and Papists in New Hampshire ; but

it fails to note that those laws were the results of ages of papal teaching

of the dogma that persecution for opinion's sake is a Christian duty. Is

simply a case of Catholics beiug "hoisted on their own petard." It also

suppresses the fact that the Papal Church claimed political supremacy

over the State, as it still does, and that to punish overt acts of that claim

is not persecution, but righteous defense of liberty. Romanists of to-day

will do well to study this distinction, for Americans will never admit

tlie right of Rome to dictate their legislation. The article on the use of

"The English Language in Catholic Public \Yorship," by contending

that the ritual should be read in both Latin and English, tacitly admits

that Catholic public opinion is beginning to perceive the use of a dead
language in public prayer to be, not intelligent worship, but irreverent

mummery. The third paper, while sorrowfully confessing that political

freedom has "sounded the death-knell of ecclesiastical supremacy " in

Mexico, is yet vainly hopeful that better things are "in store for that

republic." The fifth paper, on the Josephites, after admitting that " the

Catholics of America have seemingly held aloof from the Xegroes," faintly

predicts that the order of "Josephites" may yet win many of them to

Romanism by means of schools conducted by its "sisters" and specially

trained priests, who, by the way, are taught that St. Josejjh, the husband
of Mary, was " the first foreign missionary, when, by order of an angel, he
took the Child and his mother and went to heathendom !

"

The Fortnightly for April opeus with a critical analysis of James Shir-

ley's dramas from the pen of Algernon C. Swinburne. Campbell calls

Shirley " the best of our old dramatists; " Ilallam says "he has no force,

little pathos, and less wit." Swinburne puts his plays into three catego-

ries, of which "those in the first class are very good, those in the second
very fair, and those in the third very poor." The valley of the " Karun
River," in south-west Persia, is intelligently described, with historical

notes, by the Hon. G. N. Curzon in "Leaves" from his "Diary." "The
London stage," says ^fr. Oswald Crawford, "is in a state of decadence.

It ofEers the public, not works of genius, but very poor melodramas,
'"bad literature," and "impossible farce-comedies." lie pleads for its

rt'form, which is a vain plea, since to eliminate earthly and sensuous feat-

'•ros from the stage wouUl rob it of its charm for the earthly-minded

l"'ople who are its principal, and ought to be its only, patrons. An essay
on "Literature Tlien and Now" treats of books in "preprinting times;

"

«'f the j>eriod when authors depended on i)atrons; of tlie "Grub Street"
iige, when genius toiled hard for small pay; of men who found literature

^ profitable profession; of reviews and reviewers; of the superficiality of
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recent books; of the modern interviewer, and of the need of reorpmi/iii.

tlon in literature. A spicy, suggestive, somewhat pessimistic paji^r,

' The Sweating System," discusses that cruel feature of our present in-

dustrial methods by which subcontractors gain large profits by payin.'

starvation wages to people whose necessities compel them to toil for li^s

money than is sufficient for their healthy sustenance.

The J5^f?/nJi/rgrZt i?t'yjV«^ for April discusses: 1. "Lord Melbourne's Pa-

pers;" 2. " Bury's Later Roman Empire-," 3. "Lord Chesterticld's Li-
ters to His Godson;" 4. "Henri de Uohan and the Huguenot "Wars;"

5. "Mr. Swinburne's Lyrics ;
" G. "Correspondence of Princess Licvtn

and Earl Grey ;
'

7. " Catholic Democracy in America; " 8. "Veln*-

quez ;
" 9. " Talleyrand and Napoleon I. ;

" 10. " Confederation or ludc-

pendence." The first of these papers skillfully analyzes the charactT

and political career of a patriotic British statesman to whose judicluu-;

counsel Queen Victoria was very deeply indebted, and under whose ail-

ministration England greatly prospered. In the second paper we have a

brief review of T. B. Bury's history of the Later Roman Einjtire,

which it describes as "erudite, carefully executed, and going far to re-

store the later Roman Empire to its true position and importance in Euro-

pean history." The third paper treats of a series of letters from Ch« >-

terfield to his cousin's son, to whom he was godfather. These ktt( p«

have recently come to light. Their chief value is in their charmingly

classic style and in the light they throw upon eighteenth century ni.ip.-

ners. In their moral tone and in their maxims they are superior to Ch' -•

terfield's famous Letters to his Son. The fourth paper outlines the hernic

deeds and high character of a distinguished Huguenot leader who flour-

ished in the early part of the seventeenth century. In the fifth articli-

Swinburne is assigned a very high standard as a lyrical poet "when he \^

at his best," which, says his critic, is very seldom. His style is often tfO

turgid and exaggerated to secure for him "a permanent and high pluc"

in English poetical literature." The seventh paper is an historical skctcli

of the progress of the "Roman Catholic Democracy in America."'

Though written in apparent sympathy with that aggressive body, it yrt

professes " amazement " and " unbounded astonishment" at the succcs'^ <'f

the "ecclesiastical despotism" under a government so utterly repugaar.t

to it as ours confessedly is.

The l^orth American Review for ^fay discusses: 1. "The Hatred ol

England;" 2. "Soap Bubbles of Socialism; " 3. "What Shall We !>>

with Silver?" 4. '-The Typic il American;" 5. "A Few "Words on

Colonel Ingersoll; " 6. '* Audacity in Women Novelists; " 7. "Mi-~i'-

sippi Floods;" 8. " Why Cities Are Badly Governed; " 9. "Prntecti-a

in Canada;" 10. " Some Questions Answered." Of the above ably writ-

ten papers we note Archdeacon Farrar's "Few Words on Iiiu'er<i'!l.

which will effectually silence the latter gentleman if he has wit enonja

to perceive that he is so beaten in argument as to appear like a i>it,'niy m
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the graj^p of a giant. Worthy also of special notice is a paper among

"Notes and Comments,"' by Dr. T. B. Neely, in -which Dr. Julius H.

Wanl's innuendo on Methodist bishops, in the February Isorih American,

is crushed beneath a millstone of facts authenticated both by Scripture

r.sid tcclcsiastical history.

0'(r 2)(<y for April has: 1. "Eecent Reverses of Mormonism;" 2. "A
New Biography of Jonathan Edwards; '" 3. " Safe Solutions for Southern

Problems;" 4. " Life of the Earl of Shaftesbury ;
" 5. "Boston Monday

Lectures, Fifteenth Year;" 7. " Questions to Specialists; " 8. "Vital

l\)ints of Expert Opinion."——The Tleological J[/o>7iMZy for April has:

L "The Story of an Ancient Battle-Ficld; " 2. "Why We Suffer;"

3. "Names of Christ; an Essay in Biblical Criticism;" 4. "Unfulfilled

I'rophecy;" 5. " The Resurrection of Christ;" 6. "The Book of Com-

mon Order, or Knox's Liturgy." The Centxiry Magazine for April is

fully up to its usual high standard both in its illustrations and letter-

]iress. The Missionary Revieir for IMay has: 1. A very valuable paper

on "Japan in 1SS9; " 2. " Shadowings of Messiah in Heathen Systems; "

i). "The Importance of Medical Missions," etc. The Gospel in All

ImucU for April is largely devoted to "Mission Work in India."

Chridian ThougJit for April lias, among other excellent papers, "The
Use of Retaliation in the 3Iosaic Law," "Men of Literary Genius and

Christianity," "Is There any Scientific Evidence of the Creation of Mat-

ter ?" etc. The American Catholic Quarterly for April is more Romish
than American. The 'SVesleyan Magazine for April is an interesting

number. We note as of special importance :
" Christianity and Amuse-

n^ents," "Lutheranism and Methodism," and "Recent Discoveries as to

Nibuht." The Treasury for April has a sermon on "Christ's Example
<if Courage and Steadfastness;" an essay on "Law and Persuasion;"

"Christ's Testimony of His Divinity in the Gospel of John," and other

su^'gestive papers. The Chautauquan for May is, as usual, filled with

articles on various topics admirably adapted to the needs of its reading

circles. The Methodist Magazine for April is finely illustrated, and
filled with papers fitted to instruct, to entertain, and to stimulate one's

•ixpirations after ethical and spiritual excellence. The Amerioin Anti-

•{'larian and OrientalJouriial for March haS original papers on "The Re-
ligion of the Indians of Pugct Sound," "Cliff Dwellers and Their

Works," " How Shall We Tell AVhat are Xative Myths? " etc. This is an

<-Xfecdingly interesting number of a periodical which records the results

"f inquiries concerning prehistoric America. The Vierteljahrsschri/t

f -T April, May, and June contains for its leader a very scholarly article from
"!•? pen of Dr. M. J. Cramer, based upon the foiir proofs for the existence
"f God as elaborated in the great work of Dr. C. P. Fischer. The first proof
' <Jiitological; the second is cosmological ; the third is physico-theolog-
^' >!, and the fourth is elliical. Dr. Cramer also furnislici a biographical

•^tich- on Theodore Chri^tlicb. The magazine, under the combined edit-

or^hip of the Rev. R. Jiickel and Dr. Crauier, is acquiring high rank.
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BOOKS: CRITIQUES AND NOTICES.

THE LITERAKY SPIRIT.

The relation of books to literary culture is specific and indisponsalil.-.

The student must read, ponder, and digest if he would be informed and
take rank among the cultivated classes. The Egyptian author was neariy

correct who, in giving advice, wrote, "Love letters as thy mother; it in

a greater possession than all employments. " To stimulate the love of

letters is one of the purposes of this department. "Whatever other bookH

may be worth in this respect, the following will excite the literary spirit

of the reader: 3)lotno7i: Jlis Life and Times.hy B-qy. F. W. Farrar; TL
Scrtant of the Lord, by Dr. John Forbes; LUustrated Hhtory of AncUiii

Literature. Oriental and Classical, by Professor John D. QuackcnlK's;

The Life of Bishop Matthew Simpson, of the Methodist Episcopal Church, by

Professor George II. Crooks, and Lmago Christi, by Rev. James Stalker.

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

Solomon: His Life and Times. By Rev. F. W. Farrar, D.D., F.R.S., Arcii-

deacon and Canon of Westminster, and Chaplain in Ordinary to the Qiiet-: .

12mo., pp. 217. Xew Tork: Anson D. F. Kandolph & Co. Price, cloth, §1 l>0:

Dr. Farrar never writes in a sluggish manner or without due forethought

of the significance of his statements. He certainly is an uu-sur]);i>.'<c>l

rhetorical writer, for he clothes the most commonplace thought or fact

with a foliage of words that beautifies if it does Dot transform it, an.l

discourses of the highest truths with such majesty of spirit and in such

exquisite taste in expression as to relieve the subject of ambiguity and th-

reader of weariness or ttislike. The criticism usually pronounced ujm>:5

him is his excessive use of words, but it cannot be made against the pri-5-

ent volume. He writes of Solomon, his work, character, and times, in a

most reflective mood, compressing rather than expanding the historir:i!

materials that the subject furnishes, and presenting the whole witli ih''i

picturesque likeness to f\ict which attracts, informs, and satisfies the in-

quirer. As preliminary to the life of Solomon he appropriately con^iihr*

David's last years, and the condition in which he leaves his kingdom t-<

his son. In orderly succession he then exhibits the development of tru-

Jewish kingdom under the rulcrship of its new king, describing the jirniy.

the capital, the court, the building of the temple, the extension of i'":»-

merce, the increasing wealth, the acknowledged wisdom of the king, t
•'

introduction of social evils into Jewish life, the literature of Solomon. :"• '

lus decline, with the accessory events and influences of his long ri-:u,'-i.

both on the nation and on the surrounding peoples. The unrrative '»

marvelous for clearness, and includes all the details furni>hcd 1-y
'<''

sacred historians. In its completeness it is as instructive of tlu- .I<-<*'* '

period as it is of Solomon himself. The reader passes alternately fn'i"
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biography to history, from history to literature, from literature to com-

inorco, from commerce to architecture, from architecture to civil govern-

ment, from civil government to religion, and from religion to indi-

vidual apostasy and death. Related to the kingdom as Solomon was, we

vet are able to separate it from him, and view the people and the various

fhanges and growths in their history without reference to the wise king.

It is this double feature that gives the book its permanent value. We
do not always feel safe in relying upon Dr. Farrar's judgment of histor-

ical or literary matters. He is reliable as to the facts, but his inferences

are subject to revision. In analyzing the character of Solomon he per-

haps is none too incisive or specific ; but his interpretation of Solomon's

wisdom is not exactly satisfactory. Concerning the biblical books that

bear his name, or have been attributed to him, the author adopts from no

new reason the later critical views, holding that a northern Israelite

wrote the Canticles, an unknown author wrote Ecclesiastes, and Solomon

wrote a portion of the Book of Proverbs. In this department he is

pleasant in statement, observing the narrative style, but he is neither

logical nor historical nor original. "We do not write this criticism to

disprove what he says, but merely to indicate his conclusions, and to

show the invalidity of his literary judgment. The book belongs to a class

that is almost indispensable to a complete understanding of the times of

the Old Testament, and it is as valuable as it is forcible, being rich, dig-

nided, and serious.

h'uah : His Life and Times^ and the Writing's Which Bear His Kame. Bv Rev.
S. R. Driver, D.D., Regius Professor of Hebrew, and Canon of Christ Church,
Oxford. 12mo, pp. 214. Xew York: Anson D. F. Randolph & Co. Price,

cloth, $1.

We are far from implying that Dr. Driver's Isaiah is an obscure book

when we write that in order to be understood it should be carefully and

patiently studied. In style it is elegant, and so transparent that even a

common reader will have little difficulty in following him from the be-

ginning to the conclusion. With definite ideas on the great subject, he

ha.s endeavored to express himself without ambiguity, circumlocution, or

hypocrisy of sentiment. As a study of the prophecy it is profound,

elaborate, instructive, and in many particulars entitled to reverent con-

sideration. As a portraiture of Isaiah it is minute, analytical, and psy-

chological, presenting the prophet in his uniqueness and general bearing

in a most delightful manner. As a panorama of the ancient period in

^vhich he lived,' it perhaps is correct and complete ; it is at the least at-

tractive and impressive. To the psychology, history, and prophecy of

tlie book we do not make objection, but rather offer our most cordial

' 'lumendation. When we come to grasp the plan and purpose of the

•='ithor, and take into account the conclusions which he has reached by
I'.io^t careful ])rocesses of inquiry and long meditation of the principles

uiYolvt'd in biljlical critici-sm, we are compelled to pause. Whether the

t'jr.clusions are justified by the facts, or may be overturned by a broader

!»P!>licution of historical laws, we must take time to consider them.
40—KIKIFI SERIE.S, VOL. VI.
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Dr. Driver evideutl}- wrote the book to destroy the historic fnith re-

specting the single authorship of the prophecy of Isaiah. ThLs is n

grave charge, but if he have auy other object we have failed to dis-

cover it. It is true that other purposes are subserved, and other end:,

are gained by the discussions of the author; but they are related to thr

dismemberment of the book, and in adroit ways are made tributary to tL.>

result. Dr. Driver does not hold that prophecy has an historical luusis

merely as a principle; he holds it in order to apply it to the theory of

the duplex authorship of the prophecy. He does not discover two stylis

in the two parts of the prophecy as mere facts; he develops them into

proofs of two authors. lie does not allege two chronologies of the two

parts as simple facts; they, too, are used to support the rationalistic con-

clusion. Whatever the preliminary statements and discussions, thoy

have a bearing upon the final conclusion, and are used in defense of it.

It is therefore absolutely necessary to read the book with care, and to

understand the import of his preliminary observations. In a most skillful

manner the author prepares the reader for the acceptance of his theory,

and withal writes so sincerely, and with such devoutness, as to win thv

reader's sympathy in advance of the capture of his judgment. He is not

hypocritical ; he is simply shrewd and skillful: he is an expert in rhetorif.

He pleases while he poisons the reader. Quintilian, more than Aristotlf,

has taught him the art of speech. In the use of logic he is dexterous

but he is not a master; and it is by tracking his logic that the reader wil!

find him limping, and at last unable to walk or move. In other words.

the theory he has- woven falls to pieces under the sturdy blows of re-

morseless fact. The superstructure is marble, but the base is sand.

We have not the space to indicate the fallacies of his logic, or to punc-

ture the theory he has labored to build. It is enough to say tliat the

theory is not original with him; he is an echo of Germany, not a few of

his arguments assuming the stilted forms of Teutonic skepticism. lie h:i-

written a suggestive book. It will deceive some, it will undeceive others.

It will provoke replies, and Isaiah will be vindicated from the doubt that

some Christian thinkers have cast upon his name and work.

Tht Propliedes of Jeremiah. Expounded by Dr. C. Von Ouelli, Basel, Author of

Old Ttstatnent Prophecy, Tlie Prophecies of Isaiah^ etc. Translated by Itt'v. J

S. Ba.nks, Ileadingley College, Leeds, 8vo, pp. 384. New York : Scribucr \

Welford. Price, cloth, $3.

Jeremiah was the prophet of tears. Ilis language is the terrific out-

burst of a most pathetic soul intuiting doom; his sentences an' th.un-

derbolts, and his prophecies are the consuming flames of divine urat-j

toward a disobedient and almost God-forsaken people. Jeremiah \^-»>

fitted to his task. He was the messenger of proclamations that w< •''

tinged with the hue of his pathos and bore in their verbal form the stansp

of his great and grieved nature. No commentary on his prGj>lK-ti'"»

would be apposite or proximately correct that did not recognize the

personality of the prophet and his relations to the prophecy. They J^""
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inseparable ; he is the key to them. Dr. Orelli, having fully studied the

character of the prophet, has constructed his expositions in harmony with

the tender conscience of Jeremiah as well as the historical situation of

the Jewish people. He saw, too, that, more than Isaiah or Ezekiel, or

any other prophet, Jeremiah reveals himself in his prophecies, bringing to

the surface his subjective life, and disclosing it in its widely diverging

jK)tencies—the impulses of humanity and the boundless strength that

comes from communiou with God. His individual history is involved

in the prophecies he utters; hence, they are more personal or individual

than those of others. Though the negative critics have assailed the genu-

ineness of several books of the Old Testament, the Book of Jeremiah,

with the exception of a paragraj^h here and there, exhibits so many of

the literary characteristics of its author that it is not under general sus-

picion, and is able to maintain itself against all attacks. Jeremiah was
tt>o profound a scholar, too intense in his devotion to the fortunes of

Israel, and too sincere in obeying the summons of the Spirit, and the in-

stincts of his nature, to offer a plagiarized prophecy to the attention of

his people, or to permit another to speak and write in his name for the

edification of Israel. Baruch may have been his secretary, but he origi-

nated none of the mamiscripts of the prophet. Many scholars will agree

with Dr. Orelli as to the superiority of the Greek-Alexandrine text to

the Ilebrew-Masorctic text which is generally followed in translation; but
tlie two are so similar in contents as to satisfy us that even in the Author-

ized Version we have the substantial work of Jeremiah.

As to the author's expositions, we do not overstate their character or

worth by saying that they are wonderfully incisive and penetrating in

painstaking discovery, brilliant and elegant in rhetorical form, and in

exact correspondence with the temper of the prophet and the historical

environment of the times in which he lived. The author recognizes the

uuchronological feature and other blemishes of the biblical book; but he
does not consider it his duty to explain every thing, remove every diffi-

culty, or minister to the pedantry of every mischief-making questioner.

He makes free use of the Hebrew, answers criticism with argument, and
defends his constructions with the resources of scholarship. Underneath
the volume are the devout spirit and the reverent faith of an evangelical

student; and he has executed his task in so sincere and spiritual a man-
H'r as to impart to his readers the strengthening influence of his own
intelligent convictions and holy experiences.

Imago Christi. The Example of Jesus Clirist. Bv Rev. Jajtes Stalkkr, M.A.
Author of The Life of Jtsus Christ, The Life of St. Paul, etc. Introduction by
Rev. William M. Taylor, D.D., LL.D. 12mo, pp. 332. New York: A. C.
Armstrong k Co. Frico, clotli, $1 50.

The example of Jesus Christ is an inspiring theme; yet few writers have
Cuihorated it fully, or even seemed to catch its meaning. Since Thomas
" Kenipis, no theologian or scholar has dwelt upon it minutely, or set
>t forth in its independent characteristics. Readers of pious books have
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gone back to the De Imitatione Christi as the very best that was writti n,

and found comfort and enlightenment in its glowing pages. The authnr

of this small volume is the a Kempis of this generation. He has not oulv

devoutly studied Christ as an historic character, but with keen inNJ^^-h*.

into the governing qualities of his life, and a scholarly appreciation of his

teachings on social and moral questions, he has discovered him to In.- ti:;-

truest representative of humanity in its ideal condition, and, thercf<jr<-,

insists that he shall be followed in all the intricacies, conflicts, and aiu-

biguities of temporal existence. So thoroughly has he examined his su!j-

ject that Christ apj^ears in his hands as a suitable example in all relatione

and in all conditions, a proof that his religion was as powerfully taught

to the world by his conduct, methods of action, and the spirit of his

career as by the truth in didactic or analytic forms. However, nowhere

is the attempt made to obscure Christ the Teacher in the gentler figun.- cf

Christ the Example; but rather by a skillful combination of the two—th.-

example being but the fulfillment of the teaching—the author represents

him as the perfect man, to be ever kept in view as the image of hmnan

possibility and attainment. We shall not undertake to detail the con-

tents of the book, but commend it to our readers as a superior delineation

of Christ in society and in the moral and religious work of life. In con-

troversy, in philanthropy, as a student, a worker, a sufferer, a preaclier,

a teacher, and a friend, he appears in wondrous beauty, and proves him-

self to be the way, the truth, and the life.

God in His ^VorId. An Interpretation. 12mo., pp. 2T0. New York : Harix-r A.

Brothers. Price, cloth, *1 25.

The anonymous author of this work is of that scholarly temper tint

qualifies him for introspective research into recondite problems and t!;.-

sober discussion of fundamental issues. He evidently breathes mountain

air, and holds fellowship with the celestial orbs ajiparently within the

touch of his hand. He is transcendental in spirit, and invests all his in-

quiries with a halo of fictitious sentiment and the beauty of a my.^ticai

fervor. He appears in this volume as the interpreter of the divine jiri-v

ence in the universe, so disengaging his thought from the common tlm-

logical form as to arrest attention, aud by a rare expression, as well a.^ I'y

choice conception, compels the reader to listen while he speaks, :i!i<l

partly, at the least, to believe what he teaches. In some aspects lie i> ^

puzzle. He may not be a pantheist, but Spinoza certaiuly aided liiui m
representing the contact of God with the world. He may not be a ni^-

cipleof the naturalistic school, but he sympathizes with some of its C""-

clusions. He may not assume allegiance to the mystics, pietists, anil

emotionalists, but Jacobi aud Schleiermachcr seem to have suggested t.»

liim certain forms of thought, and a specific reluibilitation of doctrin''.

This, however, is speculative, and should not be read to the disadvaiita:*''

of the ably written book. As to its merits, it must be confes^td tJ;.,"

while it restates witli clearness the mysterious problems of life, nli u' '••'''•

incarnation, and divine fellowship, it does not approximate a satisfa(-t"r\
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solution. It illuminates without explaining the mysteries. It rejects

sf)nie superannuated conceptions and theories, without, however, replacing

\\u:\\\ witli substantial developments of the doctrines of faith. It heightens

the interest in the great themes it handles, but it leaves the reader much

lis it finds him—confirmed, but not enlightened. Some of its statements

arc open to criticism, and indicate an uncertain state of mind. To say

that " the Christ of the Gospel is wholly natural" is misleading, as is the

frtill stronger statement that " there was something in our Lord's nature,

then, which was to be overcome, to be reconciled to the very kingdom he

came to establish." He almost bruises our faith when he writes that

"there is no supernatural revelation," and he shakes theology when he

boldly says "there is nf^need of an atonement to reconcile God unto

man." The spirit of the book is not indicated by these exceptional state-

ments, which, though they are symptoms of an independent mind, har-

monize with an exalted \'iew of supernaturalism. It is sufficient com-

mendation to say, that, Avhile there is a natural underground of thought

which, emphasized too much, may engender the very skepticism the author

would rebuke, there is also the exhibition of tlie necessity of the radical

principles of religion, and of faith in the resurrection of our Lord as the

stupendous fact in human history. The adornment of gospel facts and

tearliings, joined to a reverent faith in the divinely revealed outcome of

human possibilities, and the advocacy of intimate fellowship with God, as

the natural and necessary consequence of man's existence, combine to en-

list the reader in the investigation of truths he has left too long in the

liands of a particular class for examination and development. The book,

therefore, fulfills a purpose even broader than that of the author.

The Struggle for Immariality. By Elizabeth Stuart Phelps. 12mo, pp. 245.

Boston and New York: Houghton, Mifflin & Co. Price, cloth, $1 25.

There is always room for those books which discuss the responsibilities

of existence, the divine revelation, the mysteries of the future, and kin-

dred subjects. Whatever the author's treatment, the very dignity of such

themes puts to shame the great mass of meretricious literature falling

from the prolific press, and, at the outset, wins our favorable audience.

^Ii.ss Phelps has thus the advantage of an exalted subject in her present

volume. She writes of those things concerning which men most neeJ,

though they may not always most icisJi, to hear. Her verj' subject claims

our hearing. It will not be possible to scrutinize in detail the miscel-

laneous essays which make up the present book, and which are in part

reprinted from the North American Heview and The Forum. By her own
representation !Miss Phelps is not a theologian, and does not write as

such to theologians. In a sensible, vigorous, and every-day style she,

however, puts her pen to the discussion of some of the great questions of

th('olf)gy. Her argument that God is good, notwithstanding the miseries

tjf e.Mistence, in the ])rovision of everlasting life, seems both logically and
theologically correct. "\Ye must dissent from her positions, taken at dif-

ferent places in these essays, that inspiration is a growth, that Matthew
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and Luke were not skilled as genealogists, and that a disbelief in an ttor-

nal hell is so wide-spread as her claim. The author's plea for conditional

immortality is a fallacious argument for a doctrine in disharmony wiUi
Scripture, and against which the consensus of Christian scholarship has
thrown its weight. A call for the exemplification of some of the virtues

which shone in the life of the Master is vigorously made in the chapter

on "The Christianity of Christ." It is a practical essay on Christian

ethics. As a whole, the book is cast in a large mold. Miss Phelps

never writes flippantly. If sometimes she is dogmatic and seemingly

irreverent it is but the protest of a sturdy soul against the old formulas,

and its conscientious search for the truth.

The Servant of the Lord, in Isaiah xl-lzvi. Reclaimed to Isaiah as the Author
from Argument, Structure, and Date. By JoHX Fokees, D.D., LL.D., Emeritus
Professor of Oriental Languages, Aberdeen. 8vo., pp. 256. New York : Scril>

ner & Welford. Price, cloth, ^2.

Dr. Forbes, at the age of eighty-seven years, after most careful study of

the prophecy of Isaiah, and in refutation of the position of negative critics,

undertakes to establish the Isaiahan authorship of the second part of the

great prophecy. He is not deterred from the undertaking by the fact

that a majority of the biblical scholars of Europe are against him, be-

cause, as he fully and ably shows in this work, they are wrong, and the

historical belief of the Church is right. He is no sciolist in the exposi-

tion of biblical problems, nor is this his first attempt at an interpretation

of the Isaiahan prophecies. He brings to the present task a well-informed

mind, a Hebraistic culttu'c, a reverent regard for church teaching, and

special preparation, from long experience as a professor, for the stiuly of

the critical question raised by the rationalistic school of thinkers. In the

defense of the orthodox position he resorts to no special pleading, em-

ploys none of the arts of sophistry, invokes none of the aids of sentiment;

but he advances arguments as scholarly in texture and as biblical in

strength as any of his opponents may care to antagonize. He is their

equal, and cannot be pushed aside by contemptuous ridicule.

In the second part, he finds five arguments that conclusively point to its

Isaiahan authorship; arguments that, if not new to critics, have not been

answered by them. The argument the author founds on the decree of

Cyrus (Ezra i, 1, 2, Isa. xliv, 27, 28, Isa. xlv, 1-3) is as impregnable as

the later argument he constructs on the fact that Israel woukl not liave

accepted the prophecy had there been a well-grounded suspicion that it

was not Isaiah's. Critics profess to believe that the effect of the proi)hecy

on Israel would have been the same though Isaiah had not written it;

but Dr. Forbes shows, with great force, that inasmuch as false propheii

were numerous, the great prophecies influenced Israel because they were

known to be written by the prophets whom they knew and in whom they

believed. A second Isaiah would have been at a discount. Dr. F'irbes

also shows, what seems to have escaped the discovery of the critics, that

the writer of the second part identifies himself with the writer of tiie first
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part, proving either a fraudulent attempt on the part of a second Isaiah

to pose as the original Isaiah, or that the two writers were the one Isaiah.

lu other words, if there was a pseudo-Isaiah he was a fraud, aud his

prophecy is a fraud. To this couclusion the facts irresistibly point. So

in every particular the argument for Isaiah is absolutely unwavering and

impossible to break. Evangelical believers may content themselves with

the results of Christian scholarship in the sphere of criticism. The

rationalistic school is not gaining ; Moses, Isaiah, and Daniel are win-

ning; and Christian faith may challenge the doubters to do their "worst.

PHILOSOPHY, LANGUAGE, AND GENERAL SCIENCE.

Ulusirated Histary of Ancient Literature, Oriental and Classical. By JoHK D.

QuACKEXBOS, A.M., M.D., Adjunct Professor of the English Language and

Literature, Columbia College. Accompauied with Engravings and Colored Maps.

New Edition Fvcvised and Corrected. 12mo, pp. 432. New York: Harper i:

Brothers. Price, cloth, $1 50.

Lord Bacon observed, that " the history of the world without the history

of letters would be as incomplete as a statue of Polyphemus deprived of

his single eye." The history of literature is a greater desideratum than

the history of philosophy, poetry, science, langugage, or any single

department of human thought. The student must not only understand

the literature of his times, but of all times; not only of his country, but

of all countries, if he would be in command of resources. He must trace

the law of literary development among peoples of ditlerent climes, en-

vironments, and temperaments, if he would discover the unity of human
culture and the fundamental principles of psychology. Professor Quack-

enbos understands the literary problem, and has wrought it into a most

acceptable solution. He sees more in the literary life of the world than a

Roman poem or a Grecian fable; more in its growth than the sporadic

forms of Egyptian philosophy or the mystical incoherencies of Brahmin-

ical doctrine. He has studied literature, not only for its contents, but

for its underlying and imi)ulsive principles, alike governing the Assyrian

ia his ratiocinations, the IK-brew in his inspired cogitations, the Grecian

in liis academic iuterrogativcs, and the Roman in his ethical aspirations.

It is the discovery of this undercurrent of the world's literature, and the

interpretation of its force, direction, and influence that constitutes this a

volume of rare worth aud of exceptional usefulness. Too many of our

Writers in their expositions of literary questions contine their investiga-

tions to Greece and Rome; Professor Quackenbos discerns in the ancient

^cinitic writer, whether Chaldean, Persian, Hebrew, or Chinese, the sym-
l><>ls of the best literary expression and the proofs of ripest thought. The
literary machinery of humanity is tlic same, whether in use in Egypt, or

the palaces of Rome, or the academics of Greece, or the salons of Paris,

t>r thu universities of Germany, or the offices of English-speaking think-

ers. The author has discussed the writing of tlie ancient peoples and
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made extensive use of researches in the field of comparative philolocry.

so that the book embodies the latest acquisitions, and is as instructive an

it is comprehensive. If intended as a text-book for schools, it is ad-

mirably adapted to the purpose; but we beg leave to say that it is so

broad in its generalizations and yet so succinct in the manner of presen-

tation as also admirably to adapt it to the necessities of the inquiring

scholar and the aspiring student. It certainly deserves more than a cur-

sory reading, and we trust it may have more than a limited circulation.

An Aid to Greek at Sight: Consisting of Classified Lists of the Chief Classic

Greek Words, -with their Most Important Meanings, with Discriminations of

Similar Words. By E. C. Ferguson, Ph.D., Professor of Greeiv in McKon-
dree College, Lebanon, III. Author of Questions on Ccesar and Zenophon. 8v<),

pp. 360. Chicago : John C. Bucicbee & Co.

The opponents of the classics, especially Greek, make the points that the

average student cannot read a page of Herodotus and Plato or Cicero

and Horace without the aid of a lexicon; that, aside from the discipline

he secures by close attention to the grammar, he has little knowledge of

the languages and none of their literature; and that, even though he ac-

quire a familiarity with their etymology and syntax, they are unavailable

in practical life. With these objections the author has no sympathy,

though the main purpose of his book is to aid the student in reading

Greek at sight, and thus answer only the first objection. It is confessed

that the student's ordinary acquisition of Greek is mechanical and innu-

tritions; but it is as unnecessary as that his study of history or chemistry

should be artificial and unavailable. Greek is studied as a dead language,

and the spirit of death seems to invade the class-room of the Greek pro-

fessor. He is dead; the texts-books are the parchments of the dead;

and there is neither life nor health in tlie ghosts of antiquity that occupy

the shelves, the chairs, and the niclies in the walls of the recitation-room.

To overcome this feature is in part the design of this book. It is to re-

habilitate the language, or make it a living force in thought by making

its acquisition possible. The plan of the author is admirable, though it

is open to criticism. It is not to supplant the lexicon, but it is to incite

the memory to the possession of the words most frequently used by

Greek writers, and to such a familiarity with phrases and forms as that

the reader will not stumble or hesitate in translating when he meets

them. As an illustration of his plan he furnishes an alphabetical list uf

words occurring in the first three books of Zenophon's Anabasis, some of

them being repeated over fifty times, others over twenty-five times, etc.

Such words, the author claims, should be committed to memory. It i^

also in the plan to " show at a glance tlie number, meaning, and use of

the compounds of each verb with a single preposition." In many ways

he suggests the possibility of fixing the principal words of leading

authors in the memory, so that the reader will not be at a loss for the

Tight English word when he has a Greek book in his hand. While tliore

is need of reform iu the study of Greek in order to silence the anti-
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cliissicists, the method proposed by Professor Ferguson is not the only

method that should be adopted. In fact, his method is full of danger,

and should be used with caution, as he himself suggests. He does not

offer it as a new mnemonical system, but as a practical help in the ready

Rhsorption'of the language into one's culture. He does not dispose of

the aids in use, or attack existing systems of instruction. His method is

Kupplemcutal, and, properly used, will accomplish its purpose, enriching

the student with a language about which he seems to know nothing when

out of the professor's siglit. Give Greek a chance and it will thrive on

tlie sepulchers of its fathers and in the reading-rooms of students who
still believe, not only in tlie sculpture of Phidias, but in the language of

Demosthenes, Plato, and Aristotle.

Pwkls in Prose. From the French. Translated by Stuart Merrill. With
Illustrations bv He.vky W. McVickar, and an Introduction by William Dean*

HowELLS. r2mo., pp. 2G9. New York: Harper &; Brothers.

The best example of the prose poem—a paradox apparently—is the Book

of Job in the Old Testament. As Mr. Howells truly says in his admirable

introduction, the Bible abounds in this rare style of composition, the

prophets and apostles employing it in revealing the mind of God, In

profane literature Tourguenief has the credit of installing it into promi-

nence, and calling attention to its merits. Prosaic poetry is one thing;

poetic prose is quite another. The former is inferior to the latter, inas-

much as the poetic expression loses by contact with, or translation into,

prose forms ; while prose, .even gilded with eloquent touches, gains when

embodied in a masterly poetic form. Either style of composition is

irrrcgular, and should not be offered as a substitute for the other. If we
were to express an opinion of the relative position of prose and poetry at

the present time, we should say that prose is in the ascendant. Poetry,

with all its beauty and ethereal essence, is losing in its power over the

people. This little book is a collection of miscellaneous pieces, some of

tliem as delicate as colors, others as fragile as dowers, written by various

authors under the influence of the poetic impulse, but concreting their

thought into prose. A few citations of subjects will illustrate the collec-

tion: Louis Bertrand writes of "Evening on the Water;" Theodore De
Banville, of "Roses and Lilies;" Judith Gautier, of "The Shadow of the

Orange Leaves ;
" Ephraim ilikhael, of " Solitude ; " Rodolphe Darzens, of

''The Sad Season;" Charles Baudelaire, of "The Blessings of the Moon;
"'

Emilc Hennequin, of "A Dream; " Maurice De Guerin, of " The Centaur;"

CatuUe Mendiis, of "The Swans;" and Henri De Begnier of "The Stair-

way." The prose writer would not indulge in these subjects; but the

iniaginative mind, with not enough of power to turn its thoughts into the

rapturous forms of the poet, reduces them to the most delightful prose,

ftnd tinds a grateful hearing. These prose poems are so expressive of

fei-liug^ and the finer fancies of cultivated thought, as to minister both to

the strong intellects of the most prosaic of thinkers and to the delicate

natures of tho^e who love only the beautiful and the true.
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HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AND TOPOGRAPHY.

Tht Life of Bishop Matthew Simpson, of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Bv
George R. Crooks, D.D. Illustrated. Svo, pp. 512. Xew York: narj.<.r

& Brothers. Price, cloth, $3 75.

Biography is that department of literature that reveals not only the

exterior achievements of the subject, but also the hidden sources of chai -

acter and the motives and principles that govern in its development.

In the description of a famous career the biographer has usually an easy

task; but in the analysis of the interior life, with its occult susceptibili-

ties and invisible influences, he has a difficult as well as delicate duty to

perform. Some lives almost write themselves, they are so open, so tnins-

parent in motive and actual results. But other lives are more subjective

than objective, and are not so readily traced. Such a figure as Gambetta

is less perplexing than that of Napoleon ; such a scholar as Voltaire is less

obscure than Sir AVilliam Hamilton. Some men are known by their

deeds, others by their thoughts, and still others are a rare combination of

quiet culture and mighty deed.

Bishop Simpson made his own biography, which is equivalent to say-

ing that Dr. Crooks did not, like a novelist, manufacture the chief feat-

ures, or construct a character that did not exist. He lived a life worthy of

record, and aflbrded abundant materials for his biographer. He was the

man of thought and action, impressing the Church with a life of devotion

to the highest ends of the ministry, and achieving distinction for eminent

worth and enduring, services. He was transparent and occult, standi n;^''

as the representative of the best purposes of Methodism, and at the same

time possessing traits, powers, ada})tations, and resources that, as they

are contemplated in their accumulated form in this book, startle ev(.n

those who supposed themselves acquainted with the great divine and

leader. One point of great significance in this biography is, its bringint;

to light the ample scholarship and large preparation of the bishop for the

high position he filled before the world. Few would suspect from his

addresses and sermons that he was a man of versatility, broad culture,

an adept in many languages, a wide reader of higher literature, aiul

competent for any service, cither in the nation or the Church. H*-' i"^

usually spoken of or reniembered as the orator, in the lambent flamo of

whose imagination the truth shone with a divine brilliancy, and influence.

1

the lives of millions. He was more than an orator; he was scholar, stu-

dent, thinker, statesman, parliamentarian, and the spiritual disciple of th<^

Lord Jesus Christ. Dr. Crooks, with the aid of the bishop's autol'uv

graphical papers, and such other documents as were in existence ana

accessible, undertakes to exhibit hira in his many-sidedness, with cnonirh

of detail and the private development of his character to fasten tlif

thought of his greatness and the magnificence of his life upon the utti :i-

tion of the reader. Without the characterization of the internal lite vi

the episcopal leader, we should but half understand him. It i:^
""'"-'

that as the author unfolds his rapid ascent from obscurity into fame, Uom
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his birth in Cadiz, O., through its vicissitudes of studentship, profess-

orship, pastorate, college presidency, editorship, and episcopacy to the

completion of his rounded life, with the great and permanent reputation

that he secured, the reader is almost overawed with the graduated steps

of progress he made, and wonders at the evolution in his history. Back
nf all this exterior achievement and renown, however, the author keeps

Ik-fore his readers the silent forces of education and religion ever at work
in the development of his possibilities, and in the final consummation of

his great manhood. It is the fault of too many biographies to magnify

the external aspects of their heroes; it is the merit of this work that it

exalts the forces behind the facts, and does not glorify results at the

expense of the causes that produced them. No great life is an accident.

It does not arise like a root out of dry ground; but it comes forth in

obedience to natural laws, and expands according to the principles of

growth taught in psychology and exemplified in the distinguished leaders

nnd heroes of all' ages. Bishop Simpson was not an accidental figure in

Methodism. lie was not a genius, or a better endowed son of Provi-

dence than many others; but he early caught the idea of life, and,

hearing the whispers of the Spirit, gladly obeyed and walked in the ways
of God.

Dr. Crooks has written a standard biography of the, eminent bishop,

lie took his time in gathering materials, and fasliioued them into a per-

manent volume. He betrays little of the partisan in the delineation of

the wonderful career of his friend, though he by no means resists the

inevitable reactionary influence of the long and intimate friendship that

existed between them. lie has written gracefully and vigorously, and
arranged his facts in an historical, and therefore logical, order, making
the book trustworthy in detail and comprehensive of the principal events

nnd results of his life. The many questions that one would naturally ask

respecting Bishop Simpson, such as liis power of extemporaneous speaking,

his oratory, his plan in sermon-making, his personal qualities as a teacher,

liis executive ability as an ofhcer of the Church, and the supreme magnet-
ism of his character and influence, are here answered, sometimes in the

bishop's own words, and sometimes according to the mature judgment of

the author. Every phase of his life is brought out in clear statement,

illuminated by appropriate illustration, or exhibited as the result of a

definite purpose or the natural consequence of antecedent conditions and
l>reparatioiis. The participation of the bishop in the slavery controversies

of the Church; his relation to the lay delegation movement; his travels in

foreign lands; his incessant activity in the years of war and in times of

P^ace, and, lastly, his illness and holy departure from this world, are nar-

rated with a generous fullness, and in a style that adds to the reputation
of the author as a scholar, writer, thinker, and Utterateitr.

It is perhaps true, that, whatever the materials of a biography, it de-

iH'iid, for success largely upon the skill and biograpliical tact and instinct

"f the writer. In this particular the task of constructing a life of the
deceased bishop fell into competent hands, and the \Vork has been per-
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formed with a taste and juJiciousncss that must commend it -vvitliout

reserve to the readers thereof. The author may have felt the difficulty,

when organizing his materials into this volume, of so presenting his sub-

ject as not to exalt him too highly, or, on the other hand, of depriving

him of his proper place and rights. He must avoid extremes, unless th«

event to be described, or the trait to be characterized, was an extreme in

itself; and then he must be true to fact. He knew, too, that it is a deli-

cate thing to put a friend under the magnifying glass, or to take his photo-

graph, as Cromwell said to the painter, with warts and all in the picture.

A cold clcscri])tion of a diamond robs it of beauty, and a chemical analysis

of one positively renders it valueless. The biographer must not destroy

his subject in the act of dissection, or extinguish either its beauties or

defects by the use of his camera obsirura. Dr. Crooks has preserved the

life of Bishop Simpson in the delicate and intricate task of taking him

to pieces, and gives us the complete man in the complete analysis of the

educational and religious forces that dominated his providential history.

Horatio NtUon and the Naval Supremacy of England. By W. Clark Rcsskli,,

Author of The Wreck of the Grosvenor, The Life of William Dampier, et<:.

With the Collaboration of "U^illiam H. Jacques. Late United States Xavy.
12mo, pp. 357. New York and London: G. P. Putnam's Sons. Price, cloth,

$1 50.

At last England's greatest admiral is properly represented in a biogra-

phy. Others have attempted, but in a feeble and imperfect manner, to

characterize his great services to his country and to bring into prominence

those traits that constituted his worth and insured success in the hour of

conflict. The present volume will supersede the sketchy, one-sided

books that have appeared on the subject. Mr. Russell bent his labors to

the production of a life of the hero such as will satisfy patriots and give

his readers a true idea of the grandeur of human nature. We would not

have him do otherwise thau to pursue the orderly and familiar plan of a

biographer, recounting the details of ancestry, parentage, boyhood, strug-

gles, experiences in the world, and preparations for a naval life. "With

adaptations and qualifications for high position, the story of Nelson's in-

activity and efforts to find something to do is really pathetic; and, hav-

ing succeeded in gaining a foothold in the navy, it is equally sorrowful

to learn of the accidents that befell him—an injured eye, the loss of an

arm, and the infirmities of a sickly frame. We do not dwell long, how-

ever, upon these preliminary incidents or pathetic phases of his life, for

the author hurries us to the contemplation of the splendid achievements

of the officer and of the growing power and influence of the Eugli-li

navy. Minute enough in his references to battles, war-ships, Frt-nc h

maneuvers, and various episodes in the Mediterranean conflicts, the au-

thor discusses, or at the least exhibits, the jwlioj of Nelson in the con-

duct of the navy. Here he rises to the height of a true biographer. '1 li*'

reader wishes to know the facts, the historic aspects of decisive move-

ments; but he also wishes to understand the principles that lie back "i

the facts and the spirit that governs the issue of battles. In the study ol
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the naval events of England to wlucli Nelson was related we see his

great mind at work and certain plans and ends ever in view. We have,

therefore, an analysis of the motives and purposes of the admiral as well

as a narrative of the events that made him famous. Nor is it of inferior

consideration that, while Nelson is the principal figure in the great naval

movements of England, the fact of the strength and supremacy of the

navy is brought to the attention of the reader. In studying Nelson we
study England, and in following him we are impressed with the magnifi-

cent equipment of Great Britain for conflict. Thus the book serves many
purposes, while it has but one in view ; and, while narrating its facts, it

points to human greatness as possible under adverse circumstances, and

to national development as the chief end and glory of empire.

Constitutional ni-story of the United States. From their Declaration of Independ-
ence to the close of their Civil War. By George Tickn'OR Cuktis. In two
volumes. Tol. I, 8vo, pp. 774. New York: Harper & Brothers. Price, cloth, $3.

The Constitution of the United States is an immortal document. All

intelligent students of American affairs must recognize the super-eminent

wisdom with which the framers of this instrument wrought their allotted

work. They were seers, foreseeing the many needs and perils of the com-

ing Eepublic. For the greater future, even more than for their important

present, they thus made provision. And like those who lay the founda-

tions and raise the pinnacles of enduring cathedrals, they built for the

long centuries. To have framed this Constitution was among the gretit-

est honors granted the continental fathers ; to write the story of its for-

mation, to collate " those events and that public action" which have

shaped its text, and to append the various amendments which necessity

has added to the original document through one hundred years of

national existence, is a work only less important than the first. Such a

labor has been successfully undertaken by that erudite member of the

legal profession, George Ticknor Curtis. So far as the employment of his-

toric details is essential in a work on constitutional history, the present

volume will stand the test. Through all the exciting history of the revo-

lutionary government, which proved inadequate through the fact that

it was a purely federative union; of the Articles of Confederation, with

their defects and failure; and of the framing and adoption of the Con-

stitution, covering the year of delay from 1787 to 1788, 3Ir. Curtis leads

the student in intelligent guidance. Incidentally the virtues of such

framers of the Constitution as Washington, Hamilton, ^fadison, Franklin,

Gouverneur Morris, King, Pincknc}', Wilson, and Randolph, enliven the

treatise. P.ut the yet more important qualities of judicial estimate upon
the value of gathered historic facts and of tlieir logical collation to show
the successive stages in the development of the Constitution distinguish

the author. Compilation and incident are but a part of his work. He
illustrates, besides, that broad and philosophic synthesis without which
no book of the sort is enduring. We can understand the reliance put
upon the work, in its previous edition, by those who have had occasion to
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construe the Constitutiou. Witli its companion volume, which trac. .<

the history of the Constitution through its amendments to the close of

the Civil "War, it may well be placed among the reference books of our

higher institutions. Like all other volumes of its class, it must foster ;i

more intelligent patriotism, as well as magnify that Constitution which

shall continue to be the admiration of the world's jurists and statesim-n.

Eussia : lis People and Its Literature. By E.milia Pardo Bazax. Translatfi

from the Spanish by Fanny Hale Gardiner. 12mo, pp. 293. Chicago: A. C.

McClurg & Co. Price, cloth, $1 25.

The famous author is a lady of culture who, having studied social con-

ditions in Russia, not however as an observer, but as a reader, and bcinj,'

familiar with the romantic and realistic schools of novel writers of Eu-

rope, imdertakcs in this volume to combine her tastes, reflections, and

results of inquiry into Russian history. She has written a not unimportant

book. In style it has all the attractions of Spanish imagery, and in

breadth of thought it is comprehensive enough for her purpose. If she

does not excel in description, it is because the lessons she would tench

require a loftier form than that of mere narration. However, the reader

will obtain in these pages a true characterization of the Russian race,

with its various subdivisions, and the wide gaps between autocracy ami

serfdom. In her study of Russian literature, though chiefly limited to

the great novelists, she employs her best faculties, and writes with the

vigor and quality of a commanding mind. The Nihilist novel is defincil.

and its origin is clearly stated. The lyric poets, in particular Lermontuf

and Puchkine, are portrayed with sympathy, and their place in literature

accurately declared. Russian realism, with Gogol, its founder; Turguc-

ntef, its poet and artist; Dostoiewsky, its psychologist and seer, and

Tolstoi, its mystic and Nihilist, is ably discussed, the virtues of it>

exponents and leaders being minutely and charmingly represented and

defended. In the light of its purpose, the book achieves a success. It

may be read with delight because it is transj^arent, and with profit bc-

• cause it abounds in rare information.

Palestine Under the Moslems. A Description of Syria and the Holy Land frum

A. D. 650 to 1500. Translated from the Works of the Mediasval Arab Geoj:-

raphcrs. By GuY Le Stuaxge. "With Maps and Illustrations. 12ino, pp. COi.

Boston : Houglitou, Mifflin & Co.

The plan of this book is its greatest commendation. It is not a consecu-

tive history of Moslem rule in Palestine, nor the narrative of a traveler

in the East ; but it is a translation of Arabic texts written by Moslem

geographers and travelers during the long period of the reign of Islam-

ism in Arabia and Syria. The author is a translator and a commentator,

but scarcely an his^torian. In his selection of Moslem writers he h.v^

shown strong judgment and acute discrimination, aud made a wise uso

of the material he found in libraries and in the hands of private an-

tiquarians. To appreciate the contents of these old documents, one must
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remember that for centuries the Moslems were in the ascendency in the

J-]ast, both politically and religiously, and that they boasted of men of

great scholarsliip and vast erudition. The parchments and books of the

Arabic geographers were the product of learned men—of men who trav-

eled with oi^cn eyes, and wrote after mature consideration of what they

had seen. Hence, their descriptions are exact and minute. They were

not poetic writers ; hence, there is clear statement of fact, without color-

ing and without any intention to deceive. It is such documents that the

translator has used in making up his account of Moslem supremacy in

Palestine. In respect to the value of the work, it may be said that while

it confirms many of the facts of history, it also corrects some impressions

which have found their way into civilized countries from irresponsible

or hasty travelers in that country. For example, Fergusson's theory as

to the Dome of the Rock in the temple area in Jerusalem is utterly dis-

proved. The long-disputed question of the identification of the various

gates of the Haram area also seems to be settled in this book. Thus

some established views are overthrown, while many new and important

discoveries are made that will l)e of advantage in the future study of

Palestine. To one who has visited the Holy Land the book is luminous,

and with its details is instructive and helpfuh It can not be less so to

those who contemplate such a visit, or to those who prefer to remain at

home.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Ru-pert Wist. A Poetic Rornanco in Eight Cantos. By H. M. Dubore. 12mo,

pp. 151. Nashville, Tenn.: J. D. Barbae. Price, cloth, -SI.

The author attempts in poetry to sketch the career of a victim of the in-

toxicating cup, and his redemption by the Lord Jesus Christ, with many
lessons on heredity, personal deterioration, and the helplessness of hu-

manity. The inspiration of Parnassus is here employed in singing the

praises of redeeming grace over the brutal power of the particular evil

that has slaiu its ten thousands. The argument, the lesson, the poetic

frame-work, and the Christian spirit that iufluences the mind of the au-

thor are the features that commend this venture to the considerution of

lovers of reform and haters of iniquity.

The. Seven Churches of Asia ; or. tlie Seven Golden Candlesticks. By the Author
of The Spanish Brothers. IGmo, pp. 147. New York: Scribuer & "Welford.

Price, 40 cents.

The author's expositions of the general characteristics of the seven

churches, with his studies on the details of their social and religious

life, are combined iu this very important contribution to ecclesiastical

literature.

Tfelicate Feasting. By Thkodore Child. Author of Summer Holidays, etc. I2mo,

pp. 214. New To'rk: Harper & Brothers. Price, cloth, $1 25.

A book on the gastronomic art, with practical observations on menus,

f^n cfoiuvres, entrees, and instructions concerning paratriptics, the

diuing-room, and decorations. To housekeepers it will prove invaluable.
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A Primer of JtsvJi the Christ and His Ministries. By Charles Adams, I'.D.

ICmo, pp. 71. Price, 50 cents.

The small book contains short poems on the incidents of the gosptl.s.

especially those involving the personal deeds of the Saviour.

The Probationer's Manual. By Rev. E. C. Bass, of tlie Xew Hampsliire Con-
ference. Pp.70. Cincinnati : Craustoa & Stowe. NewYoriv: Hunt. & Eaton.

A valuable little manual, containing brief expositions of the Rituals, tlxr

Articles of Religion, and the conditions of church membership.

God in the Constitution: A Review of Colonel R. G. Ingersoll's article on Ihi*

subject in the Arena^ January, 1890, by Rev. Thomas H. Pearne, D.D. Sniali

8vo, pp. 24. On sale by Hunt & Eaton, 150 Fifth Avenue.

"Answer a fool according to his folly" has been exemplified in this ca'^t-

by Dr. Pearne. He has examined the points made by the Colonel, and

has replied to them sharply and conclusively.

The Red Mustang. A Story of the Mexican Border. By William 0. Stopdaki'.

Author of Two Arrows. The Talking Leaves, etc. Illustrated. 16mo, pp. '2"?t.

New York: Harper k Brothers. Price, cloth, $1.

A stirring story, full of incidents that illustrate border life, and writtcu

•with the necessary dash and fire.

Wilfred. A Story with a Happy Ending. By A. T. "Winthrop. 12mo, pp. 29S.

New York: Anson D. F. Randolph & Co. Price, cloth, $1.

A book of earnest religious tone, having in view the encouragement of

early religious training. Pure, refining, helpful.

The Idle Thoughts of an Idle Fellow. A Book for an Idle Holiday. By Jerome K.

Jerome, Auihor_ of Three Men in a Boat, etc. 12mo, pp. 209. New York:

Harper k Brothers. Price, cloth, $1.

The title lacks in dignity, but the contents, covering a wide range of

tittle-tattle, may be interesting to one -who is empty-handed or has kisure

for any thing. As the author, in his preface, says he can not recommend

his book for any useful purpose, he will excuse us from encouraging our

readers to look into it.

Gold, Tinsel, and Trash. Stories of Country and City. By Rev. EraSSICS W.
Jones. 12mo, pp. H19, New York : Hunt &• Eaton. Cincinnati: Cranstou i-

Stowe. Price, cloth, ^1.

Gems Without Polish. A Story of the Country Week. By Alice May Docgi-a-!.

12ino, pp. 423. New York: Hunt & Eaton. Cincinnati: Cranston & Stowe.

Price, cloth, $1 25.

The Seamstress of Stettin. Adapted from the German. By Cornelia McFAMtV.
12mo, pp. 327. New York: Hunt & Eaton. Cincinnati: Cranston & J^t^wo.

Price, cloth, $1.

Pest or Unrest. A Stor^- of tlie Parisian Sabbath in America. Bv 'vV.

JOXES. 12mo, pp. 2G0. New York: Hunt & Eaton. Cincinnati: Cr;iii>: ':i

<t. Stowe. Price, cloth, 90 cents.

The above are excellent books for the Sunday-school library. Tlic lirr-t

cautions against the tendency to love of amusements; the second reprr-

sents the beauty and value of charity, the third illustrates the doctrine

of Providence in human alTairs; the fourth enforces the duty of ko-pu'r.'

the fourth couiniandmen-t. They are vi^ell written, and are healthful m
tcachiutr and refininir in moral toue.
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SEPTEMBER, 1890.

Art. L—is THE BOOK OF DANIEL A PROPHECY ? *

I. The question chosen as the title of this article involves

vital principles. The answer is of supreme importance. No
other book of the Old Testament has exerted a greater influ-

ence on the Church. Its teachings -were regarded by the

Jews in the time of Christ, and previously, as possessed of

divine authority. Such a work would strike favorably the

Hebrew mind and taste. It betokened the true theocratic

f-j>irit bred and nurtured through all the generations from

Abraham. It especially eonmiended itself to the forlorn but

liCToic remnant returned to Palestine, who, in the course of a

I'-'Ug and peculiar training, which culminated in the afiiictions

of tlie captivity and the disappointments of subsequent ages,

had become the most intensely religious nation of any in the

history of the world.

On account of its apocalyptic form, and the o]->portunity for

niriking interpretations that encourage ]\Iessianic ideas, it is a

'-•l:uice piece of literature for those who have beheld in Jesus

n!iJ his work the fulfillment of its remarkable predictions. By
iiioans of monstrous and incongruous images it vaguely but

f'TCibly depicts events, present or future, in such a manner as

*'<> arouse unusual interest, curiosity, and variety of opinion.

1 uese weird forms, of course, are susceptible of somewhat
^ -ricus interpretations and applications ; but no one will be so

''"h as to deny that for ages Christi-.\ns, learned a.s well as

Tliia 13 the fifih articlo of our se^ie^s on Old TesUiment book.s. "We commend
•' to Uio especial nttcniioii of our readers.

—

Editor.
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unlearned, have believed that the book has reference to tlie

development of the kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christ in its

conflict with the kingdoms of this world. Christian orthodoxy

uniformly has regarded the volume as Messianic, only to he

clearly and fully comprehended in the light of aSTew Testament
revelation.

In view of its relative importance to the doctrine of holv

Scripture, certain students of Old Testament history seem to

have encountered great difficulty in the determination of it.s

relation to contemporaneous events. The date of its authorslii;)

has been cpiestioned so as to affect its authenticity in referenro

to Jewish affairs, and ultimately, perhaps, to the comfort and

counsel which Christians receive from the book. Tiio latc-t

date suggested is about 1G5 B. C, during or near the struggle

of the Maccabees with the foes of their nation. It docs nut

follow, that if the work was written later than tlie time com-

monly accepted, it fails to give proof of inspiration, or of an

intelligent perception of matters far beyond that which can bo

detected in other Jewish literature of that date. Conceding all

that the opponents of the " traditional " view demand, we are

not forced to grant that the prophecy consists merely in a slirewJ

interpretation of events in the near future.

There is no projecting statement of Scripture that has not

been subjected to the severest scrutinj- ; therefore it is not sur-

prisng that the Book of Daniel should ])c uiade the occasion of

much critical doubt and investigation. Skepticism of this kind

is not without benefit. Truth is better appreciated by being

more accurately examined. It were a pity if the ocean of thought

should become an undisturbed marsh. The antagonists of the

received laitii arc not to be charged with periidy, insincerity,

or willful prejudice; yet it is possible that judgment may Le

perverted by those who conline their labors to a narrow I'ang".

We may be appalled at the array of lingual scholarship which

has stolidly plodded in lines that have led some to question thu

common views of evangelical truth. Let not courage f.iih

Many most egregious blunders in reasoning have beeu com-

mitted by eminent scholars. It is proper to treat witli rcsj>i.ct

those who add facts to the treasure of knowledge; but we a:<.i

not bound to follow them in the mazes of erroneous iufcrcnco

because nmch of their actual learniiu' is valuable.
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II. A school of critics has arisen avIio insist that Bible litera-

ture was produced under such conditions as can be explained

in the light of unaided human reason. Whatever cannot be so

interpreted must be rejected as unworthy of credit. Christian

scholars have, for a long period, regarded prophecy, as ordinarily

explained, as a proof of divine inspiration and of the credibility

of the gospel system. Peter- and others in the ISTew Testa-

ment explicitly declare that the prophets wrote of matters

])ertaining to the Christian dispensation in centuries before the

events transpii-ed. "While some of the prophetic utterances

had immediate reference to contemporaneous Jiistory, there is

a principle of interpretation, initiated by rabbinical usage and
recognized by many cautious students of gospel faith, allowing

also a remote and spiritual application as the only satisfactory

solution of the inspired oracles. Even in earlier times the speed

v

accomplishment of a prediction in the matter directly men-
tioned was to be accepted as a proof of the divine afflatus in

corresponding affairs of more striking import.f Wliatever

reference a part of the prophecy has to characters then on the

stage of action, there are other parts that undoubtedly foretell

history long before it happened. Daniel furnishes numerous
illustrations. The latter part of Isaiah also describes conditions

of society for wliich tiierc mms no adequate information in the

mind of the writer.

Some critics deny the reasonableness of such revelation. "With

them it is a criterion that a forecast of the far-distant future

is impi-acticable. A shrewd observer may bo able to guess,

with some approach to accuracy, on conditions in the immediate
succession

; but it is inconceivable for any one to describe specif-

ically and intelligently the affairs of the world powers for a'

great while to come. This is but another application of Hume's
argument against miracles; they arc to be rejected because

••contrary to human experience." A second refutation of tluir

position is not necessary.

IIow can the orthodox faith in reference to prophecy be
undermined ? Certainly not by denying the existence and
apparent purport of the writings, but by charging that, in-tead

•Acts ii, lG-21; viii, 31, 35; 1 Pet. i, 10-lL'.

t Isa. vii, 10-10; a prediction having au historic applicatiou, but also rc.-arded
Ly mauy of the most creditable scholars as ilessiauic
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of being produced long before tlie incidents to wliich thcv are

supposed to refer, they were composed afterward, vaiicuiia

post eventu, or so near in point of time to the occurrences re-

corded tliat any keen-sighted observer might interpret tho

shadoM'S which coming events cast before. Such an effort has

been made in attempting to prove a hate date for the compo-

sition of the book of Danieh In view of what chapter xi, for

example, contains, it is insisted that the work Was written in tlic

time of Antiochus Epiphanes, because the statements therein

uttered can be made to literally apply to many conditions ex-

isting during the reign of that fierce tyrant and persecutor. Dr.

Puscy* shows various glosses and alterations in the Septuagint

translation as an indirect evidence of an earlier date, but the

same, anothcrf asserts, seem to have been made by the Greek

translators as if Antiochus was in view. If tl.ie book was written

at this time, the author assumed the guise of a sagacious and

devoted statesman during the Babylon ish captivity, or of one of

Ezekiel's illustrious contemporaries,;}: for a purpose similar to

that which moved Demosthenes to deliver the Philippics, to

arouse patriotism and inspire hope among the unfortunate Jew.-.

The common view concerning the date of Daniel necescitates

the postulate that this is a remarkable pr.xlictiou of conditions

which, under no human circumstances, could be surmised. The

rationalist must surrender his position or capture that wliii'li

has long been maintained. The treasures of Semitic lore have

been diligently searched for ammunition with which to ptor:u

the fort. Should this advance be gained, and the autlientieity

of the book denied, its integrity still remains, and the equally

apt allusions to the approaching Roman supremacy, which at

that time could not have been suspected, must be explaine<l, and

some plausible reason given to account for a promulgation oi

eschatological doctrine so far ahead of any other literary w^>ik

of that period.

Porphyry (A. D. 233-302), whose writings have been lo.~t.

was the first to <3eny the autlienticity of the book. J I is ]>urji"-o

was to break the force of the reasoning of the early fathers tliat

Christianity had been foretold by the Old Testament write:--,

* Daniel the rrophet, Funk t Wagntills, 18SG; note E, p. 493, sq.

\ Speaki:rs Comme/ilaiy, John Murray, London, ISSl; Introduction to D:>iiUs

p. 220. JiiiU, p. 223.
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and described with remarkable minuteness in Daniel. The

answer given by Eusebius of Caesarea was regarded by Jerome

and others as entirely sufficient. A strong array of testimony

to the credibility of this prophecy was furnished by the early

Chnrch.* Spinoza renewed the discussion, in which Sir Isaac

Xewton also joined. The first really critical attack "was made

by Bertholdt (A. D. 1S03), who has been followed by a large

and formidable company of scholars who are entitled to great

respect. 'Even the devout Franz Delitzscli has conceded that

in his opinion the book was written in the winter of 1G8 B. G.

On the other hand, the "traditional" view has been stoutly

maintained by Hengstenberg, Ilavernick, Pusey, Moses Stuart,

Davidson, and many others whose reputation for fairness and

scholarship is of the liighest order. The book was accredited

by the Jewish rabbis to liim whose name it bears, or at least to

an author of his time (B. C. GOO). The received date of

original composition is B. C. 570-530. It perhaps ought to be

admitted that the work may have been subjected to some edito-

rial interpolation, as appears in the change of person in various

passages.f Zockler thinks it barely possible that chap, xi, 5-39

M'as added by a later hand. If so much is granted, yet it must

l>c remembered that the Jews were exceedingly tenacious for

the integrity of the sacred writings, and would allow no claim

that did not bear the stamp of inspired authority.

III. It has been objected that the Book of Daniel cannot be

regarded as an authentic prophecy for the following important

considerations

:

1. On its position in the Hebrew canon, Dean Stanley, who
concedes all that the rationalist demands on the time of writ-

iiig4 and regards Balaam as a prophet but doubts whether

the author of Daniel was more than a sage.§ argues that the

place of this book in the volume of the Hebrew Bible is a

decided point in favor of a late date. True, it does not appear

with the Prophets (Q'i<'^, N^Uahii) but among the ^yritings

(C'3^n3, KHhuVini) with Ezra, Job, Chronicles, and Psalms. It

i-s asserted therefore that the post-exilic Jews did not regard it

of equal authority with Isaiah, Ilosea, or Ezekiel. It is yet to

be proved that the I'salms were not held in as high esteem as

* Speaker's Covnnentary, voL vi, p. 222. \ Ibid., p. 229.

t "Lectures oa tho Jewish Church," vol iiu ^ Pusey: p. 232, Note.
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Jos]ina or Jonah. Some of tliese poetic effusions wore of l:ii. r

origin than others ; but there is no apparent grading of tl.i'

reverence with whicli they were to be regarded on this aecouii!.

Time does not alone determine the rektive authority of a

work ; but if age may determine canonicity, how does it liappoii

that Daniel was admitted while the "Wisdom of Jesus the Smu

of Sirach, written about the period claimed for Daniel, was ex-

cluded entirely? "Would the rationalist explain the acceptance

of Daniel on the principle that men may contemplate a ficti.'U

or a forgery so long that by and by they come to regard it ;i^

a fact? The position of this book in the Ilagiographa is ])ri'-

sumptive evidence that the compilers of the canon thought tht-v

saw some marked difference between this and the pro]>hecy ul

Isaiah. A Jewish tradition* says that " the men of the Great

Synagogue wrote (edited or transcribed) Ezekiel, the twelve

prophets, Daniel, and Esther." The last chief of this assembly

was Simon II. the Just (B. C. lOS), and it is inferred that tl.c

division of the JS^'UtVim was completed about 400 B. C.

An important reason for distinguishing this work from thtit

of Ilosea or Amos is found in the peculiar form of the reve-

lation. The mission of the Hebrew prophet was unique, re-

sembling, in some res})ects, that of a Greek orator or EoinaM

tribune. It was his l.)usiness to arouse his fellow-countrymen

to a maintenance of the theocratic spirit, to an obsei'vance of

the principles of righteousness, mercy, and true worship. f lb'

was frequently a man from the people, like Amos,:{: and so im-

bued with the spirit of the age. The prediction of far-distant

events was not the only, and hardly a prominent, feature <'i

his office. He established rnles of conduct that would com-

mend themselves to a thon2:htful and believin£ic son of AbiM-

ham. By these he was to prove his authority. § lie wi '!'.!'

I

graphically depict a condition of affairs as certain of fuhiil-

ment if the people were obedient, and he aimed to cultivate

Messianic hope, which constantly developed as the national hie

Avas depressed. Further, with one or two exceptions, tho

])rophets spoke of their own land or in regard to its interc.-t~.

If the "burden'' or message was directed to a neighboring

* SpenJcei-'s CominQniary, vol. vi, p. 215, whore it is also shown tlmt ciuii.<^:'t

niithoriiiea hold that the entire caiioa was closed about B. C. ?.00.

f Mic. vi, 8. X CLiap- vii, 1-1.
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liation, its ultimate purpose related to progress in tlie develop-

iiieiit of the Israelitish kingdom.*

In nuinj respects, therefore, the Book of Daniel differs from

the writings of other Hebrew proplicts. The reputed author

was a prince of the royal family dwelling at a foreign court.

Less than one lialf of the work was written in the sacred Hebrew.

The scene is Babylon, though one lias suggested jSTineveh as

tlie place of writing. Gentiles receive news concerning the

kingdom of God. The prominent characters see visions and

dream dreams in regard to what must come to pass. Arnold

and Leef declare that there was unusual interest in oneirology,

or the matter of dreams, from the eighth century to the sixth

before Christ. Daniel utters truth in apocalyptic forms that

are more difficult of exact and exhaustive interpretation, and

are yet susceptible of more particular application, than the pro-

ductions of the average prophet. The spirit of the Babylo-

nian seer is contemplative, and his work is subjective rather

than objective. Like the Psalms it is spiritual, devotional.

There are enough differences between this and the other

prophecies, exclusive of the possibility of a late date, to ac-

count for its appearing in the third rather than the second part

of the Hebrew Scriptures.

From the Christian stand-point the book is undoubtedly

prophetic. The range of vision for a Palestinian Jew sub-

ject to repeated oppressions and persecutions was mucli nar-

rower than that of an enlightened believer in Jesus as the

Clirist. The risen Lord, in his discourse on the way to Emma-
us,:j: shows that Moses, as well as Micah and all the prophets,

is a herald of the Messiah, and further on in the discourse § he

interprets that part, beginning with the Psalms and including

Daniel, as explicitly prophetic of the gospel in Jesus.

2, It has been argued that the use of words apparently of

Greek origin indicates that the author is not Daniel. The con-

quests of Alexander, or the growth of Hellenic influence, had

not yet reached Babylon. The critics at one time claimed that

there were at least ten of these words, but the number is now
reduced to three or four, all names of musical instruments :

\

^"^'712, KcOapig, '' harp ; '' N?2D^ oclil^vkt], " sackbut
;

"' r>7-.??,

* Nah. i, 1 ; p:zck, xxvii, 2. \ Speaker s Com. JLukexxiv, 27.

^ Ver. 44. { Cliap. iii, 5.
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^aXTTjptov, " psaltery ;"' n^JiJ^iD, ov^rpoivia, "dulcimer" or La:,',

pipe. The frequent coincidence in the sound of terras applii ,1

to the same object in different languages does not invuriaMv

prove that one borrowed from another; but if such were tl,.;

case, it is possible that there was an early communication be-

tween 60 prominent a commercial and di])lomatic center as

Babylon and the enterprising West. There is testimony tliat a

brother of the Greek Alcasus (B. C. GOO-500) "gained distinc-

tion at the farthest end of the world, aiding the Babylonians."*

"We do not disdain to purchase articles of manufiicture and

natural products from China, Java, Turkey, and other conn-

tries, and in many instances to retain the original name slightly

modified to suit our organs of speech. " The name travels with

the thing." Frequently a royal court will lay under tribute tlio

inventive genius of foreign lands and take especial pride in so

doing for amusement and display. If the Book of Daniel was

written after the Jews fell under Greek influences, it is re-

markable that the Septuagint translation should show so many

variations from the original text, evidently intended to recon-

cile the difficulties appearing in the latter ; and that the apoc-

ryphal additions, namely, the Song of the Three Children, the

History of Susanna, and Bel and the Dragon, are kept strictly

separate from the original work. There is no such declaration of

Messianic doctrine in the Greek writings of the period assigncil

to Daniel or in the apocryphal books of "Wisdom and Bariich,

though the latter is composed on the model of the prophets.

3. On account of the fact that a part of the book was writ-

ten in Aramaic and the remaining portions in the ne])ro\v

language, and for other reasons, it has been asserted that thcr--

is a manifest lack of unity, betraying more than one hand i;j

authorship. There is a disagreement among the objectors io

the received view of the date of writing on the twofold u>e

of language. Cheynef surmises that an Aramaic document

•was inserted by the Hebrew composer. Jlitzig claims that the

writer started out in Hebrew, but found it burdensome, and

tlien took up the Aramaic, which was more natural and ca>y.

It is also charged by Bertholdt that the- Hebrew is not pure,

and shows evidences of the insertion of words of very hue

* McClintock (fc Strong's Encyclopifdia, article, "Book of Daniel,"

\ E7ic]jcloi>oidia Britannica, article, "Book of Daniel."
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ori^'in, sucli as i^"]2>{, aj>padhno, '* liis palace," * from the

Svrlac, a word, liowever, %vliicli appears in tlic name of tlie

city Apadiias on the Tigris, built long before tlio time of

Daniel, also showing in the familiar word Padan-Aram

;

r,rJ«, ashshdjjJi, A. Y. "astrologer," which appears both in the

Ilebrewf and Aramaic:}: parts; D'^n, rd^/idm, Aramaic C'jn^

r'shdm, to ^orite down, A. Y. '"'note" (chap, x, 21), "sign"

(chap, vi, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14),
'•• record " (chap, v, 24, 25). It is

also claimed that the word 'Ji'^^?, 2)dlmd7ii, " a certain one "

(chap, viii, 13), is Svriac; yet it appears in E,uth iv, 1, .tnd else-

where. Pusey,§ liowever, insists that the Hebrew of Daniel

is quite similar to that of Jeremiah. So while Bertholdt holds

that the Hebrew is of a degenerate age, Bleek declares that

there are not sutlicient literary remains of the late period to

absolutely determine the matter. In this confusion the former

is even so bold as to assert that there must have been at least

nine authors for this wonderful book. The portion written

in Aramaic covers chiefly that division of the subject which

refers to Babylon and the surrounding nations. The greater

part is historical, and relates to court transactions in which

Daniel and his friends figured prominently, as for example,

the dreams of aSTebnchadnezzar, the Hebrew children and the

llcry furnace, the desecratory feast of Belshazzar, and the

thrilling incident of Daniel and the lions' den. The seventh

chapter virtually repeats in another form the substance of the

revelation contiiined in the dream of Xebuchadnczzar, and

might very appropriately appear in the vernacular of the place

where the scene is laid. The opening account is in Hebrew,

inasmuch as it shows the relation of true Judaism to idolatry,

as when Daniel and his companions refused to eat of the king's

dainties for fear of ceremonial uncleanness. This Hebrew in-

troduction discloses the design of the author to strengthen the

faith and develop the heroism of persistent observers of the

Mosaic law. In like manner, in the last five chapters the rela-

tion of the sacred people to the outside and secular world is

portrayed in Hebrew characters, which have been invested

^vith a peculiar sanctity not belonging to any other language.

iJaniel, it can be reasonably imagined, would rouse the ancient

* Chap, xi, 45. f Chap, i, 20 ; ii, 2.

JChap. ii, 10, 27; iv,4; V, 7,11,15.
•

g Fagc 459, 55.
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Ilebrew patriotism by using tlie consecrated tongue in tin. de-

parts that unfolded the spiritual destiny of his peoi)lc, a> did

Joseph when he adjured the children of Israel to curry iij> his

bones from Egypt. lie liimself might be content to remain

in Babylon while the conditions were not wholly favorahU; U,x

the return of his race to the promised land. If he could n-t

return to Jerusalem, he could open his windows toward i:;i>

holy city, and with unswerving devotion profess his faith in

Jehovah and his love for the chosen peo])le. Possibly ilie

great ff\'or in M-hich Cyrus, hing of Persia, after^-ard reg:n\]t«l

the cause of the Jews may be attributed to the king's admira-

tion of the offices and ability of Daniel.

In the sixth chapter we learn that Daniel prayed three tlmis

a day as heretofore. Why this persistent habit of prayer {

Certainly not as a challenge of defiance, but rather becnu.n' he

trusted in liis God, the self-existent, covenant-hecping Jelu'vali.

For what did he pray? Doubtless the substance of his (hiily

prayer is that which is recorded in the ninth chapter, where, \\.')W-

ever, there is no hint, except from the internal character of ihe

petition, that such was the burden of his requests when the C"n-

spirators succeeded in their malicious attempt to cast him into

the lions' den. Had the latter part of tlie work been a furgcry,

or had it been written by another hand, it would be reasuna]>!o

to infer that some etibrt would have been made to identify t;.o

impressive prayer of the ninth chapter with the circum^t.mc-

recorded in the sixth. It is stated in the ilrst verse that h'.-

offered the memorable petition in the reign of Darius, au<l m
the third, verse that he ''set" his "face unto the Lord C!ud. \^

seek by pi-ayer and supplications,'' etc.

There is in chapter viii a specific and independent, yrt

natural, development of the vision recorded in chapter vii, ^^ ;' «

so many ditferences as to show that there is not a ])alp.i;':«-'

attempt at imitation of authorship; yet the claim is i^et up l-r

Daniel in both cases during the reign of r)elshazzar. It W"ii-d

be a severe task on any one's credulity to require liim t.» a'ta-;-:

these passages in diHerent dialects as by the same author ::

there had not been strong evidence in favor of the fact, i^*

cliapter xi, 1, Daniel j-lays a life-like part as the hriov..i

counselor of Dariti>. wlio. doubtless from this and other ciii-r.ia-

stances, would set his heart on the faithful servant to dt-iuc-r
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him.* It is not difficult to satisfactorily reconcile the apparent

discrepancy between chapter i, 21 and chapter x, 1. It does

not follow, tliat Lecanse it is said in the first passage " Daniel
^

continued unto the first year of King Cyrus," he died before

the third year, in which he is reputed as favored with a revela-

tion. To such straits are driven the opponents of the unity of

this remarkable prophecy. Other passages, as where Daniel

speaks of himself, now historically, then personally, are not

whhout parallel in other parts of the Scriptures, as 1 Cor. xv, 10,

2 Cor. xii, 2. Even if there are marks of an editorial hand to

collate the two main and all subordinate divisions of the book,

they would be prima facie evidence of the previous existence

of the rccords.f

4. It lias been suggested that many apparent historical dis-

crepancies and inaccuracies in the work go to show that it was

written by one not well acquainted with Babylonish affairs.

Cheyne and others tliercfore aver that it was written in Palestine

more than four hundred years after the j)urported author flour-

ished. The writer is guilty of errors which one of Daniel's

reputation for wisdom would not have committed. For exam-

ple : {ci) Profane hl-toiy does not accord to Nebuchadnezzar that

relative distinction and supremacy which arc claimed for him

in the prophecy ; neither is there any secular account of his

lycanthropy, or degradation to beast life. Borosus, however,

confirms the report of his strange disease4 The argument from

silence is worth little. Men estimate differently the relative im-

portance of the factors in history. If there were a denial of

the king's singular ailment, the objection would have greater

force. V^) King Belshazzar, it is asserted, is not mentioned in

secular annals. But Sir 11. Eawlinson, in 1S51, discovered at

Mugheir tablets that record one Belshar-uzur, son of Xaboni-

diiES,§ as associated with him on the throne, so that the younger,

in deference to his superior, might safely promise that he who

would read and translate the alarming inscription on the wall

should be third ruler in the kingdom. It may be diflicult, in

the dearth of genealogical material, to prove Belshazzar tu 1)0

the immediate son of Xebuchadnezzar, init it is not contrary to

Scripture usage for a remote descendant to be named as if he

Chap, vi, 14. \Speal:>irs C'mim''ntunj, p. 2;)0.

+ McCliiitoek i Strang. § ScliaC-Ik-rzoS, H'mI-Eiicijc.
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were the immediate offspring."" (c) According to non-biblioal

authority, Cyrus the Persian, and not Darius tlie Medc, tonk

the kingdom on the fall of the Babylonish dynasty
;
yet tl;.-

latter may have been appointed as viceroy, and there is at k-a-t

a distinct recognition of a joint possession of the fallen eiuiiiro.

{d) The fact that Daniel is in one passage mentioned as \vcil

known, and in another as comparatively obscure or unknown,

finds its parallel in the case of David before Saul.f Apparc::t

discrepancies often occur in an author well acquainted witii

facts when one who writes from a distant stand-point will bo

specially careful to avoid glaring inconsistencies, {e) It mm-

once objected that women were not allowed to be present at

feasts in Babylon, :{: but it is now admitted, even by those wl:u

decline to accept the authenticity of Daniel, that the writer hus

not deviated from historical accuracy in the statement. It U

also granted that the doctrine of angelic ministry corresponds

with some Persian theories § for M'hich it would be impossible

to account on rationalistic grounds, if the book were written by

an unskilled Palestinian long after the Persian influences in tlii-

court at Babylon had ceased to affect Jewish ideas and inter-

ests. Thus also the revelation | regarding the resurrection h:is

been attributed to the teachings of Zoroastrianism. If inspired

writers receive their information from purely human sourco.-;.

how natural is the inference that this work was composed "U

the banks of the Euphrates, where Persia gained such marl.t-d

supremacy both in arms and letters.

As another illustration of the many disagreements of the

iconoclastic critics, Cheyne declares that the Daniel mentioned

in Ezekiel is not the same personage as the one to whom this

book is attributed, while the orthodox Delitzsch, who concede?

the late date, insists that the two are identical. lie wor.M

make tlie original application of the record, especially in cha|>-

ter xi, to the pillage of Antiochus Epiphanes, but he :d-»

acknowledges the legitimacy of Christ's interpretation of the

prophecy, as fulfilled in the destruction of Jerusalem by the

llomans, and he believes that the writing is of such a charat-ter

that it may ])e again applicable in the coming of the lir.:w

antichrists.*'^ There has been much confusion in making u' -

* Gen. xxviii, 13. j 1 Sam. xvi, 23 ; xvii, 55. 5G. X Cbap. v, 3.

§ See McClintock & Strong.
J
Chap. xiL % Scliaff-IIcrzog.
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prophecy allude liistoricallj to tlie Syrian tyrant, especially in

tlie matter of the ten kings, concerning which there are so

many diverse opinions. Pusey well shows that, while there has

hw'cn much ingenious guessing, some of the lists fail entirely to

meet the requirements.

5. It is charged that the book contains a record of miracles

that were unnecessary, absurd, and inconceivable. In this at-

tack not only the authenticity but also the genuineness and

credibility of the matter are denied. With such a position the

orthodox believer is not very much troubled. If the book is

t9 ])e rejected on this account, why not abandon the whole Bible ?

For if God interposes in any miracle, he certainly can perform

fueh as are mentioned in Daniel. If it be suggested that those

do not display an adequate purpose, may we not ask who is to

be the judge of such a matter ? The history of the chosen

])cople all through Bible times, even do^^^^ to tlie present mo-

ment, is a continuous miracle, so that it was perfectly natural for

them to expect signs- and to be deeply affected by portentous

manifestations. If ever there was a time when supernatural

interposition was needed, it would be wlien the temple was in

ruins, when the captive people would weep as they remembered

Ziun, and. when the enemy would taunt them for their obstinate

adherence te a religious system that exposed them to misfort-

une and ridicule.

0. Some of the predictions recorded in this book are so

Jninute and specific that many regai-d them as history rather

than prophecy. Those in chapter xi fit so nicely to the times

of Antiochus Epiphanes that they could not have been written

before the event. Yet the term, "abomination of desolation"!

is used in 1 Mace, i, 5-i, a passage describing the sufferings

of the Jews under the vindictive tyrant in such a way as to

I'rt.'suppose prophecy. Undoubtedly there is much that finds

literal Instorical fulfillment in those troublous times. If the

I'icture of Antiochus is so distinct as to be recognized by the

ordinary observer, does it follow that the author falsely assumed
l-«e garb of a prophet to arouse his fellow-countrymen to pro-

l'--t unto death against the tyrant's debasement of temple-wor-

tw!p, and that lio retlected only the spirit of the age in con-

teuqituously depicting the history of hitn who in Greek was

* 1 Cor. i, 23. f Chap, ix, 27.
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nicknamed Epimanes, "madman," and termed in Dan. xi, 21,

nnj nihhzch, " despised ? '' The "vvorks of Joseplius show that,

there was an equally literal fuliillmont of Christ's predictioi!.-;

concerning the destruction of Jerusalem, but no one, therefon\

is so rash as to assert that they were uttered after, rather than

before, the catastrophe. Similar objection has been made to the

authenticity of the second part of Isaiah, because of the mention

of Cyrus by name.'^ If, however, God can inspire with Icnov.-l-

edge of the future, he may make the information specific. A
distinct statement, that may apply literally to a circumstau'^o

actually occurring, is not necessarily to be taken as a refiectititi

rather than a forecast. To question a professed prediction b*.--

cause it is minute is to undermine the real basis of prophoey,

which in fact Porphyry acknov»'ledged was his ulterior purpo-c

in attacking the authenticity of the Book of DanieL Particular

prophecies are not confined to this wonderful book, and we arc

indebted to Dr. Puseyf for an elaborate list of predictions that

had direct fulfillment in single occurrences.

There has been much disagreement on details in the inter-

pretation of the prophecies in Daniel, even among those who

are ready to accept the work for what it purports to be. The

literal feature has been either exaggerated or unduly pressed.

Harmful results have followed so many attempts to explain an

apocalypse which presents great attractions, especially to the un-

lettered. This variety of interpretation of the visions of the fuur

great world-powers furnishes an evidence that the author was

possessed of superhuman aid, for, if the fourth power was rLome,

as many recent scholars of eminence still insist, it must be ad-

mitted that this empire had not yet assumed such an importance

in the Jewish mind as to be regarded as the coming mistress of

the world. Is it not the purpose of divine revelation to por-

tray conditions rather than events? The latter may illustrate

the former, but are to be regarded as of inferior importance.

Hence we are not bound down to either the preterist or futnn.-t

theory of interpretation. This is admitted by so cautious an

exegete as Delitzsch, who, while he Cjuestions the traditionril

view in regard to the time of writing, and'"rtlakes a part alhidj

to the actual history of the Syrian tyrant, yet believes that the

prophecy may be fulfilled many more times in the history ol

* Chaps, xliv, 23 ; xlv, 1. f
Lecture.v.
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rt'Iigious development. !Manj apparent historical discrepan-

cies that have awakened the sense of imtrustworthiiicss are

being obliterated by recent archfeological discoveries. Of course,

there are always defects in an earthly medium for the convey-

ance of truth. The best prism is not perfect. Modern inven-

tion is at work reducing the defects of our intellectual appa-

ratus. Though we see some things double, or inverted, or with

colors confused, we ai-e not to doubt that God is the author of

liglit and the giver of sight. This principle is admirably

stated by a learned author* in a recent article in the Beview
entitled, "Does Supernatural Inspiration Imply Infallibility ?"

Minor matters are not to be exalted to the obscuration of the

general purpose. A slavish literalism is liable to gross error

in the investigation of a work confessedly composed at least

twenty-one hundred years ago, at a period when the rules of

literary criticism were not formed on a strict code, when the

subject-matter, rather tlian its author, was deemed of the greater

importance, and when the itching for literary distinction could

not possibly be as keen as in these later times, when the print-

ing press may multiply a written product so rapidly and exten-

sively.

AVe insist, therefore, that the Old Testament literature does
not find its adequate occasion merely in the historical surround-
ings of the writers. Much, doubtless, were they affected by the

spirit of the times, but it yet remains that " the prophecy came
not in old time by the will of man : but holy men of God
spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost " f (R. Y., " No
prophecy ever came by the will of man : but men spake from
God, being moved by the Holy Ghost '"). Daniel, as in chapter
ix, 2, nniy have echoed the voice of Jeremiah and the later

prophets, but all alike were inspired. In the Bible there is

unity of anthorsliip Avliere there is a distinct individuality of
authors. Joshua fuliills Genesis and Exodus, but it does not,

therefore, follow that the Pentateuch is a llexatcuch. Because
John X find raul§ use almost identical language in reference to

Christ, it is not to be allowed for a moment that both the com-
inunications had the same author, or that the two had ever been
in collusion. It is a canon of interpretation that Scripture ex-

plaijis Scripture, and this principle is based on the statement

*S. L. Eou-man, S.T.D. f 2 Pet. i, 21. % Kcr. v, 13. § Phii ii, 10.
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tliat in divers manners " God having of old time spoken unto tlu*

fathers in the prophets liatli . , . spoken unto us in liis Sun." *

lY. Perhaps it may be thought the writer sounds an unneces-

sary alarm in regard to the views of a certain class of critics on

the credibility of Old Testament prophecy. Some of these,

however, positively deny the fulfillment of these predictions as

ordinarily understood. Dr. "W. II. Green,f in his review of

Kuenen, clearly convicts the noted Dutch scholar of denying

that Isaiah personally uttered a prophecy against Babylon, or that

the predictions of Ezekiel concerning Tyre and Egypt were liter-

ally accomplished. Kuenen even charges Jeremiah and Ezekiel

with modifying their prophecies to suit the event. In regard io

Daniel, he admits that some are accurate to a certain point in

the history, after which tlie rest are wide of the truth. He as-

serts a lack of correspondence with the records of secular his-

tory, even in points which recent investigations and discoveries

have reconciled. Much of his argument rests on negations, on

the absence of a statement rather than in a contradiction. lie

denies that the Messiah, as such, is depicted in the Old Testa-

ment, and especially that the " Son of man " % refers to Christ.

The real Messiah is the high-priest Onias. ^Yhen Christ gives

testimony to the reliability of Daniel he simply refuses to accept

the authority by saying that " Kew Testament judgment is dia-

metrically opposed to ours." He says Old Testament prophecy

has not been fulfilled because the result is larger and somewhat

different from that which the ancient prophets and Israelites ex-

pected. The basis of the objection Hes in the assumption that

tiiere can be no revelation of facts until after they have occur-

red ; but by evangelical thinkers it is claimed for revelation that

" God hath made known what shall come to pass hereafter.''

§

There is a form of rationalistic philosophy that denies the

existence of types or emblems that prepare the human mind to

receive the real truths which these so strikingly prefigure.

There can be no intelligent purpose continuously maintained

in the history of Israel. The nation was deluded in supposing

that God had chosen it to develop the great problem of relig-

ious thought and life for the world. There was nothing more

* R. V. Heb. i, 1.

f Green, Moses and the Froplids, Carter, 18S2, oa the "Prophets and Prophecy

in Israel."

J Chap, viii, 13. gChap. ii, 45.
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in tlic fact that " God sent forth his Son in the fullness of the

time"* than that there was a certain fortuitous happening

Avhich made the advent of Jesus conspicuously important in

<!cclesiastical history. The Old Testament ordinances and

prophecies %vere the result of existent conditions, and had no

t;j>ccial or exclusive significance in regard to the gospel plan of

falvation. The doctrine of the Epistle to the Hebrews rests on

n false basis. By tliose wlio entertain such views tlie Book of

j)aniel, which promulgates so much of evangelistic application,

nuist be stripped of its reputation for prophetic teaching.

A large portion of this article has been devoted to a consid-

eration of the criticisms of those who have attacked the integ-

rity and authenticity of the book. Those who are deeply

imbued with the spirit of the Gospel have never been disposed

to question its canonicity or Messianic import. The expe-

rience of Lenormant, one of the most distinguished scholars,

that the more he reads this book the more he is assured of its

genuineness, may be corroborated by any reverent student of

the Bible earnestly striving to be made wise unto salvation.

The author must have been possessed of a mind and character

not inferior to that of the great statesman who rose to the chief

place in a realm of boasted magnificence, and excelled in an

age' of literary and scientific achievement. The tone of the

M-riting is not that of a cringing, unprincipled forger, or narrow-

minded bigot. A fraud could not have maintained itself against

so many odds for so long a time. A mere racial document

could not have gained so strong a hold on the faith of a Church

^vlnch ever protested against the Jewish spirit. An historical

tract, designed merely to meet a political exigency, could not

have imposed itself on a people who made the canon of Script-

ure the very rule of their whole being. It was held in such

high respect, according to a tradition recorded by Josephus,t

that Alexander the Great, on approaching Jerusalem and being

»-liown its j>rop}ietiC teaching concerning his career, made sev-

eral advantageous concessions to the peculiar people.

The book evinces the true spirit of our holy religion. Dan-

i'-l and liis companions would not defile themselves with the

• Gnl. iv, 4.

f Ho also testifies that Daniel is one of the greatest of prophets. Antiq^. Jud.^

v.!:ni)ter xi, ^ 7.

-i-—KIKTII SKIMKS, VOL. VI.
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king's dainties, on the same principle as that ^v]licll actuate 1

Paul to wi'ite to tlie Corinthians.* The evident purpose uf

the miracles corresponds with that appearing when Chris-

tianity came face to face with the later Babylon.f The convic-

tion of Xebnchadnezzarand of Darius resem])les the conversion

of Constantino, A. D. 323. There is a counterpart to the story

of the three Hebrew children in the tradition of the miracu-

lous preservation of John when cast into the caldron of boil-

ing oil. The import of the stone cut out without hands is fully

explained in the Kew Testament exegesis, that the rejected

stone has become the head of the corner. Perhaps the M-ise

men of the East obtained their first glimpses of the Star to

arise but of Jacob from their intercourse with this prince of

magicians called Belteshazzar. The vision of the Ancient of

days and the Son of man coming with the clouds of heaven

is a picture that is more perfectly developed in the gospel Rev-

elation of the last things.

We can well afford to patiently and critically examine the

ground of our faith in the authenticity of this remarkable pro-

duction ; for if its teachings as generally understood are true

there is rational basis for the Gospel, for belief in a personal

God who communicates his will to men, for a blessed sjnrit-

ual life that does not cease in the flight of years, for a steadfast

defense and pursuit of the right in the prospect tliat the king-

doms of this world shall become the kingdoms of our Lord

Jesus Christ. The head of gold, the breast and arms of sil-

ver, the belly and thighs of brass, the legs of iron, and the feet

of iron and clay (potter's ware) cannot stand against the Stone

cut out without hands becoming a great mountain, and Ailing

the whole earth. All this shall not be accomplished without

choler and bitter struggle, the disturbance of land and sea, the

conflict of the mighty beasts, and the flerce onslaught of the lit-

tle horn that " shall speak great words against the ]\[ost High . .

.

and think to change times and laws," but Christ " must reign

until he hath put all enemies under his feet," "and they that

be wise shall shine as the brightness of the firmament, and they

that turn many to righteousness, as the stars for ever and over.

* 1 Cor. viii.,25US5io/i, especially verse 13. (• Rev. xvii, 5, and possibly 1 Pet. v, H.
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Art. IL—PERSISTEXCE OF " OLD SCHOOL DOGMA."

The feeling is quite intense in some quarters that the times are

ripe for a restatement of the creeds of Christendom.

There is as yet no general agreement as to just how sweep-

ing the changes should be. The opinion of some is, that while

such doctrines as are held in common by all evangelical denom-

inations should not be disturbed, yet that those concerning

which there is conflict of opinion among the different evan-

gelical bodies should be moditied without hesitation, in order

that among the followers of Clirist greater harmony and unity

may be secured, A restatement and re-adjustment of creeds to

Eu'ch extent, and for such a purpose, tlioughtful persons are

beginning to feel would be an advance in the right direction.

AVhy Calvinism should longer contend ao-ainst Arminianism,

or why Christians should divide on apostolic succession and

modes of baptism, are questions now more frequently asked

than ever before.

But there ai*e others who in their views are far more revolu-

tionary. They would attack the so-called essentials as well as

the non-essentials of the Christian faith. Some there are who
think that the doctrines of an inspired Bible, of the resurrec-

tion of the dead, and of the vicarious atonement should be

radically modified. The opinion of others is, that the doctrine

of endless punishment should no longer be urged as a motive

to lead men to Christ, and perhaps, as an article of Christian

belief, should be altogether abandoned.

Others are more than hinting that Christian dogma should

grant, at the moment of death, an easy, and if need be a pro-

longed, probation to those who do not seem to have had a fair

cliancc in this life, and possibly a future probation for all.

AVhat makes these various demands especially attractive and

j»lausible is the fact that tliey are urged by professed Christians

•md professors of theology, and under the i)lea of " higher crit-

ici-suij" profounder scholarsliip, more thorough methods of i:i-

vcbtigation, and broader generalizations.

ilow ^extensive a revolution is upon us we do not know
;

^vliat will or will not come of it, in some respects at least, we
cannot tell. This we know : that many among our young peo-
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pie and some among the yoimg men in the Methodist ministry

have already lost their moorings. Some are venturing on a

voyage without chart or compass and on a ship that as vi-t

no one is able to pronounce seaworthy. Questions like tin;

following, ashed at first by the few, soon it is to be feared will

be repeated by the many :

May it not be enough to say that evangelical Christianity

will last for a time, and then, like all other things, pass away i

May it not be as well to admit tliat Christ was a very goo<l

man, without claiming for him supreme divinity? Are we
sure we are right while maintaining the old views of a resurrec-

tion, of inspiration, of a final judgment, of endless punishment,

and of no probation after death? Will not our mortification

be less, in case of final defeat, provided we accede at once to

the demands of a "higher criticism," or occupy at least a mid-

dle position, and avoid thereby all controversy ?

That the men who are starting and urging these modifica-

tions of what have been regarded as the fundamental doctrines

of Christianity are honest, that they are intelligent, and that

Avhatever else there may^ be of excellence in Christian character

belongs to them as well as to others, wo are not now disposi-d

to question. That their course, however, is fraught with peril

can be easily shown.

One of the principal grounds of our complaint, if allowed to

express it, is this : that some of these " destructive critics" appear

to be revolntiouary merely for the sake of being revolutionary.

They tear down for tlie sole purpose, seemingly, of hearing the

crash. They not only surrender what a sound criticism in mat-

ters that are non-essential may properly enough demand, but

they are willing to do far more than this—even to quit the cita-

del, and at a time when the enemy is expecting at most only

some outpost. Indeed, it looks as though there would not 1k3

much left, except mere fragments, broken ramparts of a gospel,

if the different claimants for change and modification are allowed

to expurgate from Christianity what they think proper.

In view, however, of all the interests which seem to bo at

stake we cannot be blamed for reminding these ''higher criti-

cism " people at the outset that in the present conflict of opin-

ions the old should have at least as fair a chance as the new. and

that we should not seem to be too desirous of cjiving over to
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tlie hangman the mother who kindly has nourislied ns, unless

there is indisputable evidence that she is depraved, or unless by

an authorized tribunal she is proved to be worthy of death.

Perhaps here, as well as elsewliere in this article, we may say

that while we have doubt as to the magnitude of the impend-

ing controversy and anxiety as to much tliat may result, yet we
have no misgivings as to the final outcome. The truth will

remain, and the stars will shine on though tiie smoke of the

bonfire for a time may obscure them. The iron fist concealed

in the velvet glove of "higher criticism" may smite to its

heart's content ; the Alps can stand it, and after a little time

one would not know that they had been struck.

Individual Christians meanwhile will be harmed. Before

their return to orthodox standards laxity in morality will in-

crease, and that just in proportion to the prevalence of liberal-

istic belief. These are the matters that lead us to deprecate

the new movements. For it is not difficult to show that de-

partures from primitive orthodoxy have a tendency to blunt the

moral perceptions, leading one to do what one would not think

of doing were the mind toned up by something besides '" pro-

gressive " views. "SVhcn one follows one's " inner light," there

is no knowing where it will lead. If primitive orthodoxy is

right, nothing but good can come by having faith in it, and

nothing but ill from losing faith in it. This blinding of the

moral perceptions, which usnally is attended with laxity in

moral behavior, it may be well to note, is not confined to the

lowly, but is also found with the most highly educated people,

especially if tliey have once held the evangelical faith and

then have departed from it. " Modern culture " is no protec-

tion against moral and religious bewilderment. ]\Ien may
talk to the contrary, but one's belief and one's behavior seri-

ously afl'ect each other. So general is this rule that the world

expects that an improvement in belief (an improvement, we
mean, in the direction of strict orthodox standards) will be

followed by an improvement in moral life. And, too, when
church members begin to call in question evangelical doctrines

that they once held, thoughtful people are not much surprised

if soon these same church members are guilty of misdemean-

ors deserving discipline. There are many apparent exceptions

to this rule, and doubtless some real ones. There arc orthodox
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hypocrites and there are moral skeptics. There are Christian-

ized lieathen who are not much better than they were in tlie

days of their lieatlienism.

But the rule before us, not^yithstanding its real and apparent

exceptions, is sufficiently well estabh'shed to furnisli a stroii:,'

moral argument in support of the maintenance of the funda-

mental doctrines of the Cimrch as a protection against the

wreck for the moral and religious character of men.

The space allowed this article will not permit a discussion of

all the different phases of our subject ; hence we limit the field,

and in the interest of truth, and as free as possible from any

thing like a controversial spirit, with the kindest feelings to-

ward all and " with malice toward none," we ask attention to a

few historical facts that are very suggestive, and that cannot

well be overlooked in solving the problems which are confront-

ing us.

And, in the first place, it is well to note that a plea for the

modification of Christian doctrines is no new thing among
men. Indeed, this plea had a very early beginning. In the

first century the members of the Corinthian church clamored

for an easier state of doctrinal affairs, and it required all the

earnestness and energy of the apostle Paul to control the tend-

ency among those Christians to drift from the moorings tliat

already had been established. Perhaps one need not look bt'-

yond that church at Corinth to find proportionately a larger

number of nominal Christians who held to liberal construc-

tions than now can be found in any evangelical Church in the

United States.

Passing from apostolic times, we discover that, during what

is designated as the second period in church history, extending

from 90 A. D. to 320 A. D., there were several attempts made to

restate Christianity. Especially noteworthy were the efforts of

Clement of Alexandria. This man had no small measure of in-

fluence. In outward life he seemed to be a model man, and was

the ablest Christian philosopher of that period. lie was a the-

ological professor in the Alexandrian Catechetical Theological

Seminary. His gentlemanly bearing and his thorongh schol-

arship won the hearts of many and the respect of all. Hi--^

"progressive" views led him to make the teaching and exam-

ple of Christ of more importance in the work of redemption
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tlian Ills deatli and suffering. It looked for a time as if there

would be a reconstruction of Christianity in liarnionv with the

teachings of this admirable Churcli father. But Clement liad

not long been dead before his followers abandoned tlie views

of their teacher, and scarcely any one was to be found who
opposed the more primitive and apostohc view—namely, that

in human redemption the blood and death of Christ, rather

tlian his incarnation and life, are of pre-eminent significance

Jind importance. The teacliings of the Bible were too full and
explicit on this subject, and the convictions of Christians were
ioo strong, to allow any considerable depai-ture from the earlier

views held by the humble and devout followers of the Lord
and Master. And it should not be forgotten by our " progress-

ive" friends that revelations of divine truths are granted to

babes as well as to the wisest of chnrchmen.
It M-as during this same period tliat otlier distinguished men

-attempted various modifications. Origen, for instance, held
on several points radically " progressive " views. This distin-

guished man, in some respects the greatest theologian and the pro-
foundest scholar among the fathers, appears confidently to have
expected to be able, for instance, to establish the doctrine, not
only of a future probation, but of one that should be endless.

His pen was active, and his voice was heard far and near in sup-
port of this view. Yet his learning, his eloquence, and his pop-
ularity were nnsucccssful. He failed utterly to reconstruct the
primitive faith of the Cliurch. His failure can be accounted
for, perhaps, on this ground : that the mass of Christian people
-saw plainly that Christ's words and the words of the apostles
allow of no such interpretation as Origen had given them, and,
therefore, liis opinions of an endless probation died with him.
At least, after his death they had no influence with the great
body of Christian people.

Likewise, during the next period, extending from 320 A. D.
to 72G A. D., there were occasional waverings in belief. Greg-
ory may be taken as representative of one phase of the '*' pro-
gressive" ortliodoxy of those times. Like Origen and Clement,
vrregory was a distinguished churchman, noted for his generous
f-chulurship. He was a student of law before entering on the
*tudy of theology. It is unnecessary to say, what is well known,
^"at he had a thoroughly disciplined mind and was held in uni-
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versa! esteem. He appears to have felt that he was raised up
for the purpose of establishing the doctrine that good iiltiinatt-lv

is to succeed all evil. His voice and his pen most eamcstlv

were employed in the defense of that opinion. But his elTurt.s

like those of his "progressive" predecessors, were uuavailiuL'.

They failed, in part at least, because Christian peo})le felt that

upon the words of Christ and upon those of the apostles no

such doctrine as the final dismissal of evil from the universe

and the ultimate happiness of all could be established.

The era following Leo I., also the times just preceding the

Reformation under Luther, and the century after tlie Kefornia-

tion, and again the era of Hobbes, " the age of the trifling head

and corrupted heart," were especially marked periods of '&(>-

q,^qA jprogress in theology. During those different periods the

fundamental doctrines of Christianity were sneered at, and tlicre

seemed to be none who cared to do them reverence. Lut in

each instance men after a time became sick of their non-belit-f.

They craved something on which their troubled souls might

rest; and, as if in response to those longings, the Spirit of God
came and fanned the pallid face of the Church into the glow of

original health, and the Gospel, with none of its primitive doc-

trines left out, clad anew in the splendid form and power of

truth, emerged from those seas of darkness, and graced again the

world with its cheerful and marvelous light. They were the

primitive and fundamental Church doctrines, since recognizeii

as the basis of evangelical belief, that the hearts of men longed

for; and when those doctrines were announced, and embraced,

men were satisfied.

The same, essentially, may be said of the period extending

through a half-century beginning with the year 1700. There

were, during that period, seasons of general lapsing from prim-

itive Christian doctrine and life into unbelief and immoral-

ity. At that time the deadness existing in the Established

Church is commented on by all ecclesiastical historians. TIi--

fundamental doctrines of Cliristianity were hardly thought ot.

The Church became a scene of heartless ceremonies, and it"

religion had nothing in it to help the people in their sorrow f'

to inspire them to lead lives of purity or holiness. In a word,

drinking, gambling, cock-fighting, indeed, every species ol

popular vice, received the hearty patronage of tlie Church ana
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tlie clergy. Future probation and universal salvation were

a delusive and perilous cheer for the peo]')le of those times.

And why should not men live in this Avorld as thej please,

and without the fear of God before their eyes, if the future

world is to afford abundant opportunity to correct all mistakes

here made ?

Do the foregoing statements as to the condition of religious

affairs in the Established Church seem extravagant? Allow

a few quotations from men well qualified to speak on these

matters.

" Such are the dissoluteness and contempt of principle in the

higher part of the world," writes Arciibishop Seeker, '*and the

}>rufligaey, intemperance, and fearlessness of committing crimes,

in the lower, as must, if this torrent of impiety stop' not, become
fatal."

Archbishop Leighton speaks of the Church at that time " as

H fair carcass deserted of its spirit,"

'•The Church at that time," writes Isaac Taylor, "was an
ecclesiastical system under which the people of England had
lapsed into heathenism, or a state hardly to be distinguished

from it."

Thackeray, ]\Iassey, and Macaulay describe the irreligion and
immorality of that century as resembling what was witnessed

in Eome during the days of her deepest corruption.

Xor were religious affairs in much better condition at that

time in the United States than they were in Great Britain.

As early as 1710 church discipline seems to have been at an
^'iid

; none were excluded from the Lord's table ; unconvert-
ed men were ordained for the ministry, and, in general, the
difference between the Church and tlie world had well-nigh

vanished.

Says Mr. Tracy, speaking of that period :
" Such had been

the downward progress in Xew England that the difference be-
tween the Church and the world was vanishing away. Churcli
'h<ei])line was neglected, and the growing laxness of morals was
iiivading all the Churches. And yet never, perhaps, had the
expectation of reaching heaven at last been more general or
I'iyre confident. The young were abandoning theinselves to
fnv<,lity and to amusements of dangerous tendency."

" I'eligion at this time," savs Samuel Blair, one of the most
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revered names in the liistorv of American Presbyteriiuusn:,

" lay, as it were, dying and ready to expire its last breath ui

life."

After a time the ancient doctrines of the Church were almoat

Tinmeiitioned. The foundations of gospel faith were loosenotl,

skeptics were triumphant, iha jyrogress was such that Christian-

ity seemed doomed. But the people were not satisfied to re-

main long in that condition. Tliey became tired of a driftiiiL',

crecdless, and corrupted Church, and hungered for some-

thing that would satisfy.

The two Wesleys, Whiteficld, Fletcher, and others were

moved npon and began to preach the primitive doctrines of

Christianity. [Men's hearts quickly responded to the preaching.

Penitents sifiote their breasts and asked what they should do t.>

be saved. The mining and manufacturing districts of Groat

Pritaiu never before had experienced any such religious move-

ment. John Xewtoii relates that in one week George AVliite-

field received not fewer than a thousand letters from persons

distressed in their consciences in view of their sins. " Then it

-was, too, that dukes and duchesses bowed befoi-e the cross, and

fiuch men as Chesterfield and Bolingbroke, Mr. Pitt and Lor<l

Xorth, the Duke of Grafton and Mr. Fox, and Garrick and ti^o

flower of English aristocracy withered under the burning rays

of the tabernacle,'' and the English Church was born again.

This renovation, we should bear in mind, was not in conse-

quence of liberal views of any kind. It was not an "advanco<l

orthodoxy" or a '"'progressive orthodoxy," but was primitiv.-

-and historic orthodoxv that then stirred into religious life every

<;ommunity in Great Britain. "The Bible is the word uf (^vd

and is inspired;" ''man is a sinner;" "there is a judgment,

and "after the judgment is perdition;" "Christ through hi--

death and sulfering is the onlv Saviour from endless death,

were the doctrines preached on the threshold of that great au-l

grand revival.

The movements and results were much the same in Amern ;i

as in England. Certain preachers felt tiiat they must annouiK'o

anew the neglected doctrines of the Gospel. Prominent ani'.'!>-:

them was Jonathan Edwards, who, thotigli ridicided and "im-

posed by persons in the Church as well as out of it, preached a

series of sermons on "justification by faith alone."' llu^*^-
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fiTiP.OMS \vere followed by others on " endless punisluiient,"

''God's sovereignty," and "man's liclplessness." These ser-

inons were hardly linished before there were sii^nal displays of

divine power which surprised others no more than they did

Kdw.irds liimself.

" Tlie Spirit of God," he says, " began extraordinarily to set

in, and wonderfully to work among us ; and there were very

suddenly, one after another, those who were wrought upon in

a very remarkable manner. At length all other talk but about

fpiritnal and eternal things was thrown by. . . . There was

«*arcely a person in all the town, old or young, left uncon-

cerned about tlie things of the eternal world." And again

tiiere was a decided and pronounced return to the fundamental

doctrines of the Gospel of Christ. And men may say what

tliey please to the contrary, tliere never yet has been in Chris-

tian lands a revival of religion, or an improvement in morals,

except in connection with the preaching of evangelical Chris-

tianity as defended by the Church of Christ through the ages.

Judging historically, we should no more expect a sweeping

revival of religion through a modification of what is known as

primitive orthodoxy than we should expect that men can satisfy

tlieir Ininger by eating, or by trying to eat, stones instead of

bread. It is bread, and not stones, tliat men are to-day asking

for. Hence men throng as nowhere else those places for relig-

ious worship where the Gospel in its fullness is preached, and
where the words ''blood of Christ." "judgment," "hell," and
** punishment " are restored to the vocabulary of the pulpit.

It is the Gospel in its fullness that stands the test of time.

God has honored his word whenever fully and faithfully

preached. He does not appear to honor any modification of

'^- It can be shown liistorically that a hypocrite preaching a

'•^jund theology is as sure of a revival in religion and morals as

w a really good man who preaches an unsound theology. The
''•:ison is, that God has respect for truth and correct methods,
'^•^ Well as for the medium through whicli truth comes to us. It

'^ iis in medical practice ; a godless ])hysician who is skillful

*i5id who employs pro])er remedies is safer professionally than
'^ a religious man who is a bungler and whose medicines are not
wliat they should be.

-••lit let us continue the historic thread a moment lonjrcr.
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Dr. Ballon, and certain otlier clergymen wlio sympathized \\i:h

liim, contended in 1795 that Christianity in America ncoird

restatement. Universalism was the result, and its advocMtc-

confidently predicted the speedy and final overthrow of thi-

worn-ont creeds of Christendom. And is it not a matter <>f

surprise, or at least should it not be such to our "progresslvi.-

"

brethren, that those easy-going doctrines of Universalism fuilc.i.

instead of meeting with speedy success ? Is there any litter

explanation of that failure than this : that Cliristian conseiuus-

ness, being unable to establish upon the teachings of Cliri-t,

those anti-evangelical views, resolutely rejected them?
Dr. Chanuing and a few fellow-laborers, twenty years later,

thought that another restatement was needed." Those nic-ii

caused a split in Congregationalism, confiscated a large amount

of church and school property, and clearly saw, as they thought,

the speedy and final burial of the "moss-grown doctrines" of

the Gospel. But somehow those doctrines have survived. An<l

we speak what is well known, and we speak it in all kindnes-,

that the " progressive views " of Dr. Channing, like those of

Dr. Ballon, have faile.d utterly in accomplishing wliat was ex-

pected and intended.

And the question already asked may here in substance be re-

peated : Is it not a matter of surprise that those plausible views

respecting Christ, advanced by Dr. Channing, have failed in

reaciiing the hearts of the mass of men ? "What explanation can

be given other than tliis : Those views do not harmonize with

the teachings of the Bible, or with the religious intuitions of

men, therefore by the mass of people they are rejected. C4o'i

has so builded man that he cannot clear himself from the mor-t-

vigorous and objectionable teachings of the Bible; God has !>•»

builded him that there is a place in the heart which nothing bw.

the cross of Christ and an infinite Saviour can fill. Therefore,

if the cross of Christ and the kindred doctrines [all evaiigc!!'--';

doctrines are united in one arch] are faithfully presented, nicti

will listen, in heathen as well as in Christian lands. The auth'-r

of Bible Christianity is the autlior of the human heart. lli»-'^

are made for and must fit each other. If, therefore, in eitlu-r

the home or the foreign missionary field there is a yielding '"

the temptation to feed men upon any thing except the prinutiv"

Gospel of Christ, that is, the Gospel as interpreted through t!;^'
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at,'es by the general Cliristian consciousness, a failure to inspire

and save the people is inevitable. It follows, too, that any form

of criticism which in dealing with the text of the Scriptures

and the doctrines of the Church overlooks the demands and

decisions of Christian consciousness, whatever else it may be, is

not the highest type of criticism. Indeed it fails of recogniz-

iii:,' one of the most important factors that should enter into

Jiiblical criticism.

Did time allow, or the purposes we have in view require it, we

might gather important lessons from the history of " progress-

ive" orthodoxy in Germany. Its beginning was apparently

liarmless. One step after another was taken until, as Professor

Thohick informs us, '"though there were hundreds of students

pre])aring to enter the ministry, he could find but one who ever

read the Bible for devotional purposes." " The sure growth, of

great evils from little ones," as Dr. Gage has well remarked,
'• the certainty that where wrong is there ultimately is death,

is nowhere more clearly pictured than in the history of the rise

and development of tlie infidel spirit in Germany during the

last century." And, to-day, what Germany needs more than

any thing else, and the same may be said of France, is not a

more "progressive" orthodoxy or a "higher criticism"—there

have "been enough of these—but a wide-spread and thorough

revival of primitive orthodoxy. Give this boon to Germany
and France, and. the restless and unhappy peoples of those

countries would think that a millennium had come.

The foregoing are only a part of the data at command from

which inductions as to the permanency of "old school dogma,"

and the instability and perils of "progressive orthodoxy" can

l>e established.

From these historic points of view we confidently may say,

therefore, that if old school Christian dogma were to die it

\vould have died long ago. It has had many good chances to

die, better chances, apparently, than it ever will have again.

^Verc its death among the possibilities of things it would have

hfon bound to the stake with the early martyrs, have expired

''1 their ashes, and have been "entombed in the graves of its

'">t and last apostles." But "all true work," as Carlylc has

•^••id, "hang the author of it on what gibbet you like, must and
"^vill accomplish itself." It would be easy to show, too, that
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all that any of the so-called reformers and "progressive" tin-

ologians liave accomplished since the second century ]i;us ii..t

shaken one single truth of Christianity as originally set f..r;!i

by our Lord and his disciples. The results of the efforts ,.f

these critics have been strikingly nniform. The new virus

glare for a time, lead men's hearts astray, then glimmer, aini

at length disappear in the surrounding darkness. As facto;.

in the world's redemption they have had tlie most insignificant

influence, while the primitive faith of the Church, notwith-

standing the oppositions met with and its occasional lapses, lias

continued to gather men to its boson;, inspiring and comforting

them with consolations that the world cannot give.

And yet we may presume that in the future, as in the i»a>t,

there will be efforts, in spite of these lessons and warnings of

•history, to modify primitive Christianity, Men will forget t!ic

" progressive" movements of Clement, of Origen, of Gregory,

of Dr. Ballon, of Dr. Channing, of Mr. Parker, of the (nr-

mans—Semler, Bahrdt, Zollikofer, and others—and thinki!i_'

themselves possessed of new light and superior wisdom v.i'.!

propose other restatements more or less pronounced. T-:<"

minds of many for a time may be unsettled by such niak«-

shifts, and the primitive evangelical faith may pause a littl--

during its sublime advance, not, however, because tlie enil "t"

its journey is reached. This ancient faith, as interpreted h;.

Christian consciousness, stands not in the breath of a given gen-

eration. It moves on in its conquests, independent of accident-,

of incidents, and of any thing historic or ti-ansitory. Ju<ig>- i

historically, it will be one of the last witnesses of the con-uni-

mation of human history.

In making these statements we are not unmindful of t;.'*

existing and somewhat popular feeling that because a thing h -

been a long time among us it is outgrown, and on that aceHij:;'

should be given up. The reasoning in regard to old scl:"---

dogma is, that it was well enough five hundred or a thou.^inl

years ago, but surely by this time, in this latter part of i-'-'

nineteenth century, it is superannuated. The times demaii'l. ;•

is said, change and progress. The overthrow of the old, ti.<'

ushering in of the new are, therefore, tlie brave announcenien*--

and watchwords of "stalwart theologians."

But is it true that all thiuirs that are aired are, in the nine-
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tcciitli century, superannuated ? God is not superannuated,,

tliuugli a few men would vote him on to tliat list; ar.d there

arc earthly and human things beyond which an advance is not

tasv. Homer wrote poctjy two or three tliousand years ago ;

imt in some respects tliere is no man of to-day who outranks

liiiu. Chaucer wrote verses hve hundred years ago, and

Sliakespeare his masterpieces three hundred years ago, yet

Chaucer is not despised by the most robust intellects among
us, and we look in vain for another Shakespeare. Are the

jiroductions of Michael Angelo, liaphael, Mozart, and Beet-

liovcn superannuated? Is the beauty of a mild sunset, the

sublimity of a midnight lieaven, the dazzle of lightning play-

ing across the sky, the repose and beauty of a lily clad in rai-

ment surpassing that of any present or future Solomon in all

In's glory, superannuated ? or will they be, though society should

exist in a state of constant progress for ten thousand years?

It is the same with old school Christian dogma ; there are in

it certain immutable elements, as there are in art and nature,

which never have changed, and never can change, and which

will never outgrow the passions and loves of the human soul.

Evangelical or essential Christianity, in other words, old school

dogma, we must repeat, is the interpretation which the general

Christian consciousness for eighteen hundred years, under the

illumination of the Holy Spirit, has put upon the words of the

prophets, and upon the words of our Lord and of his apostles.

Js such interpretation to be easily substituted by another that

lias lived but an liour, especially in matters where the heart

ha? as much to say as the head ? The agreement among the

mass of regenerated people as to the essentials of Christianity,,

it should be observed, has been as perfect as could be expected.

I^old, therefore, must be the man who stands forth to contra-

dict such reiterated interpretation

!

^Vhy, therefore, need we fear any attacks from any quarter

that may be made on old school dogma? It has stood as a

kind of spiritual highland and headland for the human race, and
i's such will continue to stand. It constitutes a system of faith

•'iiul works which the more it is studied and experienced is the

more highly prized. Its path is that of peace, of knowledge, of

elevation, of emancipation, and of salvation. It is a system which
i>> "various in its manner, flexible in its circumstantials, while
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most flexible in its essence. It is full of strength for the weak,

of consolation for the sorrowful, of hope for the disconrai^aMJ,

of stimulus for the sluggish, of defense for the defenseless, ^^i

authority for the many, of terror for the bad, of reward f.-r

the good, and of pardon for the penitent.*' It is a system wliicli

can satisfy all the desires that human want awakens. It <'uii

enter all dark places and leave them full of light. By cun

quering despair, and instituting its wonderful miracles of reno-

vation, and without any modification, it still can convert dens of

thieves into bethels of the Holy Ghost, and can cast out its

legions of devils, and say to wretches whose '• brains have been

in a perpetual craze," and whose hearts have been "filled with

all sorts of villanies,*' " Peace, be still I
'' It is a system which

can stand by the bedside of the dying, (piell every misgivinir,

wipe away the death-sweat, and leave the brow calm and sereut-

as heaven. It can perfect the individual, bless the family, cor-

rect and purify society, and civilize the world. In fine, it can

do every thing it promis«iS to do, and it promises to do every

thing essential to human happiness, here and hereafter; and

therefore Christianity, as interpreted through the ages by the

mass of believers in their most devout moods, has the unincum-

bered guarantee of all future times. Its foundations are impreg-

nable. Its fortified home is in the wants and depths of human

souls. And human nature, in her better moments and condi-

tions, will endow it witli her last dollar, and will defend it

with her last strength. Let it work out its triumphs unhin-

dered ! seems to be the stern voice of the ages to the Church

of the nineteenth century. What the primitive doctrines ui

the Church need to-day is not a restatement: what they need

are men and churches who will live up to them just as tiiey are.

without the slightest restatement. "When the day of such nnn

and churches dawns we shall not be far from seeing on earth a

state of society that will need no improvement, and men far

and near will say, " Behold, the kingdom of God is estabhshed

on the earth."
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Akt. in.—'WAS THE RESURRECTION OF OUR LORD
JESUS CHRIST LITERAL, ABSOLUTE, AND COM-
PLETE ?

The Evangelical, and hence tlie Metliodist, answer to this ques-

tion is an emphatic credo. Our Articles of Religion afiirm that

" Christ did truly rise again from the dead, and took again his

body, with all things appertaining to the perfection of man's

n.nture, wherewith he ascended into heaven, and there sitteth

until "he return to judge all men at the last day." Certainly

this language is sufficiently explicit, so that we may be sure

that if any one accepts the statement of this third of our

Articles he believes in the resurrection of the real body of

Christ.

But it cannot be denied that there are some who seem to be

appalled at the difficulties involved in such a resurrection, and

especially is this the case if they are pressed to the conclusion

that "now is Christ risen from the dead, and become the first-

fruits of them that slept," and that, " as in Adam all die, even

Ko in Christ shall all be made alive." "But every man in his

own order : Christ the first-fruits ; afterward they that are

Christ's at his coming." If men believe the Creed, and with it

the passages just quoted, they accept the doctrine that as Christ

\vas raised, so at the last day will all the dead be raised. But
there are some who think it is an impossible thing for God to

raise the dead in any proper and literal sense, and hence they

Ecek to find some explanation of the resurrection of Christ that

^vill relieve them of the difficulties which trouble their faith,

disturb their reason, and puzzle their scientific deductions.

First of all we are told that the resurrection body of Jesus

^vas not really the body that was laid in the tomb of Joseph, but
that it was a "spiritual body," or, in other words, that the body
that Christ is believed to have had between the resurrection

atid ascension was not really and truly the body which he pos-

f'^isscd before his death and burial. The implication from this

:ijs.snniption which comes the nearest to the orthodox faith of

thristcudom is' that Christ, after the resurrection, liad a body
hkc that the saints of God are to have after their resurrection,

<Jf like the transformed bodies of those living on the earth at
43—FUTU SEKIES, VOL. VL
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the coming of Christ, which bodies are to be cliangcHl an.!

glorified without the death process.

To prove that Christ possessed a sjiiritnal body ])ctwccii (];<•

time of his resurrection and ascension we are referred to 1 (\n-.

XV, 40, 44:. But evidently the passage does not sustain tlie a.-

sumption, for the simple reason that it shows what the resurrec-

tion bodies of the saints are to be. The question is beggt-ii

:

for the very thing to be proved is, that Christ liad this kind

of a body at the time mentioned. The body of the gloriIi»<l

saint is like the body of the glorified Clirist ; so that it must bo

proved tliat the glorification of the body of Christ synchroni/c-

with his resurrection, which the passage quoted cannot l)y any

means be made to do.

The assumption is still further made, that the resurrection

body of Christ prior to the ascension was "uncontrollcvl

by physical law,"' and tliis without the shadow of proof. Thu

statements made in Luke xxiv, 3G and John xx, 19 do uni

cover the case. In the former instance the disciples were a>5em-

bled, probably in their usual place of meeting, and were h.-tin-

ing to an account of the interview that two of their nunii'cr

had had with 'Jesus on their journey to Emmaus, " and as

they thus spake, Jesus himself stood in the midst of them.*'

Manifestly tliere is nothing in this account which prevents Ua

from supposing tliat he walked into the room, and in the same

way as theyTiad seen him in the years past when they had \tvvi\

associated with him. Besides, two senses testified to the fact tha'

lie had a body controlled by physical Lim', for they saw him wit'i

their eyes and heard his voice with their ears. The ])assage iM

John says, that " when the doors were shut where the discij^h-.^

were assembled for fear of the Jews, came Jesus and stood in

the midst.-' The statement does not in the slightest dcgn o

militate against the supposition that the doors may Iiave i^oen

opened long enough to admit Jesus, and there is nothing ?:»id

about their being locked. And here, as in Luke, the disc!i)l<-^

£aw his form and heard his voice.

Again, it is claimed that he withheld himself from rec'>giii-

tion or permitted it as he chose. The passages quoted to >np-

port this view are fuund in Luke and John. Those in Lu.vC

are xxiv, 15, 1(\, and 30, 31; botli passaires included in th'*

account which Luke irives of the Emmaus interview win-'U
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Jesus liaJ with two of tlic disciples. The p-oundlessncss of

the claim, and the explicit statement of Luke as to why the

disciples did not recognize Jesus, are seen in the hrief and

Eiinple statement that at the first " their eyes were holdcn that

they should not know him." Their inability to see Jesus was

not that he liad an invisible, spiritual body ; but havinr^ a visi-

ble and tangible body " their eyes were liolden." The miracle

was not in the invisibility of the body of Jesus, but in the hold-

ing the eyes of the disciples. In the thirty-first verse it says,

as the interview was about to close, " Their eyes were opened,

and they knew him," Jlence we are compelled to accept the .

conclusion that they would have known Jesus at their first sight

of him if " their eyes had not been holden." Of course we ob-

serve in the last clause of the verse that it says " he vanished out

of their sight." AVhether by a miraculous disappearance or by

a i-apid natural movement we are not able to determine. In

cither case it might be said that "he vanished out of their sight."

The other passages are found in John xx, 14, 16 and xxi, 4, 7.

Tlic first refers to the meeting of Jesus and Mary in the garden,

when she at first failed to recognize him. But we must remem-

ber that Mary had expected that Jesus was in the tomb, for sh'j

came to the tomb " bringing spices " for the additional em-

balmment of the dead body of her Master, and also it must be

remembered that she came to the sepulcher " early, when it was

vet dark." The sepulcher was in a garden, and perchance was

.^liadowed by the trees and by Olivet, above wliosc brow the sun

had not as yet risen. Mary's tear-filled eyes did not discern the

features of Jesus, but when he spoke, and she heard him pro-

nounce her name, she recognized him. That the body she saw

was tangible is clear from the fact that Jesus said to her,

"Touch me not." lie would not have said this of an intangi-

hle, spiritual body.

The other passage from John relates the appearance of Jesus

t'J the apostles who had spent the night upon the sea of Galilee

iu lishing. In the morning, after a night of fruitless toil, Jesus

appeared to them wliilo they wem- yet in their boat and he on

llu! shore. In the niurning lighfj^'dim perhaps A\i;h fog, they

'lid not sec him clearly enough to recognize liiMi, But after a

little conversation the beloved disciple did recognize him, and

instantly communicated his discovery to Peter, who without
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delay threw himself into tlic sea tliat lie might liasten to mot>t.

Jesus on the shore. The collateral events and incidents con-

nected witli this transaction go to show that the body was a real

physical body, and not a spiritual body at all.

By the same process, that the passages quoted would sustain

the idea that the resurrection body of Jesus was spiritual be-

cause he vanished out of the sight of the disciples at Eunuau.-,

and because he entered a room tlie doors of which were imt

left open, and other similar incidents, it can as well be proved

that he had a spiritual body all through the three years of his

ministry, and by implication that he had never had any thiii„'

else but a spiritual body. In tlie wonderful address or sermon

reported in Lnke iv, IG, etc., winch Jesus delivered in the syn-

agogue at Xazareth, at the very commencement of his ministry,

ho 60 applied the truth to the consciences of his hearers that

" they were filled with wrath, and rose up, and thrust liim out

of the city, and led him unto the brow of the hill whereon their

city was built, that they might cast him down headlong. Uiit

he, passing through the midst of them, went his way." "Who

can doubt in regard to the supernatural method of liis escape

provided the same methods of interpretation or explanation be

applied to this passage as are applied to those M'hich speak of his

vanishing out of the sight of the disciples and of liis entering

rooms where the doors were closed ? If he had a spiritual bo<ly

in these last mentioned cases, then by the same reasoning he

iimst have had one when he eluded his would-be murdorei*s at

!N^azareth.

There are two other passages similar to the one found in

Luke, both showing how, at two different times, Jesus escaped

from his enemies when they sought to do him bodily harm.

The lirst is found in John viii, 59 and the second in John x, '"''•
\

and either of these passages, especially the first, just as reahy

proves that Jesus had a spiritual body at the time the incidents

nai-rated occurred, as do those referring to his vanishing from

sight and entering rooms with closed doors prove that he p">-

sessed a spiritual body during the time that he spent on earth

after his resurrection.

That the body of Jesus between the resurrection and the

ascension was not a spiritual body uncontrolled by physical Vvf>

is abundantly manifest from the several passages quoted, ana
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from those that might be quoted ; or, in other words, the resur-

n'ction of Jesus was real, complete, absolute. It was not the

development of an immortal, spiritual germ, of which neither

6cieuce nor the Bible gives us anj information; it was not the

evolution of a purely spiritual body, for the spiritual body

docs not come by evolution ; nor was it a spiritual body in any

ecnse whatever.

Any one of the five senses may deceive us. Touch, taste,

nuell, sight, liearing, when they act separately, may convey

erroneous impressions. "When two of the five senses conjoin

tlieir testimony concerning any point to which they are coin-

jK'tent witnesses we are not often deceived ; but when any three

of the senses conjoin in their testimony we are absolutely cer-

tain. If sight, hearing, and touch conjoin their testimony in

regard to the reality, the materiality of any object we contem-

plate, we are absolutely obliged to receive their testimony, and

wc not only believe in the reality and materiality of such an

object, but we are positively sure we know that the object pos-

Ft'sses these qualities or characteristics. Kow the simple truth is

that the Lord Jesus Christ subjected himself, subjected his body,

to this threefold test. Paul tells us in 1 Cor. xv, G, S, of hun-

dreds of people who saw the Lord Jesus after his resurrection

und previous to his ascension. Again, each of the evangelists

tells us of conversations that Jesus had with the disciples dur-

ing the forty days that intervened between liis resurrection and

ascension. Luke tells us (xxiv, 3G, 43) that Jesus appeared to

his disciples subsequent to his resurrection and "they were

tt-rrifiod and affrighted, and supposed that they had seen a spir-

it," and certainly it is usually supposed that a "spirit" is more

•"ittenuated than a spiritual body. In what followed, Jesus

I'ursued a coarse completely calculated to prevent, for all the

future, the inexplicable illusion, the unreasonable blunder, that

he was at the time possessed of a spiritual' body. It was

evidently his purpose to satisfy, beyond all possibility of intel-

iir^^'Ut und honest doubt, the minds of the disciples that his

^'•=^nrreetion had been literal, real, complete, absolute; and thaf
'''<-y saw the very and identical body they had seen for three

V'-ans of intimate association, the very same body they had seen

'M'"'^ the cross, the very same body they had laid away in Jo-

*^'l'h's tomb. AVhat else could he have intended when, knowing
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that tlie friglitened disciples tlioiiglit he was a "spirit," )i.«

said to them, "AYhv are ye troubled? and why do tliou^li!,

arise in yonr hearts? Beliold my hands and my feet [ti;.>

prints of the nails still there], tliat it is I myself." Tliev f:i\v

him \vith their eyes, they heard his voice with their ears, and >•}

liad the testimony of two senses. But not satisfied with tli;;

lie said, ''Handle me, and see" [or perceive, or know]; f..r

a spirit hath not fiesh and lones^ as ye see me have." Surely a

spiritual body does not have "flesh and bones;" but the resur-

rection body of Jesus did have "flesh and bones;" therefore it

was not a spiritual body. But Jesus was not quite satisfied, ;in<l

so " wdien he had thus spoken, he showed them [particul;ir!y

exhibited] his hands and his feet." Thus giving the terriUcd

disciples the privilege of sight, hearing, and touch, or the con-

joint testimony of three senses to a fact that came within tlie

range of their special capacity and adaptation. The forty-iir-^t

verse tells us that the effect of this demonstration was :i

mingling of unbelief and wonderment and joy. The Greek

active participles give us the idea that wondering succeeded

unbelieving, and that joy succeeded the wondering, and al;

these experien(?es seemed mingled together, so rapid was tii-^

transition from despairing unbcdief to triumphant joy. B-Jit

Jesus was not altogether satisfied \vith exultant joyous faith, .-•

lie takes another method to prove that his body was not spir-

itual, for innnediately "he said unto them. Have ye here :ni_v

meat?" They had; and then the evangelist tells us tii:.i

"they gave liiui a piece of a broiled fish, and of a honey-com!-.

And he took it and did eat before them." It was not a preteii-e

of eating—the Lord Jesus was not a fraud—he was not a j'rc-

tender, nor a deceiver, and the emphatic expression, "did rnt

it hfiore them^'' shows most conclusively that it was the th(.'Ug!:t

of Jesus to demonstrate that his resurrection body was nut :i

spiritual body.

Thomas, one of the twelve apostles, did not. at first belli ^»'

i!i the resurrection of Jesus, probably not in the appear.in^e

of even a spiritual body; and he afiirmed, when the other <;i~

cjples assured him, "A7e have seen the Lord," "Except I

shall see in his hands the print of the nails, and put my iin:''-

into the print of the nails, and thrust my hand into h!^^ ^i"''*

I will not believe." Thatdc God for a doubting Th-'iiKi.^'.
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Kiijlit days after he had uttered his unbelief, and stated what

proofs were essential to the removal of that imbelief, Jesus

aiiain appeared to his disciples, when Thomas was with them.

Just like the sympathizing Jesus—blessed be his name for-

ever !—who would never break the bruised reed, nor quench

the smoking flax, nor repel a sincere and honest doubter, and

mindful of wliat Thomas had already said on the former oc-

casion, he called him by name and said, "Thomas, reach hiiher

tliy finger, and behold my hands; and reach hither thy hand,

-

and thrust it into luy side ; and bo not faithless, but believing."

It would seem that Jesus intended to satisfy Thomas, and com-

pel his belief, for he uses the precise energetic Greek word that

Thomas had used, in both cases translated " thrust." Thomas

did exactly as Jesus directed him to do, who thus complied with

Thomas's own conditions; or in other words, he gave Thomas

the conjoint testimony of sight, hearing, and touch, testimony

that must satisfy every sane mind, and Thomas, freed forever

from the last shadow of doubt, no longer the doubting but now

the believing Thomas, exclaimed, "My Lord and my God."

Well may we say in the words of Jesus, of tliose who accept

tlie idea of the real, absolute, complete, and literal resurrection

of the body of Jesus, "Blessed are tlicy that have not seen, and

y^ct have believed."

Matthew tells us (xxviii, 5, 6, T) that the lingering angel,

waiting at the empty sepuleher, the first to witness to the resur-

rection of Jesus, said to the trembling women who, before the

morning light had shone upon the garden, had brought spices

for new and added ministries of affection for the dead, " Fear

not ye : for I know tliat ye seek Jesus, which was crucified.

He is not here." Jesus left nothing of himself or of his belong-

ings in Joseph's sepuleher but his grave clothes. The resur-

rection of Jesus was not a spirit exhalation or emanation, not

an illusion, not a pretense, not an outgoing of a spiritiial body
;

it was a real, absolute, complete, literal resurrection of the

body that was hung upon the cross and entombed in Josej)h's

sepuleher.

But some one may say, If these things are so, what became

of the body of Jesus ? As well ask what became of Enoch's

body ? "What became of Elijah's body? AVhat will become of the

bodies of those who are alive at the coming of Christ \ These
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last are not to die ; their bodies are not to molder back to dust

;

for "we shall not all sleep [or die], but we shall all be changed,

in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last train }>."

The dead raised and changed instantly, the livinrj changed as

instantly, all changed, the mortal and corruptiWe changed to

the immortal and the incorruptible; and, "then," and not till

then, shall be brought to pass the saying that is written, "Death

is swallowed up in victory." What became of the body of

Jesus? Mark tells us (Mark xvi, 19) that "he was receis-ed \\\\

into heaven, and sat at the right hand of God." Luke tells us

(Luke xxiv, 50, 51) that " he led them out as far as to Bethany,

and he lifted up his hands, and blessed them. And it came to

pass, while he blessed them, he was parted from them, and car-

ried up into heaven." Luke also tells us (Acts i, 9-11) that

"while they beheld, he was taken up; and a cloud received

him out of their sight. And while they looked steadfastly to-

ward heaven as he went up, behold, two men stood by thoiu

in white apparel ; which also said, Ye men of Galilee, why

stand ye gazing up into heaven? this same Jesus, which is

taken up from you into heaven, shall so come in like manner as

ye have seen him go into heaven."

What became of the body of Jesus ? Paul tells us (1 Cor.

XV, S) that he had seen him, and this after his ascension ;
and

we have in the Acts of the Apostles a threefold account of the

vision of Jesus by Paul, Acts ix, 4 ; xxii, 6 ; xxvi, 12. Tlie dy-

ing Stephen saw him. Acts vii, 55, 5G, " But he, being full of

the IToly Ghost, looked up steadfastly into heaven, and saw the

glory of God, and Jesus standing on the right hand of God,

and said, Behold, I sec the heavens opened, and the Son of nutn

standing on the right hand of God." With such vision, no

wonder that his last words were, "Lord Jesus, receive my
spirit." What became of the material, physical body of Jesus,

the body raised from the dead? The beloved disciple saw liim

one Sabbath morning, when an exiled prisoner on Patmos s

rocky isle. He tells us, Pev. i, 10, " I was in the Spirit on the

Lord's day," the day commemorative of the resurrection ot

Jesus, " and heard behind mo a great voice, as uf a trumpet, •'ny-

ing, I am Alpha and Omega, the first and the last." Furtlier <'ii

(ver. IS) the Alpha and Omega says, "I am he that liveth and

was dead ; and, behold, I am alive for evermore, Amen ;
and
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liavc the keys of death and of hell," thus identifying himself as

the Lord Jesus Christ. Paul and Stephen have not attempted

to describe Jesus as they saw him, but John has made the at-

tempt. It is a most wonderful description, and yet no one has

ever read it with thoughtful mind without feeling tliat human

language, even when written by the pen of inspiration, com-

pletely breaks down in the attempt to describe the glorilled

Christ. IIow Paul and Stephen and John saw Christ we may

not be able to say with certainty, but manifestly it was rather by

giving them a spiritual vision than by giving Christ a material

form tangible to human senses. "What became of the body of

Jesus ? Surely somewhere between the eastern slope of Olivet

and the throne of eternal glory and dominion the corruptible

put on incorruption, the mortal put on the immortal, the weak

became strong, dishonor changed to glory, the natural body be-

came a spiritual body, the same transformation was wrought

in the resurrection body of Christ as will be wrought in ours,

when he "shall change our vile body " or the body of our hu-

miliation, "that it may be fashioned like unto his glorious body,

according to the working," or transforming power, " whereby

lie is able to subdue all things," visible as well as invisible,

" unto himself." And now, possessed of all posver in heaven

and in earth, raised from the dead to die no more, death having

no more dominion over him, humanity's representative, the

blessed Lord Jesus Christ, already sways the scepter of uni-

versal dominion, and will do so until he shall have "put down
all rule, and all authority and power. For he must reign, till he

liath put all enemies under his feet. The last enemy that shall

be destroyed is death." And in that hour of the Redeemer's

glorious and eternal triumph, in the realization of the complete

Consummation of the plan of redemption and salvation, the in-

mimerable company of the blood-washed saints of God, tramp-

ling on death as they come forth from their graves at the call

of the Son of God, shall till the universe with their exultant

t^hont as they exclaim, "Thanks be to God, which giveth us the

victory through our Lord Jesus Christ."
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Art. IV.—the RACE PROBLE:\r—THE SITUATION.

Unusual excitement lias j5revailed througliout the country dur-

ing the past year over the race problem. More or less this has

been true of the southern section ever since the war. Of laio

the discussion has been deflected somewhat from the usual lino

of accounts of Xegro lawlessness by the introduction of new
topics related to the general subject.

Propositions looking to the repeal of the Fifteenth Amend-
ment of the United States Constitution, and also to the depor-

tation of the colored people to some other country, as Africa,

or South America, have been introduced into the Mississippi

Legislature and into the Congress of the United States.

The Fifteenth Amendment, Section 1, declares

:

The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not l»e

denied or abridged by tlie United States or by any State oti

account of race, color, or pi'evious condition of servitude.

Sec. 2. Congress shall have power to enforce this article by
appropriate legislation.

It is now generally admitted by the Soutli that the right of

the Negroes to vote, which the Fifteenth Amendment confers,

has. been thwarted ; and yet the provision of the Fourteentli

Amendment, that where such right has been denied, or in any

wai/ abridged, the i^egroes shall not be reckoned in the basis of

representation, has been unheeded.

The Fourteenth Amendment provides:

Sec. 2. Representatives shall be apportioned among the scvcnd

States according to their respective numbers, counting the wIk-Ic

number of persons in each State, excluding Indians not taxt-J.

But when the right to vote at any election for tlic choice oi

electors for President and Vice-President of tiio United States

Representatives in Congress, the executive and judicial otiieers <'i

a State, or the members of the Legislature thereof, is denied to

any of the male iidiabitants of such State being twenty-one year>

of age and citizens of the United States, or in cdii/ \raij id/ri<!j"J

except for partiei{)ation in the rebellion or otlicr crime, tlie b;i-i>

of representation thereiti shall be reduced in the pn)}>ortion whi'ii

the nuinlier of sueh male citizens shall bear to the v.'hole nuuihtT

of male citizens twenty-one years of age in such State.

The press of the country, secular and religious, partisan and

non-jiartisan, j)olitlcal and non-political, has vigorously, and
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sometimes with passionate vehemence, discussed the Kace ques-

tion. Those from one section liave treated it from their point

of view, and those from the other section from another aspect.

That the record may be complete, and that readers may know
the extreme sectional ideas lield by one chiss of the people of

the country, the respective views of leading journals in Jbotli

sections of the country are given. They contain important ad-

missions as to the suppression of the colored vote, sometimes

by force, but more often latterly by fraud. As to the fact of

such suppression they arc conclusive.

I.

—

The SouTHEKif Pkess.

1. The Southern journals deprecate the continned agitation of

the Ilace problem as being kept np by partisans and for partisan

purposes. They allege that those who discuss it unfavorably

to the Southern view do so for partisan and political purposes.

The JVashvill-e Americcm:
VTe do not really give to this Ingalls theory any serious

thought. Xot but that Mr. Ingalls, in order to solidify himself
Avith a certain element in Kansas, is willing and eager to arm him-
self with torch and dagger, but that we do not look to see his ad-
vice and solution accepted.

The Savannah 2i'ews :

The Senator (Ingalls) bases his answer on the assumption that
the blacks are refused a free ballot. He admits that they have
justice in every other respect. He assumes that they are all Re-
publicans, and that if they were not intimidated they would vote
the Republican ticket, and would be in control of Mimicipal,
County, and State affairs where they are in the majority.

The Macon Telegra^ph, Georgia :

Southern Xegroes should be independent enoug^h to estimate
the welfare of tlieir race as of more importance than the success
of the Kepublicau party, and act accordingly.

The ]!^eic Orleans Times-Democrat

:

He, Ingalls, is treating this question from a narrow, ]\artlsan

Ptau(l-j)oint, considering the interests of the Republican party and
not that of the country. If all he proposes were done, we would
not be one whit nearer the solution.

The Mobile Pcegister :

The South is twenty j^ears older now than then. All the
throats and thunders of the llepublican party cannot force us to
go back to the days of rapine and bloodshed.
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2. Tlie spirit now displayed on this subject by the people iu

the South is quite similar to that evinced by the same pcojilo

in the ante-hcllum times. In the Senate and House of Con-

gress, on the stump and in their journals, they said :
" Let us

alone ; " " It is our affair." Wliile they were thus demanding,

they were at that very time taking measures to secede from the

Union. The Secretaries of "War and of tlie IS'avy had so dis-

tributed and directed the naval and military forces of the na-

tion that when secession should occur it would be more easy

and assured, and the national ability to cope with and subdue

secession would be more difficult and doubtfuh Such is the

tone of the Southern journals to-day. Take examples :

The JVeio Orleans says :

The southern people may not, like Senator Ingalls, philosophize

at a safe distance. They must, at every hour of the day, deal

practically with the Xegro question, living, as we do, face to face

with it in the concrete.

The Louisville Courier-Journal

:

The people of the South have local self-government, and they

will keep it. . . . The Negro question, to be sure, is not solved;

but the conviction is growing in the North and in the Soulli,

among the Negroes themselves, that the Southern States them-

selves must find the solution, and that the interference of such

men as Senator Ingalls only postpones the accomplishment of the

result which all good men desire.

The Atlanta Constitution^ Georgia :

The relations between the blacks and the Avhites will have to

be adjusted by those affected l)y them.

The St. Louis Anzeiger cles' Westens :

If the South be left in peace— if men like Ingalls were not con-

tinually impressing it on the Negro that every good emanates ivom
the Republican party and every evil from the Democratic party,

the Southern people, who, on the whole, wish well to the Negro,

will discover a mode of settling the controversy on principles of

justice with the Negro who is living in their midst.

3. The spirit of the extreme Southern papers is that of defi-

ance of the Constitution and of the public sentiment which

demands that the Constitution shall be observed. Tlierc is an

unconcealed air of disdain at any trammels which laws or con-

stitution may place upon them. Letwcen the lines can be

plainly read, " What are you going to do about it 1
"
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The Birmingham Ag-2-IIerald, Alabama :

It" there should he civil v\'ar for this cause it %vill be civil war

ill the strict sense of that term, and not a sectional contest, as was

tliat of 1861-65.

If war is beirtin to enforce Negro supremacy in the South it will

bo begun by the Republican parU'. The Republicans will be the

nirgre'ssors/and the Democrats of the entire Union—not those of

the South alone—will defend the issue.

The Washingtoji Capital:

The "justice" for which Mr. Ingalls pleaded in impassioned

words would only result in the precipitation of a conflict which

would light incendiary fires in every part of the South, only to

end in deluo-ing that section with blood. The "bottom rail has

been on tojT" once in the South. It will not be again until that

region meets the fate of Ilayti.

The Mobile Register :

The indecent spectacle of Afric-American government consti-

tutes one of the foulest pages of history. The whites of the

South swept the nasty thing out of existence. We do not propose

to repeat the history 'of 1868-1874.

II.

—

The Korthern Yiew.

1. The Xortliern journals generally claim that the question

must be solved as Senator Ingalls demands— that is, by practic-

ing in good faith justice toward the black man. By fairness

and kindness, and not by violence and fraud.

The Boston Journal:

The one rallying-cry of those Southern citizens who are deter-

mined to cause a reaction against tlie revolution brought on by
the civil M'ar, is the assertion that the Negro must bo kept under
or he will be guilty of gross tyrannies over the cla?s Avhich for-

merly enslaved hini, and lived oil the fruits of his unpaid, or, to

put it more directly, his stolen, labor.

The St. Louis Globe-Democrat

:

" I appeal to the South," Senator Ingalls exclaims, " to try the

experiment of justice." But that is exactly Avhat the South is

most determined not to do. The story of her treatment of the

ex-slaves ever since they were made citizens is one of deliberate

and persevering violation of their rights. By processes of fraud
and violence as notorious as tliey are indefensible she has practi-

cally dt'|>rivod them of the sutlrage, and of all power or o[)porlu-

nity to mtluence the courso of public events, and she asks that
the situation thus brought about shall be indorsed and confirmed
for all time.
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The Minneapolis Tribune:

It is the Southern men themselves who have introduced the sub.

ject into the Senate, and Mr. Ingalls is fairly entitled to e\].n-<

his views. The speech is rhetorical and brilliant, and it is full df

stinging criticism. It is, of course, a one-sided, ])artisan spwcnli,

yet from its own point of view it is strictly true. The colored race

has suffered the most fearful \^Tongs and indignities since the war.

and the Negro's disfranchisement by violence, intin.idatiou, and
fraud cheats the whole country as well as the emancipated Race.

The Neva York Press :

Is the North content to consent to this? Is the civil com]iart

of majority rule to be ignored in most of 'the Southern Stati'>?

Is the Xegro to be politically abandoned, and yet left witli hi;^

rapidly-increasing offspring to count one each in the census re-

turn, when the distribution of representatives in Congress corn^s

up for discussion next winter? These are questions v.hich tlie

people of this country are now facing.

2. The cahn, resolute spirit of tlic Xorth encounters tlic v^iid,

reckless expressions of the Soutli with cool, convincing logic

and the philosophy of right and fairness.

The Brooldijn Times:

The Negroes will stay here, and they will be protected in the

exercise of their rights. It is a diflicult problem, but Americ-au

statesmanship has confronted and overcome problems even more

diitlcult.

The Independent

:

The Senator's solution of the problem lies in the single wrd
justice, which means to treat the colored man as a citizen, pos^<'><-

ing the same inalienable rights that belong to tlie white ra^ i-.

The sooner soutliern whites come to this conclusion the better i'-r

themselves and the whole country.

Tlic Pittshurg Dlpatch

:

This is the beginning of the final contest, unless the utteraiKH'S

of the administration are meaningless and the accord bctweiu

them and Senator Ingalls's spet!eh accidental. The conllict i-^

likely to be the most important since the crop from like seeds wa-s

harvested upon bloody fields twenty-five years ago.

The Toledo Blade

:

It is a grave truth that the whites of the South are dwi-lhi; C

above a volcano. With any other race than the African t.i<'

country would have been deluged Avith blood long a-jfo ;
and u •-•

not expected that even the Idncks in the SuutliL-ni States wdl -u'-

mit indefinitely to the denial of rights accorded theui every-wh'ie
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else in the Union. Nor is it to bo supposed that the people of all

the other States Avill continue to allow a white partisan minority

t.> uive to one political party a strength tOAvhicli it is not entitled

in tlic House of Representatives and in the Electoral College

through the systematic silencing of a Race vote.

The Rochester Democrat and Chronicle:

Senator Ingalls believes that the only plan which will assure

the enduring ]>eace and prosperity of the South, and reconcile it

with the genius of American institutions, is that it should do full

and impartial justice to the Negro. And this is, and it must be,

the only true solution of the Race problem. There is no use of

temporary expediencies while the great wrong endures.

Ill,—SuMiiixG rp What ^iay ee Fairly Deduced FRO^r these

Press Statements.

1. It may be safely assumed that the press voices the

popular ideas upon tbis subject. It is not usual for secular

journals to run ahead of the people who sustain such journals.

The press, as a rule, follows in the wake of popular move-

ments. It does not lead in the van of great social and political

changes.

2. Necessity is pleaded for " asserting and maintaining white

supremacy against any majority, however great, of Negroes,"

This is a most specious and yet a' most dangerous plea. If this

plea be admitted as just, then in all cases when the necessity

may be alleged as existing, or even as suspected or feared to

exist, our Republican form of "government of the people,"for

the people, and by the people " is a dead failure. It is then a

government of the white minority against the black majority.

It is revolution. Persistence in it means anarchy, despotism,

and destruction of the public peace and safety.

3. The purpose is declared of controlling the Xegro votes or

suppressing them altogether. Having so distinctly avowed this

in the quotations cited, further proof is needless.

4. It is admitted that each of these modes of disposing of the

-i^'cgroes' votes is alike adopted in the South.

5. In the attempted disruption of the nation by secession it

^vas the liopc aiid the boast of the leaders of that movement

that the South Avould be a solid unit, while the North would be

<livided. That hope was proved vain.

If the hope is indulged that in this new form of lawless
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nsnrpation and violence the jSTortli will either acquiesce or Avill

be divided, that hope will be equally vain. To fire the Soutli-

ern heart against Xorthern fanaticism and abolitionism, doleful

jeremiads about the perils of the whites from the insurrection

of the slaves were freely used before secession. The Xew
Kepublic, it will be observed, was to rest on slavery as its

corner-stone. Those fears were shown to be groundless, as the

fears now conjured against JSTegro supremacy will be. All this

agitation throughout the nation is the least aggressive and

disturbing and mischievous part of the expression of what lies

deeper—two civilizations, diverse and antagonistic, existing in

this nation, and which express themselves in their own respective

forms. The more pronounced and characteristic manifestation

of this fact is seen in the South in midnight Ivuklux riders,

in the free use of the deadly rifle, shooting down colored voters

and others to scare away the blacks from the polls, in some

cases shooting them down in cold blood unless they will promise

not to vote ; in registration laws and poll-taxes, and in voting

precincts so arranged that the blacks would be unable, for want

of time, to vote ; in tissue ballots, in destroyed ballot-boxes,

with their tickets, in defrauding the blacks of their wages by

the device of orders on stores for goods, and by mortgaging

the crops before they were raised, thus keeping them in vassal-

age ; in systematically parading the crimes of colored persons

and withholding those of white felons. One would think from

reading the Southern papers that a rising of blacks was always

imminent, and yet when these reports are analyzed the killed

are always the blacks. The whites are uninjured.

The rapes, arson, and murders, to judge from the Southern

press, are always by the blacks, and dearly are they ex])iatcd.

Danville, Copiah, Washington County, Tex. ; Xew Orleans,

South Carolina, and the congressional committees, as to those

and other like violent measures, are in proof of the truth of these

general statements of the condition of things in the South. The
" Testimony on the Alleged Election Outrages in Texas, reported

from the Committee on Privileges and Elections of the Senate

of the United States," fills a stout octavo book of eight hundred

pages. It shows that citizens were terrorized, defrauded, and

driven from the State by the unendurable proscription and

barbarity inflicted upon them.
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IV.

—

Irkkconcii.aisle Elioiexts of Xaticxal Life.

All tills reveals the presence in our national life of two ad-

verse, irreconcilable civilizations. It discloses a eonilict wliicli

must necessarily proceed until one or the other of these forms

of social and civil life is displaced and superseded by its op-

jiosite. Mr. Lincoln, in his great debate with Mr, Donglas,

faid the nation could not exist half free and half slave ; and so

as to these adverse forms of civilizations, one of them must go

down. Combine a fluid alkali and a fluid acid, and effervescence

is inevitable. Effect the combination in an insensible vessel

and the suddenly expanding bubbles will overflow; but no

other nor more serious result will happen. The vessel will not

be hurt nor incommoded. If the combination be made within

the body of a living human being much internal suffering and

strangulation, and perhaps peril, of life may ensue. This illus-

trates what has been going forward in our country for the last

twenty-seven years; indeed, what has existed here from the

beginning of our national life. Two civilizations, totally unlike

and almost as adverse as the two chemical substances nanied,

have been commingled.

Long prior to tlie civil war the conflict Tvas going on—in less

]n-onounced form—as yullificatiou, which Andrew Jackson,

then president, met and squelched with his characteristic firm-

ness. And again in religious bodies having a national extension,

as the Methodist, Presbyterian, and Baptist Churches, these

growing demands and the intolerance of slavery caused at first

violent commotion and then sectional disruption.

During the anic-hellum period men who dared to be out-

f^poken for freedom received the blows and the bullets of the

brutal spirit of slavery, as Sumner in the United States Senate,

and Lovejoy in Alton. Then came the rent Xational Demo-
cratic Convention, the nominations of Breckenridge and Lane

'IS the slavery candidates for president and vice-president and

of Douglas and Stephens as the alternate democratic candidates,

and the election of Abraham Lincoln and Hannibal Hamlin as

the more pronounced representatives of freedom ; then seces-

•-i'>n, then civil war. gigantic, protracted through five drea'lfnl

voars, and costing billions of treasure and many scores of tliou-

eands of precious lives.

The civilization of the South, founded upon slavery, or
41 KIITU SEIUES, VOL, VI.
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molded by it, could not at once let go. It continued after tl.c

war. It still lingers in tlie land of its birth. It has many frat-

Tires quite dissimilar from those in the xsorth.

1. Education was restricted to the few in the Soutli. IMant-

ers' children and the children of wealthy families were educated

in the best schools the South afforded, as far as those scho<.)l>

could carry them, and then finished in the higher institutions (>:"

'the Xorth or in those of Europe. The basis was laid and the

bias given in the schools of that section, so that the after-touclic^

could not remove, if at all modify, the earlier inclinations. ,\s

for the slaves, the law made it criminal to teach them to read.

The "poor white trash" received, as a rule, a very small modi-

cum of "school larnin," and many of them none at all.

% The local education furnished by the surroundings was

never lost. It tinged the thought and tinctured the prejudices

so contracted. It never was accustomed to what is so usual in

the North, to hear the officiating minister pray for the nation

and for its president.

On the contrary, the Monroe resolutions, in Yirginia and

Kentucky advocating State sovereignty, were inculcated in

every speech they heard on the hustings from year to year and

from one canvass to another. The sectional prejudices remained

long after the war; and, so far as many of the women of tin;

South are concerned, for a generation they have taught tlicir

children to hate the Xorth and revile it. The school-book-,

too, have been mutilated to eliminate true statements as to th<^

causes of the*caste upheaval.

This condition affects nearly one fjurtli the area of tlio lie-

public, 804,000 square miles, and 18,500,000 of the ])eople.

Six and a half millions of these are Xegroes, who have either

themselves been slaves or who are descended from ex-slavi-.

In this section is three fourths of the illiteracy of the iiati^n.

There are two million voters in the United States who can

neither read nor write. One and a half millions of these art-

in the Southland seven hundred and fifty thousand of them arc

whites. Taking the statistics as to illiteracy among all classes

in the South, the figures are startling indeed:

Total illiterates in sixteen vSouthern States, often years and over:

White 1,G72,94C

Colored 3,012, -lli^—1,7 15,3S1
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V. CONDEMXATOEY Oi'IXIONS.

Let us note wliat is said on these facts by distingnislied cit-

izens, both as divines and publicists.

Joseph Cook savs

:

The supreme crime at tlic South to-day is the nullification of

Xatioual and State laws intended to protect the colored voter,

while the crime of the Xorth is political inditference to this state

of affairs. The ]>arty in ])0\ver fails to fulfill its pledges in respect

to the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments. It is the fate of

liot climes to have always on their hands a Kace and an industrial

problem. The cancer of caste ever clings to the tropic of Cancer.

Climate, color, indolence, caste, greed, poverty, illiteracy, barbar-

ism, isolation, and impurity cause this state of affairs.

Speaker Reed, of the House of Representatives, in an address

in Pittsburg, Aj^ril 2G, says :

It is known to every body that the South denies that cheating is

part and parcel of their elections. It is equally known to every
body that that denial is not true. The South has passed through
many stages. The Kuklux first deployed its midnight terrors to

intimidate voters. Then came the midnight shootings and harry-

ings; then the bull-dozing and tlie driving of the Negro politicians

into the woods in the darkness of the night. At present the mur-
ders have mostl}' passed awa}', and the terrorizing and the mid-
niglit marauders. Ballot-box stuffmg and cheating in the count
have taken their places. Throughout all this variety of wicked-
ness I call upon you to note one singular fact—that while it existed
every one of these crimes against the goveriuuent was most sol-

emnly denied by Southern press and Southern people. Xo man
denies them to-day.

President Harrison, April 2-i, addressed an Executive order

to the Attorney-General wliich includes these statements

:

I have had frequent occasions during the last six months to

confer with you in reference to the obstructions oilered in the
counties of Leon, Gadsden, ]),Iadison, and Jefiierson, in the State
of Florida, to the execution of the process of the courts of the
I. nited States. It is not necessary to say more of the situation
than that the officers of the Ignited States are not suffered freely
to exercise tlieir lawful functions. This condition of things can-
liot be longer tolerate<l. . . . You will assure the oificers of the
{•"^w, and those who have foolishly and wickedly thought to set the
'•'uv at defiance, that every resource lodged with llie JCxecutive l)y

'he Constitution and tlie laws will, as the necessity arises, be em-
p'oyed to make it safe and feasible to hold a federal commission
^:id to execute the duties it imposes.
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,TI.

—

The FxVst a Disappointing Txecoi^d.

The retrospect for the most part is saddening ; it is a record

of disappointed expectations. For twentj-five years recon-

struction has been progressing, though very slowdy. Ex-rebel

States have been rehabilitated. They are represented in the

United States Congress, and still the elements there are repel-

lent and belligerent. Harmony, so long hoped for, comes nut.

The people of the South do not acquiesce pleasantly in tlie re-

sults of the %var. By violence and terror and fraud the ballot of

the blachs is prevented from being cast ; or, if cast, it is not

truthfully counted and recorded. This is true in large areas.

The Freedraan is oppressed in his wages. In many instances

his condition is even more unsatisfactory and his support more

precarious than they were when he was in slavery. Almost

•impatiently has tlie coming of a brighter dawn been awaited.

Doubtless it will come. Lut the chariot-wheels which are to

bring it are turning very slowly.

The causes which led the Southern people into secession and

rebellion are still alive and active : they are the different po-

litical theories held in the two sections of the country, and

•which are still jTOtent. The Southern leaders regarded personal

labor as a degradation, and the black man's normal position as

one of subjection and toil.

The peculiar political notions prevalent in the South, as t')

State rights being paramount to those of the nation, had much

influence in preparing the people there for secession, and in

making them willing to be organized into military forces agaii!?t

the United States.

The education of the Southern whites, except those of the

wealthier class, was sadly lacking, while that^ of the blacks, as

we have seen, was forbidden and altogether prevented.

These conditions made the wealthy and the slave-holders the

natural leaders of the people and the formei's ant. wielders ot

public opinion. ]Ience the Southern masses were di'awn in.to

secession without difficulty by those who were thus naturally

and inevitably their leaders. The same class lead in the \\'^"-

cut systeni of terrorism and fraud. These and kindred facts

are in cxplanatii)!! of the slowness of reconstruction.

Color caste is another hinderance to the pacilication of the

Southern people and to the orderliness of the connnnmties
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r.'sident in that section. It ^vill delay pacification, but it can-

not i)revent its ultimate sway. Tradition says, that at whatever

time in tlie day the snahe is killed his tail does not die until

sunset. The tradition is probably not strictly nor always true.

Yet it is a fact that the snake's tail wiggles longer after death

than the head end of the snake, and that it is longer in dying

than the rest of the reptile. Color caste may be compared to

the tail of slavery, and which, true to the tradition, makes its

contortions long after slavery itself is dead. Color caste sur-

vives the death of slavery longer in this country than in some

others. It is now twenty-seven years since slavery expired in this

Rcptiblic. Yet til is tail-end relic is still a very lively corpse.

. In the British "West Indies, tliirty-five years after slavery was

abolished, there was almost no color caste at ail. The great

bidk of the popidation were blacks and mulattoes. In an enu-

meration in Jamaica, in 1S71, the total pojwlation was given at

500,154, of whom 13,101 were whites, lOO.S-lG colored or mu-

lattoes, aud 393,000 blacks. The census of ISSl showed a de-

crease of whites of 0^- per cent, and a large increase of colored

and blacks. The total population was 585,000, of whom 12,315

were whites, 12S,-4GS mulattoes—an increase of 2S per cent.;

444,214 were blacks—an increase of IG per cent.

Colored men and black men for the more part filled the

offices. They were justices and judges, sherifL's, constables, po-

licemen, lawyers, preacliers, doctors, editors, merchants, farm-

ers, and manufacturers. Side by side they walked and rode.

In business and in civil life, in social and in church life, they

niinglcd freely. They intermarried. They sat in the same

l>e\vs, belonged to the same church, read and sung fi-om the

same book. The AVest India slaves, when emancipated, were

far loM-er in the scale of civilization than the slaves in our

country were v.'hen freed.

The blacks in Jamaica were far more averse to the mulattoes

than they were to th.c whites. There were more marriages of

^vllItcs and fulhblood Xcgroes than of whites and coloi'ed and

than of blacks and colored.

<v^uito as generally as the whites and the mulatti-cs, the blacks,

h"lh uien and women, heLl office and occupied positions of in-

Ihionce and places of honor. Very numy of them were liberally

educated and accom]dithed, filling v^dth eminent success high
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social and professional positions, as doctors, lawyers, ministers,

mannfacturers, and litterateurs.

For three years I sat under the ministry of Hev. Sann;.;i.

Smythe, a ^Vesleyan preacher and a memher of the British AVo-

leyan Conference. His complexion and features were qr.ite

African. He was one of the preachers on the Kingston circuit.

I never heard liim preach a sermon below the average of ser-

mons in this or in any country. He was original, logical,

imaginative, eloquent.

Ilev. Edward Fraser, a native Wesleyan,*preacher, and quite

dark, was a man of superior pulpit and platform power. Forty

years ago he charmed thousands in Exeter Hall by his match-

less eloquence. Mr. !Xathan and Mr. Burke were fine criminal

lawyers of wide and lucrative practice. Mr. Hill, colored, Mas

an eminent naturalist and writer.

In 1716 Francis "Williams, a free Kegro, graduated from

Cambridge University. He excelled as a scholar and a teacher,

and he was also a poet of recognized ability.

Different conditions existing in our country will make color

caste more tenacious of life among us than it was in the British

colonies.

The freedom of our political life and movement; the exist-

ence of State laws and local governments reflecting the senti-

ments of those who were slave-holders—the close balancing of

the two great political parties of the country—and the hid

which one of these jjarties seems to make for the colored vuti',

and the other party for the Southern white vote—and cspi'-

cially the illiteracy of lai'ge masses of colored and white cit;-

zens, are factors which have kept alive and made irritating tlic

Bace problem.

The intensity and fierceness of this feeling against the Xfgro

can hardly be credited. Systematic and efl'ectual and prevuK-nt

fraud at elections is the rule. If the iN'egro protests and in.-i.-ts

on his right to vote and to have his vote counted, he is >\vh ;

and for fear he will come to tlio polls and vote, some arc sh^f

before election, to impress them with a wholesome fear of t;i«'

M-hite elector. The colored people are punished, terrorized, an .

robbed of their wages. They are persecuted, hunted down, and

M-ronged. In Barnwell County, S. C, eight xs"egroes W(.n;

taken out of jail by lynchers and shot in cold blood. Later,
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a Negro, whose offense ^vas stealing some clothes, ^vas taken

from the liands of officers and tied to a tree. The executioner

then made a long prayer. As he uttered the pious Amen at the

close he lifted his gun and deliberately blew Iiis victim's head

oil. jSior is this prejudice confined to the late slave States. It

j»rcvails in some of the Xorthern States. In Springfield, O.,

the school board refused to permit a colored lady pnpil, whose

qualifications except as to color were adequate, to enter tlie

normal or higli school.

In Alton, 111., where fifty years ago Lovejoy-s newspaper

office was four times wrecked and Lovejoy himself was at last

killed, becanse he was an abolitionist, a Eace war is in progress

in the public schools. It is stated that " at the forenoon recess

the colored children were attacked by the whites and driven off

the ground. They did not return through the day. Many of

tlie whites and blacks have armed themselves with revolvers."

A colored grand army post is organized in the South, and at

once there is a general ferment.

Of the Alton disturbance the St. Louis Bcpvljlic says

:

" It would be far better to have no pnblic schools in upper

Alton than a school where white girls are forced into associa-

tion with Iscgro boys. Such association is against the public

welfare."

The latest phases of this terrible Race prejudice ai-e, a propo-

sition deliberately made in the United States Senate to trans-

port all the Xegroes to Africa, and movements looking to the

repeal of the Fifteenth Amendment, which was intended to

secure to the colored man his civil rights.

But this tail-end relic of slavery will die in this country. It

is the work of all churches and societies to educate the illiterate

niasses of the South—alike the white and colored—until color

caste shall be relegated to the hell whence it came.

VII.—PnonLEM TO BE Solved in the UxixEn States.

The diiiicult problem of equal rights M-ill be solved upon our
i^'il. As certainly as the African was cast into tlie degradation

entailed by slavery he shall rise. He will vindicate his man-
buud. lie will ileserve and command the res[K^ct and justice

<-'f his white fellow-citizens.

Education in all lines for the illiterate, black and white alike;
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a free infusion of Christian ideas ; the influx of wisely directcMl

capital and enterprise; elevated piety, and habits of thrift aii.l

labor, will eSect much in producing a brighter and more prom-

ising state of tilings for the South.

Ignorance must be removed. Prej udice must be disarmed l)y

freo intercourse with those of other sections. Emulation niu>t

be kindled. The churches .are to pour their treasures of faith

and ]>rayer and piety and loyalty and money into the Southland

until her wildernesses shall blossom as the rose and shall become

a fruitful field, and the fruitful field be counted for a forest.

The Methodist Episcopal Church has wisely invested millions of

dollars in that section in aid for the black and white people of

the South. She may not slacken her hand. The influence of our

Church there is, in many ways, of vital importance, patriotically

as well as otherwise. Including the three lines of our service,

missionary, church extension, and educational, the Methodist

Episcopal Church has laid down from $0,000,000 to 88,000,000.

Senator Ingalls, in liis latest utterances on the Xegro que.-tiou,

gives the following llgures of tlic money spent on Xegro niissions.

Since 1S62 there has been given for the education of tlio enfran-

chised slaves, through the American Missionary Society, §10,00ii,-

000; through the Methodist Society, $2,250,000; through the

Baptist Society, $2,000,000; tlirough tlio Presbyterian Soeielv,

$1,000,000, and not less than $1,000,000 from other sources; in

all about $17,000,000 from the North. The Catholics also liavo

interested themselves in the problem. Bishop Vaughan, of Sal-

ford, in Lancashire, England, has formed an organization c.^ik'-

cially directed toward the ituprovemcnt of the colored people "I

the South, and at the Plenary Council of the Catliolie Chun'l;,

held at Baltimore five years ago, it was decided to establish a

seminary, where the liishop has now forty clergymen e<lueatuig

to assist in evangelizing and training them in all the functions and

duties of good citizenship.

The Senator is under rather than over in his figures, unless

they arc strictly confined to educational mov.ements. In Chri;-

tianizing and church propagating movements to these figures

should be added at least si 0,000,000.

Late and reliable statistics on the subject show that " In the

South there arc now 10,000 colored teachers, 1,000,000 pupils

17,000 in the male and female high schools, and 3, 000,000 wr-

shipers in the churches There are 60 normal schools, 50 colleu" >

and universities, 25 theoloL,^ical seminaries. They ]'ay taxe-^ "i»

nearly $2,000,000 worth of property; this is in the Southern State-,
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wMch, if includiiiLT llie Xorthcni States, woulJ tloul^le tlie prop-

erty valuation. This is a woiKlerfui sliowiiig for the race."

YIII.

—

Heflectioxs on the Fokegoixg Statements.

A few general reflections in review of the whole subject are

subnntted :

1. The Eace problem will And its solution in God's good time.

Time is a great solvent. Uiuler God's providential hand the

now discordant elements will gradually assimilate politically,

commercially, and industrially. The social question will settle

itself as between the Races as it now does among whites of dif-

ferent types of culture and refinement.

Thirtv-eiglit years after emancipation in Jamaica Frederick

Douglas was in that island making observations on this subject.

At my instance he attended a service in \Ycsley Chapel, in

Kingston, where he saw in the same pew, here and there, parents

of diverse colors sitting at opposite ends, with their children

between them of all shades of mahogany. All through the

chapel, where two thousand people were present, blacks and

whites and colored freely commingled. lie afterward stated

liis great pleasure in seeing the absence of friction and division,

and that " there was not the smell of color caste about it."

2. From the facts shown in this paper it is obvious that the

^Fethodist Episcopal Church in the South has been an important

and helpful factor in laying the basis for the ultimate redemp-

tion of the colored people, and their peaceful relations at no

remote day with their white fellow-citizens. The Methodist

Kpiscopal Church has been the good Samaritan toward those

battered, stripped, and wounded specimens of humanity. Tho

wise liberality of that Church in all its linos of helpfulness,

missionary, church extension, and education, is fully vindicated

by the grand results attained. The motive is still urgent to

continue and increase its good-doing in these lines.

3. The motive to all this good-doing is not only that of self-

pre?ervation for our national liberties and blessings and our

political safety and integrity, but also to save men's souls and

elevate them in the scale, of intelligence and virtue.
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Akt. y.—the pulpit mirrored from the pew.

The attitude of '• the pnlpit " towiird *' tbc pew " is naturally

and justly that of superiority but not of domination, and the

posture of " the pew " with regai-d to " the pulpit " should cor-

respondingly be that of docility without obsequiousness. On
the other liand, their mutual relations require co-operation in

every respect and in each effort, and in order to this result it is

proper, indeed it is needful, that they should thoroughly under-

stand each other and be fully agreed on all essential points. In

the absence of this accord there would be a lack of that intelli-

gent and cordial sympathy which is as necessary to the moral

support and spiritual encouragement of the preacher as it is to

the personal benefit and religious usefulness of the hearer. The

speaker who is not apprised of the preferences and wants of liis

audience cannot, except by accident and partially, meet them ',

and, reciprocally, the congregation that listens with ])i-cjudife

and preoccupation will not appreciate or improve upon the

wisest lessons or the most earnest appeals. This much at least,

liowever, any candid and thoughtful occupant of the pulpit will

concede, as every conscientious and diligent tenant of the ])ew

will feel, that the best hour of the best day of the week devoted

to the solenm privilege of expounding and enforcing, of learn-

ing aiid aj)plying, sacred truth ought to command the highest

skill and the warmest zeal of him who professes to teach and

exhoi't, in order to deserve the profoundest reverence and the

closest heed of those who ])lace themselves in the position of

pupils and practicers. It is in vain for the preacher to iind

fault M'ith the people for not paying attention to his message if

it be frothy in itself or if it be feebly and coldly dcliviTod.

The more he scolds at thcni the less will they care for him.

and he may blame himself at last for empty seats and an invi-

tation to quit. A change of place will make little dillVreru''-

Methodist conirreiratiuns are very much alike in this matter.

Xobody likes a dull or commonplace discourse, but every hody

enjoys a lively and fresh one. The thoughts may not alw.iv-

be original, but if they are striking and pertinent they wni .'"

interesting; the style may not be peculiar, but if it i.> canit.-.

atid vigorous it will be impressive ; the language may not be
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clci^uiit or even eloquent, but if correct and simple it will be

clear and expressive ; the gestures may not be according to any

standard or manual, but if they are varied and spontaneous

thev will be effective ; the intonations and inflections may not

be strictly elocutionary, but if they are easy and natural they

will be pleasing ; the spirit may not be angelic or seraphic, but

if liumane and divine it will be penetrating and powerful. A
tender tone will melt where vehemence only hardens, and a

gentle M'ord will win where disputation but alienates.

Let us first glance at some of the antecedents to success in

the pulpit as to its influence over the pew, and tlien we will

more particularly consider its immediate requisites and more

palpable components. The basis of the clerical position is the

pasto7rd office. There is great pertinence in the old phrase

"the cure of souls," that is, their care, which designates the re-

sponsibity and functions of what we Methodists used to call

'• the preacher in charge," and which survives in the Anglican

term "the curate." It is in visiting his people froni house to

liouse that the preacher gathers his best materials and his high-

est inspiration for his sermons. He thus knows their circum-

stances and their eicpcrience personally, and is enabled to adapt

his ministrations to their wants. More than this, they enlist his

sympathy, and reciprocally he secures theirs. Dr. Cuyler, in

his valedictory to his congregation, admirably states this point

:

Pastoral work has ahvays been my passion. It lias been my
rule to know every body in this congregation if |)ossible, and sel-

dom have I allowed a day to pass without a visit td some of your
ludues. I fancied that you cared more to have a warm-hearted

l-astor than a cold-blooded preacher. To carry out thoroughly a

^^ystem of ])ersonal oversight, to visit every family, to stand by
tiie beds of the sick and the dying, to put one's .self into sym-
Jtathy with aching hearts and bereaved households, is a process

lliat has swallowed up time, and I tell you it has strained the

nerves jirodiuaously. Costly as tlio ])rocess has been it has paid.

It I have given sermons to you I have got sermons from you.

Tlio clusest'tie tliat binds us togetlier is the sacred one that has

been Wound around the cribs in your nurseries, the couclies in

your sick eliandjers, the chairs at your firesides, and even the ccf-

lius that have borne away your precious dead.

AVhen the preacher ascends the pulpit stairs on Sunday it

luakcs a great dilTerence with his auditors whether they have

met him in the sweet interchange of individual intercourse dur-
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ing tlie "vreek or not. To a man wliora tbey liavc thus learucil

to love personally they will listen as they can to no other. The
Great Shepherd himself said to his disciples: ''The sheep fol-

low him, for they know his voice." And tlie apostle to the

Gentiles testified to his converts among the rnde Galatians

:

" If it had been possible, ye would have plucked out yonr own
eyes and have given them to me." It is impossible for anv

preacher endeared and identified thus tenderly to say other

than acceptable and impressive words to his flock. They must

come from his own heart and they will go straight and deep to

their hearts. It is true the itinerancy does not afford so favor-

able an opportunity for cementing this bond of sympathy as a

more settled pastorate, but five years, or three, or even less is

long enough, if M-isely, diligently, and systematically occupied,

to form and rivet very closely these personal and official ties.

Yet pastural visitation, if it is to accomplish this valuable result,

must be not mere social gossip, a casual " dropping in to see

you," or accepting an invitation to a tea-party. It is by kind

and spiritual conversation with each member of the family, by

earnest interest in their personal welfare, especially their relig-

ious life, and by the benediction of saintly prayer with thcni

that such devotion to their minister is engendered and fostered.

Let no preacher, however, imagine that mere pastoral labor,

be it never so thorough and successful, will atone for deficiency

in pulpit ministrations. It will powerfully sujDplement aii<l

enforce his sermons; but as preaching is his main business, and

all the rest subsidiary, he must give his most careful attention

to the preparation and delivery of these. ISTevertheless, before

proceeding to this consideration specifically it is well to unto

briefly the collateral ])art3 of divine service as conducte<l from

the pulpit, for a failure in them often mars the eifeet of the

entire performance. Let us take them up in the order in whicli

they usually occur as prescribed in the Discipline. I need say

but "a word to the wise" on the preliminary matter of tlio

preacher's entering the sanctaary punctually, deliberately, and

in a devout and gentlemanly manner. In such a place the rule

is imperative, "Let all things be done decently and in ordi'r.'

The first regular exercise is singing, and as three hymns ai<'

generally used in the course of the service it beconu\s impor-

tant that the minister's part in tjieir rendering should be well
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iK-rf<->nue<l, I do not tliink it necessary to go into the details

<.i tlieir selection, or tlie tunes, etc., to accompany them,

hut shall speak only of the manner of reading them. This is

too often done in a rapid, indistinct, sloveidy way, especially

v/ith a sing-song emphasis, as if scanning each line. I have fre-

(piently thought, and not unfrerpiently said, that if the poet

M'lio wrote the hymn were present he wonld many a time feel

like ]-appingthe hnucldes of the preacher who murders both its

beanty and its meaning by reading it without either rhyme or

reason. If Shakespeare is excusable for giving sharp directions

to the staffo manager or trainer of his performances on the sub-

ject of rendering his productions properly, surely the pulpit

niinistrator ought at least to accpiire and practice the skill of a

clerk in delivering with duo effect the splendid sentiments and

language of our noble hynmah It is a shame to have them

spoiled by a clumsy or careless reader. This is not the time or

place to give or take lessons on the histrionic art ; but every

public speaker, let me say here once for all, is suicidal who neg-

lects the study and culture of this most important element of

aesthetics. The same remark applies to the second adjunct in

divine service, namely, the Scripture lessons; which, instead of

being illuminated, as tiicy might readily be, by appropriate and

impressive reading, are very often rattled over without previous

hi\\*\x or painstaking at the moment. Xot to speak of the

actual miscalling or mispronunciation of words, especially

proper names, very few preachers systematically emphasize the

suitable syllable or the key-word in a clause ; and in a great

majoritv of cases the whole affair is done in a school-boy and

]K'rfunctory manner, I sometimes think, when listening to such

an infliction, that it is enough to make the bones of Moses and

iJavid and Isaiah rattle in tlicir graves, if they could hear the

nieaningless way in which their sublime passages are often-

times read. Let our clerical brethren who are appointed to read

f"r us in the churches bear in mind that there are generally

some persons in their audiences who are competent to detect

f-uch faults, and are compelled, silently at least, to criticize them
;

.ind the mass of the congregation, without being able to give the

I'eason, are more or le-s dissatisfied by the shabl)y rendition of

niagm'ficent language. These things are the '* dead flies in the

ointment," which scent the "reputation for wisdom and honor."
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It is a far graver offense to laymen of good taste to be oblitrr.l

to endure a pulpit reader who does not know or docs not caio

to " mind his stops," or regulate his cadences, than to noti.-e

whether he has clean linen, smooth hair, or polished boots.

The remaining collateral branch of pulpit service is prayer:

and here what shall we say commensurate to its value? Onlv
the Holy Spirit can adequately teach the minister in this parr

of his vocation. I fear that many preachers are, after all, imt

well advised here. Do they sufficiently appreciate the advan-

tage of preparing the way for and re-enforcing their sermon^

by this powerful ally? Often, as it seems to me, they com-'

before God thoughtless, or Avith ill-arranged petitions ; not

studious of their own wants, or of those of the people whose

mouth-piece they are or ought to be. I do not believe in un

premeditated prayer, at least in public. If the supplicatorhavo

not dwelt beforehand sufficiently upon the situation to impress

and fill his soul with deep longings, his utteraiice will be feeble

and uncertain, as well as incoherent, and his whole spirit lan-

guid and unbelieving. It is those who ])ractice prayer privately

that are rewarded with fervor publicly. This is indeed a gift,

an endowment of God ; but it is bestowed only upon those who

seek it, ^vho crave it, who cultivate it. O, how the congrega-

tion long for it ! how they look to the leader to cany them out

and up on the wings of his devotion to the foot-stool of the

throne, to the transfiguration summit. Xo set form of words

will do this, no elegant rhetoric, or cogent logic, or neat com-

position. It requires a soul baptized with divine unction, im-

pelled by intense hungerings and thirstings, sustained by resist-

less faith, bathed in complete consecration. It is easy to preach,

certainly it is easy to hear preaching, after such an interview

with God. Let Moses come down from the mount with his face

and his heart aglow witli divine communion, and his teachings

will have a power and a pathos not of man or of earth.

I will now pass over other secondary points, and come at once

to the main topic, the preaching itself. We shall not in this

place give a lecture on homiletics, or repeat what we have already

premised as to the importance of gesture, articulation, •.reloca-

tion in the pulpit. Permit me merely tu remark, howcvur, that

from a pretty wide observation I have come to the concdusioii

that the manner of a sermon has, with an average audience and
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on ordinary occasions, nearly if not quite as much to do M-itli

popular success as the matter, and sometimes even more. There

is generally some one in a congregation capable of appreciating

sound doctrine and deep thought in tlic preacher, ho^vever de-

fectively delivered; but the mass ^viil scarcely listen, and not at

all comprehend, the best discussion of a tlieme unless pleasantly

presented and simply elucidated. Faults of voice and expres-

sion Avill be sure to displease most hearers ;
and hence 1 might

urf-e these details most earnestly and at length npon the

attention of preachers. But I shall hasten to more essential

things, and especially fulfill ray task of indicating, as near as I

may, what sort of preaching, as to its subjects and contents, I

have found most helpful, and believe the people generally need

and wish. This paper is not entitled " The preaching for the

times," because, according to niy observation and opinion, it is

substantially the preaching demanded at all times and by all

sensible persons. Human uature is very much alike always and

every-where ; and the vital truths of the Bible, of God, and of

man, remain unchanged. Piety is always the same, aiid relig-

ious experience varies only on the surface in different ages,

persons and circumstances. The most learned and cultured

congregations are by no means the hardest to suit, nor the easiest

to win to Clirist. In the Church the rich and the poor meet

together on a common spiritual plane ; and the same nutriment

is adapted to the souls of both, as is food to their bodies. We
will therefore lay aside all such conventional and artificial dis-

tinctions, and speak of the preaching adapted to men as men,

and to souls as such. We may thus greatly narrow the discus-

sion, and fortunately the essential points are few and simple.

In the first place, then, I lay down the principle that true

preaching must be based on doctrine. There is nowadays a

great ado made in certain quarters against this as too abstract,

tuo intellectual, too stringent. Something like the old sophism

is frequently revived, to the effect that it matters little what

a man believes, provided he feels right and does right. But

no one can be correct in sentiment or conduct who is not first

correct in opinion. Christian men are not to act from impulse,

at least merely or of themselves, but from conviction, and tluit

of a divine origin. Preaching is very largely teaching, and this

is in pursuance of the great commission from the Master,
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Matt, xxviii, 19. The apostles, especially Paul, constantly \\\A>i

upon sound doctrine as the basis of genuine religion. AVitlunit

tliis piety degenerates into pietism and then into fanaticism,

and sanctity into sanctimony and so into hypocrisy. The oulv
internal safeguard from this continual tendency of human natui-e

to revert to its original selfishness and perversity is the puri-

fying and elevating influence of the Holy Spirit, and t!ie only

external security is the Bible, understood in its true import.

Hence the pre-eminent fitness of the exhortation in the p istoral

epistles, *' Preach the word." This is the sword of the Spirit,

which is the most, I may say the sole, efficient weapon in the

hands of the servant of God for battling with Satan and con-

quering man. An intimate acquaintance with Scripture trutii

is an inexhaustible fund for the preacher, of which the people

will never tire. Prum this treasury the scribe well instructed

for the kingdom of God may bring forth freely, and at all times,

things new and old. The pulpit, I repeat, is mainly to teach,

but it is to impart religious information ; not science, not phi-

losophy, not metaphysics. These are all good in their place,

but a sermon cannot be made out of them. Laymen can get

them better out_ of boohs and on week-days. They do not

want them from the preacher nor on Sunday. They come to

church in order to hear the Gospel, and they are justly disap-

pointed if they do not get it. Xotliing can or ought to com-

pensate them for the absence of evangelical, spiritual trutli—
plain, simple, heart-searching, mind-enlightening, soul-:viving.

Jaded with worldly cari'S, weary of secular concerns, ill at ca-c

oftentimes with themselves and anxious to lind the patli (..f

return to their heavenly Father's blessing, they present tliem-

selves in the pew and ask only how they may refresh their

spirits from the wells of salvation, how they may regain the

peace that Jesus promised as the legacy of his followers, huw
they may recruit their moral strength for the conflicts and

duties of life, how they may more securely and more amply

lay up treasure in heaven, how they may more fully lit their

souls for the immortal state. Has the preacher nothing fix -h

and pertinent to tell them upon these eternal themes; nothii'-u'

encouraging and stimulating to say about these viral iutcrL-t-

1

Ah, he can never exhaust such topics, nor weary his lluck m
discoursing upon them. '^Vhat a mistake to suppose that brill-
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iant esv'^ays, fine-spun theorizing, learned discussion, can ap-

pease the n}oral hunger or allay the spiritual thirst of a

Christian soul ! These are but husks that the worldly swine

may eat, compared with the viands of the gospel feast. O
brother, store your own mind full M'ith the precious thoughts

of the Bible, the glorious discoveries of devout meditation and

divine communing, the ravishing foretastes of heaven which

the Spirit reveals to those who humbly and earnestly seek

them, and then you will not lack loaves of the bread of life,

which you may break to famishing mortals. Believe me, there

is a vast iield here for you to explore and to explain, and that

your auditors, be they courtly or rustic, be they wealthy or in-

digent, be they scholarly or unlettered, will alike be able and

glad to follow you over it, and will equally gather its beauty,

its fragrance, and its fruit.

I need not say that I commend all diligence and acquire-

ments of a literary sort, nor that I presuppose every reasonable

effort on the part of the preacher to ascertain, elicit, and exhibit

the fresh as well as the mature results of professional skill and

attainment. Let him, moreover, be original and profound, if

lie may, in his materials and in their arrangement and manage-

ment. Let him also be as polished as possible in his diction,

his -style, and elocution. He will be none too efficient or at-

tractive with all these helps. But it is not given to many to

excel in these particulars. Few can be orators ; seldom has a

Chrysostom, a Massillon, a "Whitefield, or a Summerlield ap-

peared. Ordinary talents are the lot of most men in any sphere.

But they need not on that account be useless or inefficient. If

God has called a man to preach he has endowed him at least

M'lth a clear head, a fair share of common sense, and a reason-

able degree of public delivery. AVith these and the unction of

tlie Holy Spirit, superadded to a sound conversion, he ought to

he able to make the great lessons of divine truth plain and for-

cible to the minds and consciences of his fellow-men. If he
finds that he cannot, he should resign his commission and retire

to the private ranks. The pulpit is no place for dolts or weari-

some talkers who say nothing worth hearing, or every thing in

t^o prosy a manner that nobody is interested.

In the second place, preaching, in order to be effective, must
at the same time be einotlonal j it should appeal to the sensi-

45 FIFTH SKHIES, VOL. VI.
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bilities no less than to the intellect. Human depravity is chii.!l

y

moral, and here is the sphere of the new creation. ""With tlu»

heart man believeth unto righteousness," and Christian faith U
not simply a conviction of the judgment, but a feeling of tnl^t

in the personal Saviour. This is pre-eminently a characteri>ti(:

of Methodist experience, and our people justly cherish it. Osir

pulpits must conform to it and foster it or our pews wiil

repudiate them. No icicle corruscations of fancy or genius,

however brilliant, will attract and hold a genuine !Methodi>t

audience. The warm breath of a true religious experience

alone can melt and vitalize the sinner's heart and elicit tliu

fraternization of the saint. It is not necessary for the preaclicr

to narrate the details of his individual outward career or in-

terior history ; but he must have a fund ofpersonal and heart-felt

particulars in the deep things of God that shall inspire and

suggest and corroborate his descriptions and delineations of such

facts and principles and conclusions, or he will teach with in-

distinctness and exhort ^\'ith hesitation. Positive statements

alone, whether of opinion, or duty, or pri\nlege, will avail

to give force and fervor to his utterances. Spiritual tilings

are spiritually discerned, and the spiritually minded only can

adequately expound them. He must himself walk closely and

humbly with God, and then endeavor to lead his hearers in tlic

same path by portraying and feelingly drawing, rather than

urging, them by a tender sympathy and a loving interest in

their real happiness and welfare. If the blessedness of inward

holiness, and the substantial joys of di\nne communion, and tlio

rapturous prospects of immortal glory which the true saint

experiences were more fully and appreciatively dwelt upon m
the pulpit by preachers deeply swayed by their power, and con-

sumed by intense passion to impart the same bliss to otllcr^,

and if this were done in however plain and simple words, albeit

aglow with divine love and blazing M'ith disinterested i>liil:n!-

thropy, it could not but produce immediate and overwhelmiinx

effect. Human nature, even of the hardest mold, could n^-t

resist it, much less would a Christian or a Methodist audicu'-e

fail to respond most enthusiastically to it. Brethren cf tlie

ministry, do not distrust the laity ; they are burning with eager-

ness to have you lead them forward to all good achievement

both within and without. You hold them in your hands to
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fnsliion as you will, and you have yourselves to blame if ther

are not what you wish or what the Master demands. " Like

jiricst, like people," is an old proverb that still holds true. The

pulpit cannot evade the responsibility for the pew.

To sum up, therefore, the ]>reaching for the present tiraes^

for all time, ought to be at once doctrinal and practical. Every

pcrmon should have both these elements, well-balanced and

uptly commingled. Above all, Christ is to be set forth in it as

the grand idea and outcome of the whole. If the pulpit do-

not bring the pew to him, it is recreant to its highest trust and

fails in its chief value. Too much emphasis cannot be laid upon

this thought. It must be present every moment, and uppermost

as well as deepest in the mind, heart, and words of the preacher,

if lie would be a faithful and successful servant of his Lord.

In conclusion, allow me to volunteer a piece of advice to my
fellow laymen, on whose behalf I here venture to speak. It

is our duty and privilege to stay np the hands and the heart of

our pastor in the pulpit as well as elsewhere. Let us not be

conteat with caring pecuniarily and socially for the support and

comfort of himself and his family, but let us also give him the

still higher joy of seeing that we appreciate and promote all

his labors and efforts. Especially let us aid him in his preaching-

by our presence, our sympathy, our prayers, our attention, and,

ai3ove all, by our abstinence from severe criticism, whether

])rivate or public. It is in our power to cripple or to strengthen

liini. Many a minister of moderate ability is made mighty by

the co-operation of his people. If he have faults (and who has

not?) do not aggravate them by censure. Think only of his

excellences, overlooking deliciencies. For better or for worse^

he is your preacher for the year at all events, and it is wise in

you to make the most of him. That must be a poor sermon

indeed in which there is not sometliing good. Very few dis-

courses, I am persuaded, in Methodist pulpits certainly, have

»!ot in them one glimpse of Christ, one saving trutli, one pious

iiajnilse. Avail yourselves of that and you can afford to forget

;dl the rest. If you do remember any thing else, it shows at

li-ust that he has not spoken in vain.
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Art. VI.—national UNIVERSITY OF THE CITY OF
WASHINGTON.

Few movements in modern Christianity have in tlicm greater

significance tlian the idea of a National University ; few are so

afilnent in prospective blessings to our revered Church
; few are

of richer pi-omise for the Protestant faith ; and none are more
conducive to the integrity and. perpetuity of the civil iustitii-

tions of the Eepublic. Its far-reaching beneficence no man can

measure. The idea is not new. It was a favorite purpose with

Washington, who, at the beginning of the nation, recommended
the establishment of such an institution to Congress. In his

last message he used these significant words :

Such an institution would secure the assimilation of the ])rin-

ciples, opinions, and manners of our countrymen by tlie conunoii

education of a portion of our youth from every quarter. . . . Tin;

more homogeneous our citizens can be made in these particulars

the greater will be the prospect of a permanent union. . . . Its

desirableness was so constantly increased with every new view I

have taken of the subject that I cannot omit the op{»ortunity uf

once for all recalling your attention to it.

In his last will it was found he had made provision for such

an institution, showing how near to his heart lay the great enter-

prise. Presidents Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, and John Quincy

Adams recommended it, Madison twice pleading for its in-

auguration. The increasing years have only made stronger the

conviction, nntil now, just one hundred years after the recom-

mendation of Washington, our own honored Bishop Hurst be-

gins the great nndcrtaking. Nor has he begun an hour too

soon ; for the work so nobly done by the Church in educational

fields demands the University for its conipletion. It will Ikit-

monize our previous action, giving coherence, form, and unity

to the whole. Providing an outlet for thought, it will lead the

youth from the primary school to the highest institution. Our

intermediate schools are eflicient but not succursal. Our collcin'^

are doing excellent work, but they are not affiliated. Our edu-

cational system is simply chaotic. We are rich in lower forui-s

out of which the higher can be developed, for the univer.-;ty

only begins where the college ends. It is only the evolution <•!

the higher out of the lower; as the University of I'aris, the
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alma mater oi the modem university, was but the federation of

several colleges into one, and called a school of all sciences.

The confusion of onr work will be resolved into order, and

tlie suppression of abnormal developments add efficiency to the

academy and seminary and college. The relation of our varied

schools will adjust themselves to this new work, and the injury

done to secondary education by its isolation will be remedied

;

the lower, containing as in a germ all that is latent in the high-

est, will find its completion in the University. The condition

of the American college is provisional ; it is above the gynma-

Bium ; it is below the university. It needs just such a foundation

as the Church now proposes. The project will relieve our colleges

that are now compelled to do university work ; it will strengthen

every existing foundation, taking its place, not as a rival, but as

an inspirer of liigher training, opening up the highest avenues

of thought through faculties for post-graduate training and

original research ; thus creating in the minds of the thoughtful

and studious an intellectual stimulus that will be felt all over

our land. The peril of the student to rest content in a merely

secondary training—to specialize too soon—to enter provinces

of tliouglit suited for a maturer training—will be removed by

]>utting before him a curriculum that will arouse his noblest

ambition and make him dissatisfied witli an inferior equipment.

The unity and completion of our educational work demand this

new foundation, and the field is open. It is occupied by no

Church, for even the Catholic university contemplates adding

an academic departmeiit. Johns Ilopkins, at Baltimore, is the

only institution in the land that occupies the field. We have

many colleges, some bearing the name of university, and par-

tially doing its work ; others bearing the name of university and

yet doing only college work : but the university as such does

not exist. The field is open, and the material is abundant in our

Church to create it. If our educational work could be organized

and concentrated in one great center we could accomplish by

our peculiar polity for the youth of the land untold blessings. In

the establishment of this new foundation there is the possibility

of as great a blessing to the Church as has been received through

our mission work, whose splendid organization is touching the

ends of the earth,

AVe would not depreciate the work of the past ; our schools
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have done their best witli tlieir resources, and their influence

upon tlic nation lias been a great blessing, yielding for lertdershi|>

more than any other Church. But the time has conic m-Iiou

the college graduate must not be dismissed to higher seats iniui-

ical to our faith, but given within the Church the highest equip-

ment : when we must crown the good work already done by tlio

establishment of a university.

The intellectual advance of the age demands it. If the hori-

zon of knowledge widens, our faith must soar higher ; if new
fields of thouglit be opened, the Church of Christ must enter

and claim the new culture as the badge and grace of her chil-

dren : for all treasures of wisdom are but treasure-trove for the

King whom we serve. The materialism of science must bo

transfigured into spiritual life, and the selfishness of culture be

transformed into the service of humanity.

The Church must educate and train the highest manhood.

Gladly accepting the " collier's faith " it must not deny tlie

scholar's service, nor allow him to go alone into the deepest

fields of research. The claim of Christ upon the Church is not

satisfied when sin only is removed, but when ignorance also is

banished. The content of the Gospel is not exhausted when

men are converted ; the intellectual gift must be improved

and be paid back with usury in reverent service. The highest

mental and spiritual growth must co-ordinate; for the Church

that keeps its children in its fold until they go forth with their

best equipment will deserve their highest service. The Church,

the custodian of knowledge, must ever be the guardian of its

youth, yielding not only the word of healing and ruling for

professional life, but going in loving companionship with iheui

into the deepest recesses of science and philosophy.

This University will giv'e the highest intellectual training

under Christian influence. Within its afiiliated colleges will he

trained men and women who will attain to leadership. Here

will be gathered those who will go forth girded to redeem hu-

manity from sin and renew men in holiness, and from out ui

its hallowed walls those who will mold, by a broad and tolerant

faith, the coming generations of our land.

The University is a necessity of the Itepublic. If it were a

want in "Washington's time, how imperative the necessity at

this hour! For the very perils foreseen by him arc the mo=t
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dangerous influences that menace the Republic. Our political

stability is threatened by want of assimilation in citizenship.

In the nation Church and State are separate. The fonner is

neither subordinate nor supreme, but simply separate. The
State, refusing the function of a teaclier of Christianity, makes

it more imperative upon the Churches of the land to build the

University. That which the State denies the people must give.

A greater burden is laid upon the Churches of this nation than

on any other ; but greater privileges come through this imposi-

tion. We do not deplore this state declination, nor regard it for

one moment as a denial of the need of religious training, "We

pimply accept the fact that the higher equipment should be

given by the Church. "We want not Italy, in which the Church

is the school, repeated on our soil ; nor France, in which the

State is the school. In a republic we want no school as a gov-

ernmental function, for in such case the university would only

be, as it is in Russia, a department of State, or another name for

a political instrument.

Xeither do M-e call the nation godless because her training is

only for civic virtue ; but rejoice in the sepai-ation of the func-

tions of Church and State, and gladly take up as Christians the

withlield completions of the State.

Tlie oldest foundation of the Anglo-Saxon family, Oxford,

has as its motto, Doininus Illuniinatio mea—The Lord is my
Ligbt; and modern culture finds no higher source of knowledge.

The founders of the Republic in separating civic and religious

instruction did not mean to neglect the latter. Knowing by
6ad experience the bitter fruit of the union of the Church and
State, they wisely separated them, and thus increased the

cfliciency of both. They believed that the duty of the State

ended when men were trained for civic duty. Its prerogative
may be taken away, but the Church of Christ, viewing man in

his relation to all the duties of life, sees in him not only a

6ul)ject of the nation but also a citizen of the commonwealth of
^Tod, to be disciplined under the cross for lower civic duties as

^'•C'll as in holiness and knowledge for the service of God and
humanity. Tlie Protestant Church of tlie Republic has ever
accepted this decision as the best for the people; and at the
^'ery beginning of the nation planted her colleges, which have
i>cen the fruitful source of her higher intellectual life, and lias
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no reason now to change her decision or claim for her children

what was denied their fathers.

Kot only is the University needed, but it is fitting tliat ^feth-

odism should take the initiative in the great work. Methodii^m

is thoroughly American in sympathy, in aspiration, and in spirit.

Her rise was contemporary with that of the nation, and from

her birth has held most intimate relations with it. From the

days of Coke and Asbury, the latter the guest and counselor uf

"Washington, until this hour, some of her clergy have been the

guide of many "of her leading men. The Methodist Episcopal

Churcli was the first Church to send congratulations to the new
Republic, and was unsparing of her blood and treasure to pre-

serve the integrity of the Union. The martyred Lincoln said,

"The Methodist Episcopal Church sends more soldiers to

the field, more nurses to the army, and more prayers to

Heaven than any.'- No Churcli has been more steadfast in

devotion, more noble in sacrifice, and more worthy of esteem.

Among her communicants have been some of the most eminent

families of the nation—from the Livingstons, Bassetts, Henrys,

Polks, McLeans, and Trimbles, until the Grants, Hayeses, and

Logans. Its membership is the largest in the nation. It is not

local, but widely diffused. It is not provincial, but broad and

tolerant, emphasizing life more than creed.

It is not foreign in form or composition. In spirit it is

Christian, but in environment American. It is pre-eminently

the American Churcli. In its varied folds it has more children

of the Anglican Churcli than its own offspring, the Protestant

Episcopal ; more children of the Puritans than has the Congre-

gational, the Church of the pilgrims; and more of the Scotch-

Irish than has the Presbyterian, the child of the Church of

Scotland. The children of these churches, denied in forest and

prairie the ministration of their own altars, found in the earnest

gospel of the early itinerants a satisfaction for their souls, and

to-day are the most devoted sons of Wesley.

There is a providence in the leadership of this Churcli in the

Republic, and the very fact that we are at the front in number.-,

in missions, in education, and in moral reforms, is not only the

call of God leading us to this new work, but also a prophecy of

what can be accomplislied in it. A nation that has so largely

accepted the spiritual teachings of the Church will not remove
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its children from its intellectnal training. If the altar of faith

is accepted the liall of learning will not be neglected. "With a

constituency in the nation exceeding twelve millions of people

the opening of this University can mean only success.

We utter it in no spirit of pride, but of devout thankfulness,

when we say that God has blessed the pioneer Church of the new
Itcpublic as he has no other. Her spiritual conquests read like a

romance. In the eighteenth century, according to Mr. Lecky and

Cardinal Manning, she saved the Anglo-Saxon race from revolt

against the cross, stemming, with burning words, the tide of infi-

delity which overthrew throne and altar on the Continent of Eu-

rope. Her spiritual ministry made the England of to-day. Wesley

and Fletcher, with heart and brain, kept back the evil day, creating

the evangelical movement that has produced the finest fruits of

modern life. The position of Methodism as the leading Church

of the English-speaking peoples demands that we begin this

new ministry. IN'othing in modern history is more remarkable

than the rapid growth of this communion, the youngest of the

Protestant Churches, and yet to-day it commands the allegiance

of a larger number of the English-speaking peoples than any

other Church. It is peculiarly in sympathy with modern ideas.

It is the Church of the new era. Profoundly in sympathy with

Calvinism in its noble revolt against monarchy and prelacy,

it has a more tolerant faith, that wins a readier acceptance. As
free as the Baptist, and yet without its limitation of fellowship

;

united in historicity to the Anglican Church, yet not controlled

by its past, with a facility of adaptation unknown to its parent,

it has won millions to its altars. The spirit of its leader, coveting

" a league offensive and defensive with every soldier of Christ,"

is the working creed of the Church to-day as it clasps hands with

every follower of Christ in efforts to save men.

The numbers and composition of Methodism demand this

niovement; and also its antecedents. We shall be false to our

trust if we do not lead men as high in attainment as our lead-

ers. For the last decade Methodism has led the Churches of

Protestantism in educational movements. While not abating her

evangelistic work she has been increasing her schools, until now
the University should be planted. She was born in Oxford, but,

as Bancroft says :
" from a society of devout and studious schol-

ars in the University of Oxford grew the society of Methodists."
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Our first Church w-as a band of students, who blended in their

training the knowledge and religion of the Greek Xew Testa-

ment. Their work was as much an intellectual movement as

a spiritual and humane reform ; and it has so spread that in

number of students and colleges and endowments it leads in

the nation to-day.'^ Rome will repeat the Pincian Hill, the

religious center of the Latin faith ; be ours the noble endeavt^r

to repeat Oxford, the home of Protestantism and birthplace of

our honored Church. Methodism was pioneer in great gifts

for higher education, Mr. Drew's benefaction being the first

of the maTiy splendid offerings consecrated for this purpose.

It has ever been abreast of the times, and created many of the

forms and virtues that make up the prerogatives of modern life
;

and, alert to the changing conditions of society, has simply

revolutionized culture. It is in full accord with the regnant

ideas of the new era. The friend of woman, it founded the first

college for her highest training in America.f The advocate

of co-education, it contests with Oberlin College the honor of

first opening the door for men and women on equal footing.

To her belongs the palm of the latest movement in the educa-

tional world, called University Extension ; for what is this idea

on both sides of the water but a repetition of Chautauqua, the

most remarkable movement of the age, and itself the product

of the fertile and versatile brain of Bishop Yincent ? Surely

a Church that has wrought so well in forging many of tiie

agencies that are creating the modern world lias in it the power

to make a university such as America needs. What Chautauqua

is the National University will be.

The establishment of this new seat of learning is a duty the

Church owes to the Hcpublic. Coveting its protection, it must

help its protector. It is a debt due to our Christian faith ;
for

the university to-day, no less than in the past, is a defender of

civil liberty and a bulwark of Protestantism. Our nation, no

less than others, has its peril from ignorance and superttitioii,

and we must guard against their control by keeping pure all the

avenues of life. Professor Huxley has most forcibly givcTi the

ministry of this new undertaking :
" But let me express my

most strons: conviction that the kev to success is one, and one

only—that it rests entirely upon the intellectual clearness ana

*Ency. Brit, Sup., vol. ii., p. 294. f Macon, Ga., 1S36.
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the moral wortli of the individual citizen. Education cannot

give intellectual clearness, it cannot give moral ^vo^th, but it

may cherish them and bring them to the front, and in that

sense the university may be, and ought to be, the fortress of

the higher life of the nation." *

The battle for the supremacy of Christian institutions will

bo fought largely upon intellectual as well as moral lines. The

lieformation was an " insurrection of intelligence " as well as a

spiritual revolt, and both movements made the modern world.

The means that wrought out the deliverance are the only means

by which men can be kept free.

The new era upon which the world is entering,with its wider

field of traditionalism—with its fields of science broadening il-

limitably—with its philosophy, inclusive of all thought—must

have a faith that will lead and control it, and that faith will

only come out of the highest seat of culture.

Christianity can maintain its high place in the Kepublic only

by fostering the highest training of men. Intellect and heart

must be united. The first note of the Eeformation was the

poet's music before the monk's protest. Dante was the morning

lark whose song in the darkness heralded the dawn that awoke

Wyclif. Light and music correlated in the Saxon monk of

Erfurt. The Eeformation was a release of intellect as well as

of heart, and its development on mental and spiritual lines is

still its divinely-ordained path to conquer the world for Christ.

Methodism can do no better work for America than to lay

deep the foundations of this new institution. It will be a mighty

bulwark for Protestantism and democracy. Methodism has done

well for the Republic ; it deserves well. The romance of the last

century M'as the ministry of the pioneer preachers, surpassing

in zeal and sacrifice the disciples of Loyola. Their antecedent

work gave stability to political rule, as their brothers made

stronger the Church and tlirone in England. They laid deep

foundations; we must build thereupon. They planted the

Church and Academy and College ; we must plant the Univer-

sity. The mission of the Church is not fulfilled when it gives

the Gospel to the poor and feeds the hungry with the bread of

life. Giving culture to the lowest, it must educate the highest.

For weakened intellect it must have a shield as well as for

* Address at Johns Hopkius.
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struggling conscience ; and while capturing the people fur

Christ it must train them with noblest gifts for leadei-ship.

It must lead as far as the most thoughtful will press. The
culture of leadership is the training most needed to-day in our

nation. The sad fact of the foot ruling the head is plaiiilv

manifest. The Church must do her part, opening up the higli-

est channels of thought and alluring youth into tliem. The
favorite advice of Bishop Simpson to young ministers was,

" Study leadership, and capture it for Christ. Secure the lead-

ers and you gain the followers."

The mission work of our Church makes this work a necessity.

Methodism is not a number of fragmentary societies, nor a

"rural system," as Bunting called it, but is a world-wide move-

ment ; its teachings are accepted and its altars reared in the

great nations of the world. For the higher life that is flowing

back upon us this movement is essential, as well as to retain

the highest minds, and conquer alien thought in our midst.

The University is missionary. In the highest sense the school

is Christian. It truly, as Mozley says, " belongs to the ages

that are past, and is part of the chain of forts and defenses of

Christianity."

Not only is the University a necessity, but there is only one

location, and that is Washington city. The judgment of onr

earlier presidents is still the decision of the best men of our

age. The intellectual life of the Christian Church can be best

represented at the capital of the nation. Mauy are the reasons

for this site. Washington is the only great center in the land

not occupied by schools professing to do this work. The hist

and best field is still open. Providence would seem to have

kept it closed for the Church of our love, that jMethodism might

here unfold her highest ministry. The city has every thing

to commend it. It is hallowed ground, rich in noblest tra-

ditions; with an environment that ever tends to quicken the

instincts of patriotism and broaden human nature ;
having in it

the best elements for culture, " where all about us and all tlic

associations belonging to the objects around us should be great,

splendid, and elevating." *

AYashington is essentially xVmerican ; while drawing repre-

sentatives from all parts of the world it retains the national spirit.

Arnold's Life, p. "i-l.

V
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It is a literary as well as a political center ; the only place to

plant the highest school of a Church with a world-wide mission.

The weakness of Methodism in the East has been its neglect of

strategic centers. Its acceptance of rejected educational seats

has been a blunder. For post-graduate studies, professional

schools, and original research, the facilities of a great city are

a necessity. The college may be planted in the wilderness, but

you must plant the university near a great center. A great city

is in itself a world. Modern life is finding its home there. Cult-

ure is no longer ascetic but urban. The training for modern
life must be at the center. What the capital is to the nation

the university is to the republic of letters. They are comple-

mentary, and each yields to the nation its appropriate blesshig.

Many excellent reasons are given by ex-President "White, of

Cornell, in his article on "The Next American University," -

why Washington should be the site. He writes, "My answer
is, that this and a multitude of other needs of the country can

be best met by the foundation of a university in the city of

Washington. . . . The number of men distinguished in science

and literature who live there or gather there—the scientific

collections streaming into that center from all points of our vast

domain—the great national library and precious special and pri-

vate libraries accumulating there—the attractiveness, accessibil-

ity, beautiful climate, and ever-increasing salubrity of tlie place

—

the facilities of every sort for bringing the best thought of the

world to bear upon the political center of the nation—all these

constitute an argument than which none can be more cogent

for the establishment of a teaching university, in the highest

sense of the word, at Washington."

Dr. Boardman, in his brilliant paper on "An American Cliris-

tian Universitv at Washimrton " gives these reasons: "Washino;-

ton is alread}' the capital of our country. As such it is neutral

ground for our whole nation ; the common property of North,
South, East, West. If our National University is planted at our
national capital no one can complain of sectional partiality."

If, as Carlyle writes, a " true university is a collection of

books," what a magnificent endoM'ment is available in our capi-

tal, which is rapidly becoming an intellectual center. We cata-

logue some of its literary treasures, and they open immense fields

* For^im.
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for original reseiirch, sucli as we find nowhere else in the na-

tion. " Recall some of these aids ; for example, the Smithsoni:m

Institution, the National Museum, the Geological Survey, the

Bureau of Ethnology, the Patent Office, the Army Medical Mu-

seum, the Kaval Museum of Hygiene, the "Weather Bureau, the

Coast Survey, the Bureau of Hydrography, the JSTational Observ-

atory, the Agricultural Department, the Botanical Garden, tlu;

Zoological Garden, the Department of Education, the Cor-

coran Gallery of Art, the Anthropological Society, the Goo-

graphical Society, the Historical Association, the Biological

Society, the Botanical Society, the Chemical Society, the Mathe-

matical Society, the Philosophical Society, etc., bringing together

a national body of some six hundred eminent experts ; in fact,

nearly all the leading scientific bodies of our country now hold

their annual meetings at "Washington. Eecall, also, the magnifi-

cent libraries of Washington, containing more than a million vol-

umes on every yariety of subject, open to every inquirer. All

these rich educational opportunities, and many others, already

exist at Washington, and could hardly be duplicated elsewhere

except at cost of many years of toil and many millions of money.''

No place in our country is so rich in treasures that help to develop

the intellectual life ; and the marvel is that the Church has so

long delayed its occupancy of this the strategic point of the

New World, and not build its fortress of learning there. The

most astute statesmen and scholars have long seen the vantage

ground. Our own Church has long felt the value of the position.

it was the last dream for the Church he loved that fed the soul

of Bishop Simpson, and at one time he thought it was an ac-

complished fact. A friend had decided to plant several mill-

ions of dollars at the capital, but local pressure changed the

decision, and the noble gift is one of our most honored school-

to-day in another place. The writer will never forget the snii.e

of joy that irradiated his face when he said, "I think at last we

have our University at Washington." That dream is at last to

be realized, for we feel assured that the Church will gh^dly

carry forward the work begun, and co-operate with Bishop

Uurst in making it a royal success ; for if it were a want in the

past it is a necessity now, and it is the solenni duty of the

Church to do all it can for its completion.

The place selected is \nsest, and the site all that can be
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desired. It is not a location " cribbed, cabined, confined," but

capacious, with generous provision for the future. Hear Bisliop

llurst :
" We have made a beginning. A tract of ninety acres

has been bought on the Xorth-western Heights, three and a quar-

ter miles from the White House. The situation is magnificent.

From the upper rooms of the buildings, when completed, I am
informed, our whole city can be seen. Already, however,

standing on the ground, one can see two thirds of the Wash-
ington Monument. Then on the north-west the view is from
fifty to seventy miles distant. One sees not only the Catoctin

Hills, but the Blue Ridge and Harper's Ferry. The whole

diameter of vision must be nearly one hundred miles.

" The land lies in a direct line with Massachusetts Avenue,
and will be touched by it when that avenue is extended. It lies

four hundred feet above the streets of the city. Its shape is

precisely that of a key-stone ; and may we not hope that when
the buildings shall stand upon it, the institution, in this very

center of our national life, may help to hold together the whole
structure of our social, political, and Protestant civilization \

"

The Roman Curia, contending for the supremacy of this

nation, wisely plants her highest seat of learning at Washing-
ton, Leo XIII. declaring as his reason, "that the Catholic

University might be thoroughly identified with the life of the

whole country." Rome not only selects the capital, but begins

de novo^ not enlarging the foundation of the Jesuit College at

Georgetown, but preferring to rear a new seat, sunmioning in

co-operation not only the Jesuits, tlie champions of Roman edu-

cation, but enlisting the active aid of all her religious orders.

In planting her University at the capital Rome but repeats her

policy in other nations, of putting herself at the highest center

of political rule.

Methodism will show wisdom if she learn from Rome, and
place upon the site selected her afiiliated colleges for the train-

ing of youth. The site is not too large nor too far removed
from the city. In the near future it will be but the fringe of

the most beautiful city of the Xew World. And let us trust

that, as another Oxford, it will ])e tlic religious leader of the

Anglo-Saxon race as it builds its empire of republics on these

shores, for it requires no prescient eye to discern the trend of

events pointing to its ascendency here.
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"We cannot estimate the return in blessing of sueli an institu-

tion unto the Protestant Church and the Republic. It w'xW

quicken every one of the colleges of our own Church, and

sooner or later reach every sabbath-school, arousing in tlio

youth committed to our care a desire for the highest cqnii>-

ment; alluring many, like Luther and Carlyle and thousands

of others, from humble homes to the highest seat. What Cliau-

tauqua is to secondary training this movement will yield to

the advanced student. Build this University and equip it, and,

instead of the student being satisfied with his academic degree,

he will follow higher, and we will see thousands turning to

Washington. The fact of such an institution will beget an

intellectual contagion that will sweep through our land, stimu-

lating every academy, seminary, and college.

For our own Church no scheme ever devised has in it a

promise of greater blessing ; for this work will do for Christian

education what Durbin did for missions— it will crystallize and

give form and efficiency to a work tliat is not yielding its best

fruit to the Church. The consummation of our intellectuul

life, centered in a University, will touch to ennoble and sanc-

tify the lowest circles of our country ; for the return to tlio

Church will not only be in the culture of the few but in the

indirect discipline and elevation of the many.

Stimulating intellect, its spiritual power will be profoundly

felt. Opening up the highest vista of human life, it will ever

keep open to the youth under its care the higher prospect be-

yond the day of life. Putting no blinds on knowledge, and

inviting the deepest investigations, it will be firmly planted

upon the one foundation of all the great schools of the world,

the gospel mystery. It will summon for instruction men cmi-

" Sitting apart, holding no form of creed

But contemplating all,"

but men inbreathed with the Spirit of Christ ; not " narr"'.v

and sectarian, but broad and Christian ; men proving all thin::-,

knowing tliat the Holy S[)irit will lead into all truth."

Its influence will tell potently upon the dissevered l)r:incli'^^

of our own communion and upon the many divisions of J'r'-it-

estantism, uniting the scattered brotherhoods of Clirist ;
for it

is the study of the deeper truths and sublimcr verities th:it
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unites men. The ''highest unity,'' says Liddon, "is of truth,

*nd to create the sense of this—tlie unity and magnificence of

truth—is one purpose of a university." *

This new seat will give an impulse to Christian unity tliat

we may not appreciate. It will remove barriers that the Church

cannot, and in drawing men into contact with highest truth will

prepare them for lower unions. As Dean Stanley declared,

" Tlie higher we ascend in the intellectual world the more we
find the atmosphere one of attraction and not repulsion." In

the irenics of the University we will find the means for that

spiritual union which is the prayer of all devout Christian hearts.

This institution can be built. Methodism will build it. It

will be hard work, but all great work has been hard work.

Our Church was built by sacrifice. Christianity rests upon the

cross. Sacrifice is the price of achievement. The work will

receive help from all lovers of Protestantism and republican-

ism. Already the Protestant Churches have manifested a prac-

tical sympathy, but the great burden will fall upon us. If we
learn from Pome we can succeed. She called out for this spe-

cial work one of her most brilliant bishops. Her highest

prelates are making a personal canvass for funds. Men like

Archbishop Pyan n\ake the cause one of personal solicitation
^

we must do the same. Conference commendations are good.

Episcopal indorsements helpful ; but the whole Church must be

enlisted. Methodism has never depended upon any class. She

has liad her princes in wealth who have done nobly, but her

Buccess has been in securing the aid of the people. I^hey are

read}', and if this great work is put before them in the right

way we will begin this most Christly work with more than two

million dollars. Let the college of Bishops make an arrange-

ment for University Day throughout the Church ; let the

offering be for that special purpose ; organize, and give the

Church the needed information ; and then the noblest founda-

tion the Church has yet laid in America will receive the most

generous response.

* University Sermons, Second Series, p. 9.

^^a€/^ -^/-^^eJ^ /f^t^-
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Art. YIL—the INFLUENCE OF THE SPANISH ON THE
FRENCH LITERATURE.

It goes without saying, that no two nations could be so long

and so closely associated as France and Spain have been with-

out shedding a reflex influence upon the civil, the social, and

the literary life of each other. Adjacent in territory, neither

nation has found the Pyrenees an impassable barrier : there

are French foot-prints on the southern mountain slope, and

Spanish on the northern. Embraced once under a common
government, and more frequently under similar administrations,

sharing many ethnic peculiarities of temperament and of custom,

linked together in the bonds of commercial interchange and

social intermarriage, and bowing for centuries at the shrine of

a common religious faith, these two have been as cliildren nur-

tured in one household. Katurally, then, one would expect to

find the results of this influence in the literature of Spain and

of France, the more especially because the languages of the two

countries are co-ordinate branches of the same common stock

;

and though they may have been touched and modified by diverse

causes which have served to give to each the stamp of its own

individuality, they have still retained much in common with

regard to linguistic structure, vernacular usage, popular idiom,

rhetorical expression, and literary subject-matter.

As to the influence of the Spanish upon the French litera-

ture, it is not until a comparatively modern date that it becomes

sufficiently evident to afford any room for satisfactory aiialysis

or systematic record. French literature, indeed, began only

with the eleventh century. In its first stages it consisted of

poems relating to early French history, poems based on clas-

sical historic events, and ]ioems of the Artliurian cycle. These

chansons de geste amounted to some two or three millions of

lines, and ran through a wide range of topic and of style ;
but

in the constituent elements of thought and of fact which go

to compose them the Spanish bears an inconsiderable part.

The same may be said of t\\Q faUiaux of the twelfth and thir-

teenth centuries, and of the one hundred thousand lines of the

Boman du Iie?iart, extending from the close of the twelfth to

the middle of the fourteenth century.
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Upon the immediately snccecding periods, during which the

literature of France rapidly assumed a permanent, tangible,

and oiganic form, the limits of this discussion render it scarcely

advisable to attempt any thing approaching an elaborate com-

ment or criticism ; and they are briefly noticed here rather for

the purpose of remarking the absence of Spanish influence than

of attempting to trace it. A satisfactory analysis of the fif-

teenth century, indeed, would be difficult, even if made in an

extended form; much more, then, in summary. It has been vari-

ously regarded by literary authorities ; some pronouncing it the

final period of medifeval times, others calling it the dawn of the

modern, "wherein the first gray streaks of the Italian Renaissance

were peeping forth," while still others have classed it convenient-

ly as a transition period. In our present study we are content

to observe two facts : First, this century marked the zenith of

what may be called the early French drama, and witnessed the

origin of the prose tale ; second, in neither of these depart-

ments of letters is there any noteworthy appearance of Spanish

influence. The close of the century, it is true, saw the con-

quest of Granada and the final overthrow of the Moorish civil-

ization
; but the newly established supremacy of Spain was not

yet sufticiently complete, compact, and mature either to gener-

ate or to" project into other lands any great force in the empire
of letters.

With the seventeenth century came a revolution in French
literature. The close of the preceding century had seen erected

a standard of criticism and a trend of literary performance the

influence of which was destined to project itself far into the

future—which was, in fact, to determine largely both the form
and the substance of French literature for two centuries. The
chief instrument that figured in the establisliment of so marked
an era was Mallierbe, and the resulting form of production was
the drama, outside of the range of which the seventeenth cent-

ury produces nothing higher than Wxo, falliaux of La Fontaine
and the weak lines of Boileau ; while the eighteenth century

offers a scarcely better supplement in the cold artificiality of

J. B. Eousseau and the somewhat remarkable productions of

Voltaire.

It is, then, to the drama that we must look for the most com-
plete embodiment and expression of French literary taste and
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execution at this period. And in looking at its development
out of tlie ruins of what has already been noticed as the earU-

French drama—the abolition of Mysteries in 15SS and the sus-

pension of the i^assion play of the Confraternity—we are at

once struck with the variety and the extent of Spanish traits

and incidents interwoven into tlie revived or newly created

dramas. In order that this may be more fully appreciated it i.s

perhaps necessary to glance for a moment at the contempora-

neous state of the drama as presented by Ticknor.

The theater in Spain, as in most other European countries,,

was early called upon to contend Avith formidable difficulties,

says Ticknor ; and he then proceeds to mention some of these

difficulties. Dramatic representations in Spain, perhaps more
than elsewhere, had been for centuries in the hands of th&

Church ; and the Church was not willing to give them up,

especially for such secular and irreligious purposes as were set

forth in plays like those of Kaharro. The Inquisition, there-

fore, laid its strong hands upon the doors of the theater, and,

shortly after the publication of the Seville edition of the " Pro-

paladia" in 1520, the representation of its dramas was for-

bidden, and the interdict was contimied till 1573. Of the few

pieces written during the first part of the reign of Charles \ .,

nearly all, except those on strictly religious subjects, were put

under ban of the Cimrch, w'hile the very names of some plays

of this period are preserved only in the Index Expurgatorlus.

Besides this, it is necessary to consider the obstacles and em-

barrassments arising from rude facilities for the presentation of

plays, and the incomplete and utterly irregular method of

organization. Ticknor tells us that tlie entire apparatus of the

stage was miserably defective and insufficient. Plays were

presented either in the churches, in private houses, or in the-

open air on temjiorary scaffolds ; and in either place, the dress,

the stage fixtures, and the scenery were primitive and imper-

fect in the extreme. The highest character in the way of an

actor was that of the strolling player, who stayed but a fexv" days

even in the largest cities. Tlie audiences were altogether of tlic

lowest classes of society, and so small, that among the large.-^t

receipts for a single performance the sums of eight and ton

dollars are mentioned.

Such was the condition of affairs as late as 15S6; but in-
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Spain, as in France, tlie opening of the seventeenth century

?aw the drama revived. Under the influence of a more cenr

trahzed national life, the establishment of Madrid as a common
capital of the various provinces, the building of theaters, and

tlie patronage of letters, the clouds which had so long ,obscured

tlie sky of dramatic authorship rolled gradually away, and as

tliC sun of prosperity came forth it shone upon a multitude of

earnest and willing workers in the new field. It will best serve

our purpose here to note in detail the individual productions of

several of these dramatists.

Upon the very threshold of the century stands the colossal fig-

ure of Lope deYega, the founder of the national Spanish theater,

which has since rested substantially on the basis where he left it.

He began his work " without precedent and almost without pre-

decessor ;" but, as an index to what he accomplished, may be

mentioned the well-attested fact that he wrote eighteen hundred

plays and four hundred autos, more than five hundred of which

were preserved in printed form. His topics were almost infi-

nite in variety, running from tlie deepest tragedy to the broadest

farce, and from the most sacred mysteries of religion down to

the loosest frolics of common life. His style, with wonderful

diversity, seems to have adapted itself readily to any one of the

various lines on which he chose to write. Among his many
productions lie wrote a class of plays which were known among
the pleasure-loving Spaniards as '•' Dramas with Cloak and

Sword, " a designation rendered appropriate by the fact that the

dramatis personcB are selected from the genteel class of society,

whose picturesque dress was not complete without cloak and

sword. Among this class of Lope's plays is his " El Azero de

Madrid " (The Madrid Steel). It takes it name from the prep-

aration of steel for medicinal purposes, which at that time had

just come into fashion ; but " the main story is that of a light-

hearted girl who deceives her father and an old aunt by pretend-

ing to be ill and taking steel medicaments from a pretended

physician, who is really a friend of her lover, and who prescribes

v.'alking abroad and such other out-door exercises as may best

alford opportunities for the attentions of her admirer."

With this outline in mind, those who have read Moliere's
*' Medecin Malgre Lui " will be at no loss to guess where the

great comedist found the materials for his play. It is, more-
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over, noteworthy that in tlie opinion of a competent critic, al-

though the full success of Moliere's original wit is not to be
questioned, still the happiest portions of his comedy can do na
more than come into competition with some passages in that of

Lope. The character of the heroine, for instance, Ticknor
thinks, is drawn with more spirit in the Spanish than in the

French play ; while that of the devoted aunt, who plays the

part of duenna to the love-lorn maiden, is one which " Moliero

might well have envied."

Among those who labored in this field, and whose works we-

must regard as having exerted an influence upon the French
drama, is Gabriel Tellez, an ecclesiastic of rank, better known
by his nmn de jyluine, Tirso de Molina. Perhaps the most
celebrated of his plays, "El Burlador de Seville" (The Seville

Deceiver), furnishes, as Saiutsbury points out, the earliest con-

ception of that " Don Juan " who is now seen on every stage

of Europe. A true child of Spanish tradition, the character of

El Burlador laid claim to an ancestry no less renowned than the

great Tenorio family of Seville. Lope de Vega had already

drawn from the same source a character which, in the second

and third acts of his "Money Makes the Man," shows a similar

firmness and wit amid the most awful visitations of the unseen

world. * But Tirso took up this cold and naked figure, inspired

it with vital warmth, and arrayed it in tlie depraved but fasci-

nating costume which ]>erhaps the public taste of his day de-

manded. A character so strongly drawn, " uniting undaunted

courage to an unmitigated depravity that asks only for selfish

gratification, and a cold, relentless humor that continues to jest

even when surrounded by the terrors of supernatural retribu-

tion," could not fail to make an impression. It was according-

ly carried to Xaples, and thence to Paris, where an Italian

translation of the i)lay of "El Burlador" was produced by a

company of Italian actors in 165G. This representation was
succeeded by two or three French translations, and in 10^5

Moliere brought out his " Festin de Pierre," in which, taking

not only the incidents of Tirso, but often, as Ticknor shows, his

very dialogue, he made the real Spanish fiction known to Europe
as it had not bt-en known before. Sung by Zamora, by Thonut>

Oorneiilc and by Byron, with the melody of Mozart married to

* See Ticknor, ii, chiip. .\xi, p. 309.
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its immortal verse, and caricatured, as one may say, by Shad-

wt'll (tlie MacFIecknoe of Drydeu's biting satire) and by other

foreign imitators, tlie range of the influence of this character

has not been confined to France—it lias become Avorld-wide.

Anotlier ecclesiastical dignitary who lent his pen to the cause

of dramatic composition was Antonio Mira de Mescua, the merit

f)f whose work won the praise of Cervantes and of Lope de

Vega. His influence on other writers, both at home and abroad,

was by no means inconsiderable. Ilis " Palace in Confusion "

forms the basis of Corneille's play " Don Sancho of Aragon."

As Tirso's "El Burlador" was destined to "walk before

other eyes than those of the Spaniards," so Ruiz do Alarcon

wrote his " Truth Itself Suspected " for a much larger audience

titan the limited crowd which gathered to hear it on the night

of its first presentation in Madrid ; for it was on this play that

Corneille based his "Le Menteur." Alarcon gives us, in his play,

the character of a young man, the son of a high-minded and

honorable father, and himself amiable and respectable, who
comes from the University of Salamanca to begin the world at

Madrid, beset by the inveterate and unconquerable habit of ly-

ing. The humor of the play, which has been pronounced great,

consists in the remarkable fluency with which the hero invents

all sorts of fictions to suit his momentary purposes ; the inge-

nuity with which he struggles against the current of facts which

vet continues to run more and more strongly against him, and

llie final result, when, nobody believing him, he is reduced to

the necessity of telling the truth, and by a mistake which he

finds it utterly impossible to persuade any body that he has

really committed, loses the lady he had previously won, and is

overwhelmed with shame and disgrace.

An examination of Corneille's play will prove how largely

he is indebted to his Spanish original for the beauty and force

of his own production. A remarkable fact in connection with

the sources and composition of " Le Menteur" is, that Alarcon
was 60 entirely unknown that Corneille actually supposed him-
t^Cif to be basing his work on a play of Lope de Yoga—a mis-

l-ike, liowever, which he took occasion to correct several years

later. The real nature of the influence exerted on him by this

unknown Spanish benefactor may be better appreciated in

view of the fact that Conieille, when he corrected his mistake,
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declared that he would gladly give the two best plays he hud

ever M-ritten to be the author of the one he had so freely used.

As the next bond of connection between the literatures of

Spain and France, we come upon the name of Calderon, the

rival and successor of Lope de Yega. During his life he

ruled as dictator in the realm of Spanish letters; but after liis

death his writings did not maintain their supremacy. Con-

cerning his real merit, and the ultimate position to be assigned

him, opinions have differed widely. Some have styled him the

Spanish Shakespeare. Garnett names him as the most eminent

representative of the Spanish national drama. Schlegel speaks

of him in terms of almost unmeasured praise. Bouterwek,

while acceding to him in many respects a superiority to Lope de

Yega, yet says that "in several of his heroic comedies he sinks

so completely beneath his own standard that it is difficult to

recognize him." Sismondi tells us that the Spanish critics have

called Calderon the prince of dramatists, and that some German
critics have placed him above all dramatic writers of modern

times
;
yet he gives it as his own opinion that " Calderon, al-

though endowed by nature with a noble genius and the most

brilliant imagination, appears to be the man of his own age. .

.

the wretched epoch of Philip lY." G. IL Lewes calls him an

" over-praised poet,'' A"d says of him that he is not a thinker

worthy of notice.

As to his special influence on French literature, it is shown

most conspicuously and most directly in the works of Thomxs

Corneille. Thus Corneilie's "Engagements du Ilasard" is

drawn from "Los Empesos de un Acaso ;" "Le Feint Astro-

logue " is from " El Astrologo Fingido ;" " Le Geolier de Soi-

meme " is from " El Alcayde de si Mismo." These titles speak

for themselves, to say nothing, of the plays. One of the most

amusing of all Calderon's characters, that of the elder daughter

in "No ai Burlas con el Amor," was borrowed and improved

by !Moliere in his " Femmes Savantes."

Sismondi calls attention to the fact that several French

writers drew largely upon Augustin Moreto, who, like Id-

more distinguished rival, Calderon, shared the favor of Fhiii]'

lY." For instance, Scarron's " Don Japhet d'Armeu:o i^

almost literally translated from Moreto's "^larques del Cigar-

* Sismondi, ii, 365.
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Till." Another of Moreto's works, and one of more importance

in its inflnenee on tlie French drama, is liis " Xo Puede Ser,"

to whicli Molicre was so largely indebted. Those who have

read Moliere's " Ecole des Maris" will not be slow to recognize

in Moreto's plot some of Moliere's most striking scenes and inci-

dents. In his " Princesse d'Elide " Moliere has closely imitated

another of ]\[oreto's plays, " Desden con el Desden." It is rather

-a striking fact that when Moliere composed liis " Princesse

•d'Elide," in 166-i, it was presented at Yersailles by command of

Louis ^1Y. with great splendor, in the presence of the king's

wife and mother, both of whom were Spanish princesses.

In the dedication of his " Don Pertrand de Cigarral," Thomas

Corneille confesses the obligation under which he rests to the

Spanish writer Francisco de Roxas, of whose play, in fact, his

own work is very little more than a translation. Potrou ob-

tained the matter for his " Yenceslas " from the same author,

and Scarron gave a close imitation of still another play by

Poxas in his sparkling comedy " Jodelet."

I have reserved for a somewhat more detailed discussion the

works, and especially the one work, of a Spanish writer, who,

although he does not tower to the height of Lope de Yega or

of Calderon as a writer of plays in his own tongue, lias yet

exercised a very fecial influence upon the literary history of

France. That writer is the Yalencian poet, Guillen de Castro,

and the particular work referred to is his " Las Mocedades del

Cid," upon which Corneille based his celebrated drama "Le Cid."

If we glance for a moment at the circumstances of Corneille's

life we see just why it was that this play exerted upon him so

marked an influence. Born at Pouen in 1606, Corneille was

educated by the Jesuits of that city, his purpose being to de-

vote himself to the law. The writing of his flrst play, " ]Melite,"^

liowever, revealed both to himself and others his marvelous

dramatic power. Ilis immediate and rapidly increasing suc-

cess soon brought him to the favorable notice of that great pa-

tron of French letters, liichelicu. Corneille soon ollcnded the

Cardinal by altering a plot which Pichelicu liad suggested for

the construction of a play, and, in consequence, withdrew to

* Longfellow, in his biographical skclch of Corneille, dates tlio first a[)pcarance

cf " Melito " 1G25, whereas Saiatsbviry, in his article ou Corneille in the EnojdopcE-

^iii Britannica, says that it \va5 first acted in 1629.
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Rouen. Here, by the advice of Chalon, he entered upon a
study of the Spanish language, with the view of writing trao-e-

dies based on the Spanish model. The result of this plan ap-
peared in 1636 in the " Cid."

The appearance of Corneille's " Cid " was the signal for a
storm of criticism such as the world had seldom witnessed. Tiie
jealousy of Richelieu and the Academy, the violent and even
scnrnlous attacks of Scuderi and Mairet, and the pamphlet war
which followed, have all passed into the history of that remark-
able literary period. Out of the fierce struggle Corneille, with
his new play, came triumphant. In vain the trimming verdict
of the Academy. In vain the assertion and argument of Scuderi
to the effect that the subject was utterly worthless, that all the
rules of dramatic composition were violated in the plav, that
its versification was constantly faulty, and that its beauties were,
as a rule, stolen. In vain the covert, but fierce, opposition of
Richelieu. The new play appealed to the great bar of public
opinion, and carried the day. It broke away from the old
canons in the classic drama, and projected upon future aires a
new standard and a new taste. On this account it has been pro-
nounced the niost epoch-making play in all literature.

Wlien, about 1635, Corneille was driven back to Rouen bv
the displeasure of Richelieu, Longfellow asserts that he entered
upon the study of the Spanish language (as already mentioned
above) with the express purpose of constructing a French play
upon Spanish frame-work. If so, he certainly found no lack of
material ready furnished to his hand. The Spanish drama was
teeming with a superabundance of suggestive plots, characters,
and incidents. It was the eye of true dramatic instinct that
caused Corneille to single out from among them all a theme
and a personage so well calculated to produce what the play-

wrights call effect as the chivalrous deeds and the gallant love
of Spain's favorite hero, " El Cid Campeador." The splendid
daring and the semi-mythical nature of that name enshrined in

the hearts of the whule Spanish people would perhaps have at-

tracted the eye of the French dramatist under any circumstances

;

and they did so the more quickly because they had already been
dramatized by the strong hand of Guillen de Castro.
Ryan unaccountable blunder, Voltaire asserted that the play

"Le Cid" of Corneille was based on Diamante's " llonrador de
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Bn Padre,"" while even so late a writer as Sismondi says :
" Cor-

neillo borrowed his 'Cid' partly from two Spanish tragi-oome-

dies, one by Diamante and the other by Gnillen de Qistro." It

is indeed stranire how such an idea ever obtained support from

any scholar when the fact is indisputably established that Dia-

raante's play was not produced until nearly a quarter of a cent-

ury after Corneille's " Le Cid," the two dates being respectively

1G5S and 1636. The two sources from which Corneille reallj

did draw his material were (1) the early romantic poems and

chronicles whicli celebrated the life and adventures of the

"Cid," and (2) more immediately and directly the play "Las

Mocedades del Cid " by Guillen de Castro.

"When one touches the lirst of these, the legendary history of

the " Cid," he touches a subject as large as the early history of

Spain itself. His fame was sung in the lirst poems of the

Spanish people, the "Poem of the Cid" being the oldest extant

specimen of the Castilian literature. Song and story threw a

halo of romance around his name, until the figure that was at

first a rude and fierce warrior of a barbarous age became the

beau ideal of chivalric nobility. '' So extravagant," says Ilenrj

Edward AVatts, "are the deeds ascribed to him, and so marvel-

ous the attributes with which he has been clothed hj the fond

idolatry of his countrymen, that by some he has been classed

among the Amadises and the Orlandos whose exploits he eniu-

lated." But there is an historic as well as an ideal traditional

" Cid," The Canon in Don Quixote speaks advisedly when he

eays, " There is no doubt that there was such a man as the Cid»

but much doubt whether he achieved what is attributed to him."

Thus does France owe to Spain the brilliant tragedy of " Le
Cid," "a drama which did more than any other to determine

for two centuries the character of the theater all over the conti-

nent of Europe." * And it is remarkable that as Corneille in

1636, by his reproduction of "Las Mocedades del Cid," laid the

foundation of French tragedy, so he also laid the foundation of

the standard French comedy by his modiiication in " Le Men-
teur" of Alareon's "Truth Itself Suspected."

Xor is he by any means an isolated example of the Spanish

influence. " AVheu Curneille produced ' Le Cid,' " says Tol-

t;dre, in liis Preface Historiqice sur Lc Cid, " the Spaniards

Tickiior, ii, 289.
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possessed over all the theaters of Europe the same influence

"which they wielded in public affairs . . . their taste prevailed just

:as did their politics ; and even in Italy their comedies or their

tragi-comedies obtained the preference among a nation who had

the ' Aminte' and the ' Pastor Fido,' and who, since they had

been the first to cultivate the fine arts, seem fitted to give laws

to literature rather than to receive them."

"However this may be," he continues after a little philoso-

phizing upon the comic element in the drama and in human nat-

Tire, "one took a pride in his knowledge of Spanish at that time,

just as one now counts it an honor to know French. Spanish

was the court language of Vienna, of Bavaria, of Brussels, of

l!^aples, and of Milan ; the League liad introduced it into France,

and the marriage of Louis XIIL with the daughter of Philip

IIL had so effectually brought it into fashion that it was al-

most a disgrace to literary folks to be ignorant of it. Most of

our comedies were imitated from the Madrid theater."

But the political prestige, which Yoltaire mentions in the

passage already quoted from him, as contributing much to the

literary power of Spain, slowly waned. The reign of Charles

II., who ascended the throne at five years of age, in 1665, and

who in 1700 turned over the heritage of the House of Austria

to the hands of the Bourbons, is pronounced by Sismondi to be

the epoch of the last decline of Spain—the period of its perfect

insignificance in the political world, of its extreme moral de-

basement, and of its lowest literary stage. The War of the

Succession kindled some, but very little, enthusiasm among the

people. Philip Y. did not influence the literature of Spain by

any particular attachment to that of France. Finally the court

magniticence of Louis XIY., which dazzled tlie eyes of all

Europe, imposed on other nations and on foreign literatures the

canons and standards of French taste, and, after a vain struggle

by the old national school of thought in Spain, the scepter of

the magic power which so long wove its subtle sj^cll of romance

around the thought of Europe may be said to have passed away

from tlie hands of the Spaniards,

i^ALOATA^
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EDITOKIAL XOTES AND DISCUSSIONS S.

OPINION.

TnEOLOGT, as distinguished from biblical criticism, relates to the expo-

sition of the doctrinal aspects of Christianity. Lower criticism relates to-

the study, emendation, and purification of the text; hi<rher criticism

eeeks the development of the historical and literary phenomena of the

biblical books. "With these distinctions before him, the minister should

not be at a loss to understand just what is admissible into the pulpit and

what exclusively belongs to private investigation. Professor Cheyne is-

ready to encourage the use of criticism in the pulpit; but, while the con-

clusions of conservative scholarship, when combined with the hermeneu-

tical work of the minister, may lead to broader conceptions of the biblical

system of truth, it is questionable if theoretic criticism should have any-

place in the public ministry of the word. Whatever has been fully and

fairly established in the realm of investigation should have its proportion-

ate influence upon the mind of the Christian minister; but speculative or

controversial criticism should be held in abeyance, and allowed no abid-

ing place in the categories of truth. The subject-matter of preaching is

neither speculation nor criticism nor theory, but chiefly the spiritual truths-

of the Bii)le; and, as it is difticult to see how such truths can be preached

without the forms or spirit of theology, it is important that the theolog-

ical education of the minister be in harmony with the Church to which he

belongs, and be sufficiently positive to attest his sincerity and the logical

soundness of the faith he delivers to the saints. The tendency to a re-

tirement of theology, pure and simple, to the background, and to au

emphatic avowal of the results of speculative criticism, calls for the-

assertion of the rights of theology in the curriculum of the novitiate.

The theological seminary is founded to teach, among other things, the

theology of the Church; and any substitution of lower or higher criticism

for fundamental principles is contrary to the purpose for which the sem-

inary was established. In the seminarial course the student is expected

to be instructed in the origin, processes, and results of destructive and

conservative criticism, and to learn its value in interpretation ; but he will

be guarded against the conclusion that the chief end of preaching is the-

criticism of the Bible and the disturbance of the faith of the people of

God. It may be, that now and then the order of the relative importance

of theology and criticism is reversed, but up to this time the method of

instruction in ^Methodist seminaries, as a rule, is considered conservatively

safe and progressive. Whatever the order of these branches of study, we-

wish to emphasize the indispensabieness of a concrete theological educa-

tion as a preparation for efliciency in the ministry. It is as essential to-
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the minister as mathematics to the matliematician and Greek and Latin

to the philologist. If he would succeed as an expounder of the divine

counsel he must be a broad theologian, capable of unraveling the com-
plexities of truth, of probing great mysteries to their center, 'and of

comprehending fractions of systems in their indubitable relation to the

unique system of revelation. It is not enough to appropriate one system

of theology, or view truth from a single angle of observation. Confined to

one conception the minister will become narrow, and invoke prejudice

against Christianity in the very attempt to support and defend it. It is

absolutely necessary to move out from the head-quarters of the theolo"-ical

leaders of the j)ast and hold fellowship with the thinkers of to-day.

Theology must be associated with scientific, historic, poetic, aud philo-

sophic phases of inquiry, and, while quietly injecting its truths into the

lower departments of study, it should conform to the material results dis-

covered and announced by them. Sabellianism, Supralapsarianism, Solifid-

ianism, aud the " quinquarticular controversy," are the terms of an anti-

quated and jargoncd school, to be used sparingly if it all, and, when used,

with a sense of moral and intellectual humiliation. Geologv, chemistry,

astronomy, philology, history, and pliilosophy are related to theology, and

there must be space for them in the gray brain of the Christian minister.

To ignore the scientific, literary, and jjhilosophic aids of the present day

in the study of the Scriptures is not wise, and it is equally unwise to cast

them out from the realm of theology. Without them theology may drift

into the inanities of scholasticism or the belligerent scoffing of tenets un-

congenial to itself. To ministers in general we may properly write a word

of exhortation : Be theologians ; but be scientific, literary, and philo-

sophic theologians; argus-eyed, not single-eyed; each a Briareus rather

thau a Goliath.

The doctrine of the witness of the Spirit is manifestly taught in the

New Testament. Paul (Rom. viii., 16) writes that "the Spirit itself

beareth witness with our spirit, tliat we are the children of God." John,

in his first c{»istle (chap, v, 9, 10), writes: "If we receive the witness of

men, the witness of God is greater: for this is the witness of God which

he hath testified of his Son. He that believeth on the Son of God hath

the witness in himself." It is not to determine the force or precise

meaning of these passages, or to consider them at all exegetically, that

we quote them, but to ascertain to what exact spiritual condition the

Spirit testifies, and also to inquire if the witnessing jirerogative or func-

tion of the Spirit is limited to a ])articular condition or fact in human ex-

perience. Living under the dispensation of the Sjjirit it is natural that he

should, in various ways and at all times, be ready to communicate with

God's children. "What his processes of communication with men are—what

the points of contact with the luunan soul—whether he employ psycho-

logical, physiological, or other methods by which to stimulate to spir-

itual activity, or confine his work to supernaturalistic agencies and along

supernaturalistic lines, are problems not included in the single inquiry
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here proposed. It i3 clear that the divine Spirit, by one method or various

methods, imparts to the believer the assurance that the Father has accepted

him, and that his name is enrolled in God's family. To this acceptance

and enrollment the testimony is convincing, and the believer henceforth

regards himself as the child of God. The testimony of the Spirit is,

therefore, the testimony to the fact of the believer's sonsliip, and carries

with it the testimony of all that is implied in that great fact. It cannot be

alleged that the Spirit bears witness to all the details of sonship, or to cog-

nate spiritual facts in experience, or that he certifies to the divinity of all

healthy spiritual states, for his purpose in witnessing is chiefly to establish

the experience of adoption. The word "sonship" implies anaggregate of

details, and if the former is assured the latter also is assured. It is held

by some theologians that the Spirit does not witness to any other tlian the

one fact, though he sustains a close relation to the believer and is ever

with him. He illuminates, guides, teaches, interprets, strengthens, and

constantly influences by unknown processes the thought, purpose, and

trend of the Christian; but as the witnessing agent, it is said that he

confines his testimony to the fact of sonship. In the passage from John
it appears that God witnesses to the fact that Jesus Christ is his Sou—

a

fact essential to a spiritual experience, but which is not to be confounded

with the believer's sonship. The fact of the sonsliip of Jesus Christ is

only apprehended as a revelation, according to Paul, who writes (1 Cor.

xii, 3) "that no man can say that Jesus is the Lord, but by the Holy

Ghost." The intellectual recognition of the Iiistoric Christ is not the

equivalent of a sjiiritual recognition of him as the Son of God; hence

the necessity of the testimony of the Spirit to the stupendous fact of the

divinity of the Saviour. It would seem, according to these teachings,

that the Spirit testifies to the fact of the believer's adoptive sonship, and
also to the greater fact of the actual sonship of Jesus the Christ.

What is plagiarism ? It is a species of literary theft that is as reprehen-

sible as the actual taking by one person of another's property and convert-

ing it to forbidden personal use and advantage. The definition is clear and
exact, and is not without an illustration in every department of literature.

It is remarkable, however, that with the strongest temptation to this kind
of wrong-doing—with opportunities abundant for indulging this propen-

sity, and with easy methods at hand for destroying the evidence of the

crime—literary workers, as a rule, are original, independent, and exempt
froui the suspicion of a plagiaristic tendency. In the practical applica-

tion of the definition we should carefully distinguish between material

obtained from a foreign source and assimilated afterward, and material

borrowed or kidnapped with no intention on the part of the kidnapper
to render any account of his act, or to acknowledge his obligations to any
source for what he offers as the product of his own fertile brains. The pla-

giarist is at a discount, because he is a second-hand man and is cmleav-
oring to pose as an original thinker. He dresses in borrowed clothes and
plays a dramatic act before the world, not assuming to be somebody he
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is not, but assuming to be something he is not in character and achieve-

ment. He misrepresents himself, and therefore occupies a false position

among w\^\s.. Virgil was not a plagiarist in constructing his ^Eneid after

tlie IlUtdoi Homer; nor was Cicero a kidnapper in developing his pliil-

osophy according to some of tlie teacliings of Plato. Hume was not a

thief wlieu he took up the sensationalism of Locke, nor was Robert Burns

a receiver of stolen goods wheu he transformed the legends of Scotland

into poetry. It is altogether probable that ^lark wrote the second gospel

according to instructions from Peter, and that Luke wrote his gospel after

many conferences with Paul ; but in neither case may we suppose an act

of plagiarism. The field of literature is open to the thinker; he may
ent(?r, appropriate, digest, and employ whatever he finds to the accom-

plishment of his purpose, provided he robs not another of his possessions^

nor detracts from the honor of other toilers, nor assumes to make known
what others before him certainly discovered. The ethical rules of relig-

ion apply to literary kidnapping as well as to other kinds of theft. All

workers are more or less indebted to the thinkers who have preceded

them for hints, suggestions, inspirations, theoretic possibilities, and espe-

cially for historic facts, laws, principles, and the general canons of liter-

ature; but tliis indebtedness is frankly acknowledged, and so publicly

that there are those who believe that an original thinker is an impos-

sibility or an accident. In an environment of books it seems hardly to be

expected that an original mind will come forth and show its patent of

nobility in the work it accomplishes. It is, however, from such an en-

vironment that such a thinker emerges, and in his j)lace declares himself

not the child of environment, but the independent thinker in the realm of

thought. It is to the credit of the scholar that he uses books; it would

be his shame if they used him. The first, is compatible with independ-

ence and originality; the second, is the mechanical process that results

in plagiarism.

An article is in our office whose chief merit is, that it is a reproduction

of an exegetical interpretation by a very learned but unnamed theologian.

,It is possible that two great minds may conceive of tlie same analysis, or

exegesis, or make use in exactly the same way of certain historical tests, or

discover and follow the same current of thought in a particular Scripture;

but such discovery or exegetical announcement should not be in such

terms or in such a form as to awaken suspicion of borrowed excellence.

Plagiarism is sin absolute and sin construct. As it is self-revealing, it is-

dangerous and fatal.

The Apostle Paul was consumed with what has been very properly

called "uiission-hunger," which would not allow him to enter upon a

settled pastorate in the inviting cities of the Orient, but drove him into

Galatia, ^lacedonia, and as far westward as Spain, then thought to be

the bound of the habitable earth. His longest pastorates v,-ere eighteen

months in Corinth, two years in Rome, and three years in Ephesus; but

these cities were rather the centers of extended missionary movements than
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objects of exclusive pastoral oversight and instruction. He vras the itin-

<'r:int missionary, the organizer of religious societies, the authorized teach-

er of New Testament ecclesiasticism, and the promoter of the gospel idea

of evangelization. We think of him as the typiail missionary, consecrated

for life to one work, and sparing not himself for its accomplishment. It

cannot be said that he is duplicated in the average modern missionary;

nor, perhaps, is the adoption of Pauline methods, in every particular, to

be recommended, as social and other conditions are materially dijfferent

from what they were in the apostle's time. But the Pauline spirit of con-

secration to the Christian plan of saving the world is as much required in

tliese times, if pennanent results are to be achieved, as in the days of the

great hero. Missionary life to-da}^ does not involve the hardships and

uncertainties of even fifty years ago, and in many countries the missionary

is not required to be as heroic, as enduring, and as self-sacrificing as when
Livings' one entered Africa, or Maclay entered China. It must be that too

many enter upon missionary service with too little apprehension of its

magnitude or meaning, and without the thought that it deserves the con-

secration of the life, for it is not an uncommon thing in these times for a

missionary to return before his absence has been felt, and certainly before

he has accomplished any thing noble for the Church or justified the great

expenditure of his enlistment. Without judging a single case, lest we mis-

judge it, it strikes the observer that there are too many returned young

missionaries in the United States; a fact that compels us to inquire as to

the motives that led them into the service : whether they considered resi-

dence abroad a few years an educational opportunity which they proposed

to improve at the expense of the Church, or whether they went forth

as Paul^ Carey, iMoffatt, Duflf, Thoburn, Taylor, and others, not count-

ing their lives dear, but ready to die in the service. It is not enough
to be willing to go to China, India, Japan, Africa, or South America;

it is not enough to be seemingly religious in the oSering of one's self

to the authorities of the Church ; it is not enough to plan to be absent

only a few years from civilization and native land, nor enough to be

intoxicated with the novelty of the enterprise, nor to affirm enthusiasm in

accepting a post of honor in the midst of paganism. The service demands
the life, and, except for chronic or incurable infirmity, which may dis-

*iualify for future usefulness, or to save life, no one who is titled a mis-

sionary should expect to return and permanently abide in the home-land
again, except after years of faithful work in the field, and he can do no

more in it. If we write plainly it is because of an observable tendency

lu young missionaries to return home after a few years on pretexts that

conflict with the idea of complete consecration, and interfere with the

advance of the Christian movement in pagan lands. If one cannot

resolutely go for life let him remain at home, where he will have ample

"pportunity for the exi)cnditure of all his enthusiasm and energy.
47 FIFTH SKKIKS, VOL, VI.
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CURRENT DISCUSSIONS.

THE 3ieciia:j^ism of ixspiratiox.

TEra: Christian Church has ever held, and still holds, that the Scriptures

are the product of divine inspiration, and, therefore, of ultimate authority

in morals and religion. It cannot be said, however, that it has exactly

defined the word "inspiration," further than that it has used it to sif^nify

divine influence in the composition of the biblical books, or, at the least,

in the revelation of what they contain. It is agreed that they are not the

exclusive result of human culture ; but that in some way, and to some ex-

tent, the Holy Spirit operated upon or co-operated with human writers in

their attempt to record the truths and purposes of God. The admitted
fact of the divine stamp on biblical literature is suggestive of more ques-

tions than can be answered, or even noticed, in a single paper; and, merely

as a fact, it is of such proportions as to startle the inquirer and tax hi»

utmost powers in comprehending it. No subject peculiar to the biblical

system, or to biblical literature, is more difficult of penetration, analysis,

and solution than the doctrine of inspiration. It cannot be resolved in a
moment, nor can it be ignored as of inferior importance in the sphere of

criticism. It is a preliminary question, fundamental to faith, theology,

the Christian life, and the future of the Christian Church.

The difficulties of the subject are not all on the surface; many of thciu

are as deep as the mysteries of God, and cannot be overcome by humiui

wisdom, or any thing short of those spiritual auxiliaries which appear in

the books themselves. To understand inspiration it has been supposed

that the investigator himself must be inspired, as to comprehend the

poetic afflatus one must be endowed vnXh. the poetic spirit. If it require

a poetical genius to interpret Shakespeare, or a musician to sympathi2:e

with a Beethoven, surely the outfit required to enable one to disclose the

nature, power, and method of divine co-operation in literature must cor-

'respond with the high task before the investigator. Should this be con-

sidered a metaphysical difficulty of no special significance, we must then

admonish the reader that the practical barriers to an understanding of the

subject are as delicate as they are numerous, and as obstinate as they

are transparent. It is not helpful to a solution to find disagreement among
theologians respecting the cardinal doctrine, and such disagreement as-

affects, more or less, the supernatural character of the book. It is not

helpful to read of multiplied theories of inspiration, no two of whicli

agree in the essential point, and all enforcing a different view of tlie

Bible. The extreme views of the theologians are in no sense a comfort

or an aid in the study of the subject; and the reactionary views of wvji-i-

tive critics are positively distracting and hurtful to faith and investiga-

tion. Because we cannot accept the theory of the verbalists, we arc not

under obligation to renounce divine influence in the literary form of tho

Bible, Because the doctrine may not account for every thing in the book,
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ue cannot conclude it accounts for nothing in it. Because -we reject the

mechanical, or IMontanistic, theory of inspiration, -sve are not required to

concede that the writer of a book "was free of supernatural superintendence

in his work. It may be our duty to reject both extremes, and yet we
may not find iu a middle view that which will satisfactorily solve the

problems involved iu the origin of the word of God.

In some Christian circles it is believed that the doctrine of supernatu-

ralism has been overestimated in its influence in revelation, and tliat while

it is indispensable to any proper conception of the origin of the books, it

must hereafter occupy a subordinate place in theology and human philoso-

phy. This, perhaps, is true; but the reason given should be considered

before the statement can pass unchallenged. It is clear that revelation,

or the truth given, is more important than inspiration, or the method by

which spiritual truth is communicated to the race. At once the reader

discovers the subordinate position of the doctrine when contrasted with

the infinite value of the truth. It also is apparent, that while the fact of

revelation is a proof of the necessity of inspiration, it is not so apparent

that the fact of inspiration, even if proved, is evidence that a revelation

has been made. The two are distinct, and the one precedes and is supe-

rior to the other, as truth is superior to the method of its communication.

It is also necessary to confine supernatural influence, or to understand its

application, to the books in question; that is, we are not studying in-

spiration except as it is manifested in respect to the Bible. In its con-

crete form and substance the Bible submits to us a revelation, a record of

revelation, and authorship of the record. To what fact or facts does

inspiration apply ? To the truths of revelation ? If to these only, is the

record then uninspired, and were the writers uninspired ? This limita-

tion is objectionable. Does inspiration apply to the record only ? If so,

revelation and the writers are excluded from the operations of the divine

Spirit. This, too, is objectionable. If we limit the divine influence to

the writers, we cannot then attirm that the record or the revelation is

inspired. If we affirm that the divine process applies to revelation, the

roc'ord, and to the writers, we have indicated the circumference of possi-

bility, but it is not certain that this is not an extreme view of the case.

If we shall attempt to construct a theory of the subject, we shall confront

these perplexing questions, and have on hand a task such as no one as yet

has adequately performed, though the theorists have been at work on the

Jiroblem ever since the Canon was completed. Rothe says, that the New
Testament writers held to the theory of verbal inspiration. If this stitte-

nicnt be correct, we are bound at once to accept the verbal theory. Pro-

fessor Gausscn says, that for the first eight centuries of the Christian era,

vith the exception of Theodore of Mopsuestia, the great scholars of the

Church accepted the theory of pZe/ia/v/ inspiration. If this be a con-ect

statement, it should have a positive influence not only in historical the-

ology but in current criticism. However, these statements alone, even
if correct, are not sufficient to persuade us to accept the theories of verbal

nnd plenary inspiration, both of which, though not obsolete by any
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means, arc unnecessary to an exposition of the Scriptures as the product

of inspiration. Semler satisfied himself by denying inspiration altogeth(,T;

Michaelis compromised with his reason by affirming that certain portions

of the Bible are inspired but other portions are not; while John Wcslov's

followers have the habit of saying that "all Scripture is given by in-

spiration of God." The ditiiculty of constructing a theory is apparent.

"We cannot accept the Gaussen theory of verbal and plenary inspiration;

nor can wc accept the rationalistic extreme of non-inspiration; nor yet the

compromising theory of a partly inspired and a partly uninspired Bible.

Even if none of the foregoing intricacies perplexed us, we should be at a

loss io understand the operation of the divine Spirit upon the human
mind by which truth is revealed. Psychology does not explain super-

naturalism. We reject the sensatioflalism of Locke and the idealism of

Hegel ; -nevertheless, there are such things as perceptions, images,

thoughts, and the thinker. How far the Spirit appropriates the thinker;

whether he employs sensationalism, idealism, associationalism, or any

philosophic method in his impressions u])on the human mind we do not

know. Whatever, therefore, may be one's theory, it must grapple with

the difficulties, and only so far forth as it removes them may it have

claim ujwn our attention.

The theopneustic feature of the Bible is its charm, the key to its

majesty of form, and the explanation of the sublime truths therein made

known to man. "We accept it, whether we understand it or not, just as

we accept atonement, the Trinity, and immortality, though words may
not defjne or even illuminate them. Instead, therefore, of proposing a

theory of inspiration, we shall merely undertake to study it in its

mechanical phases, for we allege nothing that is not self-evident when

we write that, notwithstanding the obscurity of the psychological ele-

ment in the revelation, and the mystery of the divine movement itself, the

inspiring process was methodical and within certain restrictions purely

mechanical and therefore discoverable. Occult in its nature, it neverthe-

less comes to the surface in the things revealed, and it is not altogether a

disguised and indistinguishable factor. Inspiration is alleged of the book

by Christian scholars generally. If we cannot indicate the extent of the

divine iuHuence, we may observe its plan of operation, and infer iti

character from its manifestations. The objection to the theory of the in-

spiration of the ipsissima terha is, that it undertakes to denote the extent

of the result, which the reflective mind considers indefinable, except in

the most general terms. If we cannot credit certain alleged errors in the

Bible to the supernatiual process, we may be able to show that they are

not incompatible with it. lie who is determined upon having a theory

of his own, must overcome many difficulties in order to be able to explai^i

the biblical system; but if he will study the mechanism or the process of

revelation in its result, every thing will adjust itself to the main f:i''t-

We would wean Christian thought from the theoretic aspect of the dor-

trine, because no theory will explain every ditficulty or satisfy every min<l.

We need no theory respecting God, or immortality, or the doctrines of
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the Scriptures, but a clear statement of -svhat the Scriptures themselves

teach. "We advance no theory, therefore, of inspiration, but shall en-

deavor closely to observe the process thereby the books -were produced.

Evidently, the Inspirer of choice used all the appliances of literature iu

giving form to the biblical system. We know this, because such appli-

ances constitute the framework of the system. History, poetry, science,

prophecy, philosophy, biography, and epistle were the literary instruments

authorized for the expression of the truths to be communicated to men.

It is immaterial whether these instruments were the first choice of men or

of God, and it is equally unimportant to know whether they accomplished

an exclusively divine purpose, or also served ends purely human and

natural. It is sufiicient if there is reason to believe that the Holy

Ghost was satisfied with these various appliances or methods for the

revelation of spiritual truth; and judging from the book itself it is ap-

parent that the common literary method was employed in the high task of

revelation. In like manner we may conclude that the various styles of

the writers of the books were under the employment of the Holy Spirit

for the same purpose. Neither style nor method of writer was changed,

suspended, or abolished by the Spirit; but they were employed and en-

nobled and sanctified by the service to which they were called. Hence,

while the style of the writers is human, it is a sanctified, spiritiudized

human style. Isaiah's natural style is majestic; but under the Spirit it

has the glow of the sun. Habakkuk's ordinary style was the exponent

of dignity; but the Spirit burnished it until it shone with the luster of

divinity. John's common style was pellucid, elegant: but the Spirit

turned his sentiments into flashes of lightning, and ended his periods

with peals of thunder. Paul's Jewish style was idiomatic, oracular; but

under the Spirit he speaks a Christian theology, and shakes truths from

the topmost branches of the tree of life into the thought of an uplook-

ing race. AVbat in the products of these writers see we, if not the inter-

play of divine and human forces, each individualized, but each suffused

with the ever-varying hues of the Spirit's power ? We cannot conceive

of a biblical book as the exclusive product of either force ; we can appre-

ciate all the books as the product of the interaction of both forces.

The relation of human culture in the biblical books to supernatural in-

fluence cannot be too forcibly or too frequently declared. On any other

hypothesis the Bible, as a whole, cannot be explained, nor is it possible

to analyze a single book of which it is composed. St. Jerome said:

"Paul does not know how to develop a hy[>erbaton, or to conclude a

sentence;" but it is not a question of hov/ much Paul knew, or whether

the biblical writers were learned men, or whether they were superior

writers. The chief point is, that whatever their preparation or qualifica-

tion, they were used in revealing the mind or purpose of God. They were

not aimihilated, or obscured, or liumiliated in the process of inspiration.

"We cannot believe that they were the passive instruments of the Spirit,

or lost consciousness

—

excidit sensu, admnbratus, ncilicet, virtute div'uvi

—as the Cataphrj-gians taught, when they were engaged in writing the
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books attributed to tbem. Rather, we believe that the writer was never

more himself, was never so self-conscious, was never less an enigma to

himself, than when under the superintending influence of the Holy Ghost.

Instead of extinguishing the writer he illuminated him ; instead of in-

clining him to self-forgetfulness he saw himself as he could not when
left to his own reflections ; instead of being passive he was volcanically

active, and felt that he could shake planets under his feet. Peter was

beside himself at the transfiguration; but he knew himself when ho

wrote his epistles. Inspiration^ is the source of self-knowledge, and the

biblical writers reached the heights of divine individualism when under

the influence of the revealing Spirit of God. We are compelled by the

facts to acknowledge the individual characteristics of the writers, and

especially their self-consciousness while under the divine superintendence

in their revelatory work. We must also admit that the mind of the

writer operated in the usual way, and preserved its identity intact when
under the instructions of the Spirit. 3Iemory, imagination, judgment,

conscience, will, the sensibilities and affections, observed the laws that

govern them in ordinary activity when the Holy Ghost summoned the

writer to his service. AVe mistake if we suppose that spiritual law wa.s

substituted for natural law in the production of the books; for while

spiritual law had its function in the process of inspiration, it applied

rather to the Holy Ghost than to the human writer. The writer observcil

natural law; the Spirit spiritual law; but the laws were harmonized in

their acting.

It is time to pass from the human development of the books to that

process which, independent of natural law, was exclusively divine, and

operated in a manner to correspond with its divine function. If, how-

ever, we undertake to analyze the Spirit's operations, methods, and pur-

poses we shall have a more stubborn problem than when we confined our

study to the human phenomenon in revelation. Properly speaking, in-

spiration applies to the operations of the Holy Spirit in revelatory work.

It is not easy even for a lexicographer to define the word. It may be said

to denote the sovereignty of the Spirit in the biblical product ; or the

controlling influence of the Spirit upon the minds of the writers of the

books; but in either case it does not assure us of distinct methods, or of

limitations, or of degrees or kinds of divine influence. The best concep-

tion of inspiration can scarcely be reduced to a definition; but it may be

grasped or apprehended by an examination of what appears to be its

product in the books of the Bible.

Inspiration implies the communication of truths, facts, and ethics, not

primarily discoverable by the human mind, and unknowable except by

revelation. This perhaps is the greatest, though by no means the ex-

haustive, result of the divine process. Tiiere are truths that human pin-

losophy never could or wouhl discover, originate, or formulate, and that

are to-day the common property of tlie race because they are found in the

Bil)le. We refer not only to the wonderful prehistoric account of crea-

tion^ which cannot l)c explained by any natural method, but also to the
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Jlessiahism of the Old Testament, and the Christological teachings of the

I^ew Testament, with the rare unfoldings of the doctrines of resurrection,

immortality, and judgment, all of which are beyond the originating power

of the human mind, but which were made known by inspiration. Unable

to discover certain truths, it was in perfect harmony with the divine

goodness to reveal them to the race that their light might shine upon us,

and lead us back to God. In crediting such truths to revelation we are

uot unmindful of the powers of the human intellect; nor do we mean to

charge it with imbecility in limiting its visionary susceptibilities to the

natural sphere. "We are simply certain that there is a class of truths that

human genius could not originally find, and even as revealed it cannot fully

comprehend. "We must state facts, even though they humiliate the in-

tellect. Revelation derives its significance from the impotency of the

human mind ; for if the truths in question were accessible without revela-

tion, we would be unable to prove the fact of revelation. The most that

could be allowed would be, that such truths have come to us from men

greater than ourselves ; but this conclusion would not confer upon them

any divine authority.

If the function of inspiration were limited to the revelation of such

truths as are beyond the original power of the human mind, we could

readily assign its limitations, and determine the value of the result of the

unique process. In this event sixty-six books would not be necessary in

the make-up of the Bible; perhaps a score or less would be sufficient.

"We find, however, that the Bible consists in part of truths, facts, and

teachings, not only dfscoverable by the human reason, but such as cannot

be regarded as the result or content of revelation. Revelation is the

word that denotes the removal of the veil from the obscure, the unknown

;

but many things recorded in the Bible were known to the writers, and

are written as known to them. They are not revelations, therefore. The

Bible is something more than a book of revelations. Is it in its entirety

the product of inspiration? Are the truths, facts, and teachings which

were not revealed to the writers, the result of the supernatural process?

tVe may classify the truths of the Bible into revealed and unrevealed;

but may we not also classify them into inspired and uninspired? To do

the latter, however, is to emasculate and disintegrate the Bible; not to

do it, is to affirm that it is all inspired. Notwithstanding the seeming

difficulties of the position, we unhesitatingly assume that the Scriptures

are the result of divine inspiration, though they are not the exclusive re-

sult of divine revelation.

Exactly, then, how did the Spirit operate when he ceased to reveal

truth to the writers of the book? "What was his work in addition to

revelation ? "We know of no word that expresses so well the additional

mechanical work of the Spirit as direction, implying the government of

the human mind in the use of the facts and truths already known. "S\^e

are shut up to the alternative of either remanding such portions of the

Bible as are not in strictness revelations to human wisdom, or to the

governmental influence and superintendence of the Holy Spirit. To
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assign the unknovrable in Scripture to revelation and the knowable
to human culture, is to divide the Bible into fragments and render it

altogether inoperative as a supernatural book. "We are not philosojjhiz-

ing, or putting a foundation under a preconceived theory ; but we be-
lieve it is absolutely necessary to recognize the Spirit's oversight of the-

humanly knowable in the Scriptures. Christ assured his disciples that

the Holy Spirit would bring to their remembrance the things they had
heard, showing that divine influence would operate upon the memory of

the writers, and that even the knowable would be recalled and re-em-
phasized by the same S])irit that manifested himself in the recondite task
of revelation. Moses also wrote in a book the laws, histories, and inci-

dents with which he was perfectly familiar, by commandment of the L<yrd,

almost proving that without such commandment he might not have writ-

ten, and the world might have been without the Mosaic history and laws.

In such directions we see that the Holy Spirit had something to do witb
the books as they are written.

Allowing, therefore, that the knowable in Scripture was quite as much
under the superintendence of the Spirit as the unknowable, we have little-

difficulty in accounting for the details and the commonplaces in biblical

literature which have disturbed many minds, and have been used as aa
argument against the doctrine of inspiration. The Bible reader must
admit that it is difficult to see the necessity of divine oversiglit in certain

instances, and more difficult to understand why the commonplaces of life

should have any recognition in a book alleged to be inspired of God. For
instance, was the Holy Ghost's action necessary or even implied in the-

record of such things as Abraham offering cakes to three angels, a»-.

Jacob's sons going down to Egypt in wagons, as Moses's sanitary regula-
tions for the camp, as David's dancing on bringing up the ark to Jerusa-
lem, as Paul's medical prescription to Timothy, as Barnabas and Paul
quarreling, as Peter warming himself by the fire on the night of Christ's

arrest, as Paul saluting various disciples in his Epistle to the Romans, as

John saying there was much grass in the place where the miracle of the

loaves and fishes was wrought, and as Mark's account of Christ dipping
his hand into the dish? "Was divine providence necessary to these ac-

counts ? If wholly unnecessary, then we cannot affirm that they are the

result of inspiration, and if not the result of inspiration, then tlie Bible ia

partly uninspired.

The theorists have a way of explaining every thing in the Scriptures,

and of using every fact, truth, and incident in defense of the particular

theory they have espoused. The old notion of different Unds of inspira-

tion as a means of accounting for the differences in the Bible is no longer

in vogue, though it may be adduced now and then by those who prefer

to classify the divine influences in this way in order to support some other

decrepit notions respecting the Bible. Quite a prevailing opinion—as old

as the science of theology—is, that supernatural power varied in the degree
of its influence upon the human writer, being at times feeble and incou-

vequential, as at other times it was powerful and irresistible. This theory
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is more plausible than the other, inasmuch as it does enable us to assign

the stronger statements in the Scriptures to stronger divine impulses, and.

the weaker statements to influences of less impressivcness. Besides, it

does not imply an intermittent or an imperfect inspiration, for the biblical

writer, if inspired to any degree, was authoritative and decisive. Accord-

ing to this theory, he felt the influence of the Spirit more or less as the

record he was about to write was more or less needful or significant. At

times, therefore, he wrote commonj^laces; at times, he wrote stupendous

narratives or epistolary suggestions. But in either case he was conscioua

of supernatural elevation and direction. iNfaimonides enumerated eight

degTees of inspiration under which the writers communicated the biblical

facts. Kahnis has concluded that the prophets and apostles were pos-

sessed of one degree of inspiration, the poets and didactic writers of

another, and the historians of another, while other critics indulge in still

other classifications. We shall not venture to propose a hardy and sys-

tematic objection to the theory of degrees, but we take the liberty of sug-

gesting that the theory is unnecessary to the explanation of the variable

contents of the Scriptures. We reject verbal inspiration, meclianical in-

spiration, the theories of kinds of inspiration and of degrees of inspiration^

because, if not refutable by logic and a fair interpretation of
.
the Script-

ures, they are at least unnecessary to an exposition of their divine charac-

ter and authority. What is tlie use of loading up with a theory when

the facts are self-luminous and self-aflirming ? We object to theories,

when offered for their own sakes. Much of the weakness of biblical

criticism is the unneccessary theorizing on facts that, plain enough of

themselves, are made obscure by the theoretic net that envelops them.

In the prophetic utterance of Caiaphas (.John xi, 50) we see the effect of

an unconscious inspiration, but unconsciousness is not a degree, nor even

a sign, of inspiration. As Balaam curses Moab and blesses Israel (Xum.

xxii, xxiii), we trace an instance of involuntary or forced inspiration, but

passivity or involuntariuess is not a condition or degree of supernatu-

ralisra. We have distinguished between the results of inspiration, one

being revelation, but revelation is not a "degree" of inspiration, it is a

rexiilt ; or if we say direction, suggestion, or authority to write is a concom-

itant of inspiration, it by no means follows that it is a "degree."' Illu-

mination, superintendence, dictation, glorification—whatever word may
be used to express the operating character of the Spirit in no sense implies

degrees of operation, but only phases of the self-same Spirit in the ad-

miuihtration of the truth. AVe therefore see no necessity of the theory of

degrees, though it is not fer se a self-refuting theory.

It is sufficient to say that the minute and the comprehensive, the com-

monplace and the majestic, things temporal and things spiritual, facts

human and doctrines divine, life j)hysical and life eternal—all have embodi-

ment in the languages cf men under the sui)erintending inlluence of the

divine Spirit. Nor is it even convenient or accommodating to human

infirmity to allow that the Spirit weakened in superintending cfiiciency

when ^latthew wrote the introduction to the Sermon on the ;Mount, but
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strengthened his influence upon him when he proceeded to record the

Sermon. It is unnecessary to allow that the Spirit was quiescent in Paul

when he wrote on marriage but in command when he wrote the evidence

of Christ's Mcssiahship and the doctrine of the resurrection. It is as

easy to believe that the Spirit engineered the writer into a common-
place as into a sublime revelation. Many investigators have overlooked

the value of the minuti;^ of the biblical books, being willing to cast them
out as unworthy any recognition in an inspired volume. They err ex-

ceedingly, not knowing the Scriptures, or the design of their smallest

incidents. It is a principle in law that an incidental proof is often

stronger in sui>port of the main proposition than the most direct evidence

that can be offered. The incidental is the unexpected, and often so related

to the chief fact as to give certainty to its occurrence and influence.

The minor facts and statements in the Scriptures are incidental and unex-

pected proofs of the truthfulness of the whole narrative, and of tlie divin-

ity of the teachings with which they are associated. From these appar-

ently incidental facts we acquire a knowledge of the hospitality, social cus-

toms, domestic life, and, in particular, of the national spirit of the ancient

Hebrews and of contemporaneous peojjles. Such historical facts are not

necessarily of the import and dignity of revelations, but the Inspirer used

them, with greater things, by which to excite faith in things not histor-

ical but divine and spiritual. An impostor would not have written the

commonplaces, for he would not discover their relation to the scheme of

revelation. He would only reveal what was unknown and discard the

minuti* of common life. Here, then, is divine wisdom in its summation

of giving truth to the world, using every thing and sanctifying every

thing, so that the whole partakes of the glow, dignity, and authority

obtainable only from the manifest influence of the Holy Spirit.

"SYliat say the Scriptures ? Shall we appeal to them in proof of tlicir

inspiration, or of that of the writers thereof? It really seems to be a case

of petitu} ]>ri/icipii to require the Scriptures to prove the thing in ques-

tion; and yet there are but two kinds or sources of proof available on this

subject. The liistorical or external proof is merely the aggregation of

the opinions of church fathers, councils, and eminent Christians in mod-

ern times as to the inspirational character of the sacred writings; but

while such opinions are entitled to respectful consideration they are not

proofs of the fact of inspiration. The other source is, the Scriptures

themselves; but while they do not relieve us entirely of embarrassment

they are conclusive as to the prevalent supernatural principle in biblical

literature. If it is alleged that because a biblical writer claims inspi-

ration for himself all skeptical questions should disappear, we reply tliat

we are not certain that we are to believe a writer was inspired because

he said he was, for he might have been mistaken, or he might have been

the victim of hallucination. May we not require as much proof—yea,

more—of the man who says he is inspired as of the man who professes

merely to be veracious? To guard against imposition we have the right to

examine the credentials of the men who say they are inspired ; to inquire
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into their character, standing, qualifications, and relation to religion

ami the Churcli. Happily the biblical -svriters meet the test, and do

satisfy the inquirer of their call to give spiritual truth to the -world.

If for any reason we should be led to discredit their veracity, or to im-

peach their character, or to suspect them of hallucination or forgery, -we

should no longer trust their claims for individual inspiration. The ques-

tion then is primarily a question of the trustworthiness of the biblical

writers, and secondly, a question of the significance of their statements.

Another temporary embarrassment arises from the fact that while it is

not so difficult on general hermeueutical principles to establish the inspi-

ration of the Old Testament, it is somewhat difficult, if not impossible,

to make out the inspiration of the New Testament in the same manner
and to the same extent. !Many negative critics reject the supernaturalism

of the Old ^ud accept the supernaturalism of the Xew ; but they have

reversed the order of the difficulty. If we may attribute inspiration to

the New Testament, we may have no trouble in attributing it to the Old
Testament; but it does not exactly follow, that accepting the supernatu-

ral character of the Old one is bound to accept the inspiration of the

New Testament. The Jew is an example. He reveres the Old but

repudiates the New Testament, while some rationalists honor the New but

pour contemjit upon the Old Testament. Jesus was particular in ex-

pressing his faith in the Jewish Scriptures, but as the New Testament was
not written in his life-time there is no testimony from him concerning it.

If, also, inspiration was the prerogative of only apostolic writers in New
Testament times, Luke's and Mark's gospels must be stricken out, as these

evangelists did not belong to the apostolic group. "\\'e do not mention

these embaiTassments as interfering with any proper view of the book,

but as showing that the problem of New Testament inspiration is some-

what different from that of Old Testament inspiration, and that the proofs

of the one may not serve as proofs of the other.

In respect to the Old Testament, the individual ^^Titers thereof fre-

<juently claim that they wrote either by the command of God or under

the special direction of the Spirit. Closes distinctly affirms this fact for

himself. David (2 Sam. xxiii, 2) says: " The Spirit of the Lord spake by
me, and his word was in my tongue." In 1 Kings vi, 11 it is ^^Titten that

"the word of the Lord came to Solomon, saying." Ezekiel repeatedly

declares that '' the word of the Lord came unto me." The testimony of

New Testament writers to the theopneustic character of the Old Testa-

ment is strong and explicit, and cannot be explained by any accommoda-

tion theory to signify that the Old Testament was not originally inspired.

Christ, the Teacher, urges the Jews to " search the Scriptures," implying

that the Old Testament is the source of truth, and that he indorsed it as

ft book of revelations. Paul (2 Tim. iii, 10) says: "All Scripture is

given by insi)iratioa of God," the apostle applying it, as EUicott believcj,

to the Old Testament. Peter (2 Pet. i, 21) says: "For the proi-hecy

came not in the old time by the will of man, but holy men of God spake

as they were moved by the Iloly Ghost." The triple testimony of Christ,
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Paul, and Peter to the supernatural character of the Old Testameut is

convincing and reassuring to the last degree.

In respect to the Xew Testament, the testimony of its writers is not so

clear or exact, but it is of inferential significance, and altogether satisfy.

ing to the Christian believer. Paul (2 Cor. xiii, 3) intimates that Christ

spoke in him, and he also (Gal. i, 12) affirms that the Gospel he preached

came to him as a revelation of Jesus Christ. Besides (1 Cor. ii, 13), he

confesses that the Holy Ghost was his teacher, and that he spoke as

taught by him. John, on the isle of Patmos, evidently wrote because

commanded by the Spirit, and we readily allow that the synoptists wrote,

not according to their own pleasure, but under supernatural superintend-

ence and direction. "Whatever way be the definition of inspiration, it

cannot exclude one New Testament book from the canon, or free it from

divine influence in its preparation. "We affirm for the whole that it is the

product' of inspiration.

The design of this paper is fulfilled. "We have not traversed all the

difficulties of the subject, nor felt it necessary to combat unacceptable

theories of inspiration, nor to offer an hypothesis which should harmonize

discordant opinions and interpretations; but we have aimed to indicate

the interplay of the human intellect and the divine intelligence in the

process of inspiration, believing that no view of the Bible is correct that

receives one and excludes the other. The Bible without man is as im-

possible as the Bible without God; hence a purely human Bible is as

impossible as a purely divine Bible. The Bible is the unification of the

divine and human in literature, as Jesus Christ is the unification of the

divine and human in the race; and as such it is control to human thought

and sanctify the religious life of man until the end of the world.

FRAXZ DELITZSCH.

The long and distinguished career of Franz Delitzsch, the eminent pro-

fessor and post-biblical scholar of Leipsic University, is ended. He was

such a remarkable man in character and resources, and was so related to

evangelical thought, that the ordinary aspects of his life are of more than

common interest to students of biblical literature. He was born at Leip-

sic, February 23, 1813, and until recently was supposed to be of Jew-

ish extraction; but this is satisfactorily denied. In stature he was under

size, and in general appearance quite as unprepossessing as the apostle

Paul, except that his carriage was impressive, and the dignity of his

nature seemed to communicate itself to the wiry form that bore it. In

personality he exhibited the peculiar traits of a cultivated German; he

was earnest, aggressive, patient, studious, intuitive, and spiritual. Dis-

ciplined into self-control, he was amiable in spirit, gentle in manners, and

pleasingly magnetic in his associations with students, especially thusc

from America.

His portrait in this number is expressive of all that we write of him.
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In his scholastic work he was careful, inquiring, sometimes imperious, but

never antiquated or radically conservative. After receiving his degree he

became 2>rivatdoc€nt at Leipsic: filled professorships in three cities, and

returned to Leipsic in 1867, where he remained as teacher until his death,

which occurred March 4, 1S90. He is known as commentator, theologian,

critic, and scholar, especially in the department of biblical criticism, and

lias produced a number of works that have supplanted all others on

the same subjects. He can best be understood if \'iewed as a specialist;

for while he intermeddled with all knowledge, and was at home in all

departments of learning, he turned his vast erudition to the accomj^lish-

meut of specific ends. He familiarized himself with. Talmudic and rab-

binical literature generally, for the express purpose of ascertaining the

true sense of the Hebrew Scriptures, to whose exposition he devoted the

accumulations of his wide and rare scholarship. More than any thing

else, he was a Hebraist, bent on understanding the Semitic language in

which divine revelation first appeared. However wide his researches

they contributed to the development of Old Testament theology, or an

elaboration of the historical and prophetical spirit of the olden period.

He was captivated with the language, institutions, customs, spirit, and

Christological purpose of the old economy; and sought to interpret the

whole, not only for students at the university, but for the Church at large.

His is only another instance of eminent success attained by concentration

of purpose, genius, and capabilities upon a given end. Nothing could

divert him from his chosen course of life, and every thing seemed to aid

liini in prosecuting it after the royal decision to do due thing had been

made. He Hebraized the atmosphere in which he lived, and recon-

ftructed the Old Testament epochs, with their personalities and develop-

ments, with the ease of an artist restoring a temple or the figure of

Jlinerva. His achievements were not accidents, or the necessary out-

flow of endowments, but rather the expression of concentration, energy,

volition, and perseverance.

As a commentator he occupied the first place, both for scholarly expo-

si;fcion and scrupulous study of the original text. He was especially

felicitous in extracting the right sense from obscure passages, and giving

to the smaller facts of the biblical record their proportionate meaning and
position in the system of revelation. His commentaries on Genesis, the

Psalms, Job, Isaiah, and Habakkuk represent the writer in his intel-

lectual strength, and greatly assist the student in comprehending the

intent of the sacred writers; while his translation of the Xew Testament
into Hebrew, a masterpiece of philological research and diction, illumi-

nates gospel and epistle, and wonderfully aids us in grasping the sig-

nificance of the Christian system. "We certainly do not overrate these

commentaries in pronouncing them superior to others for a succinct ap-

preciation of the biblical system, a wise extraction of the divine sense of

Jts teachings, and a general comprehensiveness of epochs, dispensations,

icadershijts, and progressive events and results in Israel's history.

- Dr. Delitzsch was an independent commentator, but he was not obliv-
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ious to the skilled -work of contemporaries, or ungenerous enough to rol>

them of their original investigations. He was complete in self-posses-

sion, vigorous in attack and defense, vet withal frank with those who-

held to views he could not indorse. If he could not control the rational-

ists he was careful that they should not control him. lie was often inde-

pendent in language, coining new words when existing idioms or forms

of speech would not adequately express his meaning. No language is

exactly suited to represent all the possible outbursts of mind. It is some-

times averred that tlie Anglo-Saxon tongue is sufficient for all purposes

;

but the human mind is still in the infancy of its development, and uses

the best speech it can command. The best languages, however, are the

playthings of thought, and must be improved and enlarged if they would
keep pace with the inevitable expansion of mind. As the race continues to

develop, a child, starting with the equipment of a Plato, or a Shakespeare,

or an Emerson, will need a larger language than any that now exists.

The man of the future will not be able to get along with the feeble-

instruments of speech that seem to satisfy the poets, statesmen, and

scholars of the jiresent day. AVe cannot object to new words, nor is it

an outbreak of pedantry in a scholar to coin phrases that represent the-

rare thoughts begotten in mental activity. The Leipsic Professor, not-

finding what he wanted in the German vocabulary, resolutely invented

his vehicle of thought, setting a good example to his comrades in the-

field of scholarship.

Studied in another aspect. Professor Delitzsch, as a commentator, if

not open to criticism, has excited some antagonism in that, rigidly adher-

ing to the textual truth, he nevertheless relied upon his imagination

as a helper to the discovery and expression of the inner beauty of the

spiritual sense of the truth. He was not a cold or passionless writer; he-

did not send out his ideas as arctic streams; he was warm, affectionate,

poetic, and saw divine things in their beauty, and wrote of them accord-

ingly. Hence, the style has all the charm and elegance of the finished

writer; but it is questioned, in some quarters, if the artistic style is the

^ best for the commentator. It is the style of the orator, the polemic, the

theologian, the preacher; but it is contended that the commentator milst

rein in his imagination and subonliuute it to the laws of hermeueutics.

Speaking generally, we say frankly that the unimaginative mind is as in-

competent to discover the hidden forces of revelation as the imaginative

mind is incompetent to represent the actual events of life in their realistic

strength and relations. Neither idealism nor realism is sovereign in litera-

ture. Pure realism in interpretation trends toward agnosticism and natural-

ism; wliile pure idealism, or Komanticism, trends toward superstition and

fanaticism, "We need both: the one to check tlic other, the one to guide

the other. Idealism is indispensable to religious thought and religious

experience. What is faith but a type of idealism ? No commentator can

interpret creation or the future life except idealistically. Realism has its

uses—its true place is science. It has, however, some place in theology;

but it is less helpful than the other. The realistic spirit may be required
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in the interpretation of the historical events of the Old Testament; but.

ihe romuntic spirit is required for an understanding of the poetic and

prophetical portions of the Old Testament. Professor Delitzsch is ideal-

istic in history as in poetry and prophecy, realistic only in textual criti-

cism. His admirers hold that he employs not too much the romantic

instrument in his conception of the biblical system ; and they may add

that he combines idealism and realism in their true proportion in his.

^vorks, giving clearness as well as solidity, beauty as well as exactness, to

the interpretation of the biblical books.

We have gained our point if we have but called attention to this pecul-

iarity of the eminent commentator. It suggests questions as to the

structure or spirit of a commentary : whether it should, besides afford-

ing a true conception of the biblical teaching, aim at tlie cultivation of

the spirituality of the reader and the improvement of his literary life.

Matthew Henry is as homiletical as he is didactic ; Joseph Benson—of

whom it is said that not one word in his Commentary is liis own save the

conjunctions and, or—is devotional iu spirit and writes as a pulpiteer;

Adam Clarke is stalwart in scholarly statement, and only incidentally hor-

tatory; Lange is broad in exegesis, deep in spiritual thought, and avoids

sentimentalism ; Meyer is rich in spiritual fervor, but this grows out of tlie-

profound thought of the word ; Whedon, keen and logical, is picturesque,

and inclines to a captivating rhetoric; Parker is extra-fanciful while-

sober in purpose ; Spurgeon runs to maxims and proverbs, but is gracious:

and pleasing; Orelli charms with his stretches of vision, and writes in a

subdued style only when the subject requires it ; Nast is like a mountain

on fire, vivid and influential. Every commentator writes from his own

view-point, but he also writes according to his temperament and educa-

tion. It occurs to us that the view-point of the Scriptures is the chief

thing to be gained, while a temperamental construction and interpreta-

tion of its teachings must be governed by the weightier consideration of

the real purpose of revelation. In no particular does Dr. Delitzsch seem

to depart from the essential spirit of the truth; but there irradiates from

tis work the glow and beauty of a mind as poetic in insight and as rich

in imaginative coloring as though he were a poet or artist. In compari-

son with other scholars, he neither stands alone nor possesses so many

traits in common with them as to be identified with any class of exegetcs

or theologians. He dillers from the majority in the greater breadth of

his scholarship, the wider range of his inquiries, and the more healthful

evangelical tone of his writings. Luthardt is a strictly German scholar

;

Delitzsch was cosmopolitan in his outlook. Stahl was an intractable Xeo-

Lutheran; Delitzsch was an elastic and progressive thinker. Tholuck

belonged to the school of concentration, ever seeking as an eclectic the

best forms of truth, and yet ever paying deference to the pliilosophical

hmitations of his times; Delitzsch was more of an absolutist in religion,

grounding faith, reason, and Christianity iu positive doctrine and a spir-

itualized experience. The danger that ever threatened Dr. Delitzsch was,

not a tendency to eclecticism, nor a covert sympathy with rationalism,.
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but the intense spiritual faith, that dominated his thinking and directed

his writing. He was more than ordinarily spiritual in feeling and origi-

nal sense. He could liave developed into a fanatic or mystic, but was

preserved from the extreme issue and from incoherency in experience by

the solid reserve forces of intellect and will. He had a "passion for sym-

bols," and was ever under restraint in interpretation of the Scriptures

lest he might indulge in allegorical meanings and remote conclusions.

As a critic and theologian he occupied the evangelical position, and

served as a bulwark against the rapidly increasing rationalistic sentiment

of the times. In making this statement, however, we must not be misun-

derstood. "While he was far from according to heterodox criticism the

correctness of its conclusions, or the justice of its attack upon the Script-

ures, he was not an inelastic orthodoxist, vindicating every peccadillo of

expression, or defending even some of its larger theories of belief. In

fundamental doctrine he was concretely evangelical, resting his faith on

the superuaturalism of the New Testament. He held to the old theology,

not because it is old, but because of its historic demonstration and

unchanging truthfulness. He was a Christian believer because, to his

judgment, the facts of Christianity have no explanation on any other

hypothesis than that of a projected supernaturalism in the sphere of the

natural. The new theology he rejected because of its lack of supernatu-

ralism. Between naturalism and supernaturalism there is a gulf, deep,

wide, impassable: hence, there can be no compromise, no bargaining

between them. He accepted the fact of the resurrection of Jesus Christ,

and with it the cognate facts and doctrines of the New Testament. Be-

lieving in Christ, he experienced forgiveness of sin, and all other spirit-

ual-experiences common to Christians. This experience distinguished

him from the assailants of Christianity, and gave him an advantage over

them which he was not slow to improve. We are indebted to him for

the statement that miracles cannot be rejected, a priori; that is, that one

cannot decide in advance against the supernatural, and then proceed

against miracles because they are supernatural. This dictum disposes of

I many critics who reject miracles on no other ground than their precon-

ceived and incorrect notions of the supernatural. In common with

German scholars he held a too exalted view of the sacraments, teaching

that they are efficacious when administered, and act irresistibly, ex opere

operato.

As touching biblical criticism, he gave his best labors to the investiga-

tion of its more serious problems, working sonte of them to his satisfac-

tion, but confessing to considerable perplexity in grappling with others.

This is not surprising, as the most conservative evangelical believer will

admit that many literary questions, as well as the great supernatural

question, cannot be settled in a moment ; nor, if at all, without the m"<i

consuming carefulness and the employment of the most profound scliol-

,urship. Professor Delitzsch was not an exccjjtion. Fearing the m-w

criticism, he yet was compelled to accept some of its dicta and data,

and did so with a freedom suirgestive of a liberal mind. He did not
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<leny the composite character of Genesis; but he did affirm the Mosaic

authorship in general of the Pentateuch. He wrote one commentary on

Genesis, but current opinion induced him to write another, whicli shows

that he was pliable, open to new thought, observed the latest criticisms,

And conformed to them when established. His Isaiah also, as first written,

is on the side of conservative criticism; but revised, it exhibits the influ-

ence of rationalistic sentiment. It may be said that iu his modification

of some views he was not self-consistent ; he was vacillating and irreso-

lute; he was neither independent nor safe as a teacher and expositor.

Certainly he did not mean to compromise himself; but he was in a transi-

tional state of mind, and lived not long enough to work his way out of

•tlithculties. He lived, however, long enough to give currency to Xew
Testament religion, and to point the rationalistic teachers of Germany to

the supernaturalistic fact of the resurrection of Jesus Christ as a sufficient

basis for a supernatural religion. H in some respects he were influenced

liy an adverse criticism touching literary questions, he influenced to a

greater extent the negative critics in his defense of supernaturalism, and

in resisting the control they sought of 'religious instruction in the univer-

sities. Balancing gains and losses, the former exceed the latter. Evan-

gelical religion owes much to the fidelity of the Professor to spiritual

doctrine, and perhaps has lost nothing by the liberalism that in his age

lie seems to have cherished.

It is worthy of remark tliat while Professor Delitzsch was critical, ob-

serving, and alert in defense of the truth, he did not adopt the methods of

Kueuen, Wellhausen, Dillmann, or Penan in the study of the Scriptures.

lie had a method of his own, and reached his conclusions by none of the

processes of the rationalists. "We have sometimes denounced rationalistic

methods as inapplicable to the study of literature because they antago-

aiize common sense, pure logic, and historic results. Professor Delitzsch is

an example of a critic investigating the Scriptures in as scholarly a way
-and as exhaustively as any destructiouist, and yet without, and contrary

to, the methods of the latter. It is absurd to claim that the Bible must

^K torn into pieces, or reconstructed, or destroyed, before it can be un-

'dorstood. With their methods Dr. Delitzsch had no sympathy, nor has

any scholar who is not captivated with destructionism.

As a worker the Professor was exemi^lary. He toiled until commanded
to cease; he wrote until his pen dropped from his hand. Only five days

before his death he wrote his preface to his last book, entitled Me-ssianic

Prophecies in Historic Order. Like Moses, he lived to a ripe age when,

with eye undimmed and natural force unabated, his pulse was stilled and
Iio entered upon the inheritance of the saints iu light.

48 FIFTH SFIUES, VOL. YI.
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THE ARENA.

THE LOCAL CHURCH—A WEAK SPOT.

The Cliurch of the future will exhibit two characteristics—genuine piety

and effective organization. The absence of either of these qualities will

prove sufficient to damage, and finally, in the increasing competition of

the future, to destroy, any Church, whether local or conuectional, that

fails to possess it.

A few years ago the Rev. iMr. Frothingham closed up his ministry, con-

fessing it to have been a failure, and declaring in his last sermon that the

future of the world was in the grip of organization. "We are living in a

practical age when the supreme test of truth is life. What are we doing

to make men better, to juake purer homes, a nobler society, a higher civ-

ilization ? Methodism as a conuectional institution is thoroughly organ-

ized. Rome herself does not surpass it. But Methodism in the local

church is a survival of a past age, when all efforts were purely missionary

and evangelical, and the energies of the Church were directed almost ex-

clusively to the conversion of adults. In those days we had few members

to care for, few children to train for God, and no constituency in the

world that gave us recognition. To-day we are face to face with new

conditions. We have a vast constituency. The splendid successes of the

past have brought the people close to us, while the proper care of our

members and children entails new obligations and duties. Besides, we

must recognize a change in the temper of the times which makes the old-

fashioned contagious revival a rare occun-ence among us. There are re-

vivals still, but they are associated with the most elaborate organization.

The Rev. B. Fay Mills, in the late revival in Newark, N. J., caused the

city to be districted and visited by committees of all the churches, and

sixty thousand invitations were distributed before the first meeting was

held. We cannot conceive the possibility of the Chautauqua movement

originating among our Methodist fathers three generations ago. The Ox-

ford League, with its articulated intellectualism and benevok-nt work, i3

another symptom of our times; nor can we conceive of its existence in the

days when Jacob Gruber and Benjamin Ablxjtt went up and down the

land like auguls of the Apocalypse and scores were slain by the power of

God under single sermons. Every age has its own work and must do it

in its own way. And we have little occasion for tears because forms and .

methods, the incidents of the spiritual life, change or pass away, so long

as the Church is advancing toward "the unity of the faith and of the

knowledge of the Sou of God."

What, then, is the organization of the average Methodist church to-day ?

This may be learned from our services. Our Sabbath services of worshij)

are generally effective, and our preaching may comjjare with tin- best m
the land. Our Sunday-schools may also be commended, though tliL-re is

great room for improvement. Our class-meetings are, for the most ]>art,

a feeble survival of a once mighty institution, while the ])rayer-mecting
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still brings comfort and benediction to the elect minority who, week after

week, wonder why the others never come. The energies of the local

church begin and end with itself, and these energies are directed almost

cvclusively to sj)iritual ends. But shouUl not every church be a center of

philanthropy to the community ? Should it not be a center of intellectual

inspiration to its own congregation and to those without ? Should it not

be organized for missionary work in the neighborhood? If there are

Dorcases among our members there must be widows and orphans on the

church-rolls, for whom efficient work may be done. Tlie duties of the

Church may be gathered from the life of her Lord, for she is more than

his witness—she stands to the world in " Christ's stead." Nay, she is he

—his body. He went about doing good. Jesus was a superlative hu-

manitarian, and the Church of the future will be that Church which most

completely manifests his spirit and continues his work.

" Her litanies sweet offices of love and gratitude,

Her sacramental liturgies the joy of doing good."

There is work, then, for our legislators in the organization of the local

church. And this organization should put work and responsibility more

npou the people and less upon the minister, whose stay is limited.

I. Every church should be organized, perhaps some society established,

for the Christian nurture of every infant born into the parish. At certain

fixed ages these children should have public recognition before the

Church, such as the presentation of a Bible on Children's Day when they

are five or seven years old. Our present system does not go far enough

and is too dependent on the pastor.

II. Every church should be organized for perpetual home mission work.

Why not a board of deaconesses in every church to do the work for

which Paul commended the women at Pliilippi ?

III. Every church should be organized to represent Jesus in pure phi-

lanthropy, such as caring for the sick and the orphan and the jioor, and

this with little care for parish boundaries. The ideal church will have

an effective center of missionary inspiration to kindle sympathy with the

kingdom of God in the world. It will have provision for mental culture

and fostering the talents of its youth. Joseph Pullm.vn'.

JVfcW Britain^ Conn.

A DEFIXITIOX WlllCn XEEDS DEFIXIXG.

The last General Conference detiued a missionary bishop to be "a
bishop elected for a specitied foreign mission field, with full episcopal

powers, but with episcopal jurisdiction limited to the foreign mission field

for which he was elected." It at the same time declared that "he is

not a general superintendent," and cannot be made such "except by a

distinct election to that othce."

If this definition settles the status of a missionary bishop, it certainly

unsettles all former notions of our episcoj)acy. Tlie Discipline regards

the titles "bishop" and "general superintendent " as synonymous, and
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all Methodist literature has so employed them. Xow, however, we have
"a bishop with full episcopal powers" who "is not a general superin-

tendent." It follows that a bishop and general superintendent are not

the same. There is no question that a general superintendent is also a

bishop ; and since a missionary bishop, who is not a general superintend-

ent, has " full episcopal powers," we now have two kinds of bishops. We
know what these are; but what is a bishop, pure and simple ? The two
species we can understand. "Will some one define the genus ?

If a missionary bishop have "full episcopal powers" while he cannot

do all that is required of a general superintendent, then we shall have to

divide the powers of a general superintendent into episcopal and extra-

episcopal powers. The distinction is not one of territorial jurisdiction

merely. Were the General Conference held in a mission field, a bishop

who is not a general superintendent could not preside. We repudiate a

third order in the ministry, and, by consequence, deny that any powers

inhere in the episcopacy. No such office as bishop (in contradistinction

to general superintendent) ever existed in Methodism, and no grant of

powers, therefore, was ever made to it by the Church. Whence came
these "episcopal powers," and what are they? I am afraid tliey are

explicable only by the doctrine of apostolic succession, which we deny.

By the definition "a missionary bishop is a bishop with limited juris-

diction," wliile by clear inference a general superintendent is a bisliop

with unlimited jurisdiction. Now, if the first is a bishop with full

episcopal powers, then the second must be a bishop and something more.

What is the use in beating about tlie bush ? Call the one a diocesan

bishop and the other an archbishop, and be done with it. The definition

describes these two offices, and implies that they both belong to a third

order in the ministry. Unless prelatical tendencies are to be encouraged

this definition ought speedily to be revised. Jacob Todd.
Wilmington, Del.

ANTIQUITY OF SACRED WRITINGS.

This question might be regarded as a purely literary one. Just now,

however, it promises to have a wider interest. In the Pentateuchal

question it is taking a pracfiml turn. The advocates of the new adjust-

ment will have it that there was the absence of literary qualifications in

extreme antiquity. This stronghold of " the destructives " is about to

give way under tlie discoveries of the times, even if before there was not

ample proof to ordinary minds of the antiquity of both sacred and pro-

fane writings. Ewald tells us writing abounded in all the most an-

cient nations, and that it was a special boon to the ancient Jews. In this

nation " the use of writing is much older than many scholars fifty years

ago would allow." "Long before Moses, Semitic writing was in use in

the nation of Israel, and that ^Vloses availed himself of it for the service

of the uatiun is now scientifically established; moreover, our exacter in-

vestigations leave us in no doubt to-day that su1)se<iuently, iu the first

centuries of the existence of the community, writing was handled with
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considerable versatility, and all the beginnings of the peculiar literature

of the nation, diffusing itself so ^videly at a later period, reach back

into these centuries." " All things that appeared worthy of everlasting

remembrance were, in these oldest times of the community, carefully com-

mitted to writing."

In a recent English work, the Philoso-pJiy of Creation, by Dr. William

Galloway, a most painstaking effort is made to trace tlie practice of

writing to its source. It is contemporaneous with the human race. Adam
was possessed of writings. The commandments and promises given him

were inscribed on stone, as afterward in the cases of ^Nloses and Joshua, and

on stone pillars set up at the gates of Eden. Later Assyriology is telling

us of kings and conquerors who ^v^ote their achievements on the everlast-

ing rocks of the mountains. Genesis, when it tells us of those inspired

and skilled in the use of metals and cunning devices in antediluvian times,

seems like a prophecy of thej^e things, as well as a light by which we may
see the early beginning of writing. Yes, it suggests even more than this

—

that "the human spirit in its deepest ground is always the same." It

does not require time to lift it to its altitude. It has a created average,

and the level of posterity and antiquity is about the same.

All this disposes of M. Kenan's boast, that writing was unknown in the

vast pre-Abrahamic times. Professor Sayce, an undoubted authority,

since Renan made his boast says that a knowledge of -svriting must have

been more widely spread among the citizens of the old classical world than

it is among us to-day: that at least a century before the exodus active

literary intercourse wa3 going on all over the world, and that there were

libraries and schools, and that the language of Babylonia was that of

diplomacy among the nations as much as is the French of to-day.

All this is exceedingly interesting—and much more we think is soon to

appear—in view of the discussion that is now on concerning the antiquity

of the writings of the earlier Scriptures. Who knows but that the Penta-

teuchal question, in an oblique way, is destined to greatly enrich our stores

of knowledge and impart to our appetites for studying the antiquity of

Scripture writings a zest not hitherto known! B. F. Rawlins.

Muunt Vernon, lad.

"TIIE PALACE OF TTIE JEW'S DAUGHTER."

When Petrie, of the Egypt Exploration Fund, reached Defenneh, which

was formerly the advanced post on the highway into Syria, in the sandy

desert bordering Lake ^Menzaleh, his attention was attracted by brick

ruins in the middle of the plain, and he was informed that the build-

ing w^as "the Palace of the Jew's Daughter." Defenneh is the classical

Daphnae, the Tahpanhes of Jeremiah, whither the " remnant of Judah "

vainly fled to escape the vengeance of Xebuchaduezzar; for the great

conqueror found them in their retreat and carried them away captives

to Babylon. Jer. iii, IG; xliii, 5-11.

Xqrth-west of the palace, and forming a kind of forecourt, Petrie

discovered a pavement which had been an open-air platform, where the
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inhabitants could sit, receive visitors, and transact business— " a place to

meet persons who would not be admitted to the palace or fort, to assem-

ble guards, to hold large levees, to receive tribute and stores, to unlade

goods, and to transact the multifarious business which in such a climate

is best done in the open air." I^<ow read the prophet : "Then came the

word of the Lord unto Jeremiah in Tahpanhes, saying. Take great stones

in thine hand, and hide them in mortar in the brickwork which is at the

entry of Pharaoh's house in Tahpanhes, in tlie sight of the men of Judah;

and say unto them, Thus saith the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel : Be-

hold, I will send aud take Nebuchadnezzar the king of Babylon, my serv-

ant, and will set his throne upon these stones that I have hid ; and he

shall spread his royal pavilion over them" (Jer. xliii, 8-10, R. V). Three

cylinders had been discovered some years previously bearing an inscrip-

tion of Nebuchadnezzar, and are now in the Boolak Museum. They
were apparently foundation memorials, and belonged to some place where

Nebuchadnezzar had "spread his royal pavilion." Although not found at

Defenneh, so far, at least, as is known, yet all the circumstances point to

" the Palace of the Jew's Daughter" as the place where they were origi-

nally buried. The surface of the platform was so denuded that the explorer

could not hope to find the very stones which the prophet had buried, but

the place itself seems to be unmistakable. J. N. Frade^buegh.
Warren, Pa.

THE ASSISTANT PASTOR.

On this side the Sierras little is known of such an officer as an as-

sistant pastor. He is as scarce an article as the junior preacher of the

good old times. Los Angeles Methodism, I believe, boasts of one assist-

ant pastor; there is no Methodist Episcopal clmrch in San Francisco that

can afford such a luxury. Tlie city pastor is often required to do more

than one man can possibly achieve. There are several churches around

San Francisco Bay that have overworked pastors.

The railroad corporation does not expect its superintendent to be

engineer, conductor, baggage-master, fireman, brakeman, all in one ; but

many a city pastor is compelled to be every thing in the church—from

"conductor to fireman." The city pastor will not gain much sympathy

if he fails in health ; there are plenty ready with open palms to take the

city appointment.

Bishop Wiley once remarked: "'The bishops are overworked, but there

is no remedy. There are plenty of good brethren who are willing to make

a sacrifice of tlrcmsclves by taking their places." The assistant pastor in

the city charge would be well sustained if we had fewer weak churches,

which are just half supporting their pastors.

Let the churches (of the city) be less in number, but strongly equipped,

and each of these churches sustain one or more mission points, under tho

control of the parent church, and in tlie oversight and management of

which the pastor's labor should be supplemented by an assistant pastor.

Oakkimi, Cul. R. Bentley. ,.
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THE ITINERANTS' CLUB.

THE WOIilC OT PREPARATION

How to turn pastoral work to educational account, and be a better stu-

dent and preacher because one is a better pastor, is a problem worth con-

sidering; for " the people '" our young minister serves are all glad to have

him "call" and "visit; " the ofteuer and the longer the better. So they

think and so they say, and this gives to our brother several hints which

he is not slow to adopt.

He will not call or visit in the morning, unless in cases of extreme

necessity, and these cases rarely occur. His private memorandum is,

"A. M. in L.," which being interpreted is, "morning in library." He

has underscored it with a crooked, saw-like line, expressive of his energy

of purpose. He has said it in tones of energy both in private and pul-

pit until everybody knows that he will not be interrupted. Even old

"Father ," the oldest and most influential and (be it said respect-

fully), in these later days the most garrulous of all the stewards, who

"bored the last pastor by his frequent and protracted calls ; even he has

iound out that the new man cannot be seen before one o'clock P. ^l. He

tried and was foiled, and having failed utterly gave up the quest. The

whole Church soon knew that the pastor was inaccessible every morning.

And the Church liked it. They liked to tell it. It reflected credit on

themselves and on their minister. And it told on the sermons preached

on Sabbath days. The verve and the aroma of the morning hours were in

them. The outsiders were attracted. The insiders were instructed.

But he did " call." He had a way of " calling" on the street. He had

the art of saying more and of getting more out of the people he talked

to, even when they chanced to meet, than most men who went and sat and

stayed in professional form. He put his earnest life into smile and

handgrasp. He asked questions, gave information, canvassed some item

'of church business, found out about "wife and children," where they

were, how they were, and what their plans for the near future. Some-

how when that evening the head of the house reported to tlie heart of the

house that casual conversation, and the children heard how the pastor

had asked for them all by name, and had sent a motto to them to be re-

peated every day, they all felt that the pastor "had called on them that

day. They were the more sure to be at church the next Sunday.

Frequently when this pastoral pastor met men on the street or in the

shop, there would come a word, a bow, a shake, a smile, a question, a

hint, a proverb, a sally of wit, an answer to some echo of doubt, a bit of

raillery more in earnest than in fun, and a skeptical fellow, leaving the

friendly pastor, promised himself to "go to hear that man preach;"' and

somehow as a casual question which hud been asked in the brief conver-

fiation would recur, the skeptic iiad a feeling at the heart as if his mother

iad called to him out of the unseen, or as if he had heard an exhortation
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at a revival. It ^vas the po-wer of manhood touching manhood; a mart

at peace with God influencing a man who needed peace.

In the regular calls our pastor was as wise as he was agreeable. He-

didn't seem the professional pastor at all. His tone was natural. It rung

with genuineness. He fringed every topic he touched with a charming

religiousness. And to make a religious impression he was not compelled

to lug in the set themes of church and pulpit. Indeed, with consummate
art he appeared to avoid, and now and then intentionally to evade them.

But after his "little prayer," as the cliildren called it, and his cheery-

good-bye, every body felt as if an alabaster-box of precious ointment

had been broken in the house, and its fragrance reached the very attic.

And lumbering Ned, the twelve-year-old who never took to preachers,

wondered when that " jolly one was a comin' agin'." 3Iother wondered

how she came to tell him so freely about her experiences and her doubts,

and she was almost sorry for it until one Sunday, soon after, while he was-

preaching, she found her problems solved, and her eyes wet and her heart

glad. She said to her husband, "He must have made up that sermon ia

our parlor." For this "uneducated " minister had a way of reading peo-

ple as he read books. And when a man puts the contents of folks into

his sermon, folks take his preaching to heart, because it certainly reaches

their heads, and with every-day people head and heart are not very widely

separated.

As for places of sorrow, the pastor sought them out and went often.

And there he was at his best, if one can say that of a man who seemed

always and every-where at his best. What good cheer he brought ! lie

filled the place ^^ ith spiritual ozone. He was himself a tonic. Once or

twice the old infidel doctor, who had a difficult case on hand, sent for

that parson to call. " He is a sort of a mind-cure," said the old doctor;

" but he has no nonsense, and makes a trace of religious talk go further

and do more than all my medicines." The doctor didn't know the secret.

The Lord Jesus and his faithful minister did. It was interesting to no-

tice how much the minister found out, in his calls on sick people, about

their past lives, their views of religion, their ground of hope for the fut-

ure (often so pitifully weak and worthless), their regrets at uqfaithful-

ness, and the humiliating reasons for their regrets. It was plain to see

when he preached on the Sabbath that whatever he may have done with

the last volume of sermons by Canon This or Archbishop That, or the

latest series of Bampton lectures, he had read closely and with throbbing

heart the red pages of living experience in the chambers of sorrow.

Our student-pastor did not refuse a feast when the chance offered.

He was thankful for his invitation. The "R. S. V. P." elicited a genial

acceptance. And he was on hand. But he was on hand as a man. a gen-

tleman who never forgot and never obtrusively reminded any body that

he Was a minister. His self-mastery gave him mastership of men. His

transparent purity made him a king among maidens. His manliness and

wisdom ]iut him into easy relations with motherhood. And the children

" made for him " to hear a story or learn of a good thing to play. He
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was a gentleman among society ladies, a man of practical sense among
men and women of affairs, a friend among children and youth, but every-

where and always he was the dignified, refined, spiritually-minded pastor

whose presence was a benediction.

As a pastor our young minister had a good chance to find books in large

numbers and great variety, for he studied every shelf and table in all the

homes of his people, and he made' out a complete list of the volumes he

found. He classified them, and could tell by turning to his pocket cata-

logue where in his parish he could find all the available books on any spe-

cial subject. Keeping in his memorandum-book a list of topics he -wished

to investigate, he would call here and there and turn to good account the

various libraries of his parish. lie was surprised to find how many strong

and standard volumes were scattered among his people. By a little plan-

ning he was able to make pastoral visiting an opportunity for reading and

study. His habit lost him no friends, and his example set older folks

and younger at work consulting and reading books which, although in

their own libraries, they had hitherto accounted of little or no value.

After his pocket list was complete the pastor found that he had in his

"charge," scattered among the homes of his people, more than two thou-

sand books, and some of them exceedingly valuable.

Our minister, in a really scientific wa}-, although unobtrusively, studied

the people he visited. On the inductive method he investigated the in-

dividuals and families under his pastoral supervision. He probed every

body with questions delicately and wisely put. He collected a mass of

information bearing On family origins, hereditary influences, religious

opinions for generations back, opinions political, family habits, idiosyn-

crasies, age at death of ancestors, etc. He found out reasons for present

customs and habits, parental views on the education and government

of children, and a great variety of subjects which guided him in his study

of the people to whom he preached and whose personal lives he was com-

petent to influence. All this made itself felt in his pulpit work. He
knew the origin of many difficulties in personal life. He knew what se-

cret spring to touch, what 2^erils to guard his people against, what incen-

tives to present. He studied the social problems, not so much in books-

as in "folks." He met the problems in the concrete—the sewing-women,,

the factory-girls, the miners, the apprentices, the servants, the em])loyers,.

the manufacturers, the politicians, the stable-boys—every class and every

body. He talked to them. He thought about them. He questioned

them. He preached to them. He counseled and reproved and comforted,

as circumstances demanded. And when in a parlor some distinguished

author, college professor, or popular lecturer on political and social econ-

omy conversed with our young clergyman, the latter could give facts and
theories and suggest practical measures of real value to these professional

and lecture-room students of problems in the Avork-a-day world.

Thus our young "uneducated" minister made his pastoral office and
"v^'ork a school of theological and social training. He studied men indi-

"viduallv and collectivelv. He found books in houses and knowled;re in
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people. The plnin and " ignorant " old folks, %vlio had never even seen

the city and knew notliing about the conventional ways of society,

had stores of experience in real life to report, wise old maxims and prov-

erbs to quote, quaint criticisms on life to offer; and the student of these

old "living epistles'' of human and of divine wisdom found many a sharp

point with which to prick the folly of the times or draw the tear of sym-

pathy from eyes unused to vreep. What an education is possible every-

^•here for the man who has brains and eyes and heart and will and tact!

Getting a hint somewhere the young preacher resolved to give up the
" getting up" of sermons. He resolved to master su'l^jects and let sermoui

•grow. It is wonderful how the idea took hold of him. He began to work

on one great doctrine or department of theology as if he had suddenly

become a specialist on it and must prepare a course of lectures or -ttTite a

book on it. He took up, for example, "The Incarnation." ^\^lat idea

•does the word convey ? "What do I think when that word is spoken or

my eye sees it? What is the Christian doctrine of the Incarnation? The

history of it; the best definitions of it; the biblical statements concerning

it ; the real relation of it to the mission of Christ ; the views of the various

schools of theological thought concerning it; how did Augustine speak of

it ? And Luther ? And Calvin ? And Hodge and Whedon ? Wliat

ideas do my people have when the word '* Incarnation " is pronounced?

Can it be that they have no definite conception of it ? Let me find out.

Thus he goes on, day after day, using all the books to which he has ac-

cess; convershig with all the thinkers he meets; the old Presbyterian

theological professor who is "laid on the shelf;" his young, scholarly, and

traveled fellow-pastor; that thoughtful old Swedenborgian, Dr. ,
who

is laughed at as a "transcendentalist ;" ]\Ir. , the public school-teacher,

who is an agnostic—a man who is sure that nobody can know this, that,

or the other, thus assuming his own omniscience to start with; Miss -,

who is a sort of amateur philosopher, and so on. He reads and thinks and

converses and discusses and gets all on fire with the one subject.

But where are " the sermons for next Sunday? " He asked himself that

a score of times, and kept working away on his "subject." Before Sat-

urday morning came he had incidentally found ten or fifteen texts on

which he intends "some time to preach." On a slip of paper he had put

down eight distinct topics that he hopes " some day to take up." He

had a list of twenty questions bearing on his "subject," which he is sure

somebody will ask. Here are five serious objections which viust be an-

swered. These texts, topics, questions, and objections are not all imme-

diately connected with the ruling subject of his week's study, but thcv

are collateral or are suggested by this study. He could not in five hours

discuss all the lines opened up by his researches of the week. He is em-

barrassed by the wealth of thought that comes to him. And out of this

radical work there grow two vigorous, practical, earnest "talks" for tin-:

Sunday. And they are so full of vigor and dash, and come out so like

the stream at the faucet, that people involuntarily think of the great reser-

voir among the distant hills—all the water of which they cannot drink.
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but the pressure of \rliich fills full with sparkle and freshness the goblet

which they draw.

On this plan our young minister will study with some degree of care-

fulness about six or eight " great subjects " a year. And he will "grow "'

sermons by the score and hundred. In fact, he is full of sermons. And

Ills sermons are full. And such fullness gives force. Happy the people

whose pastor, having common sense, tact, sympathy, and the abun-

dant grace of God, is a regular student of " stupendous themes," and who,

out of what he is and knows, grows sermons for the comfort and edifica-

tion of the people !

3HEM0RAXDA.

"While going from one patient to another a German critic memorized

every line of Horner.

An Italian proverb wisely says, " Good preachers give to their hearers

fruits, not flowers."

Let Plato speak across the ages: "Double ignorance is where a man is

ignorant that he is ignorant."

Although Mr. "Wesley was compelled to employ men who had little or

no education he did his best to inspire them to self-improvement. He

used to gather his circuit preachers at Kingswood and read lectures to

them, as he had done before to his pupils at Oxford. He divided them

into classes. He took up Pearson on the Creed, and Aldrich's Logic, and

trained them in these volumes. He summarized a book of philosophy

and pointed out its merits and mistakes. "When he could spend a Sun-

day in London he passed an hour in this way with his preachers.

THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN ITIKERANTS' CLUB.

A Club is announced for Denver, Col., September 8-14. The Preachers'

Meeting of that city extended to Bishop Vincent a request to conduct

the Club, which he consented to do. Invitations are extended to all our

ministers in Utah, "Wyoming, and Colorado. Bishop "Warren will by that

time be at home. Bishop Ninde will, it is hoped, be present. Also

Chancellor McDowell, Dr. Hyde, Dr. Iliff of Utah, and possibly President

Bashford, of the "Wesleyan University, Delaware, Ohio, and Dr. Luther

T. Townsend, of the Boston School of Theology.

Among the topics for discussion will be: ""Woman in the General

Conference," "The Value of Liturgy," " The Pastor and Temponincc."

The Club will ori^anize as a "Conference" for the consideration of

"Resolutions" relating to those topics.

The Club will review the "Conference Course of Study;" receive les-

eon-lectures on " Music ;'* illustrate under criticism the reading of Hymns

;

an(l engage in "Conversations" on "TheConnectional Iilea of Methodism
iu a Single City," " Tlie E[)worth Movement," "A National University,"

"Social Reforms and the Church," " Chautauqua," " The English Bible,"

"The Christian Home," etc., etc.
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EDITORIAL REVIEWS.

FOREIGN RESUME.

THE GENERAL SITUATION.

The Social Question seems still to have the riglit of -way throughout Eu-
rope. The significant movement on the part of the municipal council of

Paris in 1885, in which the French Socialist party demanded the convoca-

tion of a grand international congress of labor, has borne great results.

These efforts, we now know, resulted in the great congress recently

convened in Berlin by the Emperor himself. And from whatever source

may have come the impulse, it is now clearly not within the power of any

nation or set of men to arrest it. It performed the miracle of bringing

France and Germany into communion at Berlin, though most of the

French delegates were satisfied with hearing and uttering pleasant words

to an unpleasant case. One only of the French delegates really under-

stood the intense question of the hour, and that was the practical me-

chanic and working machinist whose essay was the masterpiece of tlie

conference.

Though they did but little at Berlin for the solution of social questions

they gave at least an example which will bear good fruit in the expression

of desires which will grow apace in the future. They put the bann on

the labor of women in the mines, they demanded a day of general rest on

the Sabbath, and excluded children under twelve years of age from the

factories and workshops. All this is nothing so new in itself, but its

international character now gives it a vigor not before possessed. And
although it was pretty well known in advance that the conference could

result in nothing very positive, or at least authoritative, the simple fact of

its convocation bears with it an importance that can escape no one.

Now every one would seem to be in accord in demanding social reforms.

The Pope and the Emperor of Germany would put themselves at the head

of the great social movement of the end of the century, and by so doing

would acknowledge in a most explicit manner that the present social

condition docs not sulHce to new needs. Will such an avovral from sources

so lofty not suffice to dissipate the illusions of those who imagine that

tliey have nothing to do with the solution of social problems ? Above all,

it is the duty of Christian people and nations to endeavor to direct t]ii.<

movement in the line of constant progress, in striving for the advent of

social justice which is to contrii)ute to the advancement of the kingdom
of God on earth. "When even Spain now comes forward, with tlio nni>t

radical demands of all, it were greatly to be desired that the numi>er ui.iy

not be too great of those v>-ho in the future will have to repent for not

having done all in their power to conjure or to direct the great social revo-

lution now evidently in the course of preparation.
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I. RELIGIOUS.
THE RIGHT AND THE WRONG OF THE PAPACY.

This is the unique title of a little Irrochure that is now attracting the

attention of divines abroad, and in substance it runs thus: This is a

grave and delicate question. Many Catholics suffer from a fetichism of

the pope ; they say the Church is his—to follow him is to follow Christ.

Not to listen to him is the heresy of heresies. On the other hand, for

many Protestants the pope is the Antichrist—the papacy has ever been the

evil genius of Christianity. His presence has been and yet is a scourge.

The writer of this pamphlet shares neither of these sentiments. In his

charity he would fain see more unity between the two great factions of

Christianity.

Now, this dissertation whicli is so much read and talked about fails in

precision. One may admire the Christian thought which inspired the work,

but seeks in vain in this labor the facts which could destroy the prejudices

of Protestants and turn Catholics from the papal autocracy. Catholicism

and Protestantism are two very different conceptions of Christianity. In

regarding the surface only these two religions are of the same family;

but in probing them their spirits are widely different—the dogma does

Dot always differ. The Church of Rome and the Protestant Church retain

some common doctrines, but the one exalts the merits of works, and the

other the grace of Jesus Christ, and thence two very different currents.

The Protestant Church looks only to the work of Jesus Christ, and defends

it against all obscuration. The Romish Church lets this capital work fall

into the shade, and replaces it by its hierarchy, by its discipline, and by
its minute rites. The first traces every thing to Christ, and invites his

followers to let go of self and seek their only faith in him; the second

makes religion to consist, not in this act of faith, but in the subjection

to narrow devotions. Ages and the Spirit of God will effect transfor-

mations in the Church of Jesus Chiist. That which is of man in both

paftics will some day find its end, and the grand unity of Christians will

be the prelude to the conversion of the world.

RELIGIOUS AGITATION IN ITALY.

The Catholic powers of Italy are on the qui vine for every opportunity to

keep the people in a state of agitation against the government and the

Protestant workers. The general movement commenced in May last with

a new consecration on the part of the Church toward the cult of the

Virgin Mary. Her images were renewed with gilt or paint, clothed with

the most unique ornaments, and placed on the main altars surrounded

vith a number of wax caudles, some of which attained the dimensions of

the mast of a cutter. Then the priests in their discourses treated of the

virgin redeemer and the queen of heaven, whom God the Father and
God the Son obey—the former because he is her spouse, and the latter
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becaui?e she is his mother. The ''Month of Mary" is thus the great month

of the year.

The members of the Protestant Churches have learned with pleasure

that the Evaugelical Alliance of next year will be held in Florence, and

attended by the most distinguislied Christians of the world, who con-

tribute to destroy the prejudices that still exist among the evangelical

denominations and give a new impulse to the work of Italian evangeliza-

tion. Not satisfied with tlie recent attention paid to Giordano Bruno,

which so aroused all the papal autliorities, the Liberals recently celebrated

near the town of Sienna the memory of Palearis, the renowned litteratcir

and reformer who was condemned by the Inquisition and burned at the

stake on the 3d of July, 1570, in tlie city of Rome.

Count Saffi, the friend of Mazziui—the former triumvir of the Eepub-

lic in 1849—has just died at Forli. He was loved and respected, even by

his enemies, because of his noble character and great moderation. There

are not few distinguished men—senators, deputies, authors, and professors-

—who, like Safh, admired the Gospel and the fruits that it every-whcre

produces where it is faithfully preached. Some one of these has just

published anonymously at Palermo a little pamphlet which bears the

title, The Gos])cl in Italy. Sole edition, not in trade, and reserved alonej:>r

Protestant Christians. It seems a pity that this little book should bear

no name and should be thus restricted. Those who engage in so impor-

tant a work as the evangelization of Italy would better do it openly.

HIGH PRESSURE IN RUSSIA.

- The work of German extermination goes on with high pressure in the

educational field in Russia. A recent circular of the curator of Dorpat

bids those concerned to hasten the Russification of all the intermediate

institutions in the land, and to that end after the month of August t'>

insist on the Russian language in the three lower classes, except in the

matter of religious instruction. This, it will be remembered, is in the

Baltic provinces of Russia, many years ago settled by the Germans with

the distinct condition that they might be permitted to retain their language

and their religion in their institutions. The very special wrath of tin*

curator is expended on those teachers of said schools who have neglecttd

to prepare themselve to teach their branches in the Russian tongue. Ht'

Accuses them of narrow-mindedness and obstinacy, and gives them to

understand that nothing retains them in their position but the fact that

Hussian teachers for those places are not easily attainable.

CATHOLICISM IN AFRICA.

Cardinal Lavigerie is reaping in Northern Africa a rich harvest for h:^

activity. AYith great pomp and display they have just finislicd and con-

secrated a grand cathedral on the ruins of Carthage. Many prelates cun;f

from Pi-ancc, Italy, ]\Ialta, and Spain, to take part in the ccremonif^ "f

-inauguration. Now the inauguration of a cathedral is no uncommon
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tliiDir in Europe, but •«\-hen it takes place on a site vihere formerly flourished

X\\(t groat rival of Rome it assumes a certain significance.

One may well ask the question why so sumptuous an edifice is built in a

desert but a few miles from Tunis. The reply is at hand: Cardinal Lav-

igerie intends to build a city amid the ruins of the country of Hannibal,

lie has purchased a large tract of land, in the midst of which is placed

his catliedral, and this property will, it is supposed, in a few years ac-

quire an immense value. Tlie Cardinal, who is a shrewd business man and

who knows well how to ally religion and trade, understood the situation,

and is working for the gretiter glory of his Church, and for the greater

benefit that will accrue to the Church at large if the government will back

liim with a few millions. A cathedral at Carthage will soon not satisfy-

the ambition of the Cardinal. lie will early find it necessary to have-

one at Tunis dedicated to St. Vincent de Paul, who was for two years,

held as a slave in that country. In thus building cathedrals and con-,

vents the zealous Cardinal seems to have abandoned his project of a.

crusade into the Soudan in order to exterminate the slave-trade. But if

'

he cannot do this there would seem to be many other ways to benefit,

poor Africa than in building cathedrals to battle against Mohammedanism.

On the borders of Tanganyika or the Victoria Nyanza he might find.

Euftering wretches much more in need of his guardian care. To this end.

the Protestant Churches have sacrificed large sums and many precious.

lives, and the Catholic Church would better be engaged in the ctTort to.

alleviate suffering than specially to enlarge the sphere of the Catholic;

Church in Africa. '

THE MISSION SHIP AT PARIS.

Xear the famous Bridge of Concord, at Paris, it is quite common to

moor the pleasure yacht of some millionaire, as the access is easy and the

beauties of the capital are quite near. But a few weeks ago there appeared

there a craft of delicate build with lengthy proportions bearing on her

flank in great white letters the words, " McAll :Mission." It is need-.

less to say that in the French capital this very unusual inscription creates,

]nucE curiosity. The majority of the passers-by gaze at it with a stupid

stare, and examine it to learn tliat this is a new style of evangelization.

But it is one quite likely to be successful in evangelizing the French

working-men. At least, the same craft has been quite fortunate in the

ports of the channel on both the English and the French coasts. In the

interior there are seats for the purpose of a meeting; there is an organ for

the nmsicians, and a table for the orator. This is sometliing wholly new

in France, familiar as it may be in some other lauds. At the meeting in

the afternoon there are often a hundred attendants, almost exclusively

men; some old sailors of the port gather in, some clerks at leisure, and not

a few men of good appearance and genteel bearing. The audience daily

grows larger, and they daily increase in respectability and interest. And,

Avbat is quite unusual on such occasions in some places, the most of those

present drop a little money in the contribution-box at the entrance.
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At eight o'clock in the evening there is another meeting, patronized hy

an entirely different kind of auditors. Here, then, in the heart of Paris,

close by the Chamber of Deputies, in a place where crowds are continually

passing, in special conditions of attraction and rare advantages, the Gospel

is jjreached with simplicity and is listened to with eagerness.

Pious men here devoutly exclaim : May God bless this work, and mav
sinners learn to know the Lord in the plain mission ship ! Even the tri-

colored flag is kept floating from the mast, and beneath is taught tlio

simple story of the cross. To those who have known Paris in other days

this is a very agreeable sight, and gives to us the promise that France

may not long remain a stranger to the Gospel. The mission ship is in-

tended to travel up and down the river Seine, and plant the seeds of liv-

ing truth by the way-side. This enterprise will doubtless introduce the

now famous McAll ^Mission into new and promising fields.

FBOM PARIS.

The municipal council of this great capital seems quite inclined to rule

it also in a religious sense, and still goes on in the general conflict against

clericalism, by which it mainly means Catholicism, but mainly strikes

Protestantism. It is in fact a war against all religions: for instance,

legally the city of Paris is bound to grant to the pastors of the Churches

besides their salaries an aj^propriate sum for their jiarsonages. But from

the year 1875 the council has declared this latter appropriation as super-

fluous, giving year by year less for this purpose, and finally, in 18S1,

cutting it off entirely. In this way the Protestants have sorely suffered,

while the Roman Catholics have come off uninjured, because every priest

has his parish house in connection with his Church. All representations

and personal appeals to the council to consider this state of the case have

been fruitless. The council wrote to the Lutheran Consistory thus:

" Why have you, besides three large churches, also special i)laces of serv-

ice (that is, small mission chapels), and why, besides the regular pastors,

have you also assistants? All this we regard as superfluous and thus un-

necessary. Curtail these and your means will be sufficient." Their arbi-

trary decision is a tyranny which means just what they want; namely,

deatvuction.

WHAT IS THE PROTESTANT CHCTHCH DOING ?

The above is the title of a little book just published in Berlin by one

of the preachers of the capital of the empire, and Avhich treats mainly of

the ecclesiastical conditions of the city. The liberal journals are calling

the attention of the people to its contents, and, on the whole, it is cau^-iii'-T

considerable agitation in the circles that trouble themselves about suf h

matters.

The author, a preacher of noble blon.l—Baron von Sodeu—makes ^om<i

new and radical propositions. He complains of the ungainly sii^e of tl"-'

parishes, and suggests a complete reorganization, so that no one would
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contain more than fifteen thousand souls, and that each one should have a

decided authority within its own limits. Compared with the present con-

dition of things this would be a great improvement. To be truthful in

regard to matters as they now stand, there is little less than anarchy in

church relations. In Berlin any one can now apply to any pastor for any

sort of function, and no one can intervene, either against pastor or peo-

ple. This produces a confusion and irregularity and uncertainty that

cannot be depicted. Each person becomes, as it were, a law unto him-

self, and certain churches are fostered or neglected, as the case may be,

according to a caprice or a fancy. There can thus be no efficient over-

siglit as to the spiritual interest of individuals or families, aud more espe-

cially no direct influence over any. The great majority totally neglect

the churches and the preachers, or if they go anywhere are pretty sure to

run after the lo here! and lo there! There is but little kind paternal re-

lation of pastor to people, for of a united flock one can scarcely speak.

The State itself demands certain ceremonies and registrations in order to

keep track of the community for civil aud military purposes, and there

the control ceases.

This uncertain state of things greatly affects the building of new
churches; there is not so much a want of money for that purpose as a

want of concentrated energy. And still there is really no independence

of the parishes or congregations, for no step of importance can be taken

without a permit froni tlie authorities, civil or ecclesiastical, and to obtain

this they need to go through an aggravating course of red tape. This,

then, is what the Protestant Church is doinir there.

II. LITERARY.
FRANCOIS GUIZOT.

The great Protestant statesman of France, though dead, still lives in the

hearts of his people, and again a work has appeared devoted to his mem-
ory. Guizot cannot be forgotten, because through his genius and dcvo-

tion'to tlie Protestant cause a larger number of Protestants are now in the

political field of France than the world generally supposes. Again and
again of late we have noted that some influential and prominent man in

the allairs of state is discovered by the masses to be a Protestant, pcrliaps

after lie has been elected or appointed to a place of influence and power.
There were great qualities in Guizot. He was first a statesman. He

was an historian; he was a distinguished diplomatist; and as premier
of a cabinet a skillful and wise manager. He was, above all, a faithful,

thoughtful, loyal Christian. By his meditations he discovered the solid

foundations of true faith, and made many minds attentive to the grandeur
aud truth of Christianity. His present critic treats mainly of his activity

in the line of popular education, for he lioped through the school to

emancipate the popular mind and prepare it for the success of the demo-
cratic principle. The impulse that he, as minister of public instruction,

49 FIFTH SEIUKS, VOL. VI.
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gave to primary teacliiug, has outlived and honored him. TVlien lie

entered on this important work matters were in a pitiful condition, anj

the teachers themselves were in the most abject positions. 3Iost of

them had not the commonest comforts of life in tlioir homes, and the

school-rooms were mere dens. The best that they could do v.-as to read

poorly; they could not all write. The teacher was regarded by the

community as little better than a beggar, and in many hamlets there

were no schools.

Guizot gave to each parish a school, and insisted that the teachers should

know the elements of primary instruction. He insisted that education

of the people should be profoundly religious, but would give to the

curate certain hours, and to the teacher certain other hours for lay teach-

ing. He thus laid the foundation for the present popular demand that

teaching should not be clerical, but at the same time not indiflereut or

irreligious. The neutral school of the day soon degenerates into the latter;

but Guizot demanded that morality should be taught from a religious

basis. His doctrine was, that the child could no more dispense with

religious teaching than the plant with warmth. "God," he said, "is as

indispensable to man as is the sun to nature. As the air is necessary to

otir lungs so is religious faith to our souls." These were bold doctrines at

a period when Protestants were scarcely considered worth noticing in the

State, and when Guizot stood almost alone as a Protestant statesman.

But the seeds that he sowed during the period of his political activity

were not cast in vain, and these great truths are now the cardinal doc-

trines of the Protcstauts of France.

STATE OF THE VAUDOIS.

The Vaudois have now become citizens; tliey have, as all, been sub-

jected to the laws of the general State, but they have also been benefited

by them ; their schools have been placed under the supervision of the

central power, and, as communal schools, they have been obliged to

accept the programmes of the State. But, on the other hand, the liberty

of wor-ship granted to all has secured to them the right of making prose-

lytes. The Vauduis, on seeing Italy opening before them, have had the

ambition to convert it to Protestantism—whence the necessity of speaking

Italian; and for this reason the school of theology for the Vaudois stu-

dents has beeu established at Florence, on completely Italian soil. la

the meanwhile the official religious language of the Vaudois still re-

mains French. The ordinances of the Church are clothed in French; tli<ir

divine service is performed in French; religious instruction is given in

French, and the religious journal of the valleys

—

Le Temoin—is published

in French.

Now, is this slate of things to continue in the future ? The schools

evidently tend more and more toward the Italian, and the French, wlii-.h

was taught as the mother tongue, is passing more and more into the do-

main of a foreign speech.
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There are, however, some causes favorable to the retention of the

French idiom. Tlie first is that the French is taught in all the schools

and is the religious language of the Churches and the fomilies; and the

second is that the Vaudois, -^Nho have protectors among all Protestant

nations, use this language as a medium, and that, in order to replace it,

they would need to learn tliree or four more languages. And the last

reason is that many of the young Yaudois girls are living in foreign lands

as teachers of the French language, and that they cannot count on this

way of gaining a livelihood with tlie Italian. The general impression is,

therefore, that the use of the French language will not soon disappear

from the valleys, for there are reasons of policy, of sentiment, and of in-

terest, which all bear ic its favor.

THE CHURCH LITERATURE OP ITALY. .
"

This branch of literary effort in the Italian peninsula is largely confined

just now to the religious journals, both Protestant and Catholic. One of

the Italian deputies is out in the columns of the TrUmna on the "Conserv-

atives and the Church of Rome." And his ideas are of a decidedly whole-

some character. He opposes the clerical party to the knife, and declares

that no one can be at the same time a good Catholic and a good citizen.

He declares that the Ilomish Church imposes revolt against the country

as a duty. The very organization of the Catholic Church has a charac-

ter liostile to the State. Its aim is universal domination over all people and

all governments. • The Latin races, among whom it extends its routs most

deeply, are continually wavering between anarchy and absolute govern-

ment. And this while the Protestant Churches, on the contrary, are fav-

orable to liberty.

On the other hand, those who still believe in a possible reconciliation

between Italy and the papacy greatly deceive themselves, as may be seen

from a violent article in the Osscrcatvre CattoUco of Milan against the

Father Agostino. This monk is about as papal as one well can be, but he

declares that a religious and not a political reaction is needed in Italy;

anQ in liis last discourse delivered in the Cathedral of Milan at the close

of the Lenton season he implored God to bless the king; and hence this

anger! But what the Os.scrcntore does not like in Agostino is just that

which makes him popular with the people and attracts crowds around bis

pulpit.

In this journalistic strife the Protestant journals also take a hand

;

these, of course, supported by the so-called ^^ sects," derisively. Among
these we note the Ecangelkta, the organ of the Metliodist mission. This

journal will appear in future once a mouth at Home, and be under the

control of Rev. "William Burt, of whom we need say nothing to our peo-

ple. Another reliuious jaurnal has just appeared as a monthly at San

Remo. It is really dedicated to Campello the ex-prelate, who published

a few years ago a journal at Rome supporting the same cause, namely,

the effort to remain in the Church while rejecting its errors.
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PROGRESS OF CIVILIZATION.

The experiment of constitutional government in the Xew World, acknowl-

edged to be a success, is nevertheless suggestive of problems that ti -wise

statesmanship -will not ignore. According to historv, civil government,

whether in the form of a republic, or monarchy, or aristocracy, has not

been of long duration, and unless the foundation upon which it may rest

in the future be of different material from that of similar structures in the

past its stability cannot be assumed. The Greek republic expired after a

fitful existence of less than one hundred years; the Babylonian empire ran

its course in fifteen centuries; the English government boasts of but a

thousand years behind it; and the Roman empire, strong and rich, dropped
out of sight in twelve centuries. Republics, monarchies, and despotisms

rise and fall in accordance with their harmony or disharmony with the

law of righteousness, which is as applicable to nations as to individuals.

That the American republic has survived one century is a fact due chiefly

to its observance of certain principles that are fundamental to national ex-

istence; but in the midst of our public rejoicing over the fact we should

pause long enough to consider if, as Ave enter upon another century, there

are cot signs of decay in the national character, growing out of a depart-

ure from the principles of religion and morality upon which the govern-

ment of the fathers was established. Having maintained self-government

one century by conformity to right standards, it is not clear that another

century will be guaranteed us if contrary methods of civil life be substi-

tuted and observed. As citizens we should note carefully wherein we are

wandering from those teachings, moral and ]>oliticaI, that have largely

regulated the affairs of the government and the growth and happiness of

the people. We should also inquire if, under the law of like producing

like, the same causes that operated in the downfall of republics and mon-
archies will not result in peril and catastrophe in our Republic, if once

they are installed and reign over us. As bribery in politics, corruption of

the suffrage, sabbath desecration, intemperance, the spread of Roman
Calfholicism, and decadence of the religious spirit have wrought liavoc in

other governments, let us not delude ourselves with the thought that,

though these evils exist here and are dangerous, the virtue of the people

is great enough to prevent any general disaster, and the nation will sur-

vive. AVe can only survive by rising above our dangers. Either the evils

we deplore must be destroyed, or they will destroy the republic. A na-

tion built upon broken sabbaths, an unmeaning or purchasable suffrage,

and the superstitions of Roman Catholicism cannot endure; and the Amer-

ican people must soon resist these conditions, or find themselves in the

hands of giants who may smile over the ruin they accomplish.

Shall the college course be shortened from four years to three ? It is

not strange that the proposition of Harvard and Columbia to this effect

has already excit<:-d much discussion in educational circles, and has evoked
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wide diilcrcnces of judgment. "With the near re-opening of our American

colleges and universities tkc subject seems particularly germane. The
?\-isdom of such a proposed change, in the ophiiou of its advocates, is

lodged in various important considerations. Chief among these seems to

bo the claim that the present four-years' course of study unduly retards

the entrance of young men into business or professional life. So valuable

is this formative period, in the estimate of tiiese advocates for change,.

that a gain of a single year is inestimal.)le in the beginnings of commercial

life. It is also argued that time is valuable in entrance upon professional

work. The average age at graduation is twenty-two. At least three

years, or sometimes four, are spent in the law, medical, or theological

school; so that the student is twenty-five or twent3--six when he begins

his professional career—too late an age, it is argued, to realize the high-

est possibilities of success. But the friends of the present college practice

—and it is a question that should interest the cotiutless graduates of the

land—are not slow in tlieir protest against the innovation or lukewarm i;i

their defense of the old order. Xo single and sudden agency can over-

throw the deep-seated traditions and the tested practices of our higher edu-

cational institutions; and no short-lived agitation can change the jwedilec-

tions of the host of our American graduates, in so far as they cherish a love

for the established usages. At least a twofold argument will be otiered

by its defenders against the shortening of the course. The abridgment

of the four-year period, they will claim, is antagonistic to the interests

of higher education. Should the new order prevail, our curriculums

must cifhcr be lowered in grade—which is in disharmony with the spirit

of the limes—our students must be hurried at headlong and unprofitable

speed through the course, a more ample system of clectives must be

adopted, or the standards of admission raised. But this latter involves,

by inference, the matriculation of our students at a latsr age, and so

defeats the end proposed. Nor are the practices of the English and

German universities, it will be further argued, a fair example for appeal.

These have their peculiar methods of instruction and of graduation ; nor

do our American institutions, as a rule, stand upon their plane. But

another argument against the innovation proposed will be offered in the

claim that the results of a university training are social, as well as educa-

tional. Graduation means more than a diploma. The evolution of the

finer qualities, the development of bonhomie^ the inspiration that comes

from the touch of shoulders with one's fellows, and the formation of life-

long friendships, are other and inestimable consequences of the college

course. Are four years too long for this ? The innovation is thus a violence

to the tender memories and instincts of a large proportion of American

graduates. And, however worthy, it will, as a consequence, encounter

the protests of many friends of university education.

, To the amazement of those who underrate the size of woman's brain,

she is giving evidence of a literary instinct that may have in it the po-

tency of literary supremacy. Already it is conceded that as a novel-
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writer slie is not oclipsed by the acknowledged magnates of tlie century;

and as a poet, philosopher, historian, and scientist it is believed that

with all restrictions out of the way she may so advance as to compel those

of the sturdier sex to be more patient in investigation and more achiev-

ing in results. There is no reason for assuming that woman, however in-

competent for the bold and external life of man, may not possess qualifi-

cations and adaptations for the calm and patient tasks of the study. She

may not be fitted for a military career, but she may rise to the dignity of

authorship; she may not exhibit the political genius of a Napoleon, but

Madame dc Stael by her books became a terror to the Frencli emperor;

she may not rival Gladstone in statesmanship, but Mrs. Browning's pen

has done immortal service for humanity; she may not rank with Alexan-

der IlamiltOD, but Jlrs. II. B. Stowe by one book startled the nation into

liberty; she may not equal Stephen Girard in tlie mercantile world, but

Mary Livermore is as conspicuous in tlie fields of literature; she may not

rival John Wesley as a theologian, but Lady Huntingdon stirred England

with her pamphlets and her benevolence. Some spheres woman may not

enter, or if she enter them she may be excelled; but literature is open to

her, and here she may conquer. !Mis3 Agnata Hamsey completes an edi-

tion of Herodotus; ^Irs. Green (the widow of the historian) furnishes a

monograph of Henry H. ; ^Matilde Serao, the Italian authoress, is trans-

lated in France and Germany ; the Queen of Boumania is elected presi-

dent of the "Woman's Library" in Paris; IMiss Constance Fredcrica

Gordon-Cumming receives ^'ioO a year from the British Civil List because

of distinguished literary merit; Mary Booth conducted Harper's Bamr

for years with marked ability ; two women recently won the highest Latin

and mathematical prizes from their male competitors at Cambridge Uni-

versity, England; and another woman has cairied off the highest honors

of the law school at Paris. Some women clamor for suffrage; oihers arc

spending themselves in reforms and philanthropies; many are blessing

homes with their sweet domestic tastes; while not a few, governed by an

aspiration they cannot quench, go forth to enlighten the world, or move

nations up to a higher level of morality and justice. Woman as a litte-

rateur is the new force in the world's civilization.

England takes Zanzibar and Germany takes Heligoland, by the terms of

their African partition treaty. Since this division each nation is vigorous

in lauding the excellencies of its new possession and quick in disparaguig

the property of its competitor. So the German organs of Chancellor

Caprivi aftirm that the island of Zanzibar loses its historical significance

as soon as the opposite main-land passes into the undisputed possession of

the German empire. Of the value of Heligoland, however, both from a

naval and military stand-point, Admiral von Hcnk testifies as follows:

"In the possession of Germany, covered with batteries, provided with a

formidable armament, Heligoland will become the maritime defense of

tlie empire; and thanks to it, the German fleet will be in a position to as-

sume almost alone the important task of defending the coast; wliich will
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supply the means of reducing to a minimum the number of the troops

of the land army which it is necessary to reserve for this purpose." To

such utterances, nevertheless, the Tory and Liberal journals of England

retaliate in corresponding depreciation of the new German territory, and

in due praise of the island over which the British empire assumes the pro-

tectorate. So the London Spectator describes the North Sea island as "a
gand-bauk of four hundred acres," and asserts that "the place is of no

earthly value to any power, the water being two shallow for great ships."

Of the value of Zanzibar, the London newspapers furthermore speak

with enthusiasm. In the terms of their description, it is the gate of East

Africa and the indispensable vestibule to the German property on the op-

posite main-land. So that while tliey retain Zanzibar the)' are in a posi-

tion to restrict the concessions made to Germany on the African continent.

The whole discussion has its grotesque aspect, and reminds us of the brag

and bluster of rival school-boys in the possession of new tops and kites.

And the whole proceeding is furthermore apart and parcel of the struggle

which has been going on between the continental nations during many
centuries for the leadership. The acquisition of such colonial possessions

as Zanzibar, on the part of whatever European empire, is not, however,

without its promise of beneficial results. Commerce, rather than

national strife, must follow therefrom. The most casual appeal to his-

tory will remind us that thus the march of progress has proceeded,

tlie dormant possibilities of mines and land have been opened up,

and barren territories have been populated with new nations. The Amer-

ican republic is hersdlf the outcome of the buccaneer spirit of the Old

World nations, who followed the ships of Columbus in their disposition

of greed and romantic adventure. Out of their selfishness of purpose

came, as the ultimate result, the settlement of these wide wastes, the

tillage of unimproved soils, the building of a thousand busy cities, and

the establishment of the noblest republic in all hinuan liistory. There

seems thus the ordination, in the working out of national destinies, that

from such covetousness of established kingdoms for new territory the set-

tlement of the de*-)late places of the earth shall come about. Only thus

shall the enormous treasures of Africa be opened up. But to do this,

help must come to her from without. Nations already civilized must de-

velop her resources. Though England accepts Zanzibar in a martial spirit,

and as a politic move in the great game of national supremacy, we may
think that she has a higher mission upon the far African shores. Already

has she carried the benefits of civilization to the southern states of the

Dark Continent. And still slie is to be the agent in the realization of

the great law of progress which regulates the world. From our vantage

ground upon these "Western shores the American nation may wave her its

salutations, and remind her of her new responsibility in the ownership of

Zanzibar.
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SPIRIT OF THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

Tnffi Hon. Horace Plunkett, in the May number of the Fortnightly Re-

view, gave a digest of the results of exteusive and carefully-conducted

inquiries which he personally made into the \vorking of woman suffrage

in the then Territory of "Wyoming. To tliis Commonwealtli, he says,

" belongs the first comjilete legislative emancipation of woman in the

history of the world." " Tliis question," he further observes, "of giving

woman absolute equality with men, both legal and political, is one of the

ripening questions of the day." And the Wyoming people, after a trial

of twenty years, having voted to retain it by putting it into the constitu-

tion under which Congress voted to admit them to statehood, iMr. Plun-

kett's digest of statements concerning its working is worthy of careful

consideration by both the advocates and the opponents of woman suffrage.

Though not a conclusive argument, it may be accepted as a contribution

to the discussion of what may hereafter become a very live question in

our national politics.

It is worth noting that the introdtiction of woman suffrage into "Wyo-

ming's "Organic Act" was not a result of any existing public sentiment,

nor of any serivms discussion of the principles involved by the " Council

and House of Representatives" which adopted it. The bill for its enact-

ment was introduced without previous notice or concert, and was voted

for, not as a party issue, but as being a humorous joke, which one of its

supporters said would be "a famous advertisement for tlie Territory I" If

this were so, that jest may yet prove to be, like the wooden horse at the

siege of Troy, fruitful of vast political consequences.

In what spirit did the women of Wyoming receive the gift of suffrage?

Mr. Plunkett gathered from his wide correspondence that they were gen-

erally iudiff'erent concerning it until 1889. Then they displayed the first

signs of active interest in the question of tlieir political rights. A State

constitution was to be voted on, and about eighty per,cent, of qualified

female electors, who numbered about one third of the whole constituency,

availed themselves of their privilege. Yet to-day, he says, the great major-

ity of them—though still indifferent, even to apathy—would resent tlie

taking away of the riglit. In the judgment of a Wyoming lady, "a larger

proportion of women would resent any proposal to take away the riglit of

suffrage than would have voted for it in the beginning," on the principle

that "blessings brighten when they take their flight."

It is admitted by thouglitful observers in that young State that the in-

fluence of the women on Wyoming legislation has been to increase the

stringency of laws against gambling, prostitution, and sabbath-breakiiiir,

and to promote free popular education. They have also proved tlicm-

selves to be generally hostile to political corruption, to inimoial candi-

dates, to briljcry, joliliery, and official extravagance. ]\[airied women liavc

generally voted as their husbands did, not servilely, but apjiareutly from
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choice. Thev have also resented the thralldom of party by freely

"scratching" party tickets, as should all conscientious and independent

voters who believe that morality should be inseparably united to politics.

On the whole, Mr. Plunkett concludes that in Wyoming woman suffrage

"shows a clean record," and may be counted on to aid "in delivering the

people from the snares of professional politicians."

Mr. Plunkett, though thus favorably impressed, judiciously refrains

from leaping to the conclusion that because woman suffrage has so far

worked well in the sparse and peculiar population of "Wyoming it is sure

to work with equal success in older States having more dense but less

intelligent and homogeneous populations. With Professor Struble, in the

May number of The Statesman, he evidently views suffrage, male and

female, not as a natural but as a " conventional right," to be granted or

withheld on grounds, not of right, but of expediency. The determining

question in female as in male suffrage should be, "Will the community

as a whole be better governed by admitting or refusing it?

"

The Andoi-er lieview for June contains: 1. "The Working Population

of Cities and what the Universities owe them;" 2. " Shall Episcopacy be

Re-instituted;" 3. "Preterition;" 4. "What is Eeality;" 5. Editorial—

(a) "The Latest Theological Alarm," (h) " Tiie Social Value of the Time

Gained by the Eight-hour Movement; " 6. "Letters and Life;" 7. "Bib-

lical Criticism;" 8. " Social Economics."

The first of these papers, by Morrison I. Swift, Esq., merits the thought-

ful attention of educated men. It i>resses upon them their duty to culti-

vate a feeling of "kinship for all humanit}'," and to place themselves

in personal contact with the masses who live in city " slums " in the spirit,

if not after the manner, of Arnold Toynbee in Loudon, England, and of

Stanton Coit and his fellow college graduates in the "university settle-

ment," Forsyth Street, Xew York. University men, lay and clerical, and

students of sociology who are seeking the solution of the labor problem,

•will prize this pregnant article as eminently suggestive and timely. In

the second paper Rev. C. C. Starbuck discusses, somewhat discursively yet

ably, the question of episcopacy aud church union, particularly as tliose

questions are related to the Lambeth Conference platform for church

union. The third article, by G. A. Strong, Esq., contains a common-sense

interpretation of the Westminster Confession, aud argues keenly for tho

revision of the creed which so painfully misrepresents the character of

God. It breathes the benevolent spirit of Paul and of James Arminius,

as that spirit finds expression in Methodism. The editor's words on " the

latest theological alarm," after describing the commotion excited in En-

glish conservative theological circles by certain concessions to rationalistic

criticisms by the Rev. C. Gore, in his essay published in Lvx MiiU'U, re-

buke this, as being greater than is warranted by Mr. Gore's concessions,

which, however, he does not fully indorse. He elnims that minor imper-

fections in the form of Scripture, growing out of the natural defects of

the holy men whom God moved to write, do not impair its authority or
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•weaken its power over the human heart, and that after the results of

modern criticism have been full}- weighed and adjusted it will stand out

before the world as a revelation of God with greater distinctness and

authority than ever. The editor's words on "the eight-hour movement"
are weighty and suggestive.

The Quarterly lievicir of tJie United Brethren in Christ for July discusses:

1. "God—the Ultimate a Pr/ori Condition ; " 2. "Solidarity;" 3. "Va-
lidity of Our Knowledge;" 4. "An English. ^ Lehen Jem;'''''' 5. "Lay
"Workers in the Foreign Field;" 6. "Young People's Christian Socie-

ties." In the first of these papers Professor T. J. Sanders aims to show

that the concept of God is a necessary idea, a primary, self-evident, »!<-

preme }>ostidate 'wi^mtcXy \\\Qh.cr i\\Sin a demonstration. His argument is

clearly and vigorously ^v^•ought out. In the second paper, the Rev. J. L.

Grimm treats of the oneness of the human race and the oneness of God. He
claims that the doctrine of the solidarity of humanity, of which atheistic

socialists so loudly boast, is distinctively a gospel doctrine, iu that it

recognizes the brotherhood of men as organically related to Adam, their

natural head, and to Christ, the spiritual head of the Church, which is a

spiritual family bound together by the tie of common love to Christ,

which love is the principle or law of solidarity. In the practical applica-

tion of this principle, observes Mr. Grimm, the Church must find tlie solu-

tion of the social problems which threaten the peace of society. The third

article reasons well on the principle that all the processes of knowledge

start from the assumption that "there is an uncreated Thinker whose

thoughts can be interpreted by the created intellect which is made in his

image." In the fourth paper, Horace M. Rebok presents very forcibly

some of the problems " which must be fully and scientifically " dealt with

by the few skeptics who still afi!ect to treat the recorded life of Jesus as

a fiction. To establish their theoiy the writer shows that they must prove

that "a cause may be inadequate to its effect; that man transcends his

environment and his internal possibilities; that mythology is history and

fiction fact." Thus he involves those "Action theorists " in a net-work of

absurdities from which there is no escape.

The Contemporary lievieio for June treats of: 1. "Compensation for

Licenses; " 2. " Vested Interests; " 3. " The Law in 1847 and the Law in

18S9;" 4. "The Theology and Ethics of Dante;" 5. "Trusts in the

United States;" 6. "Brought Back from Elysium;" 7. "The Perils of

Trustees;" 8. "Mute Witnesses of the French Revolution; " 9." "A Pal-

estinian Utopia;" 10. "The Broad Church; or. What's Coming?"
11. "The Betterment Tax." The first three of these papers are of especial

value to workers for temperance reform. Tlicy show the ama/iug liold

Avhich the "drink trade" lias on the political leaders of England, in tliat

it moved the ministry to project a law for compensating liquor-sellers

from whom licenses should be hereafter withheld, thereby making a license

axcslcd interest. In the papers named Cardinal Manning, W. S. Caine, and
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Professor Thorold Rogers ably expose the illegality, the immorality, the

folly, and the injustice to the pul)lic implied in this novel proposition.

Their opinions and reasonings appear to reflect public opinion, inasmuch

as the rising Indignation of the people has compelled the ministry to with-

draw the odious law from the House of Commons. Evidently the audacity

of the "drink trade" in England is equal to that of the saloon interest in

America. In the fourth paper the lover of genuine literary criticism will

be delighted by Professor Edward Caird's elucidation of the aims of Dante,

of the secret of his lyrical power, and of the key to that double meaning

which gives a unique cliaracter to his poems. In the fifth article we have

a comprehensive, carefully prepared exposition of '^ modern trusts." Their

origin, principle of organization, methods, effects on prices and on the pub-

lic weal, their dangerous tendencies, and the possibility of their extirpa-

tion are all calmly stated and discussed with a lucidity which commends

this paper to the serious attention of business men and of students of soci-

ology. In the ninth article ]Mr. Thomas Hodgkin sketches Palestine as he

saw it on a recent tour. Its soil barren through long neglect, its inhabit-

ants poor and ini-lolent, physically wretched and badly governed, impressed

Lim with a conviction that its agricultural restoration, political rehabilita-

tion, and restocking with inhabitants, Jew or Gentile, are little else than

dreams of the historical or i)ro])hetical imagination. The tenth article,

by H. R, Ilaweis, after affirming that the Church of England ministry is

losing its hold on intellectual men because of its lack of able preachers,

claims that its hope of regaining that hold lies not in either its High or

Low Church clergy, but in its Broad-churchmen. Both of the former fail,

and must still fail, to respond to the demands of the times, because of

their narrow views and obstructive adhesion to dead dogmas. The Broad-

church is, he says, progressive, liberal in its interpretations of doctrine,

and loyal to ecclesiastical autiiority. Its demand is not the abrogation,

but only the restatement and resetting of old dogmas, so as to bring out

the essential truths imbedded in them, thereby transmuting them from

dead dogmas into living truths. By this process the Church may regain

an intellectual ministry and recover its lost hold on the intelligent men
who have forsaken its congregations. Perhaps Mr. Ilaweis is right in all

this, but is there not too much reason for fearing that in his proposed

process of transmutaiion the ancient dogmas would lose so much of their

likeness to the truths they define as to be no longer the Gospel of Christ,

but " another gospel ?
"

The Westminster Bcrkin for June has: 1. " Home Rule all Round;''

2. "The Index Librorum Prohibitorum; " 3. "Fusion or DiHusion ;

"

4. " The Legitimacy of Children; " 5. " The Mystery of Good and Evil; "

6. "Political Economy and Social Reform;" 7. "Earl Grey and the

Princess Lievcu;" 8. "The Compleat Gentleman; " 9. "Indian ^Magis-

trates and the Secretary of State for India." In the first of these papers

Mr. John Long proposes, as a solution of the British "home-rule " prob-

lem, that our American system of state and national government be
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ap])liecl to the XJuited Kingdom. He would have local laws framed by

parliamentary representatives iu each kingdom, and imperial issues dealt

with by the same representatives, meeting together at Westminster, as the

national Parliament. The second article condenses a vast amount of in-

formation coucerniug the literary censorship which the Church of Rome
has exercised over the press since the publication of the Bull of Alexander

VI. in 1501 to the present time, by means of her prohibitory Indices. It

is a valuable historical paper. The fiftli article, after illustrating with force

and beauty the proposition that in the kingdom of nature "evanescent

evil accomplishes everlasting good," leaps to the inane conclusion that

this result has no higher cause than "matter and energy," and that a per-

sonal God is onlv a tradition.

BInchrooiVs Edinburgh Marjnzine for June has: 1. "A Secret Mission; "

2. "The Original Ballad of the Dowie Dens;" 3. "From Argin to

Toski, or the Xile Campaign of 1SS9 ;
" A.- "A Sketch in Five Phases ;

"

5. "Jamaica;" G. " Strange Occurrences in Canterstone Jail; " 7. "The
Last of the Pydal Dorothys ;

" 8. "A Story of the Seine; " 9. "Romauoe
of Two Heiresses ;" 10. " The Portuguese in Makololo-Land ;" 11. "Land
Purchase in Ireland." Of these papers the first, fourth, sixth, and eighth

will interest lovers of fiction ; the third, by a competent military critic, is

a spirited and graphic description of the battles of Argin and Toski,

fought by the Egyptian army under British commanders against the at-

tempt of the dervish army to cross the Egyptian frontier. The fifth in-

telligently describes the present social con<lition of the island of Jamaica;

the seventh will be highly appreciated by the admirers of TTordsworth

and his associations at Rydal Mount. It is a touchingly beautiful tribute

to the poet's "seraphic- faced ".-siece, Mrs. Harrison, known as the third

Dorothy of Rydal Blount, whose remains were laid "within the quiet

grave" on the Rotha's bank a few months ago.

New Englandcr and Yale Review for June has: 1. "An Outline of Fif-

teenth Century Engraving in Germany;" 2. "The Race Problem in the

South;" 3. "Codification of the Common Law;" 4. "The Art of Life;"

5. " Classical and Philological Society of Yale College ;" G. "Elias Loom-

is, LL.D.,—Memorial Address;" 7. " Alumni Associations." The most

important of these papers is, "The Race Problem," by Daniel H. Cham-
berlain. It calmly discusses the wisdom or unwisdom of " a bill for regu-

lating, by act of Congress, the election of members of Congress," questions

the eirectiveness, the practicability, the constitutionality, and the pru-

dence of such a bill, which it contends would probably fail of its paqx-so

to benefit the colored race, which, its writer thinks, can only gain perfect

freedom of political action by the gradual process of education and self-

development. One may not entirely approve the views set forth iu this

thoughtful paper, which, nevertheless, merits the candid consideration of

every right-minded citi/.en. The fo\irth paper contains many practical sug-

gestions respecting self-development, but is disfigured by its contention
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that Cliristian faith, by its theory of dependence on God, leads "to debility

of character." Evidently this writer fails to recognize that the supreme
effort to imitate the perfect character of Jesus Christ, which is the prime
impulse of Christian faith, tends inevitably to produce a higher grandeur
and a greater strength of character than is possible to those in whom self-

independence is the force power of character. History is against him, for

it records no stronger characrers than those whose souls were nourished in

the faith which, by leaning on God, derives strength from God.

The Fortnightly Re'ciew for June contains : 1. "The Great Equatorial

Forest of Africa:" 2. "The Poetry of John Donne;" 3. "A Visit to a

Great Estate;" 4. "Distinction;" 5. "On Early Licensing Laws and
Customs;" 6. " Protection rs. Free Trade in Australia; " 7. "A Glance
at Contemporary Greece:" 8. "The Landlord's Preferential Position;"

9, "The Latest Discoveries in Hypnotism;" 10. "The London Stage."

In the first of these papers ^Ir. P. B. du Chaillu rtjoices over Stanley's

confirmation of some of his discoveries in Africa which have been consid-

ered doubtful. It is a very readable article. In the second paper Pro-

fessor Dowden gives a charming sketch of Donne's unique character and
career, with a discriminative criticism of his forcible but fantastic poems.
The fifth paper is a digest of the license laws by which England has

sought, since 15;»2, to "check the evils that were found to attend the

free and unrestrained sale of drink." It should be read by all workers in

the cause of temperance, who may find evidence in it that license laws

have not and camiot suppress intemperance. The ninth paper discusses

the phenomena of hypnotism from a scientific view point, explains its

processes and sequences, and states many deeply interesting facts illus-

trative of its various manifestations.

The Nineteenth Century for June has : 1. "The Lords and the Sweat-

ing System;" 2. "A Penny Post for the Empire;" 3. "Racing in

1S90;" 4. "A Battle described from the Ranks;" 5. "Xew Wine in

Old Bottles;" 6. "Something about Village Almsliouses;" 7. "An
Atheist's Pupil;" 8. "Labor Disputes in the Chamber of Commerce;
9. "The Story of a Conspirator; " 10. "Lord Roseberry and the London
County Council;" 11. "Actor Managers." Of these ably-written papers

we note the second as conclusive of the possibility and desirability of an
imperial postal service, which, for one penny, would carry a letter to any
part of the British empire, and of a telegraph system charging vastly

lower rates than are nqw exacted. The fifth paper urges men whose faith

is disturbed by the assumptions of modern science not to surrender their

religious convictions to what is called "scientific advance," inasmuch as

the " march of science " is constantly changing its direction. ZHany of

its so-ealled discoveries are Avithout firm intellectual basis. Hence he
who loves the old truths of Holy Writ will do well to wait until "dis-
coveries are mellow," and scientific hypotheses are demonstrated. The
eighth paper intelligently discusses a scheme for settling labor disputes
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by means of "conciliation committees" composed of employers and
employed in particular trades, and of a conciliation board composed of au

equal number of representatives of working-men and of capitalists, to

•which the aforesaid committees may submit their unsettled difTerences.

The plan is in process of organization in London. Students of the labor

question in America should read this paper.

The Narth American Reinew for June has: 1. "]\rr. Balfour's Land
Bill;" 3. "The Federal Control of Elections;" 3. "American Girls in

Europe;" 4. "Tlie Emancipation of the Family;" 5. "Criminal Poli-

tics;" 6. "Sir Charles Dilke's New Book;" 7. "A Chat about Gar-

dens;" 8. "The Value of Protection;" 9. "Do Americans Hate En-
gland;" 10, "Notes and Comments." In the second of these papers the

Hon. T. B. Reed defends the principle of the bill which authorizes the

appointment, under specific conditions, of supervisors of elections of

members of Congress. The measure is radical, but who can determine its

effectiveness or predict the consequences of its enactment and enforce-

ment ? The second paper, by E. L. Godkin, draws a painfully realistic

picture of the political corruption of New York city, explains its causes,

and suggests the means of its purification. The ninth article is a sym-

posium which emphatically denies the truth of Goldwin Smith's assertion

that Americans hate England. Among "Notes and Comments" is a

brief argument by Felix L. Oswald in favor of substituting per<;H?2wZ for

annual food-plants. ^Ir. Oswald names his really valuable suggestions

"antipoverty recipes." In the July number of this magazine Andrew
Carnegie "sums up the tariff discussion" in a paper which, in the main,

sustains the McKiuley bill, and X. M. C. scathingly exposes the unconstitu-

tionality of Speaker Reed's rule by which non-voting members of Congress

are counted in order to give a nominal quorum the power of a real one.

The Thcolofjical }TontIihj for June discusses: 1. "Wellhausen on the

Pentateuch;" 2. "The Church and the Age;" 3. "The Development of

Natural Beauty—a Proof of Design and Purpose;" 4. "The Evangel-

istic Symbols;" 5. "The Rendering Symmetrical of Elliott's System."

The first of these papers, after brieflj' pointing out the diverse views held

by English defenders of the newer criticism, calls ujx>n them to say how
far they agi-ee or disagree with the destructive cr-itieisms of Kucucn and

Wellhausen. It also insists that they produce the evidence on which their

conclusions rest. The second paper pleads with the Christian Church to

lead the van in movements which aim at righting social wrongs. Tho

fifth paper is a discriminating criticism of Elliott's IIo7-ce Apoailij]>tiar,

While conceding the great merits of its system of interpretation it aims to

increase its value by suggesting important changes in its arrangement of

the Revelator's wonderful book.

Uarpcr^s Nc\n Mmithhj for July is finely illustrated and filled with papers

grave, gay, biographical, topographical, historical, and literary. It is,
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in yhort, a very entertaining and instructive olio, adapted to tlie varied

tastes of the reading public. The Missionary Leciew for July has:

1. " The McAll Mission;" 2. "The Science of Missions; " 3. "The Law of

the Advance; " 4. " Tell the Tale; " o. "Foreign Missions in the Seven-

teenth and Eighteenth Centuries;" 6. "The Indian Somajes; " 7. "The
Lack of Information and Individualism;" S. "Famine and the Work of

Famine Relief; " 9. "The Revival in the Xestorian Churches in 1890 "

—

an extremely valuable list of live papers. Our Day for .June discusses:

1. "New Conspiracies of Ultramontanism in Germany;" 2. "Xational

Remedies for Nullification;" 3. "Perils of Promises of Indian Citizen-

ship;" 4. "The Louisiana Octopus;" 5. "Life of Lord Stratford de Rad-

cliffe ;" 6. " Boston ]\Ionday Lectures." ^\ie. Methodist Magazine for .Inly

is, as usual, both instructive and interesting. The Emjllsh Illustrated

Magazine iov3\i.ixe\x^?,: 1. " German Girlhood;" 2. "Cricket;" 3. "Cross-

ing the Bar;" 4. " Lace-Making in Ireland; " 5. "The Poetry of Sully-

Prudhomme;" 6. "A Castle on Mount Etna;" 7. "The Glittering

Plain." The second of these papers will delight lovers of athletic sports
;

the fourth -will deeply interest ladies who love skilled needle-work, and

literary readers will be pleased with the fifth. The Chautauquan for

July, in its long array of attractive papers, has a very able one by James

Shippen, Esq., on the-" Original Package " question, and of the power to

regulate interstate commerce, given to the United States Government

by the Constitution. The subject involves legal problems difficult of

solution, but, as Mr. Sliippen well observed, one thing is clear, by the

decisions already made, " temperance is made a national question." A
constitutional amendment must prohibit the manufacture of intoxicating

drinks. The Unitarian Review for .June discusses: 1. "Our New At-

titude toward the "World's Religious; " 2. "Voltaire; " 3. "Two English

"Worthies;" 4. "Science in the Pulpit;" 5. "Critical Theology;"

6. "Editor's Note-Book." The editor in the first of these papers announces

the advent of a "new religion" to be constructed out of the life and

truths found in all religions which, as he claims, are based on "revela-

tions 1
" Christian Thought iov SnTiehvi^: 1. "Christian Pantheism;"

2. "Immortality in the Old Testament Scriptures; " 3. " On the Beauty

of Nature;" 4. "Monkey Ancestry;" 5. "Human Ability;" 6. "For
Him;" 7. "Social Life in the Church;" 8, "Concessions to Science;"

9. " Views and Reviews "—these are all thoughtful and suggestive papers.

The Statesmnn for May has: 1. "The Standard Oil Trust;" 2. "Suf-

frage—Can it be Demanded as a Right ?" 3. "National Government rs.

Confederation;" 4. "^Icntal Discipline in Education;" u. "A History of

Labor, the Era of ^Machinery ;" 6. "A Parliament for the Three Americas,

The Church Review for April was delayed in order to l)ring out all the

letters on Christian union written by twenty clergymen of the evangelical

churches in response to the basis of Christian union proposed by the "Lam-
both Conference." These letters make it plain that if our Epi-copal breth-

ren would surrender their peculiar views of the "Historic Episcopate"

the chief obstacle in the way of Christian union would be removed.
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BOOKS: CRITIQUES AND NOTICES.

THE FELLOWSHIP OF BOOKS.

No man is solitary who has tlieir companionship. They cheer his win-

ter; they sweep the gamut of the emotions; they stir to battle; they

call to worship. Smiles has happily said: "A good book may be among
the best of friends. ... It is the most j)atient and cheerful of compan-

ions." "We especially commend as suck, HiHtory of Ch'istian Ethia, by

Dr. Chr. E. Luthardt; The Uhkn&icn God, by C. L. Brace; Abraham:
His Life and Times, by Rev. W. J. Deane; and Winters in Algeria^ by

F. A. Bridgman.

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AXD BIBLICAL LITERATLT^E.

History of Christian Ethics. I. Ilistory of Christian Eiliics before tlie Reformation.
By Dr. CiiR. Ernst Ll-thardt, Professor of Theolop;r at Leipsic. Translated
from the German by W. Hastie, B.D., Kxaininer in Theolop;y, University
of Edinburgh. 8vo, pp. 333. New York : Scribner & "Welford. Price,

cloth, $3.

The ethical practices of Christianity largely determine its status among
the religions of the world and help to establish its primacy. Its best

evidences are its fruits. It is no less a system than a life; a written than

a living epistle; a code of laws than their illustration in the daily morali-

ties of men. Paul thus testified as emphatically by patient endurance

of his thorn as by his apostolic letters. Stephen's greatest act was his

triumphant exodus. Chrysostom, Xavier, and Ft'uclon witnessed as

efTectively by their close walk with God as by their official edicts or

their prelatical leadership. Right ethical practices weigh as much in the

scales of critical judgment as Christian apologetics or systematic theolo-

gies. And Christianity, as well as every religion of heathendom, must

consent to be weighed in these perpetual balances. Such a recognition

of the superlative necessity and value of right moral practices is conse-

quently the basis for the many treatises already written on Christian

ethics, and is an ample justification, were any needed, for such an excep-

tional volume as this of Dr. Luthardt. The transcendent importance of

the subject inspires a dignity of treatment on the part of this German
theologian which is unflagging; while in his ample erudition and broad

grasp of ecclesiastical history, he walks as a master spirit through the

field of ethical discussion already trodden by many scholars.

The distinction between the ethics of paganism and of Christianity is

rightly assumed by Dr. Luthardt to be preliminary to tlic consideration

of the larger subject. In a summary he therefore traverses the ground

covered by his recently published volume, Die Antilce Ethil; and gives

a concise yet sufficient survey of the field of pre-Christian ethics.

The student will welcome the recapitulation of the paragraphs in this

introductory discussion, especially as the captions are so lucid and self-
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explanatory. They are thus entitled: "The Popular Ethical Ideas of the

Greeks;'' "The Philosophical Systems of Ethics," including the tenets

of Socrates and Plato, Aristotle and the Stoics; "The Popular Moral

Philosophy," some of whose exponents were Cicero and Seneca, Epictetus

and Marcus Aurelius; and "The Issue of the Ancient Morality in the

Ascetic Ethics of Mysticism," as evidenced in the systems of Xeopythag-

oreanism and Xeoplatonism. Such a rapid, yet adequate, scrutiny of

the field of pre-Christian ethics sheds a zenith light on the structure of

these pagan systems of thought, prepares the reader for a discussion of

the differences between ancient and Christian ethics, and anticipates his

claim to the absolute supremacy of his faith in its comparison with

paganism. The distinction between heathen and Christian ethics, as

shown by such a comparison, is radical; it is a difference of kind rather

than of degree; an impassable chasm separates the faith of the Greeks

from the faith of Jesus. The student of ethics early reaches the conclu-

sion iu his investigations that Christianity is unique, among the religions

of the world, in the nature of the relationship it predicates between God
and man ; in the doctrine of regeneration, w^hich it announces as the sole

-way of entrance into the kingdom of grace; and in the new springs of

action it implants in the human heart. All of which distinctions, segre-

gating Christianity from other ethical systems. Dr. Luthardt announces

in his summation. His emphasis of the power of supernaturalism alone

to transform human life and conduct has thus the ring of stirring evan-

gelistic address :
" It is only the personal relationship to the personal God

that carries in it the power of true morality. Such is the result of the

whole of our survey of the ancient pagan ethics. This personal relation-

ship, however, must be the doing of God himself, and man must enter

into it religiously, in order to realize the relationship correspondingly in

his moral conduct. It was this that Israel had as its distinguishing pre-

rogative before the other [)eoples."

The history of Christian ethics proper, as next noticed by Dr. Luthardt,

is at once a complex and an engaging review. The period indicated

under the title of "The Ethics of the New Testament," was marked,

according to the author, by " the actual realization of the previously

typified and prepared communion with God in the person and in the

work of Jesus Christ." The recognizable stamp of truth is on his words

descri])tive of the Saviour. That the testimony of the Synoptic gos-

pels supplements the Johannine proclamation as to Christ's Souship and

revelation of the Father; that his death *was the condition of human sal-

vation; that personal faith is the principle of conduct which appropriates

the new relationship of grace; and that the kingdom of God, as pro-

t'laimed by Jesus, is destined for all people, and tends to an historical

completion and external embodiment in the future eon, are some of the

author's basal assumptions. And all are in accord with the accepted

tenets of the faith. Xor is liis discussion of the later ethics, begin-

ning with the j)ost-apostolic Church and sweeping through the eccle-

siastical history of the ^Middle Ages, less sound, intelligent, and
50 KltTTH SKKIKS, VOU VI.
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faith-inspiring. To write truthfully of these centuries, with their di-

verse ethical practices, is sometimes to disparage the Church. Yet the

author has not falsified or expurgated, history to save its reputation.

Through the labyrinthine mazes of post-apostolic, hierarchical, and
monastic practices he guides the reader in chronologic survey. Now
he notices such celebrated epistles as those of Clement, Barnabas, Diog-

netus, and the Shepherd of Ilermas; now he analyzes the autonomy of

Manichaeism; now he pronounces upon the writings of Irenajus, Ter-

tuUian, Cyprian, Minucius Felix, Lactantius, Zeno, Ambrose, Jerome,

Augustine, Pelagius, Gregory the Great, and Isidore ; and now he

epitomizes that most interesting period of medigeval ethics when
mysticism and scholasticism were in the ascendency, and when such

immortal leaders as the Venerable Bede, Anselm, Abelard, Bernard of

Clairvaux, Petrus Lombardus, Thomas Aquinas, Duns Scotus, "SYiclif, and

Huss shaped the thinking of the Church. Such an historic review has

almost the fascination of a romance. Its mere mention, in the present

inability to minutely scan these pregnant centuries, is to heighten the

interest of the student in Dr. Luthardt's volume. Of the later centuries,

however, the author has here no room to write. As the morning twilight

of the Reformation breaks along the sky his volume closes.

All that has been said has been an implied, if not an uttered, com-

mendation of this particularly valuable treatise. The man marks his

book. The work is as exceptional in its department as the author is

distinguished among the leaders of German theological thought. As a

compend of early ethical practices the student of ecclesiastics will give

it convenient place among his books of reference: especially since tlic

stupendous problems in sociology and civilization which now confront

Christianity lift the whole subject of ethics into new importance, and

make more necessary the harmonization of the ethical practices with the

creed of the Church.

Judges and Ruth. By the Rev. Robert A. "Watsox, M.A., Author of Gosjteh of
Yesterday. 12mo, pp. 424. New York : A. C. Armstroug & Son. Cloth, S15'>.

The Book of Judges is a book of battles. "Iron chariots hurtle alontj

the valleys, the hill-sides bristle with armed men. The songs arc of striff

and conquest ( the great heroes are those who smite the uncircumcisi-'d

hip and thigh." The warriors are Othuiel, Gideon, Deborah, Bamk,

Je])hthah, and Samson, the leaders of God's people against Midiauiti-.

Philistine, Canaanite, Amorite, and Jebusite. Joshua's conquest of the

land was by no means complete; hence, his successors, or the ciglitf ;»

judges who followed him, liad upon them the remainder of the groat duty

to subdue the land. Xotwithstandiug the civil conflicts recorded in the

book, there was evident progress in the public administration of Israel.

Even the unsubdued native inhabitants were wont to recognize the new

people as permanent occupants of the land, and so the tendency was to

outward peace. After the conquest the military spirit gradually sub-

sided, and the tribes were content with a provisional government undi-r
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the rule of judges; who, however, with aa exception or two, failed to

establish the organic unity of Israel, and were not recognized as chief

rulers by all the tribes. This condition, though temporary, was pro-

gressive toward a permanent form of government that finally appeared in

the monarchy. The exposition of the condition of Israel under the rule

of Othniel and his successors, as given in this book, is comprehensive,

rich, profound, and entertaining. The writer is a master of style, and
.ncute in drawing the sense from the historical form. He closely traces

the evolution of Israel during the period, and reproduces the spirit of the

times in the liveliest manner, transforming the old stories into attractive

and instructive histories.

The Book of Ruth breathes its spirit of calmness on the writer, who
portrays its incidents with skill and care. He adds nothing to the

idyl, but he points out its beauty, and invests the main fact with an

oriental loveliness. The expositions are not critical, and certain biblical

problems are not even discussed ; but the entire book is in keeping with
the aim of the writer, and the contents will be valuable to all readers of

the Old Testament writings.

Uniiarianism : Its Origin and History. A Course of Sixteen Lectures delivered in
Chanuing Hall, Boston, 188S-89. 12mo, pp. 394.. Boston: American Unita-
rian Association. Price, cloth, $1.

If Unitarianism as a theology or a moral force be not defunct, its defend-

ers and expositors mean to say the best things in its behalf, and to make
a show of its possible growth and future success. In sixteen lectures, as

herein published, several eminent scholars combine to present it in its

historic aspects, and to vindicate it from aspersion and misunderstanding.

It were easy to point out the specific phase each writer undertakes to

represent; but, instead, we prefer to indicate the common ground they

occupy. They all agree that Unitarianism is an historic faith, older than

Christianity itrelf. This is as misleading as other plausible errors which
they scrupulously maintain and associate together in their religious creed.

Ancient Judaism cannot be quoted as a species of Unitarianism, for Avhile

its specialty was monotheism, it in no sense was a standing expression of

opposition to Trinitarianism, which, as a doctrine, did not take shape

until after the incarnation. Unitarianism, as the expression of doubt
respecting the Trinity, could not have appeared until the doctrine of the

Trinity had been propounded ; and as its dogmatic fonn was delayed until

Athanasius arrayed himself against the Arians, it follows that Unitarian-

ism was but a skeptical revolt against the credal form of the great Trini-

tarian doctrine, and hence is of late date as compared with the claims of its

advocates. It is useless to contend with this class of skeptics, who suave-

ly announce that the early Christian Churches were Unitarian, as though
they protested against the doctrine of the Trinity, and were repudiatio-i-

ists of that which the Church has inherited from them. Unitarianism has
"historic roots''—so these lecturers affirm; so have Arianism, Socinian-

ism, and Sabellianism, but the historic root does not give them charac-
ter. Christianity has historic roots that reach to the beginning of human
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history, and rests upcn antecedent facts and preparations that give it divine

authority and influence in the workl. In its presence Unitarianism, as a

skepticism, withers as Jonah's gourd under the sun. The lecturers al.so

agree that Unitarianism has been supported by "great allies," but this may
be said of cverj- error that has planted itself in human thought. Besides,

it might be worth something to these respected authors, and serve as an

antidote to any boasting, if they are reminded that Christianity has had
"great allies," and they are multiplying with the centuries. Paul was a

great ally; so were Anselm, Augustine, Arminius, Calvin, Knox, White-

field, Wesley, and names so many that "the world itself could not con-

tain the books that should be written." Again, they all agree that reason

is the highest tribunal of appeal in religion. The rationalists of Germany,

also, thus exalt the reason, and by its use dispose of many truths, especial-

ly the supernatural facts, of the Bible. Unitarianism, in this aspect, is a

type of rationalism. It is not, therefore, a religion, but rather a philos-

ophy. However, in assuming to exercise the reason in the domain of

religion, Unitarianism makes the mistake of believing that it monopolizes

this instrument, and that Christianity appeals to the emotions and can-

not give a reason for its existence. In this it is culpable, for in view of

the historic facts of Christianity, Unitarianism is unreasonable and illog-

ical, while true religion is rational and logical. In these general re-

spects the lecturers agree, and vary only in their methods of study and

the points of view from wliich they note the history of religion. It is

scarcely worth mentioning that the doctrine of Messiahism finds no

favor with them, and that "they are in harmony with the rationalist scliool

of interpreters, who discover legends in the Bible, and who believe

that" supernatural religion is on tlie decline. Theodore Parker has a sym-

pathetic representative in one of the lecturers, and Channing a better

one in another. The book is not to be read hastily, nor with too much
prepossession, though the orthodox believer will have no difficulty in

detecting errors of history, mistakes in interpretation, and general un-

faith in the fundamental idea of Christianity in these lectures. In con-

clusion we may add that, if Unitarianism is .-m inoperative system, the

book will not revive or quicken it, but be useful as a record of misbelief,

and as showing why it deserved the oblivion it has finally reached.

Abraham: His Life and Times. By Rev. William J. Dkane, M. A., Rector of

Ashen. Essex. 12mo, pp. 179. New York: A. D. F. Randolph & Co. Frico,

cloth, $1 50.

The Abrahamic times constitute an important link in the chain of his-

tory. No early period was less isolated; and none more needed the futun-

ages to interpret its events and fulfill its types. The sequel shows tlint

the destinies of the Jewish nationality and of God's whole Clunch

were involved in the journey of the patriarch with his family from L r

into Canaan, and their emergence out of obscurity into the clear liu'i't "t

historic performance. To study Abraham aright is therefore to study th<-

Abrahamic times; and to write worthily of the patriarch is also to write

of the age which environed him. Mr. Deane thus grasps the iutinialc
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relation between the man and his times. Not only is Abraham, in his

estimate, the "great leader of a national migration," or the father of such

nations as the Ishmaelites, Ketureans and Israelites, but he is also "the

medium through which true religion was presented to the world," the

" high-souled maintainer of monotheism," and "the founder of a spiritual

kingdom in which not only his own personal posterity but all who love

the Lord find their home." In a simple yet effective method, Mr. Deane

1 rviews the patriarchal story. Different sources of information he finds

available. It is a ground of satisfaction that the Book of Genesis, with

other portions of the Holy Scripture, is not the only source of enlighten-

ment upon the Abrahamic period; but that supplementing the Scripture

narrative there are such further documents as the history of Josephus,

various treatises of Philo, and certain records of Ensebius in his Proep-

aratio J-Jcangelica. Besides which may be enumerated the doubtful, if

sentimental, legends found in "the Book of Jubilees," the Koran, and

Beer's Lehen Ahroharn's nach Auffassung der judiftchen Sage. Of many of

these helps has the present author availed himself, in consultation and in

frequent reference. The consequence of which is a narrative at once

graphic and readable, and a useful compilation of the Abrahamic docu-

ments into a narrow compass. Such matters as the author's identification

of Ur with Mugheir, on the right bank of the Euphrates, and his inter-

pretation of the symbolism of the number seven belong to a class of details

of which it is not now possible to speak, but with which issue might in

certain instances be taken. The book is an important number in the

series on "Men of the Bible." It will compare favorably with any recent

life of this old patriarch, whom Jews, Mohammedans, and Christians alike

delight to honor.

The Unknoion God; or, Inspiration among Pre-Christian Races. By C. Loring
Brace, Aut'aor of Ge-^ta Chrisii, Races of the Old World, etc. 8vo, pp. 336.

New York : A. C. Armstrong & Son. Price, cloth, $2 50.

The Scriptures do not confine inspiration, or a knowledge of divine truth,

to the people of God ; nor does a study of the religion of pre-Christian

races authorize the view that they were barren of correct ethical teaching,

and that they were in no way related to the full revelation of the Gospel

made in subsequent times. Nearly, if not quite all the ancient religions

were degenerate perversions of a primitive monotheism, and furnish sad

proofs of the world's lapse from a higher spiritual condition. They must

be studied, therefore, not as original religious, but as the offshoots of a

decaying yet surviving religious sentiment, expressive even in their most

superstitious and repugnant forms of the truer faith from which they

rprang, and pointing to a larger revelation to come. To trace tlie hidden

revelations, so to speak, in the corrupt religions of paganism, and to vindi-

cate their usefulness in the time of their ascendency, are some of the aims

of the author of this book, lie has been a thorougii student and a pains-

taking gatherer of facts in the field of the ethnic religions, and has con-

fmed the results of his inquiry in an interesting and valuable volume. In

her oldest history Egypt exhibits a knowledge of the true God and refutes
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the belief that the idea of a supernatural being is an invention of the

priesthood. It has always been in the world, and every race, so far as

its earliest history is accessible, has given proof of the religious tendency

and a faith in the supernatural life. The author is especially interesting

when he considers the signs of this belief in the cultured teachers of

Greece, and not less so when he reviews Zoroastrianism, Hinduism, and

Buddhism, finding in them all the evident manifestations of the in-

fluence of the divine Spirit, and the proof that until the appearance of

the great Teacher among men revelation was continuous, progressive, and

prophetic of the coming of the truth. The book assists the reader in as-

signing a definite place to the early paganism, and in giving it a specific

value because of its relation to the great scheme of revelation. In some

instances the author is weak in his statements, but he is reliable as to his

facts, and so presents them as to enable the reader to draw just conclu-

sions respecting the proposition he seeks to establish.

ElijcClL : His Life and Timers. By Rev. W. Milligan, D.D., Professor of Divinity

and Biblical Criticism, Aberdeen. 12ino, pp. 205. Xew York: A. D. F. Ran-

dolph & Co. Price, cloth, $1 50.

Elijah was the mysterious prophet of the Scripture. His native place is

unidentified. Unlike Moses, he has no written infancy ; unlike Samuel,

he lived apart from men; unlike the Master, he did not die, but was

translated. No Scripture leader is wrapped in such mysteriousness as he.

The recognition of which impressive fact is the initial utterance of Dr.

Milligan's present book. " It is with the suddenness of a flash of lightning

and a clap of thunder out of an eastern sky that Elijah the prophet bursts

vqion us in tliQ nan-ative of the Old Testament. As he was taken away when

his work was done, in a chariot of fire, with horses of fire, going up by a

whirlwind into heaven, so it may be said he came." A right verdict U[)on

such a man of mystery is fraught with special difficulty. The just meas-

urement of his intellectual force, the proper conception of his sources of

power, and the judicious estimate of his moral worth are tasks which all

critics cannot successfully accomplish. Dr. Milligan has thus a labor of

special difficulty before him, from these elements which inhere in the

career of Elijah. If, however, a faithful scrutiny of the scanty Old Tes-

tament records, in addition to evident fitness for such a work, be the

condition of success, the author has not come short of his proposed result.

His biography is a patient and consecutive study of the Scripture story

of Elijah, with so much of reference to Eastern customs and such a set-

ting forth of the national environments surrounding the proj)het as are

necessary to make the volume symmetrical and complete. In his analysis

of the character of Elijah the writer discovers such traits as simplicity of

faith and singleness of aim, fearlessness of action, and sternness of spirit

;

thus harmonizing in his inferences with most who have analyzed the life

of the great prophet. The work of Dr. ^lilligan is another of the serit-s

on "Men of the Bible." It is simple yet comprehensive; exhaustive but

uot over-detailed; honest, yet rightly laudatory of the character and work

of this mysterious and majestic prophet.
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PHILOSOPHY, LANGUAGE, AND GENERAL SCIENCE.

Elements of Logic as a Science of Propositions. By E. E. Coxstance JoyE3, Lect-

urer in Moral Sciences, Girton College, Cambridge; Joint Translator and Ed-
itor of Lotze's Microcosmus. 8vo, pp. 208. New York : Scribner & "Welford.

Price, cloth, $3. . ,

This book exalts the dignity of logical study. It is a satisfaction that

the scrutiny of mental phenomena and intellectual operations runs paral-

lel with scientific investigations or archa?ological discovery; and it is a

-wholesome evidence of the symmetrical development of modern scholar-

ship that, along with the advance of every other science, this study of

the human mind is yet maintained by profound metaphysicians and by
enthusiastic lovers of the logical science. The work of Mr. Jones, now
before us for examination, is the outgrowth of difficulties which he con-

fesses to have met in his life as student and afterward as instructor; and
difficulties which the continued use of Jevons's Elementary Lessons in

Logic particularly served to keep in mind. Such is a substantial basis for

the volume. It is to be inferred, a jrriori, that a book so evoked by spe-

cial difficulties, in logical or other investigation, would be of perspicuous

character and of real value. The writer seems to have thus justified his

authorship in the quality of the text-book which he produces. His ini-

tial discrimination between psychology and logic, if a divergence from

the views of various logicians, is nevertheless lucidly and thoughtfully

stated. According to his definition, logic is not psychological, for the

double reason that it is not subjective and that it is of universal appli-

cation. Into the merits or demerits of such a definition we do not now
enter. It carries its own confirmation or refutation according to the per-

sonal preference of the student. The usual inquiry into the character of

Terms occupies some of the earlier sections of the book ; and thereafter

ensues a lengthy treatment of the Proposition and the Relations of Prop-

ositions. That the volume should be so largely devoted to the latter con-

siderations is in keeping with the author's initial definition of Logic as

"the science of the Import and Relations of Propositions;" or, more
briefly, " the science of Propositions." In some respects the distinction

made by Mr. Jones between Independent and Dependent Categorical

Propositions, with his view of the Import of Categoricals, marks the

independence of his thinking. In his larger purposes his aim has been
the denial of a chasm between "Formal" and "Material" Logic, and
the "unification and generalization of Logic." His volume goes forth

as its own interpreter, and is surely a dignified addition to the literature,

already extensive, which reckons among its apostles such great names as

Aristotle, Kant, and Hamilton.

The Land and the Community. By the Rev. S. "W. Thackeray, M.A., LL.D.,
Trinity College, Cambridge. 12mo, pp. 223. Now York: D. Applcton & Co.
Price, cloth, $1.

Among the prominent questions of discussion by the political economists
of the day must be reckoned the subject of land ownership. Of the two
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general theories of sucb proprietorship, the first is represented by those

Tvho contend for exclusive ownership in land, as well as iu that which it

produces. The second theory, M-hich has come into large proniinence

within the past decade, is an argument for the common riglits of man in

land, and that its value should form the fund from which public expenses

may properly be met. The present book, constituting the thesis of the

Rev. Mr. Thackeray when applying to the University of Cambridge for

the degree of Doctor of Laws, is an argument for the latter theory. The

history of the English land tenure, as grouped by the author into the

pro-feudal, feudal, and post-feudal periods, is pertinent and instructive.

His argument for compensation, in the case of the resumption of land

by the community, is, however, the reasoning of Henry George and his

disciples. This exponent of political economy in fact writes the preface

of the book, and claims its essential agreement with his Progreis and

Poverty. Such teachers are unsafe instructors. The world will sit long

at the feet of these theorists before it will accept their teaching regarding

land proprietorship.

Studies iu Literature and StyU. By Theodore W. Huxt, Ph.D.. Professor of
English Philolopry and Discourse in the Colleg-e of New Jersey ; Editor of Cted-

mon's Exod-ijs arid Daniel, author of Principles of Written IJiscourse, etc. 12mo,

pp. 303. New York: A. C. Armstrong & Son. Price, cloth, $1.

The study of authorship, according to Professor Hunt, is fraught with

various benefits. Among these are literary pleasure, since such inves-

tigations, according to the saying of Bacon, serve "for delight;" literary

knowledge, in the fact that personal researches afford what ]Mr. Arnold

has termed " the criticism of life; " literary culture, though the word be

hard of definition; and, finally, a discipline which makes for the "edu-

cation and enlargement of mental power." With such a representation of

the value of literary study we have only the disposition to agree. All the

benefits specified, and perhaps more, follow from the faithful reading of

standard authorities, while such an honest study is altogether indispensa-

ble for those beginners who cherish the literary instinct and would enter

the field of letters. Variance in styles is a further fact encountered at

the outset of all literary investigation. Every scholar has his individual

method of spoken and written composition. It has been strikingly

remarked that "styles differ as much as human countenances, so that

though millions may exist at once, no tv/o are precisely alike." Nor is

the mere approjmateness of the style employed, in any species of literary

composition, the sole reason for its use. Swift told but half a trutli in

his definition of a good style as "proper words in })roper places."

Behind this men have their adaptation to dillcrent places. Thackeray

could never have written tlic Odyssey, Fronde the plays of Shakes-

peare, or Emerson the Pilgriin's Progress. Back of men's differences of

style, in other words, Professor Hunt finds "intellectual, ethical, and per-

sonal elements as embodied in the writer," and giving shai)c to his writ-

ten words. The existence of such diverse elements and their influence

upon individual style is recognized by the professor in his present study
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of literature. Ilis ample definition of the distinguishing characteristics of

the Intellectual. Literary, Impassioned, Popular, Critical, Poetic, Satir-

ical, and Humorous styles, togetlier with illustrations of their use; and

his somewhat thorough notice of the English style of Matthew Arnold

and Emerson, proceed upon this assumption. In such passing words may
the scope of this deserving volume be noticed. Both its logical arrange-

ment and its employment of illustration make it adapted for general

reading, as well as for the instructor's use. Its sturdy protest against the

literary servility of the day and its plea for independence of judgment

make it particularly well-timed and useful.

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AXD TOPOGRAPHY.

Longmans'' School Geography for Xorth America. By George G. Chisholm, A.M.,

B. Sc, Fellow of the Ro.val Geographical and Statistical Societies, and C. H.
Leete, B.a.,. Fellow of the American Geogrnphical Society. Large ]2rao,

pp.384:, with 70 illustrations. New York: Longmans, Green & Co. Price,

cloth, $1 25.

Geographical literature is yet in its transition. The metamorphosis of

territories into states, the opening up of interior Africa by successive ex-

plorers, and the frequent change of boundaries among the European

powers, may be mentioned as among the causes which often necessitate

new text-books in this department of practical study. A larger reason,

however, prompts the present issue—a distrust of the ordinary method of

geographical study and a conviction that a more rational system of inves-

tigation is possible. The volume is therefore a book of innovations. A
consideration of its claims necessarily involves the scrutiny of details.

Some of its peculiarities are best learned from its "Prospectus." Thus

all countries and regions are not treated "upon a uniform plan or accord-

ing to a rigid outline," but those features most characteristic and dis-

tinctive are rather considered; emphasis is laid upon the relation of cause

to effect, particularly in paragraplis on towns, as explaining their location

in any particular place; climatic conditions and ditlcrences are carefully

discussed; in the study of the United States a separate description of

each State and Territory is purposely omitted, because of the similarity

of detail and consequent tendency to tcdiousness; statistical tables are

inserted as furnishing materials for further social a7id industrial study;

the countries of the Eastern continents, heretofore neglected in American

geographies, as it is claimed, have now l)een adequately treated; and

maps have been intentionally omitted to reduce the size of the volume

and Lave been placed in an atlas by themselves. Such claims as these,

on the part of the joint authors, indicate a novel conception of the struct-

ure of geographical science and mark a radical departure from the present

system of instruction. The proposed method may be more truly scientitic.

One, however, misses the familiar look of his childhood text-books; is

repelled by the topical as a substitute for the topographical arrangement;

has the suspicion that the w-ork is too abstruse for younger scholars; and
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recognizes the meager treatment of certain States or sections. Illustra-

tions of -nhicii latter defect are found in the inadequate allusion to the
great American railway system; and the omission to mention the eight
millions' annual yield of iron-ore in ilichigan, out of which largely comes
our immense steel industry, exceeding that of England. Though this

geographical text-book is said to have been adopted for school use in

New York, it illustrates a new departure in common-school instruction

which has not yet passed the experimental period.
I

Dr. Mulderiberg. By William "Wilberforce Xewtox, D.D. 12mo, pp. 272.
Boston and Xew York: Houghton, Mifflin, & Co. Price, cloth, %\ 25.

Our first impression of this book is that the author has made the most of

his subject. Confessing that Dr. Muhlenberg in his life-time was gen-
erally regarded as a "dreamer" and as "illogical," Dr. Newton now dis-

covers him to have been a great prophet and a mighty leader, who pos-

sessed the sense of vision, the discerning of spirits, and the ability to

make a movement march. It is this discovery that interests us ; it is this

that must challenge a diflerence of opinion among the Churchmen in

whose time he lived. We are not questioning the fact, but merely au-
nouncing it. We do, however, express surprise that in ten years after

his death a sympathetic friend should find tliat he had spoken words his

generation did not comprehend, and that he had really made an epocli

•without the Church knowing it. To sustain his belief, the author, after

the usual biographical preliminaries, traces his career in his relations to

the Protestant Episcopal Cluirch, showing his originating hand in sevcnil

special movements, and crediting him with a foresight and a liberalism

that made him stronger than any party in the Church. In this represen-

tation we see the broad man, and at once are drawn to him. He was
broad enough to accept the sacramental symbolism of Germany, which is

not exactly the teaching of his Church ; he was broad enough to favor an

inter-ecclesiastical congress, in the hope that it might open the way to an

organic union of the Protestant sects. For his devotion to the doctrine

of Christian unity the author is admirable in his praises, and points to

the fact as the key to a large nature, and as the basis of the claim that

Dr. [Muhlenberg was a great leader and prophet. To this representation

we do not except. In fact, we have desired to see some signs of growth
in the direction of a true liberalism on ecclesiastical questions; and if Dr.

Muhlenberg endeavored to crush the narrowness and exclusiveness of his

Church, which has done more than any other to prevent the unity that

ought to exist in Protestantism, he deserves recognition. However, if

a liberal advocacy of Christian unity constitute the great man, there arc

many great men in other Churches, because they have espoused the s:unc

cause and supported it as energetically, and with their own Churches be-

hind them in their work. As to the mere facts of the book, wc would
not impeach their accuracy; as to its current of thought on institutional-

ism, wc would not turn it aside; as to the great services Dr. IMuhlcuU-rg

rendered his Church in behalf of a broader "platform of ideas, we cer-
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tainly acknowledge them vrith tokens of sympathy; but that all these

together furnish an argument for the claim that he was a special provi-

dential leader of mighty movements, some of the readers of the book
•will be inclined to doubt. In respect to the author, he has done his

work well. He has biographical tact. His style is forceful and winning,

and the under-tone of self-assertion, begotten by that high-churchisra

that is peculiar to the Christian organization he represents, is sufficiently

transparent to remind the reader of its birth and meaning. The book
is not unworthy of its place in the series of "American Religious Lead-
ers, " published by the well-known house of Houghton, Jlifilin, & Co.

Collier's Great Events of History. From the Beginning of the Christian Era to the
Nineteenth Century. Revised and Enlarged Kdition. ]2mo, pp. 413. London
and New York: T. Nelson & Sons.- Price, cloth, $1 25.

History is endless, but nineteen centuries of events pass quickly before

the mind's eye in this volume. The author's aim is the exhibition of the

colossal movements of civilization from the beginning of the Christian era

to the present time. He di\-idcs the entire time into eight periods, with
distinct peculiarities and distinct movements, describing them briefly, and,

to a thinker on the run, satisfactorily. Kingdoms rise and fall in rapid
succession; rulers are born and pass away; wars appear and disappear;

and still the mighty stream of life flows on, broader, deeper, more vigorous
with each succeeding age. Designed for a text-book in the schools, the
hurried man would do well to read such a work once a year, and lay up
its facts for constant use. This is its great commendation, that, suited

to the juvenile mind, the scholar may find in it an instructive source of

knowledge and a manual of facts reliably and briefly given.

Winters in Algeria. "Written and Illustrated bv Frederick: Arthur Bridgjian.
8vo, pp. 262. New York: Harper k Brothers. Price, cloth, $2 50.

It is not extravagant to say that the race is very much indebted to the
traveler for information concerning countries, peoples, climates, and the
general configuration of the globe. He may not be as important as the
scientist; but whether navigator on the high seas, explorer in the depchs
of an unknown continent, or a miscellaneous sight-seer in the great cities,

he renders a service in the final dissemination of the results of Iiis observa-
tion that gives him rank as a useful citizen, and often entitles him to a medal
of honor. It not infrequently happens, too, that a traveler becomes a dis-

coverer, and attains a distinction which the ordinary scientist might well
covet, but which is beyond his power of achievement. The author of this

handsome volume would not claim to be a famous traveler, nor would he
be content to be considered a mere tourist. AVhile he is neither, he so
combines the work of the two as to furnish a most enjoyable and profit-

able summary of his experiences in a country almost incognito to Ameri-
cans. He remained lou^^ enough in Algiers to note its public customs,
and the costumes of the people; to study the streets, mosques, and law
courts; to take and describe the renowned Turkish bath; to sav some
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pretty things about the children ; to give an account of marriage ceremo-

nies, and to narrate various excursions into the desert and to other cities;

mingling with it all a spirit of cheerfulness, and entertaining the reader

by a simple and charming style of expression. In order to succeed as a

writer of travels, the traveler must be endowed with the power of observ:i-

tion —a gift which enables him to appreciate nature, to analyze social

phenomena, and detect the underlying principles of tlie peoples' lives;

and also with that special qualification for narration, description, sug-

gestion, and inference, without which a book of travels will be as dull as

the log-book of a ship, and as frigid as the historical schedule of an old-

time writer of the annals of his king. Mr. Bridgman has in happy com-

bination the faculty of seeing things and the power to represent them as

interesting realities, both with the pencil and the pen.

Feterliorough. By TTilliam Stebbing. 12mo, pp. 228. Loudon and New Torl{:

Macmillan & Co. Price, cloth, 60 cents.

This is a most interesting bit of biography, because the subject of it was

au enigma to his contemporaries for sixty years, and has been an enigma

to posterity for one hundred and fifty years. So says the author. Charles

Mordaunt, gifted, in appearance a nobleman, on the battle-field bmve, in

diplomacy successful, was nevertheless the heir of many contradictory

traits of character. These, resulting in a contradictory life, have puzzled

biographers in general and given rise to two opinions respecting him,

which, in their very nature, are impossible of reconciliation. On the one

hand he is rei)reseuted as selfish, vainglorious, a thief and a liar, and a con-

glomerate of bad passions; while on the other, he stands in history as

generous, a general of brilliant invention, a disinterested economist for

the State, and a man possessed of the spirit of knight-errantry. The

author does not attempt to harmonize these contradictions, but he states

them, and then traces the career of the man in war, diplomacy, and peace,

closing with a faint limning of his last days, which, with their seriousness,

did not illuminate the great questions raised by his erratic life. The

volume is a worthy companion of those that constitute the scries on

" English Men of Action."

A Hist'/ry of the Kar^sas Crusade. Its Friends and Its Foes. By Eli Th.vyer.

Introduction by Rev. Edward Everett Hale, D.D. 12mo, pp. 294. New i'ork:

Harper & Brothers. Price, cloth, $1 50.

The story of the introduction of Kansas as a free State into the Union

will never lose its awakening power upon the hearts of a patriotic peo-

ple. The wonder is that its telling has been so long delayed ; but here

we have it, with the pro-slavery opposition to the progress of freedom,

and the heroic devotion of men true to the instincts and traditions of tiic

republic, detailed with minute circumstantiality and in a manner that re-

vives the purest love of country and the strongest hate of wrong.

Whether or no the Kansas struggle was the pivot on which the nation

turned to a nobler development, certain it is that its rescue from tlic

dominancy of slavery was a notification to all the parties concerned th:tt
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hcuceforth a conflict between the opposing forces might be expected.

It was this anticipation of conflict that led to preparation for it, devel-

oping an anti-slavery sentiment even bordering on abolitionism in the

North, and a sectional pro-slaveryism in the South ever veering toward

secession, and finally precipitated the nation into the throes of civil war.

With the repeal of the Missouri Compromise came the purpose on both

sides to test the right of slavery in the new Territories of the West.

Kansas was the theater of the struggle, and as it enlarged the nation

was drawn into it. Political parties, churches, unionists and disunion-

ists, the press, the people—all were interested in the issue, for it was of a

determinative and an epoch-making character. Kansas was saved to free-

dom and pro-slavery writhes over its defeat. The author is specific in

statement, historic in style, and uses verified documents in proof of his

positions. As a contribution to our common national liistory it is worth

preserving, and will be quoted in years to come as an accurate account of

the great struggle for freedom in a defenseless territory, menaced by the

strong arm of the pro-slavery element of the country.

Poriraits of Friends. Bv JoHK CxirPBELL Soairp, Author of Culture and Religion.

Witli a sketch of Principal Shairp bv William Youn-g Sellars, and an etched

Portrait. 12mo, pn. 212. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co. Price, cloth,

$1 25.

The title of this work is slightly ambiguous, but the excellence of the

contents cannot be disputed. Professor Shairp, a Scottish scholar,

himself the subject of a critical biographical notice in these pages from

the pen of a friend, wrote some very frank and judicious papers on

certain prominent leaders and thinkers in Scotland, which have been col-

lected since his death into the book here announced. Among them we

observe the names of Thomas Erskine, Xorman Macleod, John Mackintosh

of Geddes, and Arthur Hugh Clough. In the attempt to represent his

friends the author is not specially analytical, nor does he descend to such

details as would give the reader an inner view of their characteristics;

but, aiming at recording his total impression of their lives as he came in

contact with them, he produced a scries of very readable papers. For a

larger view of his subjects, one must consult their biographies; but for a

genial, companionable volume, suggestive of the riches of character in

men who turned events on their hinges, and were courageous leaders of

public opinion, this is to be commended. It is the vestibule to the temple

of the lives of a few men who touched their age with their spirit of conse-

cration, and contributed something to the sum of human achievements.

Coptnin Cook. By Walter Besaxt. 12mo, pp. 191. London: Macmillan & Co.

Price, cloth, 60 ceuts.

By the eminence to which he attained James Cook reflected honor on the

Kriglish village tV.at gave him birth; and by the services he rendered to

civilization as a navigator and discoverer, he showed the possibilities of

genius and the advantages of leadership in the progressive movements of

the nations, llis youthful life was more remarkable for its vicissitudes
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than its opportunities, but lie early developed a preference for the sc:

and ran away to give it expression. Mr. Besant traces his career i

consecutive order and a well-conceived style, entertaining and instructin

the reader with facts that charm even more than the unrealities of fictioi

If Captain Cook was hot-tempered and impatient, he was also single

minded and self-reliant; if he was fearless and egotistic, he was als

loyal to the best ideas and never murmured at the inevitable. The result

of his voyages are recounted with the usual skill of his biographer, an

make up a story as interesting as it is truthful. He discovered the Sociot

Islands, the Sandwich Islands, divided New Zealand into two island;

and explored the coast of New Caledonia; besides which he ran along th

North American coast for thirty-five hundred miles, describing what h

saw, and locating the islands in his long voyages. He also made astrc

nomical observations, studied the customs, arts, language, and religion c

the various peoples whom he found, and gave an account of them on hi

return to civilization. The world is indebted to the great navigator a

to but few others of his class ; and it was a happy thought on the par

of the publishers to include him in the series of biographies they ar

now publishing.

Two Years in the French West Indies. By Eafcadio Hearx, Author of CfdU
etc. 12mo, pp. 431. New York: Harper & Brothers. Price, cloth, $2.

The merit of this book is that it takes the reader away from the usui

routes of travel, into countries and among peoples with whom he is nc

supposed to be familiar. Its charm is the peculiar French style in whic

it is written. It is terse, elegant, acute, and altogether lively. Th
author saw, and wrote as he saw. His reflections, too, upon custom;

domestic habits, and civil life are as sensible and original as his obsei

vations are numerous and comprehensive. His descriptions of nature'

beauties are as tender and poetic as his account of the religious condi

• tion of JIartinique is sober and instructive. Creole life is depicted wit

rare skill and humor, and in its never-ending variety. Tlie book is

delightful one, relieving the reader of ennui, and instructing him in

people of whom it is worth while to know something.

mSCELLAXEOUS.
Talcen Alive, and Other Stories. "With an Autobiography. By P]dward P. Roi

Author oi Barriers Burned Away, Without a Home, etc. 12mo, pp. 375. Xc^
York: Dodd, ilead & Co. Price, cloth, $1 50.

Mr. Roe's distinction as an author has puzzled the critics, who have a wa
of determining one's fate before the public has had the opportunity (

pronouncing upon one's merits or achievements. As he continued to in

crease in popularity with the successive issue of new books, they charge'

him with all sorts of literary sins, and deprived him of the recoguitit>:

he deserved. Tlie public, however, did not long agree with the critic-

but bought his books, spoke his name Avith evident ai)prcciation, an.

conferred upon hiui the eulogy he hud earned. We shall not di-cuss th
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question of his literary merits, or -whether the critics or the public were

right, but shall call attention to this book as representative of his genius

and power in narration and invention. The chief story is not wonderful

in conception, nor brilliant in recital, but it casts a spell over the reader,

and is, therefore, successful in its purpose. The other stories are even

less remarkable, and cannot claim special excellence. No one will place

the author on a level with Sir Walter Scott, or the great English novelists,

or with many American writers; but in spite of his commonplace work
he secured high rank and was useful by his writings. His autobiography,

as given in these pages, is very interesting and instructive, because it

reveals his characteristics, the difficulties he had to overcome, and the

triumphs he won at last.

Between Tivie.s. By Walter Learxed. 16rao, pp. 134. New York: Frederick A.
Stokes & Brother. Price, half cloth, $1.

The poetical author here gathers the fugitive poems of his leisure, and
hopes that they will prove as entertaining to his readers in their odd mo-
ments as they have been of service to him while he was writing them.

The poems are not of a high order, nor yet are they purely mechanical in

structure ; but they are pleasant outbursts of a soul calm or emotional,

thoughtful or thoughtless, just as circumstances seemed to suggest. He
Wrote in various meters, on various subjects, and in a style that shows

more mental ease than earnestness and more commonplace idiomatic

thought than the lofty conceptions of genius or the broad scenic view of

outstretching truth. It. is a little book, to be read, as it was written,

"between times."

Summer Holiday?. Traveling Notes in Europe. By Theodore Child. 12rao,

pp. 304. Neu- Tork: Harper & Brothers. Price, cloth, 81 25.

This is neither a connected story of travel nor mere leaflets from a travel-

er's note-book, but rather a collection of essays on cities, such as Constan-

tinople, Munich, Venice, Naples, and Ravenna, and on the country viewed
from rivers, as the Danube, the Seine, and the ]Marne. These essays

were first printed in English and American magazines. The book is one

of commonplaces, but in description artistic, in style dignified, and, on

the whole, an entertaining resume of the results and impressions of an

intelligent sight-seer.

Lucile. By Owex Meredith. Vignette edition. With One Hundred New Illus-

trations by P>ank il. Gregory. IL'nio, pp. 420. New York: Frederick A.
Stokes & Brother. Price, paper cover, $1 50.

Lucile docs not lose its charm. It grows in value on lovers of poetry,

and has given permanent renown to its composer. Not that the poetic

genius of the author ranks him with the master poets of the race, or that

the story he tells is superior either in arrangement or finale ; but that

his conceptions, so pure, so true to nature, so life-like in their represen-

tations, are set forth in agreeable meters and reveal a background of

thought which shows a master mind and a tender and beautiful nature.

The publi.shers present the book in a most attractive style, and the reader,
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assisted by expressive illustrations, is carried along from page to pa"-c

almost forgetful of the burdens of life and the vexations they usually

bring. Still LudU does not introduce us to an idealistic realm, nor
does it awaken the mere fancy, or the dreamy spirit ; its power is in the
delineation of a practical experience of the highest and noblest passion

of the soul. It therefore elevates thought, purifies affection, and refines

our view of life.

By Canoe and Bog-Train Among the Cree and Salteaux Indians. By Egerto:,-
Ryersox YorxG (Missionary). With an Introduction by Mark Guy Pearso.
Svo, pp. 267. XewYork: Hunt & Eaton. Price, cloth, $1 25.

This book is as refreshing as the breezes of the jSTorth Land which it

describes. Without attempt at elaboration, the Rev. 3Ir. Young has culled

some incidents from his far-frontier experience, and the artlessness of his

story is its special charm. As a description of the primitive customs
about Lake Winnipeg, the severity of its winter climate, and the recep-

tivity of the Indian nature, the book is vigorous and enlightening. As
a narrative of extreme sufferings in pioneer work, of quenchless love for

lost souls, and the power of Christianity to work its marvelous transfonna-

tions, it is a voice of encouragement to the Church. The reader is par-

ticularly impressed by the modesty with which 3Ir. Young describes those

sufferings and successes, in which he had so large a share. Altogether

the work is a reminder that the apostles and martyrs live in their heroic

successors, and is an earnest of those greater missionary successes which
are every-where to ensue.

Maggie Bradford's Club. The First of a Series of Sequels to The Bessie Booh.
By JoAXXA H. Mathews, A\ithor of Uncle RutherfmiVs Attic. Illustrated.

12mo, pp. 250. Xew York: Frederick A. Stokes & Brother. Price, cloth, >;!.

Several school-girls resolve to form a club, keep secrets, and do some

things that only frolicsome girls can do. They have a good time, many
experiences, some of sorrow', others of delight. The book is a history of

this club, and is as refreshing as it is novel. It begins a proposed series

of books for girls that doubtless will be worth reading.

Mmt the Chinese Gof An Examination of the Chinese Question. By Mrs. S. L.

Baldwix, Eighteen Years a Missionary in China. 12mo, pamphlet, pp. 70.

Third edition. New York: H. B. Elkiiis. Price, paper, 20 cents.

The Chinese question is peculiar and important, ilrs. Baldwin, fnnn her

long missionary service, writes with a large understanding of the subject.

Her pamphlet is a vigorous arraignment of Congressional action, and an

eloquent appeal to the Christian sentiment of America for justice toward

the Chinese. Her brochure, which now reaches its third edition, shoiiM

effect further enlightenment upon our national responsibilities in the case.

Chatt'trbrx. For 18S9-90. J. Erskin'e Clark, Editor. 1 Yol., Quarto. Litho-

graphed Cover. Pp. 4:12. Boston : Estes & Lauriat. Price, 5;! 2;').

Of juvenile publications this is one of the best, both in contents and

mechanical appearance. The volume before us is as adapted to 1S90 as to

1889; it does not outgrow its value with a single year.
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Art, L—EZRA THE SCRIBE.*

" If the diminishing of tliem be tlie riches of the Gentiles,

how much more tlieir fulhiess ! " The student of Greek Ht-

erature finds in the sixtli century before our era a stir arising

in human thought, and its origin seems beyond tlie Greek

liorizon. Thales of Miletus appears to rise from the earth

to head that long procession in which walk the familiar forms

of Socrates, Platoj and Aristotle. What roused Thales to his

march ? His family liad come from Phenicia to Miletus.

The son, born in this Greek community, early showed a rest-

lessness of restraint within the domain of sense, a longing to

grasp that unseen system of order and energy which material

things overlie and obscure and yet obey. In tliis unrest he

went back to study in the old Phenician home of his fathers.

"What was there in the air of the century and of the region

that moved tlie thoughts of this pioneer in tlie world's philos-

ophy ? The fresh morning of philosophic inquiry follows,, by
an interval none too long for the conveying of influence in

times like those, the captivity of the Jews in Babylon. The-

destruction of tlieir visible worship and material wealth, and
the forcing of their thought back upon the unseen and spirit-

ual, this touched the heathen world, and in the atmospliere

thus affected Thales felt his calling to the work of pliilosophy
;

* This article completes the scries oti Old Testament books. A study of the

six articles published during tho current year will convince our readers of their

value, and aid them in placing the Old Testament on its true historical baaia.

Negative criticism is challenged to overthrow tho positions of tho several wriiera

of the aeries.

—

Editor.
61—FItTU SEEIKS, VOL. VI.
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for the captivity wrenclied the thought of Israel from tlie

material to the spiritual. Tlie temple went down in ruins.

Its altar was broken, its sacrifices taken away. The nation's

leaders perished, and captive trains, over whom Eachel, the

venerable mother of the race, seemed to rise from her grave

to wecj), took their weary march of four months across the

plain to the north-east beyond the Enphrates, "the flood" on

whose left bank their fathers had served idols before Abra-

ham's day. xSothing of Israel's religions fnniisliings went to

Chaldea save the sacred vessels which Belshazzar insnlted on

the night of his doom. The tables of the law were lost, and
the pleasant things of Zion were by the rivers of Babylon only

a memory and a sorrow. But the things that could not be

shaken remained. The things spiritual did not go down with

temple, altar, and tables of stone. There still remained the

adoption, the glory, the covenant. Cliiefly there remained the

Law, the Ten Words that adjust the behavLn- of men to the

harmony of the world, that history of material and ImmaTi

origins which no man as yet disannuUeth or addeth thereto,

and the record of divine justice and mercy through all their

generations. • They had, besides these special dealings of

iifteen hundred years, that sublime revelation of a s])iritual

God of whoni their fathers at Sinai had seen no manner

of similitude, but in whose presence they had trembled and

adored.

"When, now, the first rush of natural grief was over, and

the longing and homesickness began to wear away, Israel

turned for strength and comfort to these invisible tilings of

their iidieritance. The presence and power of a spiritual Go<l

came to be a reality more truly felt and confessed than even

amid the thunders of Sinai or under the cloud and fire of the

wilderness. Idolatry, to which they for ages had been so sadly

prone, lost for them all its fascinations. It may be tliat tlie

idol-worship among the fierce Chaldeans M-as specially revolt-

ing ; it is certain that their recoil from idolatry was so com-

plete that in later ages not even the charms of the G.rccian

ritual could seduce an Israelite. Polytheism they renounceti.

and henceforth the one God, so clearly proclaimed in tlu ir

c^ced, so often ignored in their practice, becomes their God

forever.
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A sense of personal responsibility within the times and con-

ditions to each, divinely aj)pointed now grew in the Jewish

consciousness. Ezekiel had expressed the divine order of the

world as of wheels within wheels, and some with even a back^

ward movement, an order whose ordained process none can

reverse or withstand. Yet the same great prophet of the ca]>

tivity had urged the freedom and responsibility of the individ-

ual conscience. " The soul that sinneth. that one shall die
;

the soul that doeth righteously, that one shall live," This

sense of personality stands plainly forth in Daniel, in Esther,

in Susanna, Another religious development during the cap-

tivity is the usage of prayer. Xot that praydr was a new
thing, but that it now takes the place of ritual ceremony.

" Let my prayer come up as sweet incense before thee, the

lifting up of my hands as the evening sacrifice." Kow first

we hear of kneeling in prayer, of assemblies for prayer, and

of turning in prayer toward Jerusalem. All these spiritual

tendencies illustrate that man Hves not by material things

alone, but much more by the words that proceed out of the

mouth of God.

The flow of years now brings the end of ancient history, and

a new order of ages begins. Classical history is dawning, and

the"giant forms of old nations retire and vanish. "With the

rise of Cyrus and the fall of Babylon we are on the margin of

a new dispensation for mankind. The East is coming into con-

tact with the West, and IsiT-il is about entering the stream of

the world's affairs, never to be lost and never to emerge. At
this epoch of the fall of Babylon, the mightiest and most sig-

nificant of the old empires, when all that is proud and strong

of things material is shattered, let us note what is the one abid-

ing clement in all this crush and change. "The grass withcr-

etli, the flower fadeth, but the word of our God shall stand for-

ever." To this word the Jewish mind now turned with ardor

and devotion. This rising above material fixtures and ordinances

into the realm of intellect and spirit marks the moral history of

Israel as modified by the captivity, and becomes the spirit of the

age innnediately following. In all times the man most efi[ectivc

and conspicuous is he who most perfectly embodies the temper

and aspiration of his age. lie becomes the leader of his contem^

poraries, "receiving from them in mist what he gives back to
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tliem in rain." The leader of Israel's new life, the shaper of

its new career, which was to continue to tlie Messiah's comin"-,

was Ezra, the scribe. lie does not appear upon the scene nntil

seventy-seven jears after the return. Of his personal history

little is known, for the life of a man of letters is usually devoid

of incident and adventnre. He was of priestly pedigree, Ilil-

kiah, high-priest under Josiah, king of Judah, being his great-

grandfather. AVe find him at Babylon nndcr that Artaxerxos

whose hands reached below his knees, a theme of merry gossip

with the barbers of Athens. "With this Longimanns Ezra was
in favor, as was Xehemiah in Shushan, the southern capital.

In this king's seventh year he gave Ezra leave to go to Jerusa-

lem in style worthy of a royal favorite, adding gifts of his own
to the offerings of his Jewish subjects for the benefit of tlie

temple. He exempted from taxation all those employed in the

temple-service, and gave Ezra leave to draw for other funds

upon satraps of neighboring provinces. Ezra himself went

down as satrap, having power of life and death, of appointment

and removal of all magistrates. Of all these powei-s and re-

sources he intended one use only—the recovering of the Jews

to the Mosaic ordinances.

With him went seventeen hundred and fifty men like Crom-
well's Ironsides, versed in the law, and set to its observance,

though there started with him " not one of the sons of Levi
;"

such was their comfortable preoccupation in their foreign

liomes or the dread of the journey and the task thereafter.

Some, however, joined Ezra " at the river that runneth to

Ahava."

The king's frank and generous course called fortli Ezra's lofty

gratitude " to the Lord God of our fathers, who hath put such

a thing as this in the king's heart;" yet he declined the

king's escort, for he had told tlie king that "the hand of God
was upon me," and "I was ashamed to ask for soldiers and

spearmen."

That Hand brought them in twelve days to the northward

bend of the Euphrates, and in August Ezra was in Jerusalem.

A festal gathering, with copious sacrifices, attended the delivcrv

of the temple-gifts, and Ezra was owned and installed as chief

magistrate. Tiien for four months he could stud}' the ways of

•the people, and " the chiefs" could study the copies of the Law
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wliicli he had brought from Babyhm. The consciences of him-

self and of all were di-awn to one enactment, and were intense-

ly exercised upon it. Moses had forbidden intermarriage with

the lieathen, yet kings had disregarded the proliibition, and it

seemed now obsolete. Israel was now weak; perhaps inter-

marriage with the fierce tribes around meant not their assim-

ilation to the Jews, but backsliding and ruin for Israel. So'

Ezra, in December, comes to see it. Spiritual agonies follow his

deep convictions. Rending his garments, he sinks to the ground

amid a group that well understood his emotions. As, the crowd

came at sunset to the evening sacrifice he rose to liis knees and

in their hearing prayed until all wept and prayed with him,

and by the lips of Shccaniah assured him of their obedience to

any and every order he might give.

Then for three days, without bread or water, he lay in a

temple-chamber, waiting for power from on high to enforce a

measure so severe as the severing of these unlawful marriages,

llow hard for us to see why the Jewish welfare was so endan-

gered by these marriages! Far broader is Paul's counsel, "Let

not tlie M'ife depart from the husband : . . . for the unbelieving

husband is sanctitied by the wife; else were your children un-

clean, but now are they holy." After three days the people re-

assembled. Harsh as was " the great rain," they trembled more

under the words of the stern reformer, and felt their peril of

becoming like the Amorite, whom the Lord cast out of the land

he was dehUng. " As thou hast said, so must we do," all humbly

said. They made good their word, resolved that at whatever cost

of havoc and anguish " the fierce wrath of our God in this matter

be turned away from us." For the thirteen next following years

Ezra is lost from the record. He then returns with Xehemiah,

not as reformer, but as teacher and comforter, j^ehemiah,

layman and warrior, young and flushed with zeal, resources,

atid authority, was bent on restoring not the walls only, but

the morality that secures private safety and public order. By
his side stands Ezra, in vivid contrast save in zeal and lofty

purpose. lie is now of venerable age. His years have

been spent among the sacred books; his tastes are literary

and theological. He has not the zeal that fires young Xehe-

miah's heart, but he knows Jewish character and history, and

he is convinced that the revival of the nation must rest upon
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a revival of the knowledge and observance of the statutes of

the Lord.

His last public occasion came. It was at the feast of taber-

nacles, B. C. 445. At early dawn, tlie exercise beginninoj at

sunrise, the people came to tlie "street" before the Watergate,

as the Atlienians to the great theater of Dionysius. Something
loftier than a drama of ^^schylus was given in their, hearing

;

it was " the Book of the Law of Moses, wliich the Lord had
commanded unto Israel," and " the ears of all the people " were
attentive, so new to them seemed the sacred utterances. Ezi-a,

from a high platform, forerunner of our modern pulpit, un-

rolled the volume, and the people, bowed in Eastern fashion,

rose up to do it reverence. As thej stood, Ezra, with lifted

hands, blessed " the Lord, the great God," and with like gesture

the people said, "Amen! xVmen ! " and bowed in woi-ship.

After this prelude, so like our initial of divine worship, Ezra

read and explained the word, relieved at times by the prayers

of the Levites M'ho stood with him on the platform. At noon

the heat brought these exercises to a close. The people,

abashed and broken as the Law showed them the divine will

which they and their fathers had disregarded, wept loud and

passionately, but Kehcmiah changed their mourning into glad-

ness. "Mouni not; for the joy of the Lord is your strength."

Then they " made great mirth because they had understood the

words of the Law." " The entrance of thy word giveth light,"

the psalmist had written; and in this dayspring from on high

the people had good reason to rejoice. A few days later was

held anot*lier gathering for a serious purpose. Half the day

was given to a rehearing oi the law, to confession, praise, and

prayer. Then, with a preamble fully setting forth the sins of

the nation and the tender mercies of Jehovah, they write ; and

their leaders sign and seal, a sure covenant of obedience. Ezra

seems to sign his ancestral name of Azariah.

Once more he appears, and in personal association with Nc-

hemiah. Each headed a triumphal company at the dedication

of the wall, when "the singers sang loud," and "the joy of

Jerusalem was lieard afar off."

The rest of the great scribe's story remains untold, so sternly

does sacred writ ignore biography and prune the record of it3

greatest personages. Josephus would have him die "an old
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man and nm<2:riificentlj buried at Jerusalem/' Benjamin of

Tudela sa\r in 1170 at a village on the lower Tigris " tlie

sepulclier of Ezra, the priest and scribe, where he died on his

journey from Jerusalem to Artaxerxes." Layard, in our day,

seems to liave found near the junction of the Tigris and

Euphrates a tomb of Ezra, in style worthy of his fame. "Wher-

ever the scribe's dust may be, his record is on high.

The outlines of Ezra's work are vague and uncertain. This

arises partly from the silence of the sacred books concerning

their own authorship. Holy men of old spake as they were

moved by the Holy Ghost, but they M'ere rarely moved to give

author, place, or date of the book indited. Who is sure of the

date and author of Ecclesiastes ? AVho knows the writer of

Hebrews ?

Again, it is easy to assign to an eminent man much that ap-

pears in his day or soon after it which agrees with liis known
acts and tempers, but which M'ould, from the need and temper

of the age, have come without him. Thus Ezra is credited with

establishing the synagogues. The true germ of the synagogue

is found in Samuel's schools of the prophets. In the captivity

the gatherings of the devout became more systematic, and

Ezekiel assures them that the divine Presence will be to

them" "as a little sanctuary in the countries where they shall

come." Soon buildings rise, and every village has its syna-

gogue. Simple in its service, attracting the mind and heart

rather than the eye, needing no priest, setting forth the

prophets of hope as M'ell as the law of obedience, the syna-

gogue strengthened the faitli and consolation of Israel, and

quietly prepared believers for the disappearance of the temple

and the rise of Christian worship. Yet, while the synagogue

takes its definite form, and proceeds with its good work in (or

soon after) Ezra's time, assigning to him its origin transcends

historic probability.

The Great Synagogue is a fiction of later Jewish writers,

devised to express the sum of eminent men who after the cap-

tivity for two centuries upheld tlie law and aided the piety of

the nation. Of tliese Ezra was counted first, ranking as presi-

dent, though Daniel and ]\Ialachi are among its hundred and

twenty members. Its task was chiefly to guard the form
and meaning of the sacred texts, and Ezra, '' the scribe,"
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miglit fitly be its head. Its last member, Simon the Just,

said, " Set a hedge about tlie law !
" So did the later scribes

do and overdo, but their task was noble, and Ezra was truly a

Bcribe instructed unto the kingdom of heaven. The Sanhedrin
was reckoned the successor of this unreal Great Synagogue,
and then followed the Masoreh, to whose useful labors we to-day

owe our.confidence in the Hebrew language.

' Of the book that bears Ezra's name he could have Avritten

but little. Its first chapter, giving the first year of Cyrus, at

least the chief event thereof, fits between Dan. ix and x, and
is plainly in Daniel's style. Ezra ii, with Ezra iii, 1, coincides

with Xeh. vii. Ezra iii, 2, to Ezra vii, is by some eye-witness

to the building of the second temple, and its style and language
suggest Ilaggai, M'ho acted with Zerubbabel, and would prob-

ably record the events in which he took part. Ezra iv, 16-23,

with the last four chapters, are clearly by Ezra's hand. The
books of Ciironicles, with Ezra and j^ehemiah, form a definite

historic plan. After the captivity there was felt a difiiculty in

defining and sustaining the national continuity. This rested

socially on the genealogical assignment of the lands of Pales-

tine, and religiously on tlie performance of the temple-service

by the priests and Lcvites in the order of their courses, and their

support by tithes and offerings. One thus finds in Chronicles

tables of genealogy prepared, the priestly orders given, and

special notice taken of the care given to public worship by the

best kings, by David, Josiah, and Ilezekiah. The tradition

that assigns to Ezra the compiling and editing of Chronicles is

well sustained.

Ezra's best work is in the Psalms. The Law was his life-long

study, and its sweet influences enlightened his intellect, cheered

his heart, and guided his behavior. He could from his own
experience frame the majestic preface that sets forth the

" blessed " of harmony with the law and tlie " not so " of

variance from it. How "a tree planted by the rivers of

ivatcr" tells of an irrigated land; of r>ubylonia, not of Pales-

tine! His hundred and nineteenth psahn, the utterance of

an overfull heart, shows every condition of mortal life upheld

and cheered by what the lips divine have spoken. In this, so

^tamped with his mind and attributable to him alone, the word is

the Btreatn that makes glad the city of God and sheds freshness
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I

I
and bcautj upon earth. The psalm sets forth tlie many-sided

I'
experiences of a changeful life, it.s aspirations, its struggles, of

I
its sufEerhigs ; the life of one who as Jewish priest and Persian

I
judge, as scholar and as reformer, finds cvery-whcre mercy

I
and truth in the divine dealings with mankind, and who ut-

\
ters his soul through full Pindaric lips wet with the dew of

% inspiration.

I The, criticism which directly interrogates the production

itself finds little fault with what tradition ascribes to Ezra.

Ilis language is what should be used by one versed in the

Hebrew of Moses, but in contact with the ruder Chaldee of

Mesopotamia. His work is what his time demanded, and some

one certainly performed ; and if tradition exaggerates it has a

reasonable basis. The great scribe, the first of that industrious

profession who, five hundred years later, were so proud and so

poor as to instruction unto the kingdom of heaven, is the first

of a far longer line of laborers in the word. His platform, from

which he read the Law and gave the sense, has become our pul-

pit. The exposition, illustration, and enforcement of Scripture

—

the unfolding of the divine system of justice and mercy for men
—was Ezra's task on that far September morning. The same

task, aided by the fuller revelations of the Gospel, is laid upon

the preacher of to-day, and his hearers are not the sunbright

throngs below the temple yard, but .are every kindred and

nation and tongue and people.

cfi, ^. tOl<
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Art. II.—recent EXPLORATIONS IN EGYPT.

Egypt is doubtless the most magnificent archaeological hunting-

ground in the world. In no other land is tlie chase so fascinat-

ing and so exciting; from no other land does the hunter return

with so varied and so rich spoils. Sometimes, indeed, he is dis-

appointed, even after many days and nights of laborious search
;

more frequently he is treated with glad surprises which serve

to rouse his enthusiasm and fire his heart.

The museums of the world liave been enriched from the

spoils of old Egypt. Fields already again and again swept of

tlieir treasures upon more thorough exploration have yielded

further and richer harvests. New sites have been brought to

light in the midst of the desert sands and the Nile mud. From
the time of the French expedition under Napoleon Bonaparte

to the present, Egypt has been despoiled of antiquities which

are the only representations of the departed glory of her ancient

liistory ; and yet the supply seems to be exhaustless. The pick

and the spade are ever active, and ever astonish the world by

their brilliant discoveries. Especially during the last decade

the explorer has been abundantly rewarded.

The sojourn of Abraham in Egypt, the oflicial work of Jo-

seph, the long and bitter bondage of the Israelites, and the con-

nection of Egypt with Palestine and the East, both preceding

and subsequent to the conquest of Canaan—these endow the

land of the Nile with a peculiar and perennial interest for the

Bible student. The ten plagues of Egypt cannot be explained

in the fullness of their import without the aid of the Egyptian

gods. The route of the exodus can be studied only in the light

of recent discoveries. Certain passages from the prophets can

be understood only when read by the rocky tombs and temples

of Egypt.

Three wonders meet us as we enter the portals of this subject.

AVe wonder that so many antiquities have been rescued ;
we are

astonished that so many have been ruthlessly destroyed ;
and

we are amazed that so many remain to reward the zeal of future

explorers. A mere list of imj^ortant objects recently discov-

ered would extend this article far beyond our limits. There

are sites of cities, walls, plans of temples and palaces, ])rivale
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residences, contents of pyramids, cemeteries and roclc-tombs,

mummies of sacred animals and of royal and other personages,

decorative designs, types of architecture, sphinxes, obelisks,

statues, portraits, ntensils for the toilet and the kitcheni pottery,

idols, scarabsei, inscriptions, priceless papyri, ornaments, textile

fabrics, weights, coins, and osirids.

We may look into the very eyes of the Pharaoh who " knew
not Joseph," walk through his favorite temples, enter sepul-

chers of royalty, bury ourselves within mighty pyramids, and

tread the very soil once pressed by the feet of the enslaved

Israelites.

Complicated, vexed, and unanswered chronological ques-

tions are approaching solution under the light of recent discov-

eries. The history of the dynasties of the middle kingdom is

slowly assuming form and proportions. The names of new
kings are brought to our attention, and we are able to fix their

places in the lists. Xew chapters are added to liistory, and

much has been learned concerning the old Egyptian religion.

We must pass over much of this, and confine ourselves in this

ai-ticle to a study of a few of the prominent sites wliich have

been opened by the explorer, and the tribute they have yielded.

I. PiTHOM.

The Sweet-water Canal runs from Cairo to Suez through the

Wady Tumilat. On the south side of this canal, and about

twelve miles a little south of west from Ismailia, is situated

Tell el JIaskhziiah, " the mound of the statue," so called from a

monolithic group representing Rameses II. seated between the

two solar gods Ra and Turn. Le Pere, at the end of the last

century, described the group as follows

:

It consists of a monolith of granite cut in the form of an arm-
chair, on which are seated three Egyptian figures, apparently
belonging to the priestly order, as one may judge from their cos-

tume and the caps they wear. The monument is still standing
upright, and the figures are turned toward the east. They were
huried up to the Avaist; but, liavitig dug down to tlu) feet, we have
been able to see tlie whole of them and to measure them. The
back of the arm-chair is entirely covered with liierogly]»lues, which
liave the appearance of a regular and complete picture.

"While workmen were digging in the garden another group

of the same size was discovered, and M. Papenot, to whom the
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villa belonged, concluding that these monuments flanked an

avenue which pa^^sed between theiu, instituted further excava-

tions, and was rewarded by the discovery of two sphinxes in

black granite, which al&o flanked the avenue or dromos on

either side. Still farther on M'as discovered a shrine or naos in

red sandstone, with a recumbent sphinx rising from its floor,

and a large stile in red granite, lying flat, which had been used

as the foundation of a Roman wall. These discoveries seemed

to lend conflrmation to the theory of M. Lepsius, that this was

the site of Kaamses. M. Maspero came to the same conclusion,

and this has met with general acquiescence.

The work of the first year of explorations conducted by

"The Egyptian Exploration Fund," in 1883, was signalized by

Naville's brilliant identification of Tell el Maskhutah with the

store-city of Pithora.

The monuments to which we have referred had been dedi-

cated to the god Turn, of which another form is HaiTnachis.

He is represented on both sides of the tablet, once as Tnm,
with a human head crowned with the double diadem of Egypt,

and once as Ilarmachis, Mith a hawk's head surmounted by a

solar disk. The sphinx is another emblem of Ilarmachis, and

finds its mightiest representative near the great pyramid.

Rameses II. is always called the friend of Turn and Ilarniachi!?.

By the study of these monuments M. Naville reached the con-

clusion that the city was Pi Turn, '*the abode of Tum," Turn

being the patron deity.

Later investigations and excavations have brought to light

other monuments in confirmation of this identification. A
fragment of the naos contains the cartouche of Rameses 11. and

the name of the region in which Pi Tum is situated. The

hieroglyphic name Pi Tum occurs on the statue of the lieuten-

ant of Osorkon II., who is called " the good recorder of Pithom."'

It is mentioned three times in the texts of the statue and twice

in the great tablet of Ptolemy Philadelphos—the largest and

most important monument discovered in this sacred and vener-

able city. The Hebrew Pithom, the Egyptian Pi Tum, tlie

Septuagint Peitho or Pithom, and the Patonmos of Herodotus

are clearly identical.

Now Pi Tum was the capital of the eighth nomc of Lower

.Egypt. It is generally associated in the pa])yri with Thuku or
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Tlmket, the name of a district, and also, at a later date, the

uaiiie of the chief city of the district.

The Papyri Anastasi inform us that Tlmkn -svas situated on

tlie border-land of Aturaa, which was occupied by nomads.

The entrance to Tliuku was guarded by strongliolds, and it con-

tained the city of Pithom, near which were lakes and large

pastures. That this is the Succoth of the Bible was first pointed

out b}- M. Brngsch.

Pithom would be needed by Rameses II. as a basis of sup-

plies during his campaigns in Asia, while at tlie same time it

would guard his own dominions against foreign invasions.

This city, as is frequently the case, had two names. The
temple sacred to Tum gave it its sacred name, Pithom ; the

ordinary or civil name of the city Nvas Snccoth, " The civil city

of Thuku extended all round the sacred buildings of Pithom,

the abode of Turn." The name Thuku occurs twenty-two

times in the inscriptions, while fifteen times the city is called

Pi Tum.
Outside the temple area of Pithom were discovered rectan-

gular structures built of crude bricks joined by thin layers of

mortar, the walls having a thickness of two or three yards, and

the surface being smooth and well polished. These chambers

were entered from above, and had no connection with each

other. They doubtless filled the whole area of the stronghold,

and had been ruthlessly destroyed by the Roman soldiers, who
leveled their camp by hurling into these store-chambers broken

statues and any other material at hand.

The use of mortar between the layers of brick was not the

usual mode of building in Egypt. AIM. Perrot and Chipiez say :

As to crude brick, it does not differ perceptibly from fuse^
(which in Devon I should translate coh), placed one upon another,
after undergoing only an incomplete drying. These bricks, under
the action of pressure [UtJisement) and of atincspheric influences,

fnish by no longer forniing any thing but a homogeneous mass,
where one docs not even distinguish the courses of work.

But the structures of Pithom were built with martor between

the layers of brick. M. Kavillc says :

I may add that sonic of thorn [tlie bricks] are made with straw
or xcithfrar/meiits of reed, of which traces are still to be seen, and
some are of mere Nile mud and loUhout any straio at all. Let us
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now read with awe the account of Exodus: " And the Egyptians

made the children of Israel to serve with rigor: and they made
their lives bitter with liard service, in mortar and in brick. . , . And
the same day Pharaoh commanded the task-masters of the people,

and tlieir othcers, saying, Ye shall no more give the people straw;

let them gather straw for themselves So the people were scat-

tered abroad throughout all the land of Egypt to gather stubble

for straw.*

Kanieses II. was doubtless the founder of Pitbom. There

has been discovered on the monuments no name earlier than

liis own. His many works in tlie Eastern Delta show the high

estimate lie put upon the value of this part of his kingdom.

II. Goshen.

Pliny and Ptolemy, as well as the coins, name the twentieth

nome in the list ofLower Egypt, " the nome of Arabia." Brilgsch

identifies this nome with Sopt or Soptakhem, and it is apparent-

ly counted to xVsia. The name Ileptakom is found on certain

Greek coins. The religious capital of this nome was Pa Sopt.

The name occurs in the inscription of Piankhi and an Assyrian

inscription of Assurbanipal as the residence of one of the

.princes of Lower Egypt. A frequent designation of the

shrine is " the abode of the sycamore." It is also called " the

biding-place," and "the temple of the victorious." This shrine

Xectanebo built and repaired. The present name of Sopt is

Soft el llenneh.

Strabo says that the nome of Arabia is situated between the

Bubastite and Sethroitc nomcs, and that the metropolis of the

Arabian nome is Phacusa ; and furthermore, that from this point

the canal which runs from the Xile to the Ivod Sea branches

off from the river. There is also mention of Phaguse in the

map of Pentinger and the Geo/jrapliy cf Ravenna.

We ajiply ourselves to the study of the name of this place,

Yan der Ilardt had already divided the word into two parts,

Pha and cusa. Pha or Pa would be either the Egyptiisn

article, or would mean "house" or "temple." ChampolHon

has pointed out the cognate Coptic woiid KWC, in which

Brugsch and Ebers agree. The word Kes occurs more than once

on the shrine of !Nectanebo. It is clear, then, that Phacusa <<r

Pha cusa is "Pa Kes"—and here we have incontestably the

Exod. i, 13, U, V, 6, 7, 12.
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origin of tlic famous name Goslien. The Septuagint calls Goshen
" Gcscm of Arabia," or Gesem which is in the nonie of Arabia,

and the Coptic bears testiraonj to the same effect, -while tra-

dition has always located Goshen in this part of the country.

In the Benderah temple list we meet with the god Sopt, of

whom it is said, " he brings thee Kesem of the East." Here it

is a land, as the determination shows, but in the geograj)hical

list of Edfu the determinative proves that there was a city of

the same name. M. Xaville fixes the situation of the city and

land of Goshen, " the countrj' around Saft, within the triangle

formed by the village of Saft, Balbeis, and Tell el Kebir." The
land of Raamscs was a larger territory, so that the Septuagint

is right in placing Pithom in the land of Raamses, but not

in Goshen—Kesem was a definite district of the nome of

Arabia.

The nome of Arabia does not occur in the most ancient ex-

tant lists. In these early times the land of Goshen seems to

have been marsh land, uncultivated and much of it unreclaimed,

and yet furnishing the best of pasturage and inexhaustibly rich

in its possibilities. It could be assigned to the Israelites with-

out despoiling any owner or disturbing any occupier.

In the city of Goshen was discovered a colossal statue of

Ramcses II., and M. JSTaville is inclined to see in this ancient

town the city of Raamses.

III. Sax—Tanis— Zoan.

One of the most ancient cities of the world of which we have

any record is Zoan, the celebrated capital of the Ilyksos, and the

favorite city of Eameses the Great, the Tharaoh of the oppres-

sion. "Xow Hebron was built seven years before Zoan, in

Egypt." * Peculiar interest is attached to Zoan because it was
witness to the miracles connected with the deliverance of the

Israelites from the bondage of Egypt. "Marvelous things did

he in the sight of their fathers, in the land of Egypt, in tlie lield

of Zoan." f The ruins of several cities lie one upon another

—

the ancient Zoan, the city of the Amenemhats and Usertesens,

the Ilyksos town, the capital of Pameses, the Greek Tanis, and
above all the Arabic huts of San, a "sickening mass of dead

fish and live babies, fowls, and flies."

*Num. liii, 22.
f Psa. Ixxviii, 12, 43,
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In liis introduction to the study of Tanis, \Y. M. Flinders

Petrie, one of the most brilliant of modern explorers, says

:

Beyond the civiliz.od regions of modern Egypt, past even the
country palm-groves, wliere a stranger is rarely seen, there stretches

out to the Mediterranean a desolation of mud and swamp impass-
able in winter, and only dried into an impalpable salt dust by the
heat of midsummer. To tell land from water, to say where the
mud ends and the lakes begin, requires a long experience. The
flat expanse, as level as the sea, covered with slowly drying salt

pools, may be crossed, for miles witli only the dreary changes of

dust, black mud, water, and black mud again, which it is impossi-
ble to define as more land than water or more water than land.

The objects which break the flatness of the barren horizon are the
low mounds of the cities of the dead; these alone remain to show
that this region was once a living land whose people prospered on
the earth. The reddened top of the highest of these mounds may
be seen rising out of the flickering haze on the horizon some hours
before it is reached; that is the great city of San, the capital of

Lower Egypt.

At the period of its first settlement Zoan was but a sandy

island in the midst of a sea of Delta rand. It lay beside

the river, and the sea may have reached the base of the

slightly elevated hill. In a hollow between its north and

south dunes, which rise to a height of perhaps thirty or forty

feet, the first settlers pitched their tents ; and there at later

periods were founded the great temples of the twelfth and

later dynasties.

It does not come within our province to enumerate the many
splendid works of art—statues, sphinxes, obelisks, tablets

—

which have been discovered at Tanis. The monuments arc

among the most interesting, and the type of face shows unmis-

takably that they belong to an alien race. They are all executed

in black or gray granite, which may indicate that the Ilyksos

had no access to the red granite quarries of Assouan. Mr. Petrie

remarks the especial honor which the Hyksos gave to the right

shoulder, and his references prove that other Semites possessed

the same peculiarity.*

Closely connected with Tanis was Tell Farun, which con-

tained the great monolith shrine called Pas Farun, or IMia-

roah's Head. Since there are similar names elsewhere, Mr.

Petrie, to prevent confusion, calls this place Tell Kebesheh.

*Exod. xxix, 2:2; Lev. vii, 32, 33, viii, 25, 26, ii, 21; Num. .xviii, 18.
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It is situated in the midst of the salt swamps which sur-

round Lake Menzaleh, and belongs to the same nome with

Tanis—the nineteentli. It was the religions capital, as Tanis

was the civil ; and, under the Egyptian name of Am, was

sacred to the goddess Uat and the gods Ivhem and the joung
Ilorus.

Two sphinxes and an altar, both belonging to the twelfth

dynasty, bear inscriptions added by a later hand—a certain

"chief of the chancellors and royal seal-bearer." There are no

otlier cases of a person not actually reigning who has appro-

priated royal monuments in a public temple or the capital of

a nome. This office seems to have been unique, and to have

belonged especially to the Hyksos rule.

After the Hyksos had conquered Egypt they gradually im-

bibed that civilization which was in advance of their own. The
kings had little taste for the details of government, and left the

civil organization about as they found it, to pursue its own way.
*' The chief of the chancellors and royal seal-bearer " was ap-

pointed to administer the government. This was the office to

which Joseph was raised.

And Pharaoh said unto Joseph . . . Thou shalt be over my
house, and according unto thy word shall all my people be ruled:

only.ir tlic throne will I be greater than thou. And Pliaraoh
said unto Joseph, See, I have set thee over all the land of Egypt.
And Pharaoh took off his signet ring from his hand, and put it

upon Jose[)h's hand, and arrayed him in vestures of fine linen, and
put a gold chain about his neck; and lie made liim to ride in the
second chariot which he liad; and tliey cried before liim, ]>owthe
knee: and he set him over all the land of Egypt. And Pharaoh
said unto Joseph, I am Pharaoh, and M'ithout -thco shall no^ man.'

lift up his hand or his foot in all the land of Egypt.*

Peculiar interest is attached to Tanis as the ECyksos capital'^

the probable scene of this investiture of Joseph, and the witness-

of the miracles wrought in the days of Afoses.

We are more and more impressed with the justness of the

decision that Egypt, with its soil, its beneficent river, its system

of canals, its pyramids and sphinxes, its temples and tombs, its

works of art, its inscriptions, and its papyri, is the best extant

commentary on the Pentateuch. Most opportune is the atteur

tion given in the present age to this great work.

*Gea xli, 3D-44, R. Y.
62 FIFTU 6EKIES, VOL. VI.
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lY. Taiipaniies.

Tlie old frontier fortress of Tahpanlics—the Tapline of tlic

Septnagint, the Greek Daplmai, the modern Defenneh—situated

in the swampy region on the shore of Lake Menzaleh, stood in

tlie most favorable position for guarding the great higliwaj

which led into Syria, All traffic which took the northern
route, which was both more convenient and more fertile than
the way by the Wady Tumilat, must needs pass near this strong-

hold. Tliis same line is still kept open as a caravan road. After
passing the southern end of the lake we come to the site of

Defenneh—with Menzaleh on the east, the Pelusiac branch or

canal on tlie north, and a fresh-water lake througli which the

canal runs on the west; being open to tlie south and facing the

Syrian road,

"When Mr. Petne first arrived at tliese ruins he learned, to

his surprise, that the place was known as Ivasr el Bint cl

Yehndi, or the Palace of the Jew's Daughter. The place

dates back to the nineteenth dynasty, but the fort,' which still

remains, was founded by Psamtik I., and Herodotus says that

a garrison was kept there even up to his own time, Tiie fort

may have been built in GG4 B. C, and the gamson—there
were accommodations for twenty thousand men—was composed
principally of Greeks and Carians.

When Keco led his expedition against Assyria he doubtless

made nse of this garrison. The prophet says, "The chil-

dren also of Xoph and Tahpanhes have broken the crown
of thy head."-^ AYhcn Nebuchadnezzar, three years later,

invaded Judea the inhabitants who fled to escape death or

captivity would reach first of all Tahpanhes, where many of

them, feeling themselves safe among the mixed population,

would remain. There were several migrations during the

troublous times from GOT to 588 B. C, the last of M'hich is

recorded by the prophet

:

Johanan the son of Kareah, and all the captains of the forces,
look all the remnant of Judah, tliat were returned from all llio

nations wliithcr they Iiad been driven, to sojourn in tho land of
Judah; the men, and tlie women, and the children, and the king's

daughters, and every jtorson that Nebuzar-adau tho captain of the
guard had left with Gedaliah the son of Ahikam, the sou of

*Jer. ii, 16.
'
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Shnphan, and JercHiiah the prophet, and Baruch the son of Xe-
ri;ih; and they came into the Land of Egypt; for they obeyed not
the voice of the Lord: and they came even to Tahpanhes.*

During this constant intercourse, throughout a period of

twenty years, between the Jews and the Greeks, the names of

musical instmmcnts and other objects, which have attracted so

much attention on the part of biblical critics, may have been

adopted into the Hebrew language.

We return to the narrative of Jeremiah:

Then came the word of the Lord unto Jeremiah in Tahpanhes,
saying, Take great stones in thine hand, and hide them in mortar
in the brick-work [or pavement], which is at the entry of Pharaoh's
house in Tahpanhes, in the sight of the men of Judah; and say
unto them, Thus saith tlie Lord of hosts, the God of Israel: Be-
hold, I will send and take Nebuchadrezzar the king of Babylon,
my servant, and will set his throne upon these stones that I have
hid; and he shall spread his royal pavilion over them. And he
shall cotne, and shall smite the land of Egypt; sucli as are for

death shall be given to death, and such as are for captivity to

captivity, and such as are for the sword to the sword.

f

The plan of the palace of Tahpanhes, as worked out by ^Ir.

Petrie, proves the exactness of this description. We can do no

better than to" quote his own language. Speaking of the great

open.-air platform of brick-work lie says

:

A space is reserved outside of the door, generally along the
side of the house, covered with hard beaten mud, edged with a
ridge of bricks, if not much raised from the ground, and kept
swept clean. On this platform the inhabitants sit when they
wish to converse with their neighbors or the passers-by; a great
man will settle himself to receive his friends and drink coffee, and
public business is generally transacted there. Such seems to have
been the object of this large platform— a place to meet persons
who would not be admitted to the palace or fort, to assemble
guards, to hold large levees, to receive tribute and stores, to

unlade goods, nnd to transact the multifarious business which in
such a climate is best done in the open air.

On this jdatforin took place the symbolic ceremony described

by Jeremiah, and here Nebuchadrezzar " set his throne " and
" spread his royal pavilion."

Some years ago a native sold to the Boulak Museum three

terracotta cylinders, each bearing an inscription of Xebuchad-
nezzar, such as would be used for foundation memorials. It iji

*Jcr. xliii, 5-7.
f Jcr. iliii, 8-1

L
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more than probable that tliese cyh'nders came from Tahpanhos.

M. Gobenisheff purchased in Cairo last year a very remarkable

seal. The legend which it bears is in Phenician characters,

which correspond with those of the Israelitish alphabet in the

seventh century before the Christian era. The legend reads

:

JJeshalovi YirmeyaJm, " to the prosperity of Jeremiah." Noth-

ing can be said with certainty concerning the origin of tliis

seal. It is known that the Boulak Mnseum had jnst previonsly

allowed a native to dig on the mounds of Defenneh. The

treasure may, therefore, have come from old Tahpanhes. Tliis

seems more than probable, and if so it is doubtless a veritable

relic of the prophet.

Y. l^AUKRATIS.

The discovery of Naukratis by Mr. Petrie will always be

considered a brilliant triumph of that instinctive genius whicli

belongs to the true explorer. The fascinating story of tliis

great emporium of Greek trade in Egypt is related in two

magnificent volumes—the Third and Sixth Memoirs.

In the south-western part of the town there was a scarab

factory which yielded to the explorer hundreds of scarabs and

scarab molds. Naukratis was showTi to have been a great cen-

ter for the iron trade, evidences of botli smelting and manu-

facturing being unmistakable. The city has contributed the most

extensive collection of ancient weights in existence, acceptable

material for important discussions. The oldest complete Ionic

or Greek alphabet comes from Xaukratis, and shows a much

earlier date for its origin than any which had been hitherto

supposed. Certain linguistic marks but recently discovered in

the Fayoum prove the existence of alphnljctic writing at lead

ifioo thousand years hefore the present era.

YI. BuBAsns.

The prophet, himself in captivity with his people, turns hi?

eyes toward Egypt and pronounces a terrible curse upon it.

I will also destroy the idols, and I will cause the images tn

cease from Noph; and there shall be no more a prince out of the

land of Ecrypt: and I will i)ut a fear in the land of Egypt. Ari'l

I will make Pathros desolate, and will set a tire in Zoan, and ^vl!!

execute jud<j:nients in No. And I will i)Our inv fury u{)on Sni,

the stronghold of Egyi)t; and I will cut off the multitude ot

No. And I will set a fire in Egypt; Sin shall be in great an-
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guisb, and No shall be broken up: and Noph shall liave adversa'

vies in the day-tiiTie. The young men of Aven and of Pi-besctli

BJiall fall by the sword: and these cities shall go into captivity.*

In going from Cairo to Suez the traveler skirts the mounds

of Bubastis—the biblical Pi-besetli—at Zagazig. The four

tliousand acres covered by these mounds in the beginning of

tlie present century liave been reduced by cultivation to eight

linndred. Herodotus describes the temple of Bubastis, and de-

clares that at tlie great religious festival seven hundred thou-

sand men and women, besides children, resort to this temple in

vast processions, both by land and by water, with shouts, songs,

and instrumental music.

The chief woi-ship of Bubastis is addressed to the great gods

Amon, Ptah, and especially Set, the god of the Hyksos, Ilit-

tites, and other peoples of western Asia. The local worship is

that of the goddess Bast, represented in the Old Empire with

the head of a lioness. She began to be represented in the

likeness of a cat in the twelfth dynasty, and her worship was

brought prominently to the front in the twenty-second dynasty^.

The cat which was worshiped is not the domestic cat of either

ancient or modern Egypt, and may have been an impoi-tation from

"the land of Ivush." Navillc opened the cemetery in which

the miimmies of millions of cats had been deposited, and found

the skull much larger than any skulls known to naturalists. The
bronze cats and kittens are considered model woi-ks of art.

After the fruitless excavations of Mariette, Egyptologists

had generally come to the conclusion that the temple of Bubas-

tis had entirely disappeared, and it was by a peculiar chance

that Naville discovered in the diminished mounds, in ISST, a

mine of archreological wealth. He continued his brilliant ex-

plorations during the winters of 1SS8 and ISS'J. The work
was most exhilarating and exciting, as the four halls of the

temple of different dates were compelled tQ give up columns,

capitals, architraves, pillars, statues, sphinxes, and inscriptions

which they had guarded for thousands of years so securely that

the world did not dream of their existence. The great antiq-

uity of the temple is establisl^ed by the discovery of the stand-

ard of Cheops and the standard and name of Chefren, of tlie

fourth dynasty, the builders of the two great pyramids, which

* Ezek. XXX, 13-17.
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were -UTitten in large and beautiful hieroglyphics. The name

of another great king, Pepi Merira, of the sixth dynasty, -svas

found in the secoud hall. These three great kings fought

against the inhabitants of Sinai, perhaps for the possession of

tlie mines of copper or the quarries wliich may have furnished

a portion of the durable black granite used for the Egyptian

monuments. Previous to these discoveries at Bubastis the names

of Chufu and Chefren had not Lecn found north of Memphis,

and their kingdom wa.s not supposed to have extended so far

north as to embrace the Lower Delta.

There is little preserved later than the reign of Eameses 11.

The twenty-sixth, twenty-ninth, and thirtieth dynasties are rep-

resented, and then we reach the age of the Ptolemies—the last

inscription being that of Ptolemy IX., less than one hundred and

fifty years before the Christian era. There are slight traces of the

Roman period, and the temple doubtless lived on till its death sen-

tence was pronounced by Theodosius, A.D. 3S9. It was origin-

ally founded at least as early as the reign of Ghufn, P>. C. 4200.

Perhaps the most important contribution received from Bu-

bastis is the chapter which it presents concerning the history

of the Ilyksos, or shepherd kings, of which Manetho, as pre-

served by Josephus, gives an account, and which are of especial

interest because of their connection with the Israelitish sojourn

in Egypt. The sphinxes of the Delta are distinctive Ilyksos

monuments. They are certainly of a foreign type and of Ilyk-

sos art, but of Egyptian workmanship.

In the eastern part of the temple Xaville discovered the first

Ilyksos statue which possessed a thorough Egyptian head-dress.

This statue in its several fragments, as far as recovered, is now

in the Boulak Museum. Another companion statue, in a more

perfect condition, was discovered not far distant.

!N"o one who has not the instinct of an archaeologist can appre-

ciate the feelings of the explorer when his workmen annoimced

the discovery of this second head, wrought out of the same hard

and durable granite, lie writes with joy and enthusi;ism :

I sliall never forget this sight, nor this hour—perhnp> the most

inijnx'ssive I went thruugli during my live winters of excavation.

It was late in tlie afternoon; out of a pond of water, between tlio

base and tlie torso, emerged the top of a head autl the royal asp,

the upper part only had been cleared and was visible above the
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water. There was no place for us to stand, or rather to kneel,

except on that head, which we did in turn, Count d'Hulst and I;

and while the excited workmen drove out with their hands the

water which was coming out of the earth in streams, or took away

the mud in which the face was buried, we felt anxiously with the

hand how far the features were preserved. There is the forehead,

the eyes, the origin of the nose, but here a fractm-e. ... I had

one instant of despair, but no, it is only a slight wound; here are

the nostrils, the mouth, the beard ! The head is perfect !
It

was nearlv dark; we let the water cover it again entirely, and the

next morning we raised triumphantly our treasure, which now

stands in the British Museum.

Neither of tliese statues is complete, and, if they belong to

the same pei-son, the first discovered was made at a more ad-

vanced age of the subject. Both statues had been usurped by

Rameses II., and at a later period by Osorkon II., the name of

the original king having been entirely lost ; but Naville ascribes

them, with proper reservations, to Apepi, tiie Apophis of Man-

etho, and, according to Syncellus and Christian tradition, the

Pharaoh of Joseph.

But we are startled by another and greater surprise. In

March, ISSS, Kaville uncovered the lower half of a life-size

figure of beautiful workmanship in black granite. It repre-

sented a king seated on his throne, and must have belonged to

tl)e Ilyksos period. The name of the king was Eji-ian, a name

unlike any other hitherto brought to liglit. Visiting Boulak,

he showed the inscription to the eminent Oriental Egyptologist,

Ahmed Kemal-ed-Din Effendi, w-ho immediately declared that

it was the name which Arab literature gave to the Pharaoh of

Joseph. Reiyan was the son of El-Wehd, an Amalekite, who

conquered Egypt and became a powerful monarch. "NVe cannot

dismiss this as a mere coincidence without having first traced

the Arab tradition to its origin. The name may also be com-

pared with Jannas or Janras—or Ka-ian, since the s is a termi-

nation for gender, and the order of the syllables may be uncer-

tain in Egyptian hieroglyphics. Jannas precedes Apepi in the

list of Manetho ; but there is no necessary discrepancy, since

Joseph may have lived under more tlian one king.

YII. Impoktakt Discoveries.

Rameses II., the Pharaoh of tlic oppression, was buried with

his father and grandfather in a splendid rock sepulcher, beauti-
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ful and grand as a kingly palace, in tlie valley of the tombs of

the kings. There, in robes and spices, confined by walled por-

tals, he was left in his solitude and silence. But the haughty

monarch was not to remain undisturbed in his quiet home.

About two hundred years later tomb-breakers were active in

their ghoulish profession. They were in search of the gold and

silver which were deposited with the dead. To protect the

royal mummy friends removed Rameses and placed him in the

catacomb of his father. Ten years later priests were commis-

sioned to inspect the tombs and found the body of Eameses still

safe. But to insure its more perfect security they removed the

mummy, together with those of Kameses I. and Seti I. to the

tomb of Queen Ansera. Here it rested ten years, when it was

taken with its companions to the sepulcher of Amenhotep, and

gix years thereafter all found their way back to their original

Btarting-place. At some period after this return—we do not

know when—they again went abroad, and sought tlie concealed

retreat of Deir-el-Bahari, beneath the hills of Thebes, where

they rested for three thousand years.

The dramatic enthusiasm awakened by the discovery of the

mummies of- Deir-el-Bahari in 1881 by Maspero and Brngscli,

of the Boulak Museum, has become a familiar story. In 18SG

the muinniy of Rameses II. was unwrapped by Maspero in tlie

presence of a noble company. The new coffin in which the

body had been placed represents the monarch in the attitude

of worship to Osiris. He has the flail hnd the royal crook,

emblems of his own divinity. The body itself is a picture of

the Pharaoh of the oppression, as we have known him from

the account in the Bible. There are sovereign majesty, invin-

cible resolution, and lofty pride. He is a man standing over six

feet in height, broad-shouldered, and connnanding. The liead is

long, the forehead low and narrow, the arch of the brows prom-

inent, the eyes small, the nose Napoleon, the temples sunken,

the cheek-bones very prominent, as is also the chin ; the jaws

massive, tlie lips thick, the mouth small, the teeth wliite, and

the hair and thin beard turned from white to a yellow by the

epices of embalmment—all expressive of great vigor and strength

of character.

Rameses the Great rests at last ; but exhibited in a modern

museum, his form carefully measured and recorded, his like-
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ness taken and scattered over all continents, examined bj the

learned, gazed upon by the curious; jiowerless, feared by none.

Kont, "the motlier of the gods," whose image, drawn in red

and black colors on a strip of tine linen, extended the whole

length of his body, afforded him no protection. Tlie charms of

Egyptian magic were of no avail. His meanest subject found

no worse treatment in the grave. Surrendered at last ! Sur-

rendered to the spiritual descendants of his Israelitish slaves!

In this secret retreat were discovered the mummies of twenty

important royal personages of the seventeenth, eighteenth, nine-

teenth, and twenty-first dynasties, besides several per^ns of

lesser note of royal or priestly descent. "What secrets were

liiddcn away in the tombs of Egypt ! There is more than a

hint of one secret tragedy.

Tlie discovery of the cuneiform clay tablets of Tell el-Amar-

na, in the Babylonian language, is characterized by Professor

Sayce as " one of the most extraordinary and unexpected

archaeological discoveries of modern times." Araenophis IV.

or Khuenaten, " the heretic king," sought to reform the ancient

religion by prescribing the exclusive worship of the god of the

solar disk. This may have been the religion of his mother,

who was of Asiatic birth, and, being a woman of strong char-

acter, exerted a powerful influence- over her royal son. Khu-

enaten built a new capital on the edge of the desert to the

north of Thebes, and transferred to his new residence the

archives of the empire which he stored in his palace library.

Less tlian two years ago these treasures were recovered from

Tell el-Amarna, which now occupies the site of the old capital.

Several hundred tablets are now accessible to European schol-

ars, and many of them have already been read.

AVe learn from tliese documents that in the fifteenth century

before our era active literary correspondence was carried on

throughout western Asia and Egypt. The Babylonian was

the language of di[)lomacy and culture, and the cuneiform syl-

labary was found sutticient for the purposes of such literary

intercourse. The wars of the Ilittites and the conquest of

Canaan by the Israelites put an end to this condition of affairs,

and in the tenth century the Phcnician alphabet was already

fully developed and came into general use. Between the reign

of the Babylonian syllabary and the rise of the Phenician
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alphabet tlie hieroglyphs of the Ilittites M'ould keep the liter-

ary spirit from dying out.

Tlie discovery of the Tell el-Amarna tablets has completely

overthrown the foundation of much of that modern skeptical

criticism which denies the possibility of written historic records

previous to the age of David.

In the days of Ivhuenaten the towns of Palestine were gar-

risoned by Egyptian troops, and the governors, though bearing

Semitic names, were officers of the Egyptian king. Indeed,

Egyptian supremacy extended throughout Syria, and as far as

the Euphrates. Many of the tablets arc official communica-

tions from governors of cities or provinces to their sovereign.

Semitic influence was powerful at the court of Egypt.

Many of tlie officers of high authority and great responsibility

were Semites. It was only with the rise of the nineteenth

dynasty that the old native aristocracy asserted itself and the

Semite lost his influence. The king who knew not Joseph was

at last on tlie throne.

"We cannot speak of the results of other explorations, though

some of these results are important. The Fayoum has been a

most fruitful field. The discovery of the foundations of the

Labyrinth secures its permanent place among the wonders of

the world. Tours in ^pper Egypt have been of great interest.

Tlie pyramids of Pepi I. and Teta of the sixth dynasty, and

Ounas of the fifth dynasty, have been explored.

Every encouragement should be given to the most active

prosecution of the work of exploration. The need is urgent

and pressing. The destruction of monuments goes on with

alarming rapidity. It is distressing to behold priceless treas-

ures, which would enrich any museum in the world, yield to

vandalism, ignorance, and cupidity. Efjypt is set as a mighty

huhv.arhfor the defense of the Ilohj Scrijytures. Its fortifica-

tions are impregnable, its gnns well trained, its arsenals filled.

It is time that the Christian world should be awakened to

the importance of hastening the survey now in progress. Tiio

full story which the antiquities of Egypt can relate should be

fixed in our literature.
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Art. III.—geology AND SACRED CHRONOLOGY.

The period of time wliich has elapsed since the creation of

man, generally supposed to be supported by the Scriptures, is

four tliousand and four years before Christ. The authority for

this claim is the name of Archbishop Usher, Avho gave his elab-

orate calculations to the world about the year 1650. So pro-

found was the impression which his genius and learning made

npon his age that his conclusions were very generally accepted

as the final decision of all questions pertaining to biblical chro-

nology, and were at length printed in the margin of the English

Bible. Since then, for the most part, a remarkable confidence

has been evinced in the correctness and value of these conclu-

sions. They have almost seemed to share in the inspiration ac-

corded to the matter of the biblical record.

It may be now said, however, that there are many exceptions

to the universal acceptance of the dates and periods proposed.

It is a well-known fact that even among the most orthodox and

conservative students of the Bible there is acknowledged to be

room for a very great difference of opinion. For instance, there

are three texts, the Hebrew, Samaritan, and Septuagint, not to

speak of Josephus and the Talmud, which differ very greatly in

important particulars. The greatest difference is not less than

fifteen hundred years. This discrepancy affects but little the

body of the texts ; but there are questions which grow out of the

meager character of the genealogical tables, the longevity of the

antediluvian patriarchs, dift'ering statements regarding impor-

tant periods of history, and lesser discrepancies which leave the

chronology of the Old Testament in a very uncertain condition.

There is a manifest tendency to extend the time as much as

possible, probably to bring the chronology of the Bible into

liarmony with the apparent demands of history and science.

It has been because of this, undoubtedly, that the Septuagint

has been preferred by many to the Hebrew text. Some authoi's,

particularly Baron von Bunsen, have so interpreted the Bible

as to give a much longer period than that usually accepted.

They liave relied mainly upon the possibility that the ages as-

cribed to the patriarchs have a cyclic character, and refer to

generations or races of men. Leuormant, in a recent work,
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The Beginnings of History, says: ''It is probable—in fact, it

seems certain—that the biblical numbers of the antediluvian pa-
triarclis must have possessed a cyclic character,eqnally with those
accepted by theChaldeans and those which we iind in the Mazdean
cosmolog-y." He continues :

" We are thus compelled to refuse
all liistoric character to the figures of longevity ascribed by the
Bible to the antediluvian patriarchs, and simply record them as

cyclic numbers."—P. 277. Noeldeke says, that these numbers
are at the present time so uncertain that the really scientific

study of them is impossible.

These quotations represent extreme views on the subject.

They are based upon the unusual, and altogether exceptional,

age of the patriarchs ; upon the cosmologies and time records of

other Semitic peoples as they are more fully understood ; and
upon the necessity of a longer period of time in which to ac-

count for all the events and facts of history. While it is not
safe to dogmatize upon a point involving at the present time so

much uncertainty, it is barely possible that a way of explaining

the patriarchal record may be discovered by which all that is of

historical value may be retained, and still some time be added
to the present estimate. The obscurity of the antediluvian pe-

riod, its exceptional character, and the possibility that it was
not intended to furnish an exact statement of the number of

years since man was created, would admit of quite a M'ide mar-
gin in calculation. It may be safely affirmed, that genealogy or

pedigree is always of more importance in the Hebrew records

than chronology ; and that while the maintenance of a continu-

ous line of descent was preserved, the exact number of years

might not have been so carefully kept, or, in fact, thought to

be of very great importance. The plan of redemption was
involved in a genealogy leading onward to the coming of

Christ; but an accurate record of years until Israel began to

make history Avas apparently not necessary to its fuliilhnent.

In confirmation to some degree of these statements the follow-

ing passages, which would seem to be in agreement with them,

may be found in the Cyclopcedia of McClintock and Strong

:

The knowledge of the Hebrews in chronology rested nlto-

gptlter on appearances; not a trace of any thing'^like a sciontitic

view is to be found in their literature.*

* Article "Chrouologry."
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Again

;

The character of the records whence we draw our information

forbids us to hope for a perfect system. The IJible does not give

a complete history of the times to wliich it refers; in its histor-

ical portions it deals with special and detached periods. The
chronological information is, therefore, not absolutely continuous,

although often, with the evident purpose of forming a kind of

connection between those different portions, it has a more con-

tinuous character tlian might have been expected. It is rather

historical than strictly chronological in its character, and thus the

technical part of the subject de])ends, so far as the Bible is con-

cerned, almost wholly upon inference.

To the same effect is a statement in Smith's Dictionary of

the Bible:

The historical part of Hebrew chronology is not less difficult

than the technical. The information in the Bible is indeed direct

rather tlian inferential, although there is very important evidence

of the latter kind ; but the present state of the numbers makes
absolute certainty in many cases impossible.

There is no doubt that some of the most reverent and devout

students of the Bible are in agreement substantially with the

above.

In this brief and imperfect sketch of the chronological rec-

ords of the Scriptures nothing more is intended than to indicate

the time usually demanded to satisfy the text of the Bible, and

the possibility that an extension of the time might be allowed

by the record itself witliout any injury to its character as a rev-

elation of the will of God. Unless we assume that it is a ne-

cessity of biblical inspiration and truthfulness to hold tenaciously

to the received opinion that the time from the advent of man

upon the earth to the C^iristian era was exactly four tliousand

and four years, it is possible to allow the addition of more time

if it should seeni to be necessary. Until we know through

what changes the text of the Hebrew Bible has come, and on

what principle its records were kept, and until some text is

found in which the Bible binds itself to give accurate informa-

tion on this point, faith in the truthfulness and worth of the

Scriptures as the revelation of God need not suffer any disturb-

ance by an increase of the estimate of the time since man came

upon the earth.

The use which it is designed to make of the possibility of

this extension of time is, to show that, if there is no room
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for reconciliation between gcologj and the Bible on this point,
or if there is no clear and precise reconciliation, the terms
of the problem are not by any means contradictory. Radical
scientists M'ould, perhaps, regard this as of the least possible im-
portance or interest either to science or religion. They would
very likely affirm that there could not be any reconciliation

whatever. Many of them have, in fact, rejected the record of
Genesis as a mere fable or myth. While they have unbounded
faith in the findings of science, however much these findings
may contradict old and established beliefs, they have no confi-

dence in Bible statements bearing upon such a matter as this.

To believers in the truth of the Scriptures, however, who hold
that the Bible is what it claims to be, a revelation from God, it

is of the greatest interest and satisfaction that some agreement
with the established facts of science be at least possible, although
it may not be known exactly what that agreement may be.

Much must be conceded to scientific investigations and methods.
Truth is truth, out of the Bible as well as in it. This is readily
acknowledged. Let it be admitted, also, that truth is truth in

the Bible as well as out of it, and great advantage will be
gained for both science and religion. It is believed that there is

a sufficiently near agreement between the facts of geology, bear-
ing upon tlie age of man upon the earth, and the records of the
.S.'riptures to calm all fears, and give additional strength to tlie

^lu-rorical value of the Bible,

What, tlien, do the facts of geology demand? Do they re-

quire an indefinite period of hundreds of thousands of years ?

Will they be satisfied with a period which may be calculated by
Lhousands? On its face, the Bible would seem to be best satis-

fied with the thousands. It might be impossible to say just how
many, but it is clear that a moderate estimate would be )nore

harmonious with its statements, arrangement of historical events,
and general positions. In this respect, also, it may be said in

passing, it is in sympathy with secular history.

^

In estimating geological time it is necessary to obtain, if pos-
sible, some admitted point from which to begin to reckon. This
point cannot be determined \\\ years. Geology knows very little

of years. Its history has been preserved in epochs. It is in

the sequence of these great epochs, or great changes in the de-

velopment of the earth, that grounds for computing time may
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be found. The days and years of geology are great cosmic

revolutions, whose history is written in rocks or strata of rocks,

in river-beds and on hill-tops, in terraces and beaches, in caves

and mines, in the remains of great forest-growths, and in the

scattered bones of a vast and changing mammalian life. Only as

geologists are able to discover these epochs, and determine which

followed the other, are there any data in geology upon which to

reckon the period which has elapsed since man first appeared

upon the earth. It is necessary to find that epoch which is iden-

tified with the advent of man.

The geological periods which bear upon this point, using the

older geological terms for clearness, are the Tertiary and Qua-

ternary. The former is divided into sub-periods, the Eocene,

Miocene, and Pliocene. It was an age of varied and gigantic

forms of animal life. The Eocene and Miocene had both a

genial climate, even in the most northerly latitudes. The ear-

lier part of the Pliocene was mild, but the latter part of it was

marked by a gradual refrigeration of climate. The Quaternary,

which followed the Tertiary, is divided according to American

geologists into the Glacial, Champlain, Terrace, and Pecent.

The same period is included in the terms Pleistocene or Post-

pliocene, and the Pecent or Modern. The Pleistocene is con-

veniently divided into Glacial and Post-glacial. The Glacial

was a period of intense cold, during which all northern Europe,

with Great Britain and Xorth America, became vast fields of

ice. Immense glaciers crept southward. Vast mountains of

ice, plowing through the valleys with inconceivable power, de-

nuded and deepened them. Great masses of rocks and soil,

loosened from their places by the frost and thrown upon the

current of this frozen river, together with bowlders, some of

which were of prodigious weight, were taken up and borne away
with irresistible force. The evidences of these astonishing facts

are to be found in grooves and scratclies preserved upon rocks,

bowlders, and pebbles ; in unstratified deposits which are charac-

teristic of glacial action; and in material whose transportation

to the places where it is now found is best explained by referring

it to glacial ice.

Eminent geologists differ very greatly as to the order of

events in the glacial period. It is now generally admitted,

however, that there liave been two glacial culminations be-
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longing to the same period, and separated bj an indefinite

interval of warmth. This interval has been called the Inter-

glacial period. There was first an immense glaciation whicli

covered all northern Europe and the northern portion of

Xorth America ; then a period of mild temperature, during

which the glaciers retreated and an abundant fauna and flora

appeared in their place ; then another period of cold, which
gradually changed into a permanently mild and genial climate,

snch as now exists in Europe and America. Those who have

denied this order, among whom are such names as Professor

G. Frederic Wright * and Professor J. W. Dawson,f maintain,

on the contrary, tiiat there was one general advance, followed

by a general retreat ; but that all over the glaciated area there

were minor retreats and re-advances, occurring irregularly and

many times during the prevalence of the ice. Both parties

rely upon the forest-beds and vegetable deposits, extending

over a wide area of country, lying upon and covered by glacial

deposits, as the proofs of the existence of these interglacial

periods of warmth. It is, perhaps, enough for present pur-

poses to call attention to this intermediate period of mild tem-

perature. It was favorable to animal and vegetable life.

Traces of the earliest glacial advance are found as low as the

thirty-eighth degree of latitude in North America, while " the

great terminal moraine, stretching across the United States

from Cape Cod to Dakota, and thence northward to the foot

of the pocky Mountains, marks the limit of the ice-invasion

in the second glacial epoch."

The changes which took place upon the surface of the earth

during tlie glacial period were important and significant.

Through the transporting and eroding power of the ice-

streams, permanent remains of that period are found to indi-

cate the extent and force of the ice-fields, and afford means

for determining the sequence of different formations and de-

posits. Iliver channels were cut, although it is difficult to say

to wliat extent the water of preglacial rivers may account for

much of the erosion attributed to the ice-current. Yalleys

were broadened, and in some cases both valleys and preglacial

river-beds were entirely filled by the dohris brought down by

the glaciers. This is notably true of the Mississippi Piver

* TAe Ice Age in Kortli America.. \ Story of the Earth and Man.
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above St. Paul, and of the ancient outlet of Lake Erie, now
represented bv the Xiagara River. Pretentions liills were
formed, and lakes were made, either by a denuding and scoop-

ing-out process, or, as in the kettle-holes, by the deposits from
the glaciers. By far the most important work of the glacial

action was the wide distribution of materials evidently trans-

ported oftentimes great distances from their original resting-

place. Immense bowlders, bowlder-clay, fine loam, sand, and
gravel were taken np as the ice moved on its way, and depos-

ited along its edges or underneath, or at its point of termina-

tion. There was a regularity in these deposits, although they

were often irregular and contradictory. Mr. Dawson gives for

a typical order in Scotland and Canada : first, till, or bowlder-

clay
; second, stratified clays ; third, sand and gravel. He adds

that these may locally be more complicated, or some of them
may be wanting, or they may be transposed and united with

other deposits.

The natural inference would be, that an immense period of

time nmst have been required for the accomplishment of these

great and important changes. The estimates which have been
given of a hundred or two hundred thousand years might not

seem unreasonable. It is a noteworthy fact, hoM'ever, that the

older estimates have been generally rejected, while a disposi-

tion has appeared to assume a much briefer period as entirely

sufticient to account for all the facts involved. Many consid-

erations favor this redaction of time. The occurrences and
changes were all superficial. It was not an age of limestones

and sandstones and coal-measures. The mountain ranges

had long before been thrown up, and the great river channels

hud already been cut. It was an age of the deepening and
widening of the valleys and beds of the streams. In its gen-
eral coniiguration, however, the postglacial could not have dif-

fered essentially from the Pliocene. Yast cluinges were accom-
plished in this period, it is true, but gigantic forces M-ere in

operation, which as much exceeded any now knoMm as their

efi'ects exceed any now witnessed. Professor Prestwich gives

this as his opinion :

The tiuie required for the formation and duration of the great
icc-sheets in Europe and America Ticed not, after making all al-

lowances, have extended above fifteen thousand to twenty-five
53 FIFTH SKRIKS, VOL. VI.
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thousand years, instead of tlie one liundred and sixty tliousaiid

years or more that have Leen claimed. . . . The enormous ])ress-

ure and "U'ear of ice two thousand to six tliousand feet thick in

contracted valley-channels, especially in fiords, where, as for ex-

ample in Greenland, it stood eighteen hundred to two thousand
feet higher than now; the powerful disintegrating effects of ex-

treme cold on rocks; the annual action of ground-ice in rivers

and of the sweei)iiig and devastating floods, resulting from the

melting of the winter's snow and surplus ice, combined to pro-

duce results of which it is impossible to judge by the moderate
•work of these temperate latitudes.*

When, in relation to the great ice-age, may evidences of the

existence of man be said to have been found—before, in the

middle, or after ? "Was it before ? To answer this question

two otlier questions must be asked and answered. Can any

traces of man be found in the Tertiary ? Tiiis question is gen-

erally answered in the negative. Professor "William Boyd
Dawkins, after discussing the question of the existence of man
in the Eocene and ]\Iiocene of the Tertiary, and denying it,

proceeds to give his reasons why man may not be found in

the Pliocene. lie says :

Xor in the succeeding Pliocene can we expect to find traces of

man upon the earth. The living placental mammals had only

then begun to appear, and, seeing that the higher animals have
ihvarial»ly appeared in the rocks according to their ]>lace in the

.zoological scale—fishes, amphibians, re|>tiles, })Iaccntal mammals—it is hardly reasonable to suyipose that the highest of them all

should then have been upon the earth.

f

In the same connection lie denies tlie worth of discoveries

alleged to prove that man was Tertiary, including the California

find of Professor Whitney. Professor G. F. AVright agrees

Avith him, Le Conte denies emphatically the existence of man
in the Pliocene or Miocene of the Tertiary. He says :

" The

Miocene man is not acknowledged by a single careful geolo-

gist." Again :
" The Pliocene man is even less reliable." X

While there are some who hold to the contrary, the names

quoted and the reasons given for the opinion would seem to bo

suflicient to set the matter at rest until some new evidence is

presented.

The second question relates to the preglacial existence of man.

* Tht Ice An" in Xorth Amtrica, p. J02. f Xurth American Review, Oct., 1 S.^:J.

\ Elements of Geolyjij.
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This question implies a period, longer or shorter, between the

close of the Teitiarjand the descent of the first great ice-sheet.

Professor Dawkins, who rejects Tertiary man, believes in pre-

glacial man. The same is true of Professor Wright. Pro-

fessor Dawkins, speaking of Europe, declares that " the bal-

ance of evidence " is in favor of preglacial man. Ilis ground

of belief is the association of " rude splinters of stone and

roughly chipped pebbles of flint and chert, at their very best

trimmed to an almond shape, and mostly intended for use in

the hand," with the remains of animals that immediately pre-

ceded the glacial period. It has been abundantly shown by

Mr. Southall that such association can be proved, in many
instances, to belong to postglacial times. Professor Dawkins,

as quoted by Mr. Southall, has admitted, the same association

with the same conclusion. Professor X. II. "Winchell, fol-

lowed by Miss r. E. Babbit, discovered in 1ST7, at Little

Falls, ^[inn., in the valley of the Mississippi Piver, " pieces

of chipped white quartz, perfectly sharp, occurring in water-

worn dejDOsits and extended over quite a large area." He says :

The chipping race preceded the spreading of the material of

the plain, and must have been preglacial, since the plain was
spread out b}" that ilood-stage of the Mississiiipi River tliat ex-

isted, during the prevalence of the ice-period, or resulted fror.i

the dissolution of the glacial Avinter.

Mr. "Warren Upham, of the United States Geological Survey,

and Professor Wright, identify the age of these ''^ finds " with

those of the flakes at Trenton and at Madisonville, Ohio,

affirming that, if any thing, they are later. The age of the

Trenton man will be considered later. It is sufficient to say

he was not preglacial. Mr. James Geikie assumes the possi-

bility of a preglacial man, but confesses that no remains of

him have been found. It remains a question how strong a

presumptio-n in favor of preglacial man may be formed from the

admission of a post-glacial or iuterglacial man, but there would

hardly seem to be sufficient evidence at present of the e.\i.-t-

ence of the preglacial man.

The identiiication of man's first appearaiice is one of the

singular and interesting facts connected with geology. It has

been the result of laborious and discriminating investigation.

As a conclusion drawn from conditions Mliicli have them-
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selves grown out of the development of the earth from age

to age, it might not commend itself to those -who are un-

familiar with scientific methods ; but it may nevertheless rank

with that class of facts which men are accustomed to accept

with confidence. The peculiar character of the drift, which

gave rise to the theory of glaciers and the submergence and

elevation of the land in the Pleistocene, has in turn formed an

order of sequence for that period. The elements of the drift,

indeed, as a rule, are arranged in such a uniform relation to

each other as to furnish marks of progress from the period

in which ice prevailed over the northern portion of Europe

and North America to tlie close of the Pleistocene. It is

known what animals were inhabitants of those parts of the

world in the times of the approaching ice-sheets. Their fos-

sil remains have been preserved in the drift. Some of these

animals perished with the descent of the first ice-current ; others

lingered into tlie Eecent or [Modern, as isolated specimens of a

former life. "With these denizens of the postglacial age, the

great mammoth, the woolly rhinoceros, the cave-bear, the Irish

stag, were associated animals which have come down to the

present time. "With the remains of the animals of a former

age have been found also evidences of human life, such as

rude and polished stone implements and weapons. These

have been discovered in river-gravels and caves, in shell mounds
and lake bottoms, closely mingled in many instances witli the

bones of extinct species of animals. The necessary inference

is, that man co-existed with these older animals at the time of

the different deposits in which the bones appear. The same

general statement applies to both Europe and North America.

The problem is the same in both cases. " The stoiy of early

man in America is a part of the greater story of the appear-

ance of man on the earth, so far as he has yet been revealed by

modern study."

There is a general agreement among geologists that man was

at least intcrglacial or very early postglacial. The evidence

for such an ojunion is thought to be decisive. In Europe the

kitchen-middens, with their bones of extinct animals and rude

implements; the peat-bogs, containing the same proofs of the

association of man and ancient animals, or coverinir formatinus

containing them ; the bone-caves, with the same remains lying
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under layers of various materials and all surmounted by im-

mense stalagmites ; lake-dwellings, found in lakes and indicated

by piles driven into the muddy bottom of the lake, and by the

dS}'is which collected around these ancient homes—these and
the river gravels have been relied upon as proofs of the great

antiquity of man. These collections, however ancient in

themselves, all belong to interglacial, or postglacial times.

They are superficial and such as must have been made after

the recession of the glaciers, and when great rivers poured

down through the valleys and flooded them. So far as the

bone caves are concerned, it is admitted that bones of Pleis-

tocene animals, as well as those of earlier times, are to be

found in these caves. If, then, tlie presence of bones of

animals is of any value as a measure of antiquity, the bones

of later animals must have a like value as evidence of later

times. Professor Dawkins gives the explanation which fixes

the date as interglacial or postglacial. Mr. Dawson says

:

It may be stated with certainty that the Pliocene period of
geology affords no trace of human remains or implements ; and
the same may be aftu-med, I think, of the period of glaciation and
subsidence, which constituted the earlier post-Pliocene, or Pleis-

tocene. With tlie rise of the land out of the glacial sea indica-

tions of man are believed to appear along with the remains of

several mammalian species now his contemporaries.*

The only point which seems to have been proved to the

satisfaction of ail regarding the relation of European man to

the " great ice age " is, that he appeared at some time previous

to the close of the period. All beyond this seems to be con-

jecture, without any reliable proof or general acceptance.

The history of the discovery of the first reliable traces of

man in North America is given quite at length in Professor

Wright's Ice Age, and in the first volume of Winsor's History

of America. In 1877 Dr. C. C. Abbott's attention was at-

tracted to flints, apparently of human M'orkmanship, found

near Trenton, N. J. Pursuing the search, he was rewarded

by finding more bearing the same marks. A careful examina-

tion of them led to the conviction, on the part of eminent

geologists, that they were rude hunum implements of a pale-

olithic type. Both the implements and the formations were

* Si/jry of the Earth and Man.
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critically studied by Professors Dawkins, Haynes, Lewis, and

Wright. The llakes were found in Trenton gravel which rested

upon Philadelphia brick-clay and gravel. The latter is sup-

posed to have been deposited during the first glacial ddvance,

the former after the retreat of the last glacial sheet, when the

floods brought down and deposited the Trenton gravels. Pro-

fessor AVright gives this statement

:

The Philadelphia brick-clay was deposited during the height
of tlie glacial epoch, when the Delaware was considerably de-

pressed below its present level. Toward the close of that period,

when the land had resumed its present level and the ice had
nearly all disappeareil, south of the Catskills, the still swollen

stream brought down the superabundant loose material from the

kames and moraines of the glacial area and deposited it in the

valley below. This period was marked by the presence of the

mastodon and other extinct animals with palaeolithic man in the

neighborhood of Trenton.*

Dr. Abbott ''considers man as belonging to inter-glacial

times." f This opinion followed an earlier opinion, that " not

long after the close of the last glacial epoch man appeared in

the valley of the Delaware."

Professor Lewis, of Philadelphia, gives as his conclusion

after a careful examination :
" Two hypotheses only can be

applied to the Trenton gravel. It is either postglacial or it

belongs to the very last portion of the glacial period. %

Another interesting discovery is said to have been made by

Dr. C. L. Metz, at Madison villo, O. An account of it is given

by Professor AVright. Madisonville is situated near Cincin-

nati, between the Little ]\[iami and Mill Creek, about five miles

from the Ohio liiver. In 1SS7 Dr. Metz made a simihir find

near Lovekmd, on the Little ]\[iami Itiver, under similar condi-

tions. The interesting and important points connected with

these discoveries are these : The flakes resembled very closely

those fonnd at Trenton. They were found in deposits of gravel

of the same general character as those of Trenton, and situated

in much the same way. Professor Wright says :

The depression is from one to two miles Avidc, and about five

miles long, from one stream to another, and is occupitHl by a de-

posit of gravel, sand, and loam, clearly enough belonging to the

glacial-terrace epoch.

g

* The Ice Age in Xorth America, p. 526. t Wiiison's //«#. of America. ]\ 2.U.

j- Wiiison's IIi.it. ofAmerica, p. o39. § The Ice A<je in Xorth America, p. 531.
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Mastodon bones were found in sand, nnderlying the coarser

gra\x-l and pebbles. Professor Wrigiit says again.

:

In the hglit of the exposition just given, tliese implements will

at once be recognized as among the most important archieological

discoveries whicli liad yet been made in America, ranking on a
])ar with tliose of Dr. Abbott at Trenton, X. J.; since they show
that in Oliio, as well as on the Atlantic coast, man was an inhabit-

ant before the close of the glacial period.*

Eeference has already been made to the chipped fragments

of quartz found by Professor "Winchell, at Little Falls, Minn.,

which M-ere claimed to be proof of the existence of preglacial

man. They can hardly pretend to do any thing of the kind,

if the opinions of Professors "Wright and Ilaynes are of any

value. The former declares, that the time when the Little

Falls stone implements and fragments from their manufacture

were covered by the modified drift seems, therefore, some-

what later than that of the implements found in Southern

Ohio and Xew Jersey.f Professor Haynes says

:

According to this view, the upper deposit at Little Falls would
appear to be more recent than those laid down by the immediate
wasting of the great terminal moraine at Trenton and in Ohio

;

but the occupation of the spot by man upon the lower terrace

may well have been at a much earlier time.;};.

While discoveries are claimed to have been made in other

localities these are the most important. The weight of testi-

mony whicli they give is in favor of the interglacial man. As
to the point of geological time of deposits, Mr. U2)ham, as

quoted by Professor Wright, says

:

Estimated by comparison Avith the series of moraines and
l)eaches formed during the glacial recession, the date of the
gravel \A-x\x\. at Little Falls apj)ears to be about midway between
the time of maximum extent of the last ice-sheet and the time of
its melting on the district across which the Kelson River tiows
to Hudson Bay.§

Assuming the value of these discoveries and the correctness

of the inferences drawn as to the existence of man in connec-

tion with geological formations mnned, the question returns,

How long is it since man iidiabited for tlie first time the

* The la Age in Xorih America, p. 5?,3. \Ibid., p. 510.

I Winson's Uidiyry of America, p. 31C.

g The Ice. A'je in Xorth America, p. 539.
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northern portion of Europe and jSTorth America with the great

mammals of the Pleistocene, and perhaps disputed with them

the right to live among them ? It is evidently a question

which it is inuch easier to ask than to answer. "With many it is

thought that it is impossible to ansAver it ; and it is quite cer-

tain that it never can be determined in years as the events which

have transpired in historical times are determined. A disposition

has been general, until recent years, to assume a vast period of

time. The great changes which had taken place seemed to call

for it. The theory of evolution, which had all time at its dis-

posal, was exceedingly prodigal of its allowances, although

of late years even evohitiou does not seem to require so much
time as formerly, at least among the niore conservative evolu-

tionists. Mr. James Croll has estimated the length of time

since the beginning of the glacial period, on the basis of the

eccentricity of the earth's orbit and the procession of the equi-

noxes, to have been two hundred and forty thousand years, and

seventy thousand years since the close of the same period. The

position is, that the occurrence of winter, when the earth is at

aphelion and the eccentricity of the earth's orbit is greatest,

through a succession of years, provides the necessary conditions

for the ice-age. Very serious objections lie against this theijry

from a geological point of view, and it is rejected by very emi-

nent geologists as of no value in determining the time and

duration of the glacial period. There is a very decided disj^o-

sition to accept a much briefer time since the ice-age began

and closed.

Archaeologists have agreed upon certain measures of time,

such as pahpolithie, neolithic, bronze, and iron ages. It nni.~t

be acknowledged, however, that these distinctions, marking

well enough the progressive advancement of a race from the

lowest condition to one of development in intelligence and civ-

ilization, are only of relative value. Tliey can be of absolute

value only when they are identified with some geological

period. Here archaeology and geology must combine. The.-*'

measures point out the rudest condition of human life, and

geology points out the formation in difierent localities t'^ whi.-ii

these rudest implements belong. In Xorth America they have

been found in tltc gravel-beds which were made at the close of

the glacial })criod.
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The means for computing the time since palaeolithic man

came upon the scenes in Europe are in the main the depositions

of the river-gravels, the erosion of river-beds, peat-bogs, stalag-

mites and stalactites. Individual formations, sncli as that of

the cone of the Tenier, liave afforded some basis of calculation.

Tlie valley of the Somme, a river in France, includes erosion,

river-gravel, and peat-beds.* Kent's cavern,f near Torquay, on

the coast of Devonshire, Eng., will serve as an illustration of

the part which the stalagmite takes in determining periods of

time. Of the strata of varions materials with which the cave

is filled, the lowest consists of breccia and red loam, in which

are the remains of the cave-bear and human implements. The

next above it is stalagmite, in places twelve feet thick, contain-

ing bones of the cave-bear. In the next higher are found cave-

earth, the bones of extinct species of animals, and human im-

plements. Above these is stalagmite, nearly two feet thick.

Still higher is a layer of black nmddy mold, var^dng from

three inches to ten inches in depth. Above all these are blocks

of limestone, which have fallen from the ceiling, and have been

cemented together by stalagmite. The unit of measure in all

these cases is the rate at which, imder present circumstances,

these processes would take place. This is evidently unfair,

since the circumstances must have been far different from

what they are at present. Dr. Andrews, as quoted by ]Mr.

Southall, says

:

1. The ancient rivers, and consequently the ancient annual rain-

fall, were for a tinie, respectively, immensely larger and greater

than at present. 2. The rapidity of the gravel deposit was, at least

in some places, very great, and the time required proportionately

sliort.|

It may be said with reference to both the peat-beds and stal-

aofmitcs that there is no uniform rate of formation. It has been

abundantly proved that both may be formed under proper con-

ditions with groat rapidity. These considerations have led many

eminent geologists to discredit the value of these time-measures.

A better understanding of the forces in operation in those early

times and the rates at which such processes could take place,

and are known to take place, has had the effect to reduce the

period of the time since the appearance of European man to

Southall's Btcent Origin of Man, p. 2G0. f Rid., p. 106. | Ibul, p. 2GD.
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verj moderate figures. Other and far more definite conditions
of calculation arc now relied upon.

Among the better and more reliable data is tlie gorge of
Xiagara/^^ The preglacial outlet, whicli was filled during the
prevalence of the ice-period, is no part of the present outlet of
Lake Erie. After the filling-up process it was necessary for
the waters of Lake Erie to seek another outlet. Xiao-ara Eiver
was the result. At Qneenston a thick outcrop of limestone
comes to the surface above the level of Lake Ontario about
three hundred feet. The beginning of the gorge and the re-

cession of the ice-sheet ai-e'identified in the following way : As
long as the ice-barrier still crossed the Mohawk Valley the
natural outlet at the eastern end of Lake Ontario southward,
and thence by the way of the Hudson Eiver Yalley to the sea,

was closed, and the pent-up waters of both Lake Erie and Lake
Ontario would be kept at nearly the same level. The removal
of the ice-barrier by the recession of the ice-sheet, as it melted
into floods, would necessarily loM-er the waters in both lakes,

but at the time the subsidence of the water would permit the
formation of the cataract at the point at which the Xiagara flowed
over the limestone. Thus the beginning of the Xiagara goro:e

in its relation to the retreat of the glaciers is fixed. The simple
problem now is to determine the rate of erosion and the distance
eroded. From observations made during recent yeai-s a unit
of measure has been determined which is certainfy fair, since
the rate of erosion must be as slow now as it ever was. The
result arrived at is, that seven thousand years is the a^e of the
oldest portion of the X^iagara gorge.

Another time-measure is found in the gorge of the Mississippi
between Fort Snelling and the Falls of St. Anthony.f The
distance is about eight miles. F(u- a vanety of reasoiis Pro-
fessor X". IL AVinchell concludes ''that tliat jxirt of the Missis-

6ii)pi gorge above Fort Snelling has been excavated by the re-

cession of the Falls since the last general drift movement." . .

.

Whether this was at the beginning or at the acme of cold, or
at the recession of the ice, is a question wliich may well be con-
sidered

; Init at this time the only point that is claimed is, that

it is not earlier than the beginning of the last glacial epoch,
and }.robab!y M'as near the acme of cold. ]>y a com])arison of

* Tut let A'je in Kwth America, j). -130. -j- Ibid., p. 4G0.
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the dates at wliicli the Falls were at different points, Professor

"Winch ell determines tlie rate of recession. By means of this

rate, which is based upon evidence extending over a period of

one hundred and seventy-six years, and entirely jnst since the

rate must have been at least as slow in tliat period as at any

time previous, lie estimates tliat seven thousand eight hundred

and three years must have been required for the recession of

the Falls from Fort Snelling.

The conclusions arrived at in tliese calculations have been

confirmed, according to Professor "Wright, by a variety of

smaller water-falls and gorges in Ohio." Dr. E. Andrews, from
a study of the shores of Lake Michigan, has arrived at a simi-

lar conclusion.f Professor "Wright says, in reference to the

relation of these calculations to the Trenton man :

This, of course, does not take us back to tlie period when the
front of the glacier lay in the liead waters of the Delaware and
the Little Miami River, and when glacial floods were depositing
the gravel at Trenton, X. J., and at Loveland and Madisonvilk",
O., where Doctors Abbott and Metz have found palaeolithic im-
plements ; but it does bring us back to within a compai-atively
short distance of that period, the dilference being merely the time
necessary for the melting back of the ice from the sunnuit of the
Catskills to the southern lianks of the xVdirondacks, and from the
water-partings of the Ohio to the north shore of Lake Erie.

Assuming the discoveries, of Dr. Abbott and others, of evi-

dences of the existence of ])ala3olit]iic man in America to be

correct, it is a difficult fact to understand how man in the time

of the ice-period could have populated America to such an ex-

tent as to have reached the upper waters of the Mississippi

Elver. Science is putting a heavy load upon those rude flint

flakes and chipped quartz ! It is an instance of a remarkable

faith. If it be true, a great many questions will arise. Did
man originate on this continent I If not, how did he come
here? If he came from the Xorth, the probability is that he

M-as preglacial. If he did not come from the iSTorth, how did

he reach these shores ? Is he Asiatic or European ? How-
ever these cpiesiions may be answered, according to the fore-

going, his origin was comparatively recent. Beyond the flakes,

which at the most carry him back only to the closing scenes of

the ice-age, all is conjecture. If paheolithic man v.-as swept

* The Ice Age in Xorth America, p. 408. \ Ihid., p. 471. ,
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from the cartli utterly by some great overthrow, as some geolo-

gists think, and a long interval elapsed before neolithic man
appeared, was palaeolithic man the antedilavian of the Bible ?

It is at least very suggestive. All that can be said is, that it

might have been so.

Professors "Wright, Winchell, Ilaynes, and Dr. Andrews

agree tliat the close of the ice-age was scarcely seven thousand

years ago. Professor Dawson says that the age of man is com-

paratively recent, and favorably quotes Dr. Andrews. Pro-

fessor A. AVinchell estimates the appearance of man in Europe

at from five to seven thousand years. Mr. Le Contc says:

In conclusion, we may say that we have not as yet any certain

knowledge of man's time on the earth. It may have been one

hundred thousand years, or it may have been ten thousand years,

but more probably the former.

It is clear that there is very respectable authority for a recent

date for tlie appearance of man. All presumptions that he

must have been immensely earlier because of the doctrine of

evolution are out of place, since evolution itself is in many

of its claims, and especially in regard to man's origin, a pre-

sumption.

Professor Dawson says

:

The Christian, on Ids part, ma}' feel satisfied that the scattered

monumental relics of the caves and gravels will tell no story very

different from that which he has long believed on other evidence,

nor any thing inconsistent with those views of man's heavenly

origin and destiny wliich ha^ e been the most precious inheritance

of the greatest and best minds of every age, from that early pre-

historic period when men, palaeolithic men, no doubt, began to

invoke the name of Jehovah, the coming Saviour, down to those

times when life and iumiortality were brought to light, for all

who M'ill see, by the Saviour already come.*

* Story of the Earth and Jfan. p. 311.

,^<^u^-€iA<5^^eX^:^/^^^.^
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Art. IY.—the MISSIOX OF THE AXGLO-SAXOK

There are good reasons for believing, on purely scientific

grounds, that the whole human race had a common ancestor.

Darwin, in his Descent of 2lan, inclines ib this opinion, which

has also been earnestly and ably advocated by Quatrefages in

his various anthropological writings. If this is the true theo7y

tliere must have been a time when there was only one language,

from which sprang all the various languages and dialects now
existing. It has often been stated with great positiveness by
polygenists, who are generalh' extreme evolutionists also, that

the human race came into existence at several different places

and at various times ; and that, therefore, the languages in use

at the present time could not all have had a common origin.

TJie chief argument adduced in favor of this position, both

by anthropologists and philologists is, that the various races of

men and the different languages known to exist differ so greatly

from each other that it is impossible that they could have had

a common origin. To a layman, however, it looks as if this

diversity was the last argument that a Darwinist should employ
;

for certainly the different races of men do not differ as much
in appearance as the different varieties of pigeons; and Darwin
has shown that these are all descended from a common stock.

The same reasoning may be applied to language. However
much different languages may vary in structure, it is never-

theless true that no two languages are so entirely dissimilar

that some resemblance may not be found between them.

But it may be well to admit, at the outset, that linguistic

science can never demonstrate either the original unity or the

original variety of the human race. Tiie reason is, that the

data are, and probably always will be, wanting. The human
species cannot well be less than ten thousand years old, and

tlie oldest written records scarcely go back more than half that

far. The Egyptian hieroglyphics are, doubtless, the oldest lit-

erary monuments in existence, and, admitting the extreme

claims for the antiquity of these, they do not go beyond four

thousand years B. C. We should thus have a period of about

four thousand years during which the art of writing M-as un-

known, or at least from which no records have come down to
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lis, wliicli amounts to the same thing as if it had not been

known. Languages, wlien not preserved by literary documents

or \vide-s])read custom, change with astonishhig rapidity. The

words that we use now in counting from one to ten do not

greatly differ from those used by our Aryan ancestors thou-

sands of years ago"; but tliis is because these Aryans had

reached a considerable degree of civilization before they left

their primitive " cradle," wherever that may have been. The

speech of savages, howevei', usually contains but a few hun-

dred words, and these may be forgotten or entirely changed in

a generation or two. "Among many South American Indians

the language changes from clan to clan and almost from hut

to hut, so that members of different families are obliged to

have recourse to gestures to eke out the scanty pittance of oral

discourse that is mutually intelligible." It is said that early in

the present century a dictionary of the language of some of

the Central American tribes became in ten years completely

useless, so greatly had the dialect changed.

In the language of Tahiti four of the ten simple nmnerals

used a Imndred years ago have become extinct.

Two was ma ; it is now piti.

Four Avas lea ^ it is now Diaha.

Five was rima ; it is w<y\\ pae.

Six was ono ; it is \\o\y feue.

If a language can change so as to be unintelligible in a decade

what might we not expect in four liundred decades ? The

present diversity of language, therefore, furnishes no argument

against their original unity.

Starting, then, with a single tongue, for many centuries after

the advent of man upon the earth his tendency, as well as that

of his language, was centrifugal. In tlie course of time this

one language had ramified into thousands of branches. Ihit

the tendency is now^ in the opposite direction. Civilization kills

out inferior dialects, and cultivated tongues take their jdaccs.

Thus the number of tongues actually spoken is constantly do-

creasing. In view of these facts the inquiry as to what lan-

guage sliall bo the final survivor, or, in other words, what will

be the language of the future, cannot but be pertinent and in-

teresting. The principle of the struggle for life and the sur-

vival of the fittest conjes into play hero with great force, and
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it can be shown that in this struggle the English language has

more points in its favor than any other. There are agencies

at work which, if they continue to work, will certainly make
English the universal language, although it will require thou-

sands of years to bring about such a result. Certain it is, that

if there ever is a universal language it will be one of those now
spoken, and not an artificial one like Volapiik, which may do

very well for business purposes but can never become the

vehicle of a great literature. Yolapiik itself incidentally bears

testimony to the superiority of English, for, although it is the

invention of a German, it borrows nearly half its vocabulary

from the English.

Let us now consider the claims that English has to uni-

versality.

The British empire extends over an area of about 5,000,000

square miles, with a population of about 250,000,000, while the

United States have an area of 3,600,000 square miles, with a

population of 64,000,000, so that the sway of the English

—

that is, English-speaking people—extends over nearly a quarter

of the human race ; and when we add that the English have im-

portant possessions in every part of the world the importance

of a nation possessing such numerous " coigncs of vantage

"

can readily be appreciated. England manufactures articles for

the consumption of half the human race and sends them to

their destination in their own ships. Her literature is the great-

est in the world ; her political constitution, having grown up
out of the wants of her citizens, is, in many respects, an ideal

one. In all. these attributes of a great and growing nation

England is only equaled by her over-grown daughter, the United

States of America, who, in energy superior to the mother coun-

try, has already far outstripped her in population, and bids fair

to excel her in many other characteristics of a great people.

ISo other great literature is so free from immoral and irrelig-

ious tendencies as the English. It embodies the highest results

of science in tlie most popular form, and at a price so low as

to be read by the greatest number of persons. The issues of

the daily and weekly press are unrivaled in the freshness and

copiousness of their news, the vigor and common sense of their

leading articles, the magnitude of their circulation, and the

smallness of their price.
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In ease of acquisition English compares favorably with any

cultivated language in the world. Since it is closely allied

to the German and Scandinavian tongues it is less difficult

for the natives of those countries to learn than most others

would be, while, on the other hand, it contains so large a

Latin element that Italians, Spaniards, and Frenchmen find

in it a large part of their own vocabulary in a modified form.

Its comparative freedom from inflections, too, gives it a great

advantage. In order to speak French fluently and correctly it is

necessary to carry in the mind 2,265 verb forms, and, although

German lias fewer verb forms, the ii-regularity of its nouns and

adjectives more than makes up for the difference, and its syntax

is also more complicated. But the feature of the English lan-

guage which perhaps gives it its greatest superiority over other

cultivated tongues is one which is easily overlooked, but which

will be appreciated by any one who has tried to speak French

or German. This is the matter of gender ; a difficulty which no

other language has solved in a rational manner. It takes more

time to learn the gender of foreign words than it does to learn

their meaning. Even the most talented student only conquers

this troublesome feature of French and German by an enormous

.amount of study and practice.

But the position of the English language can best be appre-

ciated when we compare its claims with some of the other prin-

cipal languages of the world. Greek, Latin, Arabic, and Span-

ish were successively entitled to claim the first rank, but as

spoken languages they have perished, or dwindled into com-

parative insignificance. Greek, the first of these, througli

all its vicissitudes of more than three thousand years, has pre-

served its original character almost intact, atid, although time

has affected its grammar, pronunciation, and vocabulary, yet

the language of Xenophon, Thucydides, and Plutarch is vir-

tually a living language to-day, although greatly reduced in

importance. However, sa long as man is interested in any

thing not purely material, the Greek language will always be

studied, for the history of all the great problems in ethics, poli-

ties, and philusophy leads us inevitably back to the groves and

porticos of Athens.

Although the Eomans were at one time masters of the greater

part of the world, as they knew it, the sway of their language
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was never co-extensive with that of their arms ; for in the East
the superior genius of Greek triumphed over the speech of the

Roman, but in the Western empire Latin verj generally pre-

vailed. Where it was not driven out by the Teutonic, as in

England, it rapidly became corrapted under the influence of the
native idioms, and forms the basis of Italian, Spanish, French,
and Portuguese, It a second time became mistress of the civ-

ilized world in becoming the organ of the Roman Church. It

was for centuries the medium of conmiunication between men
of culture, and all the treasures of the learning of the Middle
Ages are embalmed in it. The writers of those times believed,

as James Russell Lowell expresses it, that nothing that was
written in a living language could itself live. Latin has a lit-

erary and historic value, but as a spoken language it is dead
beyond the power of resurrection.

How greatly the importance of a language depends on the

political importance of those who speak it is well illustrated by
the Arabic, which was at one time spoken from the Ganges to

the Pyrenees, and served as a vehicle for the boldest speculations

and most careful observations in mathematics, medicine, and
natural science ; but with the waning of the political power of

the Arabs the importance of their language disappeared, and it

is only studied to-day because of the side-light it throws upon'
the Hebrew.

The Spanish language came into prominence during the reign
of Charles Y., who was the most powerful sovereign of his time>

ruling over some of the fairest poi-tions of Europe and more
than half of the Western world. The causes of Spain's decline

were chiefly moral. Although possessing a sonorous, i-efmed„

and expressive language, akin in strength and dignity to its

parent Latin, she has never given us those treasures of science

and literature that we have received from the other Romance na-

tions, France and Italy. While the J^eformation was quickening
nearly all the rest of Europe, she, by her Inquisition, savagely
crushed out all attempts at reform, thereby hopelessly consign-

ing her subjects to the tender mercies of superstition and igno-
rance

;
and now there is none so poor as to do her reverence.

The French court under Louis XIV., aided by a literature

which suddenly blazed out into exceptional brilliancy, dazzled
the other courts of Europe and excited them to imitation^ Its.
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speech became the symbol of elegance and good breeding, and,

as the language of diplomacy, almost supplanted tlie vernac-

ular among the higher classes in Germany, where its influence

had a paralyzing efl'ect upon the native literature. Frederick

the Great, who did more for Germany than any man before or

since his time, excepting, perhaps, Luther, had such a contempt

for his native speech that he only used it under compulsion, and

the results of his literary activity are now published in their

original French in thirty-one volumes. The evil effects of this

admiration for the French are even now plainly discernible in

the language and literature of the Germans. This influence

was also felt in England, where Charles 11. regularly received

French gold for betraying the interests of his own country ; but

the natural independence, not to say self-conceit, of the English

made it less far-reaching in its effects here than in Germany.

The reaction against French speech and manners came when
France, through the Revolution, and the establishment of a

republic, lost her prestige in European courts. French is yet,

however, in some sort regarded as the court language of

Europe ; but if we should accept this fact as an evidence that

its superiority is generally conceded we should grievously err.

The Russian aristocracy still speak French very generally, but

"the Germans are cultivating their own language with an in-

creasing zeal. The English, on the other hand, have always

despised the French, and, although Englishmen make up a con-

siderable portion of the population of Paris they rarely think

it worth while to learn the French language. They compel the

Frenchman who wishes to do business with them to learn their

language, hence the windows of nearly all the principal shops

in Paris bear the legend "English spoken " (or '•'
sjyoo'ken'''').

In the heart of Europe M'e find a race possessing all the

qualities necessary to make it a leader among nations, and speak-

ing a language of great strength and flexibility, although some-

what harsh in sound. Germany, owing to internal dissension:^,

lias not until recently taken that high rank as a power to which

she was fairly entitled, while her language and literature are

jnst beginning to be studied as they deserve. This language i?^

copious in vocabulary, and in power of combination it exce!>

all other modern idioms, but its numerous guttural sounds will

always make it unpleasant to most persons not to the manner
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born, and also make it somewhat difficult for such to speak. It

seems probable, liowever, that Germany's relative importance
in Europe will decline rather than grow. Bismarck has given

her her present position, and there seems to be no one fit to take

up the work where he laid it down. While the Germans will

perhaps always be leaders in purely speculative thought, tliey

seem to lack the practical sense which the present age demands.
jS"either is the soil of Germany very fertile, so that her increase

in population must be slow, and it has, possibly, already nearly

reached its limit. That she lias not room enough for her

children is shown by the large numbers of them that annually

flock to our shores. These, in a generation or two, become
English-speaking, and their influence is thenceforth cast into our
side of the scale as against the mother country ; and the same state

of things prevails in the case of nearly every other country except

England. She has extensive colonial possessions, so that even if

Englishmen do emigrate they are almost sure to keep on speak-

ing English, while emigrants from other countries become En-
glish-speaking simply because the English colonies and the

United States are the only good places for emigrants to go.

Having seen that no other language is likely to become
universal, we shall now show that English possesses qualities

calculated to make it the universal lanoruafc.o o
AYhen the Angles and Saxons came to Britain it M-as in pos-

session of the Kelts, who were subjugated, and their language
gave place to that of the conquerors, who were in turn con-

quered by the Danes and Xormans. Here we have an evidence

of the tenacity of life of the English language, for, while it

displaced or is displacing every language with which it ever

came in contact, it did not long yield to either the Danish or

the Xorman-French. True, the Danish occupation did not last

long, but that of the Normans was permanent. History scarcely

furnishes another example of a subjugated people forcing their

language on their conquerors as the English did on tlie JS'orinans.

Mere numbers do not always decide contests of this kind, else

Latin would never have become the language of Gaul and of

the Iberian peninsula. The result depends chiefly on the

character of the people in question. English is gradually, in

8ome cases rapidly, displacing the Keltic dialect in the different

parts of the United Kingdom. Cornish died out toward the
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close of the last century. The Irish is gradually giving way to

tlie Englisli, as is also the Gaelic in the Iliglilands of Scotland,

and the time is not far distant when the latter will cease to be

spoken. "\Yith the AVelsli the case is diffei-ent. They hold on

to their language with remarkable tenacity ; but since their

future is inseparably bound up %\nth that of England, as they

become better educated they will douhtless adopt the language

of the ruling country.

In the language of business English is forcing its way into

the speech of all other commercial nations. This is easily tested

by listening to the language in use on board the vessels plying

between Germany and England and Germany and the United

States. The French, notwithstanding their high opinion of the

excellence of their own language, are constantly borrowing En-

glish words, even where there seems to be no real necessity for

80 doing. The native idiom could easily have supplied equiva-

lents for wagon^ tramzvay^ ticket, and many others, but the

French acknowledged the supremacy of the English by im-

porting them ready-made, although they all have a very ini-

French appearance.

Approximate statistics maybe of some service liere. At the

beginning of the present century French was spoken by about

25,000,000 people ; to-day it is the vernacular of about

40,000,000. German in ISOO was spoken by 27,000,000; to-

day it is spoken by about 57,000,000. English at that timcM-as

the language of 15,000,000, while to-day. it is used by about

100,000,000. The increase of the French is GO per cent, for the

whole period ; of the German 110 per cent., while of the En-

glish it is nearly 600 per cent. Professor I)e Candolle, of

Geneva, estimates that in 100 years from now English will he

spoken by 800,000,000 humaT/boings, German by 121,000,000,

and French by 90,000,000. Professor March, in the Forum fur

June, 1888, says: "At present the populations either speak-

ing the English language or under the dominion of English-

speaking people number more than 318,208,000, or one fourth

the population of the globe. The English-speaking races oc-

cupy one fourth of the dry land of the earth, and own nearly

two thirds of the tonnage of the ships, Tlicy live in all regions ;

they haTidle all articles of trade; they preach to all nations;

they command one half of the world's gold and silver, and
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distribute more than two thirds of the Bibles and Testa-

ments. More tlian one lialf of the letters mailed and carried

by the postal service of the vvorld are written, mailed, and read

by the English-speaking populations. The expectation that

English will come into universal use is not based upon any

thing in the nature of the language, but rather on the cliaracter

and circumstances of the people. Tlie Englisli people have

been the great colonizers of modern times. They have taken

possession of America, Australia, of South Africa, the re-

gions which are to be seats of new empires, and they control

and assimilate the populations which flow into them and which

grow up in them."

That a man should think well of his own language is, of

course, natural and proper, and it is, therefore, not strange that

those who speak English as their mother tongue should believe

in its superiority. But English stands as high in the estima-

tion of foreigners as it does in our own, as may be shown by a

few quotations from distinguished men of other nations.

Dr. John A. Weisse, in a work on the English language,

Bays that he was an utter stranger to Englisli up to his tliirtieth

year. His contempt for it was in direct ratio to his ignorance

of it. Convinced of its inferiority, ho studied it with a view

to demonstrating that inferiority. His investigations convinced

him that "Englisli contains the cream and essence of its prede-

cessors and contemporaries; that its grammar is simpler and

that its literary records are more consecutive and more complete

than those of any other tongue," lie is not content to class it

among the best, it is the hest, the most flexible, the one language

of all that have ever existed most suitable to become a world

language. He says farther, that if our orthography were

reformed and a few syntactical anomalies corrected, nothing

could prevent the English language from becoming universal.

Professor Jacob Grimm, whose penetration into the spirit of

language has perhaps never been excelled, and who was, more-

over, an enthusiastic admirer of his native German, says

:

No one of the modern languages has acquired greater force
and strength than tlie English, through llie de'rangenient and
rdinqnishment of its ancient laws of sound. The unteacliabie

(ncverthekss learnable) profusion of its middle tones has con-
ferred upon it an intrinsic power of expression such as no other
human tongue ever i)0ssessud. Its entire, thoroughly intellectual,
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mcdiinn for the coninmnication of ideas. He has a higher duty

to perforin. In puHtics and morals the Anglo-Saxon, especially

the American Anglo-Saxon, seems destined to be the teacher

of the world. Emerson says: '"America is another name for

opportunity. Our whole history appears like a last effort of

the divine Providence in behalf of the human race." Doubt-

less the average inhabitant of Germany or France would smile

incredulously on being told that America was to be the instructor

and elevator of the human race ; but it is a simple problem in

arithmetic to show that the United States will in a short time

acquire a vast preponderance over European nations; and when

that preponderance is joined with wealth and intelligence it

is sure to make its inlluence felt. Our country is certainly

capable of supporting as dense a population as Germany has

now, which is about two hundred and twenty-five to the square

mile. Now, leaving out Alaska, we shall have a population

of about 700,000,000 before our country is as densely peopled

as Germany is at present, and even then we shall not be half so

crowded as Belgium is to-day. If our population should con-

tinue, as it has done in the past, to double every twenty-live

years, we should by the end of the next century number more

than 1,500,000,000 souls— a larger population than the whole

globe-at present has. "While the natural rate of increase among a

highly civilized people is less rapid than among barbarians, the

destruction of life is smaller. "Wars are less destructive both

of life and property than formerly, because they do not last

so long. Medical science and sanitary regulations are likely to

give us comparative, if not complete, immunity from pestilence,

while increased facilities for intercommunication make it almost

certain that no civilized country, at least, will ever suffer from

famine. Immigration from Europe is likely to increase rather

than diminish, for many European states are already over-

crowded with population; and many, especially the young and

vigorous, will leave their native land in order to avoid the uni-

versal conscription now in vogue in the greater part of Europe.

The question has often been raised whether, with such an

enormous population, our Union could hold together, and the

example of tlic lioman empire, which became so unwieldy that

it broke in pieces by its own weight, is often quoted to show

the dangers which threaten our future. But the cases are not
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parallel. Old Rome was practically the government of a city

over many widely-separated dependencies having no share in

the government of the state at large, and consequently, no in-

terest in its welfare. "With ns, on the contrary, witli our equal

representation and state sovereignty, the interest of one becomes

the interest of all. Mr. Julian Fiskc says :

In contrast with such a system as that of the old Roman empire
our skillfully-elaborated American system of federalism ajipears as

one of the most important contributions the English race has ever
made to the general work of civilization. The working out of

this feature in our national constitution by Hamilton and Madison
and their associates M'as the finest specimen of constructive states-

manship the world has ever seen. . . . The principle of federalism
contains within itself the seeds of peace between nations, and to

this glorious end I believe it will come in the fullness of time.

No one can doubt that the chances for the perpetuity of the

Union are much better to-day than they were thirty years ago,

when we had but half our present population. One thing, at

least, was pretty thoroughly settled by our civil war, and that

is, that no State or group of States has a right to appeal to arms

for redress of grievances, either real or imaginary ; and that all

difficulties between States, as between individuals, must be set-

tled by the courts. The Anglo-Saxon race showed the world a

brilliant example of Christian progress when England and tli6

United States amicably settled the Alabama difficulty. War is

the favorite occupation of most savages, but is unworthy of a

nation calling itself Christian, or even civilized ; and when our

public morality shall have arisen to a level with our private

morality it will be regarded as being just as absurd for two na-

tions to go to war to settle their differences as it now is for two

individuals to adjust such matters with their fists.

Again, by an earnest cultivation of the arts of peace we
shall com])el Europe to disband her armies in sheer self-defense,

and when this is done M'e shall already have made a great ad-

vance on the road to universal peace ; for a nation that has no

standing army is not likely to engage in war except as a last

resort. "We have oidy begun to scratch the surface of the

new States of the north-west, and yet we are already formida-

ble competitors in agricultural products with the Old "World,

and as population increases, and more scientific as well as more

economical methods are employed, wo shall be able to produce
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even more cheaply than at present. This is also true in indus-

trial matters. Germany and France will not be able to com-

pete successfully with us if they each have half a million of

men lying idle in the barracks; and their only resource will be

to beat their swords into plowshares and their spears into prun-

ing-hooks. During our civil war the potentates of the Old

^Yorld watched the struggle witli intense interest, for they

lioped that the experiment of "a government of the people,

for the people, and by the people " would prove a failure, just

as they hoped that the Revolution in France would fail, and did

what they could to crush it, because they feared that the exam-

ple of the French might become contagious. But we may now
fairly claim to have 2:)assed beyond the experimental stage ; and

it is not in reason to suppose that the intelligent European

nations will long endure a personal government when they have

such a brilliant example of the results of a representative gov-

ernment constantly before their eyes.

That God should choose one nation for a special mission, and

therefore favor it above all others, is not an unheard-of thing in

his dealings with men. The Hebrews were once his elect peo-

ple, and Paul claimed that the advantage of the Jew over the

Gentile was "much every way," but chiefly because unto the

former " were committed the oracles of God." Tliey, how-

ever, forfeited their high privilege by their rejection of the

Christ, and there are good reasons for believing that to the

Anglo-Saxon has passed the privilege as well as the responsi-

bility of civilizing as well as of Christianizing the world. For

hundreds of years the English race has been noted as the expo-'

nent of civil and religious liberty. The debt of continental

Europe to us in this respect is so great that it cannot easily be

overestimated. The great ]Reformation was started in England

by AViclif, although it had its greatest development in Germany

under Luther chiefly because a reformation was more needed

on the Continent than in England.

It will probably be admitted that that nation can rightly claim

to be the depositary of the "oracles of God" that makes the

best use of them. If so, then these oracles have, in these latter

days, been specially committed to the Anglo-Saxons, for they

are pre-eminently the exponents of spiritual Christianity. This

is shown not only by the fact that the standard of morality is
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liiglier among them than, elsewhere, but also by the fact that

they realize, as no otlier does, the importance of the command :

" Go ye into all the world and preach the Gospel to every creat-

ure." Tlie progress that the English language is making gives

lis an advantage over all other nations in conducting missionary

enterprises. AVe are, to a large extent, the world's teachers.

The petrified nations of the East look to the Anglo-Saxon for

instruction in science as well as in the practical affairs of life.

The opportunity to give instruction there far exceeds the sup-

ply. Millions whom we call heathen are waiting for us to edu-

cate them, and their intellectual and spiritual training must go
hand in hand. India and Japan are, doubtless, two of our

most promising mission fields, and in both of these the English

language is regarded with special favor. Bishop Taylor said in

a lecture, ten years ago, that there wore in India a million natives

who spoke English, and the desire to learn the language was

constantly growing.

Not only does the Anglo-Saxon go every-where but he thrives

almost every-where—in Alaska and in South Africa, in Canada
and in India. Australia, -^vith its dependencies, has a white

population of more than five millions, all of whom have come
there within a hundred years, and nearly all within fifty years.

Our own country was nearly two hundred years in acquiring

such a population. It is not improbable that in the aggressive

and endu]'ing vigor of the Anglo-Saxon may be found God's

final solution of the dark problems of ignorance and heathen-

ism. Just as the Indian is disappearing in Xortli America, so

is the Negro vanishing before the Caucasian in South Africa.

Ah-eady five flourishing English states have been established

there. Those portions of Africa that are unfavorable to white

population are not so extensive as was formerly supposed. Says

jMr. Eiske again

:

Who can doubt but that within two or three centuries tlio

African continent will be occupied by a mighty nation of Englisli

descent, and covered with populous cities and flourishing farms,

w'ith railroads and telegraplis and free schools, and other devices
of civilization not yet dreamed of.

In the Australian region, even at the present time, the nati\^

contingent is so small as to be hardly worth taking into account.

" In some parts of the world the stronger races may be able to
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preserve themselves from extinction, but in order to compete

with the Anglo-Saxon they will be compelled to adopt his lan-

guage, his civilization, and his religion." Notwithstanding the

fact that the fetters of creed have been somewhat loosened in

recent years, there is no reason to believe that vital religion has

not as strong a hold now in our country as it ever had. There

are encouraging signs of increasing attention to spiritual things

among all classes of men. On the other hand, among peoples

professing other beliefs, there seems to be a revolt against estab-

lished traditions.

In every comer of the world [says the historian Froude] there
is the same phenomenon of tlie decay of establislied religions.

. . . Among Mohammedans, Jews, Buddliists, Brahmans, tradi-

tionary creeds are losing: their hold. An intellectual revolution is

sweeping over the world, breaking down established opinions, dis-

solving foundations on which liistorical faiths had been built up.

Even in Catholic countries the old faith is losing its hold on

educated men, and just in proportion as education advances will

wane the power of the Pope over the minds of men. "With

good reason are papists afraid of free schools, for they are pre-

eminently the schools oifreedom, both in spiritual and political

matters.

Thus, wliile on the one hand God seems to be preparing the

Anglo-Saxon to take possession of his heritage, he is also pre-

paring the nations for the reception of the truth, as he prepared

them nineteen hundred years ago for the coming of his Son by
an era of universal peace. May we not, M'itli due reverence and

liumilitv, claim to be God's chief instruments in brine^injr about

the time of which Tennyson sings, when

"The war drum throbs no longer, and the brittle-flags are furled,

In the parliament of nations, iho federation of the world,"

as well as that more glorious time when " the kingdoms of tliis

world are become the kingdoms of our Lord and of his Christ,

and he shall reign for ever and ever ?

"
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Art. v.—the PROrHECY OF AMOS.

The Book of Amos is a mode] of Old Testament prophetic
writing. All we know of the autlior is to be gathered from
the title of his book and what is related of him in chapter vii,

10-15. fie was not a disciple of the schools of the prophets,

like the young man whom Elisha commissioned to anoint Jehu
for the destruction of the house of Ahab (2 Kings ix, 1-10),

but a herdsman of Tekoa, and also skilled in the care of fruit-

trees. Ilis prophecies, however, show him to liave been a man
of no mean culture. His language and style are worthy of rank
beside the most admired examples of Hebrew composition.

Though familiar with rustic life and scenery, he had looked
upon the palaces of nobles, and could speak advisedly of their

costly ivory and couches of Damascus silk (iii, 12, 15). He
knows the history of all the contiguous nations, and of Hamath
the Great and Calneh (vi, 2). The character of tiie Cushites

and the migrations of the Philistines and tlie Syrians are as

well known to him as the exodus of Israel from Egypt (ix, 7).

He seems to have M-atched the inundations of the is^ile (viii, S,

ix, 5), as well as the constellations of the Pleiades and Orion
(v, 8). He is most intimately acquainted with the history of his

own people, and refers familiarly to details of their idolatrous

practices otherwise unknown to us (v, 25, 26). His imagery is

varied. Being a herdsman and a gatherer of fruits, he very
naturally speaks of cows of Bashan (iv, 1), the shepherd res-

cuing portions from the lion's mouth (iii, 12), the cart pressed

down with sheaves (ii, 13), the growth of the rowen (vii, 1),

the ripened fruit (viii, 1), the sifted grain (ix, 9), and vineyards

and gardens (ix, 14). He thinks also of the horse and his rider,

the archer and the fleet fugitive (ii, 15), the snared bird (iii, 5),

and the deadly work of the lion, the bear, and the serjient

(v, 19). The revelry of impious feasts (v, 23, vi, 5, 6), the woes
of famine and pestilence and plague, with their aggravated

mortality and the consequent cremation of the dead (vi, 10),

are vivid in his imngination. He sees in an eclipse of the sun

at midday a symbol of fearful judgment (viii, 9). His thought

ranges from the top of Carmel to the bottom of the sea, and
from the high heavens to the depths of Shcol (ix, 2).
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The prophecj of Amos is assigned to tlie latter part of tlie

reign of Jeroboam, the son of Joash, after Uzziali became king

of Judah (chap, i, 1; coinp. 2 Kings xv, 1). This was at the

most flourishing period in the history of the kingdom of Israel,

as 2 Kings xiv, 2^29, shows. Jeroboam recovered all that

outlying region to the north, east, and south which had been

wrested from Israel by various heathen powers during the reigns

of his predecessors. But this great external prosperity begat

luxury and its attendant vices at the chief cities of the king-

dom, and led to the evils which are mentioned in this prophetic

book (see ii, 6-8, 12 ; iii, 9, 10 ; iv, 1 ; v, 7, 10, 11 ;
vi, 4-10

;

viii, 4-6). Sucli vices and pride, and especially the heartless op-

pression of the poor and the guilt of the worship of the golden

calves (iii, 14, iv, 4, v, 5, viii, 14), were the occasion of "the

words of Amos" and of "what he saw concerning Israel."

According to chapter vii, 15, Jahveh took this prophet from

his humble work in Tekoa and commissioned him to go and

prophesy nnto Israel. A journey of twenty-four miles north-

ward brought him to the altar and the royal houses of Bethel.*

But his book begins with oracles against six heathen nations,

followed by one against Judah, and the title declares that he

received his revelation "two years before the earthquake."

This notable earthquake is also referred to in Zechariah xiv, 5,

as having occurred in the days of Uzziah, king of Judah. It

is scarcely supposable that the prophet himself would have

made this reference to the earthquake two years before its oc-

currence. On the contrary, if the title is genuine and inscribed

by Amos, the inference is clear that he saw his visions and ut-

tered his prophecies some years before he put them in writing.

The most natural conclusion is, that after his mission to Bethel

he returned to his former life at Tekoa, and soon after tlie

remarkable earthquake, which caused great consternation and

flight among the people, he wrote out his prophecies against

Israel, together with those against the heatlien nations and

Judah, in the form in wliich they have come down to us.

All the neighboring nations mentioned in the earlier part

of the book had been awed or subdued before the triumphs of

Israel and Judah. But they were not yet overthrown, and the

* The reader should not fail to compare the mission of the unnamed prophet

whose sad history is recorded in 1 Kings xiii.
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meraorj of their nninerons transgressions was vivid in the

propliet's soul. He accordingly uttered against them all the

words of doom wliich God gave unto him. Their walls and

palaces and rulers are destined to perish before the lires of

Jahveh's judgment. But the chief burden of the prophet is

the announcement of judgment u])on Israel, He sees a mighty

nation far off beyond Damascus (v, 27, vi, 14) that will not

only break the power of Damascus and lead the Syrians back

to E!ir (ij 5), but will also sorely oppress and scatter among all

nations the house of Israel, and utterly destroy the sinful king-

doni of the ten tribes (ix, 8, 9). With such a vision of judg-

ment impending in the near future Amos wrote the following

prophecy :

ANALYTICAL OUTLINE.
I, An- Eightfold Ixtroductory Oracle. Chaps. I, 11.

1. Against Damascus, i, 3-5. 5. Against Ammon, i, 13-15.

2. Against Fliilistia, i, 6-8. 6. Against Moab, ii, 1-3.

3. Against T}-^, i, 9, 10. 7. Against Judah, ii, 4, 5.

4. Against Edom, i, 11, 12. 8. Against Israel, ii, 6-16.

Inasmuch as the chief burden is against Israel, that people is

reserved to the last, and receives a more extended oracle.

IT. Appeal to the Ho0se of Israel. Chaps. III-YI.

Three addresses, each beginning with " Hear ye this word."

1. First appeal, consisting of words of alarm and warning, iii, 1-15.
2". Second appeal, upbraidings for persistent hardness in tlie face of rept ated

jndgments, iv, 1-13.

3. A lamentation, filled up with various exhortations, complaints, and announce-
ments of woe, V, l-vi, 14.

III. Yisip-vs AND AccoiiPANYixG Oracles. Chaps. YII-IX.

1. Yision of locusts, %-ii, 1-3. 5. Vision of ripe fruit, viii, 1-3.

2. Vision of tire, vii, 4-6. 6. Oracle of doom, viii, 4-14.

3. Vision of the plumb-line, vii, 7-9. 7. Yision of the altar, ix, 1-4.

4. Conflict with Amaziah, vii, 10-17. 8. Oracle of doom, \x, 5-10.

9. Oracle of promise, ix, 11-15.

1. Eightfold Introductory Oracle. Chaps. I, II.

CHAPTER L
Opening Words.

2. Jahveh will out of Zioa roar,

And from Jerusalem give forth his voice;

And tlicn will she)>herd.s' dwellings droop with grief,

And CarmeFs head be withered to deoa}-.

2. Roar—Comp. Joel iv, 16. To the propliet's rapt soul the thunder seemed
like God's loud voice, which is al.so tlio'.'.Lrlit of as a lion's roaring. Wiiiiout suc\i

imagery as a means of thougiit and illu,«t ration the oracles of the Hebrew prophets

would have been impossii>le. Slicpherds' dujeUings are the open fields—an expres-

sion natural to a herdsman H'kc Amos. Tliis verse tersely sets forth the prophet's

theme—God's judgment on mountain and valley of Israel.
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1. Ag'ainst Damascus.

3. Thus Jahveh has declared:

Because of three transgressions of Damascus,
Yea, even four, I will not turn it back;
For Gilead they have with iron cutters crushed.

4. And I Avill send a fire in Ilazael's house,

And it shall burn Benhadad's palaces.

5. And I will shiver the bolt of Damascus,
And cut the inhabitruits from Aven's plain,

And from Beth-eden him that holds the rod.

And Aram's })eo['le shall go unto Kir, saith Jahveh.

2. Against Philistia.

6. Thus Jahveh has declared:

Because of three transgressions of Gaza,
And even four, I will not turn it back.

For they bore off captivity complete,

To pass it over into Edom's power.

V. And I will send a fire on Gaza's wall,

And it shall burn the palaces thereof.

8. And I will cut the inhabitants from Aslidod,

And him that holds the rod from Askelon,

And against P^kron I will turn mine hand.

And they shall perish— the Philistine's remnant,
Saith the Lord Jahveh.

3. Against Tyre.

9. Thus Jahveh has declared:

Because of three transgressions of Tyre,
And also four, I Avill not turn it back.

For they gave unto Edom captivity complete,

And did not mind the covenant of brothers.

10. And I will send a fire against Tyre's wall.

And it shall burn the palaces thereof.

4, Against Edom.
11. Thus Jahveh has declared:

Because of three transgressions of Edom,
And also four, I will not turn it back,

For he pursued his brother with a sword,

3. Tlnee . . . four—Poetically for many transf,'ressions. Tlim it back—Namely,
tlie decree of penal judgment, wliicli goes forth in tlie awful thunder-voice from
Zion. Cutters—Such as carts with jagsied wbocls adapted to tear and crush wliat

they passed over. Comp. 2 Sam. xii, 31, and 2 Kings xiii, 1. See 2 Kings x, 33.

4. Ilazael . , , Benliadad—See 2 Kings xiii, 3.

5. Shiver the bult—Poetical for breaking down the gates of a city which are bolt-

ed or barred against an enemy. Comp. Josh, vi, 1. Aven and Ikth-eJen were impor-

tant towns belonging to Damascus. For the fnltillinent of this see 2 Kings xvi, 9.

G. Coinplde—So complete as not to let one escape. The historical allusion is

probably to the event recorded 2 Ciiron. xxi, IG, 1 7. See Joel iv, G, (Iv.ig. ver. iii, 6
)

9. Couemmt of brotlii'rs— Established between Hiram and Solomoo. See 1 Kings
V, 1, 12. Comp. 1 Kings i.v, 13, where Hiram calls Solomon '' my brother."

11. Sicord—Comp. Num. xx, 18. Tiie alUision, however, is ratiier to the per-

petual hostility of Edom to Israel, which showed itself on every possible occasion.
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And his compassion stifled and destroyed
;

His anger also tore continually,

And his outpouring wrath he kept for aye;

12. And against Teman 1 will send a fire,

And it shall burn the palaces of Bozrah.

5. Against Ammon.
13. Thus Jahveh has declared:

For tlirec transgressions of the sons of Aramon,
And also four, I will not turn it back.

For Gilcad's pregnant womeT\ they have cleft.

In order to enlarge their boundary.

14. And I will kindle fire in Kabbah's wall,

And it shall burn the palaces thereof,

With clangor in the day of battle.

With tempest in the day of whirlwind;

15. And into exile shall their monarch go,

He and his chiefs together, Jahveh saith.

CHAPTER II.

6. Against Moab.

1. Thus Jahveh has declared:

Because of three transgressions of Moab,
And also four, I will not turn it back,

For he burned the bones of Edom's king to lime.

2. And against ]\Ioab I will send a fire.

And it shall Kerioth's palaces devour.

And Moab shall in tumult die.

With clangor and the truTupet's voice.

3. And I will cut the judge oti' from her midst,

And air her princes with him I will slay.

7. Against Judah.

4. Thus Jahveh has declared :

Because of three transgressions of Judah,
And also four, I will not turn it back,

For they have treated Jahveh's law with scorn,

And his commandmcTits they have not observed,

And their own lies have made them go astray,

After which same their fathers also walked;

5. And against Judah I will send a fire,

And it shall burn Jerusalem's palaces,

8. Against Israel.

6. Thus Jahveh has declared:

Because of three transgressions of Israel,

And also four, I will not turn it l^ack,

Because for silver they the righteous sell,

Also the needy for a pair of shoes;

1. Burned the bones—Comp. 2 Kings xxiii. 16. Tliis act of Moab, nowhere elso

mentioned, was cviilonlly regarded as some horrible atrocity. Coinp. 2 Kings iii, '-7.

4:. Lies—Idols and idolatrous pr.ioi ices.

6. JStll—Such a sale to the crediior a^ is contemplated in the law of Lev. x\v, 39.
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7. They pant for earth-dust on the head of the poor,

And turn the pathway of the meek aside;

Man and his father to the damsel go,

To bring pollution on my holy name.

8. And on pledged clothes they stretch by every altar,

And in their god's house drink amerced ones' wine.

9. But I destroyed the Amorite before them,

Whose loftiness was like the cedars' height;

And mighty was he as the terebinths,

And I destroyed his fruit above and roots below.

10. I also brought you up from Egypt's laud,

And led you in tlie desert forty years.

That ye the Amorite's land might possess.

11. And of your sons for prophets I raised up,

And of your choice young men for Nazarites;

Is it not'thus, O Israel ? Jahveh saith.

12. And ye have made the iSTazarites drink wine,

And charged the prophets. Ye shall not prophesy.

13. Behold, I am about to press you down,

As the cart presses which is full of sheaves.

14. And flight sliall perish from the swift,

And the strong shall not make his power secure.

Nor shall the mighty one save his own soul.

15. And he that grasps the bow shall not stand fast,

Kor he that is swift-footed save himself,

Kor he that -rides the horse save his owti soul.

16. And the strong heart among the mighty ones

iSTaked shall flee in that day, Jahveh saith.

II. Appeal to the House of Israel. Chaps. III-YI.

CHAPTER III.
1. First AppeaL

1. Hear ye this word which Jahveh has spoken to you, O sons

of Israel,

Concerning all the family which I brought up from the

land of Egypt, saying:

2. Only you liave I known of all the families of the soil,

Therefore will I visit upon you all your iniquities.

3. AVill two together walk except they meet together?

4. Roars lion in the forest, and no prey for him ?

7. Pant for earth-dust—llYpcv\io\\Q:i\ phrase, as if tJicv strove for the dust which

the outrr.ged poor man cast on his liead in token of sorrow. Comp. 2 Sum. i, 2

;

Job ii, 12. Turn—They turn the mock out of the way in order to ensnare them.

8. Pledged clothes—Such as are mentioned in tlie law of KxoJ. xxii, 2G. 27.

Instead of restoring them at sundown for a covering, thev appropriated them for

their own use, and'even lay upon them by the altars of sacritlce. Amerced ones'

wine—Wino purchased by the tines which they had rigorously exacted.

2. Known—Known in the sense of having special relatiuns of intimacy and fel-

lowship. Soil—nOTX, the ground, or earth, as the source from which all the

families of Adam had originated. Comp. Gen. ii, 7.

3. 7\vo—Jahveh and the projihet.

4- Boars—Allusion back to chap, i, 2. Comp. verse 8, below, where Jahveh'a

55—riiaii series, vol. vi.
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Gives the young lion from liis lair his voice, not having
seized ?

5. Falls bird on snare of earth, and no net for him ?

Goes snare up from the ground, and does not take at all ?

6. Shall there be blown a tnimpet in a city, and people trem-
ble not ?

Or shall there be an evil in a city, and Jahveh do it not ?

7. Nay, the Lord Jahveh doeth not a thing.

Except his secret he reveal unto his servants, the prophets.
^ 8. A lion roared, who will not be afraid ?

Lord Jahveh spoke, who will not prophesy ?

9. Proclaim ye on the palaces in Ashdod,
And on the palaces in the land of Egypt.
And say, Assemble ye upon Samaria's mountains,
And see what numerous tumults are therein,

And what oppressions in the midst of her.

10. And they knew not to do riglit, Jahveh saith.

Those treasuring wrong and violence in their palaces.

11. Therefore thus hath the Lord Jahveh declared:

An adversary, even round about the land;

And from thee he will bring thy power down.
And spoiled shall be thy palaces.

12. Thus Jahveh saith:

As saves the shepherd from the lion's mouth.
Two of the legs, or of an ear a piece,

So shall the sons of Israel be saved,

Those who are sitting in Samaria,

On the bedside and on the silken couch.

13. Hear ye and witness in the house of Jacob,
Saith the Lord Jahveh, God of hosts,

14. For in the day I visit Lsrael's transgressions on hi:n,

On Bethel's altars I will also visit,

And cut off shall the horns of the altar be.

And they shall fall unto the earth.

voice of judgment is represented by this motaphor. Here wo Imve tlie imajre of

the lion just pouncino; on his prey; the rending judgments of God are thus uboi:t

to break upon Israel. The youn<j lion, on the other hand, lifts up I'.is voice over

the prey after it has been brought into the lair. Israel will soon be such a prey.

5. Falls bird—The thought is, tliat snares are not set and birds are not taken

Trithout reason and purpose. Israel has invited the snare destined to capture him.

6. Trumpet—Like this prophet's cry. An evil—A calamity, like the overthrow
of a nation. Israel's ruin was a judgment of Jahveh.

I, 8. These verses show that the preceding questions, as veil as these more
direct statements, are essentially a vindication of this projihet's mission.

9. Proclaim ye—This is a charge to any and ail who might have opportunity

to proclaim. Compare the same form of address in li Sam. i, 20. Asluhd and Egypt

are called upon, as representative heathen powers from wiiom Israel had suflercl

in the past, to witness God's judgment on Samaria, the capital of the nation.

II. Adversary—Assyria. See 2 Kings xvii, 3-6.

12. Legs. . .ear—Tliose that escape the judgment will be like torn fraL'nicnls of

ft body which a lion rends. Note how the imago of tlio lion recurs again. Tlio

bedside and the silken (Damascus) couch are mentioned to depict tlie ease and cflem-

inacy of the chief Israelites in Samaria, just as winter house, summer house, and
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15, And Avinter house and summei* house I'll smite,

And perish shall the ivory houses then,

And many houses haAe an end, saith Jahveh.

CHAPTER IV.

2. Second Appeal.

1. Hear this word, cows of Bashan, which are in Samaria's
mountains,

Ye that oppress the weak, that crush the poor.

That say to their lords, Bring and let us drink

;

2. Lord Jahveh in his holiness hath sworn,
That, behold, days are coming upon you
When one shall take you up with hooks,

Even your last one with the fishing-hook.

3. And through the breaches shall ye go straightforAvard,

And be sent to the castle, Jahveh saith.

4. Go ye to Bethel and transgress.

At Gilgal multiply transgression.

And bring your sacrifices in the morning.
Every tliree days your offering of tilhes.

5. And burn incense from leaven for a thank-offering,

And cry out, " Free-will offerings !
" Proclaim !

For thus ye love, O sons of Israel, saith the Lord Jahveh.
6. For I have given you cleanness of teeth in all your cities,

And want of bread in all your dwelling-places.

And ye have not returned to me, saith Jahveh.
7. And also 1 have kept from you the rain,

While it is yet three months unto the harvest;

And on one city I have made it rain,

And on one city I would not send rain;

One ])ortion would be rained upon,
And one on which it would not rain would wither.

8. And two, three cities toward one city reeled
To drink water, and would not be satisfied.

And ye have not returned to me, saith Jahveh.
9. I've smitten you with blight and yellowness, [locust eat,

Your many gardens, vineyards, fig-trees, olives would the
And ye have not returned to me, saith Jahveh.

ivory houses, mentioned iu verse 15, indicate the wealth and hixurr of those \vlio

wt-re guilty of the sins mentioned in chap, ii, 5-8.

1. Coios of Bx-iltan—The voluptuous women of Samaria are likened unto fat,

well-fed cows of the hills of B:i.--:han.

2. One sha-ll fake you—Tlie invading enemy will take them as one catching tish

wiih fatal hooks.

o. Be sent to the castle—The fortress of the captors, where they would be re-

th:ced to the condition of female slaves. }10'in= pfD"lS-

4. Go ye . . . and tra>is'jre.'--s—Language of irony.

5. From leaven—See Lev. vii, 13. Proclaim—Make a great ado about it.

G. Ihnve given you.—TiiC perfects here point to past judgments by wiiich Jali-

Vfh liiid sought to discipline L«raei and bring them back to obedience, but in

verses G-11 it is five limes repealed that they have not returned. Ckanness of
teeth—From want of food to masticate, and so equivalent to luant of Iread.

9. Locust eat—Such plagues us are described ia Joel i, 4, liad already smitten
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10. I Bent among yon plagnos in Egypt style, [horses.

Slew "with the sword your youtli, Avith the booty of your
And caused the stench of your camps to go up even in

your nose

;

And ye have not returned to me, saith Jahveh.
11. I overthrew among you like God's overthrowing Sodom

and Gomorrah,
And ye Avere like a brand snatched from the burning;
And ye have not returned to me, saith Jahveh.

12. Therefore thus will I do to thee, O Israel.

Inasmuch as I will do this to thee,

Prepare to meet thy God, O Israel.

13. For lo, the Former of moimtains and Creator of wind.

Even he that shows to man what is his thought,

Making dawn darkness, treading on earth's heights,

Jahveh, the God of ai-mies, is his name.

CHAPTER V.

3. A Lamentation.

1. Hear ye this word which I lift over you,

A lamentation, O house of Israel.

2. Fallen is the virgin of Israel, she shall not rise.

Smitten upon her soil, none sets her up.

3. For thus has the Lord Jahveh said:

The city which goes forth a thousand has a hundred left,

And she which goeth forth a hundred has ten left for the

house of Israel.

4. For thus saith Jahveh to the house of Israel:

Seek me and live;

6. But seek not Bethel, and to Gilgal go not.

And to Beersheba go ye not over;

For Gilgal rolling shall be rolled away,
And Bethel shall become a thing of naught.

6. Seek ye Jahveh and live,

Lest he break forth like fire on Jose])h's house,

And devour, and no one to quenchfor Bethel.

*J, Ye that turn judgment into bitterness,
'

And east down righteousness unto the earth,

the vegetation of the land. The imperfects of these verses denote what ^.-f;''

occurring—afOictions wliich would repeatedly come.

10, 11. The wars and overtlirow referred to in tlieso verses are to be nnd'-r-

stood as a general allusion to the many troubles and losses of the nation in tlic.r

past conflicts with surrounding nations.

12. ThiLS—In all the dire forms suggested in versos 6-11 by what ho had done,

and especially as tliroatened in verses 2 and 3. Prepare to mi'et—Consider how ic

will be possible to meet such a God of judgment. Not a call to repentance, but

an appalling word of doom! The terror of this thought is enhanced by the de-

scription of tliis God in the next verse.

13. Or, Jahveh, Eh>oh-Sabaoth, U his name.
5. Bethel . . . Gil'jal . . . Ikersheba—WeW-knowu. seats of the calf-worsliip.

Comp. viii, 14: 1 Kings xii, 29; Hos. iv, 15, ix, 15, xii, 11. Rolling shall he rolled—

A play on words to resemble the sound of the name Gilgal, like the numerous
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8. (Seek) liim "wlio made the Pleiades and Orion,

And turns tlic shadow of death unto the morning,
And causes day to become dark as night;

Who calleth to the waters of the sea.

And pours them on the surface of the land;

9. Jahveh his name, who flashes wasting on the strong,

Yea, wasting on the citadel shall come.
10. They hate him that is judging in the gate,

And him that speaketh perfectly they loathe.

11. Therefore, since ye have trodden on the weak.
And take from Mixa the offered gift of corn,

Houses of hewn (stone) have ye built, but shall not dwell
in them,

Vineyards of beauty have ye planted, but shall not drink
their wine.

12. For I know many are your trespasses, and strong your sins.

Ye that afflict the righteous, take a ransom.
And thrust aside the needy in the gate.

13. Therefore the wise man at such time is silent,

Because it is a time of evil.

14. Seek ye good and not evil, that ye may live.

And so shall Jahveh, God of hosts, be with you, as ye say.

15. Hate evil and love good, and set up judgment in the gate;

It may be Jahveh, God of hosts, will pity Joseph's rem-
nant.

16. Therefore, thus Jahveh, God of hosts, the Lord, says.

In all the market-places lamentation.

And in all streets shall they keep saying, AVoe!
And they shall call the husbandman to mourning.
And lamentation to those skilled in dirge.

examples in Micali i. The verbs mean strictly a going into utter exile, and the lan-

guage occurs again in chap, vii, 17.

8. Shadow of death—Deepest darkness; image of dire adversity. Comp.
Psa. xxiii, 4. Pours—Allusion to the judgment of the flood. This verse and
tlic following serve, like iv, 13, to enhance the conception of the punitive power
of Jahveh.

10. Him judging—Put here for all righteous administration, as dispensed in the
gate of the city. Tiie ungodly leaders of Israel had trampled on human riglits to

that extent tliat they could not bear the tliought of being held to what was just

and true.

11. Gi/l of corn—Tribute c.x;acted by unjust extortion.

12. Xeedg in ihr gate—Allusion back to verse 10, as showing further how tlicse

guilty leaders preferred to ihriust aside those whom public justice, as administered
at the gate of the city (comp. Ruth iv, 1), siiould have defended.

li. As ye say—As ye are wont to say; the perfect here denoting customary
action.

15. Hate evil—Opposite of what they have been doing, according to verso 10
above.

16. Therefore—In view of all the sins enumerated above. Market-places . . .

sirefts—Of Samaria, tlie doomed city; but apphoable also to all cities destined to

fall along with tiie capital of the nation. Ca'd the husbandman to mourning—''Tho
husbandman will be summoned from the field because a case ofdeaihhas suddenly
occurred in his family."

—

Ilitzig. Skitkd in dirge—Professional mourners, trained
to sing elegies.
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17. And in all vineyards shall be lamentation,
Because I pasis in thy midst, Jahveh saith.

18. Woe unto them that long for Jahveh's day!
Why this to you? Jahveh's day is darkness and not light

;

19. According as one flees before the lion, and the bear meets
him,

Or coming in the house he leans his hand upon the wall,

and the serpent bites him.

20. Is not the day of Jahveh darkness and not light ?

Yea, gloomy, and it has no ray of light.

21. I have hated, I have despised your feasts,

And will have no delight in your assemblies.

22. For though ye offer me burnt-offerings.

And your meal-offerings, I will not be pleased.

Peace-offering of your fatlings I will not behold.

23. Remove from me the tumult of thy songs.

The music of thy harps I will not hear;

24. But let judgment like waters roll along,

And righteousness like a perennial stream.

25. Brought ye me sacrifice and offerings

In the desert forty years, O house of Israel ?

26. Nay, ye took up the coverings of your king,

And th« Saturn-symbol of your images,

A star of your gods, which ye made for you;

17. I pass—Pass aloug: like aa angel of destruction. Comp. Exod. xii, 12.

18. Long for—In llie impious and daring spirit exliibited also in Isa. v, 19. and

Jer. xvii, 15. Darkness and not light—So constantly in the apocalypiic oracles

"the day of Jahveh" is a time of gloom, of upheaval and calamiiy, connected

with wars and political catastrophe. How narrow, one-sided, and superficial his

view of it who conceives it solely as a scenic trial at the conclusion of all human
history, wlicn each individual is formally suuimoned to the tribunal, examined as

to his personal deeds, and then rewarded or sentenced according to desert! To
magnify this latter concept;ion in the light of certain New Testament teachings, to

the neglect of Old Te.=;tament illustration, is to ignore the larger part of what the

Scriptures have to say on the subject.

19. Lion. . .hear. . .serpent—Seeking to escape one evil they fall into another;

none can escape from the deadly judgments of that day of Jaiiveh.

21. Hated. . .(kspi.icd—Their substitution of ceremouial shows of worship for

justice and right is hero exposed, in order to assure them that such feasts and

offerings will bo of no avail to them in the approaching day of the Lord. They
should rather stop their noisy, displays and give corresponding prominence to

judgment and righteousness (ver. 24),

25. Forty years—A round number, denoting here the period of the wanderings

during which the nation was under the ban pronounced in Num. xiv, 3:5. During

this period the sacrifices and offerings, as well as the rite of circumcision, seem to

have been generally, if not altogether, suspended. A nation under ban could not

appropriately observe the symbols of the covenant. So the question of this verso

implies a negative answer.
26. Coverings—Small portable shrines resembling booths. Comp. Acts xix, '- 1-

niDD ii5 best taken here as the plural of n3D. Otherwise it is needlessly chan;,-ed

into an a-a^ }.ey6utva. Saturn-s7jmbol—Tlie doubtfid and disputed word |VD soeiiis

best explained as a name of the st4ir-god Saturn, which name, or its near equiva-

lent, appears among several Semitic nations. See Fiirst's Lexicon ou tho word.

Taking up or bearing th« Chiun, or Saturn, of their god implies a portable symbol
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27. And I will exile you beyond Damascus,
Saith Jahveh, God of Sabaoth is his name.

CHAPTER YI.

1. "Woe unto them who are at ease in Zion,

And in Samaria's mountain rest secure,

Tlie honorable of the first of nations,

And unto wliom the house of Israel come.
2. Pass over unto Calneh and behold,

And walk from there unto Hamath the great,

And go down unto Gath of the Philistines
;

Are they more goodly than these kingdoms are?
Or greater is their border than your border?

3. Ye who put far away the ^\\\ day.

But make the seat of violence come near.

4. They lie down upon beds of ivory,

And are stretched out upon their couches.

And eat lambs from the dock, calves from the stall

5. They chatter to the sounding of the harp;
Like David, plan them instruments of song:

6. They driuk in sacriticial bowls of wine,
And with the best of oils anoint themselves,
But are not sickened over Joseph's ruin.

7. So now shall they go captive at the head of captives.

And the shouting of those stretched out shall depart.

8. Sworn hath Lord Jahveh in his soul,-;-

It is the word of Jahveh, God of hosts.

The pride of Jacob I abominate,
And I have come to hate his palaces,

And have given up the city and its fullness.

of tlie deity, and is immediately explaiaed as a star. As it seemed impossible to

abolish tcrapuhii in Israel (see Gen. xxxv, 2-4, Judg'. ivii. 5, 1 Sam. lix, 13,

2 Kings xxiii. 241. so other forms of idolatry also had place among them in spite

of all laws ij li'.e contrary. See Deut. iv, 19 : xxxii, IT : Lev. xvii, 7 ; Judg. ii. 12.

1. At ea-^e—Havi;ig no fear of the coming judgment. Observe tiiat Zion, as well
as S^imaria's mo'jntaiix. is here mentioned as resting in fatal self-security.

Hynorable—Oi distir.guished name, princes and heads of families. Comp.
Num. i, 16. IT. FlfSt of nations—Israel, first in privilege and honor before God.
See Exod. xix, 4, 5. Com?—For judgment and counsel

2. Culn-Ji . . . Ramath . . . Gath—Representative cities of three notable
kingdoms, taiccn perhaps at random as suitable to a comparison for honor,

excellency, and extent of territory. The comparison has reference X<i the state-

ment that Israel is fi'st of nations (ver. 1), and is not afiected by tlie question
whether these other nations were, just at that lime, independent or in subjection.

These kingd/jois—Israel .ind Judah.
3. Te who put—That this is addressed directly to the guilty panics is seen in

tlie use of tue second person in jC^sn, which follows in the next member of the
parallelism.

4. Thiy lie Jo<cn—After the direct address in verse 3 tlie prophet pauses a
moment nnd tl.en opens a new struphe, describing as in tiie third person (shown
in the suffix Q. th-:i'- couchis) the protligacy of the princes. They reveled in

luxury and licentiousness.

8. Palaces . . . citij—The penal judgment is sure to burn chiefly against the
capital of the guilty nation and the lordly mansions.
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9. And it shall come to pass,

If there be left ten men in one house, they shall die.

10. And when his friend and burner lifts him up,

To carry forth his bones out of the house,

And says to one who is inside the house,

Is there yet with thee ? and he says, No more;
Then he says, Hush!

—

For one is not to mention Jahveh's name,
11. For behold Jahveh giveth the command,

And smiteth into fragments the great house,

And the house that is little into clefts.

12. Will horses run into the rock.

Or will one plow with cattle there,

That ye turn judgment to a poisonous growth.
And the fruit of righteousness to bitterness ?

13. Ye, who have pleasure in a thing of naught.
Saying, In our strength took we not to us horns ?

14. For lo, I raise up over you, O house of Israel,

Saith Jahveh, God of hosts, a nation,

And he will press you with a sore distress,

From Ilamath's entrance to the brook of the desert.

III. YlSIONS AND ACCOMPANTIXG OkACLES. ChAPS. YII-IX.

CHAPTER yiL

1. Vision of Locusts.

1. Thus the Lord Jahveh showed me, and behold,

He made locust-swarms at the first growing of the rowen,
And behold, it was rowen after the mowings of the king.

9. SJiall die—By fatal pestilence, which adds unspeakable horror to a sie.ee.

10. Friciid and burner—This verse gives a most graphic picture of the terrible

morlilily of verse 9. The deaths are so many that the bodies are not buried but

burned, and the "lil, the near friend and relative of the ninth dead person, has in

charge this painful disposition of the corpse. When lie carries forth his wasted
body, almost a bare skeleton (hence tlic word bones)^ he inquires of the last one,

the tenth, who shrinks back to the interior of the house, if tliere are any more
besides himself remainiiitr, and receives the gluistly, wliispered answer, No mure.

The friend thereupon enjoins silence, lest he should invoke tlie name of Jahveli,

who sends sucii bitter jndirmcnt. Thus Jaliveh makes himself so terrible th:ii

the accursed ones shrink from hearing even tho mention of his name. The last

line, following tho word hu->h, is perhaps best understood as tlio word of the

prophet, not of the friend,

12. The thought hero is that such perversion of judgment and righteousness as

Israel's leaders were guilty of were no better than acts of madness and insanity.

One might as well attempt to plow the rock as to conunit sucli crimes and hope
to escape fearful retribution.

13. i/b'-TM— Symbols of pov.'cr. But tlieir boasted forces are all imaginary

—

a thing of naught, a seeming something which amounts to nothing in conflict wiiii

Jahveh.
14. BrooJ:—Xot "tlio river of Egypt" (Num. .\xxiv, 5), b>it the stream of the

Arabah at the southern end of the i)ead Sea. Comp. 2 Kings xiv, 25.

1. Ijocust-sivanns—Comu. Joel i, 4. Here they are seen in vision, as a symbol
of a devouring judgment, which is so all-consimiing as not to destroy the rowen,

tho second growth, only, but all the green vegetation of the laud.
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2. And when they ceased eating the green things of the land,

I said, Lord Jahveh, pardou now, I j.ray,

Who, how will Jacob stand, for he is small ?

• • 3. Jahveh felt grief for this: It shall not be, saith Jahveh.

2. Vision of Fire.

4. Thus the Lord Jaliveh showed me, and behold,
*

Lord Jahveh calling to contend -with tire,

And it devoured the great deep, and devoured the portion.

5. And I said, O Lord jahveh, cease, I pray,

Who, how will Jacob stand, for he is small?

6. Jahveh felt grief for tliis: Also it shall not be, saith t!ie

Lord Jahveh.

3. Vision of the Plumb-line.

7. Thus showed he me, and behold,

The Lord was standing on a plumb-line wall,

And in his hand a ])lumb-line.

8. And Jahveh said to me, What art thou seeing, Amos ?

And I said, A plumb-line. And the Lord said:

Behold, I set a plumb-line in the midst of my people Israel;

I will not pass him over any more.

9. But Isaac's heights shall be made desolate,

And Israel's sanctuaries be destroyed;

J And I will rise against the house of Jeroboam with the

sword.
4. Conflict with Amaziah.

10. And Amaziah, the priest of Bethel, sent unto Jeroboam,

king of Israel, saying: Amos has conspired against thee in the

miefstof the house of Israel; the land is not able to bear up all

his words.
11. For thus has Amos said:

With the sword shall Jeroboam die.

And Israel rolling shall be rolled from off his land.

2. Who, how—T\\Q iiiterrogaiive -"O, so emphatic here, seems to combine the

import of both who and how.
'

. . ...

3 Fdt a/-/t/—Thus in vision the prophet beholds and records tlie never-taihnp:

tenderness and mercy of Israel's God. It shall not fce—Jacob sliull not be iitierly

destroyed. See more on this at chap, ix, 8-15.

4. jahveh calling to content/—Calhng in the sense of issnin- a command for the

objects of his wrath to bo brought in conHict witli his burning judgment. A
judgment of /ire suc;gests something more terrible than hjcust?. Gnat dit:p—Here

a symbol of the heatlien world. Comp. Jer. xlvi, 7, 8; Dan. vii, 2, 3 :
Rev.

xiii. 1, xvii, 15. Portlun—UvAcX, as contrasted with the nations. Com p. Dcut.

XXXii, 9.
rr,, • • 1

1. Plumh-line wall—Owe built with mechanical accuracy. The virion leaclies

that Jahveh measures out his judgments with as great accuracy as lie does any

of his works. Tins symbol is elsewhere used to denote destruction. Comp.

2 Kings xxi, 13, and Lam. ii. 8.
r i

• •

8. Pass him orer—Overlooking, excusing and not punishing liim for his sms.

The plumb-line of jud„'ment will bo dropped vi the midst, not merely pi'.-f o-.r.

10. Cwk«2"m/—As if to suggest that this rustic Amos was oi_tiier another

Elisha, or el'^e a son of the prophets, like tlie one described in 2 Kings ix, com-

missioued to prepare the way for the ruiu of the king and his dynasty.
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12. And Amaziah said to Amos:
seer, go, flee thou to the land of Judah,

And there eat bread, and prophesy thou there;

13. But do not propliesy in Bethel more,
For it is the sanctuary of the kinc^,

Yea, it is a house of royal dignity.

14. Tlien Amos answered and said to Amaziah:
Fm not a prophet, nor a prophet's son am I,

But Fm a herdsman, and gather sycamores.
15. And Jahveh took me from behind' the flock,

And Jahveh said to me,
Go, prophesy to my people Israel.

16. And now hear thou the word of Jahveh:
Thou sayest prophesy not against Israel,

And do not drop against the house of Isaac;

17. Therefore thus Jahveh saith:

Thy wife shall be a harlot in the city,

• Thy sons and daughters by the sword shall fall,

Thy land shall be appoitioned by the line,

And thou on a polluted land shalt die,

And Israel shall be exiled from his land.

CHAPTER Till.

5. Vision of th.o Ripe Fruit.

1. Thus the Lord Jahveh showed me, and behold, a basket of

2. And he said. What art thou seeing, Amos ? [ripe fruit.

And I saidj^^A basket of ripe fruit.

And Jahveh said to me:
The end has come to my people Israel,

1 will not pass him over any more.
3. And wails will be the palace songs that day,

It is the oracle of the Lord Jahveh,

—

How huge the corpse! In every place he cast it! Hush!

6. Oracle of Doom.
4. Hear this, O ye that are ])anting for the poor,

To cause the wretched of the land to cease,

5. Saying, When will the new moon pass, and we sell grain.

And the Sabbath, and >ve open up the corn ?

14. ^fAi—A pupil of the schools of the propliets. Such were called "sons of

the propliets" (1 Kings xx, 35; 2 King:s 11, 3, iv, 38, vi, 1, ix, 1).

16. Dmp—A metaplior derived from the idea of drops of rain. Comp. Deut.

xxxii, 2 ; Mic. ii, 6 ; Ezelc. xxi, 2.

17. PollnUid land—An idoliurous heathen land.

2. Ripe fruit. . . t7id—The force of this symbol rests upon the paronomasia of

t"p and yp. quyits and qds, and also on the face that ripe fruit, ready for the iuir-

vest, su!>:.i;ests an end.

3. Ilv'jt O'l-ps:—As if the whole people Israel lay exposed in every place like

one vast corpse.

4. Faatin.'j—Comp. chap, ii, 7.

5. Xtw moan . . . Sobhath—They were too covetous and graspin? to wait for

holy reasons and days to pass in order to pro.'^ecnie their fraudulent tratlio. They

measured out a small cphah, but demanded for it a large and heavy shekel.
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To make the epiiah small and the shekel great,

And to pervert the balances of fraud;

6. To buy the poor for silver, and the needy for a pair of

shoes,

And \vc -will sell the refuse of the corn,

v. Jahveh hath sworn by Jacob's excellence,

Surely forget I never all their deeds.

8. Shall not the laud tremble because of this,

And all the inhabitants within it mourn?
And like the Xile shall it rise, all of it.

And be swept off and whelmed like Eg\-]->t's Nile.

9. In that day, 'tis a word of the Lord jahveh,

I'll cause the sun at noontide to go down,
And make the land dark in a day of light:

10. And I will turn your feasts to lamentation,

And all your songs into a mournful dirge;

And I will bring up sackcloth on all loins.

And baldness upon every head;

And I will make it like grief for an only one.

And its last end like a day of bitterness.

11. Behold, days are coming, saith the Lord Jahveh,
When I will send a famine in the land;

A famine not of bread, nor thirst for water,

But of the hearing of the words of Jahveh,
12. And they will reel away from sea to sea,

And from the north even to the east will they run to and
fro,

To seek the words of Jahveh, and not find.

13. In that day will fair virgins faint, and youths with

thirst,

14. They who are swearing by Samaria's guilt.

And they say, By thelife of thy God, Dan!
And by the life of the way of Beersheba!

And they shall fall, and shall not rise again.

6. Silver .. .shoe.%—Comp. chap, ii, 6.

7. Jacob's excdlence—Or. i»itk of Jacob. Jahveli himself is that excellence.

Comp. "his holiness," chap. iv. 2, and "his soul," chap, vi, S.

8. Thi^—Rcferrini,' back lo the this of verse 4, and contemplating all tho sin

and gnilt described in verses 4-G, which occasioned the oath of verse 1. The
land of Israel shall quake under God's judgment, and be. like Egypt during the

inundation of the Xile, turned into a turbulent ocean. The thought is that the

conqiiering armies will overwhelm the land like a flood of waters. Comp. Isa.

viii, 7-8.

9. At noon go down—Poetical for sudden and unexpected calamity.

10. The fem. suf&x translated it and its in the last two lines of this verse is

best referred to tho lamentation and grief depicted iu the previous part of the

same verse.

1 2. S'jtk and not find—Like Saul wjien Jahveh would not answer him by dreams,

nor Crim. uor prophets (1 Sam. xxviii. 6). Comp. Prov. i, 24-'-'S.

14. Samaria's guilt—The worship of tho golden calf at Bethel. Comp. 1 Kings

xii, 29 ; Hos. viii, 5. Way of Beersheba—Comp. chap. v. 5. Those who worshiped

the golden idols of Bethel and Dan, aud swore by them, also made religious pil-

grimages to the shrino of Beersheba.
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CHAPTER IX.

7. Vision of the Altar.

1. I saw the Lord standing over the altar,

And he said, Smite the capital, and let the thresholds

tremble.

And break them in the head, the whole of them.
And their last one will I slay with the sword.
There shall not flee unto them one that flees.

Nor shall a fuiritive escape to them.
2. If they dig into Shcol, thence ray hand M'ill take them,

Or if they mount the heavens, "thence will I bring them
down.

Or if they hide them in the top of Carmel,
Thence will I search them out, and take away.
Or if they hide from my eyes in the bottom of the sea.

Thence I will bid the serpent that he bite them.
4. Or if before their foes they go in exile.

Thence will I bid the sword, and it shall slay them.
And I will set my eyes on them for evil and not good.

8. Oracle of Doom.

5. And the Lord Jahveh of the hosts is he.

Who smites in the earth and it melts away,
And all the inhabitants within it mourn;
And like the Nile shall it rise, all of it,

And like the Nile of Egypt sink away.
6. He builds his upper chambers in the heavens,

And his vault, over earth he founded it;

He calleth to the waters of the sea.

And pours them o'er the surface of the land;

—

Jahveh his name!
7. 'Are ye not like sons of Cushites to me, O sons of Israel ?

Jahveh saith;

Brought I not Israel up from Egypt's land,

1. Standing over the altar—As ia vii, 7, ho was seen standing over a u-all. TT"e

should not assume tiiat a supernatural being, seen in vision, must needs stand

on some niat'?rial substance, as -wall, altar, or earth. It needlessly confuses tiiis

part of the prophcer to suppose tliat the altar at Jerusalem rather than at Bethel

must be here understood. Such a ."^udden transfer of scene from what immediately

precedes would have required a more special designation. Smite—Command to

imscen ministers of judgment. The whole of them—Not genitive after I.-eiv!, but

co-ordinate with the suftix of DyV2, and referring to the capitals and thresholds.

Their last one—The last of their ministers, the priests- who were wont to pass

those thresholds. The CH^, twice used in the latter part of this verse, is most

naturally e.xplained as referring also to the thresholds, whither terrified fugitives

were wont to flee as to an asylum, and lay hold on the horns of the altar. Corni).

1 Kings i, 50, ii, 28.

2. Big—All other imaginable attempts to escape, besides fleeing to tiio temple,

will prove utterly vain.

7. Like sons of Cushites—Their id'>lartiea and manifold sinfulness had reduc'-'d

Israel to the low level of tlio despised Cushites. Comp. Jer. xiii, 2H. The e.Nodus

from Kgypt would of itself avail no more than tho migrations of other tribt-s.
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And the Plnlistines out of Caplitor, and Aram outof Kir ?

8. Lo, the Lord Jahveh's eyes are against the sinful kingdom,

And I destroy it from the face of the earth.

But yet not 'utterly will I destroy the house of Jacob,

Jahveh saith,

9. For, behold, I will give my command.
And shake in all the nations Israel's house.

Like what is shaken in the sieve,

And there shall not a grain fall to the earth.

10. All sinners of my people by the sword shall die,

Who say, " The evil shall not reach and fall around us."

9. Oracle of Promise.

IL In that day I will raise the fallen booth of David,

Wall up their breaches, and his ruins raise.

And I will build her .as the days of old,

12. That they the remnant of Edom may possess.

And all the nations on whom my name is called,

Saith Jahveh, who doeth this.

13. Behold, the days are coming, Jahveh saith,

When he that plows will to'iich upon the reaper.

And he that treads grapes him that sows the seed;

Then will the mountains cause new wine to drop.

And all the hills dissolve themselves.

14. And I will turn the captivity of my people.

And they shall build the wasted cities, and inhabit;

They shall plant vineyards and shall drink their wine;

They shall make gardens and shall eat their fruit;

15. And I will plant them upon their own land,

And no more shall they be torn from their laud,

Which I gave to them", saith Jahveh thy God.

PMistines out of Caphtor—Sec Gen. x. 14; 1 Chron. i, 12. Zir—"thither Aram

was destined to go urrain into exile, chap, i, 5.

8. Sinful kingdom—The ten tribes, the doomed kingdom of Samaria. But not

ntkily—Though this kiri'jdom be utterly auui'.ilated, the hoyfte of Jucoh was not

destined thus to perish, but only " the sinners of my people," verse 10.

9. Kot a grain—OnW the chaff shall perish. Comp. Psa. i, 4; Matt, iii, 12.

11. Booth of David—So sadly broken by the revolt of the ten tribes, as described

m 1 Kings xii, 16. The house of David is liere conceived as a fallen booth^or

hut : how fallen from its glorv in " the days of old
!

" Their . . . his . . .
h'-r—The

first suffi.x refers to tiie two kingdoms of Israel and Judah as composed of frag-

ments of the monarchy under L»a\id and Solomon; the second refers to David;

and the third, to the united kingdom as it was and is a-ain to bo.

12. Possess Edom—Allusion to the prophecy of Xum. xxiv, 18. Edom isspo-

cially inontioned because of his persistent enmity toward Israel. Comp. cliap. i, 1 1.

.1/; the nations—A prophetic glimpse of the M-;ssianic age and th.e gatht ring in of

llie Gentiles. Compare the New Testament application of this m Acts xv, 14-17.

13. He that plows . . . reaper—Comp. Lev. xxvi, 5. Mountains . . . drop—Comp.

Joel iv, (iii.) IS.

Q/Ut-U^^Q^a/k
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EDITOEIAL ]SrOTES AND DISOUSSIOINS.

OPINION.

Germany has some scruples about using the word " orthodox" as expres-

sive of its Christian faith. The woid is applied to so many varying and un-

certain conditions of tliought that it fails to convey the single or generally

accepted idea of the Christian believer touching the supernatural origin of

the system of divine revelation. The conservative prefers, therefore, the

words "evangelical," "liberal," or phrases that will not entangle him in

the snare of contradictory notions. Thus the high-toned word, which in

America represents the historic faith of the Church, lias fallen to the level

of that critical terminology that should be used only in the critical, and

never in the popular, sense. "What is orthodox in America is evangelical or

liberal in Germany. Of evangelical religion in the empire, it is strength-

ening to be assured that it is on the eve of a veritable achievement in the

realm of criticism; and there are grounds, also, for the belief that the re-

sults of its triumph will be permanent, undisturbed by the politic schedule

of Roman Catholicism, or the ever-menacing attitude of aggressive ration-

alism. It is not to the credit of the evangelical party that the prophetic

triumph has been so long delayed or rendered uncertain until the recent

awakening of the orthodox sentiment in the universities. In two respects

Orthodoxy has been culpable, and is to-day suITering the penalties of its

lassitude and over-confidence. 1. It is held, with more or less evidence,

to support the accusation that historic orthodoxy is responsible to some

extent for some of the errors and heterodoxies that have afflicted and

divided the Church from the days of Pelagius. Xearly every error is rep-

resented as a reaction from an over-ritrid, iron-clad ortliodoxism. The

theologian has provoked the heterodoxy he would demolish. Even now

it is said that negative criticism is the result of an over-positive faith.

The theory of verbal inspiration provoked a denial of all inspiration, as

the dogma of the Trinity provoked the development of Unitarianism.

This, is the accusation. 2. It is certainly true that many times Orthodoxy

has been lethargic when, by alertness and a methodical assault, error could

have been overcome before it intrenched itself in the thought and faitli

of the people. In a crisis involving its very life it has been singularly

slow and deficient, permitting heterodoxy to establish itself, and for the

time check the advance of evangelical truth. But it must be added, that,

inert from over-confidence, and too often relying upon its allctred fellow-

ship with divine forces, it has always awakened to its ])cril in time to

save itself from extinction or material harm. In Germany the wealcnc^s

of the evangelical forces has been this spirit of self-confidence and lethargy

in the midst of peril. It is now in the act of opening its eyes, unsheath-

iuij the sword, and enterinjr the arena for a final rescue of the truth that lay
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wouncled, if not bleeding, in the center of conflict. The orthodoxy of the

universities is at last proclaiming itself, and causing terror among those

who, like Isebuchadnezzar, were carrying away the A'cssels of gold from

the temple of the Lord. Professor Weiss, of Berlin, insists that the

orthodox party must unite, himself being willing to be leader, and drive

the higher critics from the field. Professor Strack, of Berlin, strikes the

Wellhausen theory hard blows and is anxious to expel it from Germany.

Professor Lnthardt, atLcipsic; Professor Kostlia, at Halle; professors at

Gricfswold, Rostock, Tiibingcn, Erlangen, and Bonn, are saying to higher

criticism, as Jehovah said to the proud waves of tlic sea, " Hitherto thou

Shalt come and no farther." As the problems of the "higher criticism"

will be determined in the universities of Germany, it is gratifying to

know that the evangelical party, though not united as to methods, are

agreed to define the limits of negative criticism, and to see that the bib-

lical system of religion is unharmed by the destructionists, who rejoice

at every advance they have been able to make. Germany Avill quench its

own rationalism. Destructive criticism will have its Waterloo some-

where in the empire. Tlie fact, however, of the tardiness of the orthodox

party, with the dangers and mischiefs that have followed, should teach

the orthodox classes in America a very profitable lesson. If Professor

"VVeiss is correct in saying that that party in Germany could have pre-

vented the mischief done by tlie higher critics, it is certainly true that

such a party here, strong, scholarly, resolute, can checkmate every move-

ment of destructionism, and save Christianity from the necessity of slaying

the already slam errors of a majority of the critics. Let the Orthodoxist

assert and vindicate the faith, and error will have small chance of success.

It is a common saying that the God of nature is the God of the Bible,

and that the teachings of the one are in no wise contradictory of the teach-

ings of the other. On this platform of truth the Christian can afford to

stand ; but the atheist, tlie infidel, and the agnostic have temporarily made
a point against the biblical doctrine of providence iu human life by declar-

ing that the system of nature is fatalistic, unchangeable, without respect

to persons in its administration, and cold and unmoved at calamity and

death. Infidel or agnostic science presumes to find in nature as heart-

less a predestination as Calvin unearthed in the realm of theology. If

within the system of nature there is no room for miracle, providence,

mercy, or adaptation to human exigencies as they arise, then we must

expel these things from the Bible, or withdraw the claim that the God of

the one is the God of the other. To the assumption, however, that nat-

ure is fatalistic we oppose a square negative, and insist that, interpreted

from its own history as well as in the light of the divine purposes as made
known in the Bible, it is in perfect harmony with the divine government,

and furnishes the most powerful illustrations of the divine benignity.

AVith its observable tendency to order, nature is the theater of unfixed

fact. In the morning of creation the earth was chuotic; but under the

plastic touch of the Former it began to assume mathematical precision.
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In its progress from chaos to order and from deformity to beauty it -was

changeable, and was under the force of a purpose tliat compelled its

own laws or tendencies to contribute to an end which, left to itself, it

could not actualize or establish. From the Silurian through the mesozoic,

carboniferous, cretaceous, and tertiary periods, it was unfixed, uufatalistic;

new laws and new ends constantly apj^earing and being fulfilled. The

same unfatalistic tendency is now manifest, for under the manipulation of

human agency it is changing in appearance, and man is acquiring dom-

inion over it according to the original commandment given at the close

of the creative week. lie is seldom the victim of liglitning, or tlie

soas, or the wind, or rock, or mountain, but is master of the situation,

looking upon nature as both friend and servant. If, then, nature has

ever been obedient to a divine purpose, which contemplates its regula-

tion and development according to an ideal of order, beauty, and per-

fection ; and if it also has been and is subservient to the directing power

of man, by which he causes it to minister to liis happiness, in what sense

does it appear cold, fatalistic, and contrary to the doctrine of provi-

dence? It is, however, affirmed that the laws of nature were established

in the beginning, and that none of these permitted such variations in the

development of history as would be compatible with the theory of provi-

dential changes and interventions. "VYe do not know when the laws, so-

CiiUed, were established ; and it is quite certain that science has not yet

discovered the entire list of natural laws, as it has not yet catalogued all

the phenomena of nature. It may happen that, when Nature shall have

been fully explored,'and the record of its phenomena and their laws shall

have been completed, some so-called laws that have contradicted the no-

tion of Providence will have disappeared, and laws entirely subservient

to the divine rulership will have been enthroned. We are not yet sure of

the so-called laws of nature. Some of them science may have read into

Nature: they may reflect the subjective states of men and have no ob-

jective existence. Is it not, therefore, a little early to employ the little

knowledge that men liave against the possibilities and probabilities of

those divine interferences that have marked the successive ages of world-

building, and also the more remarkable epochs of human history? If wo

embrace the larger view of Nature's history, and interpret it in its pres-

ent condition as the product of divine and human forces, ever serving

a divine idea and never venturing an idea of its own, we shall relieve

it of all alleged coldness, and compel the fatalist to seek other worlds

for instances of a doctrine that is as comfortless as an iceberg, as unphil-

osophical as the grossest stoicism, and as irreligious as satanic ingenuity

and malice could suggest or approve.

The trend of critical thought in England is toward a sturdy, vigorous

orthodoxy. By this we do not mean an orthodoxy respecting doctrine,

but an orthodoxy respecting the historic origin and authorship, or the

literary character, of tlie books of the Bible. Unlike the dilatory ortho-

dox ixirty in Germany, the Christian scholars of England have leaped into
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the conflict even before the higher critics were ready for them, and have

demolished some of their arguments by anticipation, and overcome others

by the calm processes of logic and history. Exhibiting the same bold-

ness, the same measure of egotism, and the same degree of hostility to the

orthodox faith as prevails in Germany, the critics of England hoped to

vvin without much of a struggle ; but we are greatly mistaken if they make
any advance in the future. Oxford University will take care of ths evan-

gelical faith in England. It is true the university is the center of ration-

alistic sentiment, the principal critics of the German type occupying some
of its chairs; but it is all the more fortunate that the battle can be fought

there and the victory secured. Dr. Cheyne cannot lead England into

acceptance of his theory of the origin of Deuteronomy; Dr. Driver has

not turned the faith of the English people toward a dismembered Isaiah;

Professor iXeubauer has only gathered ridicule unto himself by an attempt-

ed employment of a critical weapon against the Christian faith; and Dr.

Gore, one of the brilliant writers of Lux Mundi, has been obliged to write

an explanatory essay of his original paper, intimating that he was misun-

derstood, and that lie did not intend to assert any thing contrary to estab-

lished faith. "VYe may now apprise our readers of two scholars at Oxford
who are doing more to damage higher criticism than has been done even

in Germany by the conservative critics. Professor Sayce, with the cunei.

form inscriptions recently discovered at Tell el-Amarna, is driving the

boastful critics into a dungeon by showing that writing Avas known in

pre-!>Iosaic times, and that the Pentateuch, so far as allusions are made to

it, record exact history and is aMosaic document. Professor ^[argoliouth

has already overthrown the theory of the late origin of the book of

Danul, and is prejiariug to vindicate the single authorship of Isaiah bva
philological argument that is unanswerable. So complete is his argument
in vindication of Daniel that Cheyne and Driver practically surrendeuthe

point. With Professor Sayce on our right hand and Professor MarguliiDuth

on our left, we could walk through all the camps of the German critics

and compel a retreat without discliarging a single gun into their mulst.

Oxford will answer Germany, and save England from a transitional epoch

in criticism. Others also are at work in triumphant vindication of the

historic faitli: Principal Cave, who renounces negative criticism; Canon
luce, who insists on an orthodox theology; the Pev. ]VIr. Spurgcon, who
punctures negativism at every opportunity ; Mr. Gladstone, who has cast a

bomb into the ranks of the "W'ellhauscn school ; Professor Freeman, who
holds to Christianity on historical grounds, and a host of scliolars who ars

united in defense of the truth, and arc determined to preserve the Bibla

as it is for the English people. The strengtii of the defensive movement
among conservative critics is its purely progressive character. Neither

tradition, nor the usual historical arguments, arc invoked, but rather a.

class of arguments based on the latest results in pliilology, archieolog}-,.

history, and exegesis. The negative critic is resisted by the same logic,

and by the same methods, as he employs against the position of orthodox

believers. Of this he cannot complain, and the result is his extiuctiou..
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• "We cannot close the present volume without a word retrospective and
a -word prospective. It is gratifying to announce that the majority of the
Methodist pastors are patrons of tlie Review and give it their most cordial

support. The labor spent in the preparation of its successive numbers

—

the high chanxcter of its contributors, all of them scholars and occupying
posts of distinction—the wide variety of themes discussed, philosophical,

scientific, biblical, theological, social, aesthetic, political, and mort.l—the
maintenance of the specific position of the Review on biblical criticism,

both by contributors and the Editor; the iutroduction of "The Itinerants'

Club" department under the supervision of Bishop Vincent; the resume of

foreign movements in Church and State; the thorough analysis of the lead-

ing reviews and magazines of Europe and America, and the critical notices

of the latest books in the market indicate the character of the contents of

the Review during the year, and also the special work it undertook to do.

It has sought to promote intellectual inquiry in the ministry and to defend
the orthodox phases of the biblical system of religion. In this particular

it has found no occasion to retreat from its earliest positions, or even to

modify them. The Church is orthodox, and far in advance of German
criticism. The Revi-eic of 1890 may in the future be opened for resources

in a crisis with rationalism, or criticism, or infidelity.

The year 1801 will bring with it some ciianges and improvements in the

Review. The addition of several pages to each number, besides a fuller

discussion of current topics by specialists, will be accepted by the Church
as a proof that the Editor and the Agents are anxious to conform to the

strong demand for a still larger periodical than has heretofore been is-

sued. A series of articles on New Testament books in opposition to the

rationalistic interpretation will be published, suitably following those

on the Old Testament which have appeared during the current year.

While recently in Germany we arranged with a resident scholar iu Ber-

lin to prepare the "Foreign Resume" for the Review, thus securing for

our readers the latest literary news from that country of theologians

and philosophers. "The Itinerants' Club" will pass into the hands
of Professor Luther T. Townsend, of Boston University, an orthodox
scholar, a thinker, critic, and well-known author. The Editorial depart-

ments will, as heretofore, be under our personal supervision and prepara-

tion. Wc shall hope to disciKS Xew Testament problems and many cog-

nate questions of criticism, besides themes iu sociology and the general

subjects of reform and the political forces of civilization. Inasmuch as

cur plans for 1891 are already in a reasonable state of maturity, we may
promise a Rttiew that shall at the least fultill some of our ideals of relig-

ious journalism on the high level hitherto occupied by this periodical of

the Church. If possible, we shall endeavor to conviucethe minister who
is not under its influL-nce that he is sulItTing a loss which he cannot

overcome by any subsTftTite in periodical literature. "With the expression

of our thanks to the Church at large for its appreciation of the Riciew

under the present management, we conclude the volume and at once enter

upon the labors of another year.
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CURRENT DISCUSSIONS.

THE RELATIOX OF THE OLD TESTAI^IENT TO CHRISTIAN
FAITH.

The virulent pertinacity Avith which "destructive criticism" has assailed,

and still assails, the inspiration of the Old Testament, shows the clearness

of its unconfessed conviction that the various writings of Holy Scripture

constitute "an organic whole," and that to disprove the inspiration of the

Old Testament is to strike a "fatal blow" at the belief of men in the

inspiration of the Kew, That criticism recognizes by implication the

important fact which Dr. Augustus H. Strong succinctly states in these

words: "The Old Testament is part of a progressive system whose cul-

mination and key are to be found in the Xew. The central subject and

thought which binds all parts of the Bible together, and in the light of

which they are to be interpreted, is the person and work of Jesus Christ."

In the light of this luminous fact rationalistic criticism understands that

to destroy men's belief in the inspiration of any part of Holy Scripture is

to overthrow the foundation on which its wliole is built. Finding it

easier to strike the Old because of the thicker mist of a greater antiquity

which envelops the facts it records, this criticism aims its most audacious

assumption at its venerable pages, vainly hoping that its poisoned arrows,

by passing through the Old, may pierce the fundamental facts of the New.

Its supreme object is to eliminate the supernatural—that is, God—out

of the Bible, and thereby to rob it of its authority over the conscience of

humanity.

The Bisliop of London, Dr. Temple, once a rationalistic critic, in a

recent lecture said that " the more he read the Bible through from end to

end the more the things in it seemed to be master of him, so that if lie

diflered from it he was driven to the conclusion that either he did not

understand it or that he was in the wrong. The spirit of it was so

supreme over all that he could tliink or imagine of the purest and holiest

things that it was absolutely necessary he should accept its authority.

"When, too, he studied the unique Figure in humanity which stood una{)-

proachablc by all philosophers or heroes, his conscience," he said, "which

bowed before the book, bowed before that majestic Royalty which spoke

with authority, not as a learned man, not as a philosopher, not as a guide

or a teacher, who having gathered knowledge from various sources

communicated it, but with a voice which bore eternal truth with no

quaUfic:ition, and which was plain for every one to hear and to under-

t.tand." In this beautiful and manly palinode of his former rationalistic

criticisms the learned bishop illustrated, by his own experiences, the

spiritual unity of the Old and Xew Testaments. In surrendering him^^elf

to their inllncnce he liad found the sjiirit of the divine Christ in both.

Tlie whole book had become to him what the burning bush was to Closes

—the shrine of the infinite Presence speaking to his understanding, touch-

ing his spirit, winning his affectious, commanding his submission, and
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molding his character. One voice spoke to him from Genesis to Revela-

tion, because one Spirit moved all the holy men who, without losiuy their

several idiosyncrasies, recorded the manifold facts and various truths

contained in the holy book. Thus when this bishop permitted his

critical judgment to give due heed to that divine Voice he perceived the

great truth wliich Ehrard finely expressed when he said, " Between Jesus
Christ and the God of the Old Testament there is not the least essential

disagreement."

Whoever fairly grasps this idea of the organic unity of the Scriptures

holds a principle which explains the relation of eacli Testament to the

other. "The law of genesis and progress in the revelations," says Dr.

Humphrey, "gives sha])e to the structure of the Scriptures." As Augus-
tine tersely puts the tliouglit, " Tlie Xew Testament is latent in the Old,
the Old is patent in the New;" the old was "a preliminary stage," a

"gradual ['literally pedagogical,' says Neander] developraeut of the

divine revelation." It was "a prophecy, a hope, a longing, of which
Christianity was a fulfillment and completion." Because of his failure

to perceive this obvious fact, Marcion, in the third century, discerning

little else than the severity of justice in the Old Testament, rejected it-

And not seeing how dependent the Xew Testament is on the history, the

prophecy, and the supernaturalism of the Old, unreflecting minds may
even now be disposed to accept the views of a writer in a religious jour-

nal who recently penned the following paragraph. After postulating the

possible success of scientific criticism in proving certain portions of our
Bible untenable, he wrote: "Well, then, we may begin with Genesis and
tear out every book of the Old Testament until we come to the Psalms.

We may tear out all the history and the prophecy that remains. Beginning
with the New Testament, we may tear out all there is in the gospels,

except the Sermon on the Mount and Christ's words on Calvary. Then
we may tear out every thing else except the Pauline epistles—and we
still have the grandest body of natural and revealed truth that the world
ever knew. We would have all the essential parts of our body still.

For if we have the Sermon on the Blount we must have Christ. No
mere man could have ever spoken those words. If we have the Pauline

epistles, we have the heart and core of our theology; and if we have the

Psalms, we have all the poetry and the spiritual uplift which the soul of

man requires. Science can never touch the essential truth and spirit of

the Bible. Thus we see how large reserve we have in the Biljle as against

the destructive critic at his worst."

Intrinsically, this crude passage is scarcely worthy of citation, much
less of serious discussion. But since it has been quoted in otiier religiou.s

papers with more or less favor, and may therefore incline suiierlicial

thinkers to underestimate the injury to faith wrought by the destructive

criticism of the times, it may not be out of place to briotly point out the

absurdity of its ungrouudcd assumptions. On its face one discerns an

implication tliat all the contents of Holy Scripture except the "Psalms,"
"Paul's cpi:?tles," "Christ's dying words," and the " Sermou on the
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Mount" are sxijxrjluitles—arc writings which the "soul of niau " docs

not require for its ''spiritual uplift." If this be true, it is pertinent to

inquire why the greater part of the Bible was written. Assuredly "God
never does any thing superfluous." Ilcuce the fact that he moved holy

men to write the whole must certainly be taken as proof that the whole

was, and is still, needed for the "sj''''*^'^'^^ uplift" of humanity.

The folly of the a.ssertion that all " the soul of man requires" for its

"spiritual uplift" is contained in the disjecta mcmhra named above, is

obvious when one notes that these parts would be unintelligible without

the light of the parts which the postulate " tears out." Could the Psalms,

for example, be appreciated without the story of David's life, of the

kingdom over which he reigned, and of the "law" which he praises so

enthusiastically? Could "the Sermon on the Mount" be satisfactorily

interpreted without a knowledge of the laws of ]\Ioses to which it refers ?

Cuuld the awful meaning of our Lord's dying words be comprehended if

the gospels which portray his unmatched character and absolutely pure

life were blotted out ? Could PauFs epistles be understood if the teach-

ing and life of Christ, which are their basis, were lost, or proven to be

mythical ? ^Vould Paul's grand portraiture of Christ's everlasting priest-

hood have any meaning but for the Mosaic account of the Levitical

economy? After "tearing out" all but the parts this writer thinks

requisite to the soul's spiritual life would not the Bible thus recklessly

mutilated, instead of remaining what it nQW is, "the grandest body of

natural and revealed truth the world ever knew," be like a collection of

unrelated fragments broken from some stupendous ruin of unknown

origin and unimaginable purpose? Obviously its meaning would be an

insolvable problem vexing mankind with perplexing uncertainties re-

specting their relation to God and to immortality. Moreover, since this

WM-iter's "tearing-out" theory is postulated on the supposition that

"science " had disproved the claim of the "torn out" books to inspira-

tion, one is unable to see how the claims of the specified fragments to be

God-spoken words could be maintained. The "science" which could set

aside the authority of so large a portion of Holy Writ could with equal

or even greater facility overset that of the remainder, thus relegating the

entire Bible to the tomb of dead traditions and repudiated creeds. But

what more need be said of this shockingly frivolous passage? No really

Christian thinker can do other than repudiate it, because his knowledge

of the historical connection of Christian truth with the antecedent revL-la-

tions of the Old Testament shows him that there is a vital relation be-

tween them, that the former is "the flower and bloom of the latter," and

that to ellectually defend Christianity against the assaults of rationalistic

skepticism the authority of the Old Testament must be maintained.

Taken together the two Testaments constitute a beautifully symmetrical

whole. Taken separately neither is complete. The New is needed to

explain tlie Old, which is imperfect by itself because it represents a

gradual process of education, pointing to something final and universal.

The revelation of the incarnation in the New Testament explains and
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justifies the otherwise inconclusive and inexplicable teacliing, ritual, and

prophecy in the Old.

We are indebted to the Old Testament for our knowledge of the source

of that concept of God possessed by the Jews in the time of Christ. In

an a"-e of universal idolatry, when even the cultivated Greeks, in their

most highly intellectual city, were -^vholly given to idol-worship, the

Jews believed in God as the one living, invisible Creator and liuler

of the -world. Concerning the origin of their superior knowledge we

should be in utter darkness but for their history contained in the Old

Testament. From its divinely illuminated pages we learn how God re-

vealed himself, first in Paradise to the primal pair, next to the few indi-

viduals who retained that revelation in their thoughts, tlien to the

patriarchs of the Hebrew nation, which he constituted for "the purpose

of rooting deeply into human consciousness the idea of the one living and

true God." So thorougidy was this sublime lesson tauglit by miraculous

providences, priestly services, and prophetic voices that the Jews "came

to look on all natural forces as manifestations of God's personal will."

Thus David said, "The God of glory thundereth." This grand concept

of Deity, which is the underlying thought of all the Jewish Scriptures,

prepared that much-favored but fickle people to understand the teaching

of Jesus concerning the spirituality and personality of the "living God."

Those ancient Scriptures inform us from whence they obtained and how

they retained their exclusive possession of that monotheistic concept which

all other ancient nations had lost. Without them we should be unable to

show why the Saviour's theistic utterances were accepted without cavil,

even by the people who rejected him. God had spoken to their fathers,

saying, "Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God is one Lord."

The Old Testament is largely prophetic. Very many, perhaj)3 most, of

its prophecies have been fulfilled, thereby demonstrating the inspiration

of its prophets. To the believer in Christianity this feature of the Jewish

Scripture has immeasurable siguificiince and value. "For," says Pascal,

"We know God only [fully and exjieriinentally] through Jesus Christ.

... To prove Jesus Christ we have the prophecies, which are good and

valid proofs. And these prophecies, being fulfilled and truly proved by

the event, indicate the certainty of these truths, and are, therefore, the

proof of the divinity of Jesus Christ." Hence the Old Testament, with

its truly marvelous prophecies, is of inestimable value to Christian faith,

which cannot afford to surrender it at the demand of a criticism which

is as groundless as it is malevolent.

The Old Testament is also aglow with the light of the divine Presence,

the supernatural tLishcs from all its parts. It reveals God in close living

touch with human beings and with the universe. In Paradise it presoats

him in converse with Adam as his afiectionate instnictor. When the fir-t

pair stand before liiin, covered with tlio shame of inexcusable sin, he is

heard speaking to them of mercy, and giving them a promise as a star ol

hope to them and to their descendants. Subse(jucntly God is seen com-

muning with men, who listen for his voice, all through the ages. He
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makes liimsclf known to Xouh in the flood, and to the patriarchs by pcy-

sonally directing their steps and giving them enlarged promises of for-

giving love for their children, and for "all nations." Tlirough Mosrs he

works stupendous miracles, thereby giving the Hebfe-ws national exist-

ence. Through the prophets he jtredicts the destiny of great nations, tlic

coming, the character, the mission of Jesus Christ, and the final triumphs

of the Messianic kingdom. Thus the superpatural stands ovJt every-

where in Old Testament story as distinctly as a tower on the summit of

a hill, which is a fact of immense importance in the Conflict between

Christianity and materialistic skepticism. For it shows that so far as \i

is supernatural "Christianity is as old as the world."

"A miracle is contrary to experience," says Hume, the philosophic

skeptic ; he therefore proceeds to argue that Christianity, which is based

on the supernatural, is not true. To this the Christian apologist confi-

dently responds: " To be accepted this as.'iumption must include universal

experience unbroken by a solitary authenticated fact, which it cannot be

made to do." Jloreover it is flatly contradicted by the historic evidence

contained in the Old Testament, which, as we have just seen, testifies that

God by divers miracles did actually touch the lives of a "cloud of witness-

es," from the birth-hour of the human race through all the ages down to

the coming of Him whose person was itself a miracle and whose wondrous

deeds demonstrated his divinity. But for these supernatural experiences

of their ancestors the Jews might have "resented the miracles of Christ as

an anomaly in human history," as violating "the natural order which is

transcended," and therefore as being "too supernatural," at least in seem-

ing, to be believed. This, however, they could not do without abandon-

ing belief in their Scriptures. Hence, while they could not deny the

presence of a supernatural force working with the Christ, they blasphe-

mously claimed that it was diabolical and not divine. It was not their

reason, therefore, but the perversity of their will, which rejected the

Christ, as he charged when he said to them, " Ye will not come to me
that ye might have life." They would not accept him because he did

not fill their preconception of the Messiah. In the Spirit of these Jews

our modern skeptical critics* bring to their examination of Holy Script-

ure a preconception concerning the impossibility of miracles which blinds

their eyes to that beautiful cnbercncy between both Testaments which

makes them explanatory and confirmatory of one another, and commends
them both to honest and unbiased minds as books bearing the stamp of

divinity.

The Old Testament, by its faithful and minute delineation of Hebrew

*It is due to some scientific skeptics to say that thov abandon tlie position of

the old deists, saying witii Mr. Huxley, that " the question of miracles seems now
to be admitted on all liands to be smiply a question of evidence." To this the

Christian thinker needs only to ask if tiiere he any historical fact supported by

stronger and more abundant evidence than that of the supernaturalisra of both

the Old and New Testament.
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character, furnishes indirect though strong testimony to the divine char-

acter of the Lord Jesus. Compelled, in spite of their prejudices, by

evidence they cannot repudiate, to admit the historic reality of Christ, his

unique, morally grand, life is both an object of admiration and a stum-

blingblock to our deistic critics. His perfect humanity, his unprecedented

moral perfection, undefaced by a solitary blemish, his commanding yet

gracious dignity, his charming simplicity, hi-; peerless humility, his ex-

quisite tenderness, and his sublime self-sacrificing beneficence force them

to see that he fills their highest conception of the ideal man, in whom all

the virtues possible to a man were harmoniously combined. This peerless

character compels their admiration, but how to account for it while

denying as they do his claim to be the Son of God, one with the Father,

is a problem they cannot solve. Some of them attempt its solution by

asserting it to be the result of "a fusion of Greek and Jewish influences

in a Galilean medium." Yet they fail to show how Greek influences

could have touched him, seeing that his environments and education

were from his infancy exclusively Jewish. Neither can they explain how

the influences of his Jewish mother, of his Jewish home, and Jewish in-

struction could have produced in him that sublime purity and exceptional

greatness of character which transcended the higliest types of Jewish

sainthood, and which excelled in traits almost wholly lacking in the race

from which he sprang. Skepticism cannot solve the problem thus.

Neither can it be solved except by admitting that while he was the Son

of man he was also the Son of God. He was the crowning glory of hu-

manity because he was also " the brightness of the Father's glory."

At this point one sees the value of the testimony of the Old Testament

to the Ciiristian concept of Christ. These old Scriptures ascribe traits

of character to the Hebrew nation which make it logically impossible to

trace the exalted life of Jesus to Jewish influences. Ebrard, in the third

volume of his Christian Apolo^etic-^, treats this point, if not exhaustively

yet quite conclusively. After showing that the Semitic nations were

notably inferior to the Japhetic in purely human nobility, in humanity,

in testhetic and social conscience, and in their sense of honor, he claims

that the Jews, excepting some individuals of nobler character, were as a

nation marked by a huckstering spirit, by a lack of natural magnanimity,

and of a hitrh sense of houor. They were characterized by "sli:unelessly

selfish desire, by shameless pride, and self-righteous stubbornness.'' Noth-

ing but " the checks of old Testament revelation,"' he thinks, "kept them

within tlie limits of possible redemption." "When Christ was born among

them, he was therefore "a great light" to "the people that sat in dark-

ness." But he had not "in himself a fiber of their peculiarly Semitic char-

acter. He became not a Semite but a man " in whom all "that is noble

in man most harmoniousK' developed is in comparison with him like pale

moonlight before the clear shining of the sun." "This alone," Ebrard

fitly concludf>, "should sullice to prove the truth of the incarnation,

Jesus Christ is no product of humanity." Thus it becomes apparent, in

the light shed by the Old Testament upon Jewish character, that he who
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was in every respect immeasurably superior, both to his own and to all

other races of mankind, must have been "the Word made flesh" filled

with the glory of the Father, "full of grace and truth." Tlie corruption

of his ancestral race, as described in Hebrew history, thus becomes a dark

background to the unexampled light which gleamed so eflfulgeutly from

the person and teaching of the Redeemer.

In view of these and other relations which indissolubly unite the two

Testaments the best Chri>tian scholursliip of to-day, both in Europe and

America, despite the exegetical skill, learning, and perverse ingenuity of

destructive critics, confidently accepts the position of Canon Liddon

when lie says: "The trustworthiness of the Old Testament is in fact in-

separable from the trustworthiness of the Lord Jesus." And the number

of profoundly learned Christian scholars entering the lists against the de-

structive critics is constantly increasing. Take, for example, three recent

issues of the British press, namely, 1. Principal Cave's paper in the Con-

temjjararii Review entitled "The Old Testament and the Critics;" 2. Dean

Chadwick's thoroughly orthodox commentary on "The Book of Exodus;"

and, 3. "The Servant of the Lord, in Isa. xl, 60," by the learned and

veneral)le Dr. John Forbes, Emeritus Professor of Oriental Languages,

Aberdten. These writers grapple the theory of two Isaiahs, the arith-

metical and physiological notions of Bishop Colenso, and the heterodox

objections of Professor Cheyne and Canon Driver with a force that prac-

tically puts those plausible critics Jiors de covilat. It is becoming evident

that the violence of the storm of skeptical criticism is gradually blowing

itself out, and that "the best Christian learning of the age is enlisting

in defense of an orthodox interpretation of both the Old and the New
Testaments. For this cheering aspect of the hour the learned and the

unlearned Christian will alike thank God, take courage, and confidently

feast on every word of God suited to their needs whether it be Avritten in

Genesis or Revelation. From cover to cover they will esteem and love

the Biijle as the word of the Lord, and hesitate more and more to turn

away from those historic antecedents of the true faith by the tempting

suggestions of a well-clothed but specious criticism. The fear of any

successful assault upon the temple of truth is overpast. The position of

the critics is reversed in this, that whereas a few years ago the nega-

tive critics were plaintiffs and the conservative critics defendants, the

conservative critics are now the plaintitls and the rationalistic critics are

the defendants. This means a speedy verdict of the whole case.
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THE CRIME OF THE HIGHER CRITICISM.*

The home of tlie " liigher criticism" is Germnny. It has residences

in France, Switzerland, Austria, England, Scotland, and the United

States; but if one would study it in its original aspects, and discover its

power of metamorphosis to suit its necessities, one must visit the Ger-

man universities and confer with those critics who are recognized as

leaders both in the assault upon, and in the defense of, the word of God. In

a qualified sense we have a profoiind respect for the German scholars

who are theorizing out of existence the historic standards of the Churcli •,

they are erudite, patient, devoted to method, and self-sacrificing in their

labors; and, what is more to their credit, they are original, disdaining to

be borrowers or tinkers of other men's ideas. Of Renan in Paris, Kuenen

in Leyden, and a few others in other lands, we may write the same com-

mendation; but, as a class, the higher critics of other countries are

wholesale borrowers of German theories, arguments, and speculations.

It is this fact that leads us to deride the so-called scholarship of other

countries in its defense and elaboration of negative criticism. It walks

on stilts and shouts through a German tube, causing even the Germans

to laugh at the dwarfs who wish to be taken for giants in the great con-

flict between truth and error.

Granting to German criticism an originality that dignifies it, an inten-

sity that guarantees it wide-spread intiuence, and a scholarly force that

lifts it above cheapness and vulgarity, we have some things to write against

it; or rather we prefer to say that as we have studied it in the presence

of its leaders we have discovered in their methods and j)urpose3 some

things that from an evangelical view-point cannot be justified or even

explained. The testing-time has not yet fully come, but it will come.

If it shall be shown in the future that the higher criticism has been

dishonest in its methods and disastrous in its results, it will have a

terrible responsibility to render to the truth; but if, on the other hand,

it can sustain itself, it may boast of having rendered some service to

human thought and some aid to theology and religion. We shall en-

deavor in this article to exhibit its spirit, its methods, and its conclu-

sions, leaving the reader to infer whether its work is in the evangelical

line or contrary to those historic conclusions that the Church for ages

has accepted.

* It may not bo improper to state that lust summer we visited Europe chiefly

for tlie purpose of Investigating the critical biblical questions lliut liavo been and

are still in di?cus>ion between conservative and rationalisiio critics. AVo were

favored with extended interviews with thirty-one of tho promiuent professors in

Germany and ei^ht professors in England, besides niiuierous interviews with

other scholars m those countries and in Scotland and Franco. We have been

amply rewarded for the eJI(jrt made to gain a personal knowledge of tho critic:*

and of the arguments upon which their theories arc based. In this and succeed-

ing articles we shall avail ourselves of the rich material obtained in this way.
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We DOW observe, that the radical critic has irorlced without any sense of

harrier, either as to his method or conclusions. ITe seems to have forgotten

that he was under any oMigation to respect tlie laws of literature or the

spirit of religion. lie commenced his investigations as an Ishmaelite,

warring against all views merely because they had regulated the faith of

mankind, and contradicting the essentials of history because they were

authentic and all-powerful. He was reckless beyond description, and

theoretic even when facts warned him against speculation. lie never

acknowledged the restraints of law, religion, or the literary spirit, and
worked as if he had a divine commission to uproot what the Church had
planted. He was irreverent from choice, and ridiculed when silence

would have dignified his negativism. He went forward, therefore, in an

irreverent, reckless manner, reaching inconclusive results, and standing

for them as if they had behind them the demonstration of irrevocable

certainties.

In no department of literature has there been such an exhibition of

irreverence toward facts, of recklessness of method in investigation, and

of obstinacy for ill-founded conclusions as has occurred in the realm of

German criticism. Gibbon was not as ferocious as Graf, Hume not as

illogical as Wellliausen, Bolingbroke not as circumscribed as Pfleiderer,

Porphyry not as unreasonable as Socin and Stade. TS'e cannot appreciate

the irreverent and reckless methods of the critics by a generalization, r.or

does space allow particulars to any great extent ; but it will assist the

reader in his study of the subject if we remind him that they have been

entirely unscrupulous in regard, to fixed points of sacred history, and

totally blind as to the facts of sacred biography. They commence in their

investigations as their fancies or tlieories require, perfectly oblivious of the

dates, epochs, books, and Hebrew leaders who may have been associated

with the great events of the Jewish cycles. Tliey handle the Bible in the

interest of their theories, and every thing in it is made to su2)port them

or is rejected. It is the deceitful investigation of the Bible that is a char-

acteristic of the higher criticism. Pfleiderer commences his Ili.ytorj of

Israel with Samuel, repudiating all the Pcntateuchal history as cither

legendary and delusive, or at the most uncertain and improper in national

annals. Stade repudiates the pre-^Iosaic history and denies the historical

character of Abraham. ^YeUllausen builds upon the seventh century and

upon a single alleged fact in Israel's career a theory that compels in his

judgment the late origin of the biblical books. Socin denies the tinjth-

fulness of the book of Exodus. And Dillmann, urging that writing was

imknown in the time of Moses, a view overthrown by Ewald, and recently

proved fallacious by the late Professor "Wright of Cambridge, and Pro-

fessor Sayce of Oxford, insists that he wrote no portion of the Pentateuch.

Isearty every critic holds a different view and has a different starting-

point. JIc vuty heijln d priori, or d posteriori, ani/irhcre,iiny time, fith any

hody in IxracVs history, tear doicn, pluck out, or do any thing that his precon-

c-eited theory requires. If he does nothing else he indulges in what Job

says he could gather, a "heap of words." Hitherto there has been no
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restraint, and the result has been a conglomerate of tlieories, absurd,

impracticable, irrational in form if not blasphemous in spirit, the whole

subversive of faith in the so-called system of revelation. Under this

influence the critics have proposed all sorts of biblical reconstructions,

especially of history and prophecy, and have affirmed that in the interest

of the human race they have delivered the Bible from the bondage of the

Church. The destructive spirit has met a clieck in the sense of limitation

the most advanced radicals have reached; in the cogent answers of the

conservative party; and in the self-evident disagreement among the crit-

ics themselves, who are destroying one another as rapidly as the printing-

press can publish their mutual antagonisms.

"Higher criticism" in Germany may properly be designated the new
rationalism, for it differs from the old rationalism in little else than

name. Not a critic, however, assumes to be a rationalist in any sense,

because it strikes at his intellectual sobriety, and implies that he has lost

his reckoning in the search for truth. This is an incidental proof that

Germany is veering toward the right side of faith; but it is nevertheless

a fact that Dillmann, Pflciderer, Wellhausen, :Merx, Socin, Kautzsch,

Meyer, Stade, and the extreme critics generally are spoken of as rational-

ists all over Germany. They differ too little from Semler, De "\Yettc,

Baur, Strauss, and the elder school to claim separation from them, except

that, while the older rationalists conliued themselves to one object and

were narrow in their researches and proofs, the critics of to-day, unre-

strained by any considerations whatever, have exceeded them in the

breadth of their investigations and the length of their conclusions. The

Bible survived the narrow rationalism of the elder school ; it has required

all the resources of Christian scholarship to resist the critical attacks of

the new school upon its historical integrity and supernatural character.

The old rationalism aimed to eliminate the miraculous element in the

Scriptures, but either conceded the truth of the remaining portions or re-

jected them because compromised by alleged association with legendary

events and incidents, ^lie new rationalism, instead of investigating or

discussing the supernatural element, ignores it, and so disposes of it

•without examination; an easier method than that of Semler and De Wette.

The one school discussed it out of existence; the other school banishes it

from its realm of investigation. In either case the result is tlie same

—

the supernatural clement is without recognition. On this point this is

the exact difference between the oM and the new rationalism.

The new rationalism proposed for its object the investigation of the

origin of the biblical books. It was not unreasonable to inquire if ^Moses

wrote the Pentateuch, or under what historical conditions Isaiah inbreathed

his prophecies, or whether the book of Daniel really originated with the

prophet, or whether John wrote the fourth gospel, or whether Jlark's was

the first gospel, or if Paul really wrote the letters to Timothy. Xo scholar

objects to these inquiries anymore than he objects to such questions as

whether Livy wrote the fragmentary books that have come down to us, or

whether Xenophon wrote his AnahasU, or Aristotle his works, or Pliny
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his Letters. Such inquiries arc innocent enough, plausible enough, and

may be propounded by minds the most devout ; and, so far as methods are

involved, in the same ^^•ay in the realm of sacred as in profane literature.

If the higher critic did nothing more than to press his inquiry for the

origin of the Pentateuch, or that of the Psalms, or that of the Prophetical

Books, we should not only not pronounce him a rationalist, but join him
in his uncovering the hidden facts of authorship; yet the Baur school of

rationalists concerned itself more with the origin of the Pauline epistles

than any thing else, and Renan has expended his richest imagination on

demolishing Paul as an author. We are quite willing, however, to sus-

pend the application of the hateful word to modern critics until we follow

them into the intricacies of their work and discover the ultimatum of

their inquiries.

In our investigation of German theories we have been pained to find

that the origin, of the biblical books, at first the chief question, is now
simply incidental, and that the gist of criticism is the overthrow of tlie

biblical system of revelation. It were easy to furnish abundant proof of

the departure of the critics from their original purpose, and to show that

the question of authorship or the investigation of the literary history of

the books has been superseded by the larger question of the truthfulness

of the biblical record and the value of the biblical system.

As an explanation of the wide range of criticism it will be urged

that the one question of origin implies all collateral questions, and

that the whole system rises or falls with the determination of the

origin of the books. Had the critics advertised their scheme in the be-

ginning it had been understood ; but no conservative scholar suspected

that the word "origin" was a Trojan horse full of all menace to the

citadel of truth. It seems, however, that in pursuing the one end the

critics, at first quietly but latterly openly, have been striking at nearly

all the fundamental questions of revelation, deciding these even more

readily than the original question with which they commenced. They

not only sit in judgment on the authorship of the Pentateuch, but they

impeach the veraciti/ of its contents: they not only empty the prophetical

books of inspiration, but renounce the predictive character of the ^fcssianic

tisions, declaring that Christ was in no sense an intended fulfillment of

them: they not only destroy faith in the historic authorship of the books,

but take pleasure in showing their anonymous character, thereby open-

ing the door to all kinds of speculation respecting their value and

meaning: they not only eliminate the supernatural, bat also eliminate

such portions of the historical as do not conform to their theories or

contribute to the ends of destructionism. They not only divide books,

displace dates, and argue authors out of existence, but they abolish books,

and mutilate the Old Testament by such a i)roccss of reconstruction of

the remainder as to deprive it of recognition as the " Scriptures" from

which our Lord and his apostles quoted. In dealing with the New Tes-

tament they are as reckless in assault, as daring in maneuver, and as care-

less of consequences as in their attempts upon the Old Testament. lu
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addition to tlie simple question of the origin of the New Testament

books they push into an exuiuination of its contents, challenging its

teachings and undermining faitii in the religion they embody. It is not

enough with them to declare that John did not •write the fourth gospel,

nor Paul many of the epistles that bear his name; they reject the doc-

trine of incarnation, the doctrine of Christ's sacrifice, the doctrine of the

resurrection, the doctrine of regeneration, and the doctrine of a divine

system of religion. In summing up the positions of the critics we have

been led to conclude that, 1. Tliey have gone far beyond the purpose of

ascertaining the literary origin of the Bible; 2. They have gone far be-

yond the elder rationalists in their investigations, and surpassed them iu

the ruin they sought to achieve. Are they not, therefore, rationalists of

a most dangerous type?

It is at tliis point that our condemnation of rationalistic criticism be-

gins. We may approve the investigating spirit that even dares to con-

front the supernatural with a question; we may accept certain results

which honest inquiry has established; but the process, claims, and pur-

poses of the higher critics compel us to survey with great care their gen-

eral announcements before we adopt them. We paragraph some of the

weighty objections to radical criticism.

1. It underrates the Ullical literature. If the books of the Old Testa-

ment were manufactured in the haphazard, miscellaneous, compilatory

way, as the theorists assert, we can have little respect for those who had

any thing to do with their making. If Closes prepared the Pentateuch in

any such way as they say it was prepared, he was the poorest of book-

makers, and incompetent to write even his own private memoranda. If,

however. Inter men compiled, wrote, or produced the Pentateuch, as we
have it, tliemselves scholars, scribes, wise men, the case against them is

even worse than thatagaiust Moses. If the other books, such as " Joshua,"

"Judges," "First and Second Samuel," "Chronicles,"' "Ezra," "Isaiah,"

"Jeremiah," "Ezekicl," and "Daniel," were produced according to the

methods sugircsted by the critics, we can no longer have any regard for

such literature or the authors of it. Intelligent men never prepare books

in that way. Bancroft never writes history as they say Moses wrote it, if

he wrote it; Tennyson never writes poetry as they say David wrote the

psalms, if he wrote them ; Hawthorne never wrote fiction as they say

Daniel wrote his book, if he wrote it. Nor can a single instance of the bib-

lical process of book-making, as the critics define it, be found in profane

literature. Livy, Plato, Horace, Demosthenes, Aristotle, did not write

iu any such style or after any such process of book-making as is

charged against the writers of the Old Testament. We repeat with em-

phasis, that if the Old Testament was produced in the misrellaneous. illog.

ical, unhiistorlcal, illiterate, and ahfolutehj rdmird way as declared by the

critics, it is an anomaly in literature, and unworthy of the common re-

spect of scholars. Nevertheless, the critics affirm that their design is to

magnify the Bible and give it an honorable place in literature! This is

not only strange ; it is ludicrous and ridiculous beyond all expression. A
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book prepared according to the alleged process of tlie critics could have

no claini on the iutelligeut attention of the scholar or the inquirer. It

would lack in order, common sense, psycliological force, and the evi-

dences of human culture, and rejection of it would be universal. Xor

can the Bible be elevated in human estimation as a literary book by the

theory that it was prepared in a way that would disgrace all other liter-

ature and humiliate its writers or authors.

2. The ''higher criticism''' depriveft the Old Testament of its chief doctrine.

According to the teaching of the Christian Church the Old Testament

contains a revelation of God as the world's Creator and the Father of

all mankind. lie is represented as the one God, besides whom there is

none other; as supreme over the universe; as holy, just, omnipresent,

omniscient, and immutable; as jealous of his name and authority, and so

opposed to all polytheism and idolatry. Monotheism is the core of the old

revelation. From Genesis to Malachi we trace the existence of one God,

exhibiting himself in various relations to the race in order to win their

devotion and wean tliem from the religions of the world. "VYho would

read any thing but the most absolute monotheism into the Old Testa-

ment, or extract from it any thing not in harmony with the doctrine ?

The critics, however, affirm that the God of the Old Testament was a na-

tional God, just as Zeus was the god of the Greeks and Amon the god

of the Egyptians. Jehovah was the God of the Hebrews, limited but

powerful, and no more the supreme God of the universe or of nations

than Zeus or Amon.

Hence, a conflict is now on hand between conservatives and rationalists

as to the monotheism of the Old Testament. Was it national or universal?

^Yas Jehovah the God of the Jews only, or the God of the Gentiles also?

It is admitted that the monotheism of tlie Old Testament undergoes a

development from the patriarchal period to the times of Amos and the last

school of the canonical Jews; but it is not a development from a na-

tional to a universal monotiieism. It is a development of manifested at-

tributes, epiidianies, and teachings tliat more clearly demonstrate the

unity, supremacy, and universal authority of one God; it is a development

not from local to universal rule, but from dim recognition of the sole

Deity to transparent atfirmations of his infinite character and all-compre-

hending government of the worlds and races that inhabit them. The

question, " Sholl not the Judge of all the earth do right?" signified in

the Abrahamic times a monotheistic conception as broad as any thing we

find in the later times of David, or Isaiah, or Paul. It needed amplifica-

tion, however, and under the [Mosaic dispensation the great thought of

one God paralyzed idolatry in Israel and lifted the nation far above their

polytheistic neighbors.

The expansion of the monotheistic conception in its incipient to its un-

questioned and completely developed form in Judaism is an interesting

study, and furnishes proof of the method of the Old Testament revela-

tions. Nearly every great truth which it announces has in its pages a

gradual development from dimness to transparency, from uncertaiuty
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even to assurance, but never such a developnieut as involves a change of

character, or quality, or significance, of the doctrine. If the monotheism
of the Old Testament was purely nati(mal and local, its very character

was changed when it became absolute and universal; but this was im-

possible. It is as impossible to develop a national into an ahsolute

monotheism as it is to develop a national god into the Supreme Being.

It is possible to change from darkness of conception to clearness of ap-

prehension, and from error of statement to certainty of declaration; but it

is not possible to put the doctrine of monotheism through such an evolu-

tionary process as, beginning with a local god, will end with the mighty,

everlasting, universal Father. The Old Testament has not committed
the folly of attempting to induct into the mind of the world the idea of the

rulership, sovereignty, and universal fatherhood of God by any such self-

stultifying process as is made necessary if it commence with a national,

and close with a universal, deity. But the critic must advocate this kind

of evolution, or expel from the Old Testament the doctrine of absolute

monotheism altogether. If he assume the latter, of what value is the

Old Testament as a revelation of God ? In such a case it only reveals a

local dfity who is no more to the Gentiles than Zeus or Anion. "\Ye

pressed some of the German critics on this point, and insisted that the

Old Testament interpreted in this way loses its character as a revelation,

the very thing needed in early times. "We urged that David's Psalms

abound in the most absolute monotheism, but Professor Baudissin replied

that he accepted only one psalm (xviiith) as having a Davidic origin, and

those that extolled Jehovah in his universal relations he referred to a

very late period in Israel's history, when the idea at last took shape that

the god of the Hebrews was possibly the Father of mankind. \\'e also

urged that the prophets represented Jehovah as above all gods and ruler

of all men, but it was replied that, with the exception of Jeremiah and

Amos, all such allusions were compatible with the narrow local interpre-

tations, and that these two prophets had no broad conception of the

divine sovereignty, but generalized a special fact without knowing its

significance. We cannot now defend the Old Testament iu its mono-

theistic teachings, but we call the attention of orthodox scholars to the

eliminating work of the critics, and in this particular to its effect on

fundamental doctrine,

3. 2'he ''higher criticism'''' invalidates its own results ly its di'ficicnt

methods of investigation. We have heretofore shown that the desultory

methods employed in the examination of the biblical books would, if ap-

plied to any other literature, tear it into fragments. We may now cite

the recent work of tiie critics on the Odyssey, in which, according to

their method, they show it to be the product of four or five authors, and

in its present form a compilation. Homer is ruled out of authorship.

"We can apply this method to Carlyle's Hiatory of the French Juvohitio/i,

and prove he never wrote it ; or to Plato's works, and .show their coni-

pilatory character, placing himself out of all relation to them. No one

really knows who combined Aristotle's works in their present shape, and
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starting from this point it were easy to show that he is not the author of

his Logic, Ethics, or iletaphysic. Livy also is a good author upon whom
the critics might practice, for he would soon retreat under their blows.

In studying their methods we are not so much alarmed for the Old Tes-

tament as we are interested in the fate of literature generally. The Old

Testament can stand it, but literature cannot afford the risk of such

criticism. If it destroy the one, it will surely destroy the other. Hence,

a reaction is bound to come, and the literary world will eschew the critics

ns readily as Nebuchadnezzar condemned those who reported a false

charge against Daniel.

Descending to particulars, we observe that the exegetico-grammatical

method adopted by the critics is unadapted to the solution of the prob-

lems upon which they are working_^ Admitting that it is indispensable in

the study of Hebrew literature, it cannot be employed on all the ques-

tions, facts, and doctrines involved in that literature: that is to say, like

any other method it has its limitations, and is of force only in the sphere

to which it belongs. Questions of philology ; interpretations of law, truth,

and the spirit of the biblical system ; indications of style, or special lit-

erary character of the books properly come within the province of the

exegete and philological student. When, however, he ventures into th^

realm of biblical history, or the sphere of biblical authorship, with nothing

more to aid him than a few Hebrew or Arabic roots, or the uncertain

canons of exegesis, he trespasses upon the rights of other investigators,

and must fail in reaching the best results. This is the mistake that

the radical critics have- made from the beginning, and they continue to

make it. They expect to decide historical problems by the grammat-

ical method, but the method is as inapplicable to the problem as the

historical method is indeterminate in the sphere of astronomy. In their

judgment a Coptic word, a Babylonian character, an Arabic plirase, and

the Hebrew alphabet are the talismanic influences that will open all doors

and throw light upon the darkest recesses of the hidden truth. Histor-

ical problems, however, refuse a settlement on the exclusive philological

basis. Pithom, according to Naville one of the Egyptian cities of Israel,

is n(^t wholly a philological question. Dr. Brugsch, the great explorer of

Egypt, commenced his task as an infidel, with no interest whatever in

the biblical record, but the archaeological evidence of the truth of the Old

Testament in its references to Egypt was so conclusive that he yielded

his prejudices, and to-day is a strong defender of the accuracy and in-

tegrity of the Old Testament records. Archfeology, not philology nor the

exegetical methods, wrought this wonderful change in his faith. Egypt,

Babylon, iS'ineveh, and Syria, with Asia Minor and the isles of the .Med-

iterranean, are in process of exploration, by which it is believed the

Pentatcuchid history and the subsequent relations of Israel with Oriental

nations will be fully validated. Such eminent scholars as Schrader,

Brugsch, Xaville, Delitzscii, and Sayce have in their hands these Old Tes-

tament problems, and are doing more for their solution than such work-

ers as Dillmann, Socin, Kueneu, and Wellhauscn, who are pettifogging

57—FIFTH SEIJIES, VOL, VI.
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with Arabic and Hebrew, or forcing a fallacious exegesis upon the

inspired word. We can hope for a thorough vindication of the Old

Testament only when archssology has reclaimed the unread annals of em-

pires and unlocked the passage-ways to the treasure-houses of the buried

nations of the past. In addition to the archaeological method of inves-

tigation the critical scholar is also employing the purely historical method

on purely historical problems, giving ground for belief that at last schol-

arship is adjusting itself to the several methods of inquiry necessary to

an understanding of the biblical books. We cannot yet afhrm, however,

that the radical critics are alive to the importance of all these methods;

they are yet too narrow in purpose, too antici[)atory of conclusions, and

too obstinately vigorous in maintaining theories to desire any other in-

struments of investigation than those they have hitherto employed. Tet

the day is near at hand when philology, exegesis, archseology, and tlie

true historical spirit will unite in corroboration of the Old Testament as

an historical revelation of God.

4. The ^'higher criticism''^ is rather a theoretic than historical inquiry; it v<

a literary experiment in the domain of inspired literature rather than a de-

fensive solution of the hihlical problems. The critic is known as a theorist,

his result is spoken of as a theory. Science reports facts, history events,

theology doctrines, but higher criticism theories. It is useless to go to

Wellhausen, Dlllniann, or Pfleiderer for facts, they turn the inquirer away

with mammoth ver]>al theories. Perhaps the most prominent critic in

Europe is Professor Wellhauscn, of ]\Iarburg, who, following Rcuss, Graf,

and others, has popularized the theory of the late origin of the Penta-

teuchal books, and is credited with effecting a revolution in the biblical

realm. For the hour the theory is in the ascendant. Its fascination for

the radicals is the destruction of the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch,

and the postponement of its present literary form to the seventh century

before Christ. In a very cordial interview with this leader of criticism,

and in reply to a specific question, we were apprised that the strongest

argument, in his estimation, for the theory is what he calls in his " Prole-

gomena," the centralization of cvltus, or worship at Jerusalem. The Book

of Deuteronomy, he alleges, makes manifest the existence of several

places of worship in Palestine, while Leviticus and other books intimate

but one center of worship—namely, the Holy City. From this the pro-

fessor infers that Deuteronomy was written before Leviticus, because it

refers to a religious condition that existed prior to the centralization as

recorded in the other books of the Pentateuch. Having in this way

established the priority of Deuteronomy, he employs a less transparent

method for fixing the date of the much-discussed book, and concludes

that it took shape in the time of Josiah upon the discovery of the Book

of the Law. The other books of the Pentateuch were, therefore, later in

appearance. We felt it to be a duty to inform the professor that if his

theory rested on no higher pedestal than that of " centralization " it coiiUl

be overthrown, pedestal and all; when he smilingly replied that in that

erent he would abandon it. This is an instance illustrative of the theoretic
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aspect of criticism; of the insufRcieucv of tlie results of criticism whereby
many are misled iu their faith ; and of the folly of those schemes for the

reconstruction of tlie Bible that rest upon no more certain basis than the

wild notions of an extravagant critic.

Considered in its wholeness—its spirit, method, claims, and theoretic

purposes—it is not too much to say that rationalistic criticism, such as pre-

vails in Germany, and which has contaminated the religious thouglit of

other countries, is little less than a crime against the truth of God. With
all their discriminating abilities the German critics do not separate proba-

bilities or conjectures from absolute results, but announce tlie one with

the same assurance that they unfold the other. A theory has all the

recognition of a truth, and until overthrown it dominates where truth

should reign. Equally oblivious are these critics to all distinctions be-

tween results and conclvsions. We are more than willing to accept verified

results in the department of philology, archaeology, and history, but we
are unwilling to accept the inferences the critics draw from such results.

The trouble is not Avith results; we are waiting for them; we anxiously

desire them; but the controversy is with the ill-reasoned conclusions of

the critics—conclusions that are not justified by any thing they have dis-

covered or even suspected. Canon Farrar is obliged to say that the con-

clusions of the critics respecting the " Priestly Codex " cannot be ranked

as yet among tlic accepted data of biblical criticism; and yet the conclu-

sion is trumpeted abroad as if it were a trutli. The theory of the late

origin of the Book of Daniel cannot be accepted in the realm of criti-

cism, iu fact, it has been completely overthrown by an Oxford scholar, yet

the critics are shouting for 165 B. C. The AVellhauseu theory of the late

origin of the Pentateuch cannot be accepted as resting upon any ade-

quate basis, yet it is proclaimed as an epoch-making theory in biblical

literature.

Results, not conclusions, are in order. It is a crime, with the former

incomplete and undcternnned, to declare the latter. It is a crime to foist

probabilities into the air when under analysis they turn out to be the un-

supported inventions of theorists. It is a crime to dignify a conjecture

with all the proportions, strength, and character of a real fact, and to

substitute the one for the other. It is a crime to turn the Bible into a

sporting-ground for theorists, who, unrestrained by conscience or the

Christian faith, and neglectful cveu of intellectual order and honesty,

assail the great writers of the Old Testament wuth invective and hauteur,

assign its books to periods and authors that neither history nor logic will

support, eliminate the supernatural element with the fervor of infidelity,

but in the guise of a professed faith, and trifle with the stupendous

and priceless truths of a revelation whose chief value is derived from

the very elements so ruthlessly expunged. Such, is the crime of the higher

criticism.
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THE ARENA.

COLLEGE UXIFICATIOX. -

The Educational Institutions of the Methodist Episcopal Church, great

iu numbers, students, and results, are nevertheless not an integral part of

the Church in any organic sense. 1. The General Conference does not

legislate for them in any authoritative way. Paragraph 344 of the Dis-

cipline, which contains vrise and salutary suggestions, is nevertheless not

mandatory. As many schools of all grades may be founded as the caprire

of local bodies or the sanction of Annual Conferences shall dictate. Iowa,

Illinois, and other States, East nd West, have a multiplicity of schools

of higher grade rivaling each other, and the number is increasing. There

is no system unifying and grading them, and each is in a position to be

independent of any legislation outside of its own board of trustees. The
paragraph referred to is violated constantly, and the amount of capital

wasted in multiphing colleges within a limited field is simply enormous.

2. The Educational Society has no authority. Though its charter pro-

vides for such work, as yet no funds are available for college erection or

maintenance; and any institution iu financial peril cannot receive by gift

or loan a single dollar iu aid. Our churches have the Church Extension

Society; our missions, the Missionary Society. Our schools and colleges

in the South have the Freedmen's Aid and Southern Education Society.

Our colleges IN'orth and West have nothing in any event, however peril-

ous the case or important the field occupied. Our people are induced to

multiply colleges beyond the wants of the Church; and in those instances

where the united counsel of the bishops and the educational board en-

courages their erection there is no source of help in case of financial

emergency. 3. The Annual Conferences have not power to imify the

colleges of any given territory if they would. Nor have a majority of

the colleges the power to do so. One institution can defeat the unifica-

tion of a whole State. The General Conference may withhold funds in

aid of indigent students in any college that refuses to unify, but it cannot

do more under the present order of things. 4. Our theological schools

are more directly identified with the Church; but the General Confer-

ence steadily refuses to accept their work without the re-esaniiuatiou of

students, even in those cases where the same text books are used. Other

facts might be adduced, but these are enough to show that wise and

efficient legislation is needed iu this matter.

Unification has been attempted in several States, and in almost every

case local interests have defeated the larger interests of our educational

work. Iowa and Kansas are examples!

The Discipline is right. There ought to be some lodgment of power,

cither in the General Conference or the educational board, that could be

utilized in concentrating the strength of the Church in not more than

one university in each State or large section of country, and making other

institutions within the same field affiliated schools of lower grade. As
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long as Iowa and other States repeat their work in a dozen institutions,

no one of them can ever become a great center of learning able to com-

pete with the State universities. While Nebraska has succeeded in pre-

empting the whole territory for one muversity and affiliated academic

schools, and something has been done in the South to effect similar

results, the system of individuality obtaining elsewhere shows not only

bad generalship but want of generalship. Something ought to be done to

control the future. It should result in organized and systematic control

of all our educational interests. Then our educational society might

wield an influence as far-reaching as any of the great connectioual societies

of the Church. One great post-graduate universiiy, with elective courses

and special departments for original research, in Washington city, is

enough if it becomes what it.-; founders anticipate. The Disciplinary plan

for other institutions is all that is needed if it could be enforced. The
alliance and unification of all our colleges, under conditions that shou]d

give each indeiJeudence within its proper sphere, would be in harmony

with the connectumal idea of Methodism, The highest would never lack

for means or students, and the most obscure would be an integral part of

the one University System. G. F. CuEIGUTO^^

Nebraska Wedcyan University^ Lincoln, Keb.

THE CENTEXXI.YL GENERAL CONFERENCE.

Omaha will entertain the Centennial General Conference.

Tlie first Methodist assembly that received officially the appellation

"the General Conference" sat in Baltimore, November 1, 1792, The
Christmas Conference is often called a General Conference, but it was

not so designated in its ]\[inutes, nor in the early Disciplines; but sim-

ply "a conference." It was a meeting of preachers suddenly called

at the instance of Asbury and a few of his ministerial associates after

the arrival of Dr. Coke. At that time there was no Methodist Episcopal

Church.

The Christmas Conference would probably not 'have assembled but

for Asbury 's refusal to receive the superintendency from ]\Ir. Wesley.

Snethen, in his "Answer" to O'lvelly, which Asbury sauctioned, says:

"To obtain the election of superintendents was a special design of call-

ing that Conference."

The Christmas Conference did but little legislative work. It made no

provision for the election of preachers to sacred orders, nor for subsequent

ecclesiastical legislation. It was soon apparent that the Connection, as

Coke remarked, "was a rope of sand." To meet the exigency "the

Council " was constituted. This was a device of Asbury. Snethen, in the

work above quoted, says: "The plan of the Council, which was adopted

to save the Connection from threatening danger, appeared defective, and

did not remedy the existing evils. At most it only gave a 'temporary

relief. Nothing but a General Conference could give satisfaction."

The Council had only two sessions. The first was in 1789, the last in
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1790. Its history and failure form a large chapter in the ecclesiastical

progress of the denomination. Dr. Stevens accords it thirty-three lines.

From the ashes of the Council sprang the General Conference. Asbury

was against it, but finally assented. There is no Journal of the first Gen-

eral Conference. In a History of the Wesleyan Itinerancy of Noi-th Amer-

ica, the advance volumes of which will, if God permit, appear ere long,

a very full and authentic record of the transactions of that body, derived

from various ancient sources, will be presented, as well as a fuller repre-

sentation of the work of iMethodism generally in this country than has

hitherto been attempted.

The General Conference delivered the Cliurch from the peril of disin-

tegration. Cannot its Centennial be celebrated the second Sunday in

November, 1892, so as to elTcct tlie contribution of a few millions to a

Connectional Fund for the lielief of Aged Preachers ?

Jersey City. John Atkiksox.

"THE DISCIPLINE AS IT IS."

Once in four years the Discipline of our Church costs the denomina-

tion a large sum of money, to "amend" and reissue; yet in many
important particulars—nay, may we not truthfully affirm in things essen-

tial to the "spreading of vital godliness and scriptural holiness over

these lands? "—it is one of the most neglected, if not absolutely con-

demned, of any of our publications. What is the cause of this unfavor-

able showing ? Is the Discipline at variance with the intelligence and

conscience of the Church, and its commands burdensome and unreason-

able? Or are our people, for no well-defined reason, simply disloyal, and

inimical to its enforcement ? These questions demand an answer, and

cannot much longer be evaded. If the former be true, why not put the

book in harmony with the spirit of the Church ? If the latter is the cor-

rect view, why not seek to restore the ancient practice, thus magnifying

our power and increasing our usefulness ? If, as many declare, the Disci-

pline, ou what were esteemed paramount points in our polity, is unsuitable

to our present necessities, why maintain it, and strive to impose the ob-

no.xious rules upon the membership ? That it is not—indeed, cannot be

—administered "as it is" is obvious to all; and we fear it is not intended

to be thoroughly enforced, even by those who are "set for its defense."

Suppose some brave and honest pastor, sent to one of our large, wealthy,

and fashionable congregations, should attempt to compel attendance upon

class-meeting, "'how long would he stay" in that charge ? What bishop

would be strong enough to resist his removal at the instance of the ofiicial

board, many of whose members never enter a class-room, at the end of

"his first year?" Now, if attending this means of grace is obligatory

only on probationers; and if, as soon as they arc received into "full

connection,"" they, like the great bulk of our people, may drop class-

meeting, why in the name of truth and honor should not this pretense of

sustaining an "essential feature of Methodism" be at once and forever
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abandoned? This would save expense, labor, confusion, inconsistency,

and mortification, and no doubt greatly increase our numerical and finan-

cial strength.

Again, wliat is gained by a menace of trial for neglecting "secret

prayer ?" In this event ^vho is to witness against the culprit ? "U'ill he

humbly confess liis sinful dereliction and ask to be expelled ? Should

Kuch a trial ever begin, and the accused withdraw his plea of guilt, what
then? We submit, this provision of "our excellent Discipline" is little

less than solemn trifling, and should be corrected at once.

There are other tilings equally absurd in our legislation; but the main

object of this writing is to call the attention of the Church to the fact that

our practice is not only in opposition to the letter of the law, but the spirit

also; and to urge that our wise and great men shall find some way to re-

lieve us from our embarrassment, and hold up the hands of those who are

sworn "not to mend," but to "keep, our rules" for "conscience' sake."

Wayn€sbor<yixgh. J. B. MA^-N.

CHRIST'S LOVE.

In considering the account of Christ's challenge of Peter's love (John xxi,

15-17 inclusive) various commentators endeavor to supplement an alleged

incompleteness in the English Authorized Version, distinguishing between

the nature of the interrogatories through a claimed difierence in mean-

ing of the verbs aya-au and ^Ji/iw. For instance: " The former, by virtue

of its counection with u]a~ai, properly denotes a love founded in admira-

tion, veneration, esteem; but 6l7.eIv denotes an inclination prompted by
sense and emotion."—J. II. Thayer's Grcek-Englisli Lexicon of New Testa-

ment., after Grimm.

It is asserted, also, that the commands are modified by reason of a difTer-

once in meaning between the verbs 36aK.u and 7Toc^aivo>, owing to which

Christ's injunctions should be rendered, "Feed my lambs; be a shepherd

to tlie weak ones of the flock; feed these weak ones."—Rev. H. W. Wat-
kins, M.A., Professor of Logic and Moral Philosophy, King's College,

London, England.

Is such interpretation required, or even justified ?

I. As to the commands. If we dismiss r^fMjiaTia, in the second com-

mand (and the texts of Scholz and Griesbach, together with the editions

of Stevens, Beza, and the Elzevir, have TtpojiaTa in both commands), we
liare to deal only with the two verbs, each of which signifies to feed, and

each signifies to tend or nourish. Each is used literally and each figura-

tively as far back as Homer. The New Testament shows no bias; the

verbs are interchangeable, as:

Matt, viii, 30 (also 3Iark v, 11, and Luke viii, 32), Herd of many swine

feeding (^uckolui-t}).

Luke XV, 15. And he sent him into his fields to feed (JSuKm-) swine.

Luke xvii, 7. A servant plowing or feeding (-zotuaivovTa) cattle.

Acts XX, 28. 3Iade you overseers to feed {jvotiialveiv) the Church of God.
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1 Cor. ix, 7. Who feedeth (noifiaivn) a flock and eateth not of the

milk of the flock ?

1 Pet. V, 2. Feed (-omavare) the flock of God.

.Tude 12. Wheu they feast with you, feeding {Koifxalvovrez) themselves

without fear.

Rev. vii, 17. The Lamb shall feed (rroi^uavei) them.

In view of these (the only New Testament passages in which feed is

rendered by f^ooKu or TzoiualvtS) can it be held that -pdfiara must signify a

different class of sheep when indicated in connection with jSogku from that

when associated with -zoifzaivo)

?

2. Concerning the interrogatories, commentators claim that Christ en-

deavors to evoke from Peter an expression of loftier, more admiring and
venerating love than is indicated by ^^/.eZv, and that after two unsuccessful

efforts to secure Peter's recognition of and assent to this love, he deli-

cately rebukes Peter by asking him cpt/^ig fie ? This seems without suj)-

port either from any mandatory distinctiveness in the verbs, or from the

general features of the queries, responses, and injunctions.

Dr. Schaff says {Popular Commentari/ on the JVeiP Testament): " <J'v.i'w

denotes rather the tender, emotional affection. 'Aya-dw is never disso-

ciated from intellectual preference, esteem, choice. The one term is not

necessarily stronger than the other."

Dr. Joseph Henry Thayer (in Lexicon above named) says: "Men are

said aya-av God, not 6t?.Elv,^^ [how, then, 1 Cor. xvi, 23, If any man love

{<pt?^l) not the Lord Jesus Christ] and God is said aya-Tjaai rbv Koa/iov and

(fi/^iv the disciples, and yet we read

:

Mark x, 21. Jesus beholding him loved {l/yd-rrTjaev) him.

John xiii, 1. Having loved (aya-r/aag) his own, etc.

John xiii, 23. One of his disciples, whom Jesus loved (rp/d-a).

John xvii, 23. That the world may know that thou hast sent me, and

hast loved (jjyd-riaac) them.

Rom. viii, 37. Through him that loved (dyaTir/aavTog) us.

Rom. ix, 13. Jacob have I loved (ijyd-r/aa).

1 John iv, 11. If God so loved {/'/yd-riaev) us.

Rev. i. 5. Unto him that loved (dya-uvri) us.

Rev. iii, 9. And to know that I have loved {-ip/d-rjcd) thee.

The New Testament use of these verbs shows them interchangeable,

albeit dya:vdu is the one more frequently used. A complete presentment

of proof texts would be wearying and is unnecessary. A few will cover

the ground.

1. As showing identity of expression:

John iii, 35. The Father lovetii (iiyarra) the Son.

John V, 20. The Father loveth {<;>i?yc) the Son.

Another instance:

John xix, 26. The disciple standing by, whom .Tesus loved (/))d~a).

John XX, 2. The other disciple, whom Jesus loved {ioi?.£i).

And again

:

Matt, xxiii, C. They love (6i2.omi) the uppermost seats.
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Luke xi, 43, Ye love {aya-Kari) tlie uppennost scats.

Luke XX, 46. Who love (diXovvruv) greetings in the markets.

Still another:

Heb. xii, 6. Whom the Lord loveth (ayaizd) he chastencth.

Rev, iii, 19. As many as I love (^iiZ-w) I rebuke and chasten.

2. As expressing the same nature of love:

John xi, 3, He ^-hora thou lovest (^£?-fif) is sick.

John xi, 5. Jesus loved (f/yd-a) iSIartha and her sister.

John xi, 36. Behold how he loved (eiplMi) liim I

John XV, 9. As the Father hath loved {yyaTzijatv) me, so have I loved

(rfydKTjca) yoU.

John xvi, 27. For the Father himself loveth (^tAci) you, because ye

have loved {TZE^i'/Jjuare) me.

The fact is, that all the phases of love expressed in the New Testament

by aya-rrdu^ are there expressed also by (;>l7Iu: the love of God for Christ;

the love of Christ for his disciples; the ambitious love of honor; the

tender, disciplining love of God for his children; the love of Christ emo-

tionallj for his friends; and God's emotional love for those whom Christ

loves.

Observe further, that it would be expected, if the change from aya-du

to 0/Afu was intended to be significant, that Peter's answer would have

indicated his appreciation of this new phase of the question. But Peter

replies ^^Aw, in each instance.

Note, also, that the record is, " He saith to him again the second time,''

"the third time."" If the sense of the inquiry was modified, this " second "

and "third" time would be superfluous. The expressions denote the

repetition, not the modification of the question. The triple iteration

emphasized the inquiry, and "grieved" or annoyed (e/.itt;?!?;;) Peter, be-

cause he had already twice affirmed his love. The annoyance would not

have been warranted if Peter had comprehended any variety in the

questions.

There seems to be no warrant for the interpretation which alleges

incompleteness in the Authorized Version (nor does the Revised Yersiou

suggest improvement or amplification). The best that can be said of the

condemned exegesis is that it is ingenious; it is clearly not necessary, nor

is there by it substituted any teaching more valuable than the evident

one of the recital as it appears in the common version. Any interprcta-.

lion is to be deprecated which obscures or distracts attention from the

weighty import of this catecliism. Its obvious lesson is that true, intense

love for Christ is the disciple's incentive to and warrant for the Christ-life,

which Peter came at last to comprehend and imitate; and the impres-

sions of this lesson recun-ed to him when he so eloquently described to

after Christians the quickening power of love for the Saviour, and said to

them, "Ye wore as sheep going astray; but are now returned unto the

Shepherd and Bishop of your souls" (1 Pet. ii, 25j.

Bostm, Mass. Alfred A. Post.
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THE ITINERANTS' CLUB.

The Rev. Dr. E. L. Parks, of the Gamtaon School of Theology, has

prepared an admirable outline of Systematic Theology as set forth iu the

required books of our Conference course. He begins with Pope, giving

for volume one, twenty-two topics; volume two, twenty-four topics;

volume three, thirty topics. Part 11. of Watson's limtitutes he arranges

in forty-five topics; Wesley's Plain Account, in twenty topics; Atone-

ment in Christ, by Itliley, in twenty-six topics. The Analysis of Butler's

Analogy, by Dr. Parks, is especially helpful. We hope to see the entire

list of topics published in an "Itinerant Club Series." The following

outline of Dr. Miley's book on Atonement in Christ will illustrate Dr.

Parks's method.

Atonement in Christ.—Miley.

L The plan of the work.

2. The scope, mode of treatment, importance of fact and doctrine, data, relation

to theology, aud definition of the atonemdat iii Gik*iat»

3. The proof of tlie reality of the atonement in facts, terms, and priesthood and

sacrifice.

4. The relation of the nature of the necessity to the theory of the atonement.

5. The nature of the necessity for the atonement found in the function and

necessity of penalty iu moral governmenL

6. The schemes of imiversal happiness after penalty or sovereign forgiveness

must be rejected.

7. "Why divine forgiveness cannot be granted on natural repentance; the bear-

ing of human forgiveness.

8. The popultir and tlie scientific classification of the theories of the atonement.

9. Criticism of tlie vicarious repentance, redemption by love, self-propitiation in

self-sacrifice, realistic, mystical, and middle theories.

10. The facts and refutiition of the so-called moral influence theory.

11. The history aud elements of the theory of satisfaction.

12. Tlie nature and forms of justice, and its relation to the theory of atonement

13. The principles of tlie satisfaction theory.

14. The tests wliich condemn the satisfaction theory.

15. The basal facts upon which the governmental theory is founded. Its origin

and its position in Arminian theology.

16. The character, nature of penalties, and relation to atonement of public justice.

17. The theory of the atonement determined to be the governmental by the

real and deepest necessity, the rectoral value of penalty and of the atonement, the

consistent interpretation of Scripture terms, and Scripture facts.

18. In what sense is the atonement a satisfaction to divine justice?

19. The elements which constitute the sufficiency of the atonement.

20. The atonement a lesson of most exalted character for all created intelligences.

21. Answers to the objections that the atonement is irrational, a violation of

justice, a ruleasenicnt from duty, an aspersion of divine goodness.

22. The determining law of tlie extent of the atonement.

23. The universality of the atonement proved by the pleasure of tlie Father

and iheSoa.
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24 The interpretation of Scripture passages which have been adduced to

support a hmited atonement.

25. The various groups of Scripture passages which teach the universality of

the atonement

26. The fallacies of the view that the atonement is limited.

Our young candidate for examination on Dr. Miley's work may find

real and valuable assistance in the above outline. Here is an analysis of

the whole book. By reading it over frequently, and then by committing

it to memory, the student is well on his way toward its mastery. His

mind is awakened to the vastness and importance of the theme. Spe-

cific topics are clearly presented to him. He can at once begin a process

of self-examination. "What do I make out of topic 5 ?" he asks him-

self. The more he thinks on " moral government," " penalty,'' the rela-

tion of the "atonement" to "the function and necessity of penalty in

moral government," the deeper he gets into a great problem; and the

more lie thinks about it on his own account before he refers to the page

or pages of the text-book which discuss it, the more he thirsts to know

;

and the more he thirsts and thinks and talks with himself and others,

with the more attention and avidity does he read the author, and the more

eagerly he goes to other authors, until he knows the subject and has it

at his tongue's end.

Suppose, now, that our candidate resolves to give a course of four or

five Thursday evening lectures to his young people, or to the Bible classes,

or to the more advanced members of the " Epworth League," on the

doctrine of the atonement, telling his hearers that he will simply give

them an outline of Dr. Miley's book, using such illustrations as may come

to him in his effort to make the matter plain to his people: do we not

see what a school of practice this process becomes to him ? and what a

stimulant to his people? Suppose, also, that he preach two or three ser-

mons, for example, on topics six and seven, twelve, seventeen, twenty, and

twenty-one, and perhaps a sermon on topic twenty-five : thus he will master

not merely a book, but a subject ; be prepared for an honorable examina-

tion; and in the meanwhile educate his people. This same method may

be pursued with all the books and subjects of liis Conference course.

• The Denver Itinerants' Club held in Trinity Church, September 8-14,

was pronounced by the ministers who attended it a complete success.

The attendance, attention, active participation, and enthusiasm of the

brethren during the seventeen sessions of the club were proof of the hold

which the new movement has upon them, and of the demand for the fur-

ther development of this Itinerants' Biblical and Theological School.

Lectures were delivered, the Conference course outlined, and lessons in

vocal music given; but among the most valuable of the exercises were

the " Conversations" and " Praxes," by which the whole clul) wa.s set at

work thinking and talking. Especially profitable were the reading of
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hymns ydih. after-criticism, the -vs-ritten definitions of theological terms,
the answers to the questions, "What are the people we preach to thinking
about ?" " What are some of the things which weaken ministerial influ-

ence ? " The result of the Denver Club will be a permanent organization,
with an annual meeting, local church music-schools for promotiuf^- con-
gregational singing, greater attention to the " ordering of public wor-
ship " even in little country churches and school-houses, the thorough
mastery of the Conference course of studj^, the selection of more skillful

examiners, and greater care at the door of the Conference as to the men
admitted on trial and into full membership.

The editor of this department of the Methodist Recim wrote the .o.-

lowing note to evciy examiner in the four years' course of the Troy
Conference

:

How would you, as a friend, a teacher, and an examiner, advise a probationer
or other undergraduate in his Annual Conference to begin and to proceed in his
preparation for his annual examination in the book or subject indicated below ?
Please give me a careful, condensed, very short, comprehensive, practical reply.

All of the examiners did not give answer, but from several we received
the following

:

Ret. G. H. Van Duse^: 1. As early in the year as possible read the book
(Wesley's Plain Account) with care and attention, so as to master the plan and
make thorough acquaintance with details. 2. Go through the book a second time
near the close of the' year thorowjhly (note-book in hand), studying carefully the
progressive development of the author's thought, and giving especial attention to
the statements in which he defines the doctrine and gives scriptural proofs.
3. Write out a full and comprehensive statement in your own language of the
doctrine as held by Wesley, answering tlius a list of questions suggested to your
mind as covering an adequate examination of the book. By this process you will
make yourself master of it.

Dh. Geo. W. Brown : 1. I would advise him to make a careful and complete
preview of the entire book (Pope's Compendium, volume ii), the subjects treated
and the method of treatment, that he may comprehend the work to be done.
2._ To make a thorough study—not a mere cursory reading or superficial cram-
ming—of the large portions of the book, division by division, until clearly com-
prehended and firmly fixed in the mind. 3. To thoroughly review the portions
studied, in connection with a careful reading of the fine-print matter. 4. To
make a full synopsis of the work, covering every point studied—from memory as
far as practicable. 5. To remember that the most important part of a preacher's
equipment is a thorough knowledge of scriptural theology.

Dr. Geo. W. Brown: 1. Bo wUling to work. This volume (Harman, 0. T.,
chaps. 31-52) mastered will make the Bible a new book to you. Gird up your
loins hke a man and make its teachings your own. 2. Cultivate concentration of
mind. Sitting dreamily over a book is not study. Call back the mind when it

wanders and compel it to give undivided attention to your work. 3. Endeavor
to get precise ideas. The reason why so much is forgotten is that it was never
really known. It never stood out sharp and clear-cut before the mind.
One clear idea is worth more tiian a dozen half-formed hazy notions.
Try to give your thoughts tlie boundary of a definition. Such a mastery
of this work .will make the books of the Bible stand out to you, each
with an individuality of its own. 4. Make an analysis. "Study with pen in
band." The table of contents will help you. Preserve in coudeused form, per-
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haps on the margin of your study Bible, data as to date, authorship, and purpose
of each book of the Bible. 5. Review with some one— some neighbor-pastor
who is ticking the course, or your wife. The writer did both, to his great ad-
vantage. If unable to do this, write a series of questions, then turn "com-
mittee " and examine yourself. 6. Search elsewhere for information. Ton will
find help in commentaries, McClintock and Strong's CydopiMia; Horne's Intro-
duction : Smith, Kitto, Peirce's Wirrd of God Opened, Pentecost's In the Volume
of the Book, and elsewhere. 7. Utilize your work. Much of homiletical value,
and much that will aid you in Bible-class or normal-class instruction, will be found
in this book—as in the entire course. If you wish to make a thing doubly your
own, tell it to others. 8. Study for the culture and broadening of your own mind,
afid not for the examination simply.

Rev. S. McLaughlin: I would advise a probationer, or under-graduate, to be-
gin and continue his preparation for the second year's examination on The Sacra-
ments Biblically Treated, by consulting every passage in the Bible on the subject
in hand, until mastered in all its ramitied relationship. B-xaiQv's. Analytical Greek
Lexicon, and Young's Analytical Concordance, would help and save time. It
miglit then be well to read and master one or two works of the best authors ou
the given subject.

Rev. "W. "W. Cos : Read preface to get author's idea of book (Thalheimer'a
Medicevul and Modem History), then table of contents for a comprehensive view of
whole work. At the end of every twelve to fifteen sections is a recapitulation.
Read to one of these, then make one (written) of your own, and compare wnth one
given by the author. Then read same sections again and make another recapitu-
lation. Proceed thus through entire volume.

There are five books in the volume, and at close of each one are Questions for
Review. "When one book is finished, as per above plan, endeavor to formulate in
writing a clear and comprehensive answer to every one of these questions. Mark
those which you cannot satisfactorily answer, and afterward turn to the sections
suggested and re-study until an answer can readily be given.
When the entire volume has thus been finished again go carefully over the whole

by using the Questions for Review and the answers you have written. This will
also be a good plan for the final review.

Rev, C. V. Grismer: Pope's Compendium—1. Study carefully the table of con-
tents. Thus get a bird's-eye view of the book. 2. Study the coarse print in which
the author states his doctrines. This ihroughotit; thus getting a nearer view
of the book. 3. Study the fine print with the coarse, mastering the proofs and
the history of the doctrines presented. 4. Review the book by means of the mar-
ginal notes.

Rev. M. Hitchcock : Let the student read the book (Miley ou Atonement) care-
fully, keeping in mind these questions : 1. "What are the three leading theories of
atonement? 2. To what general system of theology does each correspond?
3. How docs each answer to the Scripture teaching concerning an atonement?
4. How far does each seem reasonable as a means to accomplish the end designed

—

that is, to bring men from sin back to God ? Review the book so far as is neces-
sary to have a definite opinion concerning the last two of these questions. Other
parts of the book are subordinate. If the student has in mind the three theories
with the arguments for and against, he has the substance of the book.

Rev. D. M. Gates : Porter's Elements of Intellectual Science is admirably classi-

fied in four parts. I would advise the student to master each part separately and
then study them in their relation to each other.

Rev. Hen'ry "Wright : My advice to an undergraduate in preparing for an ex-
amination in Butler's ^-l;i'.z/cj;/y would be: 1. To read the book carefully, re-reading
any paragraph or part as he proceeds until he understands the author's meaning
clearly. 2. To read each chapter carefully, endeavoring to fix the author's argu-
ments in his mind, and then, with the aid of Tefi't's Analysis, review until he can
easily and clearly recall the author's arguments in each chapter, and so proceed to
the end of the book ; and then, with the aid of the Analysis, review the whole book.
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If I could uot pet Tefft's Analysis, or one as good, I should prepare one for myself

upon the second reading of the book. The use of the Analysis will preatly facili-

tate the understanding of the author's meaning (wjiich it is sometimes ^uito diffi-

cult to do), and al-io help to recall and fix in the mind his arguments.

The "Itinerant Club" idea found its expression in the Troy Confer-

ence, in connection with the Summer School of Theology organized this

year at Round Lake, N. Y., under the presidency of Rev. Dr. H. A.

Buttz, of Drew Theological Seminary. The aim of this summer school

was as follows: 1. To give opportunity for the review of the Hebrew of

the Old, and the Greek of the New, Testament, under the direction of

acknowledged masters. 2. To afford opportunity for the Conference

committees of examination and the young men in the Conference classes

to meet, and leisurely and carefully consider their work, and, if any com-

mittees and classes so decided, to pass the examination in some part of

their studies; at least to take a broad preview of the prescribed course

of study, assisted by reviews of the respective text-books, lectures upon

cognate themes, etc. 3. To give to ministers of the Gospel the privilege

of considering, under the direction of some of the leading minds of the

age, the most important and practical questions connected with real min-

isterial success. Questions of archeology and sociology, as well as those

of homiletics and pastoral theology, were to be open for free discussion.

Tliis scheme was presented to the Conference at its session at Saratoga

Springs, and was indorsed with the thanks of the Conference, and by

resolution it was recommended that the preachers, so far as practicable,

attend, and that the churches grant their pastors vacations for that pur-

pose. The presiding elders earnestly strove to give success to the effort,

and thg chairmen of all the examining committees heartily co-operated.

The result was that all the classes and all the committees were repre-

sented, some of them quite largely, and some of the studies were so thor-

oughly discussed that excellent examinations were passed in them.

In addition to this Conference work. President Buttz daily met a class of

beginners in Hebrew, and also conducted a most interesting and profitable

series of " Studies in the English Bible," while Professor James Strong,

S.T.D., taught daily classes in Hebrew and New Testament Greek.

There was also each afternoon a lecture on som.e such important and

practical theme as "Inspiration," "Agnosticism," "Pastoral Work,"

"The Song of Songs," "The Pastor and Young Men," "Bible Archeol-

ogy," etc., followed by free discussion of the subject.

The normal work of the Assembly was carried on simultaneously with

the other departments, and from these classes some of the younger min-

isters obtained valuable hints and helps for their work.

Tuition and furnished rooms or tents were free to all ministers, and as

the brethren present expressed the highest appreciation of their privileges,

it is confidently expected that next year a still larger number will avail

themselves of such rare opportunities for increasing their efficiency in

their great life-work. B. B. Loomis,

Cor. Sec. Bound Lake Association.
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EDITOEIAL REVIEWS.

FOREIGN RESUME.

THE GENERAL SITUATION.

Agitation is the -watchword of the day throughout Europe, Every-

where the tocsin of strife aud struggle is being sounded—to-day it is

religion, to-morrow economics in its various phases, and again the social

question par excellence. Just now the general feeling is running against

State interference—against state reasons, state universities, state clergy,

state councils, and even state railroads. The people feel that they have

been too much governed in the past, and would much like to escape the

leading strings of state, and launch out a little into the open sea for them-

selves. And a favorable wind seems to prevail at present for those who
would venture on a voyage.

Some of the European countries are looking in this sense toward their

great schools. France seems on the eve of reviving her great imiversities

of Paris, of Lyons, of ]\Iontpelier, etc. Under Napoleon all these were

absorbed into one great machine called the University of France, which

is so vague that it requires close investigation to know just what it means.

And it is now the grand master of all the universities of France who deals

the first blow at the scaffolding of this imperial monument. In his dis-

course _at the recent celebration of the sixth centenary of the former and

ancient University of Montpelier the minister of public instruction struck

the first blow by his energetic and telling words in favor of autonomy.

He declares his intention to submit to the Chamlsers a bill which will

reorganize some of these ancient university bodies w^ith their own rights,

and especially their own budget, and the power to administer their own

finances and receive legacies on the model of the great universities of Ox-

ford and Cambridge, of Gottingen and Heidelberg.

Indeed, in some of the great German institutions the tendency is the

same, though modified by nationality. The Russians are trying to get rid

of the Germans in their schools, though these have built them up. Bo-

hemia is determined to have a university teaching the Czech, instead of

being beholden to the German schools and tongue; while the Hungarians

are claiming their own national school from Austria. And then and there

arises the agitating question for Austria, where she will be able to stop if

she once starts on this uncertain path; for she has other nationalities, as

the various Slavonic races, which will soon plead for the same grace.

If all the reforms demanded are in a small measure granted, it is clear

that much unripe fruit will be shaken from the trees only to lie on the

ground and rot, for the people are too little trained and cultured to know

how to nurse and nourish such a progeny. But there is nothing better

than good combats to make good combatants.
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I. RELIGIOUS.
TKE AGITATION XN BERLIN.
The evangelical council in Berlin has at last felt the necessity of ap-

peals to the clergy of the State Church to come out more energetically in

the attack on social e\'ils. It has issued a call to all preachers to come
forward into practical ^vork, and gives them counsel as to the manner of

proceeding with tlie help of the Church in the present Socialist agitations.

And it runs in sul)stance thus: The more exacting the epoch the greater

is the duty and responsibility of the divine office. . , . And we need for

its fulfillment no new means. The word of God and the sacraments have
lost nothing of their rescuing and preserving force. But if the alienated

ones are again to seek the Church, the Church must first seek them.

Therefore the burden lies to-day on those who have the special care of

souls, and in presence of the need, that burden is as great as are the needs.

Not only do the congregations have their duty, but all soul-caring activi-

ties must now come into full activity and power. And the more ener-

getically this shall be performed in the future the more easy it will be to

reach all hearts. Congregational care through deaconesses must be great-

ly extended, and women's associations, with their eflfective activity, must
be at their side. The great influence of the Sunday-school on the family

must not be neglected, nor must the work of the Church among the sick

and the poor be carried on in any other than in a Christian sense.

PROTESTANT GOSPEL "WORK IN BELGIUM.

The origin of gospel mission work in Belgium dates back to 1S37, up
to which period nothing in the line of evangelization had been done. It

started with two or three stations; now it has twenty-eight. Twenty
churches have been built, divine service is held in ninety stations, and

by occasional preaching there is gospel work in some seventy other places.

Besides this, the colporteurs have reached two hundred other points, so

that the Protestant Church in Belgium now numbers seven tliousand six

hundred members, all of whom, with the exception of about four hundred,

were originally Catholics. For three years nearly five hundred new mem-
bers have been added annually to the list. If there were money enough,

a larger number of pastors and colporteurs might easily find profitable

work. These latter now bring the call from various villages to send

them a pastor.

But it is only with great difficulty that the present corps of thirty-four

pastors, with evangelists and Bible-readers, can be supported. The cry

is therefore for help, and the money cannot be obtained in Belgium,

•wiiich is in some regards the most fanatical Catholic land in Europe.

Most of what is now expended comes from abroad: of 140.000 francs

Belgium supplies but 50,000. But even this is a great deal when we con-

sider that the members of the Protestant churches are nearly all from the

ranks of the poor, who earn their bread with great effort. In spite of

their poverty, however, they make great exertions to support the work,
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and many touching examples are related of their self-sacrifice for the aid

of the Church. The fact that the Church comes largely from the labor-

ing classes is a cause of financial weakness, but is an encouragement a.s

far as true gospel work is concerned; for just in these ranks it can do

most good. These Protestants now number hundreds who have been

rescued from a life of drunkenness and misery. In all tlie troubled and

exciting periods of these latter days the Protestant Church has main-

tained its honor and Christian character.

The well-known French Protestant pastor, Godet, who visited Belgium

last year and went about among the churches, writes thus of them:

"Never has the examination of any churches so much commanded my

attention and interest as those of Belgium. The congregations came

mostly from the ranks of the toilers, who are a simple people, without

culture; but the Gospel very soon exeats a strong influence over them.

The reading and study of the Bible instructs and elevates them; their

newly acquired conviction holds them back from the excesses of their

comrades, their external conditions are visibly improved, and they soon

attain comparative wealth and ease. The moral status of these Prot-

estant families is a striking fact whick calls general attention to them,

and which is of greater value than many assertions. The members of

these congregations take upon themselves heavy burdens, and they are

determined to bear still greater ones for their cause, and therefore I

appeal to all Protestant Churches to help the Belgian Mission Chuxch in

its patient Christian efforts."

THE KUSSO-GREEK CHXTBCH.

The Russian czar, as head of the Church, is quite zealous in the pro-

tection of its spiritual interests, and he is now spending large sums off

money in the erection of churches for the congregations that he expects

will come. Having lately built in Riga, at the expense of the State,, a,

magnificent Russian cathedral, he is now turning his attention to RcvaV,.

the"capital of Esthland, which is to be favored in the same way. The-

endowment of the emperor gives character and influence to a- committer

which is now appealing to all orthodox Christians for contributions fbrthe-

purpose of this structure.

That in this enterprise political aims occupy the foreground is quite-

'evident from the fact which is emphasized in the appeal, namely, that

Revalcan scarcely be regarded as a Russian city; the steeples that are

now visible from the sea and the land all belong to the Russian Church-es.

The present Greek cathedral was formeriy a Lutheran church, which,

on the seizure of Re val, was turned first into a garrison church for the

troops and then into a Greek edifice; bvit, with all the changes made in

its external appearance, it still bears a close resemblance to Wo>teriv

churches. Now, when the Greek Church is no longer "persecuted and

oppressed" in the land, but has become the ruling one, it is thought to

be the right time to build a Russian cathedral as a sign of the triumph of

Orthodoxy. Thus far the contributions have come in but sparingly-, audi

68—FIFTU SERIES, TOL. VI.
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the State in the end will doubtless be obliged to contribute handsomely

for the pious cause. The nuw Russian church now being built in Warsaw
has already cost the State 700,000 rouljles, and the municipal council of

the city lias already granted 300,000 roubles. The last Roman Catholic

nunnery in Russia, which originally belonged to the Franciscans, has

now, by order of the government, been transformed into a prison.

SmSTDAY-SCHOOIiS ABBOAD.

It is almost amusing to American veterans in the Sunday-school work to

listen to the new-born enthusiasm in this line of those to whom its present

development is a wonder. The Protestant churches of Paris recently had

a sort of anniversary in the summer for all their schools in that city,

which assembled in the famous Trocadcro, one of the most beautiful of

the public balls of the capital. Five thousand children were there,

grouped according to their schools, having banners and streamers adorned

with symbols or devices. While the schools of Paris were in the body of

the hall those of the McAll missions and the outer districts were in the

galleries, the same bright sun smiling genially on tliem all.

On the platform behind the row of pastors were raised seats occupied

by representatives of all the phases of the Protestant work. The pro-

gramme was magnificently carried out. All the children sang in unison

the hymns prepared and studied in advance, or replied verse for verse to

hymns by those on the platform, the effect being new and pleasing.

But what of the orators ? These were perfect of their kind, and capti-

vated the little public for two hours, or rather the public of little ones.

One of them gave a very paternal and touching discourse, while another

gave good advice to youth by words beginning with the vowels, and thus

exhorting them to learn and obey. Then a messenger armed with a new
attraction on a long table—it was nothing less than a missionary chariot

from Lessonto, in Africa, the seat of a French mission. The children's

necks were craned and eyes strained to see the team of six oxen before

the vehicle and two negroes driving a wagon covered with canvass.

This was a French object lesson. Another orator spoke of the brauties

of nature in a style to be comprehended by the children, and enjoyed by

the parents. Finally came the humorous speech by a "French Talmage "

which was a huge success with the children, who greeted it with immense

applause, that was reechoed by the adults. In short, it was voted that

the president of the combined schools hud done wonders to get up so in-

teresting a programme, and all present felt that God had favored the first

Simday-school anniversary in France.

IN JERUSALEM.

A government architect in Jerusalem announces that he thinks he has

discovered the tomb of Isaiah in the village of Siloam under the walls of

Jerusalem. It was evidently an ancient chapel hewn in the rook, which

has for a time served as last resort to a poor fellali as a store-house fur his
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straw. A Greek inscription engraved over the niche of an altar shows
that this sanctuary was dedicated to the prophet Isaiah. As there is

shown a little furtlier on in the valley, near the Pool of Siloam, the place
where Isaiah is said to have been sawed in two between two boards by
order of the king, iManasseh, it is probable that in the Middle Ages at

Siloam they used to show the pilgrims the tomb of Isaiah, but their ac-

counts on this point were so indistinct that the tomb can no lonocr
be found.

The inhabitants of Siloam, who are confirmed Mussulman fanatics,

forbid to Christians access to their dwellings. "We know by Matt, xxiii,

29, and Luke xi, 47, that in the time of Jesus the Jews had already built

monuments on the tombs of tiie principal prophets. It is not, therefore,

impossible that the chapel found by the architect Schick was erected on
the place which was considered in the first age of our era to be that of
the tomb of Isaiah. When the report of this discovery was noised abroad
the Russians and the Latins contended for the purchase of the chapel.
The Latin.s finally obtained it for the price of 4,000 francs.

II. LITERARY.
AH" AUTOBIOGRAPKY OF DELITZSCH.

On his seventieth birthday Delitzsch, by special request, sent a small
autobiography to the iSorwerjian Mission Journal. Of this the German
original was lost, and an admirer h;is just translated it back into the Ger-
man, in which we find it, and feel that our readers will enjoy an epitome
of it in its original simplicity :

"I was born in Leipsic, and baptized in the St. Nicholas Church. ]\[y

father kept a junk-shop, and his profits were small, so that my childhood
was a hard one. From my youth up my benefactor was a Jew named
Levy; he lived with us and dealt in books. Without his aid J should
never ,have been able to study. After passing through the ordinary
schools I came out a complete rationalist. I felt a drawing coward God,
but the person of Jesus was for me enveloped in deep darkness. I went
to the university to study philosophy and philology. Seeking for truth,

I plunged into the systems of the German philosophers, of whom Fichte
was especially attractive to me. A university friend, who had found
Jesus and loved him, worked incessantly to bring me to the faith. I

withstood him long, but to-day I can point to the spot in the street of my
native city where a beam from above placed me in the same condition as

Thomas when lie exclaimed, "My Lord and my God!" I then studied
theology, and mingled with Christian families, and the three years of my
university course were the sweetest of my life—the spring-time of my
spiritual love.

" My most welcome friends were the Jewish missionaries Goldberg and
Becker, who came to the fair in order to work among the Jews. These
two men were the first to teach mc to love the people from whom the

.
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Saviour sprang. It sounds almost absurd for me, the Hebraist, to say

that Becker gave me my first rablnnical instruction. I had a little knowl-

edge of the Hebrew from the gj'muasium, and the study became my
favorite. A fruit of my missionary labor I found in my benefactor, Hirsch.

My confession of Christ bore in him late but ripe fruit, and he was bap-

tized in the Christian faith, but soon died. On the one hand I became

practically active, and on the other I devoted myself entirely to Hebraic

nnd Old Testament studies. In the school I became acquainted with my
dear friend Caspari. Our aim was the same, altbougli our dispositions

were so different.

'' My mother was the daughter of a musician in a little city between

Leipsic and Halle. When she became a widow and stood alone in the

world she established a little book-trade which she still carried on when

I became a professor. This contrast pained me much, but she was deter-

mined to be independent, for which she was not to be blamed. She was

a noble woman, esteemed and loved by all who knew her, but she had a

small meed of pleasure in this world. She died in my arms, and was glad

to be permitted to go home. She was an earnest Christian, and a steady

bearer of the Cross.

'I have often been asked for some memories from my life, but I have

never been so communicative before as to these my Norwegian brethren.

My later life and works are soon told. In 1842 I wrote concerning the

prophet Ilabakkuk. And from my hours of devotion came forth my
book on the communion. In my enthusiasm for Jewish literature I wrote

the history of Jewish poptry. I became professor in linstock, then in

Erlangen. and finally in Leipsic. ^fy Hebrew New Testament appeared

in 1877, and has now readied the fifth edition.

" My wife was from a Christian family, and the fruit of our marriage was

four sons. The eldest, John, died iu 1876, as professor of theology, and

lies buried in Genoa; his brother Ernest had preceded him; he had, as

military surgeon, gone all through the Franco-German war, had suffered

much, and now lies buried in Leipsic. My two youngest sons are still

alive; the elder of them is a clerk in the bank, and tlie younger, Fried-

rich, born in 1850, is now professor of Assyriology. I was seventy years

old in 1883, and my birthday was more of an ovation than I desired.

The sweetest greetings were from the missions; they were to me like

A lullaby.''

DE PRESSENSE ON VINET.

The revival of the love for Vinct is quite phenomenal. Even Pressens6

has brought a recent literary criticism of the sterling man before the

Academy of Moral and Political Sciences in about tliesc terms: I have the

honor to present to the academy a literary criticism of Yinet by Dr.

Molines, a pastor of the Reformed Church, who lias caused much brill-

iant discussion even in the lietue ties Deux 3/andes and in the columns of

the Journal des Dehats, both of \\hich have taken occasion to pay due

homage to a great Christian thinker.
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There is sik#i unit}' in the work of Yinct tliat one cannot isolate his

literary criticism from his general conception of things, always animated

by the broadest and loftiest spirit of Christianity. To c6m})rehend Vinet

as a critic one must know Vinet as a man. He was the Pascal of the

Reformed Churches. This name belongs to him, whether he is consid-

ered in the amplitude of his religious conceptions or in his character as

author. We may add that Vinet, like Pascal, suffered in the rude school

of disease, and it was only in conquering a body broken by an implaca-

ble disease that he accomplished his immense intellectual labor. His

thought, his soul, his style even, were incessantly bathed in tlie fierce

crucible of suffering. Vinet was i part of his epoch, and he passed

through all its storms. His unshaken faith was mingled with criticism,

for he subjected it to the most liberal examination; it finds certainty out-

side of exterior authority, which it repelled as a bait and a vain appear-

ance. His intelligence did not conceal itself in a closet, but remained

profoundly and broadly human. In short, he was one of the grandest

and truest liberals of our times. Religious liberty, impelled to its last

sequence, had no more thorough, no more powerful, defender. This broad

mind was an ascetic in the moral sense; and this union of a liberalism so

elevated, so free from all unsectarian prejudice, was not his least origi-

nality. Vinet loved truth, not glory; and thence this noble disdain for

every thing that could bring him out of the obscurity.

THE GERMANS, BY A CATHOLIC.

The famous Catholic savant, Janssen, has just added to his fame in

an undesirable way by his recent History of tlie German Nation from a

Catholic Point (f Vicic. In two volumes, written in a brilliant and mar-

velously supple style, the skillful detractor of the Reformation parades

before his readers, in a series of attractive biographies, a certain number

of personalities whose thoughts and works have exerted a decisive influ-

ence on his own development. In this way we have Huber, and Carl

Ritter, the celebrated father of physical geograpliy in Germany ; Alexander

von Humboldt, the learned naturalist; Arthur Schopenhauer, Richard

Rothe—all Protestants, whose Catholicizing tendencies Janssen would

bring out in bold relief.

No one could be more skillful in this work than Janssen; it would be

easy to be more historically correct and just. It of course goes without

saying that the popularity of the author is on the increase among his

co-religionists; it is not so pleasant to be obliged to say that this is also

the case among many Protestants, who were not the last to listen to his

lectures and applaud them. He is the official and titled historian of Ger-

man Catholicism, and he is clearly in the way of founding a school. The
tension between Catiiolics and Protestants is now very great, and these

writings of the new xiltramontane school contribute but little to remedy

this state of things. Perhaps the new policy inaugurated by the present

government will lead to a few modifications in the relation to these two
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great confessions which should find every interest in proceeding together

against the socialistic conspiracies. This is greatly to he desired, for

nothing contributes so much to maintain irritation and distrust in all

hearts as this sad mania for sneers and calumny that is now struggling for

the right of way in literary manners.

Germany has just passetl throui^h a season of conferences and congresses,

some of these having been immense assemblages. Stocker and Wagner

—

the well-known professor of political economy—have played in these an

important part, and all parties seem inclined to find some compromise
between conflicting interests. So that this is by no means an era to

-increase the gap Ijetween the two great sects.

lilTHRAHY ITALY.

The literary world of Italy has of late gone mad in the matter of lectures.

Even the famous statesman and scholar and historian, Signor Bonghi, has

succeeded in tiring the patience of his auditors from the desk. But a

certain Signor Tocco has earned off the palm in tiiis contest in his lectures

on the "lleligious Orders and the Heretics of the Middle Ages." His
analysis was declared to be delicate and impartial, and his exposition well

sustained and exact, though a little dry. He neglected no sects or here-

sies, forgotten or remembered, and the sum total of his conclusion was
that though all these sects may have had, or not, their raison d'etre '-they

all had at least the privilege of perishing, for their asceticism shows a

spirit of intolerance which, in the long run, would have rendered them
less tolerable than the religious orders of the Catholic Church." In con-

cluding, however, the professor acknowledged that the Vaudois had
escaped this "fate." Now this was, of course, the Italian view of the

teacher, for Italian Catholics know little or nothing of Protestantism

except through these. He, on this point, says: "To this decadence of

heretical sects of the Middle Ages we know, however, one exception, and
this is the Vaudois Church. But if this one escapes from the inexorable

destiny of history it is because, while leaving behind it the old ideal of

poverty and abstinence, it has drawn from the Reformation a new spirit,

and since then has gone forth in a new direction." He might have said,

besides this, that if the Vaudois have owed much to the Reformation, this

latter owed something to tlie gospel ideal of Waldo and other apostolic

leaders. It is a dithcult thing for the most liberal leaders of Italian

thought to see any good thing in the religious life outside of Catholicism

—if they leave this they usually leave all religious conviction, and turn

their backs on all religious effort. And even the few that incline to the

Protestant Church do so in no deep religious spirit. From childhood

up they have been inclined to consider religion as a ceremony, and it is

not easy for them totally to abandon the old thought.
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PROGRESS OF CIVILIZATION.

iNDrvTDUAXisM is the consummate product of civilization. Tlie word
itself is of wide significance. It means more than the simple consciousness

of selfhood, or even the strong qualities received by natural endowment.
In its widest sense it may inclqde, besides, the broadening of scholastic

training, the elevation of religious cult, achievement along every line of

industry, and a widely-pervading influence. Individualism, in other

words, is to te and to do one's best. Such an individual development is

the unalterable aim of the ideal civilization; and out of warped, down-
trodden, mute humanity it .seeks to evolve the corrected, the uplifted, the

vocal. But no heathen civilization, remote or recent, has borne in largest

fi'uit<age this perfect individualism. It may be sometimes difficult to esti-

mate antiquity at its proper worth. Remoteness from the century which
we scrutinize, the paucity of historic records, or ofttimes their legendary

character and evident apocryphalness tend to severe and unjust judgment
upon the epoch investigated. Nevertheless, having made all allowances

for these hinderances to right judgment, the fact remains of the inferi-

ority of all heathen civilizations in fostering the highest individualism.

No land of mistaken moral codes and brutal practices, no age that cheap-

ened the priceless heritaije of life, could produce the noblest type of

mauliood. The old Egyptian dynasties grew sphinxes, obelisks, granite

pyramids, and treasure-cities rather than men. Such civilizations as tlie

Persian and the Hindu rated men as beasts. Trajan threw ten thousand

immortals to the lions. Marcus Aurelius, Ciucinnatus, and Socrates,

in their symmetrical character; Solon, with his famous tables of legis-

lation; Homer, with his matchless epic; Agricola, with his conquering

sword, came to their greatness despite their environments and cenru-

ries. Now and then such rare fruitage ripens in all temperatures, as the

edelweiss among Alpine snows. But heathenism, for the most part, has

tended to personal limitations in intellectuality, in morals, in achieve-

ment. A Cliristian ci%'ilization alone makes possible the largest individ-

ualism. Only under the benign shadow of the cross has the humanity of

the past, and shall the humanity of the future, come to its noblest perfec-

tion. \Ve must recognize, it is true, that Christianity has been hampered
in its plans for mankind by aggrandizing forces or erroneous systems

of tliought that have sprung up within its midst. So the iron rule of

the hierarchy through the Dark Ages repressed free thought, free speaking,

free growth. So the feudal system made for
,
centralization and in-

dividual restriction. And so one of the greatest problems upon the

Christianity of the present is to harmonize some of the current socialistic

movementa with the largest personal liberty to be and to grow unto per-

fection. The ideal civilization, notwithstanding, is the Christian. Indi-

vidualism lias no reasonable hope except in it. Nor is Christianity in-

sensible of its high mission. It does not exist primarily to launch shijw

upon the seas or to build cities upon the land. It exists to help upward
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the being who commands the ships and inhabits the cities. It sees the

statue in the shapeless marble. It carves the stone, as Angelo cut his

statue of Moses, into symmetrical and enduring individuality.

Medical science marches forward ! The Tenth International Congress,

recently concluded at Berlin, is a sure gauge of this advance. Over ei"-ht

thousand physicians were reported as in attendance, from many parts of

the civilized world. This included at least Ave hundred from the United
States, who had taken the transatlantic tour in high devotion to the

interests of their profession. The skill and distinguished reputation of

many of these delegates were a guarantee to the world of tlie high qual-

ity of their gathering and of the large value of their scientific deductions.

Even to the ordinary layman, uninstructed in medical technicalities, the

proceedings^ have a fascinating interest. In the antiquarian spirit there

were displayed amulets, medical charms, and relics of the by-gone dj-nas-

ties of Egypt, Greece, and Kome, as also surgical instruments used in

those ancient times; while the cumbersome and primitive methods em-
ployed by the early physicians were contrasted with the advanced appli-

ances now in use. In the progressive spirit also, the diverse matters

of medical lore received their adequate discussion. It was no mimic
convention. Under the presidency of the renowned Professor Vircbow
masterly papers were presented and discussed in the German, French, and
English languages, for the convenience of the polyglot gathering present.

Dr. "Wood, of Philadelphia, gave an address on anaesthesia; Dr. Senn. of

Milwaukee, recounted some of the results of his observations in intestinal

surgery; Sir Joseph Lister, of London, read a superlative paper on "The
Present Position of Antiseptic Surgery; " Dr. Robert Koch gave an essay

on "The Present Status of Bacteriological Science," which attracted

much attention ; and Professor Bouchard, of Paris, spoke on "The Mech-
anism of Infection and Immunity." Altogether, some seven hundred

papers are reported to have been presented. The moral of such a note-

worthy congress is obvious. The highest valuation must attach to such

recurring medical conventions. The spirit of inquiry is thus immensely

quickened. Since the last congress, held three years ago at "\Yashington,

specialists have been faithfully at work, gathering data for their essays

now read at Berlin, and bringing down to the latest possible moment the

discoveries in their several lines of inquiry. Every physician is thus put

upon the qui rive between the sessions of this medical congress. Mere
promotion in his profession is not the only stimulus to the yoimir practi-

tioner for scientific discovery, but much more the needs of a humanity
that travails in pain and waits the touch of a healer. Though it may be

too early to enumerate the full benefits which follow the Berlin congress,

it may be safely prognosticated that large good to the world will ensw.

The present century has been prolific in great medical advances, like the

increased use of nnicsthctics, the discovery of cocaine, Pasteur's treatment

of hydrophobia, and Virchow's cellular ])athology. But who may say

that we are not on tiie eve of further and 'neater discoveries ? If medical
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science is erapirical, it is nevertheless progressive; if it may not mix a

cure for every ailment in its alembics, yet the vision of humanity in pain

leads it on to tl>e ultimate discoveries. Was medical science ever so far

advanced toward the goal ? And -what would be the emotions of Galen,

Harvey, and Jenner if they'miglit attend, in the flesh, such a convention

as the Berlin Congress !

The growing centralization of the American people in the great cities is

an ominous feature of the national life. Late figures indicate the steady

depopulation of the rural communities and an equally constant drift, like

the flo%v of great waters, toward the commercial centers. One hundred
years ago but one in thirty of our American population lived in the town;
now one quarter reside in the city. During the same period our cities have
grown to larger size than those of any other country of equal population.

Among the largest cities of Russia, St. Petersburg has 900,000 inliabitunts

and Moscow 000,000; but New York has a population of 1,600,000,

and Philadelphia and Chicago 1,000,000 each, France has but one city

that may compare with these in size; only the capitals of Germany and
Austria approach the million mark; China has but three cities of more
than a milliou .each in a wide empire of 400,000,000 inhabitants. This
enlargement of the American city is inauspicious. At the present rate of

thirty-three percent, increase each decade, a half century from the present

it is computed that New York witli Brooklyn may be larger than Loi)don;

Chicago will have from 2,000,000 to. 3,000,000; San Francisco and Phila-

delphia 2,000,000 apiece; Baltimore, Washington, New Orleans, and per-

haps Dallas will have 1,000,000 each. In other words, it is boldly prophe-

sied that a child of the present generation may see twelve cities in the

United States with an avci-age population of 2,000,000 severally. Such
statements are more than a jugglery with figures; they embody evident

and alarming possibilities. Historic accuracy, it is true, compels the

notice that the alarmists have sounded the dangers of such centralizatioQ

for centuries, as in the legislation of Queen Elizabetli's time against the

growth of London. Yet these dangers are ever new. Manifold reasons

therefore exist for the encouragement of rural life and the operation of

influences that shall check the flow of the currents cityward. The food

iuterests of the nation demand that a certain proportion of the people

give themselves to the pursuit of agriculture. That scorn of the plow,

the spade, and the farm routine which has led the present generation to

curl its lip in contempt, must be rebuked, and agriculture must be lifted

to the dignity of the noblest pursuit. So Virgil wrote his Georgics in

part to inspire a greater enthusiasm for pastoral life. Hygienic interests

argue for the continuance of the rural communities. Urban life is the

center of pestilential disease. The brawny, broad-shouldered yeomen
of the ]Maine forests and the Kati^ns plains are the republic's sinews

of strength, in time of war or other calamity. The conservation of the

ffisthetic element is a further argument toward the same end. Though a
glamour surrounds the rural life of other days, as drawn by Hawthorne
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in his Twice-told Tales, and by Jlrs. Stowe in her Oldtmon Folks, and

though the metallic shriek of the locomotive, with tlie clangor of the

factory-bell, has made our villages the scene of a prosaic, hard-handed

struggle for livelihood, yet some large return to the ancient Acadian sim-

plicity is not impossible and would contribute to the national weal.

Under the inspiring influences of the country Scott wrote his romances,

Irving conceived his Knickerbocker, Longfellow wrote of the "forests

primeval," and Wordsworth sa'ng the beauty of the English lakes. The

interests of morals and religion also demand the maintenance of the Amer-

ican suburban life. If every great metropolis, like Babylon the mighty,

be a center of unrighteousness, squalor, crime, it is the pure country which

is the redemptive agency of the nation. In the field, behind the plow,

the Lord found Elisha, and among the fisherman's nets the great apostle

of the Apocalypse. "With full recognition of the necessity and the incal-

culable value of the metropolis, it is nevertheless clear that the sanitary,

intellectual, and spiritual hopes of the republic largely center in its rural

population. Let the city tides flow countryward again!

Were tlie old alchemists only hare-brained lunatics? Such a judgment

has long since becimie one of the established verdicts of history. But an

opportunity for posterity to modify such a depreciatory opinion of these

zealous experimenters is now offered in the light of advanced discoveries.

It is thus affirmed that the recent chemical experiments of Mendelejeff,

Meyer, and Newlands show some substratum of reason in the early

alchemists' vagaries. These late investigations are claimed to indicate

that all the so-called elements are compounds, in the last analysis, and

that all matter may be reduced to two forms of atoms. Furthermore, the

difference between substances is asserted to be but a difference in the

geometrical grouping of atoms; while the indications point to the near

discovery by scientists of the methods in which to change such a group-

ing, and so transform any substance into another at pleasure. The sub-

ject revives the fascinating story of the early alchcmlstic experiments;

reminds us of the indefatigable perseverance of these former investigators;

and suggests the vistas of possibility that opened before their vision. It

would be premature to predict the success of the experiments which are

now revived by the chemists; and yet it is clear that the anticipated suc-

cess of Mendelejeff, Meyer, and the rest would not go unchrouicled. Such

transmutation of the baser metals into gold, could the secret be unfolded,

would attract the gaze of every continent. A tardy crown would be put

upon the heads of such chief alchemists as Roger Bacon, Albertus Jlag-

nus, and Paracelsus. Yet is it not easy to conceive the confusion in

commercial circles which would ensue. Certain it is that gold would not

continue to be the basis of mercantile valuation; the diadems of kings

would no longer be molded of this yet precious metal; and po.ssil>ly

a temporary disarrangement of international exchange might occur.

Though incredulous, we wait with curiosity the fuller discoveries of

Mendelejeff and his coadjutors.
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SPIRIT OF THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

The thoughtful Protestant who -wishes to leara what is the spirit and

what the aims of the Roman Catholic Church in America, can find no

better authority than the American Catholic Quarterly Review. It is

edited hy Bishop Patrick John Ryan, and is "the leading literary ex-

ponent of Catholic thought in America." It doubtless contributes more

to the direction of opinion among intelligent Catholics than any other

periodical approved by their Church authorities. It may therefore be

very properiy consulted l)y Protestants who study the antagonism of

the Roman Catholic hierarchy in America to American principles and

institutions.

Glancing at its July number one is first struck with the boastful, not

to say mendacious, spirit of its "salutatory," which coolly informs "the

higher intellects of the country " that "Catholics suffer most from the

ignorance of learned men—learned in almost every thing but Catholic

doctrine, history, and tradition. The extent of this ignorance," it says,

"is almost incredible." This audacious assertion is doubtless designed to

prejudice his readers against those splendid histories of the Christian ages

written by Protestants which demonstrate that Romanism, through many

centuries, perverted Christianity, and wrought immense evil on the nations

of Europe. One object of this Review, says the Bishop, will be to correct

what he designates as " misrepresentations of partisan historians and biog-

raphers." In other wonls, it is to pursue the crooked policy adopted

by the Vatican authorities, of "boldly denying the irrefragable facts of

history," obviously because the spirit of the present age will not tolerate

their justification.

Another assertion, more audacious than truthful, is, that "the Catholic

Church has been to a great extent the educator of the world," both in

natural and supernatural truth! If our readers vill consult Roussell's

Catholic and Protestant Natims Compared, they will find a mass of incon-

testable evidence proving that during the last three centuries wherever

Rome was enthroned in Europe the people were kept in ignorance, and,

as in Spain, "chained, brutalized, and ruined." No, the Romish Church

never has been the friend, but always the enemy, of such education as

leads to "the free development of thought." It dreads freedom of

thought, because such freedom generates a spirit of liberty that rebels

against such authority as requires the absolute obedience of a priest to his

superior, "whether right or wrong;" commands a parent to send his child

to "a parochial school" against his own convictions; and punishes his

refusal by repelling him from ordinances which he blindly believes essen-

tial to his salvation.

No doubt the hostility of Romish priests to our public school system

arises chiefly from their perception of its tendency to develop individual-

ity and freedom of thought. The "parochial school," on the contrary,
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tends to the suppression of intellectual activity, and theirefore is not

"dangerous to faith and to fidelity in the fulfillment of Catholic duty."

A paper in the number of the Beciew now before us gives a picture of an

ideal parochial scliool. A smiling sister, the mass, prayer to the holy

mother of God, a brief lesson in catechism explained by the sister, a pict-

ure of Mary, a crucifix on the wall, with rewards for the well-behaved

and punishments for the idle, constitute the furnishing and training of

tills bishop's ideal parochial school which his Church would fain substi-

tute for our public school. This mariolatry; this reverence for picture

and crucifix which approximates the image-worship forbidden by the

Decalogue; this slipshod teaching by a poorly e<1ucated sister whose

mind has been stunted by the narrow discipline of bigotry—this is the

parochial scliool which the Catholic hierarchy in America is determined,

if possible, to force on its own followers and to compel American Prot-

estants in some way to support! It is to all intents and purposes a sec-

tarian school, planned not to make good citizens, as our public school is,

but to produce superficially taught and bigoted Romanists. It is not and

cannot be favorable to public morality, inasmuch as the Catholic Church

is not practically a promoter of good morals. In Europe, as Roussell

demonstrates, immorality has long been greatest where Romanism was

most dominant. In America we see our saloon-keepers and their patrons,

our vicious masses, our criminal classes, our prison and almshouse inmates

mostly made up of persons under Roman Catholic training. Evidently

morality is not the flower of such training. It is enough, therefore,

that, depite its evils, we tolerate its existence and give its children free

admission to our public schools, in which nothing is taught that can

hurt the conscience of either Catholic or Protestant parents who are

guided, not by the dictates of bigotry, but by the light of common sense

and Holy \Yrit.

The July number of the Quarterly Review of the Evangelical Lutheran

Church discusses, 1. "Ministerial Education;'' 2. "The Historic Episco-

pate;" 3. "Is Protestantism a Failure?" 4. "Christ and the Labor

Movement;" 5. "The Holy Spirit;" 6. "The Liturgical Question;"

7. "The Epistle to Philemon;" 8, " The Evidential Value of Prophecy."

In the first of these papers Dr. G. Scholl sharply criticises prevailing

methods of ministerial education, designating the dead languages and the

higher mathematics as "college lumber," and claiming that these studies

are so inefficiently taught that their study is not even a " mental gymnas-

tic." He also charges theological seminaries with a failure to provide a

"thorough course of Bible study." This writer is certainly somewhat of

a Philistine on current modes of ministerial education, and in evident

sympathy with the ci-devant "brush colleges" of the olden time. The

second paper contends conclusively that the historic or apostolic e]nsco-

pacy was cast off by the pajwl Church when it replaced the deposii of

doctrine and worship conmiitted by the apostles to "faithful men" Avith

the dogma of trausubstantiation and the ceremony of the mass. The third
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paper decides the question it proposes by placing the facts which prove

the present decaying condition of Romanism in contrast with evidences of

the large and steady growtli of Protestantism. The fourth paper insists

on the need of profounder and more active sympathy on the part of the

Christian Church with the working classes. Tlie eighth paper presents a

discriminating and succinct statement of the argument Avhich gives

prophecy an important rank among the evidences of the divine inspira-

tion of Holy Scripture. It is an evidence constantly increasing in weight

because new events are constantly fulfilling the prophetic word.

The EdinhurgTi Retiew for Jnlyh as, 1. "The Haddington Memorials;"

2. "The Journal of Marie Bashkirtseff ;" 3. "Progress in Japan;"

4. "The Life and "Works of Lavoisier;" 5. "The Origin of Alphabets; "'

6. " Montchrestien the First French Economist;" 7. "Religious Persecu-

tion in Russia;" 8. "Birds in Great Britain;" 9. "Charles, Prince de

Ligne;" 10. " The Campaign in the Soudan;" 11. "The House of Com-
mons Foiled." Of these papers the skillfully condensed article on modern
Japan will be highly prized by every student of the present condition of

that rapidly developing country; the beautifully and strongly written

biographical sketcii of Lavoisier, the noble French patriot, the brilliant

writer and celebrated chemical discoverer, will delight every lover of

instructive and good writing; the student of ancient languages will find

in the paper on "the Origin of Alphabets " the results of much profound

study and of very wide reading, enriched by many valuable original ob-

servations. It is a brilliant, scholarly article. The paper on "Religious

Persecution in Russia" is a luminous condensation of the history, constitu-

tion, character, spirit, usages, and relations of the Greek Church in Russia

to the empire. It is crammed with facts which demonstrate that there

is not, and cannot be while the present connection of the Greek Church

with the Russian Government is continued, any such thing as religious

liberty in Russia.

The BilUotheca Sacra for July discusses, 1. " Tlie Mind Back of Con-

sciousness;" 2, "Egyptian Ethics;" 3. "Is Space a Reality;" 4. "Histo-

ry of Extreme Unction;" 5, "Trichotomy, a Biblical Study ;" 6. "Seven
Failures of Ultra Calvinism;" 7. "Critical Notes." Tlie first paper is

psychological, and attempts to account for the higher mysterious phe-

nomena of the mind, on the hypothesis "that the spiritual principle in

man—the mind or the soul—is only imperfectly in possession of its

organs, and is able to report only a small part of its own activity in con-

sciousness." If not conclusive, this lucid paper is, at least, eminently

able and suggestive. The article on "Egyptian Ethics" is scholarly, and

proves that the sages of that ancient peojile were gifted with moral per-

ceptions closely approximating those of Moses and of the New Testament.

In the third paper. Professor C. 31. Mead, of Berlin, Germany, disputes

professor Bowne's doctrine that space "cannot be regarded as an object-
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ive reality." He does this with a keenness of metaphysical acumen and a

logical force which prove it? autlior to be a foeman worthy of Professor

Bowne's steel. The fourth article is historical, and finds the norm of the

Romish sacrament of extreme unction in St. James's direction to anoint the

sick with oil, but discovers no evidence that its use was regarded as sac-

ramental until the councils of Florence and Trent, which authorized its

perversion from its originally simple purpose. The fifth paper defends,

with rare ability, the theory that the Scriptures teach the immaterial part

of man to be composed of "soul" and "spirit," to the former of which
belong, though in greater degree, those powers and faculties which man
has in common with brutes; to the latter belong those powers whicli dif-

ferentiate the man from the brute. The sixth article is a sharply-drawn

indictment of hyper-Calvinism, charging that it attributes immoral acts

to God; that it has led many into infidelity; and that in Geneva,

France, Plolland, London, Ireland, Boston, and Princeton it has failed

to hold men to orthodox faith and to spiritual living. A less polemical

spirit and a more dignified tone would have made this caustic paper

more valuable. Taken as a whole, this number of the Bihliotheca is

very valuable.

TJie Quarterly JReriew of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, for

July contains: 1. "Early Methodist Educators;" 2. "Some Incidents

in Female Education in Tennessee;" 3. "Story of Magna Charta;"

.4. ." American Socialism ;
" 5. "Doctrine of the Atonement; " 6. "Early

History of Middle Tennessee;" 7. "Education of the Blind;" S. "Influ-

ence of German Universities on the Thought of the World;" 9. "A
Southern View of the Race Question;" 10. "The Ciianged xVspect of

China;" 11. "Life of Mattliew Simpson;" 13. "Life and Work of A.

B, Longstreet." Of these papers we note the fourth, by Edward W.
Bemis, wliich rightly claims that the principles and demands of leading

Socialists, though in part unsound and impracticable, have yet sufficient

importance and influence on the thought of the age to make it a duty of

Christian thinkers and legislators to make them subjects of close study,

thereby learning to separate the wheat that is in them from the chaff

which is constantly blowing with blinding force in men's faces. The
fifth, in which O. E. Brown, after carefully defining the scriptural doc-

trine of atonement as consisting in the vicarious and penal death of our

divine-human Mediator for all mankind, vigorously discusses the various

theories by which theologians seek to explain its virtue or efiicacy. Re-

jecting the "moral influence" and "unconditional substitutional" theo-

ries, he offers objections to the governmental theory, and accepts the satis-

faction and conditional substitutional theory of "Wesleyan Arminianism."

It is a strongly-written paper, but fails to do complete justice to the very

vital relation which the atonement sustains to the government of God.

The eighth paper, by 3Ir. J. II. Kirkland, as a literary production {?, facile

princeps. It reviews the grand results achieved in philosophy, in philology,

in historical and literary criticism, since the German universities ceased
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to be institutions for the mere acquisition of knowledge, and made "the
advancement of science and literature" their supreme aim. These re-

sults, though extremely valuable, are not unmixed good, but in the end
will be helpful to the best interests of society. The ninth paper, by
R. N. Shedd, contends that the Xegro can never stand beside his Caucasian
brother as his equal, but that, if his moral sense be fully developed, he
may become a virtuous citizen, and thus "cease to be a bone of conten-

tion!" Our space forbids comment on some other papers of high merit

in this number of a Eevieto wliich is always intellectually vigorous.

The Fortnightly Retietc for August opens vrith a scathing and impas-

sioned "Ode on Russia," by Algernon C. Swinburne. It next records

some of "the latest discoveries in Hypnotism" ascertained by French
medical scientists. Following this is an entertaining account of an intcl-

Jigent Englishman's trip to the district of Sphakia in the Island of Crete.

He descril»es the country and its inhabitants with a graphic pen. His
observations led him to the conclusion that when the "sick man " is

driven across the Bosporus Crete will become "the brightest jewel in

the Hellenic crown." Next we find a charming biographical sketch of

Mickiewicz, the national poet of Poland, with a critical estimate of his

writings. After this, a very timely and thoughtful paper entitled "Ethics
and Politics," illustrates the truth that " whatever is unjust is injurious

both to the individual and to society."' A writer on " Armenia and the

Armenian People" then describes Armenia as a "fascinating country,"

shamefully misruled by Turkey in one part and by Ptussia in another.

A paper on " War in the Future," claims that the use of smokeless and
noiseless powder in coming battles will cause fearful loss of life in particu-

lar army corps, but fewer casualties in a whole army.

Tlie Prcsbijterian and Reformed Review for July has: 1. "Recent Dis-

cussion in Materialism;" 2. "Christ the High-Priest of the World;"
3. "Jonathan Edwards as a Naturalist;" 4. "The Author of Robinson

Crusoe;" 5. "Recent Works on Kant;" 6. "What is Animal Life?"

7. " Historical and Critical Xotes." In the first of these articles Professor

J. Mark Baldwin moves among the leading materialists of the times with

the force and confidence of a Bayard or a King Richard jousting with

knights at a tournament. Master of his theme, he acutely demonstrates

that the recent positions of such materialist thinkers as Maudslcy,

Huxley, Spencer, Bain, etc., do not establish their theory that "thought
is a mode of motion, a function of matter." It is a fine specimen of

psychological reasoning. The second paper treats of the priesthood of

Christ, finds it to be grounded in the sinfulness of humanity, to be indis-

pensable to its salvation, and in every way adapted to its moral and spir-

itual requirements. These points are comprehensively put. and the

author's description of Jesus wlien standing face to face with the sin for

which he was the voluntary propitiation is touchingly eloquent. In the
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fourth article Professor Murray, by condensing the leading facta respect-

ing the life and character of Daniel Defoe, furnishes liis readers with a

very spicy specimen of biographical reading. In article live the venerable

James McCosh, after informing his readers that upward of one hundred

thousand pages htive been written on Kant, proceeds to give them his

opinion of seven writers whose works have been recently added to this

enormous amount of matter. He does this with a caustic terseness,

Scottish vigor, and depth of insight which are both refreshing and in-

structive; and unless his readers have already hopelessly surrendered

themselves to the Kantian philosophy he may leave them impressed

•with desire to know more of that realistic philosophy founded on the

facts of our nature, of which this aged writer is so illustrious an exponent.

In article six we have a symposium in which Professor J. Wm. Dawson,

Dr. W. G. T. Shedd, Professor W. B. Scott, Professor John Dewey, and

Professor John DeAYitt learnedly discuss the nature of animal life. Is it

merely material energy ? Is it psychic substance? Is it conscious? Is it

automatic? Does it die when the animal dies? These papers will intore'Bt

every thoughtful reader, but after carefully reviewing them we judge

that he will conclude that animal life, though probably a mode of mate-

rial energy, is yet, as to its essence, an insoluble mystery.

The Canadian Metliodist Qzmr^erZy for July discusses: 1. " Martineau's

Seat of Authority in Religion ; " 2. "Comparative Religion; " 3. "How
to Enter the Kingdom;" 4. "A Trinity of Testimony;" 5. "The Power

of Cultured Mind;" 6. "Church and State in England ;

" 7. "What is

Christian Socialism?" TTe note the sixth of these papers, as judiciously

and intelligently marking the growth of public opinion in England in the

directiou of the disestablishment of tlie national Church; and the seventh,

which asks, What is Christian socialism? The writer's reply does not give

a clear concept of what organized Christian socialism is to consist, for the

reason, probably, that such an industrial, all-embracing organism is practi-

cally impossible. And were it externally practical )le, human selfism would

woefully mar its operation. The ap])!ication of Christian principles to all

business transactions and combinations is all that is needed to correct our

worst social evils, and to put humanity into possession of as much happi-

ness as is attainable in this present life.

The August Contemporary lieview contains, among other good things,

a paiK-r on "The National IIome-Rcafling Union and Its Prospects," show-

ing how our Chautauqua movement became the germ of a great scheme

in England for promoting systematic home-reading among all classes in

such a way as to make it truly educational. It describes the curricula

arranged under three categories, as prepared for "Young People," for

"Artisans," and for "General Readers," and details the measures which

brought the universities of England, Scotland, and Ireland into active co-

operation -with this grand scheme. This paper should be studied by all
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who are in sympathy with the cause of popular education. Whoever
seeks light on the Romanizing tendencies of English ritualists will finrl it

in the paper on " The Limits of Ritual in the Church of England." The
benefits resulting from "the higher education of women" are eloquently

presented in ''Women and the Universities." Readers having antiquariaa

tastes will be delighted with "The Prehistoric Races of Italy;" and he

who would understand the "true inwardness" of many socialists should

read "The Nihilism and the Socialism of the World."

The JTineteenth Century for August has thirteen papers, of which the

first, on " The Value of Africa," and the sixth, entitled " On the Rim of

the Desert," will interest and instruct students of the coming develop-

ment of Africa; the tenth, on "The Hebrew Hell," is an elaborate state-

ment of the views concerning "hell" held by ancient and modern rab-

bins, showing their beliefs as to its condition, names, locality, extent,

creation, final cause, rulers, victims, tortures, and duration, A very

scholarly paper, important to theologians and interesting to students of

eschatology. Its eighth article, on "The Power of Suggestion," contains

facts illustrative of the power of hypnotism; and its eleventh, on "Do-
mestic Science," bristles with sensible hints valuable to American as well

as to English housekeepers.

The Westminster Review for August briefly reviews "Stanley's New-

Book;" ably discusses the merits and demerits of "The English Lunacy

Law;" writes with discriminating criticism of "Modern English Novels;"

gives a vivid and vigorous description of "Life in Achil and Aran,"

two islands on the coast of Ireland, with judicious suggestions respecting

the development of their abundant fisheries; ineffectually attacks the

claims of John to have been an "eye-witness" of the facts described in

the fourth gospel; describes the "handsome temple of cremation" in the

cemetery of Milan, and the two processes of cremation successfully prac-

"ticed there; discusses the "divorce question," with leanings favoring

greater liberty of divorce, and searchingly exjwses the defects of the
** New Educational Code " of Great Britain.

Harper''a New iTonthly Magazine for September caters skillfoily for all

classes and for readers of varied tastes, "Across the Andes" and the

"Mountain Passes of the Cumberland " will please those who love to see

distant scenes through other men's eyes; " Recent Discoveries iit Greek

Sculpture" is a feast for artists; yachtsmen will enjoy "The Social Side

of Yachting," and general readers will relish the many literary tidl)it3

which are on its table. The Century for Soptemljor is also* su])erl)ly

illustrated. We note as of special interest, "Tho Women of the French

Salons," "Wells Cathedral," "An Artist's Letters from- Japan," and
** Present Day Papers." The Chautauquan for Septcmberaomes.toour
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table as vigorous and cheery as ever. It presents the allurement of a

novelette by John IIaI)berton, with a table of pleasant papers adapted to

the needs of the great Chautauquan family. In his " outlook," the editor,

"while deploring the general demoralization of the public conscience in

things forbidden by the eighth commandment, says, "It is not altogether

bad," and cites the public interest in questions pertaining to the comforts

of life as proof. It would be pessimistic, he concludes, to say that the

public conscience is wholly bad. Perhaps so. But that it is moving in

that evil direction who can deny? Public sympathy with movements

which touch the sentiments look like virtue, but is not unless it be allied

•with that obedience to sound ethical perceptions which the Chautauquan

is 80 ably seeking to encourage. LippincotVs Magazine for September

has a capital story, entitled "The Mark of the Beast," with papers on

tjncstions of current interest. The Metlwdist Magazine for September

fully sustains its well-earned reputation of being an ideal Christian family

magazine. The Gospel in All Lands for September is almost wholly

filled with interesting papers relating to Japan and Korea. The North

American Reciew for September contains: 1. " The Federal Election Bill,"

a symposium by Hon: IT. C. Lodge and Master-Workman Powderly;

2. "Society Women in the Time of Christ;" 3. " Tolstoi and the Kreutzer

Sonata;'" 4. "Our Fur Seal Fisheries;" 5. "The McKinley Bill in

Europe;" 6. "Client and Architect; " 7. "Literary Women in London

Society;" 8. "Popular Errors Regarding Health;" 9. "A Janus-Faced

Statute;" 10. "The Pan-American Conference;" 11. "Tlie Recent Crisis in

Congress." In these papers the writers discuss the living questions of the

day with rare ability. If not all on the right side of current issues, they give

"the reasons wliich determine the opinions of thinking men who sustain

•wrong conclusions. Blachrood's Edinhurgh Magazine for August has a

charmingly written paper on " Heligoland and its People;" an excellent

. critical essay on "Crime in Fiction;" a suggestive article on "Agricult-

ural Education;" a delightfully reflective paper on "The Yale of Iden;"

a lucid synopsis of Stanley's In Darkest Africa, and a strong argument

•in favor of an "international bimetallic system. l*he Unitarian Ee-

. -tnew for August sketches " Two Old-Time Ministers of Lexington ;
" de-

Bcribcs "The Orthodox Church of Russia;" reviews "Moore's Gothic

Architecture;'''' discusses "Forms of Agnosticism," and writes medita-

tively on "Intermingled Ways, New and Old." The Old and New Tes-

tament Student for August opens Avith brief editorials which treat mainly

' of "critical Bible study," and strongly incist that a reverent spirit in the

critic is essential to a proper understanding of God's word. "There can

be DO true Bible study without reverence" is the key-note of these para-

' graphs. Among its papers we note, "The Literary Character of St. Paul's

Letters;" Professor J. D. Dana's "Genesis of the Heavens and the Earth

and all the Host of Them;" and "A Symposium upon the Advisability of

a Normal Department in Tlicological Seminaries," in which Messrs. Cook,

Gordon, Stevens, Baker, Kedney, Blackall, and William N. Rice approve

•.of such a department.
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BOOKS: CRITIQUES AND NOTIOES.

.AN EXCESS OF BOOKS.

The world is fast filling ^vith books. If good fitid wholesome, it is-welli

for the book is a civilizer, a tliought-inciter, a life- force. "Whether

"Washington Irving's belief uttered over iialf a century ago shall be real-

ized, that "the world will inevitably be overstocked with good books,"

it is certain that books of a high grade, of an unimpeachable moral tone,

and of a broad and elevating scholarship are already numerous, and will

increase with the flow of yeai-s. Of this class are the following: The

Scriptural Doctrine of Sacrijice and Atonement, by Alfred Cave ; The King»

of Israel and Judah, by Professor George Raulins(m ; Philosophy of Chris-

tian Experience, by Bishop R. S. Foster; and The Colored Man in the

Methodist Episcopal Church by L. M. Ilagood.
"

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

The Scriptural Doctrine of Sacrifice and Atonement. By Alfred Cave, B.A., D.D.,

Author of The Inspiration of the Old lestament laductivdij Considered, etc.; and
• Principal and Professor of Systeaiatic Theology of Hackney College. New-

Edition, Revised Tliroughouc and Partly Rewritten. 8vo, pp. 550. New
York: Scribner & Welford. Price, cloth, .?4 50.

The reissue of this great work, with revised and rewritten contents, is a

testimony to the im[)ortance of the subject, the enlarged views of the

author concerning it, and the approval of that scientific and biblical public

that seeks to know the origin and imjwrt of fundamental truths. In the

first edition the doctrine of sacrifice had elaborate treatment, but it. the

present edition the author shows the fullest mastery both of the details

and the collaterals of the great theme. The basis of the book is its first

and perhaps strongest commendation. Dr. Cave recognizes the indisso-

luble connection between ilosaism and ^Icssiahism, or the relation of the

Old Testament systems of sacrifice to the consummation of all sacrifices iu

the death of Jesus Christ. He is quite right in assuming that it is as im-.

possible to grasp the teachings of the New Testament on the subject with-

out a previous knowledge of the Old Testament system as it is to under^

Etand English without a knowledge of Anglo-Saxon or geology without

a knowledge of m'ncralogy. Seeing that both must be studied that either

may be comprehended, he devotes much space to the setting forth, first; of

the patriarchal doctrine and observances of sacrifice, and, second, of the

essential, symbolic, sacramental, and typical significance of the jMosaio

doctrine, injunctions, and observances. In this examination he is both

concise and complete, omitting no fact essential to the history, and inter-

preting the whole in consonance with the best theological conceptions of

the system. He then finds it important to consider the development of

the doctrine in post-Mosaic times, briefly indicating both the hagiographic
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and the prophetical conceptions of the Mosaic institutions, closing this

department of inquiry -witli a review of the allegoricul and biblico-

theological theories that in Origen, Buhr, Hengstenberg, Kurtz, and otters

have had ample representation and enforcement.

The transition to the consideration of New Testament doctrine is at once

logical and necessary. Combining the linguistic and biblico-theological

methods in the study of the New Testament tiie author discovers a cor-

respondence between its teachings and those of the Old Testament, or such

a relation as is necessary to endow the one with prophetic significance

and the other with atoning value. He also detects in the spirit of the

New Testament writers and in the teachings of Jesus the doctrine of sac-

rifice as essential to the system of religion which he was establishing.

jGroiug outside of this source of knowledge he comes in contact, and in

»ome instances in conflict, with many theories, such as the gnostic,

patristic, Socinian, Calvinian, Arminian, not to mention those of Anselm,

Aquinas, Duns Scotus, and Abelanl, that Jiave encumbered theology and

made its study a burden. He, however, manages his case with adroitness

and ability, having a clear notion of what sacrificial atonement means in

the scriptural sense, and is not disturbed either by the ancient theories or

the modern and more plausible interpretations of Campbell, Bushnell, and

Dale. Having fully stated what seems to him, and what every intelligent

reader must concede, with few hesitations, to be the New Testament teach-

ing, he forcibly compares the atonements of the two systems, finding in

the one a symbolic feature and in the other an actualization of sacrifice

whose influence "will survive into the everlasting ages. He opens the door

to the supposition of "sacrifice in the heavenly world," which, though

beautiful as a teaching, and probably true as a fact, is not sufficiently

treated in the volume to remove doubt or even strengthen faith. The
main point of sacrifice by Jesus Christ is sustained throughout this de-

partment with a thoroughness and a scholarly force that is most satisfac-

tory, and the general doctrine in both its Old Testament and New Testa-

ment aspects has received the most careful, if not an absolutely exhaustive,

historical and logical consideration. We have no hesitation in recom-

mending this work to those who are seeking an intelligent interpretation

Qf one of the great doctrines, one of the sublime mysteries, of the biblical

revelation.

Biblical Commentary on the Prophecies of Isaiah. By Franz Dklitzsch, D.D., Leip-

«ig. Translated from the Fourth Kdition. With an Introduction by Professor

. S. R. DuiVER, D.D., Oxford. Vol. 1. 8vo., pp. 458. New York : Scribner &
Welford. Price, clotli, $3.

The biblical student will discover in this volume not only the influence of

the results of radical criticism, but also the extent to which it goes in

making demands upon scholarship and faith. As an original investiga-

tor Dr. Delitzsch was thorough and forcible, and until his last years

maintained the evangelical position against the attacks of those who
would subvert the popular belief. It is admitted that, after a careful

review of his commentaries on Genesis, the Psalms, and Isaiah, he felt
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obliged to modify certain fundamental conclusions he liad reached, and
conformed them to the latest estaiilished results of critical analysis. For
tliis modification, however, he was less indebted to Wellhausen than

Professor Driver in his well-written Introduction assumes or than schol-

ars suppose. In an interview with Professor Frederick Delitzsch, o£

Leipsic, the son of the distinguisiied author, we inquired specifically a»

to the influence of Wellhausen upon his father, and the reply was in-

stantaneous and emphatic that the^ IVlarburg professor never influenced

him for a single moment On the other hand, the son informed us that

his father was greatly annoyed by the radicalism of the professor, and

. shocked by the manifest irreverence of his declamation and the destruc-

tive tendencies of his assumptions. We should infer that English think-

ers had more influence on tlie mind of the elder Delitzsch than the subtle

and irreverent lecturer at JIarburg.

Nevertheless, Dr. Delitzsch somewhat yielded to current criticism, his

later views on Genesis and Isaiah not exactly corresponding with his

earlier and equally tlioug'htful conclusions, and making it possible to be

quoted on both sides of the critical questions. This is slightly unfortu-

nate, because hitherto lie could be quoted with effect ngainst the antago-

nists of the historic faith. From this dilemma, however, there is partial

escape by a diligent study of what changes really occurred in the author's

convictions and what he really intends to hold in his later teachings. It

is averred by the rationalistic critics that he substantially renounced the

old positions and accepted the new reconstructions, but this is not ex-

actly true. As to Deuteronomy^ as Dr. Driver admits. Dr. Delitzsch con-

cluded that, in its presentform, it probably was the product of the age

of Hezekiah, but as to the Pentateuchal codes, they embody elements of

much greater antiquity than the Pentateuch itself, and the whole rests

ultimately upon a genuine Mosaic basis. This, though a modification of

his earlier view, is also a modification of the rigid theory of the higher'

critics concerning the Pentat<.'uch, and Deuteronomy in particular. As to^

Isaiah the same spirit of modification is apparent, and also the same con-

formity to criticism under well-guarded liniitjitions and safety lines. He
maintains that Isaiah's prophecies constitute a " united whole, whose

several parts have been skillfully and significantly arranged." lie also

commends the arrangement, and pronounces it " worthy of the prophet."

However, he states that if the later critics are correct the Book of Isaiah

must be regarded as an "anthology of prophetic discourses by different

authors," to which view he offers no ol)jections. And yet he thinks it

strange that these different authors should be unknown, especially if they

were great prophets or lived and wrote as the disciples of Isaiah, either

in his time or during the exile. He cannot even agree with Dr. Driver

in his argument for a dcutcro-Isaiah, nor, as the second part appears to

be as Isaian as the first part, can ho exactly determine that, after all,

Isaiah did notwiiteit. The fact is, the questionings, reasonings, objec-

tions, and limitations under which the author veers to the other side may

be employed in complete refutation of the theory of a double authorship
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of the Book of Isaiah. The author answers himself, or the first edition'

refutes bj anticipation the fourth.

Tlie present volume contains an exposition of the first twenty-seven

chapters of Isaiah. It is proper to observe at this point that Dr. Delitzsch

was not carried away with the delusion that prediction is not a character-

istic of the prophetical books ; on the contrary, he classifies them into

prophetico-historical and proplietico-predictive. Isaiah is a prophetico-

predictive book, and is interpreted accordingly. It is needless to write

that the comments are not of that purely verbal cast that reflects the

philological spirit; they are rather the embodiments of broad conceptions

of Israel's condition prior to the exile and during its continuance, partak-

ing largely of the spirit of the original writer an<l of the purposes for

which ho wrote. Neither his Hebrew, Greek, Arabic, nor Syriac seems

quite to unlock the mysteries of the prophecies; but Israel itself, opening

the gates to its inner life, its hope and despair, its captivity and deliver-

ance," stirs the commentator, and incites him to decisions just and true.

It is not in our plan to offer a critical analysis of this commentary, as it

is too' valuable to be marred by adverse jiidgment, 'and should not be de-

preciated by an exhibition of its weaknesses. Occasionally we differ with

the author in the definition of a word, and would not draw his inferences

from the verse or paragraph under consideration. On the whole, it is

alound and safe in exegesis, trustworthy in its historical references, erudite

in its' reasonings, most reverential in its spirit, and furnishes a compre-

hensive survey of Israel in the time when prophets were tlie anointed of

God and leaders of the people to his throne.

Ebchatology; or, The Doctrhie of the Last Things, According to the Chronolosry

and Symbolism of the Apocalypse. By F. G. Hibbard, D.D., Author of The
' nistory and Geography of Pale-sdne, The Commentary on the Book of I'salm-f, etc.

12mo, pp. 360. New York: Hunt & Eaton. Cincinnati: Cranston k Stowe.

Eschatology is the cloud-land of theology. It is the region of uncertainty,

symbolism, mythology, superstition, and darkness. No one has appeared

who has solved its mysteries or who has cast an electric light over the

heights and abysses of the future. Even the blaster taught respecting the

"last things " in a cautious, reserved way, witliholdinir more than he an-

nounced. The Church, however, is Aveary with its longings, and has

almost ceased to anticipate the things to come. It asks for an interpreter

of the parables, a magician at Avhose touch symbolism will unfold its con-

tents and apocalypses will deliver their judgments. Dr. Ilibbard, pre-

pared for his task by years of research in the biblical realm, modestly

undertakes to unravel some of the difficulties of the subject and to

straighten the conceptions and interpretations of believers respecting

John's revelations of the coming ages. We take up his book with the

hope that he has done more than his predecessors in this line; wo lay it

down with the conviction that he has improved the general view of the

future and given a reason for a stronger faith in the doctrines of apoc-

alyptic eschatology.

Nearly one half of the book is occupied with an interpretation of tlio
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Apocalypse from a view-point which, however plausible, may provoke

dissent. lie holds that the time covered by the vision reaches from

the death of Jolin to the judgment-day. and iluit the events described

occurred in a successive order, which is the essential factor in the inter-

pretation. Upon this I)asis the superstructure rests. The author

then discourses upon the epochs of the trumpets and the epochs of tlie

vials, describing the personal character of Antichrist and preparing the

reader for the advent of the millennium. Stating the fact of diverse

views respecting the millennium, tlie author classes himself with the post-

millennialist5, discussing the events that lie between the millennium and

the judgment with vigor and in harmony with tlie general teachings of

the Church. In this part of the discussion he has made emphatic just

whjit theology has too feebly proclaimed, and given force to a fa'th that,

•whatever the reason, has been more dormant than active in the evangeliz-

ing movements of God's people. If we must take exception to the con-

clusions of the author it is to the indirect impression made in the la.st

chapter that the second coming of Christ is imminent, or that tlie Church

should anticipate it as speedily prohable. "We are not prepared to believe

in the speedy coming of Christ,' since there are too many prophecies un-

fulfilled, there is too much work to be done before he comes, and it is by

no means certain that the world has yet reached the milleunium. The
book is written in a most devout spirit, accompanied with that thought-

ful survey of the subject that the literary labors of the author in other de-

partments of inquiry would prepare us to expect.

The Kingx of Israel and Judah. By Gkorge Rawlixsox, M.A., Camden Professor

of Ancient History in the University of OxforJ, and Correspoinjing ^^emner

of the Royal Acsidemy of Turin; .A.nllior of The Five Great Monarchies of the

Ancient Eastern. World, etc. 12iuo, pp. 233. Xew York: Anson D. F. Rau-
dolph & Co. Price, clolli, $1 50.

The Jewish kings were peculiar among the monarchs of antiquity. As

the vicegerents of Jehovah, by the estimate of their nation, the romantic

interest surrounding their palace lives, the gracious dignity inhering io

their persons, and the particular importance attaching to their ofhcial

decrees were \inchanging elements in the Jewish thought. Xor is the

present student of the Old Testament Scriptures altogether insensible to

this ancient claim for the sacredness of the kingship. Though tnxined

to democratic institutions, and cherishing a wholesome disregard for

the divinity which once hedged ordinary kings about, he is never-

theless attracted by such a volume as that of Professor Rawlinson, now
under consideration. The knowledge that the kings of Israel were

regarded as the visible and human representatives of Jehovah, in the

government of a people on whom the crowning honors of existence were

conferred, clothes their vicegcrenry with an air of sacredness attaching to

no other rule, and gives a definite charm to these abbreviated royal biog-

raphies. In ordcily and diversified procession there pass before the

reader—Jeroboam, Abijah, Asa, Omri, Ahab, Jehoshaphat, Jehu, Uzziah,

Ahaz, and more. Their persoualitics are distinct. Some are upright,.
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others desperately and monumentally evil; some are of long reign, as

Hezekiah, who received renewal of days by the special grant of the

Almighty; others are of short rule, as Nadab, to whom Rawlinson assigns

a kingship of but a few months. It would not be advantageous to scruti-

nize these separate reigns in particular detail. Noticeable among them all,

however, is that of Josiah, in wliosc time the copy of the law was found

in the temple. That the later critics have attached an undue importance

to this discovery is borne out by Professor Rawlinson's summation of that

incident and its relation to the earlier arrangement and knowledge of the

law. Thus of Josiah he writes: "No doubt he had often before had por-

tions of it read to him from Jewish liturgies, and those who instructed

him in the religion of Jehovah could only do so out of the law, in one

shape or another, as it had come down to them ; but the reading of the

entire law to him in one continuous sitting was like the breaking upon

him of a wholly new light, as the reading of the entire New Testament

•was to many at the time of the Reformation." Such a suggestion of the

pre-arrangement of the Pentateuch and its study will afford but scanty

comfort to the negative critics and contribute no strengthening to their

indefensible position. As a whole, high value must attach to this late

volume of Professor Rawlinson. His book is a patient and accurate gath-

ering together of the little that may be known of these Jewish kings—

-

gome of them so shadowy—from the prophetical Scriptures, the Antiquities

of Josephus, the contemporary notices contained in the monuments of

Assyria and Egypt, and such modern authorities as Kitto's Biblical Cyclo-

pcBdia, Winer's liealworterhuch, G ruber's Cychjmdie, and Dean Stanley's

Lectures on the Jeicish Church. By his faithful compilation from these

valuable authorities, and by his wisdom of arrangement, combined with

strength and grace of composition, Professor Rawlinson has conferred

a lasting benefit upon the student of ancient Scripture, and has main-

tained his well-earned place among biblical historiographers.

Studies in the Christian Evidences. By Alexander Mair, D.D. Second Edition,

Revised and Enlarged. 12mo, pp. 396. New York: Scribner & Welford.

Price, clotli, $2 40.

The field of "evidence " enlarges by research; its boundary lines, like the

horizon, extend beyond us as we approach them. Dr. ilair plows familiar

jjround, but he also ventures into new territory, not to a great extent, it is

true, and vindicates the Christian religion from what he finds in its nature,

teaching, and form of revelation. He writes with such clearness that

sometimes his arguments may be anticipated, and with such force as to

place his facts beyond the need of elaboration or defense. Recognizing

that materialistic scientists have intruded into the realm of theology, he

remands them to their own sphere by exhibiting the insufficiency of the

scientific method for the determination of the higher problems of theism

and Christology. lie assumes, iu tlie beginning, the staMIity of the theistic

doctrine, without which, indued, a discussion in behalf of Christianity is

ysciess. His preliminary observations on inspiration prepare tho reader
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for the author's succeeding analysis of early historical testimony to the

authenticity of the New Testament, which, though not as complete as

might be desired, is convincing, and sufficient for its purpose except to

minds cherishing unwholesome doubts. The strength of the author is ex-

pended in defense of the epistles of Paul against the attacks of negative

criticism, and of the miracles of the New Testament, especially that of the

resurrection of our Lord, agaiust all objections, skeptical, speculative, or

otherwise. It is evident from these defenses that Dr. Mair proposes to

embarrass the critics as much as possible ; and from his chapter on " Some
Recent Reverses of Negative Criticism" we infer that he is not alarmed

by the critical assaults upon the fourth gospel, or upon any of the historic

doctrines of Christianity. He writes under the buoyancy of the Christiaa

faith, but he discriminates sharply between the faith that is a superstition

and a faith that rests upon an historical basis and a Christian experience.

Christianity has survived for nineteen centuries because of its inherent

truth; there is no good reason for believing that it will not survive until

the mediatorial kingdom of Jesus Christ shall be delivered to his Father.

In this spirit the book is written, and, written to assist others out of doubt

and uncertainty, it deserves more than ordinary commendation.

A History of the Jewish People in the Time ofJesus Christ. By Emil Schurer, D. D.,

• Professor of Theology at the University of Giessin. Being a Secoud and Re-
vised Edition of a Manual of the History of New Testament Times. First Division

:

Political History of Palestine from B. C. 175 to A. D. 135. Translated by
Rev. John Macpherson', M.A. Vol. I. 8vo, pp. 467. New York: Scribner &
Welford. Price, cloth, $3.

In its revised form this work is a concrete discussion, not only of the

characteristics of New Testament times, but also of the period that pre-

ceded it and of the people most involved in the decay of Judaism and the

emergence of Christianity. In some particulars Schneckenburger and

Ilausrath have encompassed the same subjects, but they have in view the

general history of Israel rather than a single epoch, and the succinct re-

sults of that history rather than the specific causes that produced thcra.

Dr. Schurer, therefore, offers a new treatment of the interesting period

from the Maccabean rulership to the times of Hadrian, enabling the reader

to comprehend the sovereign forces of Judaism in its brief independency

after the Seleucidaj and its inevitable decline under the dominancy of the

Romans. He rightly holds tliat the Maccabean development must be

understood if the focal era of Jesus Christ may be properly interpreted,

though he by no means implies that that era derived no impulse,

color, or significance from the still earlier or more remote periods of

Jewish history. On the contrary, he detects the beginnings of Pharisa-

ism in the legalistic tendencies of Ezra, and traces them through the

succeeding periods down to the Roman supremacy, when the Talmud

displaced the Thora and Judaism proper expired. "We have, therefore,

ill this volume a concentration of scholarship upon the single point of

the historic development of the Jewish people from the time that they

regained their independence until Jewish nationalism faded from history.
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The scope of the subject is large, but really confined to very traceable

limits; and, as it deals with familiar facts, events, and leaderships, it is

refreshing to reread it, and profitable to embody the results of scholarship

in so convenient and usable a form. In style the author is severely his-

torical. It is wanting in that imaginative or idealistic trait that Macaulay

or Delitzsch would exhibit, hence it is not'specially attractive, except for

its petrified facts of history and the skill of the author in combining them
in their logical relations. This, however, is not written to detract in the

least from the value of the work, but merely to characterize it for our

readers. He writes of Antiochua, John Hyrcanus, Aristobulus II., Ti-

berius, Nero, and flerod the Great in the same correct but somewhat arti-

ficial style, without ornamentation or the filagree work of the poet. Many
of these giants deserved no ornamentation, but the period itself would
have gained in representation by a few idealistic touches. "We know of

no work, howerer, that surpasses this for its accuracy of detail and com-
prehensiveness of the period, with its causes and results, and we therefore

urge its extended circulation.

The Anatomy of Atheism as Demonstrated in the Light of the Constitution and Laws
of Nature. By Rev. H. H. Mooue, D.D. 12mo, pp. 365. Cincinnati; Cran-
ston & Stowe. New York: Hunt & PJaton. Price, cloth, $1 50.

The author is too well known to need an introduction to our readers, but

the book that now issues from his pen deserves a specific announcement

as to its character and purpose. Though on an old subject we venture to

suggest that it has not in recent years received such rare and philosophic

treatment as one finds in these crowded pages. The thinking faculty of

Dr. Moore has been employed in every argument, leaving nothing to be de-

sired in the way of a complete refutation of atheism, or of any theory resting

upon a misconception of nature and a misconception of God. Atheism, as

he shows, is really a paganism—a misunderstanding of God. This, at least,

was its original significance. In later times, or in civilized lands, it degen-

erated, if we may clioose the expression, into a misunderstanding of naturej

requiring a scientific and philosophic remedy as the other required a the-

ological exposition and answer. Dr. Moore, therefore, is scientific and

philosophic, though he lyy no means forgets the biblical aspect of the ques-

tion, nor overlooks its relation to Christian belief and the great truths of

the word. In the exposure of the scientific basis of atheism, whether he is

answering Huxley or IngersoU, a pagan or a civilized writer, he is learnedly

critical, overthrowing the wrong interpretation by such a use of the facts

and laws of nature as must confound those who have followed the errors of

their leaders. lie holds throughout to the fundamental idea that nature is

not atheistic, explaining its evils which have been urged in defense of

atheism in perfect hurmony with the conception of an all-wise, ull-po'-verful

Supreme Being. He siirinks at no ditliculties, misrei)resents no theories,

but seeks, by a scientific inquiry into nature, to slxow that atheism has no

ground for itself in the physical universe. "We hold th;it the value of iiis

discussion is the .scientific support it gives to the theological conception
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of the existence of God. Hitherto, or too often, the tliinker has relied

upon the theological argument for his theological doctrine; but the diffi-

culty in that case was tiiat the argument, when delivered, was as much the

object of faith as the doctrine itself. We beg now to submit that the sci-

entific argument is a demonstration; more, it is a co-revelation of the su-

preme fact of God as the Creator, moral Governor, Lawgiver, and Revealer,

and entitled to the reverent regard of all believers in the truth, and to the

thoughtful consideration of those who are without God in the world. The
book extinguishes atheism by undermining its only foundation.

New Light from Old Eclipses ; or, Chronology Corrected and the Four GospeU
Harmonized by the Rectification of Errors in the Received Astronomiciil Tal)Ie3.

By William M. Page. With an Introduction bv Rav. James H. Brook.ks, D.D.
12mo, pp. 690. St. Louis: C. R. Barns Publishing Co. Price, English cloth,

. $2 60.

The purpose of this work is commendatory. The chronology of the

BiWe, as interpreted by theologians, is of uncertain value, and very con-

fusing in its general impressions. The dates of the New Testament

period are not at all satisfactory, either because they are not directly

given, or because they seem to disagree with the records of profane his-

tory. Chronology appears not to have been reduced to a science by the

ancients, who were as careless in such matters as they were deficient in

keeping the annals of kingdoms. Neither gospel writers nor profane

writers record dates with exactness or clearness. The author believes ho

has solved some of the difficulties growing out of this condition of tilings,

and offers revised dates for the birth of our Lord, his crucifixion, and the

great events of the New Testament period. He has macle a careful study

of the astronomical tables of Rome, re-read the historians of the empire,

carefully construed the narratives of the evangelists, and by comparison

of the sacred record with all that he could find outside of it, he has

reached conclusions that, if accepted, will compel the abandonment of

some theories and dates that have passed unchallenged for centuries.

We cannot in so brief space attempt to review the method pursued by the

author, or to pronounce upon the accuracy of his conclusions. The sys-

tem of chronology he has projected, appears self-consistent, and as it seems

to remove difficulties, and readily adjusts itself to the ever-varying nar-

rative of the gospels, there ib no reason why it should not receive the most

careful inquiry and testing according to astronomical facts and literary

principles. It certainly does not refute itself, nor does it excite suspi-

cion against its integrity by any arbitrary application of principles to the

events in question. If he is correct as to the date of the eclipses, he is oa

sure ground for his inferences. As to the harmonization of the four gos-

pels, so as to furnish a connected story of the life of our Lord, we accept

it with more reserve, more hesitation, than the chronological solution.

We have always been impressed that a comi)lcte biography of tlie Son of

man is impossible, so many are tlie gaps and breaks in the narrative; and

as there is no additional or outside source of information respecting hira,

we are left to imagine or invent where the record fails to inform. This
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we do not regard a misfortune, for a complete life would, perhaps, not

Berve our purposes any better than the fragmentary record given. It

may not be impossilile to arrange the events of the gospeb in chrono-

logical order, or to unfold his life according to these events; but this is

not necessary to a spiritual apprehension of Jesus Christ as the Son of

God. Still, the author's attempt is not below par, nor is it a feeble imi-

tation of other scholars in the same field. We state the attempt, and
leave it for the reader to put his own estimate upon it.

Christian Theism. A Brief and Popular Survey of the Evidence upon which it

Rests; and the Objections Urped against it Considered and Refuted. By the
Rev. C. A. Row, M.A., Oxon., Prebendary of St. Paul's Cathedral and Bampton
Lecturer for 1877. 12mo, pp. 318. New York: Thomas Whittaker. Price,

cloth, §1 75.

Prebendary Row, waiving scientific and philosophic arguments, under-

takes to support Christian theism by facts and principles that address

tliemselves at once to tlie common mind and compels assent unless unbe-

lief stand iu the way of logic. He has not aimed to produce a classical

work for the scholar, but to recast the evidences for the almost universal

belief in the existence of God for those who have neither the time nor the

talent for abstruse investigation. His plan is not a new one, nor are his

proofs original or very striking, except that they exhibit the force and

Bprightliness of the writer. He makes excellent use of the'principle of

causation, of the adjustments, adaptations, and correlations of the uni-

verse as proofs of an intelligent Creator, and of the fact of man's moral

nature as proof that God is not impersonal force, but a moral being. He
antagonizes in masterly form the theories of agnosticism and evolution as

opposed to theism, and refutes standing objections to the doctrine with

great seriousness and power of expression. He never forgets liis main

purpose and never strays into adjacent fields of discussion. While not

hortatory in form, he is persuasive in effect and confirms man's intelligent

faith in the stupendous fact of God's existence and his government over

the world. In the light of his purpose it is just to say tliat the author

has contributed a helpful book to those Avho are iu mental conflict over

one of the greatest problems of thought.

Landmarks of Xew Testament iForality. By the Rev. George Mattheson, M.A.,
D.D., Minister of the Parish of St. Bernard's, Edinburgh. 12mo pp. 266. New
York: Pleining H. Revell. Price, cloth, $1 50.

Because this is neit'ner an historical nor a theological work it should not

be inferred that it is wanting in the characteristics of a scholarly and in-

structive volume. On the contrary, it is an incisive study of the ethical

spirit and teachings of the New Testament, showing that tlie morality of

Christianity is of the highest order and indispensable to individu.d secur-

ity and development. There are no surface views in the book, but rather

profound and penetrating inquiries into the ethical problems of religion.

Some of his positions will do more than stimulate investigation ;
they

will arouse antagonism, but the result will be an acceptance of the maia
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conclnsions of the author. We ourselves incline to think that he has

overstated the fact when he says that Christianity has the "Brahmaaical

sense of mysticism, the Buddhist feeling of present depression, the Par-

see conviction of sin, the Confucian hope of a coming kingdom of glory."

Christianity is more than an aggregation of the ideas of the old ante-

cedent religions, and, though related to them, it is far diflFerent from theia

in original impulse and final significance. In interpreting the old faiths

many writers are disposed to attribute too much to them as formative

forces in Christianity. The fact is, Christ is Christianity, and he did not

borrow his ideas or ask any aid from sages, priests, or institutions. In his

treatment of the Christian view of sin the author also ventures a discrimi-

nation or two that, if correct, assists in clearing up some difficulties. In

the Old Testament we have a theological exposition of sin ; in the New
Testament the exposition is etliical. Judaisni declared sin to be a viola-

lion of the law of God ; Christianity declares it to be a violation of the

law of man. Now this may be a just distinction, but it seems to reduce

sin to the level of a human indignity, whereas the Scriptures hold that it

is an offense in the sight of God. We must remember, however, that the

author confines himself to the ethical side of religion. He therefore does

not consider all the facts or teachings of religion. This limitation is that

which, whether just or unjust, will suoject some of his statements, tliough

not the book as a whole, to some misunderstanding, if not criticism.

Considered in its entirety, it is a contribution of special value. It grasps

the ethical system of the New Testament as of the first importance, ana-

lyzes it with penetration, discusses it with vigor, and proves it to be the

evolution of the divine idea of right and wrong, and therefore to be the

final system for man.

The People's Bible; Discourses upon Holy Scripture. By Joseph Parker, D.D.,

Minister of the City Temple, Holborn Viaduct, London; Aiuhor of Ecce Deus,

T/ie Paraclete, Tlie Priesthood of Christ, etc. Vol. xii. The Psalter. 8vo, pp.
46-1. New York: Funk & Wagaalls. Price, cloth, $1 25.

Dr. Parker is among those who place a superlative estimate upon the

Psalms. All his life long he confesses to have reveled in their riches.

For their tenderness and majesty, their anticipation of human experience

in its innumerable phases, and their condensation of all the later Script-

ure into their short compass, he speaks his unstinted reverence. "All the

other parts or the Bible are in the Psalms. There creation is repeated;

there the wilderness is remembered; there the Church is outlined; there

Christ is born; there the wail of Calvary sanctifies all other agony. . . .

Blessed be God for the Psalter. It seems to have been written in our

mother-tongue. It is a calendar which we can consult every day in the

year, and for every day of the year find some bright motto, some gentle

speech, some anticipative gospel." The present work of Dr. Parl<er is

not a methodical commentary on the hundred and fifty psalms of tlie Old

Testament collection, but rather a series of discourses upon whole psalms

or on certain central sentences selected for elucidation. Those who have

availed themselves of the previous volumes of the City Temple pastor
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in his People's Bible series will anticipate the characteristics that mark his

latest work. The breadth of view which he lakes is refreshing. He ia

not a man of narrow vision, but sweeps a broad horizon in his study of

the truth. The element of practicality is also manifest. Dr. Parker

walks with his hearers through the every-day paths of service and of

trial. Into the successive experiences of success and of sorrow he enters

with his listeners, and profound words of, monition or of encouragement

lie speaks in his unique way of speech. Great fertility of expression

and an abundant utterance of those deep heart-feelings without which no

pulpit ministration is highly successful, furthermore mark this study

of the Psalter. The volume is perhaps one of the richest of the series.

Those who have read Dr. Parker in previous publications will find much

of heart-food in this latest work.

The Gospel According to St. John. "Witli Introduction and Notes. By Tier. George
Reith. M.A., Glasgow. Two Volumes. Vol. i, 12mo, pp. 136. Vol. ii, 12mo,

pp. 178.

The two volumes belong to the series of Hand-books for Bible Classes and

Private Students, issued under the editorial supervision of Professor Mar-

cus Dods and Dr. Alexander Whyte. The chief value of the first volume

is the critical introduction to the Gospel of St. John, in which, after the

portrayal of the life and character of the apostle, the author establislies

both by external and internal evidence the Johanneari authorship of the

gospel. It is significant that the gospel itself nowhere directly reveals

its author, but tlie inference of John's relation to it cannot be over-

thrown. The commcntaiy is a species of compact writing that is in

striking contrast witli exegetes who wish to occupy as much space and

reward the reader with as little valuable exposition ns possible. In this

respect it may be strongly recommended to students of the word. In re-

spect to the substance of its comments, while, on the whole, they will be

acceptable to the average reader, the inquirer will hesitate to receive every

thing he reads, and the scholar will question some deductions of the author.

The second volume is exclusively an exposition of the gospel from the

eighth to tlie concluding chapter, and partakes of the character of the

first. It deals with Christ's manifestations and the patlictic scenes of his

last days on earth, with all that followed, including his resurrection and

ascension. No one can read these volumes without having a more definite

conception both of John the apostle and of Christ the Saviour.

Articles on Jiomanism. Monsignor Capcl, Dr. Littledale. By the Rev. John H.

IIoPKi.NS, S.T.D. 12mo, pp. 200. New York: Tliomas Whittaker. Price,

cloth, $1.
•

Monsignor Capel was a daring writer when, by pamphlet and magazine,

he ventured to attack Protestant principles as they prevail in the Ameri-

can republic. So long as he confined his bigoted and ultramontane talks

to the drawing-room, he was unmolested; but wiien he appeared in the

public forum he met antagonists who scrupled not to expose his insinceri-

ties, and overwhelmed his theories of Churchism in the catastrophe they
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deserve. The author of this brochure handles the foe of Protestantism

with extraordinary courage and enthusiasm, and vindicates the Frotestiint

position, not so much by elaborating it as by showing that the Roman
Catholic objection to it is untenable. Dr. Hopkins's articles were first

published in the Ajnerkan Church Review, and are now given a wider cir-

culation in the permanent form of a book. In a controversy of this kind

the argumentum ad hominem frequently appears, but it is unavoidable, as

Monsignor Capel is the aggressive party, and is the party to be answered.

"We certainly commend Dr. Hopkins's judicious defense of the truth.

PHn^OSOPHT, LANGUAGE, AND OENERAL SCIENCE.

Philosophy of Christian Experience. Eight Lectures delivered before tlio Ohio
Wesleyan University on the Merrick Foutidation. By Bishop R. S. Foster.
Third iSeries. 8vo, pp. 179. New York : Hunt <fc Eaton; Cincinnati: Cran-
ston k Stowe. Price, cloth, $1.

"We approach the examination of this series of lectures with a "sym-
pathetic temper" and the highest confidence in the ability of the distin-

guished author to discuss his subject, both from his personal experience

of religion as a fact of consciousness and from the view-point of philosophy

rather than theology.

In a work of our own wc have attempted to demonstrate that Chris-

tianity has a philosophical, and therefore rational, basis, and that it ap-

peals to human intelligence on grounds to which the human mind must

assent. The e^dstence of God is as susceptible of scientific as of theolog-

ical demonstration, and Christian experience is as truly a philosophic as

it is a religious fact. If the theologians in the past have erred in their

attempted vindication of the principal doctrines of Christianity, the error

may be discovered in their penchant for the theological argument, and an

ignoring of the supports and proofs which the philosophical spirit would
suggest, and which might be found in philosophical principles and meth-

ods of reasoning. Bishop Foster has avoided the fossiliferous method of

argumentation and subjected our spiritual knowledge—a knowledge of an

indwelling regeneration—to a rigid analysis in accordance with the most

exact method of philosophical inquiry. Should one be disinclined to the

philosophical method for the investigation of such facts as experience,

forgiveness, regeneration, and sanctificution, one must admit, after reading

these lectures, that as tlie results are in consonance with theological teach-

ing, the method by which they arc justified deserves some consideration,

if not approval.

In the treatment of his theme Bishop Foster commences with defini-

tions of the terms involved, and confines the development within the

limits, or according to tlie precise suggestions, of the definitions. We
know what he means by such words as "experience," "Christian,"

"philosophy," and other words essential to an understanding of the sub-

ject. He is not less transparent when he proceeds to consider the condi-

tioning grounds of the spiritual life, not less complete in the power of
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analysis and less forcible in the form of statement when he discusses the

elements of experience. In short, the development is a successional out-

burst of expanding truth, with a basis unshaken in the constituents of

human nature, end culminates in the indescribable possibilities of the

soul through the co-operating grace of Jesus Christ.

From beginning to conclusion the discussion is an unfolding of facts

of limitations, implications, antecedent principles, fundamental processes

in regeneration, subsequent phases of the Christian life, and final comple-

tion of divine grace in the soul. The book has a twofold charm : (1) The

charm of the author's deep-toned, spiritualized rhetoric; (2) The charm

of the truth as it bursts out of rhetorical form and stands for itself.

Truth has a beauty, a form, a power all its own, and, through the

author's elegance of conception and matchless representation of its char-

acter, it shines with a radiance that adorns the sentence, the paragraph,

the argument, the book, while it wins all its claims by its own independ-

ent influenced and the power of its inherent grace. Which to admire the

more, the truth itself or the form in which the author has draped it,

many a reader may debate as he contemplates the philosophy or rehearses

the experience of his own regeneration in Jesus Christ.
'

"We commend the book to philosophers because its philosophy is ra-

tional, correct, profound; to Christians, because its Christianity, though

not dogmatic, is in accordance with the New Testament; to students,

because "experience" is a fact entitled to be studied; to the Church at

large, because religion ought to support itself by all the methods of which

the human mind is cognizant, or capable in the inquiry for truth.

Modern Ideas of Evolution a.5 Related to Revelation and Science. By Sir J. Will-

iam Dawson, LL.D , F.R.S., etc. Author of Acadian Geology, The Chain of

Life in Geolo'jical Time, etc. Second Kdition. 12mo, pp. 2'10. New York

:

Fleming IL Revell. Price, cloth. $1 50.

t)r. Dawson is a conservative critic. He refuses to accept any theory or

philosophy that has for its purpose the disintegration of the books of the

Bible, or that is likely to inflame opposition to evangelical Christianity.

He is a scientific and an experimental believer in God and revelation.

He is also a scientific interpreter of nature, and finds in it suflicieut cor-

roborative evidence of the doctrine of theism, and many truths essential

to the Christian faith. Hence he cannot be an agnostic, infidel, or evo-

lutionist. He is opposed to Huxley, Spencer, Darwin, Wallace, Hackel,

and all others who, captivated by the plausibilities of evolution, are

estranged from faith in the divine creatorship, and are attempting to un-

dermine faith in the Christian religion. The present work from his pen

is flavored with his loyal, courageous spirit, and represents the deficien-

cies of the evohitional philosophy from the scientific stand-point. lie does

not attack error with fallacy, or harangue, or dogma, or any ij^se dixit

declarations. He tests alleged principles by facts; philosophy, not by

poetry or mythology, but by science, compelling conviction rather by

the stern logic of the phenomena of nature than by the glowing radiance

of imagination. In this appeal to the world-realm ho ia on the same
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ground as the most pronounced advocates of evolution, and in his data,

and their application to the problem in hand, he is as scholarly, as eru-

dite, and as trustworthy as those vvlio hunt for physical stair-ways to the

throne of God. He means to resist the extremists, on the one haud, and
to comfort those who do not investigate, on the other, with the assurance,

based upon scientific evidence, that the truth has been undisturbed by its

foes. He therefore, while admitting a limited evolution in nature and
history, antagonizes with tremendous force the monistic philosophy of

Hiickel and tlie agnostic evolution of Huxley and Spencer, following his

arguments with a brief defense of tlieistic evolution as manifested in

nature and man. The book may be read with profit. It is free of big-

otry, but earnest in its advocacy of truth. It is scientific in argument
and theistic in its conclusion. It contains the testimony of a scientist

to his personal faith in God and the larger testimony of nature to the fact

of the divine existence.

Lectures on the Comparative Grammar of the Se^nitic Languages. From the Papers
of the late William Wright. LL.D., Professor of Arabic in the Uuiversitv of

Cambridge. 8vo, pp. 23S. New York : McMillan & Co. Price, cloth, $3" 50.

Here is a book of rare value, not only to the philologist but to the general

student of Semitic history and literature. The key to the character of a

people is the language they speak and write. Without it we can deter-

mine little of their intellectual life, and nothing whatever of those pecul-

iarities that distinguish them from surrounding nations. A knowledge

of Hebrew is not only necessary to an understanding of Hebrew literature,

but it is indispensable to any correct conception of the Hebrews as a people.

The same is true of Arabic, Syriac, Greek, Coptic, and Babylonian, just as

it is true of French, German, Italian, and English. The scholar, there-

fore, who in any way exhibits an ancient language in a larger, broader

aspect than that to which we have been accustomed, or who by comparing

several langtrai^es v.-ith one anotlier points out evidences of essential unity,

or such diversity in their elements as might be anticipated in a racial

literature, renders to investigators and students an incomparable service.

In the lectures now published under the editorship of W. Robertson Smith

the enthusiasm, sclkplarship, and general devotion to Semitic literature of

the lamented author, Professor "Wright, are clearly manifest ; besides,

there is an accumulation of facts respecting the Hebrew, Syriac, and

Arabic that indicates his profound searching and his evident purpose to

understand the subject in its completeness. The one striking advantage

of these lecture.'* over ordinary discussions of grammatical topics is that

they appear as delivered, fresh, acute, possessing the directness, vivacity,

and iinniediateness of the lecture-room, and at the same time maintaining

their appropriate dignity and the large proportions of a great subject.

Without circumlocution. Dr. Wright plunges into Semitic i)hili)logy,

bringing to the surface a vast amount of historic material, and combining

it into as orderly a whole as history itself would justify. Under his guid-

ance we again go over the details of dialects, study the early crude forma

GO—FIFTH sEniES, vol. vi.
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of Aramaic speccli, and trace the connection between the Semitic groups

and the Indo-European ^vhich realized their greatest development in

Europe. It is important to note (page 36) that tlie author assigns the

earliest hieratic characters on Egyptian papyri to B.C. cir. 2100, or long

anterior to Moses, establishing that VTiting was in vogue in Egypt prior

to its occupancy by the Israelites. In this conclusion "higher criticism"

receives another thunderbolt. With extensive preliminaries, relating to

the origin of the Semitic group, the formation of letters and the introduc-

tion of vowels, out of the way, the lecturer proceeds with a systematic

discussion of the pronoun, noun, and verb, devoting chief attention to the

verb, which in all languages is the sinew of strength. It is apparent,

from the general comparisons and historic tracings here presented, that

Hebrew, whatever its original cliaructer and value, has lost many prime

peculiarities since its decline, and that, whatever the present value of

rabbinical Hebrew, it is deficient in that internal force that would consti-

tute it a great language. It often must call to its aid the Arabic and the

Syriac to find expression or interpretation. However, as we go from page

to page we are more impressed than at any time in the past that the

Semitic languages, with their imperfections and limitations, were chiefly

for an epoch or people, and that they were wanting in the potencies that

insure development, sovereignty, and universality. This series of lectures

should be studied with care. They will reward the diligent student,

correct some false philological notions that gained currency because there

was no one to overthrow them, enlighten as to the historic order and com-

parative value of Oriental dialects, and advance the general respect for

language as the vehicle of thought, both for God and man.

Elements of Structural and Systematic Bntany, for High Schools and Elementary

Colk-ge Courses. By Douglas Houghton' Campbell, Pli.D., Professor of Botany
in the Indiaaa University. 12mo, pp. 252. Boston: Ginn & Co.

This work has special merits which induce us to commend it to pupils of

high schools and academic students generally. Unlike school-books of

the kind, it is not burdened with an "analytic key" to the names of

flowers; but the author adopts a classification of the botanical department

of nature that, if not complete, is sensible, suggestive, and sufiiciently

comprehensive for the stuily of the world of plants, trees, and flowers.

Its definitions are exact and its scientific terminology is ample, while the

illustrations aid very much in comprehending both. The title expresses

the book better even than any description that might be written. The

ftim of the author is to systematize his subject, or observe its scientific

character, and also to assist the student in obtaining a knowledge of the

structural character of the plant-world. The foimdation, therefore, is laid

in this book for an adequate study of the subject. "When mastered the

student will know something of cells, and of the general characteristics

of the botanical realm from sea-weeds to the most beautiful laud flowers.

The book is progressive in its arrangement, well-printed in various types,

and, altogether, a valuable preliminary work on botany.
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HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AND TOPOGRAPHY.
Life and Selected Wriiings of Fyancis David JTemmu-ay. Late Professor of He-
brow nud Biblical Litcnitiiro in the Garrett Biblical Inslitute, Kvanston, 111.

By Charlks F. Bradley, Charles M. Stuart, Amos "W. Patten'. 12mo, pp.
404. Cincinnati and Oliicairo; Cranstou & Stowe. KewYork: Hunt & Eatoo.
Price, cloth, $2.

If we add to the fact of his splendid services to Methodism that in his

personal character Professor Ilenienway was an example of the teachings

of the Saviour, we can understand why those who knew him were moved
to put in permanent shape the record of Lis life and works. He had in

part anticipated his editors by preparing the biographical and other data

for their task, besides leaving sermons, lectures, and the incomplete manu-
script of a book on hymnology from which they might draw if they

wished to include the themes dearest to him, the style in which he usually

expressed himself, and the spirit that governed him in all his utterances,

•written and unwritten, and whether made in private or public. By a

happy combination of this material with such editorial additions and
amplifications as were deemed necessary to complete the sense, or fill up
intervals of time, or gaps in events, or to insert what had been omitted,

they have produced a charming volume, to be read for its revelation of

character as well as for its proof of his devotion to a great purpose in life.

The editors divided their task into congenial departments. Dr. Bradley

confining himself to biography proper, Rev. Mr. Stuart editing the pro-

fessor's studies in hymnology, and the Rev. 3Ir. Patten giving his atten-

tion to the professor's lectures and sermons. 'We have, tlierefore, a

mingled biography and autobiograpliy, the one part incomplete without

the other, but, taken together, constituting a most readable book concern-

ing one who gave himself to the good of others. It is not our purpose to

•write a synopsis of the contents of this book, preferring that it be read

by all who venerate a noble life; but it is in place to say that while Dr.

Hemenway was devoted to the pastorate, his chief work was in connec-

tion with the Institute Avhich was ever proud of his labors and remembers

him with great satisfaction and honor. He commenced his life-work in

Vermont, but early removed to the West, identifying himself with the

cause of education, and spent the best years of his life in its promotion.

Dr. Bradley makes it apparent that he was a man of prayer, of solicitude

for souls, and besides reflecting a spiritual beauty in the manner of hi.s

life, he exercised a most wholesome influence upon young men and the

people generally. Mr. Stuart collects his unpublished chapters on hymns
and their authors, giving them to the reader much as he finds them, show-

ing the professor's great interest in worship and the music of the sanc-

tuary. In the lectures and sermons reported we discover the theological

bent and signs of the biblical scholarship, as well as the fervid love for

^Methodism, of the Hebrew professor. He was conservative in criticism,

and loyal to the doctrinal structure of the Church. On page 2'jG, refer-

ring to !Methodist teaching, he s.ays: "This system of doctrine, then, is

evangelical as against all rationalistic schemes, and universal as against all
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partial systems." He exalts the .fathers and exhorts his students to fol-

low in their footsteps if they would attain to efficiency and acceptability

in the Methodist pastorate. In more than, one sermon the reader will

detect the utterance of conscientious conviction, the vision of truth in a
form that not all others have seen, and feel the shadow of t\^ Sliekinah
resting upon him as he follows this man into the mount of God. This
is not a book for scholastic, or cold, speculative minds, except that pos-

sibly, in spite of their icicles, it might warm them; but it is for believers,

for tlie Christian student wiio treads the divine paths, and for those who
delight in the inheritance of a saintly and fragant life. It should have a
wide circulation.

'Adventures in the Great Forest of Equatorial Africa and the Country of the Dwarfs.
By Paul Du Chaillu, aiitlior of The Land of the Midnight Sun, etc. With
Haps and Illustrations. Abridged and Popular Edition. 12 mo, pp. 476. New
York: Har[j«r & Brothers. Price, cloth, -Si 75.

The Kew World of Central Africa. "With a History of the First Christian Mission
on the Congo. By Mrs. il. Grattax Gui.xxkss, Hon. Sec. of the East London
Institute for Home and Foreign Missions. Harley House, Bow. K. With Maps,
Portraits, and Hlustratious. 8vo, pp. 537. London: Hodder & Stoughton.
Price, cloth, $2.

Africa is the terra fascinans among the continents. To the explorer it

presents opportunities for thrilling adventure and eminent discover}-; to

the geographer the agreeable employment of new map-making; to the ex-

porter a wider field for trade and personal enrichment from its inestimable

treasures; and to the missionary new territory for gospel conquest. As
never before the eyes of the world are turned toward the Dark Continent,

while interest in this tropic laud has lately reached its culmination in

the recently-announced discoveries of Stanley. Since, also, exploration

always adds to the world's literature, with this late climax of interest has

come a new impetus to the authorship of volumes on African civilization,

topography, and possibilities, and a growing sale of such publications

among many readers.

Of the two volumes of this sort which are indicated for present ex-

amination that of Du Chaillu is purely a traveler's story. The many
observations of a keen-eyed, thoughtful, and even scientific explorer com-

pose the book. Thus the abundant insect and animal life of mid-Africa;

the peculiar customs of the different tribes in dress, social practices, war,

and burial; the habits of the gorilla; and the existence of dwarf trii)cs,

80 lately confirmed by Stanley, are among the matters which Du Chaillu

describes with carefulness and graphic power. All students of travel, and

especially all younger readers, will find a fascination in this abridged

edition of a work long since familiar. A heightened interest will also be

added to the volume in the fact that Du Chaillu claims to have been the

first v.hite man who penetrated the " vast and unbroken forest " of Equa-

torial Africa, in exidoralion of its diversified wonders.

The book of ]\Irs. Guinness is written in the interests of African

missions and should be scrutinized from that stand-point. It must Iw

recognized that the work of explorers, however heroic and distinguished,
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is in a sense subordinate to the no less noble labor and the amazing suc-

cesses of Christian missionnries. Lichtenstein and Mungo Park were thus

the forerunners of Cox and :Moffat; Burton, Speke, Cameron, Schwein-

furth, Baker, Wissmann, and many other intrepid explorers were the

anticipators of Hanuiogton, and other missionary heroes on the African

shores, and made possible their triumi>hs. jSIrs. Guinness's book is a

recognition of the transcendent value of missionary toil as compared

with the explorer's preparatory work, and is a volume on African evan-

gelization rather than a traveler's annotations. Omitting a detailed

description of the fauna and flora of Africa, its customs, civilization,

ethnological and philological characteristics, except as they bear on mis-

sionary°uccess, slie writes with more particular emphasis of the personnel

and achievements of various African missions, with a glance at theic

future outlook. The Livingstone Inland Mission and the Congo-Balolo

Mission are thus particularly noticed, the portraits of various missionary

workers are interspersed, and the whole volume is made attractive by pict-

ures, maps, and mechanical execution. None can read Du Chaillu and not

be instructed ; none can read Mrs. Guinness and not repeat her prayer, in

quickened zeal, for new workers in tliis white harvest-field of the Church.

The Colored Mon in the Methodist Episcopal Chwch. By the Rev. L. M. nAGOon,

M.D., ofiheLexin-rion Couference. 12mo. pp. n'JT. Ciucianati: Cranston &

Stowe. New York: Hunt & Eaton. Price, cloih, $L 25.

The Methodist Episcopal Church from her organization has known no dis-

tinction of class, colof, or nationality. That she eariy gave the colored

man a shelter at her altars is essential history; that she has unreservedly

acknowledged his eligibility to her highest counsels and dignities is

consistent with her first attitude, and that by wise care she still seeks his

advancement argues for the enduring catholicity of Methodism and proph-

esies her conrinued participation as a leading factor in the evangelization

of the races. Such relations between the Methodist Episcopal Church and

the colored man, it is claimed, have never before been fully reviewed by

any author, but have now furnished Dr. Hagood a fruitful subject for his

treatment. The question asked by the General Conference of 1790 was

couched in the revolutionarv words: ''What regulations shall be made

for the extirpation of the crying evil of African slavery ? " Following

this initial utterance the ensuing debates and legislative acrions on Amer-

ican slavery, including the decisions of the General Conference of 1844

and condnuing until the Civil War, were confessedly unsurpassed in mag-

nitude by the deliberations and deeds of any other American Church. To

have tabulated these utterances and legal enactments of our highest coun-

cil as Dr. Hagood has now done, is a service of no small labor and surely

of no inconsiderable value to the ]\Iethodist liistorian. It is satisfactory

that the author furthermore finds it possible to give a somewhat ample

consideration to the educational legislation of the Church which has pre-

vailed since the war, and to the noble achievements of the Freedmen's

Aid and Southern Education Society. Having been a member of Uie
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General Conference of 1884, and of the Frcedmen's Aid Committee of that

Conference, we would certify, so far as is possible without minute refer-

ence to the Journals, to the correctnjess of the author's summary of the

actions of that committee and the final decisions of the Conference. The

author's words upon the Freedmen's Aid work in general area sincere and

encouraging recognition of the value of those great forces which the

Methodist Episcopal Church, since the close of the rebellion, lias sacredly

consecrated to the elevation of the freedmen. To discuss the colored

bishop question is to trench on delicate ground. The reader will, how-

ever, rejoice in the dispassionate spirit with which Dr. Hagood has prose-

cuted this discussion, as well as in the conclusion reached that color is no

bar to episcopal honors, but that color aloue, without fitness, is no conclu-

sive argument for such elevation. In its practical advices to the colored

membership of the Church the volume is particularly judicious. Protest-

ing against any suggestion for the union of the colored race in a separate

denominational organization, it sounds a clarion call for loyalty to the

mother Church, her institutions, and her Discipline. The fact that the

work deals with living questions makes necessary the reference to living

men and justifies the otherwise inopportune use of their names. As a

whole the book deserves wide notice. With earnestness, but without

acrimony; with aUcction for his own race, but with no less sincere love

for the Church, the writer has contributed a labor that should tend to the

greater fraternity of the diverse elements of Methodism and to the pro-

motion of the vital interests of the colored man.

The Life and Writings of Alexander Vinet. By Laura M. Lank. With nn Intro-

duction by the Venerable F. W. Farrar, D.D., Archdeacon of Westminsler.

8vo, pp. 333. New York : Scribntr & Welford. Trice, cloth, $3.

The saying that "all great men are providential" seems to have had a veri-

ficatiou in the career of Alexander Vinet. His appearance was the oppor-

tune time for Swiss Protestantism, and his public life gave an incalculable

impetus to the truth. In strictness no reformer can be separated from

the times in which he works and which he helped to transform. This

biography is consequently more than the life-story of a Swiss mountaineer,

with its light and shade, its marriagc-bclls and its burial-days. It is,

besides, a portrayal of the spiritual deadness and the servility to eeclesias-

ticism which prevailed in Switzerland at the commencement of the century,

with the restoration of many believers to spiritual life through the agency

of later leaders. Tlie volume thus combines so much qf Vinet's family

and domestic history as is necessary to give relish to the biography;

includes sufficient quotations from the documents of Vinet to reveal tho

man in his vigor of mind and character; and contains such a portrayal of

the doctrinaraspcct of tho times, and of Vinet's changing phases of be-

lief as makes the theological crisis intelligible. All that is written illus-

trates Vinet's fitness for leadership in this crucial period of Swiss religiou.-*

history. Such strong cliaracteristics as strict loyalty to conscience, sim-

plicity, courage, domestic tenderness, and fervent piety inhered in luiu
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and shaped the quality of his reform. Nor does Thomas Erskine's tribute,

in the light of this biography, seem a fulsome eulogy^that Yinet was " the

most remarlvable man of the French Protestant Church."

The French Revolution. By Justim H. McCARTHf, M.P., Authw of An Outline, of
Irish History, England under Gladstone, etc. In two volumes. Tol. L 12mo,

pp. 663. New York: Harper & Brothers.

If Lord Beaconsfield's paradox Avere true, that there were Only two events

in history—the siege of Troy and the French Revolution— it wcte well

for students to fix their attention -upon those focal points and detcrtuine

both their origin and issues. Mr. McCarthy concentrates his genius upon

the single task of writing of the Revolution, and of showing it in all it3

formidableness and inherent justice. To succeed in the effort required

just such a combination of insight, of breadth of perception, of vigor of

conception, of fivmiliarity with details, and of the power of generalization

as we find in the author. lie is prepared for the onerous duty by an hia-

toric taste, a patience in seeking, and a persistence in study which are not

eclipsed by such writers as Froude, Carlyle, or Green. We anticipate,

therefore, in the two volumes a complete, if not the very best, as it is the

latest, exposition of that terrific period of the Revolution, with its causes,

and its effects upon the French people and the world at large. The

Revolution was not the spontaneous result of simultaneously acting forces

in a moment of time; it was rather the culmination df causes that, operat-

ing for nearly two hundred years, according to the author, suddenly broke

forth in defiance of law and order for the suppression of the defying forces

of despotic rule and authority. The casual reader miglit not think of

going back to Louis XIV. for the beginning of a conflict that only ended

with the destruction of the Bastile, but our author carries us into the strifes

of the seventeenth century to find the first seeds of the great revolution.

It is in depicting the antecedent conditions, or in holding before us the

law of cause and effect as exemplified in the successive events of one

hundred years and more, that the author exhibits his power as a thinker

and historian. Every great movement has its philosophical side; under-

neath every event that makes for progress is a cause that, though hidden,

must be found if the event itself would be appreciated. It is the duty of

the historian, in addition to discovering and comprehending the facts

that make up the story or period of which he writes, to philosophize on

tlie causes or conditions that produced it. The philosophy of history is

as interesting as history itself. In this volume the author, seeking for

the causes of the Revolution, prepares the reader to understand the

Revolution itself. Soon enough, indeed, we pass from "seeds" to

fruit, from causes to effect, from antecedent conditions to revolutionary

outbursts, the play of the guillotine, the dethronement of royalty, the

freedom of Fra'.ice from a tyranny it would bear no longer. We read of

familiar names, dates, and movements. The procession of events is tho

procession either of wrongs to self-extinction or of rights to high

enthronement. Every thing reaches to the design of the dciwuement of
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the political catastrophe. Whether it is of Marie Antoinette or of the

elections in Paris, the tenth of June, or the twelfth of July, or of inter-

vening clays with tlieir sad anticip;itions or direful flow of blood that the

author writes, he is ever mindful that the Revolution "was a hinge upon
•whicli turned the destinies of freedom, and he endows it with such liter-

ary ornamentation as his task will permit. This work has our cordial

commendation, both for its philosophy and history, and equally so for its

high literary quality and decisive achievement as a literary work.

Redeaninj the Republic: The Third Period of the "War of the Rebellion in the
Year IS'Jt. Br Charles Carleton Coffin-. Illustrated. 8vo, pp. 473. Xew
York: Harper & Brothers. Price, cloth, $3.

The rebellion was one of the " gigantic crimes of history." It originated

in a purpose to extend slavery, perhaps the greatest crime of a civilized

people. Slavery the cause and rebellion the effect were suppressed, and
historians are now writing the war that destroyed them. 3Ir. Coffin

offers to the public another volume, contaiuing not merely the facts but

also his version of the conflict as its spirit became manifest in the tre-

mendous events of the period. The year 18G4 was memorable for great

battles, great achievements for freedom, and an evident progress toward

the conclusion of the strife. General Grant was pouuding the rebellion

into dust in the East and General Sherman was extinguishing it in the

West and remote South. The story is told plainly, concisely, yet with a

nervous diction that the contemplation of the events would naturally in-

spire, and it naturally awakens the military and patriotic spirit of the

reader. One of the results of such a book is, in addition to its adding

to the general information, to make patriotic citizens, such as the Kepublic

can depend upon in the future. Another result is, that, rushing through

the record of carnage and brutality, we are thankful that the sacrifice

required for freedom was no greater and that it came to an end. Students

of our military history will avail themselves of the author's works.

John G. Pafon. Missionary to the New Hebrides. An Autobio.eraphy. Edited
by liis Brother. 12mo, pp. 365. New York: Robert Carter & Brotiiers.

Price, cluth, $1 50.

Born in Scotland, Mr. Paton imbibed less of the theological spirit than of

the missionary impulse of that Presbyterian country. Early in life the

passion for saving souls took possession of him, and it never vacated the

premises. He proved himself fit for foreign service by his devotion to the

wretched and degraded in his own land. Ghisgow was his training-school.

In her dens of iniquity he made war with hell and came off conqueror, lie

was instrumental in reclaiming the drunkard, converting the papist, answer-

ing the infidel, and saw the saints multiply in the abodes of tlie wicked.

The wail of the heathen, however, made him uncomfortable, and, licensed

and ordained, he sailed for the New Hebrides. Tanna, an island of canni-

bals, was his head-quarters for a few years, but he finally left it without

recovering it to civilization or really delivering it from heathenism. But

his labors were not in vain, for more has been accomplished in the islands
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iu the last twenly-five years than in all their previous history, in the way
of evangelization. He studied tiieir superstitions, their system of sac-

rifices, the meaning of their dances, and the coarse and brutal customs

they observed in worship and social life* and found them repugnant and
alien to all good influences. Nevertheless, since his day they liavc pro-

gressed until the naked clothe themselves; woman, hitherto crushed, is

accorded some rights; decency and order seem to be desired by the major-

ity, and the life of a human being is sacred in their sight, in this plain

recital of a missionary's life we see more than the heroism of the teacher

or the obstinate indifference of the idolater; we see the divine hand guid-

ing the one and restraining the other, and preparing the isles of the sea

for the coming of the Lord.

Hosea Ballou. A ilarvelons Life-Story. By Oscar F. Safford, D.D. 12iiio,

Pi>. 290. Boston : Universalist Publishing House. Price, cloth, §1.

Dr. Safford frankly avows that the motive that governed him in preparing

this work was to rescue the "greatest theologian and picturesque charac-

ter" of the Universalist Church from "increasing obscurity," though
Mr. Ballou's son had years ago written a biography of his father, and
Thomas AVhitteniore also had published a work of four volumes on the

work and career of the celebrated leader. It seems tliat the previous

biographies failed to keep alive the memory of one who had distinguished

himself in the "cause" of universal rt-demption. We do not intimate

that the same fate awaits this volume, but we do say that unless a leader

has in himself the constituent elements of perpetuity, or his leadership

and its results are of fundamental importance, no biography can perpet-

uate his name beyond a generation, and under such circumstances the

most eloquent eulogy sinks to the level of an epitaph. Mr. Ballou made
some history which is worth recalling. The son of a Baptist minister, he

imbibed the Calvinism of his time, and preached it for many years.

That he broke with it was to his credit, but that he espoused a greater

error in theology is quite as evident. He was apparently slow in chang-

ing his mind, though his strongest trait was intellectual vacillation. His

progress in thought does not exhibit regular gradations or traceable

processes of evolution, but rather irregular variations from a straight

line, and sudden decisions that surprise those who are given to logical

methods of inquiry and change. His admirers may not admit this dubious

mental condition, as a distinctive trait, but his history evidences it at every

turn. In reaching his conclusions respecting future punishment he com-

mences as a Calvinistic believer in it, and his two works, Kotcs on the

Parables, and Treatise on Atonement, furnish strong arguments in its de-

fense as a scriptural doctrine. Nor did he wholly change when he formu-

lated the theology which the Universalists of his day generally accepted,

for he still announced punishment for sin as a truth to be preached and

believed. But in his development of the doctrine he attempted to free it

of the orthodox interpretation, and so at times he runs into restoration-

ism, and at other times presented it iu the most vague and unsatisfactory
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manner, leaving it doubtful as to wlietlicr sin is wholly punishable in

this life, or wholly repaired in the life to come. His theology became the

theology of Univcrsalism, though prior to the new leader it had nuun.

tained other views of future punishment. The book is interesting because

it aims to trace the career of one who passed from the Calvinistic faith to

the acceptance of a heresy that, supported by a few honored names in lit-

erature, still exerts wherever preached a paralyzing elTect on all the holy

industries of the Christian Church, and impedes the progress of the re-

ligion upon which it professes to found its claims and arguments.

ISUSCELLANEOUS.

Epworth League Workers. By Jacob Emrurt Price. 12iiio, pp. 217. New York:
' Hunt & Eaton. Cincinnati : Cranston & Siowe. Price, cloth, 75 ceuts.

That the Epworth League is " a child of Providence " seems proven in its

phenomenal growth, its present magnitude, and its rapidly-widening

membership. Such an increasing institution must have its new and special

literature, and to this class of publications the present manual belongs.

Its design is to aid in the successful management of League societies. In

its sweep of discussion it gives helpful direction for all the details of

Epworth League' work, including literary and scientific meetings, Bible

study, studies in Methodism, social culture, and Christian work. The

ample experience of its author in the management of young people's so-

cieties gives additional value to his recent publication. It is practical,

vigorous, wise. We cheerfully commend its use.

Jesus of Knzareth. Three Lectures Before the Young Men's Clirisiian Associa-

tion of John? Hopkins University, in Levering Hall. By Jonx A. Bkoauus,

D D., LL.D., President of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. 12mo,

pp. 105. New York: A. C. Arnnstrong & Sou. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

These three lectures discuss the personal character of Jesus, his ethical

teachings, and his supernatural works. Tlie author confesses them to be

" the fruit of life-time studies." They are scholarly, orthodox, and set

forth with new charm the ever-peculiar life of Jesus of Isazarcth.

Centennial of the Mdliodist Book (fonrern and Dedication of the new Publishing and

3Iission Building of the Methodist Epismpal Church. 8vo, pp. 78. New 'iork :

Hunt & Eaton.

Few anniversaries in Methodism have lately been of more importance tlian

the celebration which occasioned this memorial. It is eminently satisfac-

tory that the centennial of John Dickins's work as iirst book agent should

be celebrated by the dedication of a new building devoted to the widely-

extended and rapidly-enlarging interests of the Jlctliodist Episcopal

Church. The addresses made on that occasion and an outline account of

the general exercises are herein preserved. The event has already boconie

liistory, and at least one of its chief participants has passed to the Chinch

triumphant. The :Methodism of the future will bo grateful for tlic ac-

count of these centennial exercises and of this dedication, in such accurate

and enduring form.
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history of this Review. Upon the second cover page

we state somewhat more in detail the plans of the Editor

for special contributions for the ensuing year.

The outline is a prophecy of a volume of rich and varied
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to carry out the programme of the Editor we find it necessary

to materially enlarge the Review. Portraits of representative

clergymen and laymen will be inserted as occasion requires.

The Review will be conducted on the basis of a broad Chris-

tian scholarship, and yet will stoutly maintain and defend the
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The Foreign Department ^vill be supervised by a res-
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This ably written trca'i^e received the Kletchor Prize for 1S89, and presents the whole rationale
of prayer, with miny hcipful suzijrstions for thoughtful minds.

GOD'S JEWELS: Their Dignity and Destiny. By Rev. \v. y. fullerton.
——«»-~~-»»~°i I ! li- »;...»»^j.M.»^. ii.i Ml »»»».,.,»— 125 pp. i6mo, many cuts.

Cloth, 60c.

Facts concerning the crincipal known gems, finely applied to Christian character and life.

THE LIFE OF CHRIST m PICTURE AND STORY. By Mrs. l. s.

Houghton. Over 200 cuts. 295 pp. 410. Cloth, §1 50 ; e.\tra gilt, beveled

boards, $2.

A carefully written and sumptuous volume for youth, enriched by many choice engravings. A
companion to "' The Pible in I'iclure and Story."

FR^OM_SOLOMQM TOTHE CAPTIVITY. For the international Sunday-

School Lessons, January to July, 1891. An invnluable book for teachers. By Rev.

David Gregg, D.D., and Rev. L. W. Mudge, D.D. i2mo. Cloth, $1 25 ; stout

paper, cloth back, 50 cents.

t^lAGO CHRIST!: The Example of Jesus Christ. |^>;^^^;"^^ ^^^^
''

l^
thor of Life cf St. Paul, etc. i2mo. 332 pp. $1 50.

A gem of a book. A clear and beautiful picture of the actions and words of Jesus.

—Old and Ne-M Testament Student.

SUPR E!M ^ T HjJ6 S. By Rev. E. F. Burr, D.D., LL.D., author of Cchstial Em-
pires, etc. i2ino. 430 pp. Cloth, §I 75.

Suggestive and stimulatin'^ ; written in an original, striking, and attractive style.

.\\\ admirable hvo\.—},'rthcd:st-Vrotestant. —NatioKO.l Methodist.

THE BIBLE DICTIOr^ARY. ByRev.W.W.R.^XD.D.D. Revised and enlarged.

.III.. .1.1.1 >««»—^ III. ...,m,̂ ^«m:„«m. ^ 360 illustrations. iS maps. 720 pp. Svo. Cloth,

$2 ; sheep, sprinkled edije, $2 50 ; morocco, gilt, 83 50 ; full levant, $5.

One of the m^st important TVihle helps puhlishcd.

—

.Methodist Recorder.
A ver\' treasury of biblical wealth.—/>'tv,{r Record.

SACRED GEOGRAF'HY AND AI-lTIGUiTIES. By rrof e. r. barrows, d.d.

Five ina[),i and uunieroui engravinijs. 6S5 pp. Large l2mo. Cloth, 82 25.

£2i!£Mi2ILILJilLSi£k§: (^^"^^ -''"^^^'•^ ^^°- ^^'^ pp- cioti., $r 75-

THROUGH BIBLE LANDS. New and enlarged edition. By Rev. rmLU' SCHAK.

-
,

• L\D., LL.D. Square i2mo. 31 maps and iliustra-

ticn.-^. 460 pp. Ciot'i. .'r2.
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'^'> 'ii ^y„ f^ T^'M?^^^,^ ! 3T^,>^A!r*SE:^ Each in a hanUson-.epy ,it. :U:*A i "«.>'4-^
-f

t. 'J'^^' iU ifn. g C^Jt ^'tf:_fr:i.fv«.SL..<.-^ chestnut case.

STA« LIBR.'^RY. Or.o hiu/dnd beautifully illustrated and ..tron.;ly bound x6nio volumes, only $.-i-

MODEL LIBRARY, No. I. i'ifty i6mo illustrated volumes. Net, $ro.

MODEL LIBRARY, No. 2. Fifty i8mo illustrated volumes. Net, 5.15.

MODEL LIBRARY, No. 3. Fifty ifmo illustr.-ited volumes. Net, S25.
MODEL LIBRARY, No. 4. Fifty i8mo volumes, fully illustrated. Net, ?io.

MODEL LIBRARY. No. 5. Twenty-live i6mo illustr.ned volumes. Net, ^,15.

MISSIONARY LIBRARY. Twelve i-mo vohuues. Cloth. $io, net.

AliiERICAii TRACT SOCIETY, 150 Nassau Si. and 304 Fourtii Ave., Kew YorK.
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